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PREFATORY NOTE TO THE FOURTH VOLUME.
THE

Editor deems

it

original,

proper

tt&amp;gt;

prefix to the present

volume a few

Only the Synoptical Gospels have, in the
been carried through the fourth edition. Other portions of the

explanatory statements.

1.

Commentary have reached a

third, others a

second edition.

This will

account for a slight change in the title page of the present volume. 2.
The Scripture references have been, in the entire work, thus far, thor
oughly examined, and numerous errors rectified. It is believed that the

work

3, In the
will be found, in this important point, unusually correct.
present volume the numerous references to &quot;Winer s New Testament
Grammar (made, in the original, to the third edition) have been con

formed to the sixth enlarged and greatly improved edition. They have
also been adjusted to the section and paragraph (instead of the page), in
order that they may be equally available in a translation as in the orig
Such a translation will probably be soon issued by the American
inal.
4. The widely-extended favour and interest
publishers of Olshausen.
with which this admirable Commentary has been received, have prompted
the editor to augmented pains in securing to the American edition ac
curacy, clearness, and even a degree of elegance. The amount of labour
which this has involved will be appreciated only by those who have gone
through a similar task. The Edinburg translation is by more than a
dozen different hands (exhibiting nearly every variety of qualification
and tfis-qualification), and has been subjected to no single editorial
It

supervision.

exhibits therefore,

we

are constrained to say, a great

disregard of uniformity, while scarcely a single portion of it
in a thoroughly scholarly manner.
The entire work thus

is

executed

far, except
perhaps the latter half of the Epistle to the Romans (next to this in ac
curacy is the Acts), is deformed by frequent errors, often seriously af
As
fecting the course of thought, and by not less frequent obscurities.
a lesser defect, we may mention the Greek accentuation, which is often

and

some

entire divisions of the work systematically wrong.
however, might be passed with comparative indulg
ence but we feel compelled to notice, in terms of severe reprehension,
its translation of that entire section of the
Gospels containing the trial,
carelessly,

All

its

other

in

faults,

;

crucifixion,

genius

is

and resurrection of Christ

(in

which Olshausen

s

peculiar

transcendently displayed), and of the volume containing the

PREFATORY NOTE.

IV

two Epistles to the Corinthians. These important portions, amounting
to some 600 pages, exhibit a marvellous capacity of blundering, a sloven
and ignorance utterly incredible to one who ha? not laboriously
the sea of errors with which they are inundated. The
translators often seem ignorant alike of German and of English, and al

liness

waded through

indifferent whether they give the meaning of the original, a mean
reverse of the original, or no
ing alien from the original, a meaning the
thus
with unaffected pain in
The
editor
speaks
meaning whatever.
a
issued
a
so
to
work,
by publishing house of eminent
important
regard

most

respectability, and which in its noble Library of Foreign Theological
Literature, is rendering to the causa of religion and sacred learning an
invaluable service. But the statement he has made is simple truth. The

translations of these portions contain more mistakes than lines, and on
almost every page utterly darken or grossly pervert the sense of the
In cutting his way through this wilderness of blunders, the
original.
editor does not presume to hope that his work has been perfectly accom

Obliged sometimes to labor when physically and mentally ex
he
has no doubt left behind many (he trusts minor) errors to
hausted,
be expurgated from a future edition. lie feels assured, however, that
he has, in the main, restored Olshausen to sense, and that the readers of
this edition will not be obliged frequently to
pause and wonder that so
celebrated a commentator could say things, not so
hard&quot; but so im
to be understood.&quot;
possible
plished.

&quot;

&quot;

A. C.
ROCHESTER, August, 1857.

KE^TDRICK.
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COMMENTARY

THE EPISTLES OF PAUL,
SECTION
(VII. 7

IV.

VIII. 39.)

OF THE STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT ALIKE

IN INDIVIDUALS

AND THE

UNIVERSE.

IN the establishment of the new way of salvation upon the vica
and the indication of its relation to the
law, the strictly doctrinal discussion had at length reached a full and
natural termination.
But in now proceeding most appropriately to
rious character of Christ

indicate the various stages of development disclosed primarily in
the individual man, the apostle sheds a still clearer light over all

that has preceded.
He shews, first (vii. 7-24), how
the state of undeveloped childishness into that of

man

rises from
under the
laiVj in which sin awakened by the resistance of the law calls up
that inward conflict, by which he first becomes truly conscious of
the moral antagonism within him, and of his bondage to sin.
The
result of this conflict is the felt need of redemption, out of which
faith in the redemption accomplished in Christ developes itself; and
life

in the power of this faith the believer is enabled, what of his own
effort he could never do, to serve the Divine law in spirit, albeit the
old man in him remains still subjected to the law of sin.
Then fol

lows

(vii.

life itself

25 viii. 17) a description of the development of the new
received through Christ.
This penetrates not merely the

inward man, but

sanctifies and glorifies by degrees the bodily sub
stance also, so that the whole man becomes like to Christ, and
thereby heir of God and co-heir of the glory of Christ. But since

man

a member, and the most essential member of the creation,
must react upon the universe for glorification not less than
death has acted upon it for destruction. The participation of
is

his life
his

EOMANS VII.

10

universal nature in the perfecting of

7-24.

humanity in

Christ,

Paul treats

of lastly (viii.
contemplation of the infinite power,
the
as
in
which lies
germ of the whole vast glorified crea
Christ,
with a triumphal song,
the
so
apostle, that he closes
inspires
tion,
in which he utters with glad assurance the unconquerableness of the

18-39), and

life

of Christ in

11.

this

all his faithful.

OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL UNTIL

HIS

EX

PERIENCE OF REDEMPTION.
(VII. 7-24.)

Before

we

treat the particulars of this remarkable, and, alike

theoretically and practically, highly important section, some general
questions are to be considered, the answer to which in a great mea
sure determines its illustration. Is Paul speaking in this section of

Ms own

state,

or not ? and are the experiences of the regenerate or
As regards the first question, it
subject matter ?

its

unregenerate
is clear, that the apostle could not possibly have chosen to carry
through this representation in the first person, if absolutely no

analogy to his portraiture were presented in his own life, if he had
intended himself to be considered as expressly excepted. On the
other hand it is equally clear that Paul cannot be so speaking of
himself as that his statements refer to him alone; for his desire

is,

to

enlighten his readers upon their own necessities.
experiences mirror those of the great body.

Eather must his
We can but decide

therefore that while the apostle speaks indeed of himself,

it is

rather

under those relations which he shares in common with the race,
than of his own individual experience. Little, however, is gained
by this, unless it be determined in what period of his life the
This inquiry
experiences of which the apostle speaks were felt.
coincides with the other highly important question, whether his
portraiture has reference to the state of the regenerate or unre
The passage 7-13, indeed, according to the opinion of
generate.
all expositors, applies to

the state before regeneration, the aorist
gone by ; but whe

sufficiently indicating that the state described is
ther vcrs. 14r-24 are likewise to be considered as

preceding regenera

seems very uncertain, since in this section Paul
employs only
the present, while viii. 2, etc., the aorist reappears.
This is in fact
a difficult inquiry, as in the first place the processes treated of are
and a
purely internal, and require thoroughly analogous
tion,

experiences

definite consciousness of these experiences, in order to

be rightly es
in the next place, the influence of
false
tendencies
many
has confused the inquiry. Pelagian blindness as to moral
states, as
timated

;

well as Donatist rigorousness,

must have found it easy

to assert, that

ROMANS VII.
vers.

14-24 could not have reference

7-24.

11

to the regenerate, for that sin

must be

Moral laxity or
entirely out of the question.
hypocrisy has again found it very convenient to say, that Paul is de
scribing the state of the regenerate, thus dreaming that they might,

in these

notwithstanding their moral debasement, consider themselves regen
But besides these decidedly false tendencies, even the most
erate.
faithful and learned members of the church have held different
views of the passage, according as they were accustomed to consider
the sinfulness of man to be greater or less, and so to rate differently
the effect of regeneration.

Accordingly we are not surprised to find

the orientals, always inclining to Pelagianism, as Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, on the side of those who refer the passage to the

Even Augustine followed them at first ;
state before regeneration.
as he carried out his system, however, he was induced to defend the
opposite view, that Paul is describing the state of the regenerate
He was followed not merely in the middle ages by
themselves.

the most esteemed theologians, especially Anselm and Thomas Aqui
nas, but by the reformers, Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, Beza, who
interpreted the passage as Augustine did. After Spener, Franke,

Bengel, Gottfried Arnold, Zinzendorf, the words of the apostle
again began to be explained of the state preceding regeneration,
Stier, Tholuck, Ktickert, De Wette, Meyer, follow them in
These learned men nevertheless rightly ac
their interpretation.
in
the
Augustinian representation also an element of
knowledge

and

truth, since in the life of the regenerate moments occur in which
they must speak entirely as Paul expresses himself here. As it is

only by degrees that the transforming power of the gospel pene
trates the different tendencies of the inward life, kindred phenomena

extend through the whole life of the believer ; and this suggests the
For it is
possibility of uniting the two views in a higher one.
antecedently improbable, that men like Augustine and the reformers
should have entirely erred in the conception of so important a pas
The following exhibition of the course of thought may per
sage.
it clear how such a difference of views could arise in
render
haps
the interpretation of the passage, and what in such difference

is

right and what erroneous.
is evident that the apostle s
purpose is to sketch a
of
inward
of
the
description
process
development from its begin
nings to its highest perfection. He sets out, vii. 9, from a state

First, it

which the man is living entirely without law, and closes, viii. 11,
with the glorification of the body. The question occurs here, how
in

Four
stages of development are properly distinguished ?
which
sin
in
a
life
without law,
First,
clearly present themselves.

many
is

dead

;

under the law, in which sin becomes alive and
further, a state in which, by the power of Christ,

next, a life

has dominion

;

KOMANS VII.

12

7-24.

the Spirit has dominion, and sin is mastered finally, the state of
If now
the entire exclusion of sin by the glorification of the body.
is to be understood from the first stirrings of
all
regeneration
;

by

s description may then be applied to
because the very needfulness of the law is called

grace, the whole of the apostle

the regenerate

;

But it is surely mure correct and scriptural to call
forth by grace.
inward process only, by which, after the need of
that
regeneration
is awakened, the power of Christ bears sway in the
redemption
soul ; so that a new, spiritual man comes into being, and exercises
his ruling power.
According to this acceptation, the state under the
law cannot co-exist with regeneration, and without question there

24 would seem to express the awakened need of re
and
ver. 25 the experience of redemption itself
vers. 14demption,
24 are to be assigned to a period before regeneration, and understood
as portraying the conflict in the breast of one who is awakened.
As, however, the apostle in this section makes use of the present,
while before and afterwards he employs the aorist, we are led to infer
fore

as

vii.

that he does not regard this state of conflict as concluded with the
experience of redemption. In the description (14-24) itself too, as
will afterwards

be more particularly shewn, an advance in the con

clearly observable, the better / stands out in the man
more and more, and he feels in God s law a gradually growing plea
This appears at ver. 17 especially in the vwl dt- OVKKTI, and at
sure.

flict

with sin

is

which indicate a state now past. In a far higher
25 expresses, is this the case after the experience of
the redeeming power of Christ, where the conflict with sin is de
scribed as resulting mainly in the triumph of the better elements in
man. But a conflict remains still, even after the experience of re
and that even the regenerate man does not
generation
always
appear victorious, that even for him times of temptation, of very sore

ver. 20, in OVKKTI,

degree, as ver.

;

temptation, come on, the Scripture assures in express declarations
(comp. at 1 John ii. 1), and in its records of the life of the apostles, as
does the experience of all saints of all times. Add to this considera
tion, that

coinmensurately with true progress in the life of faith,
our perception of the stirrings of sin becomes more
searching and
spiritual, conscience becomes more delicate and censures strictly even
the smaller deviations, which had else on lower standards remained
unnoticed, and it is clearly right that Augustine and the great
doctors of the church who followed
that even the
him, should

man

declare,

can and must say of himself all that the
apostle,
vers. 14-24, utters.
The safest answer therefore to the question,
whether Paul is here treating of the
regenerate, is, that in the pas
sage, vers. 14r-24, he immediately describes the state of the man be
regenerate

fore regeneration, since his purpose is, to set forth coherently the
whole course of development ; in the
consciousness, however, that

KOMANS VII.

13

1, 8.

phenomena entirely similar present themselves within the regenerate
man, he makes the description applicable to the regenerate also.
The opinion, therefore, on the one side, that the apostle immedi
on the other the as
ately and directly intends the regenerate, and
the
sertion, that in the regenerate man nothing answering to
erroneous. The
picture, vers. 14-24, can he found, are alike entirely
distinction between the conflict and the fall of the unregenerate and
the conflict and

of the regenerate, remains, notwithstanding the
near affinity, objectively so great (as at vii.
their
of
subjective feeling
that
25
will
be
anxiety, lest the view proposed should.
24,
proved)
fall

strip regeneration of its essential character, must appear entirely
unfounded.* If we now look back again to the first question, of
which period of his life the apostle could say such things as he
utters, vers. 14-24, it is clear that he cannot be immediately de
scribing his moral state after the Lord s appearing to him near
Damascus, but his inward conflicts under the yoke of the law yet
the transition into the present certainly indicates, that even in his
then existing state, he still caught the tones of feeling which made
him exclaim with perfect truth, although with incomparably more
delicate application to deeper and tenderer relations than in his for
mer state (comp. at vii. 24, 25) What I would, I do not, and what
I would not, that I do ; wretched man that I am, who shall deliver
me from the body of this death
(Comp. at 2 Cor. xii. 7, etc.)
;

:

!

Vers. 7,
eral

8.

first

two verses of

fundamental thought

The

carries out.

the

The

lav/,

sight.

briefly expressed,

which

gen

ver. 9, etc., further

apostle expresses in these the relation of sin to
latter as the power which brings sin to

and describes the

Sin

law does

this section contain the

it

is in

human

manifest

nature, even apart from law, but by the
and so reach the human consciousness.

itself,

Hence, also, notwithstanding this provocation of sin by the law, the
law itself is no sinful production, but rather it is holy, just, and
good (ver. 12), as the expression of the holy will of God, of whose
eternal, unalterable nature it even therefore partakes (comp. Ps.
cxix. 96), and is designed to lead to life ; but sin perverts it to
death.
(Ver. 10 and the observations at John xii. 50, compared
with Levit. xviii. 5 ; Deut. v. 16, 33.) What the apostle declares
here, therefore, holds also, not by any means merely of the Mosaic
ceremonial law, but of the moral law, generally, in all forms of its
manifestation

heathens, Jews and Christians.

among

and

entirely universal character of law, that sin breaks

It

is

swells

the

up

* Reiche has
he holds that the
strikingly failed in his acceptation of this passage
Jewish humanity, comprehended in the apostle s person, is speaking here. The one-sided
reference of the vofiog merely to the Jewish ceremonial law, is the immediate cause of
that one-sided reference itself, however, is founded in tha
this clearly false acceptation
;

;

doctrinal principles of this learned

man.

ROMANS VII.

14

7, 8.

since it checks the stream of sinful
(comp. at ver. 13),
a
desire in a concrete case by
positive command (&n-oA?j), and by
as
a
this check urges to such
transgression of the commandment
relation
in
The
state.
moral
his
own
man
the
renders palpable to

against

it

which Paul in these verses places sin (dpapTia), and desire (emOvpia),
It would seem, at first sight, that he considered the
is peculiar.
In the sinful
as the derived principle.
as
the
first, the d/mpr/a
Kmdvfiia
the evil desire is the mother of
act the two are really so related
the evil deed (James i. 15); but dpagria denotes here the sinful
state in general, which in the special case is merely revealed, and
;

for this relation their position is exactly reversed.
concupiscentia, issues from the general, sinful

prava

The imdvpia,
nature of man,

Upon nearer
manifestation, and then the act follows.
it
becomes
s
the
of
consideration
evident,
apostle words, however,
as

its first

that he intends the relation of d^apria to crnOvfua to be exactly
Sinfulness causes evil desire in all its forms
so understood here.

(rcdaav

up through the law in the inward man
and the Divine commandment against de

KTuOvfuav), to rise
v

(Kareipydoaro
e^ot);
now unveils to man his corruption.
desire into act is not at all in question.

sire

A

carrying out of the

The desire itself is sinful,
and forbidden in the law, and the man may become conscious of his
sinfulness, even by the greatness of the lust, although it should not
break forth into outward evil deeds, which indeed is commonly the
Deut. v. 8) is
case.
Hence, too, the OVK KmOv^ae^ (Exod. xx. 14
not to be taken, according to Tholuck, with an
and so forth,&quot; as
though Paul were selecting but one from the many commandments
;

&quot;

;

be understood as the comprisal of the whole law. Positively,
laws say love God above everything ; negatively, they all say

it is

all

to

:

suffer not thyself to covet

:

;
is, cleave not with thy love to
created thing, not even to thyself, but to the Eternal only.*
essence of this emOvpia is not desire in itself, joy in this or that

that

any

The
for

the perfect man would have the highest, purest pleasure in all the
works of God but desire, when separate from God, selfish luve, es

The command OVK emdviJirjaeiSy therefore, is
tranged from God.
nothing less than that man give himself up with all his own desire
and joy this giving-up, however, is not possible without regenera
tion, and hence man can never, as the following discourse demon
;

peace by the law he needs a Deliverer from himself
(Ver. 8, the 6ia T?/C evro^fr, as afterwards, ver. 11, is

strates, arrive at
(ver. 24).

;

* Tho
apostle takes no notice of the circumstance which is the rarer case, that even
the fright, the terror of sin, may hurl into sin, if the shield of faith is
wanting. Evil
thoughts, that fill the heart with horror, may, by this very terror, which takes away the
presence of mind, draw men down into sin. The histories of criminals often afford proof
of this.
Still, to explain such cases, wo might assume, perhaps without exception, either
previous moral corruption, or intellectual weakness in conjunction with disease.

KOMANS VII.
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9, 10.

connected with dfowrjv hapovaa than with the following
words because thejpeculiar working of the law is thus most definitely
better

;

indicated.)
Vers. 9, 10.

The apostle now, after having expressed the general
thought., proceeds in the description of the course of development in
the man from its first beginnings ; he describes a state in which sin

This state of childish
as yet dead, and man is living without laiv.
unconsciousness is disturbed by the law with its commandment in
There is a question, however, how we are to
the case in question.
is

conceive such a state of

life

without

laiv, for

the apostle cannot

mean

the state of infancy proper ; yet, except this, there is no time in the
life of man in which it may strictly be said that man is in it without
It may aid essentially in explaining
law, and sin without motion.*
this difficulty, to re mark, that the apostle, during his entire discus
sion, is

not supposing crimes and such outbreaks of

sin,

which even

the magistracy resents, and which draw after them the contempt of
the world ; for the law is assuredly able to repress sins of this kind,
and man can by the guidance of the law fulfil of his own power

But in such a state of
so called opera civilia or justifies externa.
and
ordinances
laws
all
action
appear to man as political, or
legal
at least as merely human statutes, and his whole effort is without
reference to God ; he avoids sin, not for God s sake, but for its

disagreeable external consequences, which to be sure is better than
that recklessness which does not even shun consequences, yet still
With such a state of mind,
does not satisfy absolute righteousness.

the apostle has nothing at all to do here. He is speaking rather of
that moment when his relation to God dawns upon man, not merely
in conception, but in essence and power, and he learns to regard all
the commandments and ordinances of the law as Divine, that is, as

The whole time before this moment he
without law, when sin was dead.\ With this accepta
tion results, also, what holds equally of all subsequent stages of
development, that we are not to suppose this first stage as instanta

absolute
calls

the

commandments.
life

neously overpast. Unquestionably, indeed, with most men, the
discernment of the law, as being the will of the absolutely holy God,
takes place instantaneously, and the former and after life may be
* Usteri

Adam

(in

the Paul. Lehrbegr. 4th edit. p. 39) supposes this state to be like that of
fall, which is surely against the apostle s meaning, who considers this

before the

state of the deadness of sin itself as a consequence of the

The

fall.

dve&cev (ver. 9), is not, as Eiickert still holds, to be construed &quot;sin
again revived,&quot; as though it had once been alive (from which conception the reading t.fy]~
come to
rev, which must certainly be set aside, proceeded); uva^uu is rather
f

rj

a/LLapria

&quot;to

(aufleben) as LVLOTTI^L (in its intransitive tenses)
(.

is

&quot;to

arise,

stand

up.&quot;

life&quot;

The coming

to

however, presupposes no antecedent living of that which comes to life, but a slum
bering only of the life in it. Thus comes to life the slumbering germ of a grain of seed,
which had not as yet independently lived. The expression, to come to life again, for the
second time,&quot; is here wholly inappropriate.
life,

&quot;
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that the risen light
clearly distinguished ; but it is only by degrees
inward
the
of
different
life, and even
diffuses itself into the
regions

who have made progress may have still to* experience on iso
lated departments, that they were living there without law, since
the necessity of applying the Divine law in this or that individual
case had been a long time in becoming to them a matter of living

those

Thus it may be perceived what is meant by the
vopov dpaprta veKpd, without law sin was dead. The
%&&$
expression
for its
deadness of sin does not imply that it has no motion at all
as
itself
manifest
must
always
very essence is a disordered life, and
of
God
and
love
in
fear
failure
often
negatively only, by
such, although
but it is so far dead without law, as that it is not at first discerned in
its nature and in its whole magnitude, without the light of the law to
consciousness.

;

;

With that knowledge, however, the sin itself
because
from this knowledge there is generated a
first,
resistance which enhances the fierce power of the natural life (ver.
13); next, because the sin, which has entered into the consciousness,
its

enlighten

increases

is

darkness.

:

a germ awakened from slumber, that strives for an ever

like

growing development. Man s self-will champs fiercely the bit that
would curb it the love of knowledge, perverted to curiosity, burns
with eagerness to taste the forbidden thing and thus through the
law sin perfects itself in itself by the heightened action of desire
granting that it does not, as indeed will but rarely happen, break
:

;

;

forth into acts of open criminality.
(This phenomenon is so conso
nant to experience that it is recognized in the Old Testament, Prov.
ix. 17,

and even by profane authors. Comp. the noted passage in
iii.
Nitimur in vetiturn.semper cupimusque nega4,

Ovid. Amor.

&quot;

To the quickening of sin the apostle immediately attaches
the dying of the 7, the better self;* it would seem, therefore, that
the latter had been alive before the moment of the law s coming in,
ta.&quot;)

that the better had prevailed, and that accordingly this
to be the signal, not of an advance to the
but
of
a
better,
retrogression to the worse. And indeed this is Paul s
that

is,

moment would seem

* I believe

it

may be

a different shape.

Sin

is

said that the development of the conflict assumes in
many men
with many alive from the beginning, and the better self seems

The course of conversion with such persons then takes the shape, that the con
developed, when the / awakes from its deep slumbers in the inner man, and
opposes itself to the unresisted dominion of the sinful element. The apostle s description,
f
therefore, is not to be understood as prescribing one uniform\and invariable process of

to sleep.

flict is first

conversion

;

experience indeed shews, that in the

life

of

many

converted persons,

e. g.,

and Zinzondorf s, no such decisive moment occurred as Paul describes in
the passage vii. 24.
But such as theirp naturally are only to be
supposed in the
church; with heathens and Jews, as those of whom Paul was immediately thinking,
the conversion must necessarily have shewn itself, as Paul
represents it because with
them any abiding in the grace of baptism is out of the question, and
consequently in them
conversion must reveal itself as one marked and instantaneous act
which
enter
Spener

s

;

by

into the

communion

of the faithful.

they

ROMANS

yet the deterioration is but a
open coming-out of a hitherto lurking
possible without this, so unless sin be thus

seeming

13 clearly
the full,
like
one,

disease.

As no

meaning, as

ver.

forced to shew

cure

itself,
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is

there

is

shews

;

no deliverance from

it.

The

relatively

better state, which consists in an amiable temper, and freedom from
violent desires, is also but a seeming one, that bas no true foundation,

and therefore vanishes as soon

as the hour of temptation approaches.

The coming

forth of sin, however, is not, as was before noticed, to be
understood of open criminality and wickedness, from which man

on any standard can and must by his own power refrain, but of
those inward impulses and subtle workings of sin, which are beyond
the cognizance of human judgment.
Meantime it is certainly pos
sible,

even for the gross offender, when the law becomes alive in him,

forthwith by penitence and faith, to enter into redemption ; but he
may not abuse this position for the purpose of exculpating himself.
The actual thief or adulterer may not appeal to his sinfulness as

rendering his thus sinning necessary: he could perfectly well have
refrained from the deed ; but the inward lust no man can of his

and it is of the overmastering force of this that
;
the apostle immediately treats here.
Paul lingers still upon these thoughts,* and exalts
Yers. 11-13.
the holiness of the law, as an expression of the will of the holy God,

ewn power do away

so that the cause of its effect in

augmenting sin is only to be found
but the innocent occasion, the conditio
sine qua non; the causa efficiens is the sinfulness of man.
The lat
a
at
a
Gen.
as
glance
ter, therefore, appears (with
iii.)
thing prop

The law

in sin itself.

is

This relation of
erly foreign to the man, deceiving even himself.
the tyw, /, to dpapTia, sin, is of the highest importance for under
standing what follows, and for scriptural anthropology in general.
Sin is not the nature, the substance of man himself (as evil generally

nothing substantial, but
relations originally ordained

merely discord, the disturbance of the
by God) ; rather has the germ of the
Divine image remained even in fallen man, to which grace knits on
her work of bringing him back to God.
(Comp. at Rom. ii. 14, 15.)
This better germ of life, however, appears in the natural state, when

is

has sprung to life, as suppressed by a foreign power, clouded and
obscured in its nature, and hence the operation of grace finds ex
sin

pression in striving to

draw

it forth,

not to be considered as a

and give

it

dominion.

Sin,

sum

of isolated evil actions,
any more than good as a sum of isolated good deeds, but both good
and evil are elements of life ; wherefore, where good or evil has
place in a person, the one or the other element, light or darkness,

therefore,

is

* The delineation of the state under the law
begins fundamentally at ver.

9,

with the

rfc hfTohfje, the description itself does not properly follow until ver. 14, while
vers. 10-13 regard more immediately the moment of transition.

ehdovaqc d
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the Lord of the kingdom of light, or the prince of darkness, exercises
dominion. Therefore, it is said also, 1 John iii. 8, b TTOIUV rfjv dfiapBut the
riav K ~ov diaftoXov eariv, he that doeth sin is of the devil.

dominion of

sin,

when

it is

allowed, takes the form of a-ar?/, deceit,

and abiding satis
Sin, as discord, is
which, however, it deceives itself.
never able to allay that thirst for eternal joy which is planted in
every being, for she brings ever in her train the loathing of herself.
The law fulfils, then, one of its important aims in bringing this
it manifests the secret hidden
deceit to the consciousness of man

/

because the

fancies

it

will find in sin true joy

faction, in

;

nature of evil (tva $avy a/mprm), it heightens it in its nature, in
order the more surely to awaken disgust at it, and to convert all the
desire and love of man to that good, which as internal harmony,

The words

appeases the longing for eternity.

Iva yEVTj-rai ttaO vrcep-

j3oA?}y df.iap-(,)hb$ i] diiapria, that sin may become exceeding sinful,
therefore, are not to be refined on ; they would seem, in this obvious

and simple sense to assert that the commandment heightens sin. As
a rapidly flowing stream rolls calmly on, so long as no object checks
when met by any obstruction, just so calmly
it, but foams and roars
its course through the man so long as
he does not stem it but if he would realize the Divine command
ment, he begins to feel the might of the element, of whose dominion
he had as yet not dreamed.

does the sinful element hold
;

(The construction is not without difficulty. To AAAa // dpapria
the words ^tol yfyove Odvarog are evidently to be supplied from
the preceding, but the fallowing Iva
dfjapria seems to stand unand
some
would
bracket it as parenthesis,
connectedly,
expositors
&amp;lt;pavq

without doubt erroneously.

It is better to refer Iva to the Divine
and
to
wherein (namely as sin
consequently
supply
purpose,
Ka0
becomes the cause of death to men) God purposes that.&quot;
= vxeppakkovrvc, is frequently used by Paul. [Comp. 1
vTrep^oA/Ji
2 Cor. i. 8, iv. 17
The formulais found
Cor. xii. 31
Gal. i. 13.]
also in later profane writers.
The second Iva is to be taken as stand
the second clause only illustrates and
ing quite parallel to the first
&quot;

:

;

;

;

enhances the thought of the

first.

state of man is opposed to the
Divine
nature
of
the
law (the nvevfiariKog is to be
purely objective
emanation
as
of
of
the
interpreted
7Tvev[j,a, John iv. 24).
God,
Spirit
and flesh lust against each other. (Gal. v. 17.) Therefore, the I

Ver.

14.-

Hereupon the carnal

and the law arc against each other, the I would be independent.
There is certainly no break to be made here at ver. 14 the apostle
does not pass to any new representation but the change of the
the present being maintained so constantly to the end of
tenses
the chapter, while hitherto preterites were used cannot, as al
also

;

;

ready observed; be overlooked.

We

find a generalization of the
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relations signified in this ; Paul regards, in what follows, man
in himself, at all stages of development, in conflict with the law,
and, in as far as the old man remains even after regeneration, so far

the following description, as has been shewn above, has its truth
But the question occurs,
also for the regenerate man himself.*
what conception are we to form of od^, and its derivative oapiuKog ?

Schleusner reckons no less than sixteen significations of adp^, which
Bretschneider and Wahl have indeed reduced to seven ; still, even
these learned

men have

failed to exhibit

any natural sequence in

The following observations may perhaps facili
these significations.
tate a survey of the process by which its various meanings are
developed.
Zdp^
signifies, primarily, the substance of the flesh,
In
as belonging to the living organism ; as dead it is called Kpta^.
this meaning, as substance of the body, flesh and bones are often
&amp;gt;=,

Luke xxiv. 39 Eph. v. 30) to indicate emphat
(c. g.,
material
This sensuous signification becomes
the
quality.
ically
then applied in holy writ to spiritual things in two ways. First,
flesh is conceived as the visible veil of the spirit, and so far odpt; ap
connected

;

pears as an equivalent to ypa^a, letter, the veil of the spirit in the
Scripture, or to fiavtpov, manifest, in contrast with KPVTTTOV, hidden
ii.
1, 5 ; Heb. ix. 10), and denotes the out
the form in contrast with the essence ; next, odp^
signifies the decaying, perishable part of man, in contrast with the
This sense appears
eternal, imperishable spirit dwelling in him.

ii.

(Rom.

28, 29

Col.

;

ward, the outside

especially in the forms oa$% not alfia (Matth. xvi.
vi.

Eph.

12) and

-ndoa odp%

(Luke

iii.

6

;

John

as signifying the decaying, perishable race of

17

man

;

6

iii.

1 Cor. xv.

50

1 Pet.

24),

;

i.

;

With

generally.

the idea of decay is then necessarily given that of sinfulness as its
cause ; death penetrated among mankind with sin ; and decay is

but death in

gradual diffusion.

its

Accordingly sinfulness

itself is

also, especially in the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, directly
called odp^, and 87u6v;uaL aapKog, desires offlesh (Eph. ii. 3 ; 1 John
ii.

16

;

2 Pet.

18), a vovg capno^,

ii.

mind of flesh

(Col.

ii.

18),

trw/za

body of flesh (Col. ii. 11, compared with Eccles. xxiii. 16),
and the like are spoken of. Finally, this usage is not to be under
stood, as implying that the writers of the Bible considered sin as
grounded merely in the bodily impulses, as a preponderating
crap/to?,

The

sensuality.

whole psychical

odpt; is

life,

with

rather to be understood, as embracing the
all its will and mind ; for without the ani-

* That the
phenomena here described admit, indeed, a partially universal application,
cannot be denied. Yet I think the ground of the apostle s change of tense lies in the
vividness of his conception, which naturally leads him to realize and depict the scene as if
now actually passing within him. Besides, the point at which he passes from the past to
the present

is

the law is spiritual,&quot;
where, having occasion to state a universal truth,
tense, he naturally employs the present in the answer

and hence to use the present
ing clause.

[K.

&quot;
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the adfe alone cannot even
mating V^ 7 (distinguished from TTVWJMO),
commit sin. It is certainly correct, however, that odp% can be used
to denote only human sin, the sin of the world of evil spirits having
?

In this it
character.
quite a different
natural
in
the
incurable
;
and, therefore,

is

of a spiritual nature,

man

sin

has only pene

trated the psychical, sensuous nature; the spirit, being oppressed or
troubled by sin, may be defiled, but it has not sin in its nature.
When in man sin occupies the spirit itself, and proceeds from it, he
The use of
is then on his way to the sin against the Holy Ghost.*
be
easily explained.
the adjectives oaprctKog and odpKivog may now
The latter (2 Cor. iii. 3, is the only place where it is quite ascer
tained) answers to our

the former

is

our

(German jfteischern, or fleischig)
(German fleischlicK). In the
forms were confounded, and hence

&quot;

;

fleshy&quot;

&quot;

carnal&quot;

fleshly,

later Greek, the two adjective
many variations are found in the readings

;

in the

New

Testament,

be
however, except in the passage above adduced, aapKiitos should
This form, then, designates alike the merely out
read.
everywhere

ward (Kom.
fore, sinful,

xv. 27 ; 1 Cor. ix. 11), and the perishable, and, there
which latter meaning prevails in the passage before us.

The iy6 y namely, is so far called oapKinog, as it is controlled by sin ;
in itself, for in the course of the follow
not, as having sin essentially
of the apostle it appears as again freed from that

ing exposition

foreign dominion., as it

was

relatively free

The

from

it

before sin

became

alive (ver. 9).
rip dfiapriav, sold
expression TreTTpajievog
the
relation
the
same
to
also
under sin,
;
image of one sold
points
for a slave, and in need of being ransomed, lies at its foundation.
*

Compare more

vreb

particularly hereon at the important passage, 2 Cor.

vii.

1.

Very

upon this subject are to be found in Yitringa obs. sacr. (Jense 1723),
Comp. also my opusc. theol. (Berol. 1833), pag. 156, seqq. Muller, in
pag. 560, seqq.
his excellent work upon sin (Breslau, 1839, B. i. s. 182), thinks my illustration of the
notion of crupf more satisfactory in the treatise upon the Trichotomy than here. I am not
aware, however, that I have expressed myself otherwise in the commentary than in that
The scriptural explanation which
treatise, only I have here developed my view more fully.
Muller himself gives of cap!; I certainly cannot acknowledge to be the right one, and it is
striking observations

Muller is of opinion that the expression crc/p does not
impossible for it to sustain itself.
all that is merely human, the human as denuded
signify the sinful element in man, but
&quot;

and in contrast

That trvev/Lia, in opposi
vovg or 6 sau avdpuTroc is used in
But vovg is acknowledged to be a function only of the KVEVjLia, and
contrast to aupf.
how the
avdpuTTos is to be otherwise understood than of the 7rvevfj.a, is not to be
conceived. But even setting aside this identity of the nvevfta with both the notions
of

its

relation to God,

tion to (jup,

is

to this

relation&quot;

not the human, but the Divine

spirit

(p. 184).

;

&amp;lt;7(j

which Muller recognizes as opposite to crapf, the assumption of such contrast itself con
which he has proposed. Paul states here a conflict in the
tradicts the notion of
man between the aiipZ and the vov^ it cannot be that all which is merely human is called
&amp;lt;rupf

for that includes the vovg itself.
2up is the human nature, so far as it is separated
from God, and becomes subject to the power of darkness, that is, au ua and V^tf, in the
nvevfia, on the contrary, or, taken as faculty, in the vovg, the light has remained to him,
a light still in bis darkness; the good impulses proceed from it, as from the aupf the evil
&amp;lt;rap,

t

ones.
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man only can come into bondage, and becomes free
liberation from it.
his
with
True, indeed, he cannot loose
again
needs
a
and to this point the deduc
but
from
ransomer,
it,
&quot;himself
tion of the apostle leads (ver. 24).
Therefore, even the regenerate
For the free

man may

ascribe carnality to himself, in that he, albeit for moments
only, has yet to experience the dominion of the flesh.
(The reading oldapev is without hesitation to be preferred to the

other, olda per, which has no manuscript authority at all, and
has evidently proceeded merely from the fact that the singular
But for the very purpose of
stands elsewhere in the whole passage.
not
is
that
the
apostle
expressing merely individual expe
indicating
riences, but such as belong also to the race, the employment of
the plural was necessary here at the turning-point of the whole dis

cussion.)

The thought just expressed in general terms, eyw
Yers. 15-20.
aapKiKos elfu 9 the apostle carries out experimentally in the following
verses, and describes in the most vivid manner the fluctuation of
and thoughts both tempting and fighting against temp
The repetition of the same words (ver. 15 recurs in ver.
and
16 in ver. 20, word for word) gives in the most touch
ver.
19,
the impression of a dreary uniformity in this in
manner
ing
ward struggle, before a higher power of peace has revealed itself
in the mind.
Still, this repetition is by no means to be con
desires
tation.

sidered as entirely without purpose ; it is intended rather to lead
stronger consciousness of the sinful state, and thereby to

to ever

In the course of the con
ever livelier longing for redemption.
too, the more conscious separation of the better self from

flict,

bespeaks progress, which the apostle indicates, not merely by
the stronger expression, which marks, as he advances (ver. 22),
his joy in the Divine law, but also by the growingly perceptible
sin

separation of the old man from the forming new man, and of the
It is yet to be observed, that
sin from the law of the Spirit.
here again the apostle s representation is not to be applied to offences

law of

such as are punished by

human

authority

;

that no murderer,

therefore, or adulterer, or perpetrator of any other act universally
regarded as criminal can say, I do what I would not, but I cannot
it.
Such an one the apostle would answer thou hypocrite,
thou canst well forbear committing the act, if thou only appliest the
The whole
natural powers which God has bestowed upon thee.

help

:

representation regards the inner man,*and subtler transgressions of
the Divine commandment, e. g., by an over-hasty word. Hence, it
has also its perfect truth for the regenerate man,* who is open to
* The limit wherein which a regenerate person can still
can be determined by men only at the extreme limits.
erate person who should commit a premeditated murder or the

not,

sin,
&quot;We

like,

and within which

may
was

say,

a regen

entirely fallen
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But conscience
subtile temptations only.
impressions from the more
in him, his situation is, in reference to Ms
acute
more
also
being
and he
grade of sensibility, quite similar to that represenfed here,
is as much in need of daily repentance and renewed forgiveness of
It is yet requi
the unregenerate is of the^r&amp;lt;s repentance.
relation of the one and the other
consider
the
to
passage

sins, as

site in this

which respectively Paul speaks, to the unity of the per
self approves the good, gives assent to the law
TGJ
has its pleasure in it (ver. 22, ow?jv6[Ui)) nayj
16, oviL$7][ni

self (eyw), of

The one

sonality.
(vcr.

9

rat

donai

vow)

;

the other, notwithstanding, commits

sin,

that

is,

although hindered by the former
In quite a similar manner our Lord

nourishes desire, evil concupiscence,

from open acts of crime.*
7
one of which must
??
(Matth. x. 39) of a twofold
is to be kept.
to
the ordinary notion
other
if
the
According
die,

V^

also speaks

of the soul, as a thing absolute and self-dependent, that generates of
alike good and evil, this mode of expression is
itself, at pleasure,

hard to be explained but, as already observed at Matth. x. 39, it
becomes quite intelligible when the soul is considered as a receptive
nature, penetrated by the powers of light and darkness, that contend
In the better self, light becomes predomi
in it for the mastery.
nant ; in the sinful one, darkness and the man thus perceives in the
;

:

unity of his life the duplicity of the struggling elements, that reflect
their nature in him ; he has not two souls, but the oneness becomes
duality by the powers that are operative in it.
By total surrender
to the one or the other of these elements, he passes entirely into
Even before Christ, experience led rightly to such a
their nature.

Besides the well known
video meliora
duplicity in the inner man.
proboque, deteriora sequor&quot; of Ovid (Metam. vii. 19), and besides
the expression of Epictetus : 6 diia^rdv^v o H.KV OtXei ov iroi8l} not o p)
&quot;

lie would, and does ivhat lie
passage of Xenophon (Cyrop. vi. 1, 21)
is particularly
remarkable, in which two souls are expressly distin
the
with
entirely correct remark, that the phenomena of the
guished,

diXei

Trotet,

lie ivJio

would not (Enchir.

errs does not ivhat
ii.

26), the

inward conflict, and of attraction to good as well as to evil, cannot
be satisfied by the explanation that the same soul addresses itself at
one time to the good, at another to the bad, for that in the choice
of the one, the attraction towards the other manifests itself at the
a believer should be faulty in a
word, or a similar small matter, it would
Notwithstanding, even one word may, in
e. g., it is intended to wound a
neighbour
deeply and circumstances which often God only knows, may exceedingly mitigate a
seemingly very heavy sin. The greatness of the temptation, the degree of consciousness,
and the like, which are beyond human judgment, are instances in point.
*
Bengel says very aptly upon this: &quot;Assensus hominis legi contra semet
ipsum
praestitus, illustris character est religionis, magnum testimonium de Deo.&quot;

from

faith

;

but

if

naturally not be considered as itself apostacy.
the Divine judgment, bo a very heavy^ sin, if,
;
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Of course, however, the willing of good before regene
ration can only be considered as the free will gradually developing
For this
for true freedom, as mere velleitas.
itself, as a disposition
same time.*

can only express itself negatively, in checking the outbreak
of sin into the gross act ; as soon as the man becomes conscious that
the evil desire, as such, is sin, he feels that mere willing is not suf
0eAm&amp;gt;

ficient to remove it, even as it is incapable of calling forth in the
heart holy motions and desire for holiness.
(The ov yivuaKG), ver. 15, is not to be construed, with Augustine

I approve not/ as Reiche still maintains.
For al
and Grotius,
the
and
be
inclined
towards/
know/
conceptions
&quot;approve,
though
&quot;

&quot;

be in
pass into each other, the context here forbids the tautology
are led so to
clined to, love/ defaiv expressing the same thing.
construe the expression., only because the speaker seems to know
&quot;

We

olda yap K. r. X. But
said
the
in this it is overlooked, that although
apostle does know well
the fact of the inward conflict, he does not comprehend the cause of

what he

well

does, as at ver. 18 too

it is

:

phenomenon, or at least in the described moment of moral de
velopment he pictures the speaking subject as perplexed in his view
this

of

it

;

as it is said,

John

iii.

8,

of the regenerating Spirit,

&quot;

a

man

sound indeed, but knows not whence it
cometh and whither it goeth.&quot; Yer. 16. Zvpftrftu is weaker than the
following ovvj]6o\iai^ ver. 22, which is distinguished from tyTJSopai,
The two expressions are found only
designating malignant joy.
here in the New Testament.
Vers. 17 and 20, the wvl 6e OVKETL is
important Paul indicates therein, as has been remarked above, a
progress he is supposing that the man at first himself performs the
evil, till the separation of the emOvpia and the vovq is completed in
him, and evil hence stands opposed to him, an affliction and burden
to his true and proper self.
Nwi is not to be understood of time,
but is merely inferential. The advance in time is indicated only
hears and perceives

its

;

;

in the OVKKTI.^
*

Ver. 18.

Upon

the

oiKel ev

ry oapid pov

r\

d^ap-ia,

a strange manner, explains these words of the apostle, expressing so pro
The
foundly the general experience of all more earnest men, of the ideal and real Jew!
conformity of profane writers with the apostle s expression might surely have taught him
Reiche, in

better.

f No such advance in time is, I think, indicated by oikm. By a use frequent in classic
Greek and the New Testament, analogous to that ofvvv and wvl, OVK.ETL often denotes not
that which has been, and is or will be no longer, but that which naturally would have
been, but under existing conditions is not. Thus 2 Cor. i. 23, QeidojLtevoe v/j.tiv ovuen

but
no longer came as I formerly
sparing you, I no longer came, means not,
no longer as I otherwise should.&quot; See note to [UJKCTI, Acts xiii. 34. See Horn. II. Lib.
JEsch. Prom. 175; Sex. Emp. adv. Matth. ii. 42. Hence it is used logically,
ii. L 141
it
Rom. xi. 6, el 6 xdpin, OVKETL
ep-yuv, and if by grace, it is no longer of works (as
otherwise would have been) GaL iii. 18.
OVKCTI then is here (with Wahl, Meyer, and De
as the case stands (wvi) it is no longer I that do it, as it otherwise would
Wette) logical
Tjhdov,

&quot;I

did,&quot;

&amp;lt;J

;

;

&quot;

:

have been,&quot;

i.
e., it follows thence that it is not I that do it.
Olshausen finds seem otherwise indicated. The stronger

Nor does any

sucli

advance as

of
avvrjdofiaL (instead
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21-23.

and the O&eiv napaKEirai \wi, comp. at 21, 22. Yer. 18. A.B.C.
and several critical authorities leave out evplcKu, and read only TO
The omission of the verb seems more difficult
tie KarepydfroOai, ov.
the shorter readits
to explain than
addition, and therefore I prefer
the Codd.
considerable
most
The
namely
authorities,
20.
v ert
:

^

first eyw, while the second remains quite un
B.*C.D.E.G., omit the
seems certainly very proper, for the follow
omission
the
disputed ;
to 0U&amp;gt; and TTOI&, there was
with
dpapria,
goes back
ing eyw, together
for putting eyw at the beginning of the verse ;
therefore no

ground

still this its

apparent superfluousness

may have been

the very reason

for its omission.)

Vers. 21-23.

The
is

now more

the foregoing verses,
crw dvOpuTTog,
guishes the t

man

parallel with the first expres
second
with
the
odp^Jlesh, or pety, mem
vovg, mindrf
Considered in and by themselves, these expressions are not

dvOpuTTog, outer

sion

man, already indicated in
Paul distin
closely described.*
inner man (Eph. iii. 16), from the ew

duality within the

(2 Cor. iv. 16)

;

he uses

bers.

exact equivalents of naivbg dvOpuTiog, new man (Eph. ii. 15, iv. 24),
or itoLvi] rtriatg, new creature (Gal. vi. 15 ; 2 Cor. v. 17), and rcahaibg
For the
dvOpunog, old man (Kom. vi. 6 ; Eph. iv. 22 ; Col. iii. 9).
three latter formulae refer only and solely to the production of
the new man in regeneration (John i. 13) ; whereas every natural
man has an inward man, a rrvevna, spirit, or vovg} mind, or as Peter

a hidden man of
says (1 Pet. iii. 4), a K^vrrrbg dvOpurcog r^g /eapdtof,
in
the
transformation
far
as
But
as
the heart.
regeneration begins
in the TrvEvpa or vovg of the natural man,
condition, we may say; the mother of the

and the inner man is the
new man, so far the mean

ings touch one another, and although therefore in the passage before
us the state of the regenerate is not immediately the subject of dis
course, yet the description, with the modifications above noted, is

The relation, however, of Trvev^a or
applicable to this state also.
vovg to odpt- or jueA^ will be only properly understood from that
trichotomy of human nature which serves as a basis to the apos
representation.^ Under the sharp contrast, in which Paul
places the two above-mentioned parts of man, his unity would be
entirely annulled, if we might not, upon the authority of other pas

tle s

sages of Scripture (especially 1 Thess.

v.

23,

and Heb.

iv.

12),

supply

seems suggested simply by the endeavour to bring out in heightened contrast the force
and malignity of the enslaving principle. Nor indeed does the condition of the man
seem anywhere more helpless and hopeless than at vers. 22, 23, 24 [K.
* Comp. hereon, and upon the connexion of ch. vii. and
viii., Knapp s treatise in the
Bcriptis var. arg. p. 429, seq.

f In 2 Cor.

iv.

16, however, there

is

reference also .in eau dvdpunoc to the glorified

body.

Comp. hereon my treatise do trichotomia humane naturae Nov.
in my opusc. theol. pag. 143 seq.
recepta, which is printed
$

:

Test, scriptoribus
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as the third part, and indeed as that part, in which the
conscious both of the vovg and of the adp%, as his, and

man becomes

which therefore must be considered as the proper centre of his per
The TTvevpa (which in the vovg is conceived merely as
sonality.

V^

7
the connexion of the
? with the
the
world
of
its
with
the
connexion
creature. In
adpg
spirit,
higher
the natural state certainly, the spiritual potency of the vov$ is
dimmed (2 Cor. vii. 1) ; the vovg of itself is in iiaraior^, having no

ability, as capacity), represents

power

or capacity to conquer (Eph.

may

be defiled

ural

man an

i.

iv.

18), as even the conscience
is in need of the irvevpa

whence the man

15),
(Tit.
ayiov, the absolute, pure, supreme Spirit, for his perfection : mean
time, however, the vovg, even although obscured, forms for the nat

inward

light, that gives

him a

sort of insight.

It

is

only

by a continued resistance that this light is entirely extinguished,
and all spiritual power vanishes. (Matth. vi. 23 Jude ver. 19.)
Accordingly the apostle speaks of a vo^og rov voo?, that is, of a law
;

coming to the consciousness of man through the vovg. This law,
which the man feels himself unable to satisfy, is not, however, given
to him autonomously, but God gives it him by the vov$, as the organ
The two laws therefore are not to
susceptible to Divine influences.
be separated, as is still done by Tholuck ; they are entirely identical,
but simply conceived according to their more immediate or re
moter sources. Thus for the law of sin (vdfiog rrjg dpapriag), or law
of flesh (v6(i,o$ TTJS oapKog), the law of the devil (voftog rov diapohov)
might be put, since the ultimate cause of the expressions of sin in
cannot be supposed without incitement from the kingdom of
darkness and its prince. When, however, a law is assigned to sin
itself, which is in its nature opposed to law, it is with a view to in
dicate, that in sinful development, no less than in good, there is a
constant advance, an incessant urging and assertion of itself.
It

man

be said, that in the department of sin the law of good is re
as in good a constant law of attraction upwards reveals
No
itself, so in evil a constant law of attraction downwards.
thing, as has already been remarked on another passage, is more
dangerous and erroneous than the opinion that one evil deed can
stand isolated, that a man can commit one or another and then stop.
Eather does all evil hang like a chain together, and every sin mul
tiplies the weight of the indwelling evil in frightful progression,
until, quicker than the man forebodes, it turns him dizzy and drags
him into the deep. But even so the good grows also in itself, and

may

versed

;

every slight victory furthers the elastic power which impels it up
These two potencies, therefore, fight against each other in
wards.
the I/*OT, as their arena. The self, the I, has the insight into the
better, has the Oeteiv, ivish, a sort of velleitas to do it ; but the
Karspyd&aOai, performing,

is

wanting

(ver.

18);

thus the inward
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VII. 24.

the -rrvevfia, is
power of action in the man, that which proceeds from
of
the
self
a
makes
Sin
(ver. 23), it is a slave
prisoner
crippled.
in its own house.
TO
(No emphasis is to he laid on the expressions // dfiapria okct,
&quot;

though olaelv were to express
the constant inhering, napaKetadai the more distant- attachment, for
The expression otm t-v
ver. 21, napaKelaOai is used likewise of evil.
Oeteiv -nrapaKeirai [vers. 18, 20, 21], as

more nearly

ova oiitti KV
defined, ver. 18,
ova
to
answers
ver.
djaOov
djaOov.
19,
Kanov,
T?~7 oapKL fiov
sin
is removed out of the nobler,
a
state
as
considered
dpapria
potency of the man, the vovc, into the lower, the V&amp;gt;W/ aa P~
tyol d/^apria [ver. 17], is

=

The

&quot;by

:

higher
KiKTJ,

[Comp. at ver. 14.] The lower potency
and represses its agency hut the latter has

or the aapZ ^v%iKrj.

defiles the

higher
not in itself the law of discord
also,

;

;

this

is

the case with the evil spirits

and with men, when they have by continued personal sin killed
KaAdv is used entirely as the Hellenic KCLAOV ndyathe spirit itself.
ns- is similarly used in a moral
66v in a moral-aesthetic meaning,
Yer. 21. The difficult construction of the verse
sense, Eccl. iii. 11.

only,

is

not entirely cleared by any of the attempts to solve

them Keiche

comm. ad

it

[consult for

seems necessary to assume an
loc.];
With this supposition we must be guided by the
anacoluthon.
leading notion vd^of, which must then in ver. 21 be understood as in
vers. 22, 23, and thus of the law of God.
With regard to the gram
matical construction, rov v6[iov might be annexed to TTOLSLV.
But in
this construction, especially maintained by Knapp, alike is the TO
aAdv# harsh, for which Knapp would improperly read rov aAdv,
and also the repetition of ipoi. Consider further that Paul does not
s

use the form vopov

an

is

and

it

;

[it is

only found Gal.

v. 3]

;

that in fine

spoken of in ver 23, which is explained as vopog
seems simplest to take rbi vo\iov as accusative of

trepog vofiog

dpapria$

Troielv

it

the object in the sense
I find then the law, that evil is present
with [or besets] me, while I yet wish to do good.&quot; The placing rov
Yer. 23, o^aAw-t^w, as well
vofiov before suits this sense very well.
as aixpahaTEvu [2 Tim. iii. 6] belongs only to the later
Greek, and
&quot;

:

especially to the Alexandrine dialect.

Comp. Phrynichus by Lo-

beck, p. 442.)
Yer. 24.
Thus, then, Paul had arrived at the proper turningpoint in the interior of the spiritual life, to the complete development
of the need of redemption, to the
separating of law and gospel. The
law has fulfilled its work, when it has awakened
repentance, and de
spair of a man s own power to exhibit true holiness alike in character
and in act (Horn. iii. 20), and is thus become the conductor to Christ
*

Tho

TO KaTiov can only be taken as redundant, unless with
Homberg vbfiov, or with
na7.ov is struck out, but for which there are no critical authorities.

Hemsterhuis

Knapp,

scr. v. arg. p.

(Comp,

437.)
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24.

iii
Yet it cannot but surprise us
24).
intensest longing cries for redemption, longs
for this redemption not from sin, or from the law of sin, but from
the otipa rov davdroVj body of death
ati^a OvrjroVj mortal

d$ Xptarov, Gal.

that he

who thus from

=

body.*

All explanations of this expression, which discard the element of
body, are nullified by the definite declarations of the apostle in the

preceding part of the discourse, which constantly speaks of the flesh
(odpg), nay of the members (^/l?;, comp. vi. 12, vii. 18, 23, 25). Paul
does not, however (as was remarked at ver. 14), hold the Manichaean
view of the flesh or the body as in and of itself sinful ; rather in so
far as the body is necessarily connected with the psychical life of
man, and as a member of the material world is exposed to its fierce

and untamed powers,
flesh&quot;

(?)

d^apria

clitel

so far says the apostle
sin dwelleth in
tv ry GapnC).
wishes, therefore, to be re
&quot;

my

He

deemed not from the body in itself (he longs rather to be clothed
upon with the true heavenly body, 2 Cor. v.), but only so to be re
deemed from the mortal body, that is, the body subjected by sin to
(Comp. at Rom. viii.
corruption, that the Spirit may give it life.
Accordingly, it may clearly be perceived from this passage also
that Paul, as we already intimated, teaches the sinfulness of man s
nature, and recognizes in him the remains of the Divine image, to
11;)

which restoring grace attaches itself. Man is become by original sin
no nvev^a dnd6aprov} unclean spirit , such as the evil spirits are ; but
from the disobedient will of the ^vxf\, his bodily nature has prima
mere natural life, with all its untamed and
rily fallen a victim to
savage powers, whence by a reactive influence the nvsvim-f again has
become repressed and darkened. Still the -nvev^a has retained a cer
tain light and measure of beneficent influence, which generate even
in the heathen world phenomena relatively noble.
(Comp. at Eom.
ii.

Meantime

14, 15.)

this natural light suffices not, aided

even by

the natural power of the will, to do away with sin and rear true in
ward holiness, as the Divine law requires ; man needs a Redeemer,

whom

his spirit may receive again the whole ful
therefore, through
ness of its original power, which hereupon first sanctifies the
* Could

we

point out an earlier

the redemption of Christ in the

moment

spirit,

to

and could

which we might refer the experience of
this whole section be explained imme

&quot;Would that
diately of the regenerate, we might believe it admissible to take ver. 24, thus,
But so the re
I might, now that I am spiritually redeemed, be glorified in body also
demption would appear totally accomplished spiritually, and only remain to be completed
&quot;

I&quot;

corporeally
for the

;

while according to scriptural representation,

whole man, constantly renewed

it

needs, as well for the spirit as

repetition.

But holy Scripture certainly knows nothing of the heathen view of the body, as a
prison of the soul ; it is rather to her a necessary organ wherefore, even upon the high
Without body,
est stage of perfection, the body again appears, though in a glorified form
j-

;

the state of the soul
soul,

Seneca

[epist.

is

65]

the Christian doctrine.)

an imperfect one.

who

(Comp. upon the relation of the body to the

expresses himself thereon in a manner nearly approaching
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and

glorifies

flesh

at last the

body

also.

25.

As

war from beneath against the V ^P?

;

;

therefore, the lusts of the
so does the impulse of the

it from above ; hence sanctification mast, before all
spirit sanctify
to the crucifying of the flesh (Galat. v. 24 ; 1
things, be directed
when the
Cor. ix. 27), because the spirit comes to have dominion,
But if sin originated pri
flesh is suppressed.
the
of
predominance
so that Paul might have said
or
d^apria
in the

marily

:

vov$,

irvevfjta

in

olnel EV TOJ Trvevfiari, sin dioelleth

my

spirit,

atonement would have

been as entirely out of the question for man, as it is for evil spirits,
Since,
for there had been within us no connecting point for grace.
the body of death and the old man
the
with
even
man,
regenerate
then,
raXai-nupos
avdpuiros,
is living still, he also has occasion to exclaim
wretched man that I am; rather in a partial sense, however; the
exclamation being here intended in its full compass, as liberation from
the whole former state, and longing for a thoroughly new life, whose
:

eya&amp;gt;

described in the subsequent representation.
(The expression raXal-nupog, from rAaw, to suffer, and m5pof, a rock, a
heavy stone, is very suitable for describing the hard pressure under

peculiar character

which

man

is

sides at Kev.

is

It is found be
suffering during the dominion of sin.
The choice of the word pvopai is also very sig
17.
involves that powerful, energetic snatching forth which
iii.

nificant ;* it
is looked for not

from any circumstance, but from some spiritually
endowed and mighty person, hence r iq fie pvaerai; WHO will deliver
me ? That pvaerai, moreover, includes not merely the communica

new principle of life, but the forgiveness of sins, atonement,
the expression KaraKQ^ia ovdev rolg ev Xpiarti testifies.
In the words,
K rov Guiiarcx; rov Qavdrov rovrov, the
pronoun belongs to aupaTog,

tion of a

being, according to the known
are connected, placed after.f)

12.

Hebrew use where two

substantives

OF THE EXPERIENCE OF KEDEMPTION UNTIL THE PERFEC
TION OF THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE.
(VII. 25

To

VIII. 17.)

the question uttered in ver. 24
who shall redeem me ? the
He points namely
apostle answers by a deep but eloquent silence.
:

* The whole expression: TIC
pe ^vaerai, expresses, moreover, not merely the thought:
will at last sometime deliver me out of this cheerless state of
conflict, but also the
thought: who can. The feeling finds vent, that no human help avails anything here.
f The Hypallage with pronouns in Greek is certainly unusual (comp, Winers Gr.
67. 3 and Meyer ad loc.)
but the context favours here
decidedly the assumption of a
Hebrew idiom. (Comp. Gesenius Gr. p. 741.) For the
thought, &quot;body of this hitherto

who

;

does not suit the context, since
death,&quot;
edvarof last occurred at ver. 13, and
the following description, from ver. 14, contains no
point at all which could lead to the
notion of death in a physical sense. But the combination
r^a davdrov suggests primadescribed
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oy it to that invisible and unspeakable act of regeneration, when
the man sees heaven open, and perceives the whisper of the Spirit,
and therein the presence of God (1 Kings xix. 12), without know
ing whence the breathing cometh and whither it goeth (John iii. 8).
To signify, however, that here the experience of redemption in his

own

heart

is

to be considered as attained,

for this grace to the originator of the

he utters his thanksgiving

work of redemption, God the

Father, through Christ, whom he can now from his heart call his
Lord.* With this experience an entirely altered state commences
within the man, the nature of which the apostle proceeds to de

While
scribe, unto entire perfection, even of the body (viii. 11).
in the former state the Divine law reflected itself indeed in the
and the wish was

vov$,
it,

man, that he could keep
main thing still was want

stirring in the inner

iL&y,joy in it was perceptible, yet the

performing (vii. 18). The vovg could not in
freedom serve the J.aw of God,f the very inner man was taken
But by experience of the re
prisoner by the resisting law of sin.

ing, the KaTepyd&oOai,

deeming power of Christ, whereby the vovg

is

strengthened, the

man

sees himself enabled, at least with the highest and noblest potency
of his being, to serve the Divine law, and thus we no longer find in

Mean
the wish merely, but the power of accomplishing also.
time the head only, as it were, is as yet lifted up from the raging
sea, there is but the redemption of the spirit and mind (anoXvr^mq
TOV TTvevparos or vodf), to which afterwards, viii. 23, that of the body
(dno^vrpcomg TOV o^aTog) must be joined ; the odpZ, and the V^/t 7?

him

necessarily to

be considered as united with

it,

the whole inferior

region of life, therefore, remains yet subject .to the law of sin. Hence
even in the regenerate the conflict lasts on, but it has lost its cheer
in the power of Christ he is able ordinarily to
;
in
this
conquer
battle, and if he sometime fall (in lesser things), he
knows how quickly to raise himself again (1 John ii. 2) ; so that
peace governs now in that higher sphere of human existence, where

less

uniformity

once the contest was most violent, because there the opposition to
the crowning result of that corruption which has dominion of the
whole man. 2w/za TOV davarov cannot certainly be body, which is the cause of ddvaro?,
but body which bears in itself the nature of death,
au/ua dvijrbv [viii. 10]. The mean

rily physical death, as

:

=

&quot;

mass,

ing

whole,&quot;

according to the analogy of

fcia is

quite inapplicable here.

* Should the act of
regeneration be supposed to have come to pass earlier, it would
appear strange that from ver. 9 to 25 the name of Christ should not occur; this entirely
agrees with our acceptation.
f Stier erroneously understands this of a mere pleasure in the Divine law in the thought
of man, of like signification with avvtjdeadai above; it is, however, more than that, it is
the doing of the law in its spiritual import, since in its merely external requisitions the

man may keep
vo/j.(f)

of sin,
17.)

even without grace.

Such doing only can rightly be called dovfoveiv
auaprlag which happens merely with the aapl, is no doing
but a mere remaining exposed to the motions of the sinful flesh. (Comp. GaJat. v.
it

Qeov, the 6ovheveiv

VO/ZLJ
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most determinedly. Accordingly they, who be
from the condemning conscience, since the
of Christ has made them free from sin and death (viii. 1,

sin revealed itself

long to Christ, are freed
living spirit

This new principle of life, however, is gradually to diffuse itself
through the being of the man, until the soul, nay, the body, is glo
rified by it, and Christ becomes the life for the whole man, that he
may raise him up at the last day. (Comp. Rom. viii. 11, with John
At both passages consult my explanation.)
vi. 44, etc.
Notwithstanding that a most simple consistency results from this
conception of the passage, it has been mistaken by almost all the older
and later expositors;* nay Reiche would have the whole of ver. 25,

2).

which

is

so essential a

member

in the apostle s description, considered

Most of the others refer the dpa ovv to the whole descrip
so that ver. 25 is to represent the same state,
tion of vii. 14-24
which that section describes and the dpa ovv (viii. 1), either to
ch. v., or even, as Tholuck would, to ch. iii. Wefe no other accepta
tion of the passage possible, I would rather, with Reiche, strike out
as a gloss.

the verse, than adopt so forced an interpretation.
Perhaps the false
division of the chapters may have prevented the right sense of the

words from being found, for it is indeed as improper as it can be.
The seventh chapter ought surely to close with ver. 24, and all would
then go on in connexion the strict particle of inference aoa and the
yap following at viii. 2, 3, on no account allows the thread of the dis
course to be broken here.
But what can have induced the expositors
;

unanimously to find the same thing in ver. 25, as is expressed vii.
14-24, while the words so palpably declare something entirely differ
It was believed that as the
ent ?
law of God&quot; was spoken of

so

&quot;

above also

serving with the mind the law of God&quot; (VOL
was
identical with the
Oeo),
pleasure in that law&quot;
ep vojtu rov Oeoi;, ver. 22), and again the &quot;serving with
the flesh the law of
(dovhevw vapid vopa) dpapriac;) identical with
(ver. 23), the

&quot;

&quot;

.)

sin&quot;

the before described (vers. 15, 18, 23) dominion of the law of sin.
But that is clearly not the apostle s meaning.f In the state of
which first the need of redemption was a
the whole
the

man,

result,

* Glr.ckler
only seems to have conceived it rightly; he
explanation of the important words for his view to be

is,

however, too brief in his

clearly perceived.

f It might be said,
and therefore the

v. a.,

lyu in

ver.

ter part in

can

now

ii5 is

man,

it is

denoting

for this is signified

serve the law of

regenerate

man

not:

?/ aup^ dovAevsivo/M
afiapTia?, but h/u ry aapul dovfavu
just as from ver. 14-24, might be supposed a serving sin. But
not, as ver. 9 in the tyw d^Oavov, to be understood as
the bet

I,

the flesh

God
is

by the

j.-oCf,

which

is

distinguished, from

it,

and which

but as denoting the
Now in the
personality in general.
surely not the flesh of another, but his own flesh, his old man,
;

consequently he also remains, the flesh merely considered, still as regenerate subjected to
Galat. v. 17 is especially important for
the law of sin.
understanding the whole passage,
and there principally the words iva fit), a
de^re, ravra Tro^re. So also here Paul
:

ui&amp;gt;

supposes in the believer that possibility of KaTep-yt ^eadai, which

awakened.

is

wanting in the merely
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with him, was unable to serve the law of God, the

vov?, therefore

But here the vovq
better self was taken captive by the law of sin.
appears as freed, and in this freedom serving the law of God. and
only the lower sphere of life remains subjected to the law of sin.

The vovg, however, being the ruling principle in the whole man, the
law of God rules in it, and by it also in the whole man, although
something indeed remains still to be got the better of and brought
under, namely, the flesh itself yet captive in the sinful element.*
? i found, which
(For ev%a{narGJ TGJ Geoi the reading x^P L ^ r(?
to
the
usual
as
must, however, yield
one,
having less critical sup
e&amp;lt;

The

port.

did

Xpiarov

Irjaov

Eaudrjv for instance supplied,

The thanksgiving
tion

God through

wrought by God through Christ.

construed

me

in

offered to

is not to be taken elliptically, with
but to be connected with eL^aptcrrw.

&quot;

7

I myself/ but ego idem,

a twofold

&quot;

Christ testifies the

redemp

-The avrbg eyc5 is not to be
I, the one and the same, have

To be sure avrog in this signification
but the eyw supplies it here.f )

element.&quot;

commonly has the

article,

As the dpa ovv, according to the acceptation given
with the thanksgiving for the experienced
connected
above,
closely
the
is
so
dpa vvv with the description of the state
redemption,
again
Chap.

viii. 1.

is

*

Meyer makes the following objections to my view: 1. &quot;Had Paul intended to ex
must have reversed the clauses: apa ovv uurdf eyw r?} /utv capul
dovhevu vow ujuapriac, rw d vol VO^M Qeov.&quot; By no means it was necessary that after
the thanksgiving the progress should be first adverted to, viz., that now he would with the
press the above idea, he

;

law of God the remaining suffering need only be mentioned afterwards.
that is not
According to viii. 2, 3, the redeemed is entirely freed from the law of sin
the regenerate conquers in the conflict with sin he has dominion over it, but he is

vovs serve the
&quot;

2.

;

;&quot;

so

;

;

not rid of
&quot;

3.

it

If the

;

this entire riddance is not effected until the glorification of the

redeemed

not say, viii. 1,
cause the man

mortal body.

with the cdp^ remained subject to the law of sin, Paul could
ov6v apa vvv naruKpiiia.&quot; Answer; Paul can say so with full right, be
is not free from condemnation, on account of his
subjective condition, but
still

sake of the objective work of Christ, which he lays hold of in faith.
I of myself&quot;
f Avrdf tyu is much more forcibly and naturally taken I myself,&quot; i. e.,
(as aurof often in Greek), and thus (with Meyer and De &quot;Wette) contrasted with dia *Iija.
XpiaTov. The apa ovv then refers to the entire preceding delineation, and the whole clause

for the

&quot;

is

&quot;

a resumptive and comprehensive statement, suggested by the mention of his deliverer,
own previous condition apart from that deliverer. Meyer s arguments against Ols-

of his

hausen in the preceding note are not
the order of the clause.

&

As

it

satisfactorily set aside.

stands,

aapni, etc., as the principal idea,

i.

T& pZwoi,
e.,

&quot;While

First, as to the reversal of

appears as the subordinate and r/;
indeed with the mind I serve the law of
etc.,

God, yet with the flesh the law of sin.&quot; Olshausen s view requires,
while, indeed,
with the flesh I serve the law of sin, yet with the mind the law of God.&quot; As it is, the
phrase seems precisely equivalent to vers. 22, 23. &quot;Serving the law of God with the
to
mind&quot; is
and serving
having pleasure in the law of God after the inward man
with the flesh the law of
the captivity of the law of sin in the members.&quot; It is
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

sin&quot;

=

;&quot;

&quot;

in
impossible to establish any material difference in the ideas.
Second, the representation
the next chapter-shews the man in an essentially different state, the law of the mind not
enslaved by the law of the flesh, but the whole man brought into freedom. That this
freedom is not yet consummated, does not affect the radical truth of the representation,

which looks

at the

ultimate triumph.

new
[K.

principle in

its

Divine potency, and

its

certain

and complete
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of the regenerate, in whom the conflict indeed has not altogether
a victorious one.* Those, who have experi
ceased, but is become
enced redemption, are now in Christ (ol cv Xp^roi ^aov) ; that is, by
real
communion, by the indwelling of the Spirit of Christ,
spiritual

united with him, members of his body,
they are become essentially
and as such they are freed from the condemnation (/fara/cp^a), from
the sentence of God s justice that rejects sinners. And this, too,
not merely in subjective feeling, so that they now feel the peace of
God instead of the curse, but objectively also, so that their relation

The
s position towards them, is become another.
is imputed to the believer, so that he is
of
Christ
righteousness
for the
regarded as though he were Christ ; he is precious to God
to

God, and God

* The Editor inclines decidedly to that explanation of the preceding passage which
refers it not to the struggle be
(with the earliest, and most of the recent interpreters)

tween the renewed and unrenewed natures of the Christian, but between the quickened
moral sense and the depraved passions of the unregenerate. He does this, not as doubt
of the
ing the reality or the depth of the Christian warfare (so invariable an element
Christian life), but because the other conflict (equally undeniable) seems here more perti
1. The descrip
nent to the scope of the apostle. His reasons are mainly the following
is introduced by way of accounting for and explaining a statement (ver.
:

tion ver. 14 seq.

a period anterior to regeneration ; while the present
person are abundantly explicable on rhetorical principles (see note at
2. The contrast between the state here portrayed and that of the emancipa
ver. 14).
ted believer immediately following in chap viii. is too strongly marked and violent to allow

H,

seq.)

which

tense and

refers confessedly to

first

of their being both referred to the same character.
Granting that under different points
of view these opposite modes of delineation might be applied to the same moral state (as
the one representing the tumult of the practical struggle, the other,
is partially possible
;

the completeness of the theoretical emancipation)
yet not certainly in so close proximity.
Here the one state passes over into the other as its direct antipodes. 3. The deliverance
from this state (25,
through Jesus Christ our Lord&quot;), is the gospel method of deliverance
&quot;

from the fruitlessness and condemnation of legal striving. 4. The description itself is on
the whole much more applicable to the struggles of the enlightened unregenerate than
to those of the regenerate.
If his experiences of pleasure in the law of God arc with diffi
culty applied to the awakened natural conscience, his repeated and emphatic statements
of utter impotence to fulfil his good purposes, the utter enslavement of his moral nature,
are at least quite as inapplicable to the condition of the Christian.

perform what
am,&quot;

is

good

I find

not,&quot;

&quot;Captive

to the

law of

sin,&quot;

&quot;

Sold under

&quot;Wretched

&quot;

sin,&quot;

man

To

that I

are harsh expressions, descriptive of a
regenerate state, occurring in the midst of a
whose very purpose is to exalt the redeeming efficacy of the gospel. On the

discussion

other hand, the terms hate,&quot; assent,&quot; delight,&quot; are naturally accounted for on the prin
ciple of stating in a heightened form the strength of the opposing element, for the sake of
exhibiting still more forcibly the power of the principle that subdues and enslaves it.
And how often in the moral conflicts of life does the man in whom dwell clear views and
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

strong convictions of right say and feel that he loathes the pleasures of sin that enslave
him, and delights in contemplating the good which he has not the moral force to prac
tice.
Finally, the term
delight,&quot; in the English version, is too strong as a rendering of
pleased with,&quot; gives all its necessary import, and as such, it is but a
ovv7]6o[*ai.
&quot;

&quot;

grade above

Am

av^^i, I assent to.&quot; 5. As a negative reason, I regard the passage, thus
interpreted, as the fullest and most decisive support of Calvinism in the
Testament.
None other exhibits in so strong relief the force of natural depravity, the impotence of
the human will, and the utter hopelessness of man s condition without the
&quot;

New

emancipating

power of the grace of Christ.

[K.
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Beloved s sake, to whom he belongs, and whose life dfwells in him.
In thorough misconception of the passage, De Wette remarks,
The doctrines of satisfaction and justification are not here to be
as if an exposition of the Christian religious develop
interpolated;&quot;
&quot;

ment were
in it

possible, unless those doctrines

formed the turning-points

!

It seems, however, singular here, that this change commencing
(vvv) with the experience of redemption is derived in this passage

from the

state of the sinner } not

redemption and atonement, as

from the objective act of Christ

it

was,

But

25.

iii.

s

this difference

of representation is easily explained from the different points of
view taken there and here by Paul for his descriptions^ There he
was viewing the relation altogether objectively ; here- he contem
It is
plates the subjective appropriation of that objective process.
any way his meaning, that forgiveness of sins and

not, therefore, in

deliverance from condemnation

is effected

by the

state of the

man

;

that takes place only through the sacrificial death of the Son of
God ; he merely means, that the subjective appropriation of this
act of Christ is first acknowledged and ensues with the actual expe
rience of his

redeeming power.

effect (the regeneration of

man)

The cause

(Christ

s

death) and the

are, therefore, in the life necessarily

only as considered abstractly that they can be sepa
rated and conceived in their different relations.
Should, it however,
be said, that a condemnation (jcpraicpcpa) remains still even for the

united

it is

;

united with it) is still
regenerate, since their flesh (and the
subject to the law of sin (vii. 25) ; it is assuredly right, that where
il&amp;gt;v%rj

sin

in

is, condemnation is, and that even the regenerate, therefore, is
need of constant repetition of forgiveness of sins when transgres

they in the eyes of men of ever so little importance.
But as a tree once grafted is called a more gene
(1
rous one, although it may yet shoot water-sprouts below the graft,
which may itself as yet be little developed ; so is the regenerate

sions occur, be

John

man

ii.

I.)&quot;--

called perfect, pure, holy, without sin, free

from

all

condernna-

*
Upon the sins of the regenerate, Luther thus aptly expresses himself: If the
regenerate had no sin, he would not come so well off. For if I felt not sin, the evil life
and conscience, I should never relish so the power of the Divine &quot;Word.&quot; Sin itself must
&quot;

.therefore be the

means

for ever more urgently seeking the
a dangerous doctrine, for so a man might

power of

make

Christ.

It

may

be

and abuse
but upon this possibility it has nevertheless seemed good
grace It is certainly possible
to God to free the faithful from the yoke of sin.
Such knavery of sin that makes an
abuse of the holiest gift of God, must also come to light. The truly regenerate, if he trace
any tokens of it in himself, will only so much the more zealously abhor sin if he did not
The man who only in self-deceit holds
so, he would be in process of apostacy from faith.
himself as regenerate, will, if uprightness be in him, thereby be frightened out of his error.
The insincere hypocrite, however, who can calmly carry on such a wanton abuse, fancies
indeed he can deceive God and man, but properly only deceives himself, and has got,;
said that this

is

light of sin

I

;

;

his reward.

VOL. IV.
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tion, for

that

is

2.

Divinely pure nature of the new element
that this element, which
imparted to him, even granting
within itself its new course of development, may
the&quot;

sake of

tlio

bears essentially
not as yet have overpassed the very rudiments of that development
John ii. 13, 14), and may at times he repressed by the stirring
(1

Thus the seeming contradiction is reconciled,
powers of the flesh.
that whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin, because he can
not sin, and yet sin still takes place in the old man of the regenerate,
because the old man is his, must be called Ms sin also.
which
sin,

man falls away from faith, the regenerate
Kay, even if a regenerate
old man again grown mighty
man, as such, has not sinned, but the
out
the germ of the new man
thrust
has
again
by that man s fault,
in
the
most
advanced
even
But
from his nature.
development of
regenerate, the new man, the Christ in us, is not the ground of
favour, but the toJcen of it only ; a truth to be ever kept in view,
.the

since he withdraws himself at times entirely from the man ; the
of acceptance to favour with God is and remains the Christ

ground
for us.

(As to the state of the text of viii. 1, the mistaken interpre
tation of vii. 25 could alone have suggested the change of the weighty
It is the very mark of the new state of regeneration,
vvv into ovv.

On the contrary, the addition p]
is here entirely necessary.
Kara irvevfia [the first half of which only
Kara vaQKa K-zQiTraTovoiv,
is found in some critical authorities], is wanting in the best Codd.
B.C.D.F.G., and betrays itself, moreover, so evidently as a gloss bor
and

:

&amp;lt;UAa

rowed from

vcr. 4, in order to

KardKpwa, that it is at
to attach a condition, and

oi&amp;lt;5h&amp;gt;

all
is

guard against a misconception of the
events to be struck out. It is intended
to be translated
if so be they walk
:

according to the Spirit, etc. For as merely designating the charac
ter of the regenerate, it would run
Kara odpua rrepiTTarovaiv,
rol^
:

oi&amp;gt;

K.T.A.)
Yer.

The following representation then describes, as is gen
2.
erally acknowledged, the way and manner in which the regenerate
has passed into his altered condition.
It is not the man himself,
but an emancipating, bond-severing power, that draws him from the
captivity of sin (comp. vii. 23), namely, the law of the Spirit of life
rov -revjiarog r/ft
As (John viii. 36) the Son appears
(o vuiiog
fa-fa)
as the only one who indeed makes free, so here also it is said 6 vouog
rov rri tTftarog
Xpiaru Irjaov i}AvQ(-puoK ue, the laiv of the Spirit of life
It is only that the contrast with the law of sin and of
in Christ, etc.
:

h&amp;gt;

death proceeding from sin

may stand more clearly to view, that
here comprehended in the law of the
lifegiving Spirit, es
tablished by him.
For in the aorist ffievOrpwae is
signified here not
the once-done act of Christ, but, as De Wette
rightly observes, the
The pos
laying hold of the work of Christ s redemption in faith.
sibility of this laying hold is, ver. 3, grounded on. the act of Christ.
Christ

is
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Both life and death, however, are conceived in their absoluteness, as
Christ himself is called the Life and the Kesurrection, being the
conqueror of death. (See at John xi. 25.) The name of a vo^oc,
law, too, is assigned to the Trvevpa -nfr farjg, Spirit of life, with re
ference to vii. 22, where the v6[iog rov Qeov was spoken of, and in
The expression has its inward
contrast with the vo^og r^g dfiapriag.

truth

;

the Divine

is

in itself that

which accords with law

but

;

it

so represents itself in Christ to man, that it brings with it the power
to satisfy the very claims which it establishes.
That the faithful,
therefore, fulfil the law,

no merit) but
that giveth

God

s

is

own ztfor7c(and consequently gives
them (Eph. ii. 8-10) by his Spirit

not their

work

in

Whether, moreover, the expression

life.

6

v6[io&amp;lt;;

rov

construed like rcvevparog KOL rrjs w%, or as
aros ^onotovvrog, is essentially the same thing as fur as regards
the thought. For the Spirit is the true life, and, therefore, alone
capable of imparting it, of animating death itself.
g

Ver.

rrjg faTfi

3.

The

is

incapacity of the law (as a Divine institution for

salvation) to deliver man from sin, made, as Paul had set forth at
large in the beginning of the epistle, the other way necessary,

namely, the sending of the Son of

God

in the flesh, to attack sin in

its root.

as to the
(To ddvvarov is to be taken as absolute accusative,
Ev
&quot;in
that, in as far as,&quot;
incapability of the law.&quot;
&quot;

&amp;lt;5

=

na

12 [also in classic use,
KV w is found, Heb.
Syntax, p. 211].
comp. Bernhardy
vi. 17, but not, as De Wette thinks, Heb. ii. 18 ; 1 Pet. ii. 12
nor John xvi. 30 ;f in these passages it is the relative with the pre
The law might perhaps avail somewhat with the perfect,
position.
but the sinfulness of human nature hinders its efficacy. Comp. at
of like signification with

&&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;,

comp. at

v.

Thus

s

;

vii.

12, 13.)

In the description of the sending of the Son of God, all stress
is laid
upon the identity of the human nature, in which he appeared,
with ours. The incapacity of the law to bring forth true holiness,
lay not in itself (vii. 12), but in corrupted human nature, which
robbed the Divine law of its strength (r)ty0t-vet).J Hence this sinful
nature was to be in Christ s person destroyed in the Divine judg
ment (Karwpive rrjv dpapriav K ry aapKi). It seems remarkable, how
ever, that the apostle uses here the expression, mfi^ag rov t-avrov
* The
law, the inward impulse of the Spirit, is to be holy and to make holy the law
of the flesh is, to be unholy and to make unholy. Both lust constantly against each
;

other (Galat. v. 17).
\

Comp. at

iii.

27, vb^ioq TTJC

[A wrong reference.]
When, Heb. vii. 18, an dadevec

mareu^.

KOL
of the law is spoken of! the expres
%
sion is not to be understood of the nature of the law, but of its working, which is power
less on account of the sin of men.
Therefore Paul calls it, Galat. iii. 21, jurj dvvu/ievof
dvu&amp;lt;pehe&amp;lt;;
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in a strictly proper sense
sending his own Son (vlog, Son, is used
of the eternal, Divine nature of the Son, and the greatness of God s
love is intended to be set forth by the iavrov), fa tyoiupaTi oapKog
in the likeness of sinful flesh, for by this the human nature
vlov,

d^apTiag,

But had Paul
of Christ himself seems to be described as sinful.
nature
human
s
Christ
meant to say that
(for -fle.sh signifies here, as
whole
the
Bom. i. 3, by synecdoche,
humanity of spirit, soul, and
he must then have
nature
human
fallen
as
was
is,
sinful,
body)
written fa aapnl dpapriag, in sinful flesh, not fa 6 p o i cj \L ar i oapKog
dpaprtac, in

before the

the

LIKENESS of sinful

was the

fall,

flesh.
dpoiupa, likeness, of

Adam s
man

s

nature, too,

nature now

;

he

became not by the fall specifically another, the same man merely
became corrupt. Here it lay in the apostle s course, to bring for
ward more immediately the affinity of Christ s nature with ours he
This difference
is silent, therefore, upon the difference between them.
however, must be so conceived, that while the Kedeemer, cer
no glorified body (ou^a r% dol^f)
tainly, before the resurrection, wore
one
but an humbled
(oti^a raTreiv^os^, Phil. iii. 21), w hich was af
fected with the weakness of the flesh (aadfaeia rift oapKog, 2 Cor.
xiii. 4)
yet his humanity was free from positive sinfulness, as
begotten of the Holy Ghost. That weakness then is designed to
render possible the temptation (comp. at Matth. iv. 1, etc.), which
our Lord had to suffer, in order to become the conqueror over evil
(Heb. ii. 14, 17, 18, iv. 15). Thus the two equally necessary points
;

?

;

were united in Christ
of

life,

of their misery.

being

;

connexion with mankind into one true unity
lift them out

and exaltation above mankind, that he might

like,

and

(OpoLorrj^ is properly, analogously to dyionif, the

fywtw/za,

that

made

like,

an image. Paul uses

it,

how

So Kom. i. 23, v. 14, vi. 5, and, besides,
ever, also like OIWLOT^.
James iii. 9, dpotoais is found. So also in the LXX.,
Phil. ii. 7.
Gen. i. 26.) Now if the sinfulness of human nature were nothing
but a mere deficiency, the filling of humanity with the life of the
Son of God would have sufficed to remove it. But since beside this
deficiency in spiritual life there is a real disturbance of the harmony
in the inner and outer man, more than the mere incarnation was re

namely, the extirpation of the guilt and the restitution of
the disturbed order by the establishment of a central point, from
which harmony might pour forth through all the spheres of life, as

quisite,

.

had spread itself from Adam (comp. at Bom. v. 12, etc.) This
thought, however, is not to be pressed upon the not nepl dfiapria^
which words are rather to be connected with the preceding in the
discord

on account of sin,&quot;
simple sense,
by reason of sin,&quot; as ground for
the sending of the Son of God
but it lies in the nariKpive r^v dpap&quot;

&quot;

;

ridv fa

-TI

aapKi,

condemned

* Neander
(apost. Zeitalt. B.

ii.

sin in theflesh^
s.

5-44, note),

There

is

no foundation

explains the Karstcpive

TT)V

u/naprtav

by

:
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d^a^riag a reference to the sacrificial

=

should mean sin-offering
death of Christ, so that d^apria
The
words
of the verse, on the con
2
v. 21).
at
Cor.
closing
(comp.
the
and
vicarious
most
atoning death of the
decidedly
trary, express

For the

Saviour.

KareKptve,

bt&amp;lt;

condemned, evidently looks backward to

the ovdev KaraKpt^a, no condemnation

so that the sense of the

(viii. 1),

words is this no KardKpifia falls on them, because lie took it on him
he stands, therefore, in the stead of mankind, bears what should
fall on them, and so effects all which the law could not effect, which
all comprises in itself the reconciliation of God.
As, therefore, in
:

;

the sending of the Son, the love of

God

expressed

itself, so

in the

him up

his righteousness did; while the Son represents
in
of his own accord he let himself be sent and
that
compassion,
to
is the Divine righteousness, as its nature
Thus
death.
given up

giving of

and at the same time a sinful world
condemned in the death of Christ is
of some, but the sin of the world, which the Lord bore
(ev ry aapni scil. avrov), so that the words are equiv

requires, thoroughly satisfied,
saved by love. For the sin

is

not the sin
in his flesh

alent to the saying of Peter (1 Pet.
dvijveynev

ev r& otifiari

24): rag dfiapriag TJJJ&V avrbg
rb %vXov, he himself bore our
Christ s death can be the suf

ii.

avrov em

How Christ s suffering and
sins, etc.
fering and death of the collective body (so far as they are one with
him in faith), became perceptible to us by the idea of the represen
v. 12, etc.), according to which Christ is not a man
but the man, the real sum and comprisal of the totality. It is diffi
cult, however, to suppose the sin of the collective race in the Holy
One, so that they could be condemned in him for it may be con
ceived, how the Kedeemer could be the representative of the holy
part ot mankind, but it is not so clear how he was able to represent
the unholy also, which nevertheless seems to follow from that lan

tation (comp. at

;

As

this consideration was not entered into at the passage v.
the following notice may perhaps help to remove the diffi
As there is but one
culty in making such relation perceptible.
personality in the regenerate man, and yet this one person distin

guage.
12,

etc.

,

new man, and at the same time
own, so Christ represented in the Divine

guishes in itself the old and

acknowledges both as

its

and human unity of his person the

collective

members of a

race that

form one whole. In this race the contrasts of the old and of the new

man are set forth as tendencies of good and of evil, and so far, then,
as Christ represents the inseparable and indivisible sum, he repre
his
sents also in himself the tendency of sin.
Spiritually, indeed,
&quot;he

took

away

sin,

broke

its power,&quot;

KPIVELV means strictly condemn.
thinks that he must refer ddvvarov TOV
ever,

and appeals to John
Neander chooses

xii. 31, xvi. 11, where, how
this explanation because he

vofiov to the KaraKpiveiv ^PV u/^apriav,

no means necessary.

which

is

by
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from sin, and even bodily he was
holy Being was totally separate
but loosely, since the indwelling
of
sin
world
the
with
connected
even
his body, while yet his earthly
was
gradually raising
Spirit
the natural life
humiliation
the
from
(jaTrelvumg) of
sojourn lasted,
of the Divine ; but loose as this his bond with the
to the
glory

sinful world

that

in itself, so intimate did it

the foreign with

fills

its

own

being.*

become through that love,
And in the power of this

identified himself essentially with sinful humanity, to
he stood related as its new man to the old. As therefore the

love the

which

(dot-a)

was

Lord

in the regenerate thrusts not from him the personality that
bears in it the old man, but even identifies himself essentially

new man
still

with

it

and bears

all

man

which the cumbrous weight of the old

neither did the Saviour in his sojourn upon earth
;
thrust humanity from him for having in it still it old man, the evil

brings with

it

tendency ;-but he penetrated even its inmost centre, identified him
self entirely with it, and though, indeed, he bore the whole pressuro
of the world s sin and all its consequences, a sin destined to feel all
the weight of Divine justice, yet even thereby he won his very ad
Whilst he
versaries, and so transformed the whole into himself.
then

first

became

like

mankind, afterwards mankind became

like

him
Accordingly neither the taking upon himself the sin of the
world on the part of the Son, nor the laying of the sin upon the Son
(as the Lamb of Sacrifice) on the part of the Father, is, consistently
!

with this representation, to be considered as a mere act of the will,
which bears of necessity a certain arbitrary character ; but as in
volved in the incarnation itself. Then has this event its analogy in
every act of compassionate love. Whoever would help another pant
ing under a heavy burden, must go under it and bear its whole
pressure himself ; or, to give an example from spiritual things,
whoever would bring the salvation in Christ to the Negroes, or any
other rude people, must enter into their necessity, must bear all the

burden of their corrupted sinful nature, must, as it were, first be
come like them, to form them like himself. Thus also does the
* The
mystery of love, which causes a passing over into a foreign being, and becomes
it, without giving up its own nature, is treated of at large by the Apostle Paul under

like

the figure of marriage, especially Ephes. v. 25, etc.
By the power of love Christ became
entirely as the sinful world, so that he, as Luther s expression is, could say with truth,
poor sinner that I am,&quot; and remained notwithstanding, in his nature, specifically sepa
&quot;

rate from sin.

them

He

only changed with mankind, took their sin upon himself, and gave

his righteousness

and blessedness.

The

possibility of

such an exchange becomes

Christ could not love sinful humanity as his bride,
perceptible from the nature of evil.
if it were substantially sin
but as sin only cleaves to it, he loves the germ of the Divine
If how sin were a mere negation (^/)
left in it.
uv\ it could not well be seen how the es
sential union with this Divine germ of life could procure
suffering and death for Christ ;
but if sin is taken to be real disturbance of the original harmony of life, such an union
must necessarily have had as its consequence, that the Redeemer was smitten
the
;

by

whole violence of that discord which

sin

had generated upon

earth.
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humanity, and bears
which death is the

sinful

essentially its sin, with all its consequences, of
heaviest.

(A reference of ver. 3 to the active obedience of Christ cannot
without violence be traced in the words. The connexion is simply
What the law could not do, Christ can. The law was not
this
it s-erved rather only to
able to take away the condemnation
but Christ takes it away, in that he takes it upon him
increase it
self ; this comes to pass by the vicarious, atoning sacrifice of his
:

;

;

death.

equally implies that Christ estab
the condemnation would ever

it

Unquestionably, indeed,

lished absolute righteousness,

else

again have generated itself in man but that is not the chief thought
here; it is in ver. 4 that we have the definite idea of active obe
The most that can be said is, that as it must constantly be
dience.
:

life of Christ, that passive and active obedience
penetrate each other in him, so even his surrender
should not at
into death presupposes the highest activity.
r&v
nor
The
dvOpurruv ovaav.
rq oaprci exactly supply avrov,
again

affirmed of the

every

moment

We

expression embraces rather the flesh of Christ
He represented the totality ; what, therefore,

came

ei&amp;gt;

and of men together.
came to pass in him,

all.
However, the prevailing idea re
be understood as com
should
sentence
that
the
immediately
quires
tv oapid XpiaroVj
thus
00f
dvOyu-uv
Ti]v
KdTEKQLve
d^apTiav
pleted
God condemned the sin of man in thejlesli of Christ.)

to pass essentially in

:

Ver.

4.

Now

immediately upon the description of the way of

in sending Christ follows the delineation of the work of Christ;
what the law could not, the gospel is able to do, in that it condemns

God
sin,

namely, to

call forth in

man

the state of true holiness.

Evi

dently, then, it is not, according to the context, the apostle s meaning,
that this state is the condition of partaking in Christ s word, but the

He

presupposes already the walking according to the
of the
Kara
Spirit (TTepcnaTelv
Trvevfta), and this again the experience
the
But
as
as
Catholic
of
Christ
(vii. 25).
surely
redeeming power
view is wrong, so surely are we to reject that exaggerated view of the
consequence.

Protestant interpreters which conceives sanctification as entirely
dissociated from the forgiveness of sins.
According to the genuine
doctrine of the Reformers, which rests upon this apostolic passage,
sanctification of life necessarily (although at first in germ only)

work, not, however, as a
stated condition, but rather as consequence of the forgiveness im
parted in free grace without condition.
(The nkrjpuOy
rjfuv unmistakeably indicates that sanctification
of life is none of man s own work, but that God in Christ perfects
We do not fulfil
it in man ; hence & avrov only need be supplied.

comes with the appropriation of Christ

s

h

the law, but the work of Christ

is

our work

;

by

his Spirit

he im-
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and holiness unto us. The perfection of
parts his righteousness
in Christ s life is to be considered as
every individual, therefore,
to viii. 30 ; as in his death
already completed, entirely according
The expression
the sin of every individual appears condemned.
diKaiuua rov voaov comprises all which the law can in any respect
whatever require ; it is absolute diKaioovvij considered as the com
mand of God. The addition rolg p] Kara odoza K. r. A., would seem,
however, to define the ?]uel more nearly, so that the sense is this
effect of Christ s appearing applies only to those who walk after the
have therefore experienced in themselves the work im
Spirit, and
Christ s work, indeed, is reckoned for all, but it
plied at vii. 25.
:

reveals itself, in its sanctifying efficacy, only

ates

when man appropri

it

personally.)
This state of spiritual walking (jiard Trvevpa rcepiTcaVers. 5, 6.
describes more nearly by its contrast.
now
Paul
It is that,
relv)

namely, in which the believer tarries here below, until his bodily
glorification (viii. 11); for if the state be capable of a heightening in
Its proper
itself, yet man can never get beyond it in his earthly life.
character, however, is best perceived by the Kara odpua Trepnrarelv,
rd ri^ oapKog faovelv, being carnally
walking after the flesh,

minded,

=

=

^povrjpa

rrjg aaofcoq,

=

cv oaoid uvai
(ver. 9),

and

All this is consequent on Kara odona
yv (ver. 12).
expression is of like signification with yeyewrjpevov KK
odoKa

= Kara

iu&amp;gt;ai,

which

oaoKog
of open

rj/f

The apostle certainly intends by this no life
but
the very state described vii. 14-24, in which the
wickedness,
is
taken
To this,owJe yap
vovg
captive by the law of sin in the flesh.
neither
can
it
be
in
with
connexion
the ddvvarov
3vvarai,for
(viii. 7),
(John

iii.

rov VOJMV
after the

6).

(viii.

3),

Spirit&quot;

most distinctly points.
(rtepinareiv

rov nvevaaro^

=

Kara rcvevaa

=

But then
(pooveiv

the walking
ra rov Trvevftarog
&quot;

=

KV Trvev^an elvai ver.
rtvevuari
9, and
all this is
dysaOai ver. 14
consequent on Kara rrvevua elvai, which
expression is of like signification with yeyevvqusvov KK rov Tn evuarog,
=== (jipovrjjia

John

iii.
6) is the very state described vii. 25, in which the vovg can
serve the Divine law, and the adp% only remains
subjected to the law
The walking after the Spirit does not, therefore, exclude
of sin.
attacks on the part of sin, temptations of the
flesh, even single

smaller transgressions (1 John ii. 1); but the direction
of the whole
inner man to God, and the victory over sin
essentially, and in the
whole, is thereby asserted. The advance in the new man, de
velopment in the walking in the Spirit, is altogether not to be
considered as a gradual transition of the old man into the
or

new,

as a constantly progressing conversion of the former into the latter
;
but as in the aggregate of mankind, the tares are
developed beside

the wheat, and good and evil perfect themselves in
parallel series, so
does the old man continue to the last beside the new man
and it
;
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may not be, that the further the spiritual development advances, so
much the nearer an approximation takes place between them, but
the reverse

;

as spirit and flesh lust continually against each other,
in us lust more and more against the old Adam.

must the Christ

so

The

right conception of this relation is for this reason of the highest
importance, that the view entertained of it by the regenerate man
will modify and determine his whole effort at sanctification.
If
he seeks gradually to improve the old man in him, and to wash it
clean, he not only undertakes a labour utterly in vain, but he is also

in constant danger of falling back under the law, as happened to
the Galatians ; nay, this very endeavour is properly the commence
of the relapse.
The old man cannot be sanctified, but he must
From the
crucified, that is, in self-denial given unto death*

ment
be

Spirit, therefore,

war must be kept up against the

and

however,

a constant
This conflict,
of the regenerate ; the
is the constant
keeping

life

life

flesh

but the negative side in the
positive activity that furthers his new
up of intercourse with the originator

its lusts.

is

and the abiding well-spring of this new life. Thereby he receives in
ever increasing measure the Spirit (nvev[j.a) from above, and the man
born of grace lives and grows, too, ever advancing in grace and by
So the man shares rightly law and gospel the new man
grace.
lives in the gospel, the sharpest law is given to the old man by the
new, and without being under the law, the man is still not without
law, but is living with the law of God, of which, certainly, the old
man is only in need, since the new man has it in his very nature ; he
can not sin (1 John iii. 9), as little as the sun can darken. Kegarded
;

from a human point of view, moreover, the possibility of apostacy
remains still for every regenerate man upon every grade of develop
ment, even upon the highest that is, that the new man may be
thrust aside by the old ; but just as decidedly we must say, that,
regarded from the Divine point of view, it is impossible for the elect
of God to be overpowered by sin. Were it possible with one, it
would be so with all, and then God s plans would be dependent upon
:

man s
This

fidelity

;

it

might happen that the whole world

fell

away.

of course, inconceivable, and impossible (Matth. xxiv.
24)!
Hence, as in Christ s temptation, so freedom and necessity penetrate
each other in the regenerate ; their relation will be treated more at
large at chaps, ix. and xi.
is,

(In the Qpovelv,

(ppovrjpa,

the permanent direction of the whole in

ward being towards something,
the true character of the man.
* In

man

when

death of the old

expressed

[Comp.

man

;

this alone- determines

my opusc.

theol. pag. 159.]

the law of the*01d Testament maintains

its

But the gracious and righteous God so
requires the death of the sinner.
his strict justice, that he makes life itself the
in the old
killer, so that he who dies

full right
fulfils

this spiritual

is

first

it

finds in his very death the true

life.
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the -parallel, vi. 23, where, however, GM} stands
6, comp.
is united with it.)
here
while
dyf\vr\
alone,
The reason why carnal mindedness works death, is
Vers. 6-8.
no other than this because this disposition separates from God (the
Fountain of Life). That which is akin to him alone can please the

At

viii.

:

mind

unable to generate anything wellare an abomination to him,
works
good
pleasing to God
No one, however,
motives.
selfish
from
come
because they
impure,
can set himself free from himself; a higher love must come, that
The notion of fyOpa, enmity,
attracts him more than his own self.
must not be softened. The carnal man hates God, for he sees in
carnal

Holy One, but the

even

:

him the
holiness
other.

is

its

robber only of his lust ; and God hates him according to his
the two are absolutely and irreconcilably against each

;

But with

this

God

man

hates not

as such, he loves

him

This holy hate passes to the
rather, but he hates the sin in him.
sin and carnal mindedand
others
hates
in
himself
regenerate ; he
ness, without hating men.
(The inability in the vovg to

the cause of the conflict

[vii.

submit to the Divine law

23], and

so of the

[viii.

want of peace.

3], is

The

has God s approval, as his own work,
[viii. 4]
and it gives the soul the taste of peace with God. Ver. 8, 6e forms
no antithesis, but only carries on the same thought.)

ability to fulfil the

Ver.
readers,

law

Here, then, the apostle makes the transition to his
he naturally treats as regenerate, who walk after the

9.

whom

For if d~ep seems to express a doubt, it is only seeming, as
not to be construed here like si modo, but as siquidem, as a sure
and certain presupposition. (Comp. thereon Hartung s PartikelSpirit.

it is

lehre, Part
its

i.

p.

327,

etc.,

fundamental meaning,

ing in the believer

is

344,
is

etc.,

where

in its relation to ye in

admirably developed.)

conceived as an

18, where the dwelling of

rrep

Spirit s

like
olnelv, dwelling, of him,

sin in the llesh

Spirit dwells, of course, in that part of
to him, in the Ttvevfia or vovg.
The

opposed to that transient presence

The

was spoken

human

of.

be
vii.

The Divine

nature most kindred

dwelling, however, is
inspiration of the Spirit,

oliceiv,

and

which appears in the Old Testament, in the prophets, for which the
word ^peoOai is used (2 Pet. i. 21), in contrast to the dyeaOai of the
New Testament (ver. 14 ; Galat. v. 18), by which the constant, un
broken operation of the indwelling Spirit
Christ in us, Galat. ii. 20.
abiding, of John (comp. at

is,

signified, the life of

The olneiv is therefore like the peveiv,
John i. 33, in the comm.), and the having

the Spirit (^x eLV Trvevpa), which occurs in the verse before us. In the
latter expression the man appears as though he were the possessor
Spirit, that yet, however, possesses him, and
inmost being, by which idea the being his (KGTIV avrov)
at the end of the verse is to be explained ; to be Christ s, is to be a

and governor of the
governs his
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member

of him, to be governed, guided by him.
The opposite would
But
belong to the devil, comp. at John viii. 44.
in fact the man also possesses the Spirit within him (as the husband

be

elvai diaflohovj to

is the lord of the wife, but yet the wife also
possesses the hus
in
so far, namely, as he may drive him away by unfaithfulness,
band),
nay, in so far as he has the privilege of conducting this Spirit accord
The words el de riq nvevpa
ing to the intended aim (1 Cor. xiv. 32).

indeed

and if any one liatli not the Spirit of Christ, point
to this possibility of apostacy, for the question here cannot be of
entire unbelievers ; either, therefore, apostates must be meant, or
at least those who are in conflict indeed against sin, but have not
Xpiorov OVK K%ei }

yet experienced the redeeming power of Christ (vii. 25). At all
events the words would seem to contain the warning, that the bene
of Christ are only to be appropriated

fits

when a man

is

conscious

by faith, and the Spirit received in faifrh, of being a member in the
body of Christ. The possession of this Spirit of Christ, however, is
of course not to be measured by the mere feeling, the agreeable sen
sation of the nearness of God, of comfort, of spiritual joy (for thia
too fleeting, and the state of grace may be entirely unimpaired,
even in great barrenness and dry ness ; nay, in the progress of the

is

inward

life,

the sweet sensations of the

first

young love are almost

ever disappearing), but by its real effects and fruits.
If the man
observes not these in himself, and temptations at the same time
increase and strengthen, then at all events he is in a doubtful, and

contested state.
(It is to be observed that the apostle, from vers. 8-11, uses tie
six times in succession.
The expressions nvev^a Qeov and Xpiarov
alternate [comp. besides, ver. 11, 14] ; Trvevfia UJLOV might have been

said [comp. ver. 16].
For Father, Son and Spirit are One, although
not One Person;
I am in the Father and the Father is in Me,&quot;
saith the Lord.
[Comp. the Comm. at John x. 30, xiv. 10.)
&quot;

The background of the whole representation before the soul of
the apostle is, that whosoever is not Christ s belongs to the king
dom of darkness. Independent, man cannot be, by virtue of
his

whole constitution ; he cannot stand between light and dark
he must ever incline to the one or the other. Comp. at John

ness
viii.

;

44.)

Vers. 10, 11.
The apostle, in conclusion, points at last to the
highest stage of the perfection of individual life, to the glorification
of the body. As it was said in Paradise, if thou eatest of the tree
&quot;

of knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt surely die,&quot; so does the
enjoyment of the true tree of life, of Christ, bring again to perfect
life,

even of the body.*

* De

spoken

its

commentary

in

John

s remark, ad loc., is pertinent: &quot;An inward bodily-spiritual process is here
not an event occurring from without, as the resurrection is usually understood.&quot;

&quot;Wette

of,

This passage has
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where Christ represents himself as the life in all respects, even
into the state
of the body. Whatever, therefore, at the transition
with the
still
viz.,
remained,
of regeneration (vii. 25)
^serving
like
here
is
flesh the law of
(dovteveiv rq crap/a v6[u*) d^apriag),
the body also experiences redemption
wise considered as overcome
vi.,

&amp;lt;&amp;lt;the

sin&quot;

;

23).

(viii.

clear that

As body stands here instead of the previous flesh, it is
the apostle means decidedly the material portion of hu

man existence, of course, however, in union with
without which there is neither o^a nor
life,

the whole psychical

But if
but Kpsag
self-evident that this ex
.

&amp;lt;7a&amp;gt;,

thQbody

is

here called dead

(veitpov),

it is

to
is not to signify absolute deadness, for it is intended
pression
it is to
constitution
natural
its
in
the
;
describe
living body itself,
be taken rather as dfia^ria veicpd, vii. 8. The d^iaprta, sin, is called
and make itself known in its
dead because it does not

yet express
true nature, so neither does the body, which, according to its original
far more glorious than it now appears.
destination, is something
OVTJTOS ; the latter expres
Hence it cannot be said that venpog is

=

proper physical sense, viz., mortal, as applicable
but the former is used in a figurative sense.
only to the living ;
Therefore the passage would be entirely perverted, if, instead of veFor this sinful state certainly the deadOVTJTOV should be put.

sion

is

used in

its

Kpov,

ness of the body

is

so far good, as it lessens the susceptibility to the

world (whence
disturbing and painful impressions of the outward
the nobler bodily nature of Christ must have enhanced his suffering),
but it remains still a most imperfect state, which must be overcome.

A

sure pledge, then, for the glorification of a man s own body is
in the
given by the consciousness of that awakening power dwelling
of God, which has verified itself in the waking of Christ from the
Spirit

Finally, the apostle so represents the resurrection, as though
were merely something imparted to the holy, as though there were
no resurrection of the wicked. It might certainly be said here, that

dead.
it

is treating only of the course of the development of the faithful,
wicked are out of the question ; but by the similar repre
the
that

Paul

sentation, 1 Cor. xv. 22, where the glance of the apostle seems to

comprehend all men, and by the circumstance that he never makes
mention of the resurrection of the wicked, and once only of eternal
damnation (2 Thess. i. 9), the matter becomes more difficult. The
difficulty, however, must be reserved for further discussion at the
from the Epistle to the Corinthians.
passage adduced
(Upon the doctrine of the glorified body comp. more particularly
at 1 Cor. xv.; 2 Cor. v. It has been incidentally noticed at John vi.,
so without this conception the scriptural doctrine of the bodily glorification, which
constantly represented as already in process here below (comp. especially at 2 Cor. iv.
But this gradually forming life of our glori
10, 11), would be thoroughly unintelligible.
fied material nature is in many, as by a flash of lightning, instantaneously manifested (1
Cor. xv. 52), and so is the resurrection of the dead represented.

Even
is

;
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and at the history of the resurrection. By the readings #3v, $/, the
contrast to venpov is intended to be more distinctly shewn ; for that
Ai d^apriag and
reason, however, &ri is surely the original reading.
dt,d

so

dtKaioavvrjs

much

might have been said

to the

means

;

but the accusative points not
on account of the sin ex

as to the presence,

&quot;

isting in the body, on account of the righteousness communicated by

the

ALKaioavvr] is here also the state of dinaiov elvai, the diKaico-

vovg.&quot;

used of the bodily awakening according to 1 Cor.
the close of ver. 11, also, the text. rec. has the easier read

ZuoTToielv is

67jvai.

At

xv. 22.

ing of did c. genit. D.E.F.G., however, several translations, and many
of the Fathers, have the accusative. Lachmann, with Knapp, has

decided for the usual reading ; Griesbach, Koppe, R ticker t. Reiche, on
the other hand, decide for the accusative.
This I too hold as more
appropriate, but not so much because I regard, with Reiche, the gen
having arisen from dogmatic principles [in order to represent

itive as

the Holy Ghost as operating more independently], but simply for the
sake of the context, in connexion with the stronger critical authorities,

and the apparently simpler sense yielded by the

genitive.

The

accusative represents the indwelling of the Spirit as a pledge of the
future glorification of the body ; and this enters best into the train
of Paul

s ideas.

RvoiKeu

is

found besides at 2 Cor.

vi.

16

;

Col.

iii.

16, of Divine influence spiritually penetrating the human spirit.
Everything material is here of course to be excluded, but the real

nevertheless to be maintained

such expressions are not to be re
they rather possess life and being.

;

duced to mere Oriental phrases

;

As

surely as the spirit is immaterial, yet really dwells in the mate
body, so surely does the Divine Spirit penetrate and unite with
the human, without annulling his essence, or confounding his inward

rial

human

very organ of the Divine, and that
not working in it.
have too
little knowledge of the substance of the spirit
thoroughly to under
stand such penetration of spirit by Spirit ; meanwhile nature offers
analogies not to be rejected in the material, for instance, the pene

laws
is

;

for the

a perverse state

spirit is the

[sin] if

he

We

is

tration of electric or magnetic streams.)
Vers. 12, 13.
These verses seem to interrupt the chain of the
discourse, which proceeds again, in strict connexion with the fore

at ver. 14.
They give the impression of a commenced
exhortation, which is not completely carried out.
might
form a strict connexion by referring the jUeAAfre drrodvTJaKeiVj ye shall
die, and tfoeade, ye shall live, definitely to the glorification of the

going,

We

Since such glory (of bodily trans
body, with the following sense
awaits
we
are
much
the more obligated to live ac
so
formation)
us,
the
to
that
we
not
lose such glorification, but
spirit,
cording
may
Then
the mortifying the deeds of the body&quot; would
receive
&quot;

:

&quot;

it.&quot;

very

fitly

denote advancing bodily sanctification, which

is

considered
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means to bodily glorification. And the dying&quot; and living&quot;
would not merely indicate the general states of misery and happi
ness (which, after the special glorification of the body, would be
but render prominent the obtaining and losing this
but
&quot;

&quot;

as a

tame),
Now that %yv, living, should signify
grace of bodily glorification.
no difficulty, for this is in fact the con
make
can
glorification,

therefore, at John vi. 40, and frequently,
eternal life, stands equivalent to the
w?/v aluviov fyeiv, having
It might, however, appear
last
the
day.
being raised up at
Ye will
that
more difficult,
jueAAere dnoOvjjaiceiv should mean

summation of

life,

and

&quot;

:

not obtain the

resurrection.&quot;

Still, if

.

is

we

consider that at

John

vi.

=

dvdaraais v ry
ca^aTr}
day, consequently, that &quot;dying&quot;
taken as equivalent to not attaining to the resurrection, and
further, the apostle supposed the time of our Lord s com

also
50, p) dnoOavelv, not dying,
last
the
in
resurrection
?}[teQa,

is

used as

that,

to be near, and was hoping still to be while in the
clothed
upon (2 Cor. v. 2, etc.); then the bodily dying of the
body
carnal may, without hesitation, be taken synonymously with the loss
of bodily glorification ; and it cannot here be taken otherwise, if a

ing again

strict

connexion

is

to unite this verse

with what precedes and

fol

observation, that those who walk after the
flesh die, would be, for the special thoughts immediately preceding
and following, altogether too feeble, and a mere repetition of what

lows.

was

The mere general

said at viiL 6, etc.

(Comp. upon

iKpuhK-Tft at

i.

14.

The

relation of debtor has re

ference to the connexion entered into with Christ.

[Comp.

vi.

18.]

The

Trpd&is, deeds, denote here the individual sinful tendencies of the
old man, his members, as it were, which must be crucified [Gal. v.

The life of the regenerate, therefore, as already observed, is to be
a gradual crucifying of the old man, not a bettering of it ; the holy,
but imparted life, is in the new man only. So the man becomes per
fect, and yet continues poor in humility, for what he has is God s

24].

work, nut his property. The reading aapKog is seemingly more con
formable to usage than a^imroc, but for that reason it is certainly
a

mere

corn p.

correction.

vii.

Paul uses o&na

also in such

combinations

;

24.)

Vers. 14, 15.
Most naturally now, with the above explanation
of the preceding verses, the subject continues.
The mortifying of
the deeds of the flesh is a being led by the Spirit, and therefore not
(like the former striving described vii. 14-24) an anxious legal task
work, but a labouring in joyous spirit, as for one s own cause, as the
sons of the house work for themselves in their Father s business.

We do not deny ourselves, in order to be saved thereby, but because,
by grace, ive are saved in hope. Participation in the sufferings of
the Son of God, /car tfo^v, secures also our
participation in his
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in entire perfection, the glorification even of the body
is,
Those who are born of the flesh are flesh, those born
17-23).
of the Spirit are spirit (John iii. 6).
All the spiritual (jrvevpaTiftoi)
in
the
true
sense
of
the
therefore,
word, are children of God, of the
glory, that
(viii.

absolute Spirit (John iv. 24).
duction the idea of
sons of

Thus Paul reaches by

&quot;

as the thread of his

God&quot;

following weighty section (from

of

(viol

argument until
viii.

ver.

18).

The being

God

is

(dyeadai rrvevpari, Qeov), accordingly,
of the influence of a foreign power, giving, as

from without, but

is

legitimate de

Oeo), which he maintains
17, and still pursues in the

to be considered as the

led

by the

Spirit

not to be understood
it

were,

its

element of

impulse
life,

as

determining the character and being, so that the Spirit of God
generates also, where he works, a higher heavenly consciousness, a
man of God, a son of God.* This sonship of God, however, men
receive merely as derived, from the orignal Son, the Logos, the

and npwroroKog (viii. 29). The difference of dyeaOai (Galat.
and
^KpeaOat (2 Pet. i. 21) was spoken of above at ver. 9.
18)
But here Paul is not contrasting the permanency of the Spirit s

Hovoyevriq
v.

New Testament, with its alternating character in the
but
Old,
bondage with freedom or sonship. In the Old Testament,
God meets man as the holy, righteous principle, foreign to the sinner,

operation in the

living externally to mankind, opposing
and awakening the fear of God

to

him
rov

(&amp;lt;f)6[3o(;

his strict requirements
0eoi5),

the beginning of

New

Wisdom

(Ps. cxi. 10); in the
Testament, on the contrary, God
appears in Christ most intimately connected and allied with man
kind, awakening therefore that love, which in its perfection drives

John iv. 18), and not only requires, but gives also
But God gives nothing of less value than his own
and
being
nature, because nothing is enough for him but himself:
all fear (1

away
what

it

requires.

therefore

the state of freedom in love identical with sonship.

is

As

spirit born of Spirit, therefore, the believers of the New Testament
are greater than the greatest that are born of woman (Matth. xi.
11), children, namely, of the heavenly mother, the Jerusalem above

(Gal.

iv.

26).

(Upon

VLO$ Qeov

from -EKVOV

differs

comp. the observations at Luke i. 35. The phrase
21 only by expressing more definitely

0. vers. 16,

the developed consciousness of being a son, while TCKVOV denotes
The latter name, therefore, does not occur as
only the origin itself.

applied to Christ.

The meagre

reduction of this Divine sonship

to the Divine attachment to believers

tachment

is

to be considered a

utterly untenable ; this at
mere consequence of the essential
is

transformation, the birth from the Spirit
*

Comp., as

Creuzer)
one s self.

;

parallel, the

;

God

loves the faithful,

expression of Olympiodorus (Comm. in Plat. Alcib. p. .123, edit.
be led by the deity than by
ij ixp iavrov, it is better to

Kpslrrov TO deodev dyecOai,
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17.

has made them accepted ia the Beloved [Ephes. i. 6],
contrasted
dydrrTjv, but
elg $6{3ov would naturally have been
the utterance of Abba is itself to be construed as the expression of

because

lie

With

el&amp;lt;;

The reading deiMag came perhaps into the text merely from
the parallel of 2 Tim. i. 7, where irvevfia deikiag is opposed to the nvevpa
ILdhiv is to be connected with elg QofioVj the
dvvdfieug nal ajart^.
love.

omission of the word in some unimportant Codd. arises perhaps from
the false application of it to fadpere, which must have made ndfav
of the Spirit is
strange, because no actual communication

appear
The word vloOeaiais used only by
spoken of in the Old Testament,
Paul [Kom. viii. 23, ix. 4 Galat. iv. 5 Ephes. i. 5]. It signifies
;

;

acceptance to the state of children, and presupposes, therefore, that
Hence it is clear that the
those accepted had not been children.
to
reference
has
no
existence,
by which all nat
physical
expression
ural

men

also are children of

ference to this, natural

and enemies

men

him (Ephes.

to

life only.
In re
in the world, strangers
12); in Christ they are first ordained

God, but to spiritual
are without

ii.

God

The expression of the filial
i.
5).
the cry of Abba, which of course is only to be un
derstood of the true expression of the inward life.
A/3,3a, NSN,
to the state of children (Ephes.

consciousness

is

Chald. form of

The

as;.

conjecture, 8 ~a,T?jp } is

6 7rar?/p is

untenable.

the

The

Hebrew

vocative, whence the
choice of the Chaldaic word

not, with Keiche, to be referred to the prayer of Christ [Mark xiv.
36J, nor ? w ith Winer (at Gal. iv. G), to the circumstance that

is

well-known prayers of the Jews began so ; but to the form of the
word. Abba, like papa, can be spoken by the mouth even of stam
mering childhood, and properly, therefore, characterizes genuine
child-like disposition and manner.)
Yer. 16. In this state of affiliation, then, the witness of our own
spirit is pervaded by that of the Divine Spirit in a peculiar manner.

The one that properly gives witness in this testimonium spiritus is
the Divine Spirit
the human spirit is rather the receiver of the wit
ness from him, as it is said
Spirit witnesseth that Spirit is truth
:

:

John

v. 6)

that

(1
his truth, he has
;

it

is, the Spirit needs no witness but himself for
wholly in himself ; as the light is and can be

attested by nothing but itself.
But as the physical light needs
an eye, a receptive faculty, in order to be perceived, and as this is
itself light, so is the spiritual
light, the vovg (the human Trvev^d)
the eye for the Divine Spirit. Finally, it was observed before
consists not
in
(at ver. 9) that this witness of the

merely
whole inward and
instance, his comfort, his incitement to prayer,
his censure of sin, his impulse to works of love, to witness before
the world, and the like.
Upon the foundation of this immediate
Spirit

John iii.
outward work for

feeling (1

19), but

comprehends

his

;

testimony of the Holy Spirit, all the regenerate

man s

convic-
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For faith in the Scrip
tion of Christ and his ivork finally rests.
ture itself has its basis in this experience of the divinity of the
principle which it promises, and which flows into the believer while
This passage is, besides, important as one
is occupied with it.
of the most striking in which the human spirit is represented as not
cannot certainly
in and ~by itself identical with the Divine.*
he

We

conceive the difference as a specific one ; as image of God man must
be in his spirit kindred to the Divine (Acts xvii. 28, 29). But the

human spirit may be defiled by sin (2 Cor. vii. 1), the Divine not
may be grieved only (Ephes. iv. 30), or driven away but as
;

he

;

the absolute principle of holiness, he is incapable of spot.
Only,
therefore, by communication of this highest principle of all life, man
becomes one spirit with the Lord himself, as is said 1 Cor. vi. 17.
ii. 15, is not of the same import with the
a
rather is here spoken of, that ac
verb
witness
twofold
;
simple
tually indeed blends again to one, wherein, however, a positive and
a negative aspect may be distinguished.) Finally, from the expres

fivfljutprvpeiv here, as at

sions

wM^a

dovXda^^ spirit of bondage, Ttvevfia vloOeoia^^ spirit of
sonship, we are not to infer that the apostle assumes a double nvevfia,
or a twofold form of the operation of the Spirit, one of which eifects

a servile, the other a filial mind ; nor are we to take Trvevpa subjec
The thought is rather this
mindedness.&quot;
tively in the meaning
&quot;

We have

received the

:

One

true Spirit ; this Spirit leaves us not in
a state of bondage, nor calls forth such a state again, but he begets
a filial consciousness.
For the state of bondage and fear is, not that

of castaways, but subordinate only to that of children ; the utterly
dead man alone is without fear and without the feeling of bondage
(vii.

With

9).

eration

(vii.

the awakening

(vii.

10-24), fear begins, with regen

25, etc.), love.

The idea of affiliation leads the apostle, in conclusion,
Yer. 17.
to the conception of glory (66^0) as an inheritance, the proper
pos
sessor of which, indeed, is the Only-begotten, but in which his
brethren (ver. 29) are to have share. All that glory, therefore, which
the Lord from eternity had with the Father, and which he took
possession of again after his return to the Father (John xvii. 22), is
imparted to the faithful also (Rev. iii. 21). The condition, however,
presupposed as known and acknowledged of participation in the

glory of Christ, is previous participation in his sufferings, that
in the conflict with sin in ourselves and in the world, whereby

is,

alone the

new man

attains to the full growth in God.

Even

so are

sufferings represented as the condition of participation in glory, in
* The assertion of the
identity of the
the consciousness of
entirely unscriptural.

Heaven

!

VOL. IV.

4

human and Divine Spirit would lead one to
being the consciousness of God of himself, which is
Christ himself prays to the God without him, to the Father in

God

in

man
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1 Pet. iv. 13 ; not that for
2 Tim. ii. 12
the passages Co iii. 4
the extraordinary glory something extraordinary also must be en
that the old man must be crucified with
dured, as equivalent, but
man only is and can be capable of the recep
Christ, since the new
(Comp. 1
tion and the thankful enjoyment of the glory to come.
more
idea
of
the
particularly
K^povofio^ compare
Pet. iv.
Upon
.

;

;

1.)

at Gal.

iv. 1, etc.

(Efrrep

at ver. 9

comp.
provided that
found besides at 1 Cor. xii.

has the signification si modo,

and

at 2 Cor.

v. 3.

Z?;^7rao%

is

&quot;

;&quot;

Swtiot-d&oOai does not occur again in the

26.

New

Testament.)

Oi THE PERFECTION OF THE WHOLE CREATION WITH THE
CHILDREN OF GOD.

13.

(VIII. 18-39.)

By an easy and beautiful transition, the apostle passes over from
the idea of the suffering of believers with Christ to a description of
The peculiar character of this glory
the glory which awaits them.
lies in its uniting the perfection of the individual with that of the
Thus the following statement gives the reason why
the individual cannot alone attain to bodily glorification. Every
individual is only part and member of the whole, and as one member
collective body.

of the body cannot, without disturbance in its harmany, be perfected
alone, neither can the individual believer without the totality. Here
below, therefore, the

life

of the believer

is

a constant walking in

what is hoped for is not for this world. Only the
hope
Lord himself was excepted from this law, because he was himself
;

to behold

the whole, in that he essentially included in himself the totality of
the life, which unfolded itself from him, as the germ does the whole
tree to be developed from it.
Sufferings appear therefore here (al

though they remain still a consequence of sin, without which every
development might have gone on without disturbances and distrac
tions) as a blessing, as a

be understood that this

means
is

to perfection ; it being of course to
not meant of self-made sufferings for

instance, of false ascetic exercises and self-imposed denials
such only as the Lord himself sees good to lay upon him.

but of
If,

now,

the perfection of the individual were attached in the passage before
us merely to the perfection of the whole Church, or even of the whole

human

race, doubtless far fewer difficulties would have been found
but the apostle extends his glance over the whole creation, and
this has not unfrequently been thought too bold an idea.
It has
been attempted, therefore to say nothing of the utterly incongruous
interpretations which at one time have suggested angels, at another

in

it

;
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animals, at another the dead (comp. thereon Beiche s excellent ob
servations in his comm. B. ii., S. 215, etc.)
gradually to narrow the
of
the
s
view
to
the more or less re
meet
apostle
mighty compass

Now

stricted notions of the interpreter.
urimc, creation, creature,
was to mean Christians merely, then only a part at most of Christen
dom, and that either Jewish or Heathen-Christians ; then again the

expression was to apply to the people of Israel, or to the Heathen

magistracy; then it was extended to the lohole Heathen ivorld, or
The wider the reference is made, the
to the whole of mankind.
nearer of course it comes to the truth ; while yet the most compre
hensive of the explanations adduced, that of entire humanity, is
not sufficient, since the apostle spans with one mighty glance the
That even the inanimate creation
ivhole creation in all its parts.
was not excluded from his thought, has been so unanimously, and
with such weighty reasons urged by the most recent interpreters (by
Stier, Biickert, Beiche, Usteri, Schneckenburger,* Kollof those reasons, with
ner), that I feel excused from the repetition
leave to refer to the well-known writings of these learned men (es

Tholuck,

pecially to Beiche s copious discussion upon this passage, compared
\vith his two Festprograms of 1830 and 1832).
Meanwhile, this re

markable and important idea of glorification to be looked for of the
whole creation, demands still a somewhat more exact consideration,
The
to which we hope to contribute by the following reflections.&quot;)&quot;
far
the
if
he
first
of
would
then
how
all,
is,
apostle,
speak
question
of inanimate and unconscious nature, can ascribe to it a waiting,
yearning, and sighing for the revelation of the children of

God

?

Just because this did not seeru probable, even men, who were not
averse from the idea of a glorification of nature in itself, have believed
themselves forbidden to find

it

here; and, therefore, explained the

all men apart from Christianity,
are longing yet to become partakers of the salvation in Christ.
Or, in referring the urioig to inanimate nature, its representation as
*
Comp. Schneckenburger s Beitr. S. 118, etc., and Ullman s and Umbreit s Studien
Of Usteri the 4th Edit, of the Paul. Lehrbegr. appendix
Jahrg. 1832, H. 4. p. 835, etc.

K-iois of

the heathen world, or of

who

H.

In the

three editions he explains nr taie of mankind.
fathers explained the passage, almost without exception, of the creation.
Augustine s controversy -with the Manichees, for whose hylozoistic theory of the world
this passage must naturally have been very welcome, induced him to consider it merely

f

first

The Greek

of the extra-Christian part of mankind, and his influence in the middle ages decided
to follow this view.
The reformers first unanimously returned to the reference of

many

the Knaif to the whole creation, for which even Grotius too determined. The Socinians
and Arminians again adduced other explanations, which, since the last century, many
Protestants followed.

The

latest

commentators upon the

epistle since

Tholuck have

re

turned, notwithstanding, to the ancient explanation ; only many of them, even Tholuck,
Reiche, Meyer, de Wette, err from the truth in this respect, that they altogether capri
Kollner has given quite the
ciously exclude the extra-Christian men from the KT LO^.
right interpretation, as also Krabbe.
54.]

[K.

(Of Sin,

p.

115

,

184.)

s
[But see Editor note, p
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of a waiting, yearning creature, lias been conceived merely as alle
gory, for
can in no

which even Reiclie

still

To

decides.

this latter view

we

Holy Scripture throughout conceives nature,
way
in its relation to the world of intelligences, like the human body in
its relation to the soul and spirit, as rilled and borne by their living
accede.

As, therefore, in the individual, the spiritual life operates
either as disorganizing or renovating the bodily substance, so does
the life of the regenerate, considered as a whole, upon the totality
breath.

life in man is but the
flowering forth
If we observe, then,
entire
the
creation.
of the life that pervades
the unconscious creation more narrowly, we must acknowledge that
an impulse to glorification, a yearning for perfection, appears unde

of the creation.

niably in

it

The

also.*

conscious

The whole bent

of the plant urges

it

to bring all

powers to perfection in blossom and fruit, and if checked by cir
cumstances in its development for instance, by want of light an
its

powers may be perceived to remove the obstructions,
and supply the deficiency so that a plant often presses through
naiTow clefts to get at the element of light, and produces its blossom.
The same impulse for renovation shews itself also in the animal. In
effort of all its

;

life that creates life again, the life inclosed in the
animal would press, as it were, beyond itself, but of course can pro
duce nothing better than what itself contains. In so far, however,
as the animal sensibly suffers from the sin of men, the yearning and
waiting for redemption is expressed in it still more distinctly and
perceptibly ;f the eye of a suffering or dying animal speaks a lan
guage to which every feeling mind is sensible it sighs and yearns
for deliverance, or rather the general life in it yearns to get free from
The waiting and yearning of the creature, there
its confinement.
fore, cannot possibly be admitted to be mere allegory, nor is there
any reason, after what has been said, to regard it as applicable to

that impulse of

;

men

merely, to wit, such as are destitute of the Christian principle.
to be considered as excluded, fur, as the
&quot;children of God&quot;
(ver. 19) can only be those regenerate by the

These certainly are not

would be a total silence (if the K-ioig were to
the
inanimate
creation
exclusive of men) as to the ultimate
signify
in
of
the
extra-Christian
world ; nay, it would be almost
bringing
Spirit of Christ, there

denied, which, in every respect,

is

untenable.

It

is

also entirely in-

*

Beautifully says Schubert (Ilanclb. der Kosmol. Niirnberg. 1823, p. 5): &quot;Even in
the things of the material world which surround us, there is an element of life, a
yearning

what is bound, which, like the Memnon-statue, sounds in unconscious symphony when
the ray touches it from above.&quot; The Genevese
philosopher, Bonnet, represents the striv
ing of nature after a more perfect state in his palingenesie philosophique.
f Gothe s correspondence with a child affords proof of how a profound contemplation
of nature still leads to this apostolic idea. Bettina writes
When I stand
(B, i. S. 38):
all alone at night in open nature, I feel as though it were a
spirit and begged redemption
Often have I had the sensation as if nature, in wailing
of me.
sadness, entreated some
of

&quot;

thing of me, so that not to understand what she longed

for,

cut through

my

1
very heart*
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demonstrable that Kriai$ signifies the creation without man. The
children of God, on the contrary, may be considered as separated

from the general creation, and are here expressly distinguished by the
apostle, because they form, as it were, a new creation different from
should be said, however, that the apostle does mean by
God all mankind, so far as they are destined to be
received into the community of Christ, then the men who lived
the

old.

If

it

these children of

would

be omitted, or supposing them to be included
(but which ver. 23 decidedly contradicts, since
the first-fruits of the Spirit cannot possibly be ascribed to them),
then thus much, at least, must be allowed, that men, just so far as
before Christ

as children of

still

God

they yet belong to the old life, are also reckoned as KTIGIS, for, ver. 23,
the same yearning is mentioned of the children of God, as, ver, 19, is
The separation admits, therefore, less of
ascribed to the creature.
as
an
external
than as an internal one ; the KTLOL^ is
carried
out
being
everywhere, even in man, in the regenerate himself, so far as the re
moulding Spirit of Christ has not yet transformed him ; but, at all
events the non-Christian portion of mankind cannot be considered as
It would be much more obvious, and far
excluded from the KTfoig.
more natural, to understand the icrioig only of men, who are still

ever the immediate object of redemption, exclusive of the inani
a view of the passage, which, on the whole, beside that
;

mate world

is the only one deserving serious consideration.
But
against this that all men cannot be meant by nrloiq here, since
the regenerate as such (ver. 19) are expressly excepted from it, and

proposed by us,
1, it is

are in no

way

treated as part of the

Kriaig.

Then,

2,

the simple

thought, that in men, who are yet far from the covenants of the Di
vine promise, there is a yearning for redemption, would clearly have
in language widely different from that of this passage.
idea
of a glorification of the universe belongs by no
the
Lastly, 3,
means to the apostle alone, but pervades the whole Scripture : it is,

been expressed

keeping with the connexion of the whole pas
the individual to the whole, for Paul to
from
which
advances
sage,
demonstrate, how, with the perfecting of the Church of Christ, the

therefore, in thorough

world

itself will receive its

perfection.*)&quot;

We

are forced, therefore,

* The
assumption that Paul, in this passage, refers in the term Krioig merely to un
21. The
conscious nature, excluding unconverted men, is favoured by the
ij HTLOLC, ver.
apostle has most certainly conceived the life of nature as, in its extreme manifestation,
an unconscious, nay, a lifeless one yet it does not follow that he did not conceive natural
avr&amp;gt;)

:

men, the pi uvreg (Rom. iv. 17), from whom true men are yet to be born, as associated
with these extremest formations of natural life. The i^Ciaa ij KTLGK:, ver. 22. speaks de
not ade
cidedly for this, and that willing and longing ascribed to the nrlcnq which if)
quately explained by merely assuming a personification.
denies alto
f Rosencrantz, in his Dissertatio de corrupto naturae statu (Regiom, 1834),
to say nothing
but
of
the
nature
in
disturbance
of
life
unconscious
the
harmony
gether
at all of the clear declarations of Holy Scripture thereon, this assumption, since the actu;
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Paul contrasts Christ, and the new creation called
forth by him, with the old creation collectively, together with the
This entire old
this creation.*
unregenerate men, as the flower of
creation has in itself one life, and this is yearning for redemption
from the bonds which hold it and hinder its glorification. But this
one yearning assumes different forms in the different stages of life,
and is of course purer and stronger in unregenerate men than in
to the view that

in them the creation has, as it were, its mouth,
plants and animals ;
Yet the most
it can give vent to its collective feeling.
which
by
even of these men know not what the yearning and seeking in them

mean

they understand not the language of the spirit in
them ; nay, they suppress it often, though it is, meanwhile, audible
in their heart, and what they do not understand themselves, God
properly

;

understands, who listens even to prayers not understood.f Still,
decided as is the contrast between the old and new creation, yet
they may not be considered as entirely separated. Bather as the

new man, in all his distinctness from the old, still is in the old, so
is the new creation (Christ and the new life proceeding from him)
The old creation, therefore, is like an impregnate
in the old world.
mother (comp. at ver. 23) that bears a new world in her womb a
life

which

ally existing

is

not herself, which does not even spring from her, but

monstrous discords

in

nature cannot be denied, would lead, consistently car

God s love and wisdom. Comp. Lucret. de natur. eer. v.
Ausim confirmare, nequaquarn nobis divinitus esse paratam

ried out, to Lucretian doubts of
196, etc., where it is said:
naturam rerum, tanta stat

&quot;

prasdita

culpa.&quot;

* It
seems, however, far better to restrict KT LGLS here to the lower creation (whether
inanimate alone, or animated and inanimate) in contrast with mankind.
1. Of this alone
it was subjected not
willingly, i. e., not by its own conscious
To explain ovx ittovaa of men subjected to corruption against
their will, involves, we had almost said, a platitude unworthy of the apostle.
2. Of this
alone can the longing and hope here spoken of be predicted with any propriety.
The
Christian world is admitted by Olshausen himself to be expressly excluded.
On what
ground then can it be affirmed of unbelieving and impenitent men that they are looking
forward to the Christians resurrection in the hope of sharing the same glorious deliver
ance ? For the reference to the time of the resurrection is too definite and strongly marked
to allow our resolving it into the general sighing of the human race under its burden of
manifestation of the
mortality and corruption. Any definite looking forward to the

can

it

be properly said that

and voluntary agency.

&quot;

sons of God,&quot; the

&quot;

&quot;

affiliation,&quot;

the redemption of the

body&quot;

cannot surely be affirmed of

unregenerate humanity at large, and it would be alien to the apostle s purpose to speak
of such a longing unless it both existed and was destined to a realization.
Of the lower
creation this longing and hope (together with the fact assigned as its reason, ovx teovaa,
etc.) can bo rightfully, though of course figuratively, predicated.
Having been laid under

a curse

in

consequence of the sin of man,

consummated work of redemption

as

its

it

own

looks naturally and rightfully forward to the
Thus the apostle indi
period of deliverance.

which awaits believers by showing how
coming is awaited even by the lower creation. [K.
\ Accordingly Luther quite justly says: &quot;Albeit the creature hath not such speech
as we have, it hath a language still, which God and the Holy Spirit heareth and understandoth, how it groaneth for the wrong it must endure from the ungodly, who misuse
rectly sets forth the consequences of the glory

earnestly

it

so.&quot;

its
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which, by the overmastering power that dwells in it, draws her life,
with which it is connected, gradually into itself, and transforms it into
its

nature, so that the birth (the completion of the new world) is the
As then there is a regen
s death (the sinking of the old).

mother

eration of the individual, there is a regeneration* also of the universe
(Matth. xix. 28), and as the former is completed gradually, so also is
the latter. For as with sin Paradise at first vanished from the earth

(Gen.
to sin

18), and in man s inward being the mind (vovg) was subjected
so restoration through Christ begins first with the liberation of

iii.

;

the vovg (Horn. vii. 25), and in the creation with the restoring of Para
dise at the resurrection of the just, who for the collective body are the

To this time the pro
representatives of the vovg (Rev. xx. 4, etc.).
that
the
deserts
shall
blossom again (Is.
of
the
point,
phecies
prophets
xxxv. 1, etc.), the lamb and the lion shall feed together (Is. xi. 6, etc. ;
Ixv. 25).
;
As, however, in the individual, even after the
experience of redemption, the flesh remains still subjected to the law
of sin (comp. at vii. 25), so with the restoration of Paradise in the

xxxv. 9

God upon earth, the animal life in nature, nay, even in
as the
xx.
7, 8), is not yet entirely overpowered ; hence,
(Rev.
individual needs bodily glorification, so does the whole creation need
of

kingdom

man

a total transformation the passing away of the old heaven and the
old earth (2 Peter iii.), and the birth of a new heaven and a new
earth

(Is. Ixv.

17

;

Rev. xx. 11,

etc.

;

xxi. 22), at the general resur

Here animal life, that intractable intermediate element
between matter and spirit-conscious life, is entirely overcome, and
It is clear then,
glorified matter becomes the pure bearer of spirit.
rection.

we are to understand by the Kriai^j not merely our earth or
our solar system, but the totality of all creation (ovpavbg KOL y7]
Q
and material world). Whether the
yr.
fcsn, the spiritual

that

=

had such a perception of the greatness of the uni
verse as the telescope gives us, matters not in this respect ; the
Spirit of God in the apostles understood explicate what they them
ancient world

even if they thought the universe smaller
than we are accustomed to consider it, they, nevertheless, meant
selves took implicite only

;

the universe as well as ourselves in every expression that denotes
the totality ; just as a drop of water is meant by every one who
utters the word, whether he know or not that it contains a world
of animalcuke.
to the universe
* Acts
binical

iii.

bV^y

Nor
and

is

the smallness of the earth in relation

to the

many

21, uTroKardcrTaaif TTUVTUV

fc*&quot;h,

renovatio mundi.

vast globes in

it,

adverse to

has a like signification, answering to the Rab
this glorification of nature

Luther naively designates

as the putting on of God s Easter robe, instead of the present workaday dress the founda
tion of which expression is the comparison of the course of the world with the week of
the creation (Gen. i.), upon which a new Sabbath is still to follow. (Comp. Tholuck s fifth
;

appendix to his Treatise on Sin and the Atoner, where the universality of the longing
for a paradisiacal time is proved.)
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view

this

organism,

;

either

for

it

members,

little

may be
e.

18, 19.

said

that, as

the

in

human

are more important than
g., the eye,
so in the whole system of worlds (to
the earth occupies a far more im

the leg
great ones, c. g.,
us, indeed, yet quite unknown)
than the largest fixed stars ; or, we might admit the
portant place
that it is the very
diminutivcness of the earth with the remark,

method of the Lord

and

to choose the little

to

make something out

the earth never appears in
of that which is nothing.*
on
the great clockwork of
rust
of
a
pitiful speck
Holy Scripture as
the
where
the
as
great conflict between light
the creation, but
point
on
and hence that which
carried
most
is
;
decidedly
and darkness

At

transpires

upon

all events,

upon the earth may have the most far-reaching

effect

the universe.

The apostle passes from the preceding discussion to
Yer. 18.
the glory awaiting believers, by bringing the sufferings in this tem
immediate parallel with it. The hoylfrpai yap
poral economy into
is so connected with the d-ep ov^Trdoxojiev, that the intermediate
which we easily may/ is to be supplied. Ver. 18 then
contains an indirect encouragement not to withdraw from these
&quot;

thought

:

sufferings.
(

vvv Kaipog

=

aiuv ovroc.

Comp.

at Matth.

xii.

32.

&quot;A&og

has

here its primary meaning, that which draws down the scale, out
weighs anything. The TraOijimra are not merely physical sufferings,
of
but the
sufferings also, which proceed from the sins

spiritual
others; the consequences of men s own sins, known and express, are
of course to be excluded. Therefore the 66^a also is the comprisal of all

that which inwardly and outwardly blesses and glorifies man.

The

operative indeed in man already
glorifying principle
here below [Col. iii. 3 ; 1 Cor. xii. 12], but only in a hidden manner

beatifying and

and ever

is

in conflict

\anotui/vipi(f\

is

with sin in the old

man

;

hence

revelation

its

something future.)

How far the sufferings of this time are from admitting
Yer. 19.
a comparison with the glory to come, Paul proves by the fact that
the children of God and their glorification are an object of yearning
In this thought mankind is elevated to a height
which as much surpasses all poor human conjectures upon its de
velopment, as the humiliations which the Scripture awards to the
to the universe.

natural man, transcend the ideas of the unenlightened.
The Word
of God assigns depth and height alike in their extremes, and terrible
as it is that human pride should magnify itself, so adorable is the
* Beautiful as this thought, which docs
not, however, belong to me, appears, it must not
withstanding, on nearer consideration, yield perhaps to the other alternative God, namely,
chooses indeed for his most sublime purpose, what is little and despised in the eyes of
:

men, because they look to the form, and not to the substance, but still not what is in and
God beholds things according to their true essence, and
of itselflittle and contemptible.
uses them accordingly what is little for little purposes, what is great for great ones.
;
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Divine compassion, by which he, whom it first lowered beneath all,
then as humbled, exalted over all. In this sense, as the centre,
round which the purposes of God conduct their movements, Paul
a spectacle to the world, to angels, and to men&quot; (1
calls believers
Cor. iv. 9, comp. also thereon at 1 Cor. vi. 2). As ver. 18 the glory&quot;
sons of God&quot; are considered as already ex
(d6a), so here now the
is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

but not recognizable in their true character.* It follows, of
course, that no such members of the church are meant as only out
wardly belong to her, but those who, as truly regenerate, bear Christ s
life in them.
Hence it is properly Christ alone that is glorified,
rules and governs in believers ; and for this very cause alone the
least in the kingdom of God, as born of God, is greater than the
greatest born of women, because Christ is his life (Galat. ii. 20).
As, however, Christ s glory was first revealed at the resurrection, so
isting,

too the glory of the regenerate at their resurrection.
This revela
tion then the waiting creature yearns for, in the feeling that it is to

share the glory of
\A.7roKapadoKia )

it.

found again in the

New

Testament

at Phil.

i.

20, from

aTTwapadotfew, KapadoKeo), signifies exserto capite prospicere,
as the Etymol. magn. says : T Kefakfi TTpofikeneiv. Hence
urgently
&quot;

to long for something, to wait

for.&quot;

[Comp. Eurip.

Elies. 144,

The connexion with the synonymous

xiv. 60.]

/Sic.

Diod.

dneicdexeaOai

here enhances the idea.)
But as regards the principal term uriat^ its prevailing significa
tion (as observed at i. 20) , in the New Testament is, what is created

but in

20

Hence
applies to the act of creating.
frequently signifies (usually in connexion with oA?? or Tracra, but
without this addition also, though not without the articlef ) the

(=

it-tcfia)

i.

it

it

universe, the whole world.
(So ver. 22 ; Mark xvi. 15
Further Wisd. xix. 6 ; Judith xvi. 14.) Doubtless now

;

Col.

ftrioic;

i.

15.

might

with most nations similar expressions are so used
(e. g. n;na by the Eabbins), signify men only ; but it does not so
occur in the New Testament.
The passages Mark xvi. 15 (which
Eeiche still cites), Col. i. 23 are to be taken otherwise ; in the
former Kriaig denotes mankind only so far as man is regarded as the
crown and blossom of the creation in general, as appears from the
figuratively, as

-naaa ; in the latter K-rioig is taken
locally of the
extent of earth, like KOG^O^. Kriat^j however, occurs in the New

accompanying

* The difference of the inward
ferent from the world,
&quot;

of the faithful from their exterior, which

life

is

incomparably represented by the well-known song:
Es glunzet der Christen inwendiges Leben.&quot;
AU glorious within is the

not dif

is

life

of

(&quot;

believers.&quot;)

f Yet compare Mark x. 6, xiii. 19 2 Pet. iii. 4, where the formula UK apxys KTIOSOS
occurs in this formula, however, the idea of the
to
beginning already leads necessarily
the totality, which therefore does not
require to be further especially marked by the
;

;

article.
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VIII. 20, 21.

Testament of single created things, as Kom. i. 25, viii. 39 Heb. iv.
it cannot be denied that it possibly might mean
13, and therefore
mankind. But this must be denied in the passage before us, be
of the reasons already adduced above, ndoa ?/
cause, to say nothing
a part of the creation, and
Kriais at vcr. 22, cannot possibly signify
;

The
sense cannot be assigned to Kriaig vcr. 19.
yet a different
the
at
remarks
Mark
which
however
rabbinical usage,
compare
(on
in which *^.s signifies the heathen, are of no assistance
xvi.
15),

not the heathen only are longing for the revela
but the Jews also. Accordingly the KTIOI^
as has been shewn already, can signify here only the totality of the
to the new one in Christ,
universe, as the first creation, in contrast
here, because surely
tion of the sons of God,

To
ivithout men, but with the non-Christian men.
Keiche s objection (B. ii. S. 191), that judgment awaits those who
are without Christ, that they therefore cannot long for the revela
tion of the children of God, we reply, this is true only of those who,
having become acquainted with the life in Christ, have rejected it ;
but all those, to whom it has not come at all, who could not there
fore refuse it, are of course to be considered as on a level with men

and that not

bora anterior to Christ.

posed in
Christ.

The same longing,

therefore, is to be sup
this race before

them, which constitutes the character of

But of the circumstance that there

are

men who

refuse

the salvation in Christ, the apostle would for this reason omit a
notice here, because there is still even in them an unconscious long
ing for \vell-being, and they are only deceiving themselves, if they
hope to find it out of Christ. (Upon the peculiar use of Kriaig in

Hebr.

ix.

11

;

1 Pet.

ii.

13,

we

shall treat

when we come

to the ex

planation of these passages.)

As ground for

this expectation of the creature, the
its subjection to perishableness; but again at
apostle assigns
the same time observes that this is not nor is to be absolute, but that
the creature itself must become free from it, as the children of God

Vers. 20, 21.

first

are already (in hope, ver. 24) become free from it.
In these verses
the (uiTaioTris, vanity (or cfrdopd) and the doga, glory, which is to l)e

conceived as dfiOapaia

the vTroraytj, subjection (or dovheia) and the

freedom, form, antitheses. Both parallel members stand
in necessary connexion ; bondage is as little to be supposed with
out perishableness, as freedom without glory ; nay, the one is ne

faevdepia,

cessarily,

and of

itself,

the other also

;

wherefore too at the close of

verse 21 freedom and glory could be blended into the one conception

of ehevOepia r% dofys. Now the aorist (vnerdyTf) points in a manner
not to be mistaken to an historical event ; originally the creature
too was free, but it ceased to be so.
That here the fall of man and
the curse attaching to it is alluded to (Gen. iii. 17, etc.), cannot be
doubted ; we have accordingly in these verses a highly significant
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commentary upon the Old Testament symbols. We perceive from
of the curse from the conscious creature
it, that the transition
no arbitrary one, but one of internal neces
the two here, the conscious and un
connects
apostle
sity.
conscious life of the creation, in such a manner as to predicate
the same event equally of both. The ov% ettovoa, not willingly,
to the unconscious

is

The

points principally to the conscious or at least animated creation,
whilst the nal avrr] 7} Kriaig, the creature itself also, immedi
ately refers to the extreme points of the creature in its unconscious
existence, whose participation in the great process of liberation in
the redemption is wont to be the latest perceived. But, as was be
fore observed, there is the

same

relation

between the conscious and

of the creature in the whole, as between soul and
in
individual
the
;
humanity is the bearer of the world s con
body
sciousness in the creation, as the children of God are the bearers of
the Divine consciousness, and are therefore, as a new creation (/cam)

unconscious

KTicig)

life

taken from the

old.

Accordingly, as with

man began

the

fall

also of the creature, so does the restoration of that creature begin
The notion of being subjected to frailty or corrup
also with him.

presupposes however of course a germ of better
alien power, is held in servitude
life, which, however, bound by
alien
is
no
other than that of the prince of
This
power
(dovAeia).
As light is the life of the
this world, of the kingdom of darkness.
tion (paTaioTTi?,

(j)0opa)

world (John i. 4), so is darkness death, the disturbing element ;
but death is only the ultimate point of corruption (00opa). The
words of the apostle consequently are not to be limited to any special
corruption, such as the abuse of the creature for idolatry ; they
mean this together with all other consequences of sin. In as far,
however, as there is left in every creature a germ of nobler life,
which forms the source of the yearning for redemption, so far also
we may observe a constant combat of nature against this vanity and

This is signified by the
corruption, and their consummation, death.
KKovaa
was
not
ov%
vTreray^,
willingly subjected.
Every natural man,

nay every animal, every plant struggles to get beyond itself, to real
an idea, in the realization of which it has its freedom (t-Aevflepm),
but
i. e.j a state of being perfectly answering the Divine purpose
the nothingness (Vs*, Ps. xxxix. 6 Eccl. i. 2, 14), pervading its na
ture, i. 6., its failure in fulness of life, with the ttansitoriness thence
resulting, and death its end, lets no created thing attain its aim ;

ize

;

;

every individual of the species rather begins anew its circling course,
cheerlessly against the impossibility of perfection.

and struggles

history of humanity itself would be nothing more than
such a cheerless beginning over again, were not the element of hope
in it. and indeed hope in the Restorer of all that is lost.
Through

Even the

this fount of life alone

human

life

receives its essential character

by
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him, who has that power of endless
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life

For

(Heb.

vii.

16), which

the

is

under
is
indeed
of
death
for
the
of
the bondage
sin, but
punishment
it is at the same time also a blessing, and a means for God to
complete his works therefore the apostle says, virerdyr] dia rov
That the subjector (vnord^a^) can only be God, not
v-rrord^avra.
the devil, nor Adam, nor Nero (as Semler thought, who under
stood KTims of the Jews, whose conversion Nero hindered), needs
no proof; Gen. iii. 17, etc., where God pronounces the curse, is
source also of the

life

of nature.

this entire subjection

;

decisive for
is

Bat the ordinary acceptation of

it.

Am

not so certain.

John

at

vi.

ace.

c.

and Winer

57,

did

&quot;by,

through&quot;

doubtless be used of means (comp.
49. c), and this might here be
Gr.

may
s

thought preferable, on account of the preceding Knovaa, so that the
not by its own will, but by God s will.&quot; But
sense should be
&quot;

:

the observation, that God is the originator of this subjection, and
not man, is too idle to have any place in this grand exhibition. God
is

acknowledged to work all, and man nothing but by God. There
however besides in etcovaa not the mere will, but willing

is signified

ness (1 Cor.

ix.

17) ;* the uring subjected itself witli resistance (but
in man the willingness to subject himself

repentance and faith effect

it did not perceive the
purpose of this Di
but this purpose was no other than the fulfil
proceeding
ment of the Divine plans regarding the world, which after the
entrance of sin could be completed only by the surrender of the
creature to death, wherefore Christ s death took away again all con

to this order), because

vine

;

sequences of the

The

fall.

dta rov

this reference to the plans of the
i.

e.,

for his

honour and

vnord^avra is intended to express
Divine economy ; for God s sake,

even this seeming convul
only-begotten Son of God
his saints with him share this

final glory, served
this account the

On

sion of his creation.

also subjected himself to it, and all
subjection to corruption and death, for as

man

* To take ofy tuouaa in contrast, not with the children of

man, who with and by his
unconscious creature,

is

became subject

will

entirely inadmissible.

to vanity,
It was in

fell

by

lo dliny to

God but with

which

man s

is

be

the natural

not the case with the

first sin

by no means

his

doubtless indeed he subjected himself with inward re
pugnance to this curse, which becomes a blessing so soon as the resistance yields. Hence
all Divine preaching begins with repentance, for this deadens the resistance and makes
the cross to be willingly borne. But that, if this be the sense of the words, the creature
will to

become subject

to vanity

cannot be meant without man,

we

the

;

is clear.

Admitting that explanation of ov% enovaa, which

inrord^ must then be man, which the context does not

allow.
Calvin
understood the words quite properly, in saying: &quot;Invita et repugnante natura vim patisub corruptione.&quot; Life has a natural horror of death, which can
tur, quidquid detinetur
that of love.
(The words are not with Griesbach
only be overcome by a higher power,
to be enclosed in brackets, but to be connected thus
i] KTtaif vneruyrj obx iKofaa, uA/iu
6ia rov vTroTa&vTa err ehnidi. A/Ar* forms no antithesis to ov% EKOvaa, but, with t-rr tA-idi,
reject,

:

forms the antithesis to the entire half of ver. 20.
jected to vanity, but not

for

ever.&quot;

&quot;

With repugnance was the creature sub
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God

dwells only with

the lowly.
Yers. 22, 23.

Into the more general idea of the yearning of the
of pain is now admitted, which since the eating
that
KTiats (ver. 19),
of the fruit of the tree of knowledge is the inheritance of the crea

Not

tion.

until the vvv of Christ

s

is

appearance

there, beside the

fountain of pain, an inexhaustible fountain of joy opened also, which
the world before Christ looked for in hope, whereby its pain was

hindered from turning to despair, but which to the faithful of the
New Testament already vouchsafes enjoyment although only a
partial

enjoyment.

The

trwudivei,

travail together, defines

still

more nearly the nature of the pain it is compared to that anxious,
woful pain of a woman in travail, which is attended by the peculi
;

arity of uniting with the pain the secret joy of giving existence
The apostle ascribes this character also to the
to a new being.
conflicts and sorrows of mankind, and of the whole creature in

The ovvudivei therefore indicates
her long centuries of travail.
indeed on the one hand the highest degree of pain, but on the
other it contains the intimation also, that it brings with it the
secret

The birth-pangs of the
cheer of not being purposeless.
life to a new and fairer world
(The rabbinical

creature give

!

expression IT * ? 5 &quot;^fj for denoting the great conflicts bofore the
Lord s second coming, is drawn from the same profound image ;

comp. thereon at Matth. xxiv. 6, etc.) In this general struggle for
a perfect state the children of God themselves, so long as they so
journ here on earth, still share ; for in their flesh they carry the
KTIOIS still, and in it even they still remain subjected to corruption.
As therefore the regenerate has a conflict similar to that of the
merely awakened (comp. at vii. 14, etc.), he also has the groaning
and waiting of the creature, but with this difference that in his vovg
he has the Divine consciousness already present, and his body only
waits stiU for the redemption, which comes to pass so soon (accord
ing to ver. 11) as the mortal body is made living.*
(Ver. 22, the avarevd&i, owudivei, is not to be referred to the
children of God
the transition ov \iovov 6e, d/Ua, does not admit of
;

I would not, however, regard the avv as mere strengthening
of the simple form.
It is best, without doubt, to resolve the Kriaig

this.

into the totality of the individual formations, which constitute it,
to regard the words as implying that everything in nature
yearns one with another for the freedom of the children of God.

and then

The axpi rov vvv, until now, applies to the time of the completion
of the work of Christ, and the birth of the children of God con
nected with it, to which the yearning of the creature looked. Ver.
*

Upon

Cor. v.

the dTroAvrpwaif rov aufiarog comp. more particularly at 1 Cor. xv. and 2
latter passage has especial affinity with the one before us.

The
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are found in the words aAAa not avroi
no influence on the thought. The
have
K. T. A., which, however,
is very natural, but for that very
Griesbach
reading proposed hy
Lachmann
reason it is questionable whether it is the original one.
23.

different readings

Many

But
in brackets.
would read KOL avroi merely, and encloses
avroi twice, without its being at all neces
wrote
Paul
r^m^
perhaps
such as
sary to suppose an enhancing of the thought at the second,
lv
perhaps a special reference to Paul or the apostles. The a-evd&w
with
eavrolg, groan in ourselves, is to be considered as contrasted
?//^&amp;lt;r

groaning in others, and applies to that groaning
perfection, which does not exclude a sympathy which
The expression
the
for
perfection of others and of the whole.
prays
rov
is
found
the
only here
dnohvrpuatg
ouuarog, redemption of
body,
orevd&iv tV

ttAAoic,

own

for their

:

expresses redemption in its absolute completion [1 Cor. i. 30],
while the term used elsewhere without the added oufiarog denotes
the beginning of the redeeming work of Christ.
Applied to the

it

body, the formula contains at the same time the indication that
there is a nobler germ, a body of light, as it were, dwelling in it,
which, being bound at present, shall yet be free through Christ.)

The

description of the proper character of the children of God
further remarkable.
They have the spirit

TKKVO, rov Qeov) is
(viol or

of adoption (rrvevim vloOeaiag, ver. 15), but yet are longing for the
adoption itself. The Spirit is only the principle, which both begets the
sonship and at the same time grants the security for it.
relation is not perfect until the bodily glorification, for it

The
is

filial

the state

of absolute perfection, in which the man as microcosm is a pure image
Without bodily glorification,
of the macrocosm, the entire creation.

human

however,

existence

under the altar long

is

imperfect, therefore even the souls

for bodily perfection (Rev. vi. 9).

ors of the Spirit, the faithful,
for separating the apostles or

As

possess

from whom there is no ground at all
Paul alone, are said to have his first

fruits (r/)v drrapxiiv rov

rci Kvuarog
Upon this idea, already
i^ovreg).
touched upon, that the regenerate is called a possessor of the Spirit,
so that the Spirit seems to be subject to him, com p. more particu

The expression drcap^j (
Cor. xiv. 32.
rpt-sn, Levit.
Dent. xxvi. 2) refers to the figure of a great harvest of the
Spirit, which awaits humanity, and whose first-fruits were allotted
to the apostolic church in all their glory.
The idea of the early ripe

larly at 1
xxiii.

10

;

which is correspondingly excellent, is to be maintained
and hence those are by no means to be understood here,
according to the view again maintained by Glockler, who have but
just attached themselves to Christianity, and with whom the second
This expression,
THIEIS would, under this view, contrast the apostles.
however, naturally points to an inferiority of the Old Testament

as of that
therein,
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all, as well regeneration as communication of the
existed
as
type only, not as substance.
Spirit,
Yers. 24, 25.
By this participation of the regenerate in the
the apostle would not have the reality of
of
the
creature,
groaning

in which,

life,

the redemption denied or limited ; this is rather objectively fulfilled
not in perceptible possession of it, but in hope.
(7w%m&amp;gt;), though
This passage is especially important to determine the notion of
ehmc. First of all it is opposed to P^ETTELV (= did eldovg nepiTrarslVj
2 Cor. v. 7), to the being able to behold as outwardly existing but
next it forms an equally strong contrast to the complete absence
and withdrawal of the object it is rather identical with the inward
;

possession of the thing hoped

Man can

sessions.

for, so far as it lies in spiritual

only believe

as they are inwardly present to
tian hope stands so high ; she is the
v. 4),

(1
is

pos

and hope for eternal things, so far
him, and on this account the Chris
daughter of experience (Bom.

and as such maketh not ashamed, and

sister of faith

and love

Good wishes, desire, longing, all this, therefore,
13).
not ^Trif, for they lack the inward, essential possession of the
Cor.

xiii.

for.

thing longed

Lachmann leaves out the nai, which, indeed, rather
Hermann s remark upon the use of
the thought.
than
aids
impairs
Kai [ad Yiger. p. 837] is not applicable here, as ri is not
what,&quot;
(Yer. 24.

&quot;

itai
therefore, if it is not to be rejected from the text,
why
must here be translated &quot;also, besides/ )
As we thus have what we do not see (says Paul
Yers. 26, 27.
in the name of believers), so are we able in oar internal
groaning
(ver. 23), to pray for what we do not know, namely, by the Spirit

but

&quot;

;&quot;

Even

in the creation it is only the universal Spirit
yearning for the eternal magnet ; but in believ
ers it is that higher Spirit that makes them children (ver.
This
16).
spirit upholds human weakness, and leads it aright in the obscurity
of its longing, which suffers it not to bring before God the necessities
it feels in the form of definite
The unuttered groanings
prayers.

that guides us.

which

fills

it,

that

is

(orevayfiol dAdkrjroi) are therefore

(with reference to ver. 23), excited
the
called
himself
are
inasmuch as man
Spirit
by
;
they
dhdkrfroi,
can only speak out what he knows and apprehends, but in this in
stance he only knows that he wants something, but not ivhat he
The general knowledge that the redemption of the body is
wants.

wanting is of course not enough ; the apostle means that the special
need in every moment (which is signified by the na6b dei), and the
way in which it can be appeased, is hidden from the believer ; but
an unutterable secret yearning thrills through his being, an attracis

(2 Cor. ix. 15)

able.

:

it

not to be distinguished from ave/cAa^rof (1 Pet. i. 8), or a
because it is (for the time, or forever) unutter

signifies the unuttered,
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26, 27.

The
eternal origin, that finds its vent in sighs.
that
from
such
are
they
deep experience,
gathered
apostle s words
make good their truth in every heart that ever felt this yearning ;

tion toward

his

.

however, there especially, where the sweet feeling,
first love, has disappeared, and now the conflict
the
to
companion
with the wicked one (1 John ii. 13) begins. Then the soul often

it

reveals

itself,

feels anxiety,

without being conscious of any definite

distress groans for redemption.

sin,

and in her

-

the ovv is not to
(In the avvavTihafjipdveadai [com p. Luke x. 40],
the
Divine
be understood of the co-operation of
Spirit loitli the
the
human spirit,
docs
not
work
beside
of
God
human ; the Spirit

but on and throuyh
sanctify and

glorily

it

:

it.

still,

however, not so as to annul, but to
is used for the simple dvrikapfid-

The word

meaning adjuvare, opcmfcrre. The reading daOevetaia
marked partly by the Codd. A.B.C.D. and many other critical author
veadai in the

ities,

partly by

its intrinsic

worth as the preferable one.

Lachmann

has also, according to his principles properly received it into the
In the TO yap ri K. r. X. the TO applies to the whole clause.
text.
^vrvy%dveiv v-p rivo$, to intercede for any one, Kara rtvog [xi. 2] to
to meet
work, pray against any one. The verb means primarily
with any one,&quot; so Acts xxv. 24 only. The composition with vrrep,
as in the passage before us, does not occur again. The formula with
&quot;

used also of the Son, Rom. viii. 84 Heb. vii. 25. Now
the intercession of the Son is of course widely distinct from that of
the Spirit, according to the general difference in their respective

vrrep rivog is

;

The former is atoning, the latter sanctifying and perfecting.
The words of the apostle are to be understood accordingly as imply

offices.

ing that what the Spirit teaches to pray for, he himself also fulfils and
The Spirit s intercession is not merely, as De Wet to holds,
creates.

he teaches us to pray aright.&quot; The implication is rather that
nothing human as such holds good before God ; only God himself
can satisfy God so the Son in the work of redemption
as the
Holy Ghost in the work of sanctification. As the Divine principle
he naturally ever works in accordance with God s will [Kara GeoV],

that

&quot;

;

who

;

knowing the depth of the heart can perceive the most secret
In this relation of the Spirit to God entirely the
same thing appears, which we observed in the relation of the Son
to the Father, and the prayer which the former suggests
[John xvi.
All true emotions of life in man, and therefore
23, etc.]
prayer
among the number, have their foundation in God himself, and this
as

wishes of men.

*

Meyer has remarkably misconceived this passage lie thinks that it is not the groan
men that is spoken of, which the Spirit incites, but the groaning of the Spirit itself
As if groaning could be a predicate of God, and unutterable groans might in any sense
;

ing of

whatever bo attributed

to God.
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alone gives them their fulfilment ;* whether the incitation shall be
referred to the Son or the Spirit, depends upon its relations to the
work of the one or the other. In the expression $$6vr\\ia, rov irvev-

the tvevpa is not to he understood of the Divine or Holy
human ; 0pdv^a can only he said of man, never
Spirit, but of the

{j,aro$,

of God.

But then

either the Divine Spirit

is

be supplied to

to

&vTvy%dvet, or, which seems more appropriate, Paul does not clearly
have
distinguish here the Divine and the human Spirit, since they
most intimately penetrated and wedded each other.)

The waiting

redemption of the body

(ver.

this all sufferings (ver. 18), are, however, so far

from

Yers. 28, 29.
23), and with

for the

checking the perfection of the children of God, that in the case of
the elect, who as such love God, they are the direct means of pro
ducing perfection, for this their perfection and assimilation to the

image of Christ,
immutably firm.

is

the very predestination of God, and therefore

ILdv-a applies especially to the sufferings ; these
(Yer. 28.
bitter or frighten away all who do not love God, but further all

em
who

To inter
elg dyaOov denotes this inward ripening.
in
of
several
the
work of
a
of
agents
co-operation
pret &amp;lt;7vvepyeZv
man
himself
as
God
;
;
3, sufferings and all
2,
1,
sanctification,
circumstances in general, is entirely contradictory to the doctrine of

The

love him.

:

According to Paul, man effects nothing, God everything, and
The ovvepysl, co-operates, is therefore, as
that too by circumstances.
for
ovorevd&i ver. 22, to be taken as resolving the idea of
furthering the perfection of man must, according to the will of God,
Paul.

&quot;

irdi&amp;gt;~a

:

things co-operate mutually with each other, but so, that he is
the fundamental cause of all these effects.&quot; Paul does not found the
all

certainty of perfection upon good purposes, or upon fidelity, but
upon the election of God s grace, which itself first transforms the

bent of the

man s mind from

faithlessness to truth.

Christ, the pro

totype of holiness, is in this the model, to which God assimilates
the faithful
Svju^op^of occurs again Phil. iii. 21, and there indeed
of the body only, which neither here [according to ver. 23] is to be
The will of the decree of love is to unite
regarded as excluded.
regenerate humanity to one great family of God, in which Christ
the first-born [Trpwrdrotfoc;].
Rev. i. 5. Qhrist is called the
* Quite
justly Augustine says (Tract,

vi. in

Joan.):

&quot;Xon

is

Spiritus S. in semet ipso

This
apud semetipsum in ilia trinitate gemit, sed in nobis gemit, quia gemere nos
observation, which reveals itself in the experience of every one of the regenerate, even
the extra-Christian world expresses in its most profound members, as the excellent pas
sages of Gelaleddin show, which Tholuck has adduced here in one of them it is said
fecit.&quot;

:

;

Sagst du: Herr

komm

!

selber heisst das

:

hie

mein Kindl

Deine G-luth und Seufzer G-ottes Boten sind.
come, Lord ? that means come, child to

Sayst thou

:

Thy glowing
YOL. IY. 5

:

sighs

God s message bring

to thee.

me

I
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30.

vEKpv as first become alive from the dead so too Col. i.
But the resurrection is not immediately and expressly the sub

roKog rtiv
18.

;

}

the expression therefore is to be taken in a wider sense,
the first perfected, and at the same time pre
namely,
Heb. i. 6.
So it occurs too Col. i. 15
eminent in every sense.
however, is by no means of the same signification with
ject here

;

like -rtss, as

;

,

it

;

Redeemer

the

therefore
&quot;

does not refer, like (j,ovoyev/J } to the Divine nature of
only, but to the ivliole historical Christ, with whom

The name of honour,
even may be compared.
Christ himself moreover gives to his people, Matth.
Mark iii. 35 ; John xx. 17. Comp. also Heb. ii. 11, 12 ;

men

Brethren,&quot;

50

xii.

;

Ps. xxii. 22.

The

trine of election

expressions in these verses, which refer to the doc
by grace, as na-a rrpoOeaiv K^TOI, KpoyivuaKeiv, irpoo-

Rom. ix. I observe here, by way
of preliminary merely, that, according to Pauline doctrine, a prcedestinatio sanctorum, in the proper sense of the words exists ; that
gi&iv. will be farther explained at

is,

God

does not

know beforehand

that they will, by their

decision, be holy, but he creates this very decision in them,
yivuGftetv marks rather the element of Divine knowledge,

own
npo-

Trpoopi-

that of the will, while. rcpoOeaig combines the two.
Here,
however, there seems to be no difference between rtpoEjvu and rrpo$stv

tipiae,

while, too, Acts

used directly
only

Gvjiji6p(povg

thought.)
Ver. 30.

At

ii.

23

;

1 Pet.

the Divine will.

for

r%

elttovog K. r.

ver.

L

i.

2

;

Rom.

xi. 2,

rpo^cjaig

is

In the verse before us it is
that forms the advance in the

19 attention was drawn to the significance
of
o

this passage for the doctrine of the obedientia Christ i act tva.*

The

circumstance that Oe6$ is here the subject and not Christ, does not
the whole work of Christ is God s work through
influence it at all
the Son, and what is here said of God, therefore, holds just as good
;

of Christ, because

God

has fulfilled

it

through him.

The

essen

however this,
that the work of Christ is not merely a negative, but equally a
Christ does not merely efface the sins of men, and
positive one.
then leave it to them to produce holiness themselves, but he has
in like manner produced it for himself and for all his people by
his holy life, so that in the work of regeneration both the annul
ling of the old, and the creation of the new, are equally the work of
whence
Christ, and both were fulfilled already in his life on earth
to
are
individual
and
then
believers,
primarily only imputed
they
in
This
the
communicated.
before
most
is
passage
gradually
us,
definitely expressed by the terms justified and glorified (Educaiuoe
In the former the real communication of the righteKal &66$aae.)
tial

point in the doctrine of the obedientia activa

is

;

*

Comp. here the important

ceived as for

all

parallel, 2

already finished once for

Cor. v. 14,

all in Christ.

etc.,

in

which likewise

all is

con
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lies already indicated (comp. at Kom. iii. 21) but,
tdo&ae expresses even that entire sanctification and completion
of the righteousness, which Paul had above (ver. 23) denied of

ousncss of Christ

;

himself and his brethren,
session.

i.

Accordingly, as in

e.,

as being yet in their actual pos
the whole natural race of man

Adam

and all history is but a development of that which is con
tained in him, so is Christ the real bearer of the whole church, of the
new creation, of sanctified humanity, in that, as by his atoning
rested,

power he annuls the old, he equally creates the new, and deposits
In this view it first becomes
his holy image in every believing soul.
faith
the
and
all
in
how
is
one
the
the Chris
Christian life
clear,
tian has neither before nor after his conversion to generate an in
dependent sanctification of his own, but he has only constantly to
;

receive the stream of the vital powers of Christ working upon him,
and this receiving is faith itself. Just so the tree, when the de
velopment of its germ is begun, has only to suck in water, air, and

from within, and all the drawing of a
all his working at the buds, to coax
forth blossoms, can only disturb, but never further its development.
And yet this utmost passivity is at the same time the utmost ac
tivity, since Christ does not work out of the man, but in the very
innermost depth of his most secret self, and then pours the stream of
But the believer remains
his whole active power through the will.
ever conscious of this active power as of one given him, and can so
light, in order to unfold itself

stupid gardener at the branches,

with the highest perfection preserve the deepest humility ; he does
not work, but Christ liveth and worketh in him (Gal. ii. 20). Ac
cording to this it is sufficiently evident also, how in the passage be
fore us the

chosen to convey its essential meaning,
them must be entirely set aside. They
should not be Futures, for with the word,
the Lord
is finished
had negatively and positively perfected his whole church, together
with the creation (Kriaig) for all ages. No mortal could add to it even
the very least
all that presents itself in the individual members
aorists are

whence every attempt

to alter

&quot;it

!&quot;

;

of the church, after the course of centuries, is a mere development
of that already given in him ; the church, and every individual in
her, together with the Kriaig, which necessarily forms her basis, are
&quot;God s
workmanship created in Christ Jesus&quot; (Eph. ii. 10); re
demption is a new glorified creation, and the prerogative of creation
is and continues God s alone. The context leads
imperatively to this

the very certainty of salvation, which nothing
earthly can disturb, that Paul intends to shew. But the Divine act
Salvation would be the most uncertain
only has any true certainty.

reflection, for it is

of all uncertain things, if it rested not on the objective act of God
in Christ, but on the wavering
Only by this
subjectivity of man.
its

objectivity

is

the gospel a

true-

glad tidings, which nothing can
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30-39.

remove; even unbelief can merely refuse it. (Corap. upon
the remarks at John xvii. 4.)
This profound and colossal thought, which in fact
Vers. 31-34.
could generate and reveal to men, inspires the
alone
Divine power
enthusiastic
an
to
strain, a very dithyramb of faith, which re
apostle
\i& formal character, must be acknowledged to equal
in
even
garded
whence also Longinus,
the sublirnest creations of human language
;

perhaps too principally for the sake of this passage, ranks the apos
The absolute power of God makes
tle with the greatest orators.*
vanish
God be for man, what can be
earthly
every thing
:

him

against

giving

But the

?&quot;

up of

his

Son

thought and wished

&quot;if

greatest possible act of

God

in that lies enclosed all else

;

s

love

is

the

which can be

for.

has reference to the merely adopted children of
OVK tyeiaa-o is chosen with regard to Gen. xxii.
Isaac
being typically conceived. For rd -ndv-a
12, the history of
-ndvra
which
I prefer
it comprehends the idea
read
D.F.G.
only,
more absolutely, while rd ndvra has respect to ver. 30. Inasmuch,
(Ver. 32.

God

[viii.

&quot;I&of

The

19.]

;

however, as in the points there enumerated, especially in the dot-d&iv, all is absolutely included, it comes back to the same thought.
Ver. 33, etc. I prefer, with Augustine, the interrogative form
throughout ; the vividness of the language is greatly enhanced by

=

^ar^yoptw, comp. Acts xix. 38, xxiii. 28, xxvi. 2.
at Kom. ix.
Upon elvai iv det-ia comp. the
comp.
Upon
Comm. Vol. III. p. 50. Upon KVTBV^ comp. at ver. 26. Used
of Christ, intercession signifies the continuing communication of
it is, like all which
his atoning and redeeming power to men
pro
ceeds from Christ, to be understood not verbally merely, but really.
Comp. particularly at Heb. vii. 25, ix. 24.)
As God and Christ can neither contradict them
Vers. 35-39.
selves nor change in this work, but as they are entirely and constantly
for Christians, so neither can anything earthly draw the faithful away

it.

Eyfta/Uw

SKheKTOi;

;

Man only has the sad prerogative of being able to draw
himself away from the eternal Pitier by unbelief, the mother of all
sins. (Comp. at John xvi. 9.) The whole world, indeed, with all its

from them.

enticements, and its threatenings, is against the believer;
the world against God, who does what he will with its
powers in heaven and on earth
The parenthetic citation describes the Christian s
(Ver. 36.
constant danger of life ; it is taken from. Ps. xliv. 23.
The expres

powers,

its

but what

is

!

sion 7rp6/3ara oQayijs describes the adversaries contempt, who re
garded the Christians as devoted to death. Ver. 37. Y-rrepvinav is

found only here. in the

New

Testament.

* Erasmus observes of this
passage quite justly:
loquen tius

1&quot;

.

The

preposition strength-

quid usquarn Cicero dixit grand!
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1.

and similar

v7cepaya7Tav } vr^pivxtiuv,

The
expressions in like manner, to strengthen the simple forms.
rov
did
has
considerable
dyanfoavra
authorities, especially
reading
D.E.F.G.

;

still

the genitive evidently gives a more fitting thought,

since it thus refers the

The remotest

power more

God, as

definitely to

mark

opposites are brought together to

its origin.

rhetorically

That which is common to all is the
the idea of universality.
idea of the created [the Kriaig, ver. 39], which is opposed to the Di
No creature can do anything else than what
vine as eternal.

God

wills, for

he holds them

will to destroy the saints

by

all in his

hand

;

but

it is

not

God s

sufferings, but to perfect them ; conse
serve to bring the saints to their goal.

quently every creature must
As to the text, some Codd. add

egovoiai, others,

which the

follows, place dvvdfieig before iveortira and jueAAovra.
reading evidently springs merely from the desire to

text rec.

The

latter

rank the
from which they

dvvdneis immediately with the ayyehoi and dp%al,
The addition of
to be separated by evear&Ta and /jeAAovra.
be
to
derived
from
1
the
on
xv. 24 ;
contrary,
is,
egovatai,

seem

C%

[At these passages comp. more particu
It is by no means en
larly upon the different grades of angels.]
tirely necessary by angels to suppose evil ones [on the ground that
unless they were so they could not wish to draw away from the
gospel], for, Gal. i. 8, Paul puts the case even that an angel from
heaven may preach another gospel. All the terms are to be taken
here in their most general sense, and need no exact limitation, as
life and death, height and depth ; the indefinite expressions are to
denote all that can be conceived, and are only a rhetorical para
Evearwra = 7rdpovra} (i what
phrase of the conception of aUness.
is present,&quot; occurs also Gal. i. 4 ; 1 Cor. vii. 26.)

Eph.

vi.

12

;

Colos.

ii.

15.

SECTION
(IX. 1

THE KELATION

XI.

Y.

36.)

OF ISRAEL, AND OF THE GENTILE
NEW WAY OF SALVATION.

WORLD, TO

THE

After this extended exposition of the new way of salvation (ch.
6) and after the portraiture of that course of development alike
individual and universal (ch.vii. 7) which it originates and controls,
the apostle might have appropriately closed the doctrinal part of his
Hi.

epistb.

But, meanwhile, the song of triumph with which he ter-
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1-29.

Hiinated that discussion, has awakened powerfully his feelings for
his own nation, for whom all glory in Jesus Christ had more imme

and designed. For this very people to which,
diately heen promised
of God, had forfeited the Divine promises
Israel
the
he belonged,
to the
were
moment
the
fulfilled, and they were intrusted
heathen.

they
This unexpected issue, this peculiar relation of the two

mankind to God s new way of salvation, reversing,
great portions of
as it did, their positions with regard to the covenants of God, Japhet
coming to dwell in the tents of Shem (Gen. ix. 27), held back the
of the apostle, and before Paul attains the close of the Epistle,

pen

he expresses himself in words full of mystery upon God s election by
with a view of evincing that it was not God that
grace (ix. 1-29) ;

had proved unfaithful to his promises, but, rather, that the Jews
had wilfully adhered to the righteousness which is by the law, and
had rejected the righteousness by faith which God had revealed to
30 x. 21). But finally he points to a time when the
(ix.
remnant of holy seed remaining in the nation of Israel shall again
be grafted into the olive tree, and so all Israel shall be saved and
this gives him an occasion of terminating with praises of the love,
the wisdom, and the knowledge of God.

them

;

14.

OF THE ELECTION OF GRACE.
(IX.

129.)

The ninth chapter of our epistle belongs to those passages of
Holy Writ which display with pre-eminent clearness the unfathom
able nature of its contents, and the colossal character of its ideas.*
Hence it has ever been, since the time of Augustine, a hinge around

which the prevailing tendencies within the church have moved, and
such is it even now. The Kornish Church, in striking upon this
rock, fell under the dominion of a Pelagianizing view, and daily
experienced all the injurious consequences which are wont to ac
company this tendency ; while, on the other hand, the Protestant
* Luther
Who hath not known pas
very truly says, on the reading of this section,
and travail of death, cannot treat of foreknowledge (Election of Grace) without
On this account must Adam be first fairly dead,
injury and secret enmity towards God.
&quot;

sion, cross,

may bear this thing, and drink this strong wine. Wherefore, take heed that
thou drink not wine, while thou art yet a sucking babe. Each several doctrine has its
before he

own season, measure, and
On the subject of the following

age.&quot;

A

noble instance of the wisdom of the great reformer.

investigation, see the treatise

upon Rom.

ix.

by

Steudel, in

the Tub. Zeitschrift, 1836, No. 1, p. 1-95, and by Haustedt in Pelt s theol. Mitarb., No. 3.
In the same work will also be found an essay by Meyer, upon the line of thought in Rom.
ix.

xi.

Riickert, in addition to his

trine contained in

Rom.

in the

commentary, gives a separate

number

treatise

of his Exegetical
Magazine.
tion Riickert discovers the rigid doctrine of predestination.
ix.,

first

upon the doc
In this seo
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Church of the present day, in its endeavour to master the import
of this chapter, has either fallen down the precipice of the absolute
predestination of tJie evil to evil, or been betrayed into the gulf of
an universal restoration ;* of which errors, the former leads at one
time to desperation, at another to security, while the latter, as the
Scripture plainly declares, must have moral indifference for its inev
In the meanwhile, the symbolical books of the Lu
itable result.
theran Church, especially the Formula of Concord, as well as the
Confessio Marchica&quot;f among the reformed confessions, have al
&quot;

ready, in all essential points, delivered the true scriptural doctrines ,
and many interpreters have, in the main, adhered to them.J The

causes which have, notwithstanding, led

men

so frequently,

and on

depart from it, were probably, first, the inward
one, of the want of a real experience of grace, and, in the next
place, the outward one, of interpreting insulated passages without
regard to their connexion with others, and with the general teach
different

sides, to

The want of experience leads to Pelagianism ;
ing of Scripture.
the upholders of the absolute predestination of the evil to evil take
the ninth chapter of our epistle apart from the eleventh the de
fenders of universal restoration take the eleventh without the ninth.
;

To

avoid all this one-sidedness, let

it

be our

first

endeavor to ascer

tain the connexion of this important section with itself,
the whole of the epistle, and of Scripture doctrine, before

and with

we exam

more closely the
The fifth section

ine

particular points in it.
xi.) of the dogmatical portion of our
(ch. ix.
iii.
epistle exactly corresponds with its first section (ch. i. 18
20).
In this first section the apostle had considered the relation in which

both Jews and Gentiles stood to the first way of salvation, the law ;
in the fifth, he considers the relation of the Jews and Gentiles to
the new way of salvation, the gospel.
are thus by no means to

We

look upon the ninth chapter as a resumption of the subject treated
ch. i. 18
iii. 20
the apostle is speaking, on the contrary, of a very
;

* Schleiermacher

upon the subject of the Election of Grace (in the journal
conducted by himself with De .Wette and Lucke, No. 2) is an entirely anti-Calvinistic one,
since he maintains the restitution of all things.
Glockler, Benecke, and Kollner, also
assume the Apocatastasis. Reiche altogether questions the objective truth of the apos
tle s

f

s doctrine

statements.

Comp.

in Augusti s

&quot;Corpus libr. symb.&quot;

(Elberfeldi, 1827) p. 382, seq.
recent commentators, Flatt and Beck, in his
PneumaticoEermeneutical development of the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, Stuttgart,
But Beck s paper, which contains so much that is excellent, would have been
1833.&quot;

% Especially

among more

&quot;

in connexion with this
if,
chapter, he had at the same time elucidated
Tholuck (whom my respected colleague, Professor Hofling, in his
chapters x. and xi.
&quot;Beleuchtung des Daumerischen Sendschreibens,&quot; Nuremberg, 1832, follows in essential
points) takes the middle course, and explains some insulated passages very well, but he
has neither delivered himself with sufficient precision
upon the decisive passages, ch. xi.

greatly improved,

25-32, nor has treated ch. ix. sufficiently in connexion with ch. x. and
satisfaction.

xi.,

to give entire
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matter

different

;

at the
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same time the contents of either

section

have a close affinity to each other, since the relations of the Jews
and of the Gentiles to both of God s dispensations were very similar.
For, with regard to the law, their situation was
the Gentiles had transgressed
greater number of

manner, and

among them

so

this.
it

By

far the

in the grossest

were sunken in an abyss of misery ; while some few
their relative measure
it, according to
In consequence of these opposite conditions, both

really fulfilled

of knowledge.
divisions of them were fitly disposed for the reception of the gospel,
the new way of salvation. For those gross transgressors had expe
rienced the dreadful consequences of sin which, in them had become

exceeding sinful, and so grace was able in them to be all-powerful ;
while the more virtuous heathen had likewise attained, by their
noble endeavours, to the true blessing of the law, the conviction of
sin

(Rom.

iii.

20)

;

and could hence,

also,

embrace the gospel as a

With

regard to the Jews, although a small portion of
remedy.
them might be in the last-mentioned condition, yet the relation of
the greater number of them to the law was such that they gave it
an outward obedience, but inwardly transgressed it a case which

might occur with individuals among the Gentiles also, though it was
a very rare one. And so arose the melancholy consequence, that
the law was unable to work its blessing on Israel, it could not, that

any conviction of sin they confidently looked upon them
selves as righteous, and yet were no less sinful than the most de
graded among the heathen, if not in outward conduct, yet at least
this relation of the two parties to the law would naturally
in heart

is,

effect

;

;

regulate their respective attitudes toward the new way of salvation
The great mass of the Jews who were inaccessible
in the gospel.
the few only availed them
to the faith, were sure to reject it
;

while, with the heathen, on
was precisely the great mass of them who were dis
posed to receive salvation in Christ and so the truth of the word
I would thou wast either hot or cold
but since
(Kev. iii. 15, 1C),
thou art lukewarm, I will spew thee out of my mouth,&quot; was estab
The Gentiles, as griev
lished both in the Jew and in the Gentile.
ous transgressors of the law, were cold, as sincerely fulfilling the
law warm, and so, in both capacities susceptible to grace, whereas
the great mass of the Jews came between these two conditions.
They strove in an hypocritical manner after the fulfilling of the law,
but they had no genuine hatred against sin, nor any fire of pure
Divine love. And so fell Israel from his vocation, and the heathen
world stepped into his place.
Thus was brought about a strange confusion. Men appeared
more powerful than God, since they were able, through their sins,
to make void what God had promised.
To show, however, that

selves of the proffered

the contrary,

way

of salvation

;

it

;

&quot;

;
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observes justice, in all

Ms

great object of the apostle in the present section ; on
ways,
which account, also, xi. 33, he exclaims, Oh, the depth of the com
is the

&quot;

He proves that,
wisdom and the knowledge of God
from the beginning, the .promise of God was spoken not to the Is
rael after the flesh, but to that which was after the Spirit (comp. ix.
7 with ii. 28);* and among these the promise had already found its
fulfilment, namely, among the Israel of God, whether Jews or Gen
The contradiction, therefore, was only an apparent one (ix.
tiles.
passion, the

!&quot;

who sought not after righteousness, attained to
while
the
it,
righteousness-seeking Jews received it not ; because
the endeavour of the Jews after righteousness had been one that
30), if the Gentiles,

appeared so only in the sight of men, but in the eye of God had
been a real transgression of the law ; and, on the other hand, what,
in the case of many a Gentile, would appear to human eyes a nonseeking after righteousness, had, in fact, been an inward fulfilment
of the laiv. And thus there had been in God s dealings a strict
consistency, which manifested itself alike in the adoption of the true
spiritual children of Abraham, and the rejection of his merely fleshly
issue ; and which is apparent from other things, and especially from
this, that the heathen, if they fall from their vantage-ground of

might again, on their part, be deprived of the gospel
has
already, in some degree, been verified in the Oriental
(which
-church), while, in like manner, there is a possibility for the Jews,
faith (xi. 17),

on their becoming ready to receive the faith, to enter again into
their calling.
Nay, the apostle expressly announces that, with re
So far
gard to Israel, a general conversion really impends (xi. 25).
the connexion of thought is entirely clear, and it necessarily follows
from this, that the apostle neither intends by the grace of God to
take away from man the free determination of the will, nor by the
latter the all-sufficiency of grace

his object is to establish

;

both in

The manifestation of the grace of God is
depend upon the more or less of fidelity with which

reciprocal connexion.

always

made

to

men employ

that knowledge of Divine things which they already
have.
(Ezek. xxxiii. 12.)
In the meanwhile, it must be allowed, this
simple connexion of
ideas would not have been misunderstood as often as it has
been,
for an
intervening discussion (ix. 14-29), which appears to lead
to a very different result ;
namely, the declaration of Paul, that

but

God hath mercy upon whom he

will have mercy, and whom he will
This declaration, viewed in itself, might very conceiveably lead those who believe in the eternal damnation of the
wicked, to the doctrine of absolute predestination, as, on the other
&quot;

he

hardeneth.&quot;

*

Compare

also Deut. xxxii,

DJemishes and not his

children.&quot;

5,

where

&quot;

it is

[Their spot

said of the apostate Israelites,
they ara
not the spot of his children, Eng. ver.j

is
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hand, in the case of those
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who do not uphold

the former tenet,

it

applies just as easily to that of the restoration ; the compassionating
and the hardening presenting themselves only in the sense of an
earlier or a later election

;

and the

close of

Paul

s

argumentation

(xi.

23), while it is directly opposed to the doctrine of the predestination
of the wicked (which loses all semblance of truth as soon as ch. ix.

viewed in connxion with ch. xi.), furnishes a very plausible
ground for the last-mentioned interpretation, because the whole
question there appears to be about the final reception of all, with
out one word being spoken of the damnation of any, and the whole
God hath concluded them
reasoning issues in the great thought,
all in unbelief, that he might have mercy upon
and
(xi. 32)
thus the earlier or later disobedience, together with the unbelief
which is necessarily connected with it, is just as much attributed to

14

is

&quot;

all&quot;

all

;

as the earlier or later experience of the Divine compassion.

Con

teaches the universality of sin, so ch. ix.
xi.
would appear to indicate the universality of redemption, and so, in
this point of view also, the two sections would correspond one with
sequently, as ch.

another.

passage in

i.

iii.

But, although perhaps we may not be able to point to any
Paul s Epistles, with the exception of that in 2 Thess. i.

which expressly teaches the doctrine of eternal damnation* nay,
must be admitted that they contain expressions, such as 1 Cor.
xv. 28, which rather seem to lead to the opposite conclusion
yet
the New Testament, in those portions which do not belong to Paul,
and particularly in the discourses of Jesus Christ himself (Matth.
xxv. 41, etc.), and that not merely in parabolic language (Matth. xii.
32 xxvi. 24 John xvii. 12), contains such decisive passages for
this opinion, that we should be very cautious how we place the
The business of the ex
apostle Paul in contradiction with them.
9,

it

;

positor

;

certainly to find the true sense of the passage before him,
to allow himself to be led astray in his work through fear of

is

and not

a contradiction of other places
still he would do well to reflect
his proceeding have reached the true meaning of the words,
if it issue in an open contradiction with other passages of
Scripture ;
and even such is the case here. For, granting that by admitting
;

whether

the doctrine of a restoration, the passage receives a consistent mean
ing, it by no means follows that this may not be obtained without
this admission ; and if this be the case, the last-mentioned sense

must undoubtedly be

preferred, as the one

which was

really in the

contemplation, since, at all events, it must be allowed that
Paul, though he does not bring it prominently forward, is far from
combating the doctrine of eternal damnation, or preaching expliapostle

s

* The doctrine of eternal damnation is implicitly given in the
passage Rom. ix. 3,
upon which compare the commentary. In Rom. ii. 8, 9, 1C, the eternity of the punishment of the wicked is not expressly marked, and the same applies to 1 Cor. v. 13; xi. 32.

.
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The following considerations
citly the doctrine of the restoration.
serve to indicate the practicability of such an explanation of

may

the passage in question, as
the two extremes.

may

avoid both the one and the other of

The difficulty and obscurity of the whole section before us are
diminished when we reflect that it by no means contains anything
peculiar ; since the same ideas which so startle us in reading it, are

New

also expressed throughout the whole of the Old as well as the
Testament. It is only their conciseness, their bold and powerful
r
utterance, that lends them, as it w ere, an unprecedented appearance

There are

here.

scries of apparently conflicting representa
mankind to God, which pervade the whole

tivo

tions of the relation of

According to one

of the sacred writings.

series,

all

appears to

his earthly position as well as his eternal posi
tion in the world to come. Already, in the Old Testament, laws are

depend upon man,

placed before man, accompanied with blessings and with curses
he observed them, he was bid to expect welfare and peace both
here and hereafter ; if he observed them not, the contrary por
:

if

tion awaited him.

In

man

is represented as
this point of view,
and for the development of his whole

responsible for all his actions,

he appears as the absolute master of his destiny. And in
Testament, a similar series of expressions presents itself.
Believe and be baptized,&quot; is the command given to men it is their
own affair ; it rests with them to receive or not receive it. The
most arduous commandments are imperatively laid upon them,
Be ye perfect,&quot; or Be ye holy
Of the impenitent and unbe
It is the Lord himself
it is
&quot;Ye would not
lieving,
pronounced,
who calls with deepest sorrow ; it is the Creator who cries with
How often have I desired to gather you,
tears before his creature,
as a hen gathereth her chickens together, but ye would not
life

;

the

New

&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

!&quot;

!&quot;

&quot;

!&quot;

Luke

;
But, by the side of this view, there
(Matth.
is another series of
representations which apparently constitute a com
contradiction
of the first.* It is expressly said that it is
Grod
plete
that worketh both to will and to do in man according to his good pleas

xxiii.

37

xiii. 34.)

&quot;

Work
immediately before occur the words,
out your own salvation with fear and trembling.&quot; Christ himself
All that the Father giveth me is mine
no man can come
says,
unto me except the Father draw him.&quot; (John vi. 37, 44.)
No
man can come unto me except it be given him of the Father&quot; (John
without me, ye can do nothing.&quot;
vi. 65)
and,
(John xv. 5.)
it
is
man
can
receive
Moreover,
said,
nothing (and therefore
neither truth nor untruth) except it be given him from heaven.&quot;
(John iii. 27.) According to this view, man no longer appears as

ure&quot;

(Phil.

ii.

13), while

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;a

*

Compare

10, 17, 36,

43

;

my

previous remarks ill this Commentary, particularly vol.
Yol. ii., Matth. xxvii. 3, 10.

xxv. 34, 36.

i.,

Matth,

xiii.
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the lord of his destiny, but Almighty God alone, who worketh all in
And on this account do all saints acknowledge, with the Apostle
Paul at their head/ through the grace of God, I am what I am

all.

&quot;

;&quot;

everything, fidelity, faith, the reception of grace, is God s work in
man, and man may as justly call his conception, and birth in his
mother s womb, his own work, as he can call the life of faith his own

The

work.

believer

God

is

s

work, created in Christ Jesus unto
He that glorieth let him glory in
&quot;

good works.

ii.

(Ephes.

10.)

Lord.&quot;
Now, on the side of the good, this abso
(2 Cor. x. 17.)
lute agency of God, as delivered in Scripture, is easily understood

the

He who has abandoned the Pelagian point of view
no difficulty in conceiving that the good are not good beside
God, in such sense that he is acquainted with their good thoughts,
resolutions, works only from without ; rather will he feel that none
is good but the one God, who himself both is the good that is in
them, and works the good that he discerns in them. But, if such be
the relation of man to God, then it further plainly appears that man
cannot reserve any good for himself, even though the greater portion
and admitted.

finds

example, the free continuation of the work of
which
God has begun (for what God begins God alone
regeneration,
can continue), or belief in grace, or the apprehension and appropri
ation of the same ;* for this apprehension is precisely the capital
point in the whole work of conversion, and this would reserve to God
or, at any rate, man would thus admit God
only a secondary part
only to an equal share in the production of the new man, which is

be of God,

as, for

;

It is God who produces the be
certainly altogether inadmissible.
He
ginning, the middle, and the end in the work of conversion.
gives grace, and empowers man to embrace it at the beginning, and

hold

it

God s and nothing is man s
we
maintain
the agency of God
Meanwhile, although

fast to the last

of himself.

man

;

all,

in short, is

combine very well with the
which apparently attribute all to man, so
long as we have reference only to the good. For the working of God
by no means takes away the freedom of man, but rather perfects it.
God works in the good and holy not externally to their wills, but
rather within them, and fills them with that energy from a higher
world which they experience in themselves. Hence he is able to
create in them to will and to accomplish, without their ceasing to be
in

in its fullest extent, this will yet

series of expressions

first

it is
precisely by this agency that they become truly free,
long as they are able to will anything, other than what
God works, they have not libcrtas, but rather, at the best (as Adam
before he fell), the liber a voluntas, or (as is the case with fallen

free

;

nay,

since, so

*

Compare the subjoined passages in which conversion, belief, fidelity, are expressly
and nothing of his own left to man. Jerem. xxxi. 18
Heb. xii. 2;
Luke xxii. 32 1 Cor. iv. 7 2 Thess. iii. 2 1 John v. 4.

referred to God,
;

;

;

;
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predominating inclination to what

Gcd willeth

The whole world of good angels, as
not), the liberum arbitrium.
also the just men made perfect,* will nothing and can do nothing
of themselves, but only through God, and yet are they free ; nay,
among creatures they alone are free, since in them God works as in

whom he hath constituted for independence and freedom.
Be ye perfect,&quot; etc.,
Moreover these imperative addresses to men,
are intelligible, notwithstanding the fact that man is not able to
make himself perfect, but only God, when understood with reference
to good, since this Divine command is no other than the creative

beings

&quot;

word whereby they become
Augustine,

The
evil.

perfect, according to that deep saying of
quodjubes, etjube quod vis.
weight of the difficulty falls thus upon the side of the
He wills and
in himself, substantially, The Good.

Da

ivliole

God

is

creates only the good ; and so it is conceivable, how in good men
who are known to him, he operates all that is good. But he is abso
lutely separate from the evil, which besides, has no substantial being;
is not able to will it ;f and yet the
that
God, according to his eternal foreknowledge,
Scripture says
not only knows all evil, but that he works it too. The former asser

by

virtue of his holy nature he

tion alone might suffice, since in consequence of the unity of opera
tion in all his attributes, the knowledge of God cannot be conceived

but then the Scripture adds to this the
evil, both here and in other
In the prophecies of the Old Testament, from Gen. ix.

apart from his working

explicit declaration, that

passages.

;

God worketh

27, downwards, God s knowledge of evil is decisively enough pro
claimed.
thus the
Japhet shall dwell in the tents of Shem
&quot;

;&quot;

descendants of

Shem

are to fall from their vocation.

Again, in
Deut. xxxi. 16, 17, 20, 21, and Deut. xxviii., xxix., xxx., the fall of
the children of Israel is predicted in the most definite manner, and no
less clearly is it signified (precisely as in Kom. xi.), that after this
* Meanwhile no created
being has this freedom innate within it. It is the result of
So that we cannot say that God might have so
establishment in the war against sin.
made all conscious beings that it should have been impossible for them to sin. It was
necessary for the creature to possess the possibility of deviating from the law of life im
planted in it by God, in order that
merely mechanical.

it

might not hold

its

perseverance therein as somewhat

The difficulty which many find in this whole cycle of doctrine, is aggravated by
want of a distinct conception of the fundamental ideas, good and evil. Good may,
it is true, in a subordinate sense,
signify a relation, but even then only where it is a ques
tion of a merely legal righteousness.
In its true and highest meaning, it is to be taken
God s essence alone is good, and where good is, there is God.
as a substantial thing.
Hence no man can generate good, it must be imparted unto him. On the other hand
evil is nothing substantial (as affirmed by Manicheism), and yet it is not without reality
a really (though inwardly and then also an outwardly) disturbed rela
(a mere p) ov\ it is
f

the

And therefore all the powers of the evil are in substance good, but perverted in
employment. From this it is that God may operate, in and with all the evil, and
yet from evil, as such, remain absolutely separate.

tion.

their
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The passion
be converted and inherit the blessing.
is foretold in the clearest manner,, and this involves
also the knowledge of those by whom he was to suffer.
(Comp. Ps.
In like manner Jesus knew who it was
1 Cor. iii. 20.)
xciv. 11

fall Israel will

of the Messiah

;

that should betray him (John vi. 64, etc.), and yet chose Judas to
be one of his disciples ; he knew beforehand that Peter would fall,
lie warned him, and it came to pass as Jesus had already foreseen

and spoken.
evil,

it is

In consequence of this God s absolute knowledge of
form the light and create dark

also said (Is. xlv. 7),

&quot;I

ness, I make peace and create evil/ and (Amos iii. 6),
be evil in the city, and the Lord hath not done it

&quot;

Shall there

He

hardeneth
Pharaoh^ he awakeneth Nebuchadnezzar, in short he worketh what
To say that these are merely Oriental
he will good as well as evil.
?&quot;

;

is evidently inapplicable to the solution of this difficulty, nor
again would any man be disposed in the face of these and similar
passages to maintain that God does not foreknow the free actions of
man, or at least if he foreknow the good ones, because good has a

phrases

being, to deny that he knows the evil, since evil is a nonentity. For
the world s history developes itself as well by evil actions as by
good, even as the crucifixion of the Son of God, which was brought

about by actions perfectly free, is the turning point of the old and
and thus if there be anything that God does not
the new world
it
becomes
then
impossible to admit any true foreknowledge
know,
in God, and consequently any personal God at all. Since, therefore,
as we remarked before, it is found impracticable, upon a deeper con
sideration of the subject, to separate the foreknowledge from the
predetermination of God, nothing remains but to take the thoughts
;

of Holy Scripture as they are presented to us, and to inquire in
what way it would have them understood. That it should mean

God

wills the evil as evil, and hath wrought it himself in his
creatures, is so manifestly contradictory to innumerable passages of
and also to its entire spirit, that none of the elder partizans even
it,

that

of the rigid doctrine of predestination, Augustine, Gottschalk, Calvin,
ever ventured to maintain it ; they only said that, whereas by the

of Adam, which took place without the predetermination of
God, mankind had become a massa perditionis, God, out of them,
by an absolute decree of grace, and by means of gratia irresistibiliSj hath elected some to happiness, and (as Gottschalk and Cal
vin add), by decree of reprobation, hath appointed others to
The later supralapsarians were the first who went so far
perdition.
as to maintain that the fall of Adam himself was predetermined,

fall

in which, indeed, the doctrine of a gratia irresistibilis

being once
were
more
consistent
than
and
his fol
admitted, they
Augustine
of
in
their
lowers
were
consequence
nay,
principles, they
obliged
to derive even the fall of the devil arid his angels from the decree of
;
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free will.

to be the doctrine of Scripture, that

Still,

God

as surely

does not work

evil as evil, it being the melancholy privilege of the creature, in
virtue of the free will created within him, to be able to generate

equally impossible to exclude evil, viewed as a
the Divine operations. Abstract evil never ap
from
phenomenon,
it is but evil
in
history
personalities, who with their evil
pears
the
scene
ever
on
these, however, exist in necessary
deeds,
appear
combination with the world of good, because, in every evil being,
and even in the devil and his angels, the powers themselves with
which they act are of God, who bestows on them at the same time
both the form in which, and the circumstances under which, they
evil, so surely is it

;

;

may come into manifestation.* With reference to this agency
God in evil, he is said in Scripture to be the originator of evil

of

itself,

considered as a

phenomenon

in history,

and

this

was what the

ancient dogmatical authorsf intended to express by the canon, Deus
concurrit ad materiale, lion ad formale actionis maloz.
Certainly,
after this method of understanding it, the great and perhaps ever
insoluble problem still remains, namely, the ability of a created
being to act contrarily to the will of God.J Meanwhile we must

proceed upon the supposition of this ability as upon an axiom, even
as we lay it down as an axiom that the world was created oat of
nothing, without forgetting that the question how the world came
from God, and through God, does not on that account cease

to be

to be a problem.
What has been said, however, will serve to eluci
date the various expressions used in Scripture, regarding the relation
of free beings to God, and solve, at the same time, in essential

We

points, the difficulty of the passage iinder our consideration.
thus avoid the predestination of the evil to evil, as well as the re* Without this
would be obliged

infinitely consolatory doctrine, the

to believe himself

man whom

hostile elements assail,

abandoned without hope

to their savage power.
Consider the martyrs of the early church in presence of the shocking wickedness of their

persecutors what could have inspired them with courage, if they had not been upheld
by the sure conviction that God, in his wisdom, had ordained precisely this way, in order
;

to their perfection and happiness, and therefore had summoned up such forms of evil as
those which they saw opposed to them ?
f Nor has the most recent science been able to produce anything more satisfactory
upon the relation of human freedom to the Divine omnipotence, than the old theory of

the concursus contains.

Yet

this

must not be understood as implying that God contrib

utes one half to the execution of the free deed and

alone and exclusively

is

man

the other, but rather that

God

the creator as well as the upholder of the whole man, and of

every deed he does.
\ The
God have

if
assertion that, as the possibility of a thing is
already the thing in the germ,
man with the possibility of sinning, he must have also created the germ
of sin in him, is not tenable, because it is only in the case of substantial realities that

created

there can be
is

any question of a germ at all But evil
the deflection of created will from the will of God

which was
bore in

in fact

itself alone.

the beginning of an entirely

new

is
;

not any substantial

reality, it

this originated in a free deed,

series,

but

its

ground or

&quot;cause

it
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storation of all things, and maintain, on the contrary,
grace in the case of the holy,* in pursuance of which
.

an election of

God

not only

knows who will be holy and happy, but also effects that they may be
holy and happy, without abolishing their own free self-determina
tion.
This, as the confessio Marchica very pertinently says, is
one of the very most consolatory articles,&quot; for, whereas no man is
acquainted with, the mind of God, and God excludes no man from
1 Tim. ii. 4), although God knows who ex
happiness (1 John ii. 2
cludes himself, so each one can and may hold himself as elected.
This belief that we are elect, can injure none but him who inwardly
is so impure as to dream it possible for a man to become happy
&quot;

;

without becoming holy, nor, on the other hand, without this belief
can any one be made perfect for, upon what shall a man found the
certainty of his happiness, if he may not presume to rest it upon
;

God

the unalterable decree of

upon

own

himself, his

Nothing remains but

?

will, his

own

to rest it

integrity, which, of all con

Yet we do not by any
ceivable foundations, is the most insecure.
this election of grace as a gratia irresistibilis, which
necessarily draws after it the whole doctrine of predestination, with

means conceive

most extreme consequences, but only, as we do not attribute to
the holy and the happy the smallest part in that by which they be
come such, for that is the mere work of God so man, certainly, in

its

;

every stage of his earthly development, reserves the negative ability
he may fall at any time from it. Thus alike
of resisting grace
:

entirely to God, and the whole guilt
entirely to inan.f
Though the whole development and form of
evil in the world s history depends upon God, so far as it is he who
causes the evil to be evil in that particular form in which he is so,

the whole merit belongs

yet the being evil, in itself, is the simple consequence of the abuse
Taken in this scriptural point of view, hisof man s own free will.
*
Although, therefore, man
oppose God s way of salvation

is free, it

for

;

God, and able to defeat

God s

plan.

were

is

impossible that

this possible,

all

should become evil and

man would

Comp. the words of

be more powerful than

Christ, Matth. xxiv. 24;

1 Cor.

x. 13.

f The non-resistance of grace in the holy is not equivalent to the receiving of grace.
The former is the pure negative, the latter is positive, and presupposes an energy in the
Man, therefore, can hinder God s work, but
will, which is first wrought in man by God.
is not able to promote it, just as he is in a condition to
destroy created objects in the
Xor is there any inconsistency,
world, and yd is unable to make a single blade of grass.
when we are told in the Bible that in the work of regeneration, man can do nothing of

he

we are directed to pray; for prayer is simply n on -resisting,
that incipient attitude of preparation which is requisite in order to receive the workings
For the rest, it stands to reason, that there is no moment of human existence,
of grace.
nor any conceivable act of men, in which the negative and the positive elements can be
a positive nature, and yet

rather they are continually interpenetrating one another.
Still one
;
or the other always has a decisive predominance; the positive activity predominates in the
natural man, but in the work of regeneration the receptivity must prevail, in order to leave
entirely separated

the positive element to the

Holy

Spirit.
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tory becomes no iron necessity, no fatalistic physical evolution, nor,
on the other hand, are mankind exhibited as a number of little gods,
each one of whom makes of himself just whatsoever he may please.

The

truth

is,

that in

God

all is

man

necessary, as in

all is free

not

and it is only thus that the
supposition, but in living truth
ideas of guilt and judgment have their deep and awful significance.
All evil, in God s hand, serves but for a foil and for the promotion
of good, and yet his wrath burns with justice against it, because it
originates only in the wickedness of the creature which receives its
punishment from righteousness. The possibility of this punishment
being an eternal one, does not depend upon God, but is in the crea
in

mere

;

ture alone, which, as it has the power to resist
also continue to persevere in its resistance.*

God

s will

The

once, may
doctrine of the

restoration appears inconsequent in admitting the possibility of re
sistance for a time, and making it cease in as arbitrary a way at a
certain point, for there is no point at which the resistance of the
evil

may

not be considered as possible to be continued.
Moreover,
deny the reality of sin, it gains little by

as this doctrine does not

having recourse to a

the evil, because, if God
a being would be evil for thousands of years,

final restoration of all

knew beforehand that
and yet created that

it might justly be said, that, since evil
would appear better never to have been
born than to have sinned but once with no more than the glance of
the eye, God should rather have never created such a being at all.
The only doctrine consistent with itself, is that which denies the
reality of evil, but this consistency rests upon a nptirov i/^DJoc ; for,

is

being,

so awful a thing, that it

according to this, the quality of all actions is alike. Whereas, if we
assume the reality of sin, and the one problem of the ability of the
creature to resist God, the whole doctrine of the Scripture follows
legitimately, and both Divine and human interests are perfectly se
cured.
And the principles here laid down furnish at the same time
the following simple connexion of the passage in question
I be
&quot;

:

hold with deep sorrow the unbelief of Israel ; but God s word is not
on that account made of none effect ; the All-knowing and Almighty

One rather permits loth good and evil to have their manifestation
according to his will, even as he has long ago predicted the fall of
the Jews, and the election of the
Gentiles, in the prophecies of the
*

According to the theory of the unreality of

sin,

and the perpetuation, not of the

individual, but only of the race, it might be said that there is neither a restoration, nor
yet an eternal damnation. Those who have become entirely evil would perish when they
die altogether, and come to
nothing, as the withered leaves fall from the tree, wh le the
sanctified alone

Bible
also,

is

far

that

would continue

to live.

But

it is

that the
scarcely necessary to observe
to mention,

from asserting the personal
immortality of some persons only; not

upon

this supposition, the
grief of Paul,

for he
adequate motive,
an object of lamentation.
&quot;

VOL. IV.

6

who

is

dead would be

free

Rom.
from

ix.

sin&quot;

1, etc.,

(Rom.

would be without
and nolor.r

vi. 7),
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Old

Testament&quot; (ch. ix.)

But the

1-29.

guilt of this apostacy

is

not, on

that account, at all the less chargeable upon the Jews alone, since
by resisting grace, they went about to establish their own righteous
of God (ch. x.)
Moreover, even
hath reserved a holy seed, and
the fulfilment of the Divine predictions one day be real

ness, instead of the righteousness
in the fallen nation itself, God

in this will

ized (ch. xi.)

If we now proceed to consider the cycle of expressions employed
the
Apostle Paul to expound his doctrine of election, we shall
by
find that the circumstance of earlier or later, which are merely

human modes

of thinking, and which cannot be thought to have
mind of God, are implied in all of them. The.
terms TrpoeidG), foresee (Acts ii. 31 ; Gal. iii. 8), npoyiyvuaKu, foreknow

anyplace

in the

(Rom. viii. 29, xi. 2 1 Pet. i. 20), Trpoopifa, predetermine (Acts iv.
1 Cor. ii. 7
Rom. viii. 29, 30
28
Eph. i. 5, 11), rrpori
Tr
place be/ore, purpose (Eph. i. 9), and the substantive
1
and
ii. 23
Pet.
i.
-poOemg, purpose (Rom.
2),
foreknowledge (Acts
2 Tim. i. 9) express the
viii. 28,
ix. 11
Eph. i. 11, iii. 11
knowledge and the will of God, before the object of his knowledge
comes into outward manifestation. And as all the expressions ap
plied in Scripture to God have been selected not on his account, but
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

man, so too it is only for man that they hold per
Considered from the human point of view, God does

for the sake of

fectly good.
in fact ybreknow, although for himself the whole co-exists in one
eternal present.
Again, in the expressions in question, there are

evidently two distinct classes, first those which express knowledge
or discernment, then those which apply to the will.
It may be ob
jected that, although the will always presupposes the knowledge of
that which a man wills, yet knowledge need not always bo combined
with the volition of the thing known. God, for instance, knows evil
as such, not simply as a phenomenon ; he discerns in the evil deed
what it is that makes it evil ; in short, God possesses the thought

knowledge of evil, but not the will. Yet, correct as this
has no relation to the phraseology of Paul.
The apostle
never speaks but of God s knowledge of the evil phenomenon
or the

is,

it

;

but this God 10 ills as well as knows; and it is only and solely
because he wills it that it comes into manifestation.
must,
therefore, altogether reject the Pelagian distinction of a pr&visio
and prcedestinatio when we view the question in relation to the
good (since it has indeed with regard, to evil a degree of truth), as
being of no service at all in solving the difficulties in the apostle s
In Paul, God s foreknowledge always
writings.
implies a fore-work

We

ing and a fore-determination, just as his fore-determination is never
without foreknowledge. Now this fore-determination, as has already
been demonstrated, does not destroy the freedom of the will, but

KOMANS IX.
rather presupposes

it.

God

of the Divine

trpodeoic,

and works

creates

in beings not free as not free.

and

purpose,

is

5, 7

the choosing out, electing

;

1 Thess.

;

election
elect

=

i.

in free beings as free,

Now, one remarkable expression

(John xv. 16, 19 Acts xiii. 17
equivalent to which is dfyopi&iv (Gal. i.
yetv),

83

1, 2.

;

1 Cor.
15),

27, 28

(e/c/U-

Eph. i.
or the iKhoyrj (Rom.
i.

;

4),
xi.

4), also npodeatg /car e/fAoy^v, purpose according to

npoOsaig inheyovoa

(Matth. xx. 16, xxii. 14

(Rom.
;

Rom.

ix. 11),
viii.

by which the

33

;

Col.

iii.

12

txteKToi,

comp.

;

22) are designated, and which is
manifested through the calling (/cA^atf) to the human consciousness.
(Rom. xi. 29 ; 1 Cor. i. 26 Eph. i. 18, iv. 1 ; 2 Thess. i. 11 Heb.

comment, on Matth.

xxii. 14, xxiv.

;

;

This election of the holy and the blessed (since it is to
blessedness alone that t-/rAoy?/ in Paul s language refers, and not, as
will be shortly shewn, to subordinate advantages) has nothing com
pulsory in it ; the possibility of resisting still remains in every one
iii.

1.)

of the elect

;

though with God, in virtue of his omniscience, neither
any other possibility whatever. (Matth.

this possibility obtains nor

xxiv. 24.)

Nor does tne

election at all involve in itself the positive

rejection of* the non-elect. Humanly considered, they also are elect,
since God wills the happiness of all ; but since they resist this Divine

and God knows it so will be, before him they are non-elected
or rejected, not through any decree of reprobation, but only through
their own rejection of the universal decree of grace.
will,

After these observations, we may now proceed to consider the
particulars with some hope of a prosperous issue out of the laby
rinth of the apostle s discourse, which seems, like the sixth chapter
of John, calculated for the express purpose of sifting the Church of
Christ.

Paul expresses his sorrow for the unbelief of his
1, 2.
with
the
most
earnest protestation ; his use of the phrase,
people
I speak the truth, I lie not&quot; (d^Oet-av Aeyw, ov
i^evdo^aL) indicates
an apprehension that some might not give him credit for these sen
Yers.

&quot;

,

It is clear that

timents.

was

so

in.

the case of the hostile Judaizers, this

we have, however, no particular ground

for looking for these
the habitual feeling of the apostle exerted an involuntary influence upon his immediately present ideas ; and lie had
the less inducement to repress it, inasmuch as he must needs

in
!

;

Rome

;

have expected to meet the resistance of these his opponents also in

Rome.
(Tholuck

is

certainly right in not allowing the words iv Xp^crrw,
Holy Ghost, to amount to forms of

iv Trveviiari ayiw, in
Christ, in the

swearing

;

after these words,

he overlooks the fact that
;

we ought rather

to

understand &v

;

but

virtual swearing lies in the vehement
protestations, which are so heightened by the words iv Xpurrti that
There is no ground for
they come near in meaning to an oath.
still
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Griesbach

s

3.

ovproposal to inclose the words av^aprvpovar)^ \ioi r/fr
Lachmann rightly connects them

veidfjceug [iov in a parenthesis.

Yer.

with those following.
sorrow, grief of soul.)
To shew
Ver. 3.
Tjv^ofiTjV

avrbg eyw

I could ivisli,

how

dvdOym

2.

great his grief

eivai arto rov

The whole passage

etc.

is

(Mw?/

the strongei

is,

Xpiorov
loses its

expression,

the apostle exclaims,
vrrep

ruv

ddek(f))V

meaning and

its

\JLQV ,

deep

earnestness, if we suppose that Paul was really aware that every single
individual of the Jewish nation, all mankind indeed, would in the end

These words, therefore, indirectly contain a strong proof
damnation ; as he
who
that
2
those
i.
Thess.
obey not the
8,
9,
declares,
expressly
Gospel shall suffer punishment, even everlasting destruction from
the presence of the Lord.
(See John iii. 36.) The words have no
meaning unless we understand him to wish to be banished from
Christ and so miserable for ever, in place of his brethren (vrrtp
be blessed.

his conviction, that there is a state of eternal

of

merely for their advantage, comp. Comment. Horn. v. 8,
This wish, it is true, is an impossible one, since neither
12, etc.)
does love admit of happiness (rather where true love is there must
needs unhappiness), nor can one brother suffer in place of another
(Fs. xlix. 8); Christ alone is able to do that, because he is the re

dvriy not

But the love of Christ which had been shed
presentative of all.*
abroad in the heart of Paul, made him also cry, as the same spirit
of Christ had already bid Moses say
forgive them their sins, if
not, then blot me out of thy book&quot; (Ex. xxxii. 32, 33), in which
place, also, the sense of the whole passage ought, certainly, not to
&quot;

;

be completed by the words, &quot;for a certain time,&quot; but
forever.
The words may thus be taken for an intercession of Paul with
Christ, f who was able to do what he was only able to wibh, and
&quot;

*

To maintain the

any one giving his soul to be anathema for
consequence to G-ichtel s doctrine of the Melchizedekian priest
hood, according to which, the Christ within us is able to suffer for sin~, in the same
manner in which Jesus himself suffered. But this doctrine evidently contradicts the allanother, leads

by

objective possibility of

direct

sufficiency of the merits of Christ, who,
all them that are sanctified (Heb. x. 14).

by

once offering of himself, hath perfected
doubt Christ pours his love into the hearts

his

No

of the faithful, and they willingly undergo whatever portion of temporal suffering the
which is in man brings with it for them but the undertaking of the burden of sin

sin
for

;

another upon one s self, together with its eternal consequences, is a thing not to be con
ceived by any man except in the person of Jesus alone.
The partizans of the so called

pure

love, as

Fenelon and

Madame

Guion, often quote these words: meanwhile,

if

the

doctrine of pure love mean any more than that man ought not to love God on account
of his gifts alone, it certainly cannot lay claim to any countenance in Scripture.
In the
de mensura amoris in Mose et Paulo
rest, the words of Bengel are worth considering:
&quot;

non

anima non valde provecta.&quot; Such passages as
Col. i. 24.; 1 Thess. iii. 10, which are
Eph. iii. 13
apparently related to the present,
require another interpretation, as will appear when we come to explain them. [Gichtel,
mentioned at the beginning of this note, was a German enthusiast, born 1638, died 1710.]

non

facile est

existimare

;

capit hoc

;

| Similar sentiments are of frequent occurrence in the mystics,

both of former and

of
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what, in the form of a wish, he utters of and for himself. Meyer s
view will not hold (v. Pelt s theol. Mitarb. Pt. 3, p. 71), which re
gards the imperfect tense as intended to indicate the merely mo
mentary rise of this wish. The imperfect here, as Winer has already
rightly remarked (Gr., 41. 2.) has no narrative force, but stands,
I could wish.&quot;
as often, for the conjunctive,
the
was
same with avdQruia, but in more re
originally
(JAvdOe^a
cent times, and in the New Testament also [Luke xxi. 5], the latter
&quot;

for what was consecrated, devoted to the gods, while
to signify anything devoted to the gods in an evil sense,
or accursed, like sacer.
It corresponds with ndOappa, Trepn/^a,
irepiKdOappa [1 Cor. iv. 13], that is, a victim, for a community, a man

form was used
dvddepa

came

upon whom, in the case of a pestilence or other national calamity,
the guilt of the community, which is supposed to be the cause of
This meaning would be ap
the visitation, is laid as upon a victim.
which
is
here
supported by D.E.Gr.; but
plicable
by reading i/rrd,
the preference, does not
merits
critical
ctTrd, which, upon
grounds,
admit the application of this figure of speech. On this account, it
is more to the purpose to compare the Hebrew t^h, by which we ob
tain the notion of extrusion, exclusion, banishment.
We need not
mention that the ban here spoken of is not to be understood, as an
outward exclusion from the communion of the church, or of merely
physical death

;

the depth of the thought points

a

to

spiritual

and eternal exclusion from the communion and life of Christ, in
which alone Paul had found happiness [viii. 33, etc.] We may sup
ply here el dwarov, which occurs in a similarly hyperbolical passage
of Gal.
modern

iv.

times,

Angelus

15.)*
which are

Silesius, in his

&quot;

to be

Kein Tod
&quot;

viewed as the offspring of their overflowing
Pilgrim,&quot; No. 23, says:

love.

So

Cherubiuical

ist seliger als in

dem

Ilerrn sterben,

Und urn das ew ge Gut mit Leib und Seel verderben.
No death is more blessed than to die in the Lord,

And for the eternal good with body and soul to perish.&quot;
* This
1. No explana
interpretation I cannot but deem subject to great difficulties.
tion can do away with the extreme harshness of the
thought that Paul wishes himself
accursed from Christ for his brethren.
2. This construction leaves the first verse to termi
nate in a very abrupt manner. 3. The Imperf. 7]v\6fir]v without uv may indeed be ren
dered could wish,&quot; if the exigencies of the verse require it. But such is not its primary
4. The
use, and the burden of proof lies on those who claim it in a particular case.
avrdf tytj should, according to this construction, belong to elvai,
could wish myself to
&quot;I

which is impossible. AVTOC alone might be so constructed, but aurof tyw by fixed
Greek usage, can belong only to ^A
myself was wishing,&quot; etc. Would it not
be better therefore (with a few interpreters) to divide and render thus
Great grief and

W

be,&quot;

,

&quot;I

&quot;

:

unceasing anguish in
for

my

brethren,&quot;

my

etc.

termination of the

first

heart (for I myself [once] prayed to be
separated from Christ),
This relieves the passage of all that is offensive, makes a natural
verse, and converts the offensive clause into a statement of an

added reason for his distress, viz., that he himself once like them
prayed for separation
from Christ. The use of dvd6ep.a may be
suggested by his present Christian feeling; ho
prayed for that separation, which he now feels to be dvadepa. [K.
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4 To set the depth of the fall of Israel in the plainest
Paul brings forward all their prerogatives, the exercise of
which, nevertheless, was bound up with their obedience (Deut.
are kept in reserve by God for the people, until
xxviii.), and which
the stipulated condition, the obedience of faith, should have been
realised in them, just as a throne is withholden from a kingly race
overthrown by their own culpability (xi. 26). In front of all their
name lopaTjklrai, by which the theo
privileges he places the sacred
cratic people were to be characterized as wrestlers with God (2 Cor.
But in the clays of Christ they were no longer
Phil. iii.
xi. 22
victorious in the struggle, as was Jacob of old (Gen. xxxii. 29); on
er&amp;lt;

light,

;

&amp;gt;).

The adoption (vloOeaia) belonged to the
the contrary, they fell.
nation as the type of the true Israel of the New Testament; for,
considered in itself, Israel was yet in bondage (viii. 14), yet the
(Ex. iv.
people is already called in hope the first-born son of God.

The glory
here cannot well be applied to the
that
could not, properly speaking, be
of
since
Israel,
general glory
mentioned among its special privileges, nor is the supposition of an
22

;

Jer.

ii.

3.)

(&amp;lt;56$a)

Hendiadys more tenable, since the object of the apostle evidently is
to enumerate, one by one, the greater prerogatives of Israel, and on
The best way, undoubt
this account nai is constantly repeated.
edly,

is,

to

compare

it

with ^

I

as (see

John

i.

1),

and

to understand

the pillar of cloud and fire which, as the symbol of the presence of
God, led the people through the wilderness. In distinguishing the
covenants, from the voiwdeaia, giving of the law, we must
remember the covenants of God with the patriarchs Abraham and
Jacob. The karpda, service, specifies the vo^ioOEoia with reference
to the several theocratic institutions of the temple worship.
Under
diaQTinai,

promises, are included all the prophecies, especially the
Messianic ones, tta-fyeg, fathers, denote especially the patriarchs,
the first ancestors of the race, of Avhose possession the Israelites
were so proud, and by whose blessings they were blessed. The
&v
reading t-| &v would restrict what follows to Trartpeg alone ; KOL
reckons the natural descent of Christ among the privileges of the
t-nayyeXiai,

^

nation.

Critical authorities are decisive for

icai,

only F.G. omit

it,

as also the following TO.

Yer.

In the treatment

5.

of this famous

doxology, inter

preters have differed, down to the most recent time, according to
their doctrinal view of the person of Christ.
All those who have

maintained the Divinity of Christ, have understood this passage
him all those who have denied it refer it to the Father.

also of

;

Glockler alone

favour of referring it to God, though, so
Divine dignity of Christ, he expressly ac
This
it.
knowledges
impartiality is laudable in itself, and it must
be admitted that the important doctrine of the Divine nature
is

in

far from denying the
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of Christ cannot suffer from the loss of a single text ; and, more
over, Christian antiquity made but little use of this passage as
a proof, properly so called, from an apprehension that too much

might be proved thereby, namely, the Sabellian confusion of the
I should, on that account, determine without hesitation,
persons.*
in favour of Glockler s view, if his reasons were more solid than
they are. For he takes the words from 6 &v to a\ii \v together, and
considers the first half, with ton or t trrw understood, as the subject,
and the latter half as the predicate.-)- The words are thus intended
to fit into the context in such a way, that Paul praises God for the
many tokens of his grace exhibited to the Jews but as the apostle
had just been afflicted by the thought that all these favours had
;

been forfeited by the people of Israel, Glockler supposes that these
words are only to be viewed as a transient smile called up on the
countenance of one in sorrow, by the remembrance of the happy
moments of his life. But this is obviously a forced construction,

much more simple to regard Paul as intending to
is
human
the
nature of Christ in contraposition to his Divine
place
The observation that, by referring it to Christ, the sen
nature.
tence falls into two parts, an apposition, that is, and a doxology,
and

it

whereas

this

significance.

that
i.

28

i.

3),

is

Mark

but to

God

over

if it

Thus but two

evXoyi]~6&amp;lt;;

;

be referred to God, is utterly without
objections of any moment remain, first,
does not occur in application to Christ (comp. Luke

not the case

is

61 ; 2 Cor. xi. 31 ; Rom. i. 25 ; Eph. i. 3 ; 1 Pet.
alone ;J and, secondly, that 6 em -xav-uv Osoc, who
can be predicated only of the Father. To the

xiv.

God
all,

former of these remarks no weight is to be attributed, since it is
only so far true, that e^Aoyy/rof cannot be applied to mere man, or
any creature whatever, but in as far as Christ is God from God, so
far does this Divine predicate also belong to

him, as

much

as

any

of the remaining ones, and it must hence be looked upon as a mat
ter of mere accident that it has not been assigned to him in several
The second observation, on the other hand, is not without
places.

weight, and it is, upon the whole, the only one which can per
not only
plex the expositor in his treatment of this doxology.
irdvruv Qeog, God over all, not occur with
does the expression
respect to Christ (if that were all, the argument would have no force,

its

F&quot;or

m

*

Compare Reiche

s

Comm.

vol.

ii.,

p. 268, note.

Let God, who is over all, be blessed forever.&quot;
$ In Matth. xxi. 9, Luke xix.38, eihoyri/tEvof is certainly applied to Christ, but it oc
curs in a quotation from the Old Testament.
But if we remember that, with the excep
tion of 2 Tim. iv. 18, the New Testament in general contain^ no formal doxologies to
&quot;

f

/. e.,

Christ (see, however,

Rom.

xvi. 27

;

Rev.

v. 12, vii. 10),

the want of places in which the

very simply accounted for. But after such pas
sages as John v. 23, the almost total absence of formal doxologies to Christ can only bo
accidental.
(The doxology in 2 Peter iii. 18, cannot well be brought to bear, as the genu
ineness of this epistle has been called in question.)

term

ev7.oyriToq is applied to Christ, is
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no need that all his names should repeatedly occur),
but it would seem that it could not be assigned to him. For, not
the latter
withstanding the Son s essential equality with the Father,
remains ever the Unbcgotten, and so God over all, and the former
the Begotten One. If, then, this name could not, without violence,
be reconciled with the scriptural doctrine regarding the Son of God,
the reference of the doxology to Christ must be abandoned, although
since there

is

since critical authorities in favour of
everything else is in its favour,
the omission of Qeog are unimportant to the last degree, being no
more than a few citations of the Fathers and the inversion of the
;

words (Qebg &m rcavruv) does not at all affect the sense. It must,
cm
however, be acknowledged upon a nearer survey of the words Oeof
TTCLVTWV as the masculine with perhaps
take
we
cannot
that
}
lords,

God

or even 6fwv, understood (as in the sense, Lord of all
of all gods, Dent. x. 17), since there is here no refer

it can only be taken as neuter, so that our
;
becomes
parallel to Rom. x. 12, and Acts x. 3G, where it
passage
And if we fur
is said, OVTO$ KOTL ndvruv KVQIO$ lie is Lord of all.

ence to the Gentiles

}

the Logos, and, at

John 1, etc., the name 0eo^ is applied to
the same time, the universe is represented

as dependent
not be called

over

ther consider that in

i.

it

upon him,

God

is

difficult to see

why

the Son should

The

expression would be an im
proper one only in case the Father were conceived as included
but it is self-evident that this is not the case, as
among the
Paul says, 1 Cor. XV. 27 vrav de elny, on rcdvra vnoriranrai. dffiov,
&quot;

all.&quot;

&quot;all,&quot;

:

un

TOV {mordgavTog CLVT& rd rrdvra^ but wlien lie saitli that
I therefore understand the passage in the usual
all things, etc.
t-KTOf

manner with Tholuck,
lating to Christ.

Riickert,* and other recent expositors, as re
the various punctuations on record since

Among

Erasmus, the one otherwise most plausible is that which refers the
words 6 &v m -rrdvruv to Christ alone, and takes the last words as a
doxology to the Father. But in that case the doxology stands
without any connexion, and t-rrt irdv-uv has no regular position
this, therefore, can satisfy only those who have an insuperable objec
tion to apply the name KTH ndv-uv Qeog to Christ.
(The conjecture
of &v instead of wv, is indeed sagacious, but destitute of critical au
:

thority from manuscripts.)
After this introduction, the apostle
Vcrs. 6-9.
proceeds to the
argumentation itself. In the first place, he shews how the fall of
the Israelites from their vocation does not make void the word of
* The last-mentioned scholar s remark, that n
/.o; ?;ror, -when applied to God, mttst,
according to the idiom of the Old and New Testament, always precede the noun, is of no
weight. KGllner rightly observes, that the position of words is altogether not a mechan
ical thing, but determined, in each particular
conjuncture, by the connexion, and by the
purpose of the speaker.
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God, and the promises contained in it, since, under the descendants
Abraham, to whom these were to be referred from the beginning,
were to be understood, not his fleshly but only his spiritual progeny.
He might even have said that the Word of God had been established
by the fall of Israel, since he shews by the citations from the Old
Testament, ix. 24, etc., that the fall itself had already been pre
Paul founds the idea of a spiritual Israel, which he
dicted in it.
had already broached, Kom. ii. 28, 29, upon that passage in Gen.
xxi. 11, where Isaac is denoted as the seed to whom the promise
belonged, and upon Gen. xviii. 10, 14, which contains the words of
of

the promise

itself.

Isaac

is

represented as the antithesis to Ishmael,

who was born indeed before the former, and yet was not the heir
stress must not be laid upon merely natural descent, but rather
;

upon the spiritual affinity with the faith with which Abraham lived.
(Compare the detailed treatment of this antithesis between Isaac
The primary object of
and Ishmael, Gal. iv. 22 Heb. xi. 1, 9.)
this demonstration is indeed only to shew that the Word of God re
mained unshaken, but this would not make the notion that the
apostle had no positive intention of exhibiting Isaac as the figure,
of the faithful, and thus of the blessed, and Ishmael as the type of
the unbelievers, and thus of the lost, at all the less certainly false.
;

It iv true, Paul does not here express the idea, but it slumbers in
the depths of his soul, as appears from Gal. iv. 22, and as becomes
evident by the subsequent discussion in this chapter.
Only we

must not conclude that because Paul represents Ishmael as the
typical representation of unbelievers, that is, of the non-elected
portion of mankind, he therefore viewed Ishmael himself and all his

descendants as actually condemned ; since we ought, on the con
trary, to maintain for Ishmael and all the Ishmaelites the power to
cease in the apostle s view to be that which they are, and thus pass
over into spiritual sonship, just as we must assume for Israel the
power of excluding themselves from the spiritual family. Paul is
not here intending to offer any decision upon the secrets of the Di
vine judgment, as to whether Ishmael in person should be eventually
blessed or not, but represents his spiritual position as

it

occurs in

*
Scripture, as symbolical.
OVK
olov
UTL in ver. 6, is
(The phrase
elliptical, for ov roiov iariv,
olov eonv on,
but
still
I
do
not
mean to say, or it does
meaning
:

[Comp. Winer s Gr. 64. 6.] Loadduces
similar forms of speech from
427,

not, however, follow from that.

beck on Phrynichus,
*

As

the

meek

p.

who gave

a willing sacrifice, is the symbol of the
man, whose hand is against every man
(Gen. xvi. 12), symbolizes the peculiarity of Islam, which was born of the people de
scended from him. For, as the seed already contains the character of the plant which is
to be developed from it, so in the ancestors of nations are found those peculiarities which

gospel in

its

Isaac,

his

life

for

peculiarity, so Ishmael, the wild

characterise their descendants.
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A

ancient writers, but a precisely parallel idiom is nowhere found.
2 Tliess. ii. 2. A6yo$similar use of &g uri occurs in 2 Cor. xi. 21
Qeov refers to the whole of the Old Testament, which would be alto
;

gether shaken by the annihilation of so very important a portion as
to ^EVEIV} to
E/cTrtTrretv answers to
the prophecies.
Vsp, the opposite
here in reference to the
fall away, to lose power or significance
Israel&quot; denotes not the
person of
fulfilment, to remain unfulfilled.
;

&quot;

the patriarch, but the nation, with reference, however, first to their
No
physical existence, and secondarily to their spiritual character.
and
vice
one can possess the latter who wants the natural descent,
Ver.

versa.

7.

In like manner axep^d =. ynj is first the physical
the former are the reicva r7/g OCLQspiritual

and then the

;
offspring,
the latter the TKKVO, rov Tvev^arog or Qsov.
KO&amp;lt;;,

between

&amp;lt;7?r%ia

and

here, as frequently in

The same distinction
John viii. 37, 39. I\aXeia6ai
the Old Testament [see Comm. on Luke i.

reiiva

occurs in

32], has the signification of being, with the secondary idea of being
recognized as such ; it is by no means
t-K/Uyen, as Tholuck pro

=

poses.

The

quotation, ver. 9,

is

14, given freely from memory.
were, to God s foresight of the

the substance of Gen.

The word

iXevoojj.cu

xviii.

10 and

refers, as it

accomplished fulfilment. On the
rnh nss, compare Fritzsche s letter,
phrase Kara rov Kaipbv rovrov
p. 15. In the Septuagint instead of the usual form, we find elg r. K. r.
together with dg wpa^, and I agree with Reiche in thinking it prob
able that originally this last phrase alone stood in the text of the
LXX., and the phrase Kara r. K. r. was first introduced into it from
;

Rom.

The

this time year,&quot; the year be
a
taken
as
which
and
ing
thing
perishes
again produces itself.)
But the history of the holy patriarchs furnishes,
Yers. 10-13.
in the relation of Esau to Jacob, a still more decisive proof of the
ix. 9.

&quot;

expression signifies

principle that the blessing does not depend upon fleshly descent.
For Ishmael was the son of a bondmaid, which makes it more easily

conceivable that the child of the lawful wife should be preferred to
but Jacob and Esau were both sons of a free woman, nay,

him

;

they were even twins, and yet as soon even as they were born, and
without regard to any act of theirs whatever, their respective posi
tions were assigned, by the predestination of God, according to the
passages in Gen. xxv. 22 Mai. i. 3. Here again, then, Jacob cor
responds with Isaac, and Esau with Ishmael. Every attempt, how
;

ever well-intended, to mitigate the harshness of the idea, and to
avoid viewing Esau as the representative of the reprobate, must be
repelled, as contrary to the intention of Paul, especially as Esau is

presented as such elsewhere in the Scripture.
(Heb. xii. 17.) The
apostle here already adopts into his argument the leading idea
which he follows out in the 14th and succeeding verses, namely,
that

God summons

forth evil creatures as well as good in the pro-
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gress of the world s history (not certainly as evil, but as evil beings
in this or that definite shape), and therefore these last do not avail

and system of governing the world, as made
the prophecies.
(The construction of ver. 10 is elliptical, not inconsecutive ; as
Eebecca is named, the most natural word to supply is Sarah, mean

to defeat his purpose

known by

The other
not only Sarah shews this, but also Eebecca.&quot;
are
of
an eu
modes
forced.
it,
bed,
completing
Kom/,
suggested
K. ^x eiv is said of the woman
whence
for
cohabitation,
phemism
&quot;

ing,

who

conceives from cohabitation with

any

one,

K.

didovat

of the

Ver. 11. Updoaeiv djaOov points evidently to Jacob, nanov to
Esau, so that the meaning is, that although they had neither done
good nor evil, yet God spoke of them as if they had. It is doing

man.

meaning to refer the npoOeoig HOLT* t-;/loy?p, purpose
which did not depend upon the works that
according
were not in existence, but rested upon the holy will [ftevetv = -res,
remain unalterably fixed], alone of him who called whom he would
and not Esau], with Beck, simply to the right of
[viz., Jacob only,
or
with Tholuck to the occupation of the theocratical
primogeniture,
For in Paul s view, Esau s possession of the primogeniture
land.
and the theocracy involved his election to eternal life as therefore
he proves in Gal. iv., that Ishmael was to be rejected, so in his
view Esau is also the rejected son, and the type of all the rejected

violence to the

to election,

;

The thought is not materially affected by
with
Tholuck, the terms fieifav and k^daauv of the
understanding,
nations which sprung from Jacob and Esau, since, according to
the view of Paul and the Scriptures, these latter participate in
in general.

Ver. 12.

the character of their fathers, not indeed in every individual, but in
the great mass.
But Sovkeveiv need not be understood of political
it must be referred to
spiritual dependance into which
Esau was brought by throwing away his birthright, while the stream
of grace turned away to Isaac. Ver. 13. All the assurances that

servitude

;

here does not mean to hate, but only to love less, to bestow a
advantage, cannot satisfy the conscientious expositor, since he
cannot overlook the fact that Paul has purposely selected a very

fjuaelv

less

strong and repulsive expression from the passage of Scripture in
Nor does it make against this, that in the passage of
question.
Malachi the immediate question is of outward circumstances, since
these also are to be viewed as
expressions of the wrath of God.)

Ver. 14.

It

is

only this severe

to the question,

mode

of interpretation that gives

0eo5 ; is there unrighteous
ddinia napa
ness with God? and pertinence to the
in ver. 15.
thrilling answer
The softening constructions of the
from ver. 6-13, afford

meaning

/z?)

TG&amp;gt;

passage

no occasion for such thoughts at all and, therefore, we can in
no way evade the more stringent interpretation. But we must
;
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not forget at the same time, the principle, Scriptura Scriptures
interpres, and therefore many to whom the observations already

have clearly shewn that God does no injustice when
(ch. ix. 1),
he hates the wicked, because God is not the cause of his being
in
wicked, but only of his wickedness coming into manifestation
uni
for
the
and
most
for
himself
both
such a form as is
salutary
how are those other passages in which the
verse, might demand
doc
universality of grace is asserted, to be reconciled with this
We have already
trine of the purpose according to election.

made

given this a brief consideration in ix. 1, in treating of the twofold
in which the subject is represented in Scripture, which attri
butes the whole process in the work of renewal at one time to God,

manner

and at another

to

man

;

nevertheless this doctrine forces itself so

strongly upon us in every verse of the following passage, that it
The Scripture declares in
stands in need of a fresh consideration.
the most explicit words, that God wills that all mankind should be
saved, and

come

to the

knowledge the of truth.

(Ezek. xxxiii. 11

;

This universality of grace
iii.
1 Tim. ii. 4; Tit. ii.
9.)
done
to
be
would seem, however,
away by the rrpoOeaig KCLT t-;Aoy?}v.
this
could
be
the
case only were we to attribute
But, evidently,
11

man

;

2 Pet,

agency in resisting grace also to God, in the way in which
done by the rigid doctrine of predestination for in that
event God would call those who were not elected as it were in mock
s

this is

;

put men all the sooner and more surely to confusion a
representation which can only be described as one of the most re
markable aberrations which the human mind hns ever disclosed.
ery, only to

;

Whereas, if we will only leave the power of striving against grace,
and, in short, all that is evil to man, as his own melancholy pro
perty, the two modes of expression are easily reconciled with one
another in the following method.
excludes no

man from

salvation

;

God

s

whoever

aK comprehending
is

excluded

is

love

himself the

author of his own exclusion. But, on the other hand, God compels
man to be saved, and knows, in virtue of his omniscience, who it

no
is

who

is

the author of every

exclude himself, even, as in virtue of his omnipotence he
form of sinful development. In reference,
therefore, to this latter consideration, God s will is styled a purpose
will

to election (-rrpoOeoig tta~ e/cAoy^v), in reference to the former,
grace is universal.
Though, therefore, in virtue of his attri
butes of omniscience and omnipotence, God assuredly both foreknows
who they are that will resist his grace, and causes them to appear

according

God s

in definite forms in history, he knows them only as persons who, by
abuse of their oivn free will^ have become evil and continued so ;

thus should there exist beings possessing the possibility of resisting
God, the relation of God to those in whose case this possibility was
realized,

can be represented no otherwise than as the Bible exhibits

it.
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Paul does not meet the question with a direct
Vers. 15, 16.
answer, he only replies by quoting God s words in Exodus xxxiii. 19.
The question indeed involves a self-contradiction, and could only
have been hazarded by human blindness or temerity accordingly,
God s will is the eter
at ver. 20, it meets with its merited rebuke.
How then can unrighteousness
nal rule of right (Deut. xxxii. 4).
there is no abstract right to which God is as it were
be in him
subordinate, but his free and holy will alone is for the creature the
;

;

The circumstance, however, that in the passage here
the
quoted,
mercy of God alone is spoken of, is but an apparent
of
the
difficulty, since, according to the intention of Paul,
relieving
we must also add, &quot;and whom he will he hard eneth&quot; (ver. 18\ The
rule of right.

words harmonize with the context only when taken in the following
God s will is absolute, he does what he will, and there is no
sense
What doest thou
one who may call him to account, and say,
It is self-evident that in God the will cannot be an arbitrary one,
but must ever work in union with love and wisdom but since man
:

&quot;

?&quot;*

;

not able to comprehend the ways of God, his duty is humbly to
submit himself to his will.
No distinction need be sought between AeeZv and ok(Yer. 15.

is

reipeiv

and

,ih

fci3&quot;j

;

both are used only in opposition to the idea of

But they certainly refer to the election to
merit, tf t/oywv, ver. 11.
salvation, not, as Tholuck thinks, to the exhibition of any extraor
dinary proofs of love. The immediate original context of the pas
Paul treats this as well as the fol
sage gives us here no clue
lowing from a more extended point of view, and we must therefore
;

him

Yer. 16. Gt Aetv and the
be
which
need
not
exclusively applied to running
stronger rpe^eiv,
in the race-course, signify here the positive activity of man, which
has no existence in relation to God. Every, even the least portion
of good in man, is from God alone. f It is not, however, here as
serted that man is not able to exert a negative power of resisting
God. Accordingly, the Scripture continually urges upon him, ye
would not, ye have been unfaithful, disobedient ; but, on the other
hand, it says it is God who hath wrought in you alike the will, and
the faith, and the obedience.)
Yer. 17. Although in ver. 15 the question was only of the gra
cious operation of God, the example in the present verse is taken
from an instance of a directly opposite character, which clearly

follow

to his point of observation.

:

* It stands to reason that the notion that Paul intends in this
place to oppose the
Pharisaic doctrine concerning fate, as Heuraann especially, following Origen and Chrysostom, has construed it, is utterly untenable.

depends
f Glockler s view of this passage is wholly erroneous. He translates it:
not upon man s willing and running, that is, it is not according and subservient to human
of the
willing and running, but yet not contrary thereto.&quot; Paul is treating of the causality
&quot;it

spiritual

life,

and

this

must be denied

to man,

and awarded to God

alone.
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shews that Paul intends this notion to be supplied in the former
In the passage Exod. ix. 15, 16, the Scripture ex
also.
in such a manner with regard to Pharaoh and bis op
itself
presses

verse

the messenger of God, that God would seem to
position to Moses,
be himself the o.uthor of this sinful phenomenon.* Every attempt

away the

to explain

force of these thoughts is altogether contrary
According to the manifest drift of Paul,

to exegetical principles.

by tf/jyapa, raised up, and 6Vwc evdett-wnai,
are
not
to be taken in a diluted sense, but in the
tliat I may show,
It by no means follows from this high
their
of
full power
import.
the conceptions denoted

view of the subject, that Paul intends to say that God has made
Pharaoh evil by any positive operation, but he only, means that God
permitted tbat evil person, who of his own free will resistel all
those workings of grace which were communicated in rich measure
even to him, to come into manifestation at that time, and under
these circumstances, in such a form that the very evil that was in

him should even serve for the furtherance of the kingdom of The
Good and the glory of God.f Even so, Paul means to say, must
the apostacy of Israel also glorify the name of God, for it too has
been brought into manifestation by God in this very form.
(Paul has intentionally sharpened the language of the JLXX.,
in milder terms.
He renders
&quot;VEKSV rovrov o
the
have
whereas
LXX.
/er?/()?/^?/^,
^pprayrt by t//yapa
which conveys the idea that Pharaoh had made himself evil. But

who had expressed the thought

r

;

* GTckler understands t-^. tlpziv of the elevation of Pharaoh to the throne, and
should be taken in a passive sense, &quot;in order that I might be
E&amp;gt;-^L^j/tai

maintains that

The first proposition is altogether untenable, and needs no
my power.
and the second docs not mitigate the thought, as Glockler seems to think it
does.
Moreover, there is a decided predominance of the middle form in the Xew Testa
ment idiom, and there is no ground whatever to depart from it here.
manifested as to
refutation,

f It

is

condemn
sin,

horrible to say, with Gomarus arid other Supralapsarians, that when God will
first creates sin in him, in order that after he has been
plunged into

a man, he

But, in the apostle s view, the rousing of the evil them
justly damned.
an act of the love of God. not only for the members of the kingdom of God and

may be

he

selves, is

the pious, but even for the wicked. For the evil is in man without having been created
when, therefore, he causes what is lying concealed to come to sight in the con

by God

;

crete

manifestation,
their condition, and,

is

it

if

the most powerful

means

to bring the

possible, effect their conversion.

wicked into a

Comm.

(See

xi. 8.)

If,

s. nse

of

however,

men this may be true, because they may always hope that
be converted, but not before God, who, by virtue of his
omniscience,
knows who they arc who will not bo converted, for in such persons as should not be
converted, their guilt would be even aggravated by every attempt to convert
the
any one should

the wicked

rejoin; before

may

them;

answer must

be, that

certainly is the very curse of the evil that they turn even what
is good to their
injury, but that God when he willed the possibilitv of s.u, thereby
established also the possibility of persevering in sin, and of abusing his grace.
There
it

own

only remains the matter of fact, which furnishes the ultimate problem, viz.,
to create a being with power to withstand him, the
One?&quot;

God

nothing
is

well

&quot;

How

came

And

here

God

does

Almighty

is left

done.&quot;

for

man

but to be

silent,

and say:

li

it is

God s

doing, whatever
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The
translation entirely corresponds with the original text.
for
which
to
to
continue/
stand/
permit
permit
interpretation,
Paul

s

&quot;

&quot;

Tholuck

is

decides,

no doubt admissible in

itself,

but in the

first

not the primary force of the Hiphil of -HMJ, and next, it is
place
the sense and intention of the writer, as the following
to
contrary
verses clearly shew, and Keiche, Kollner, and Glockler rightly ac
knowledge. &quot;Onug must be taken strictly re/U/cwc: ; in order that
it is

Pharaoh might become a monument of the penal justice of God,
God provided that the evil actually existing in him should be mani
The last words of the quotation, which
fested in this definite form.
in no way. affect the main idea, agree with the LXX., only they
have lo^vv. instead of dvva^iv. Paul therefore substituted &jjjyei0a
with express design, as his argument required, a circumstance which
puts all mitigation of the thought out of the question.)
In consequence of the preceding quotation, the apostle
Ver. 18.
now, according to his bold method of pursuing an idea to the very limits
of the truth contained in

discloses the previously sup
it, plainly
for he says, God also hardeneth whom he will.
pressed antithesis
Here, also, the will of God is obviously not to be understood of
;

mere

arbitrariness, which cannot in any way be
his will, as directed by wisdom and love.

imagined

in

God,

But it is objected
that the notion of aitfaipvveiv (equivalent to which is TTOJ^OW from
John xii. 40), appears
Trwpof, callo obducere, obdurare, Rom. xi. 8

but of

;

in itself inapplicable to God ; certainly the usual form is GK/^VVBcOai or OKAI-IQVVEIV t-av-ov (see Acts xix. 9 ; Heb. iii. 8, 13, 15, iv. 7.
Ex. vii.
Occasionally also in the Old Testament and the Apocrypha.
22, viii. 19 ; Ps. xcv. 8 ; Siracb xxx. 11.)
as in Rom. xi. 8, is referred to the will of

ment, on the other hand,
22 ; Is. Ixiii. 17
Deut.
;

p-:n,
ii.

&quot;r

30

;

But
God.

here the hardening,
In the Old Testa

1 Kings xxii.
(2 Sam, xvi. 10
Ps. cv. 25), are more frequently

i?^

;

found, denoting the positive agency of God toward the wicked.
The notion of its standing, as Ernesti and Schleusner prefer (like
[uaelv

They

=

in ver. 13) merely
OVK t-Aeetv, is evidently
inadequate.
to
Job
xxxix.
appeal
16, where it is said of the stork, aTroo-

i. e., she neglects her
young. But it is an
hard
to
that
God
equally
thought
say
neglects one of his creatures.
On the other hand, it is not incorrect to explain it of the Divine pre

K&ijpvvei, ~ti TKKVO, lavr-fa,

science in the case of evil, provided this be not extended also to
good,
so as to make the sense, that God will have
mercy upon those of

whom

he foresees that they will, of their own
accord, determine
themselves to good, and he hardens those of whom he has foreseen
the contrary. For the very determination of himself to do good, in
the good man, is God s work, but the
in the evil
of

good
resisting
no work of God. Still, this appeal to the prescience of God,
even though it be not incorrect in the case of evil, creates more

is
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than

it

dependent upon

19-21.

clears up, in that it makes the Divine will appear
the will of man ; whereas, the express object of

the apostle, in this place, is to set in clear light the absoluteness of
The best method, therefore, will be to consider
the will of God.
more attentively what is implied in the notion of hardening. In
the first place this hardening is not the beginning of an evil state ;
it rather presupposes this as already begun.
Accordingly, Paul
He
does not say that God awakens the beginnings of evil in men.
as
a
motions
as
in
considers these
consequence
already
being, first,
of original sin, and then of man s own unfaithfulness, which does

not suppress the already existing sinfulness, but gives it sway.
Again, this hardening is not an aggravation of sin, but, so far as it
It is es
is partial, it is rather a method of checking its aggravation.
sentially the

grace

;

God

withdrawal of the susceptibility to the influences of
man, under certain circumstances, incapable of

renders

receiving grace, in order to mitigate his guilt ; for if the man had
the eyes of his spirit open, were he aware what was offered to him,
resisted, he were a far greater subject of punishment than,
without this capability, he could be. Thus one might say of the
contemporaries of Noah, that God had hardened, had indurated them
so that they obeyed not the preaching of Noah (2 Pet. ii. 5), and

and yet

by reason of this very obduracy, they were not rejected forever
iii.
Finally, total induration is a manifestation of the
18).
simple punitive justice of God, when the sin of man has reached
that degree of intensity in which it constitutes that which is called

yet,

(1 Pet.

If this be the import of Paul s
can
be
no
made, on any score, to the proposi
objection
conception,
The Divine will, tempered
he
whom
he
hardeneth.&quot;
will,
tion,
and
this
wisdom
love, applies
hardening, be it a partial or a total
by
in
those
and
that degree in which his holiness
in
cases,
one, only
it should be applied.
God neither makes the hard
that
requires
ened person evil, nor the evil more evil than they are all he does

the sin against the Holy Ghost.
&quot;

;

already in him, and must at any rate ac
complish its development, to come in such a way, and no other, into
outward manifestation ; this, however, he does, as Calvin says, not

is

to cause the evil that

is

merely permiticndo, but also intus et extra operando.
The apostle now lets
the unwise
Vers. 19-21.

inquirer

* The whole tone in which Paul here exhibits the remonstrances of the Jews, is char
by a kind of familiarity which we often find, in the Old Testament, in all its

acterised

simple dignity, and especially in Job, where, towards the close of the book, God himself
acknowledges the truth that it contains. &quot;When, however, nobility of sentiment is lost,
this familiarity

then assumes the form of rashness, and, therefore, this defect also belongs
Jewish character, in the days of its degeneracy. The conscious

to the darker side of the

ness of the Divine election, which, in an objective view, was a well-founded one,
instead of producing an humble adoration under such unmerited favour, imparted to

many

individuals

among

the

Jews an unblushing

temerity, a vaunting of their

own
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of ver. 14, come forward anew to find in this agency of God even
Paul abashes this arro
in the forms of evil an excuse for himself.

gance with an appeal to the absolute character of God, to whose
ways the creature must render an unconditioned submission, even
where it is not able to comprehend them. The similitude which he
introduces of a potter, and his relation to the clay which he fashions,
exhibits this dependency in the most striking manner.
Nothing,
however, but the same want of sense which suggested that question,
could understand

God

him

as intending

as resembling, in all respects, a

by the comparison to represent

human

artizan.

The

difference

between the two, which the apostle nowise intends to deny here, but
which he has no inducement to bring especially forward on this oc
man maketh what he will of his own weak and often
casion, is this
and
loveless
will, whereas God createth, with his almighty
unholy
In consequence
but
which
is
will,
yet ever holy, eyer full of love.
of this, God can certainly form beings with different endowments,
and impart to one more, and to another less of these endowments,
and, consequently, determine their several vocations to a greater or
inferior agency, but he cannot make one evil and another good, be
:

But
cause his holy will is unable, in any case, to produce evil.
here the question arises, whether the vessels for honour and for dis
honour (aKevog dg riftrjv, dn^iav) in the present passage, do not ex
actly denote these different grades of vocation which God dispenses
of his own free determination, without their having any relation to
morality or a life of faith, and therefore to the bliss dependent upon
them ? In the first place, the comparison might be employed to

shew that no potter ever makes entirely unserviceable vessels, but
only such as are destined for some more or less honourable use.
Next, this view is apparently favoured by the circumstance, that,
in the following verse, the vessels of mercy and of wrath (cuevr] ekeov$
and (5py%*) might be so discriminated from the vessels of honour and
dishonour, that the vessels of honour should not necessarily be ves
sels

of mercy, nor the vessels of dishonour vessels of wrath, but
only

so that, according to the
good or bad use of their free will, the
Jews, who were the vessels of honour, might become vessels of

wrath, and the heathen, the vessels of dishonour, might become
And this would contain this admonition for the
Jews do not imagine that you, vessels of honour, must necessarily
be and continue vessels of
mercy ; you may become vessels of wrath,
vessels of mercy.
:

righteousness even in the sight of God, the like of which was never found in any other
Paul s present object is to abash this
nation.
his
tendency, and hence the form which
argument assumes, which, however, is not carried to a vicious
but observes the

extreme,

limits of the truth.

* The
expression cuevy opyjfr seems to be formed after the Hebrew ten
its signification in the
passage from the Old Testament varies&quot; a
that in which Paul
employs it.

&amp;gt;Vs

5),

although

VOL. IV.

7

(Is.

little

xiii.

from
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and the heathen, who are vessels of dishonour, may become vessels
of mercy
This, no doubt, yields a very beautiful meaning, and we
must unhesitatingly admit that Paul might have followed out this
thought but his line of argument, upon the whole, does not au
thorise the notion that this was what he really meant to utter here,
or why should he have come so suddenly upon the inquiry into the
The words from ver. 19 onward re
various dispensation of gifts ?
in
the
to
ver.
I
18, but in this verse ekeelv and
thought
admit,
fer,
oKhrjpvvew, refer to moral conditions alone, not to gifts of grace, and
There is not a word to indicate
verses 24-29 also point to the same.
any difference between the vessels of honour and dishonour, and the
in Paul s intention, they correspond
vessels of mercy and wrath
entirely with each other, just as in the parallel passage of 2 Tim. ii.
20, the wooden and earthen vessels stand, not for those who are less
endowed, but for the wicked. These latter, indeed, are called ves
sels of God, inasmuch as God knows how to make even them avail
able to his purpose, and in this respect also the similitude of the
God not only permits the wicked to come into
potter holds good.*
the world, but he also causes them to become as they are, although
he does not cause the evil that is in them (ver. 19).
A.vOoTi]Ke is not a hebraism for the optative aorist, as Tholuck
!

;

;

Who hath ever been able
wanting in D.E.F.G. In
A. it comes after avflpwrre, but it was doubtless left out only on ac
it occurs elsewhere in the New Testament
count of the difficulty
is
to be viewed as a particle implying at the
in
Luke
and
xi.
28,
only
same time concession and limitation, and to be rendered certainly it

supposes, but is to be understood thus
Ver. 20, pevovvyv
to resist his will
?&quot;

&quot;

:

is

;

&quot;

* GlocHer
groundlessly refuses to recognise any similitude here, but only a simple
conclusion from the less to the greater, as if the meaning were, if a vessel cannot question
the potter, how much less can man question God ? But evidently this will not hold,
since

the

it

might be answered, that

lifeless vessel

that

it is

cannot.

The

it is

man that he is able to do what
Old Testament sufficiently prove
But the reader has already been reminded, on

the very property of a

parallel instances of the

intended to be a similitude.

that no comparison holds good in all its relations, otherwise it were iden
with the object which is to be illustrated by it. Ruckert and Usteri are of opinion
that the proof is defective in this place, but the exposition which has been just given of
the connexion of thought here will have made it evident that the proof is conducted in

Matth.

xiii. 1,

tical

the most stringent manner, provided we do not encumber the apostle with the proposition
that God creates evil itself.
If, however, it be rejoined, why then does not Paul give the
because thou makest the evil thyselfj and
question T L en fie^erai the direct answer,
&quot;

God only determines the shape

in

which

it

shall

come out

in manifestation

?&quot;

it

will be

answer that the apostle does, in point of fact, expressly make this observation
in the 30th and following verses of this chapter; but here he will not allow himself to
be diverted from his immediate train of ideas, which is of the highest importance with
him, because it might be the means of impressing upon the Jewish mind that they must
first abandon their claims upon God, before any mention could be made of a
participation
sufficient to

in the

the

kingdom of God, because the advancement of these pretensions stood
of an humble reception of grace on the part of the Jews.

way

entirely in
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may so seem/ [Comp. Hermann ad Yiger. p. 541, who translates it by
quin imo, enim veroJ] Upon the image of the potter, comp. Job x.
Wisdom xv. 7. But the pas
Sirach xxxvi. 7
8 Isaiah xlv. 9
:

;

;

sage which appears more particularly to have been in the apostle s
mind in this comparison, is Jerem. xviii. Yer. 21. nfaog is the clay
in its

raw

state, (frvpapa

as it were.)
Vers. 22, 23.
relations in

the mass of clay kneaded for work, the dough

After this

may now

be mentioned the respective
evil as well as of the good

which the appearance of the

in the world s history stands to God s designs ; the latter furnish
occasion for the revelation of his grace, the former for his power

and his justice. Hence we cannot deprive Iva of its telic force,
and the phrase 0eAwv wdeigaaOai K.OL yvupioai must be considered
On the side of the good, the Divine agency
as equivalent to Iva.
is to be considered as absolutely all-accomplishing though not com
pulsory, on wliich account, in ver. 23, it is said, Oebg TrporjTolfjiaaEv
GKevT]

ihiov&amp;lt;;

el$ do^av,

God prepared beforehand

vessels of

According to this, nporjroipaaev signifies God s
glory.
well as his working and creation of good, both in its

mercy for
knowing as

commence

ment, continuation, and end. But of the evil, on the other hand,
Paul will not say that God creates the evil in them, but only the
form which it assumes. Therefore, he does not use TrpoeToiftd&iv
of them
moreover*, instead of the active, he uses the middle form
KaTTjpTiapeva,** by which the production of evil itself is transferred to
;

the creature.

A

few unimportant MSS. omit el 6s or
alone, in
(Vers. 22.
order to relieve the construction ; but the words are evidently genu
ine, though the
ri epovfjiev or ri

&amp;lt;5e

sentence

is

an anacoluthon.

The usual supplements,

are inappropriate, because they merely go
back to the question in ver. 19 ; it is better to suppose that after
the words el de, K. r. A., there should have followed in the apodosis,
fiefjuj)erai }

which, with the form, real Iva yvupioy, abandons the intended con
struction, some such words as ovru) ttal yvupifa K. r. A., or yvaQtfu
Kal

K. r. A.

*

At any

rate this

is

more natural than Meyer

s

most

Reiche and others would supply VKO rov 6eov. Were this in the text,
might be explained of the operation of God in the wicked considered as a
phenomenon. But since it is not found there, I cannot consider such an addition war
Here,

even then

also,

it

ranted by the intention of Paul, but am much rather
disposed to believe that we must
assume that the apostle intended by this method to signify the different relation in which
God stands to the good and the
since he
such different terms for the one

employs

evil,

from what he does

And

the more readily determined in favour of
for
this sense in the present case
(although, otherwise, I observe, as an exegetical cause
the interpretation of this passage, the rule of
taking every expression in its entire force),
because the f/veynev iv iroMy /uaKpodvuia, lore with much
will not accord
for the other.

I

am

long suffering,

with the prominence thus given to the Divine
not only dis
agency. There is something
cordant but absolutely contradictory in the idea that God endures with much long suffer
ing what he has himself prepared.
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violent supposition, which, at the conclusion of ver. 23, makes
an Aposiopesis. The manner in which ver. 24 joins on to ver.
23 is quite incompatible with this interpretation. To dwa~6v

=

iv
77
dvvafiig with the idea of avenging power implied.
the
evil
in
to
the
of
evil.
can
only
ripening
apply
paKpoOvpia
God endures the wicked in their evil, until they become mani
fest to themselves in their evil fruit, in order that, even by these
means, they may yet be brought to repentance, or else be involved
In Paul s intention, d-n&teia in this place
in utter destruction.
is
alwvLo$ [2 Thess. i. 9], even as do|a must be taken
oAe0po
The
OKEvog fctfAoyf/f, Acts ix. 15.
S/tevof sAsovc;
GM) aluviog.
choice of expressions here is strictly governed by the already-used
has the more
image of the potter. Moreover in the Hebrew
&amp;lt;bKpei,v

=

=

=

^

extended meaning of utensil, instrument.
1.

Comp.

5

Is. xiii.

;

Jer.

25.)

The principles which have just been developed
Yers. 24-26.
The passages of Hos. ii.
are also openly propounded in Scripture.
bv OEAEL EASE! (ver. 18).
These proph
23, i. 10, are a comment upon
were realized in the calling of the Gentiles, which is so far from
God s prophecies,
annulling God s word, that it fulfils it (ver. 6).
being the utterances of the All-knowing and Almighty one, must be
fulfilled, not, however, by destroying the free will of the creature,
but rather through that very free will.
(In ver. 24, with the word ov$ } the figurative expression OKEVII is
dropped for terms proper to man. Ov fwvov aAAa nai is a soft
ened expression for Paul might have said, few Jews and many
ecies

;

The

latter alone are referred to in the first quotations,
Since,
yet so that the fall of Israel is there already intimated.
after the analogy of the sons of Isaiah [Isaiah vii. etc.], the

Gentiles.

daughters of Hosea also wear a typical character, in particular
the OVK ffyaTrriiJtevT), not beloved, [n*?^ V] represents the kingdom of
Israel.
Paul, however, takes the name in a wider sense, and com
prehends under it all the heathen down to whose level the kingdom
of the latter had sunk.
[1 Pet. ii. 10.] For the rest, the translation
does not exactly correspond with the original text ; but as the dif
ference does not at all affect the thought, it must only be ranked
among those incident to quotations from memory.)
Vers. 27-29.

The

following citations from

form the comment on the second half of
the central point of the apostle
&quot;

words,

and

whom

he will he

s

22, 23 Is. i. 9,
which constitutes

Is. x.

ver. 18,

;

entire argument, namely, the

hardeneth&quot;

(bv 6e OEAEL aietypvvei).

According to these predictions, the people of Israel, taken in the
mass, is represented as rejected, while only a holy remnant is to
remain to later times. The discarding of the Jews does not on this
account invalidate God s word, but rather establishes it (ver. 6).

BOMANS IX.
(Paul might have produced

13

;

Amos

*ix.

9

;

Zachar.

xiii.

these, because, in connexion

many
9

27-29.
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similar prophecies,
12.

e. g., Is. vi.

But he

selected
Zeph.
with the rejection [which, in fine, in
iii.

;

the former of the two passages, is only expressed in a negative and
indirect manner], they also make mention of an holy remnant.
In
contrast with the little host of the true soldiers of God, Paul places
the innumerable mass of the fleshly unbelieving Israelites.
Though
number of the children of Israel be as the sand of the sea,
nevertheless the remnant only shall be saved. Israel has its old and
its new man ; the old man must be slain and
put off. God s won
the

derful providence is seen in the dreadful judgments which fell
upon
the people, while those escaped destruction who were to constitute
the remnant [waraAe^a
*wip], as seed for the future ; a

=

rp&quot;?*5

thought which already points to ch. xi. Ver. 28. The words here
quoted follow exactly the LXX., until em rfc yfc, for which the lat
ter read, iv rq olnovfiEvg okq.
Paul probably chooses the former
because
it
more
expression,
decidedly declares the universality of
the judgment.
The passage portrays the judgment of God visiting
the Israelites, which began on them with the appearance of Christ
[which .here, as often elsewhere, is conceived as one with the last
;
they ought then to have brought forth fruits worthy of re
pentance, but no such were found among them. In the original, the
God executeth his fixed
quotation accurately rendered, runs thus,

times]

&quot;

decree with righteousness, since God will make, that is, accomplish,
a decisive decree in the whole land.&quot; Accordingly, the participles
must be completed by the words Oeog
but Adyo? corresponds
;
with 1^3, fulfilment, decision, word, i. e., will of God. Sw-reAeiv
e&amp;lt;m

qoti, properly, stream forth, then fill, fulfil.
Svrenveiv is
used in a peculiar sense, to which the Hebrew ynh corresponds. This

stands for

signifies to cut, cut off, then, to decide. To decide, to shorten,
to hasten, are all kindred conceptions ; and thfe apostle, following
the LXX., has given special prominence to the last. The words,

word

therefore, according to the disposition of the text in the passage be
fore us, must be translated
Gad fulfils speedily his decree,
thus,
for a rapidly executed decree will he make on the land.&quot;
Ver. 29
&quot;

entirely agrees with the

LXX.

how small, i.

remnant,&quot; is

a small

The Hebrew,

Tnte

translated

&quot;

t&amp;gt;yte3

by the

a remnant,

LXX.

aneppa,
seed, to signify that out of this remnant, as out of a grain of corn,
the nation shall, as it were, flourish again.
By this remnant life
e.,

was preserved in the whole,* and, without

it, all

Israel

had come

to

* Just as
Abraham, at the destruction of Sodom, prayed that God would not destroy
the city for the sake of the righteous persons that were within it. At the same time, the
life-giving power of the holy must ever be considered as standing hi some relation to the
number of those who are to be preserved. Ten may serve to preserve a city, but not a
nation.
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void
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;

30, 31.

and then indeed the promises of God had been made
in his omnipotence and compassion, was always able

but God,

to preserve this holy seed in the nation of Israel.

15.

ISRAEL

S

X.

(IX. 30

GUILT.
21.)

The apostle has hitherto confined himself to the distinct consid
eration of the Divine agency ; he now with a like precision exhibits
the human aspect of the subject. Although it was not without the
knowledge and will of God that the Jews fell from their calling, yet
the guilt is solely and entirely their own.
Notwithstanding all the
warnings of God in the Old Testament (for every prophecy is at
once an act, and, when it relates to sin, is at the same time a warn

ing to

man

against the accomplishing of that act,

e. g.
y

the Saviour

s

words to Peter, &quot;Before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thrice&quot; ),
yet the Jews opposed the long-desired Messiah when he came, nay,
they nailed him to the cross (as is intimated in ix. 33), because he
did not answer to the idea which they had formed of him. Before the
Babylonish captivity, the people had been addicted to idolatry and
even in those days it was rejected in the mass ; only a
gross sins
small seed returned into the Holy Land, and from this remnant the
nation derived a new youth. From that time it appeared entirely
cured of idolatry and heathenish vices ; but it now fell into the op
posite error of proud self-righteousness. This became quite as great
a hindrance to laying hold on Christ as the former state (cornp. Horn,
i.
18, iii. 20, where these two forms of sinful perverseness are de
-

5

;

scribed as those generally prevailing among men) ; for it is humble
repentance alone which fits for a reception of Christ and his power,

and

to bring himself to such repentance is still harder for a self-sat
person, than for one who has grossly sinned ;

isfied, self-righteous

and therefore our Saviour promises the kingdom of heaven rather to
publicans and harlots than to such persons (Matth. xxi. 31).
Paul by an oxymoron expresses the idea, that the
Vers. 30, 31.
* The remark of
Bacon, quoted by Beck

(loc. cit. p.

104), is here in point, &quot;Prophetia

humanam praerogativa
ut narratis factura prceced&~e ncn minus quam sequi posset.&quot; Prophecies are to no pur
it is not man
pose, unless on the presupposition of Paul s doctrine as to predestination

historiae

genus

est,

.

iiando quidein hlstoria divina ea polleat super

:

that causes their fulfilment, but

God by means

of

man, and

that precisely by his free act.
Hence it is no illusion if God warns against a sin, and yet that sin must needs be com
mitted ; for it is precisely as the free act of the creature that God foreknows it ; although
doubtless such a sin heightens the guilt of the sinner.
But according to the comprehen

meant to lead to repentance and regeneration,
and on this account even the evil are not to be

sive love of God, the deed of sin is always

as the history of Peter clearly shows
rooted out (comp. on Matth. xiii. 30).

;
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who were degraded and took no thought about any righte
on that which was offered to them in Christ as a
while the Jews, who followed after righteousness, did not

Gentiles

ousness, laid hold
free gift,
attain to

16

These words are an authoritative commentary on ver.
and running (rpe%eiv) of the Jews were un
while they anxiously avoided fleshly sins and idolatry,

it.

all willing (dekeiv)

;

availing

they

;

fell

into so

much

the greater spiritual sins

into self-conceit,

hard-heartedness, and want of love and thus the second deceit be
came worse than the first they only departed further from the goal
which they sought to reach. But, on the other hand, while God
punished the sin of the Gentiles by sin, so that they became ex
ceedingly sinful, these came into the condition of true repentance
they conceived a longing for aid from above, and were now able in
;

;

faith to lay hold on Christ.
(Iteelv)

not on

human

Thus, then,

all

striving (~p%eiv).

depends on God
Positively

man

s

mercy
cannot

produce the least of what is good ; he must, therefore, always place
himself in a passive position towards God, never in an active ; his
whole productive power is negative, and its fruit is evil, of which
the essence is opposition to the will of God. Hence no sin is so
great and difficult to cure as self-righteousness ; for this is want of
love ; and love alone is the fulfilling of the law, for God is love, and

only through his power that the creature can love purely.
(Glockler is for connecting ri ovv tpov^ev with ver. 22, and con

it is

sidering all that intervenes as embraced in the protasis [or condi
tional clause] of the sentence ; but this is clearly very unsuitable.
Nor is the question to be regarded as a subsumption of the whole

What shall we
preceding argument [ver. 6, seq.], and translated,
now say after all this
It is so taken by Koppe, Eiickert, Beck,
De Wette, who make the answer to begin at on ZOvr] K. r. A. The
&quot;

?&quot;

following diari [32], is in favour of the continuation of the question
to fydaae.
Vers. 30, 31, contain the problem to be solved, but not
it ; ri ovv Kpov^eVj
therefore, must relate only to what
not
to
the
follows,
preceding words.)
Vers. 32, 33.
The cause of this strange phenomenon is their
unbelief i. e., their resistance to the grace which would work belief

the solution of

in their heart

came

to

in the

;

them a

for this reason it is that the rock of salvation be

stone of stumbling, as

Old Testament

had been

(Is. xxviii. 16, viii. 14.)

foretold long before
offaith,

The nature

therefore, is the key to the mystery ; as it is impossible to pour any
thing into a vessel which is stopped up and full, in like manner is a
soul full of pride and devoid of love
of receiving the

incapable
indeed, by his own deed, empty
and open himself, but doubtless he can hinder God s accomplishing
the power
this work on him, and on this
resistance, which is within
of man, his guilt rests as its final cause.

streams of the

Spirit.

Man cannot,
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e epyw vo^ov denotes the subjective fancy of the
(In ver. 32,
works [comp.
Jews, that they might attain to righteousness through
xxi. 42,
at
Matth.
Winer s Gr. 65, 9]. On /U0o$- TrpoaKo^arog comp.
(JKCLVFor
22.
cxviii.
citation
from
Ps.
a
similar
where there is
&amp;lt;!&amp;gt;$

seq.j

Paul accommodates Is. xxviii. 16 to
xviii. 6.
from
viii. 14
addition
an
his purpose, by
[on this proceeding see on
Luke iv. 18, 19]. The same union of texts is found in 1 Pet. ii. 6,
Neither of these passages re
in combination with Ps. cxviii. 22.
lates to the Messiah in its immediate connexion, but they had been
him as early as the Chaldean and Kabbinical
typically applied to
with propriety so applies them. The Old
and
Paul
paraphrases,
Testament is one great prophecy of Christ all isolated and particular
relations of men to God, have in him and by him become universal
Matth.

at
(SaAoy, see

;

it is wanting in
ILdg is here spurious
it was perhaps
versions
and
in
several
the MSS. A.B.D.E.F.G.,
would
10
from
xi.
KaraLaxvvOjjaerat
correspond to ^, but
adopted
the text has tiw, which primarily means festinavit, and then is com

and comprehensive

truth.

;

;

monly taken

in

Perhaps the

the sense offugit, expavit.

LXX.

read fc^.)

Chap. X.

There was,

after all, a true element in the legal
arose from a deep earnestness and a lively
zeal, which, however, were without a true insight into the nature of
the old covenant, as well as of the new.
This, then, the apostle
1, 2.

striving of the

Jews

;

it

(The fiev presupposes an
explains more exactly in what follows.
which the guilt of Israel should be marked. [Com
de, by

omitted

pare Winer

s

Gr.

63, e.]

TZvdoicia

and

derjms

do not harmonise with

reference to vrrep av-tiv, if the usual sense of
good pleasure&quot; be re
tained ; but the connexion is enough to shew that it is here inappli
&quot;

cable

;

the word

is rather to be taken, as also
in the sense of
Efc ourriQiav signifies the object of the prayer for
In vcr. 2, Zfjhog Qeov does not denote the greatness of the
-p*&quot;?,

longing, wish.
Israel.

zeal [as it were a Divine zeal], but zeal for God and his cause.
Josephus, Philo, and the profane writers of the first centuries of the
Christian era, are full of examples of the zeal which the Jews

shewed

for their religion ; but it was a raging fanatical zeal, and
full of conceit, without higher
aspirations, love and the
tender virtues of the spirit which truly seeks God.
The words ov

hence was

nar tmyrwai.v, not according to knowledge, are meant
not, indeed,
acquit the Jews of all guilt [for they might have had the
knowledge from the word of God], but yet to soften their guilt,
to

and render

visible

the possibility of the conversion promised in

ch. xi.)

The ignorance of the Jews relates to sin and righte
The law had not wrought in them any consciousness of
and therefore they did not lay hold on the new way of salvation,

Vers.
ousness.
sin,

3, 4.
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them that which the law could not bring. They clung
had reached its end in Christ.
The aorist points to
(In ver. 3, vnsrdy^aav bears a middle sense.
the act of proffering the gospel to them. De Wette wrongly under
which

offered

to the law, although it

dLKdioavvq TOV Qeov ov% vTrerdyTjaav to mean,
They have
not submitted to the righteous ordinance of God, the [yofio? moreug]&quot;
&quot;

stands T

AiKcuoavvrj never occurs in

such a sense.

The meaning is

:

They have

not penitently submitted themselves in faith to the righteousness
which has been won by Christ, and which was offered to them, but
they have wished to originate a righteousness of their own. In ver.
4, Christ is to be understood in combination with his whole work ;

but

it is

to the

a peculiarity of the gospel, that in it everything is referred
himself, not to anything in him or from Him.

Kedeemer

Agreeably to the connexion, and to the usage of language, rehog
vopov can mean only the goal, the terminating, as our Lord says
[Luke xvi. 16], 6 vo^og nal ol npofiiJTat tug laidwov, the law and the
prophets until John. But this, of course, is not to be understood
of a portion of the law only, e. g., the ceremonial alone, but of the
whole law, nof must we conceive of it as an abrogation, but as a
higher and essential fulfilment.

[Matth. v. 17.] Everything in the
Old Testament is, in its enduring import, transferred into the New,
and is done away with only in such a sense that there it remains pre
served.
Hence we learn from the fate of the Jews, that man must
not depend on any momentary work of God, but on God him
self,

so as to be able to follow the

changes in his modes of working.

The Jews

strove against the Lord by the very circumstance that
wished
to maintain an institution which unquestionably origin
they
ated from him, at the. time when he did away with it.
True piety
fixes its love

on God, not on his

Yers. 5-8.

The

the argument in

iii.

gifts.)

apostle proceeds (as if by way of supplement to
21, seq.), to exhibit the difference between these

by the law and by faith, by passages from the
Old Testament, and that from the writings of Moses, from the law
itself; whence it appears that the Jews had not understood the
writings of Moses, inasmuch as they fancied that they were adhering
to them when they opposed themselves to faith.
He shews from Lev.
xviii. 5, that doing is the character of the
law, and. from Deut. xxx.
positions occupied

12, 13, that believing is that of the gospel ; the former presupposes
That Paul in
active, the latter a passive position of the soul.

an

tends here to found a formal argument
upon the passages which he
has
been
well
maintained
quotes,
by Keiche, in opposition to Tho-

who had followed earlier interpreters in question
The difficulty in the second quotation is the only thing
ing it.
that could suggest such an assertion ; for the passage from Levitjcus (which is also referred to in Ezek. xx. 21 ; Neh. ix. 29 ; Matth.
luck and Riickert,
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Gal.

;

iii.

12),
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excellently adapted to the apostle

s

line of

No

one can live (i. e., ^r\v aluviov t%e^) by the law, but
proof.
he who keeps it but no one can keep it (Rom. i. iii.) consequently,
another way of salvation is needed.&quot;
(The reading on before rr\v dittaioovvrjv in ver. 5 is merely a correc
tion on account of the construction of yodQei with the accusative.
&quot;

:

;

to describe, to represent.&quot;
Tpdfaiv can scarcely be taken as meaning
with respect to the
It is better to take the accusative absolutely
Avrd
and
refer
to
avrolg
Zpya, works, involved in the
righteousness.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

conception of vopog.
iii.

On

this passage

compare the remarks on Gal.

12.)

There is, however, unquestionably a difficulty as to the second
quotation (Deut. xxx. 12, 13) in which the righteousness of faith is
conceived .of as if personified, or God, as its author, speaks to man,
in whom it was produced, with the intention of directing his mind

from that which is outward to that which is inward to deep selfcontemplation and needfulness to God s working in him. In the first
place, the passage in Paul agrees neither with the original text nor
with the LXX. The clauses rovr tarty Xpiorbv Kara^,yelv3 that is, to
bring down Christ, and TOVT ean Xpia-bv KK, veKp&v dvayayelv, that is,
to bring up Christ from the dead, are, indeed, to be regarded as ex
planatory additions of the apostle, which he did not at all intend to
be reckoned as part of the question and thus, leaving out of sight
unessential omissions and abbreviations, the variation certainly does
9

;

not appear so very considerable.
Still, it is here said rig Karaprjaerat
f rip dpvooov who shall descend into the deep? instead of which,
the LXX. have rig diaTrepdaei t]iuv dc; rb irspav rrjc; OaXdooi]^ ivllO shall
;

;

pass for us into parts beyond the sea ? which with the other altera
tions is enough to cause perplexity to the defenders of literal in
According, however, to the principles which we have
spiration.
throughout maintained, such a free use of the Old Testament text
Paul made use
does not occasion any difficulty which can affect us
of the Old Testament in the same Holy Spirit in which it was com
posed, and therefore could not charge its import with anything
But, apart from this, the sense of the passage is itself
foreign to it.
The connexion in Deut. xxx. is as follows
obscure.
In ch. xxix.,
Moses had threatened the people with ejection from the land of
promise, in case of unfaithfulness, but afterwards, in ch. xxx., fore
tells that they will return to themselves, and will at last be gathered
Here God will cir
again by God into the land of their fathers.
cumcise their heart, that they may love him with all their heart, and
keep his commandments. For God s commandment is not far from
;

:

&quot;

them, neither in Heaven, that they should say, Who shall go up for
us to Heaven, and bring it to us ? nor beyond the sea, that they
should say, Who shall go over the sea for us } and bring it to us 1 it
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nigh unto them, in their mouth, yea, in their heart.&quot; The pas
sage is unmistakably Messianic ; it points to the circumcision of the
heart to a state in which man will be able truly to love God and
is

to

keep the commandments.

xxx. 11, which says

i\

evroA^,

The only possible
r\v

eyo&amp;gt;

commandment which I command

difficulty is

evre/LAo/zat ooi

o

rj

fie

from

p ov, the

to-day; which seems to
refer the passage to the law of the Old Testament, and not to
But if we consider that the law is by no means wanting
faith.
that it is only regarded as no longer
in the New Testament
something merely outward, but as inward as the voice of the
thee

in the heart of man (John xii. 50), nay, that this
of
reception
divinity into itself is the very essence of the New
and
of the life of faith which belongs to it it will be
Testament,
clear how the apostle might with perfect justice, interpret those

Word

eternal

words of the Old Testament as applicable to the relation of the

New.* He conceives of Christ in his person, and as the object of
preaching, not merely under his historical appearance, but as the
eternal Word, which slumbers in every man, and which preaching
from without only wakens and renders

active.

This Word, then

the

living law itself has also in itself the power and energy whereby man
is placed in a condition to keep it, and to love God above all things.f

The

&quot;The
course of thought, therefore, in Paul, takes this form.
the
of
that
of
the
whoever
saith
shall
law,
righteousness
Scripture
fashion himself conformably to the law which meets him from with

this no man can do ; consequently no man at*
that he can attain by this way is the knowledge
of sin (iii, 20).
But, in the New Testament, he hath, by the opera
tion of the Spirit, the law within himself ; it is written on his heart ;

out, shall live
tains life thus

;

;

but

all

therefore he need no longer seek it from afar, but only become aware
of this treasure within him, and follow the power of the Spirit.&quot;!
* Some
(as lately Reiche) have falsely designated the apostle s explanation in this
The only proper name for it is
place as allegorical, such as that in Gal. iv. 22, seq.
spiritual;

i. e.,

Testament into

is

such an explanation as penetrates through the letter of the Old

The whole passage (Deut. xxix., xxx.) points most properly
Testament dispensation, and in this inner sense it is understood by the

New

to the

it

its spirit.

apostle.

f Christ

an influence
p. 123, seq.,

Testament (1 Pet. i. 11 Heb. xi. 26) also; but rather as
than as a person (Aoyof) (comp on John i. 1 also my Opusc. TheoL
and the essay on the Word of God in the Christoterpe for 1835, p. 1, seq.)

is

active in the Old

;

(/6///ia)

;

But, in the preaching of the apostles, the subject was not the doctrine concerning Christ,
but he himself, in his life and power. (Comp. 1 Pet. i. 23-25, which forms the most perfect
parallel to ver. 8.)

3

\ If the connexion of the words, both in the Old Testament and in the passage before
us, had been more carefully attended to, it could not have been possible that so many
single applications

that Christ
(Flatt,

is

should have been brought forward

that the intention

was

to prove

or,

Morus, Rosenmiiller) or,
is the subject (Reiche,
Riickert, Usteri).

of Christ

as,

that the gospel is not hard to fulfil or to discover
that the
resurrection
reality of the appearance and the

omnipresent (Origen)

These

applications,

it is

true, all lie

in.
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&quot;

words,

say not in

(with which those in

tJiine heart,
&quot;

vii.
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who

shall ascend or

shall deliver

me

descend&quot;

are parallel)

24,
are a negative expression of an idea which would be positively ex
If in the Old Testament doing was required,
pressed as follows
As
so now it is faith ; for all has been done through Christ.
?&quot;

:

&quot;

descending into the deep/ are, there
cending into heaven,&quot; and
in the remotest
fore, merely symbolical expressions to signify seeking
The latter phrase is stronger and bolder than that of the
quarters.
&quot;

LXX.

diarrepav elg rb irepav rift Oakdoarjg, crossing

beyond the sea; for
which corresponds to VIK*, is not to be understood
as meaning the sea, but the regions of the dead.* In making choice
of it, the apostle had, no doubt, Ps. cxxxix. 8 before his eyes. (*A@vathe Ionic form
oog is properly an adjective, bottomless, from
the word

afivaaog,

[3vo&amp;lt;j6g,

thus Euripid. Phoen. 1632, raprdpov d(3voaa xdaiiara.
After
viii. 31 ; Rev. ix. 1, 2, 11, xi. 7, xvii. 8, xx. 1.)
Luke
Comp.
what has been said, it only remains to be explained how Paul could

of (3vd6g

;

u

and descending&quot; to Christ, as if they related
As in
to bringing him down from heaven, or up from the dead.
Christ, the eternal Word had been made flesh (John i. 1-14), and

apply the

&quot;

ascending&quot;

Word forms the very object of the preaching of faith in the
gospel (ver. 8), every seeking after Truth, as something distant,
which had not yet appeared among men, is to be looked on as an
ignoring of Christ and his almighty presence ; by such seeking,
this

men

act as if Christ

had not yet come down from heaven into the
still among the dead, and not
long ago risen

flesh, or as if he were

again.
the words

;

it is not,

however, as isolated truths that they are there, but as belonging in gen
Bengel, Knapp, and Tholuck suppose that Paul is represent

eral to the essence of faith.

knows not how to enter into heaven or to escape hell, that
The context in this place, however, evidently does not point
to the distresses of penitent hearts, although it is true that, where there is faith, penitence
Rather the apostle contrasts the law and the gospel with each other in
is presupposed.
their most general character, and shews that it is already recognized and exhibited in the
Old Testament. The nature of the law is represented directly, as requiring the doing of
the law; the gospel indirectly, as the life of faith. The indirect form of the proof, how
ing to the anxious heart, which
Christ can effect this in

it.

ever, is of such a nature that faith

indicated in its origination [Genesis]
faith personi
represented as speaking to unbelieving humanity, or
to an individual believer. Unbelief has for its characteristic a turning to what is outward.
From this outward direction, the spirit is called back
It regards God as a distant being.
fied,

or one

who already

believes,

is

;

is

in which it finds God s eternal Word present
and this finding is
But this eternal word Paul, of course, conceives as that which has become
incarnate and hence he brings forward the consideration that Christ is neither far off
nor dead, but intimately nigh to every one and living.
* The opinion of some writers (as Bolten and Koppe), that elf TO -nipav ~7] dahiiaaw
this being imagined, as
also signifies Sheol, Hades
by Homer, to be situated at the!
boundary of the ocean is inadmissible. The Hebrews supposed the region of the dead

into its
faith

inward depths,

;

itself.

:

&amp;lt;

;

j

the expression in question denotes:
to be beneath the earth (comp. note on Eph. iv. 9)
merely a distance which it exceeds man s power to reach. And this idea has only beenexpressed more pointedly, but not altered, by Paul
;
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(Instead of prjpa moreus, 1 Tim. iv. 6 has Adyof moreug. It is not
the business of preaching to introduce the word originally into man

[comp. at 1 Pet. i. 25], but only to arouse its dormant life as a spark
does fire.
There is in all things a word of God, for God upholdeth
all things by the word of his power.
Heb. i. 3.)
Yers. 9-11.

This having of the Divine

in unspeakable intimacy, so that it
ourselves, is the essence of faith, in

is

Word

within ourselves,

we

nearer to us than

are to

which profession is included ;
whosoever, then, possesses faith, obtains, through the power of the
Divine principle in it, the salvation which he could not have
attained without it.
This power of faith, which leads to salvation,
is, moreover, acknowledged in the Old Testament also, Is. xxviii. 16.
(The distinction between confessing with the mouth [dpoXoyelv
aropari^j and believing with the heart [marevetv Kap6ia\, is occasioned
merely by the foregoing quotation ; the two are correlatives. No
true belief remains without confession, any more than fire without
light ; and every confession presupposes belief, for a hypocritical
dumb
confession is no confession at all, but a counterfeit of it.

A

faith
iv.

I believed, and therefore have I spoken.&quot; 2 Cor.
reason why the resurrection of Christ is especially

is 110 faith.

The

13.

&quot;

faith, is that it is the moment of
2o)r?yp/a
victory, the figure of the spiritual resurrection of all men.
and dinaioovvri are not to be distinguished as Glockler supposes ; for

brought forward as the object of

in ver. 9 oud-foq stands

by

itself.

As

this distinction, then, cannot

be pressed, and as, moreover, ver. 11 also relates to one thing only,
ver. 10 seems identical in sense with ver. 9. The emphasis, however,
is

to be laid

on heart and mouth, so as to yield the sense in order
what is outward must be united with
:

to the attainment of salvation,

what

inward.

is

On

the quotation of Isaiah xxviii. 16 in ver. 11,

compare the remarks on

ix. 33.)

made under the Theocracy between
Jews and Gentiles, therefore, no longer appears in the New Testa
ment all men have one access to the Lord of all, namely, faith, of
which calling on him is the expression. This is again confirmed by
Vers. 12,13.

The

distinction

;

a passage of evangelical prophecy.
(Joel ii. 32.)
ov
KOTI
avroq
yap
(On
diaarohrj [ver. 12], comp. iii. 22.
and
the
nvpioq
subject,
predicate. According to the context God

is
is

the
pri

marily meant, as the quotation indicates, but as intended by Paul, it is
of course God in Christ.
likovrelv relates to the riches of grace and
mercy, from which no one is excluded. EZf indicates the direction
in which the stream of grace
EmKakelodai, like
pours itself forth.
fytoAoyeo&amp;gt;

above, presupposes a lively faith.

We need

not therefore

If the invoking be sincere and honestly intended,&quot; for
supply,
unless it be so, it ceases to be an invoking) it only appears to be
that which it really is not.)
&quot;
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new way

of salvation

is

to be for

alike
should be
necessary that to all Gentiles and Jews
This
Paul
with
it.
of becoming acquainted
given the opportunity
the
one
which
sets forth in four questions,
other, and
upon
depend
all, it is

then he shews how God, agreeably to his promise

(Is. lii. 9),

has

But men, especially the Jews, have
sent his messengers to preach.
been inattentive to the preaching, as God had foretold (Is. liii. 1);

The
they have not listened to it or acknowledged their preaching.*
statements in vers. 16-19, therefore, answer exactly to the several
done what
questions in ver. 14, and carry out the idea that God has
was to be done on his part he has sent messengers and has set them
;

to

preach

but

;

men have not

laid hold

on God

s

word (John

i.

5).

discernible in the whole passage, but is not
expressly brought forward until ver. 19, seq.
In ver. 14, to which ver. 17 is a necessary supplement, we meet

The

reference to Israel

is

with the important idea that preaching is the only way by which the
= rry^cip
(In ver. 17 dicoij is
gospel is propagated among mankind.
some
immediate
be
It
cannot
operation of
produced by
Kripvyiia.)
the Spirit, scattered as seed here and there, but in order to its pro
pagation there is constantly required an imparting from the central
The church of Christ partakes the nature of
point of the church.
every distinct organization, and cannot develop itself save on the
condition that all the members remain in connexion with the whole.

Not only

is

it

impossible that a

community of

Christian s should

with the whole body of the
of
the
Christ
history
preached to it,f but,
church, without having
it cannot subsist for a
connexion
without
this
moreover,
living
length of time without changing its nature as is proved by the
This is to be accounted for, first,
history of the Ethiopian church.
from the historical character of Christianity, which essentially rests
on the facts of the history of Jesus
and, next, from the Spirit,
which is the power that operates in preaching. This principle is
connected with the person of Jesus (John vii. 39), and is diffused
in continuous operation from him. Hence in ver. 17 p~j[ia Qsov, word
of God, is certainly to be referred to the doctrine of the revelation
which forms the basis of the preaching, but in such a way that

come

into existence without connexion

;

* This
of

man;

faith are

is

not to be understood as

rather, as

God

both of him.

if

the preaching alone were of God, and faith were

creates both the light and the eye, so also the preaching and
Unbelief, however, is man s fault, as, without being able to pro-

duce the light, he can certainly close his eye intentionally against light, that he
not see.

may

f No people ever has been or can be converted, nor can a church be formed, by means
of the Holy Scriptures alone, without an interpreter and the living word [of preaching]
otherwise the first member wouid have to begin by baptizing himself.
Wherever there
;

arises a really lively feeling of need, thither

however,

may

certainly

awaken the

need.

God sends messengers

of the faith

;

the Bible,
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animated and quickened by the Spirit

of God, so that the expression might also have been

TJ

de duoTj dia

Missionary activity, therefore, is an essential
property of the church, and the charge in Matth. xxviii. 19 is of
force for her to the end of time.
Next, however, comes the ques
TTV

ev naro

$ Qeov.

what ought to be supplied

after eav

unless they
^77 dnoaTah&ai,
vnb
rov XpLarov, by Christ.
all, evidently
He himself, the Lord of the church, sends forth all the messengers,
and by his Spirit arouses them for his service. But that the order

tion,

be sent forth ?

;

First of

of the visible church

may be

preserved, this inward calling requires

the addition of an outward sanction.

Therefore the inward call

must have recourse
order that

may

it

to the constituted ecclesiastical authorities, in
be able, through their confirmation and recogni

tion, to co-operate in

a regular manner towards the edification of
course would introduce a tumultuary and

An opposite

the church.

manner of working, in which all superintendence of.
the teachers, and consequently all prevention of enthusiastic and
separatistical

fanatical efforts, must become impossible.
Paul, who was called
from the world in the most immediate manner, nevertheless by his

example most strikingly confirms the reality and necessity of this
mutual co-operation with the established organs of the church. Al
though baptized with the Spirit by the Lord himself, he yet receives
baptism from Ananias at Damascus (Acts ix. 19) and, although
expressly set apart by the Lord for the ministry of the Gentiles, he
yet does not formally enter on his ministry among them until the
church at Antioch chooses him, and sends him forth as a messenger
;

The subordination of the individual
to the Gentiles (Acts xiii. 1).
to the needs and regulations of the whole body, is a necessary con
dition of the church s prosperous development.

(The passage from Is. lii. 7, does not exactly follow the LXX.
Paul keeps nearer to the Hebrew text, and gives the passage in the
form which was most suitable for his purpose. The feet are men
tioned as the organs which are most characteristic of the messen
The parallel with the angels, as
gers, and of their itinerant office.
spiritual messengers of

sends forth

God, forces

human messengers

itself

on us

;

also to fulfil his

the incarnate

commands.

God
The

passages from the second part* of Isaiah, which are quoted in this
section, are all. to be considered as most properly evangelical ; all
other applications e. g., to the people of Israel, the prophets, or

members of the people are not excluded by this, but by
a typical interpretation lead us back to the evangelical sense. In
ver. 15, Guschen renders tipaloi, by veloces.
The speed of the mes

the better

sengers,

and the zeal from whence

in the idea,

but yet

it proceeds, are certainly included
because of the delightful tidings which

it is

*

[Chaps. xl.-lxvi.]
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they bring, that the fee t of the messengers, i. e., they themselves,
In versl 18 and 19, frf OVK are not to
are especially styled tipaloi.

^

is the interrogative particle, and ov belongs
be joined together ;
Winer
s Gr.
Ps. xix. 5 is quoted
to the verb.*
57, 3.]
[Comp.
to nature,
The
LXX.
the
to
relates,
passage
primarily,
according
which tells the glory of God ; whence
MJP, is used, whereas
in reference to persons, Aoyof or Kripvypa would be more suitable.
Paul, however, considers the church as a new work of the creating
God, the creatures of which the saints penetrate the world with
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;#6yyof

=

and draw all things to join in the general ecWhatever
opposes this movement [as did the Jews], shuts
stacy.
itself out from the joy of the new world. Hence el-fade is to be under
their song of praise,

stood prophetically ; that which is begun is viewed as if already
completed, and therefore we need not seek for any further explana

how

it is that Paul can represent Christ s messengers as spread
the earth, whereas, when he wrote these words, they had
not so much as carried the preaching of Christ through the whole

tion,

all over

Eoman empire. Ver. 19. The unbelief of Israel had been expressed
as far back as Deut. xxxii. 21, in terms which also indicate the
pressing forward in faith, of the Gentiles, who are designated by OVK
The idea that even in
eOvog, ZOvog dovverov, to get before them.
those days there was a possibility of the gospel reaching the Gentile

world, presupposes its rejection by Israel. Hapa^faoG), rrapopy^a), to
excite jealousy, are expressions taken from the figure of the mar
riage between Jehovah and Israel ; by bestowing his love on others,
God designs to awaken in them a consciousness of their infidelity.

Bretschneider and Keiche wrongly take Qe6$ as the nominative to
making the sense to be, Does God then no longer know (i. e.,
&quot;

tyvw,

It is not until xi. 1, seqq., that this idea is brought
love) Israel
forward ; to supply Geog here is harsh, and is quite unnecessary, as
OVK, ty^w, did not
the connexion is plain.
knoio, is parallel with
?&quot;

OVK fJKovaav, did not hear, in ver. 18, and in this place as in that, we
ought to supply Kripvypa mareu^, preaching offaith, which is agree
The object of ver. 19,
able to the scope of the whole passage.f
to
the
is
merely
apply
general question to Israel in particular.
then,

There

is

will not

no reason for apprehending that the quotations which follow
harmonize with this explanation. For Paul could scarcely

* May at the beginning of a question
generally expects a negative answer, OVK an af
Thus, OVK 7/Kovaav did they not hear? p?/ faovaav they did not hear, did they ?
it is not true, is it, that they did not hear? ov here
OVK. fjnovaav
/LIT)
negativing the signifi
cation of the verb, and then HTJ negativing subjectively this collective idea.
firmative.

;

;

[K.

follows Koppe and llosenmuller in understanding
Did not Israel
\ Kollner
But ver. 21 does not agree with this, and,
that it was to stand below the Gentiles T
&quot;

}

know
more

It is
over, a subject is thus anticipated which Paul does not begin to treat before ch. xi.
only by taking the first two quotations (19, 20) apart from their main connexion, that
this way of supplying the ellipse could be suggested.
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again answer that messengers had been sent to them, since he
had just before declared, in the words of Ps. xix. 5, that messen
all lands, even into the distant regions
answers indirectly in shewing that
therefore
he
;
the Gentiles believe, he implies How, then, should Israel have
been unable to believe, if only it had been willing! The same
am found of them that
idea is repeated by Isaiah Ixv. 1,

had been sent into

gers

of the Gentiles

;

&quot;I

Israel have found me
but it is in vain that God stretcheth
had been willing
forth his arms to the unfaithful people
they would not [Matth.

me

sought

not

;&quot;

how much more might

if it

;

;

xxiii.

37].

In

Isaiah.

IIpwTo? in ver. 19
ver.

20

6e is

refers

to the later

prophecies of

not adversative, but continuative.

Arro-

roX^ia denotes the boldness of the prophet s speech in representing
The idea in ver. 20 is parallel to that in
the heathen as called.
ix. 30, and the contrast which is there expressed [ix. 31], is to be

supplied in this place also. And those ivlio \in appearance} sought
Yer. 21. For rrpbg Xabv dTreiBovvra KOL dvnnot found me.
Hebrew
has
the
;
perhaps the LXX. found
Xiyov-a
only nv.o

me have

&?-&amp;gt;

added in
Jer.

v.

their copies

fiTfc*,

which occurs in connexion with

-i-v.o

in

23.)

16.

ISRAEL

(XL

S

SALVATION.

1-36.)

After having shewn the guilt of Israel, Paul proceeds to teach
prophetically that this apostacy of the people is neither total nor
perpetual that God has preserved in Israel a holy seed, and in this
all Israel is to be blessed.
For the understanding of this section,
however, it is necessary to consider more particularly an idea with
out which it must be obscure, namely, the relation of the individuals
to the whole body which has already been
cursorily touched on in
ii.
Doubtless the whole
242, and in the note on Horn. v. 12.
race of men forms one unity, in which the nations are lesser wholes,

vol.

and

these, in their turn, are

composed of individuals ; but yet the
degrees of development of the collective body, and of the several
nations are very different, and
consequently so is their responsibility.
At the moment of Christ s appearance, when the fulness of time
was come, and mankind had attained the age of maturity (Gal. iv.
the nations were not equally
advanced, but many were

4), yet all
still

in the lowest grades of
development, as continues to be the case
But as to the question of a nation s guilt, everything

at this day.

depends on

its

degree of development.

In the wilderness the people
was necessary that the elder genera
happened in the captivity, where the

of Israel incurred guilt, so that it
tion should die there ; the like

VOL. IV.

8
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number of the exiles remained behind among the heathen,
were
and
but, because the culture of the
mingled with them
so for advanced as in our Lord s day, their guilt
then
not
was
people
in those earlier times was also less.
(Comp. on Matth. xi. 20, seqq.)
And in the same way do individuals in the greater or smaller ag
True, all
gregations of people stand relatively to each other.
the members of a nation, without exception, are influenced by the

greater

;

the spirit of the nation, as we commonly
condition of the whole people, the greater is the
dominion exercised over individuals by this spirit of the generality ;

same

call

spiritual

it.

atmosphere

The lower the

with advancing culture the individualizing tendency increases in a
Yet still, neither in the higher nor lower stages of devel
the condition of all the individuals who compose the
is
opment,
nation.

nation alike. Bather, as different nations in the unity of mankind
stand at different stages in the same period of their collective devel
opment, so too do the various individuals in the unity of a nation.
When, therefore, we speak of the guilt of a people at a particular
period, this guilt is distributed in very various measures among the
individuals of that people.
Now, in every people there may be dis
tinguished active and passive individuals ; in acts of sin, the latter

are merely drawn along in the train of the former class, but the act
ive are those who, in the criti-cal moments, determine the sinful ten

dency of the whole. Thus, in our Lord s time, it was the Pharisees
and Priests who produced the sin of the apostacy the mass of the
if the leaders had taken
people were only carried along by them
another direction, it might have been differently guided.
Thus,
;

;

then, in a case of national guilt, the degree of guilt is variously de
termined in such a way tliat the active members especially bear it.

In the mass, which is only swayed by them, the guilt of many may
be very slight in such a proceeding as the rejection of Christ was,
inasmuch as an exact knowledge of the circumstances is often not

even rendered possible for them. Those, then, who thus have loaded
their conscience but little, may form the seed of a new generation.
Hence the great judgments which befel Israel (in the wilderness, in
the captivity, under Titus, and under Hadrian) in which those
members of the people who had fallen wholly under the dominion
of sin, were removed)
appear, at the same time, as restorations, in
asmuch as the remnant of the people, like a living root which is set
free from the dead tree, was in a condition to put forth new shoots.
There are, therefore, three classes to be distinguished in the people
of Israel first, the few who had the energy, in opposition to the
:

corrupted spirit of the mass, to recognize and apprehend the Messiah
him who was crucified ; these passed over into the spiritual Israel

in

of the church.

Next, those members of the nation who, with more

or less clearness of knowledge, strove against

God

;

these

fell off
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from Israel, and, although circumcised in the flesh, became in spirit
of the heathen uncircumcision (ii. 28-9), for which cause God caused
them to perish in the great judgment under Titus which followed.
Thirdly those
,

who were not

strongly enough actuated either by sin

hy grace ; so that they neither became so deeply guilty as the
second class, by their not believing, nor, on the other hand, attained
This third class remained over
to the same perfection as the first.
or

as a seed, and out of it was developed the Israel after the flesh,
which we see descending through the course of the Christian ages,
and which sojourns among us as a living miracle of the Lord, scat

tered over all the world, yet faithfully adhering to its inherited
Japheth indeed now dwells in the tents of these children

customs.

of Shem ; i. e., they are bearing the guilt of their fathers, and have
ceased to be the centre of the Divine system of salvation ; yet they
are not cast off forever, but their prerogative is only withdrawn for a

They are like a royal race
time, and still remains in store for them.
excluded from the throne through the fault of its ancestors, but for
which the crown is reserved until the time when it shall please God
it to its dominion.
After these remarks, the following statement of the apostle as to
the various classes of individuals, and the aggregate of the people of
Israel, will be more easily intelligible.
In accordance with what has been said, the question fifj
Yer. 1.
aTTuaaro K. r. A., is not to be understood of the individual members

to restore

who

of the nation

lived in the days of our

Lord and the apostles

;

for they were, in truth, for the most part rejected, and in ch. ix.
Paul expressed his deep sorrow over them that they did not belong

at all to that Israel for

which the promises were intended (ix. 6,
This depended on the
on the better disposed among the
i. e.

seq.); it relates to the people as a body.

remnant (AeT^a,
people,

xi. 5) ;
y
either already believed, or, at least, did not intention

who

For these the promise remained, accord
ally strive against faith.
to
s
God
ing
prescience (ov Trpoeyvw) which also involves the operation
of grace, and therefore cannot be in vain.
Those, on the contrary,

who had

away, were never, in God s sight, members of the
he foreknew their unfaithfulness, and had not
elected them
just as the dry branches of a tree are cut away by
the gardener, without his thereby giving up the tree itself nay,
fallen

true Israel

;

for

;

rather the pruning is a proof of his continuing care for it.
As an
example of this holy seed in the nation, the apostle mentions him

but with Paul we are also to think of all those who had at
that time already attached themselves to the church ; for by these
it was visibly manifest that God had not forsaken his
people.
He proceeds, however, further from the visible to
Vers. 2-4.
self

;

the invisible nucleus (or kernel as

it

were) of the people of God
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The history of Elijah (1 Kings xix. 10, 14, 18) offers him an excellent opportunity of illustrating this truth as to the existence of a
hidden handful of true believers in an apostate people. It is evi
dent that Paul cannot here mean those Jews only who had passed
over to the church for they were discernible but those, unknown
to every human eye, who bore in their heart, without being them
selves conscious of it, the hidden treasure of fidelity and uprightness.

These stand in the same relation to the bulk of the people as the
remains of the Divine image to the old man in the individual ; or
as in the regenerate person the new man, undeveloped, and often
repressed

As

him.
so, too,

by

stands towards the sinful

sin,

this latter

must the

must

&quot;remnant&quot;

dwells, in order that it

be set free from the alien husk in which

may be

in a condition to extend itself.

always the nation properly so called
ises relate, as

man

prophet

(ix. 6, seq.) to

which

all

It

it
is

prom

new man which makes no show is alone the true
mass of the old.
H/Uo, means the section in which the history of that
In like manner Thucydides i. 9, uses KV
Evdenote the second book of the Iliad.

the

in the rude

(In ver.

man which encompasses
may have sway,

die in order that the other

2, ev

is told.

rpov Trapadoaei to

Kara rivog does not occur elsewhere, except in the Apocrypha, 1
Mace. x. 60. In ver. 3 the quotation is freely made, and does not
exactly follow either the

LXX.

or the

Hebrew.

Xprjpariapo^ the

answer of an oracle ; the substantive occurs in this place only on
the verb comp. on Matth. ii. 12. Ver. 4. The form ?} (3dak is chosen
;

after the LXX., who commonly use this form, although in
the story of Elijah [1 Kings xix. 18] it is 6 pdah.
The feminine for
nV? a does not occur in the Old Testament as meaning the goddess,

by Paul
;

who is there spoken of by the name of Queen
The circumstance that the LXX. represent

of

Heaven

or Astarte.

the male god as also
to be traced to his androgynous character, and is not to

female, is
be regarded as mockery.)
Vers. 5, 6.
Having in ch. x. decidedly characterized the want of
faith as guilt, he now as strongly denies that the superiority of the
better kind

is their desert
this, like all other good,
cribed to any works whatever, but solely to grace.

is

not to be as

=

KardXa^ia^ comp. on ix. 27. The words
(In ver. 5 heiiipa
xdpiros do not require t-A,oy^ Kplaeug by way of opposition,
for the Divine agency produces only what is good.
The idea, how

,

zK^o-yrj

ever, of the election of grace doubtless includes

this

that

God

The election is in itself as comperfects those whom he chooses.
prehensive as the love of God itself ; but through his foreknowledge
resistance make themselves evil, it becomes
partial.
A.B.D.E.F.G. omit the addition, el dt: e| epyuv, OVKETI
earl xdpi? eirel rb epyov OVKKTL early epyov. It seems evidently super-

of those

In

who by

ver. 6

j

;

;

\
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and moreover, the last words, TO epyov OVKK-L earlv epyov, are
Enel is to
form quite out of keeping v/ith Paul s manner.

be taken in the sense of

&quot;

otherwise,&quot;

comp.

iii.

6.)

a people, is divided
the Aetju]a or t/cAoy?j, the people in the true theo
cratic sense (ix. 6), and the hardened. In the former class the grace
of God accomplishes everything ; in the latter it produces the/orm
Israel, therefore, considered as

Vers. 7-10.

two parts

into

of their manifestation in history.

In order to establish this idea of

the division of Israel into a believing and an unbelieving half, as an
act of God, the apostle again appeals to the Old Testament, where
the unbelief and the sinful development of many Israelites (always,
of course, in respect of the manifestation only, and not in its char
acter as sin), is not only foretold according to God s omniscience,

but

is

also ascribed to his omnipotence.

Thus the

ideas of

are here repeated, but with a definite application to Israel.
(Keiche is for extending the question to inerv%ev 3 but it
to

understand

ri ovv

only as interrogative.
Here, however, as in ix. 6, I&amp;lt;rpa?yA

ix. 30.

physical posterity only

;

the

e/c^oy?j

alone

is

The words
is

refer

is

ix.

17

better

back to

to be understood of

the spiritual Israel.

But

God

alone, as omniscient, that can distinguish between the
man cannot do so
spiritual and the physical Israel before the event
until after the event.
The
nw/odw
cr/c/b/pwo), comp. at ix. 18.
it

is

;

only words that can be supplied agreeably to the quotation which
But God hardens only those whom he
follows, are vnb rov Qeov.
and
he
wills
to
harden
will;
only those who, to a certain degree,

have given themselves over to sin.
Such an one he intends to re
strain from deeper guilt by the mSpwcwf, if it is but temporary, or to
punish by it, if it is permanent. It is evident from the words ew?
faepag, until this day, that the apostle has in view, pri
marily, only a temporary hardening, and hopes that it will soon be
possible to remove the spirit of slumber from them, without

rig

ajjitepov

being

obliged to apprehend that they will afterwards, when awake, con
tinue to resist, and only incur heavier guilt.
The received text

reads TOVTOV, but A.C.D.E.F.G. have TOVTO, which reading, as the
more unusual, is to be preferred imTvyx/eht&v usually takes the geni
James iv. 2. The reading emjputive, comp. Heb. vi. 15, xi. 33
ivere
no considerable authority in its
has
Oyaav, they
hurt, maimed,
The citation in ver. 8 is freely made up from Is. xxix. 10,
favour.
and Dent. xxix. 4. The unbelief of Israel is the proper subject of
both passages but in the first rrerrGTittev stands instead of eduKe, and
;

;

;

in the second the turn of the sentence

to see
is, &quot;God gave you not eyes
and ears to hear whereas Paul connects the negative with see/ and
The word itardw^ signifies in the LXX. deep sleep, ^li^O,
from vvu, not, as in profane writers, pricking, from vvaau. The ex
pression, spirit of slumber, would seem to denote the reality of the
&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;hear.&quot;
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the outpoured element which produced the same
In this passage
Vers. 9, 10 are from Ps. Ixix. 23, 24.
effect in all.
rather
David
is
Israel is not the subject ;
speaking of his enemies
in
other
as
them.
and curses
Psalms, these are not
Here, however,

Divine operation

his personal enemies, but the enemies of God s cause in him ;
his curses are the expression of God s righteous judgment, the
be the only thing that could avail to lead the
effect of which

might

adversaries from their evil

way and convert them.

This quotation

made from memory Oijpa is neither in the original nor
The sense of the first verse is Where they least ex
in the LXX.
come upon them by way of re
pect it, let the snare of destruction
let their eyes
compense; of the second Load them with misery,
The
backs
ever.
become dark, ~bow down their
original has, in
for
the
at
who
are
dns
those
secure; as the
the first verse,
rest,
iVt^/or
The
read
no
doubt
d^ja-V.
translate
LXX.
el$ avranodofj.^ they
also

is

freely

;

darkening of the eyes, and boiving doivn of the back, cannot well be
understood here of age and its burdens, because duntavros = -n^n, is
we shall do better to understand subjection, per
joined with them
the eyes.)
of
with
blinding
haps
;

Yer. 11.
ther

how

The subject of ver. 1 is now resumed, and carried fur
God has by no means rejected the people as such,

that

but rather salvation has come to the Gentiles, through the

fall

of the

thereby to incite these to the recovery of their
Thus (as in ver. 8) the hardening of Israel would ap
prerogative.
pear as merely transitory, out of which God, according to his wisdom,
Israelites, in order

knows how to bring forth some good effect. If, however, this idea
were understood of all the individual members of the outward body
of the nation, then, as has been already remarked at ver. 1, in the
place the grief which Paul expressed in ch. xi. seq., would be
merely affected ; for in that case the calamity would be nothing

first

more than that some reached the goal

later

than others

;

and

as,

moreover, the salvation of the Gentiles was hereby brought about,
all cause of complaint would substantially disappear. And further,
in that case the apostle would contradict himself ; for in ix. 6, seq.,

he had said that not all those who were physically members of the
Israelitish people were such inwardly also, but that to these latter
alone the promise belonged ; consequently he cannot here intend to
speak of all who are Israelites by fleshly descent. If we should

choose to suppose (which, however, according to the subsequent dis
cussion, is not probable) that Paul imagined the coming of Christ

and hoped that it would effect the con
there had been an interval of more
than twenty years since our Lord s ascension, and during that time
many Jews, who might have become believers in Christ, had died in
unbelief and therefore, even on this supposition, the apostle could

to be immediately at hand,

version of the Israelites

;

;

still,
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ever belonged to the nation.

rather, according to the principles laid down at the begin
this
of
chapter, make a clear distinction between the individuals
ning
and the essential part of the nation. Many individuals stumbled
&quot;

at Christ that they should

i.

fall&quot;

e.,

in

punishment of their own

sin they utterly forfeited the salvation which is in Christ ; but these
were such as in nowise belonged to the people of God, properly socalled, being only

the other hand

members of the
which

fleshly Israel

;

the

&quot;

remnant/ on

the proper essence of the nation, was,
through this very stumbling of the others, and the calling of the
Gentiles, to be saved, and hereafter to become a great blessing to
(ver. 5),

is

The sense of the words is consequently this to the
must serve for good, even the sin of their brethren
who are not elect, all things serve but for their hurt, even

the world.

elect all things

to those

;

the Divinely-appointed means of salvation ; for their moral perverseness causes them to pervert everything from its proper pur
pose.
(Comp. Ps. xviii. 27 ; Kev. xxii. 11.) Of course, however, as
has already been often remarked, this election of God is not to be

regarded as arbitrary, but as directed by Divine wisdom and holi
ness, and consequently as leaving no one unchosen but such as resist
the operation of grace. The only striking difficulty therefore in the
passage is, that the apostle does not distinguish these two classes,

but speaks of the whole mass as if it were of uniform quality. The
cause of this phenomenon, however, is only to be sought in the
circumstance, that Paul views the people as a definite unity,
The two wholly differ
and attributes to it collective actions.
ent classes contained in this unity those of genuine and false
can be separated by God alone ;
Israelites, of elect arid non-elect
is only in the
generations which have quitted the earthly
scene that man begins to perceive their difference, and even in

it

these but partially and uncertainly, while in the living not at
all.
One who at the last moment is an unbeliever, may yet, with

And it is with
breath, turn and become a believer.
the whole of mankind as with the people of Israel. In God s sight
there are two distinct classes among mankind, but for man this dis

his latest

is not
In the living and in coming generations,
perceptible.
sees a great mass destined to salvation ; it is
only in the gen
erations which have passed
that he sees the difference ; and

tinction

man

away

even among these, again, he sees it but imperfectly, since no human
eye penetrates into the depth of the soul, and we can seldom be en
tirely assured as to the happiness or

misery of another.
not attempt at all to refine on the relations of Trraiew
and mnreiv to each other ; the former means simply to stumble

(We must

against (with reference to ix. 33), the latter the falling consequent
on stumbling, with the result of this fall, viz., the destruction
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may
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The tendency

follow from such falling.

of the

this place, is to prove how God s wisdom can
apostle argument in
turn the fall of Israel^ in the sense which has just been more par
s

of others, and event
ticularly defined, primarily at once to the good
&quot;Iva
to be understood
Israel itself.
of
that
to
is,
therefore,
ually

a passage very similar to the
rekiK&g, as also in ver. 19, which is
is to be supplied to 7} aurrjpia.
Eyevero
Salvation, doubt
present.
have come to the Gentiles, even in the case of Israel s
less, would

having believed ; but, in the first place, it would not have been until
and moreover, if Israel had remained true to its calling, the
Gentile world would not have become, as it has, the vehicle and
transmitter of the ordinances of salvation.
On Trapafyhtioai, comp.
As in the individual, a deep fall is often necessary in order
at x. 19.
later,

rightly to kindle the new life in him to a flame (as, e. g., in the case
of Peter), so too are the fall of the Jews among mankind, and the
sight of the Gentile world enjoying their prerogatives in consequence
of this fall, the means in God s hand of bringing the Israel of God
to the true life.

Paul goes on to shew, by an argument a minori ad
influence Israel exercises on mankind like
the heart, by the motions of which the life of the whole organic
system is regulated. If even their fall has had the power per contrarium, to operate for blessing, how much more will their rising
again ! The apostle, however, forthwith defines more precisely the
idea of the Trapdnru^a
for, in another view, this fall of Israel was
the acceptance of some members of the people. Had it been pos
Ver. 12.

majuSj

how powerful an

;

sible that the apostles also

LXX., and

(who were

all

all the Israelitish friends of

children of Abraham), the

our Lord, should have con

tinued in unbelief, or have become apostate (which indeed, according
to Matth. xxiv. 24, was impossible), then neither would the gospel

have reached the Gentiles

;

would have utterly

it

.

failed.

Paul

s

If so small a number of Israelites
idea, therefore, is properly this
has been able to effect so much in the Gentile world (Koa^og
gdvij,
:

=

comp. note on

comes to act
Tr^rjpcopa,

is

iii.

7),

what

will Israel effect

when the whole body

The

expression chosen for this idea, ryrr^o Kal
as difficuL as the idea itself is simple.
UapdTrr^a
!

would require, by way of contrast, some such notion as dvdaraatg
but this is wanting, and is absorbed in rr/b/pw^a. &quot;Hm^a, attic for
is used by profane writers like fjaaa or
^rra, in the sense of
in
that
sense
it
would
be synonymous with
loss;
overthroio, hurt,
if
it
so
taken
but
TTapaTrrwjLta,
forms, seemingly, no contrast with
The only other place where it occurs in the New Testa
rr/lr/pwjua.
ment is 1 Cor. vi. 7, where it means, like e/Larra^a, a moral defect,
degradation. The expression -nvb/pw^a, which is rfsed of the full
complement of a ship, the whole population of a city, and the like,
;

&quot;laarftia,
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but this sense cannot
points to the idea of apart as its opposite ;
for
be certainly made out
i]rrrnia.
might apply here the analo

We

hence abatement, defi
gous German term Ausfall (&quot;falling off
the
denotes
which
deficient, uncompleted portion of a
ciency)
connected multitude. The apostle, no doubt, had in his mind the
idea of a definite number, which, in the course of its development,
the people of Israel must make up an idea which also appears in a

This number had, in our Lord s day,
vii. 4.
an important deficiency \AusfalT], in consequence of the unbelief of
many and yet, if the faithful few already had such powerful influ
modified form in Rev.

;

Paul means to say, may we infer that the effect will
when the number determined by God shall be full !* The

ence, what,
be,

passage was rightly explained in a similar way as far back as
Beza and Grotius in later times, and most recently De
Origen.
also
Wette,
agree in this explanation, of which ver. 25 is a further
confirmation.

Paul proceeds to say that, actuated by a knowl
Vers. 13, 14.
is
in
of
what
store for Israel, he, although especially an apostle
edge
to the Gentiles, yet always keeps his own people also in view, in the

hope that his labours among the Gentiles may react beneficently
r i v a g e% avr&v, may save
on Israel. As, however, he says
a
to
it
is
mistake
some of them,
suppose that the apostle
clearly
&amp;lt;TW&amp;lt;TW

continued, at the date of the Epistle to the Komans, to imagine
our Lord s second coming to be as near as he had thought when he

wrote to the Thessalonians. For, as appears from ver. 25, he ex
pected the conversion of all Israel (nag loparjfy at the advent ; con
sequently, if he had still regarded this as so near, he would have
chosen some more comprehensive expression instead of some.&quot; It
might indeed be said, that Paul left the conversion of the mass of
the Jews to the Twelve, and himself only hoped to convert some
&quot;

And if so, no conclusion
incidentally to his proper work.
could be drawn from this passage as to Paul s views respecting the
nearness of Christ s coming.
Still, the Epistle to the Romans gives
the impression, that Paul no longer considered the advent so near.

Jews

*

The passage Gal. iv. 24, seq., is very instructive as to the apostle s whole view of
the relation between the aggregate of Israel and the individuals who
compose it. The
nation is the mother, who constantly represents a
of
but she is long
bearing

possibility

barren (Galat.

;

and when she bears, as Sarah bore only Isaac, she bears but few
children.
But the time will come when the forsaken, aged, barren one, shall bear more
children than she that hath an husband. Israel, scattered
among all nations, and forsaken
iv.

27)

;

of God,

is like to such a
declining and barren woman ; individuals alone here and there
separate themselves from the people, and enter into Christ s Gentile Church, which at
present has the husband i. e., in which God and his grace are operative. But this bar
ren widow will in her age hereafter bear
children, as the dew is born from the dawn (Pa.
children are born to
ex.), [where the latter part of ver. 4 is rendered
Luther,
&quot;

by

thee as the
gation

;

dew from

the

the refuse gradually

falls

Thy

a continuous process of pur
away, the pure gold remains behind.

dawn.&quot;]

Israel s

growing old

is
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But in any case, he &quot;hoped by his conversion
(Corap. at xiii. 11.)
of some, to hasten greatly the restoration of all.
oaov, in so far as, inasmuch as [supplying rponov]
not, so
(
;

E&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

The conversion of some Jews appears
long as [supplying %povov~\.
who
the
to
always keeps in view the great prerogatives of
apostle,
**\v*
his nation, as an exalting [dot-d&iv] of his office.
2ap ^ov

=

[comp. Gen. xxix. 14], in the sense of kindred, persons of the same
nation, fellow-countrymen. )
Yer. 15.
Now, from this conversion he expects a beneficent re
sult for the whole kingdom of God, according to the principle of ver.
12, that if

even the falling

off of so

many conduced toward

the sal

vation of the world, their accession would yet have a far more pow
Here reconciling of the world (/caraway?) KOO/WV)
erful effect.
explains the more general expression, riches (rrXov-cx;, ver. 12). The
Gentiles were in a state of natural enmity to God (Eph. ii. 1, seq.);
the removal of this enmity, by their calling unto Christ, is the recon
ciliation.

Here,

too,

the Gentiles are conceived of as a collective

body, standing in contrast to the Jews as another collective body.
Although so many Gentiles were still in unbelief, it is yet already
said of

much

them

in altogether general terms that they are called, inas

was destined by God s decree
and transmitter of the Di
and although individual
vinely-appointed ordinances of salvation
Jews became believers, and in the course of ages many continually
as the Gentile world, as such,

to be, instead of the Jews, the support

;

it is yet said of them that they
cause, regarded as a people, they had ceased to be
of the ordinances of salvation.
A7ro/3oA?J is used
But
the
in
12.
ver.
j]Trr\\La,
rejection of Israel is

joined the church,

are rejected, be
the central-point
as equivalent to
at the same time

the reception of some, and it is only in this positive aspect that it is
the blessing of the Gentile world. The Trpoahrfi/jis, however, is that
reception of the whole body which is to be expected (according to

and of which the operation will be so much more potent
mankind, because already so small a number had been able to
EL pj
influence them so powerfully. The form rig
(which corresponds
with TTOOG) imXXov in ver. 12), is intended to give prominence to the
The life (scil. of the world) from the
greatness of this influence.
to
resurrection
is
equivalent
dead,&quot;
(avdaram^)^ which is to be
as
that
still higher result which arises from the recon
regarded
the two are mentioned to
ciling, exactly as in Bom. v. 9, seq.
ver. 25),

for all

&quot;

:

as the lower

and the

higher.
primarily spiritual (as in Ezek. xxxvii).

gether

was, indeed, removed by the

The resurrection is here
The enmity of the Gen

fall of
Israel, but the spirit
from the assumption of Israel,
on the other hand, Paul expects the most powerful excitement
The two divisions of mankind, therefore, Jews
of life for them.

tiles

ual

life

was

still

weak

in

them

;
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other.

in the Gentiles arouses the emulation of the

life

of the Jews, in its turn,

But inasmuch

tiles.

as,

according to ver. 25,

it is

;

not until the end

development that the Vp6&amp;lt;j&rpjxs, receiving, is to take
place, and then also the physical resurrection of the saints follows,
thus far the life from the dead has reference at the same time to the
of the world

s

as the two, indeed, always properly

bodily resurrection also

(Comp. on John

each other.
Yer. 16.

Again

imply

vi.

39, seq.)
continuing his argument with

el

(a particle

which begins six sentences between ver. 12 and ver. 21), the apostle
employs figures of which the sense is in itself plain, although there
is an obscurity as to their connexion with the course of the reason
The object of both figures is to affirm that the part bears the
ing.
nature of the whole, or the derivative that of the original. The
the holy first fruits which were offered to
dnapx?] is the general*
which
the
the Lord, from
(pvpapa, mass, lump, is prepared as a de
is the original, out of which
rivative ; in like manner, the root
(j&amp;gt;%a)

grow. The nature of the tree is shared also
forth from it.
This second image Paul
shoots
which
branch
the
by
it as a substratum throughout the argument which
uses
and
retains,

the branches

(ichddot)

But how does he light on the general idea ? and what
The sentence which must be
does he intend by it in this place ?
the
to
restore
connexion
in
order
is this
But that
supplied
follows.

:

Trpookrjip ig which has been spoken of may be expected with cer
tainty, for that wliicli is derived must needs have in it the nature of
its

original,

and consequently

the Israel that noio is

must also have the nature of the root from which

(the branches)
it

grew.

Now

these roots are, of course, the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
(ver. 28); because they are holy, their seed must also be holy ; for

the blessing of the righteous descends to thousands (Exod. xxxiv. 7).
Then the connexion is quite simple between this and the further

statement

(ver. 17, seq.),

that the Gentiles indeed were grafted in

* There were two kinds of
SSi n v N% the first ripe fruits, and rpfctf n
fc
firstlings
the parts offered to the Lord of that which was prepared.
To suppose, with

n

n ifcllfr,

Tholuck and Reiche, that the

latter are

meant,

is

a needless increase of the difficulty;

two images would stand in opposite order. The root is the general, out of
which the branches grow and, by analogy, &amp;lt;pvpapa must also have stood first, and dxapxv
have followed. But that Paul should have intentionally chosen the one position in the
first comparison, and the other in the
second, is utterly unlikely, since his argument re

for so the

;

quires that the derivative should follow from the original, as existing before it.
ATTG/^T?
means the first fruits which are consecrated to the Lord,
the dough which is pre
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vpafia

read of dough being prepared from the
first fruits, but it is not necessary that a
thing which is understood as a matter of course
should be specially related. If Paul had wished to express the other idea, he would have

pared

for

had to

them.

say, el d

later origin.

Reiche

tells

rb
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vpafj.a

us that

we nowhere

uytov, Kal 6 apro?.
Moreover, the distinction altogether
in voc.

Comp. Winer s Real-lexicon

is

of
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instead of the branches which were cut off, but that, notwithstand
If it be objected that too much
Israel was not rejected forever.
ing,

would follow from this idea, viz., that the Jews could not have
fallen at all, whereas the apostle had just been representing that
considered that Paul does not mean to
they had fallen it is to be
a
tree putting forth unprofitable shoots ;
leny the possibility of good
out it is inconceivable that it should not produce any fruitful
branches at all. The apostacy of many, therefore, nowise proves
that all hope is to be given up forever ; rather, generous branches
must yet be put forth from the generous root. De Wette s expla
ideal theocracy, founded in
nation, which makes pi& to denote the
the patriarchs, and K^ddog, on the other hand, the mere external re
lation to it, fleshly descent, and outward membership
exactly coin
cides with our interpretation ; for outward membership would seem
to include

an invitation to enter into that which

is

inward

also.

The tree, chosen for the figure, is more definitely
Vers. 17, 18.
From this branches have
characterized as a generous olive-tree.
been cut off (the apostle gently speaks of them as TIV$ } whereas
he might have styled them the greatest part ;) and instead of these,
wild olive-branches have been grafted into the generous parentthis the children of Japheth who
Paul, of course, means
and
who are thus, consequently, ad
tents
of
dwell in the
Shein,
of this benefit as a
humble
consciousness
a
to
monished
preserve

stock.

&quot;by

favour shewn

to

them.

The circumstance that Paul makes

choice

of the olive-tree for the illustration of his idea (while our Lord
chooses the vine) arises from the character of the tree ; its fatness

Hence the holy
symbolical of the spiritual fulness of Israel.
a symbol of
31
xxx.
was
6
xxv.
xxxvii.
;
;
29)
anointing-oil (Exod.

is

being

filled

with the

Spirit.

And

whereas, according to the image

in this place, the wild branches are engrafted into the generous tree,
reversing the usual process by which good branches are grafted into

wild trees

we

are informed

by both ancient and modern writers

that such a process is practicable in this very tree, the olive, and is
a circumstance fully sufficient to ac
often practised in the East

count for the representation in the text. (Cornp. Colurnella de Ke
v. 9 ; Palladius de Insit. xiv. 53 ; Schulz. Leit. des Hochsten,
the engrafting
vol. v. p. 38.)
Still, the main idea in these verses
Bust.

namely has itself an appearance of difficulty. What is the idea
which the figure, when explained, is intended to express ? The
converted Gentiles will, after all, not become Jews, as might be said
of a proselyte, inasmuch as he is quite absorbed into the nationality
of the Jews, and joins them in their manner and way of life.
Still,
it is

said that the Gentile Christian

is

grafted, not only into the

branches which are cut off (lv av-olg). These
root, but into the very
vords are by no means to be considered pleonastic, but denote the
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place where the branches grew on to the tree, the wound (as it
were) which was produced by their removal, and into which the

The apostle s whole representation of the
Gentiles are engrafted.
case can be understood only by premising the following fundamental
Paul conceives of the true Israel, i. e., the community of all
ideas.
true believers
life.

as

an articulate organization which has in

it its

own

Whoever

does not stand in connexion with this organ
share in the life which animates it.
Now, this organism

proper
ism has ;io
has been developed from

Abraham

as the Father of the Faithful

until Christ, who was, in his humanity, its absolutely
perfect fruit ; its influence did not extend beyond the bounds of the
fleshly Israel, inasmuch as the Gentiles, whom it received into it

(Rom.

self,

iv.),

were always proportionately few, and these, moreover, became
same time nationally Jews. But with the appearance of

at the

Christ arrived the hour of salvation,

ment on the

and at the same time of judg

the power of life in this holy, self-con
;
tained organism broke forth, attracted the kindred natures in the
physical Israel, and repelled the uncongenial multitude. As the
fleshly Israel

and formed, properly speaking, the mass of
the nation, the physical Israel now ceased to be the centre of that
The Gentile world now became
spiritual organism, the true Israel.
latter preponderated,

this centre, and the gaps left by the unfaithful members of the
fleshly Israel were filled up by the faithful Gentiles.
must,
that if members in this organism fall
therefore, consider the idea

We

away, others must

fill

the gap

as the basis of the argument.

This

typically
body of the apostles when Judas had
fallen out of it, his place was filled, another was to take his bishop
ric (comp. at Acts i.
This idea leads us to apprehend the pow
20).
erful realistic manner in which Paul conceives of this
spiritual body,

shewn

is

in the

;

which

is no other than the
KKKXrjoia, extending through all mankind
the forming new man in the great old-man of the race, who even
from the beginning was filled with the breath of the Eternal Word,
it was not until the fulness of time
(Gal. iv. 4) that this
personally incorporated Himself in the church, and so brought
to the
knowledge of himself.

although

Word
him
(

AypteAaio^

is less

usual than the feminine form, dygiehaia

hiekaiog, ver. 24, is its opposite.

EyevrpiVj

ly pricking, from ncvrpov, Acts

ix.

;

Kah-

to insert into

anything
KaraKavxdoOai here means
selfish exultation over another, as opposed to the humble conscious
ness that whatever has been received is of
Et de, in ver. 18,
grace.
5.

requires us to supply &quot;then knowthen thou must know/ )
Vers. 19-22.
Notwithstanding that the apostle s statement ap
pears in certain parts to subject everything to a rigid necessity, yet
other passages, on the other hand, clearly shew how firmly he at the
same time holds free-will ; and to this latter class belong the follow-
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He

reminds the Gentiles of the possibility of their fall
of Israel.
Paul,
ing away, and of the restoration of the people
a
doctrine
of
irresistible
It
from
far
is
grace.
teaching
therefore,
as well through his election as
is indeed, through God alone
through his operation that the good man does any good thing but
yet he retains the power of resistance as long as he lives on earth
hence the continual possibility of falling away. And, on the other
ing

verses.

;

;

hand, the worst of men, so long as he sojourns in the body, retains
the possibility of ceasing from his resistance, and hence the continual
possibility of conversion. God, indeed, knows the event beforehand,

but he knows

is brought about through the
This possibility Paul states in the pas
sage following ; and we must acknowledge in consequence the pos
of the Gentiles might be removed.
sibility that the candlestick
with
History presents us
partial appearances of this kind, especially
in the Eastern Church ; but, according to ver. 25, it is not to be
conceived that, as to the Gentiles as a whole, thin possibility shonld
it

precisely as one that

free-will of the individuals.

ever be realised.*

and unbelief are specified as the tempers which
the mind, by which man stands or falls.
determine
fundamentally
The former means, as it always does, susceptibility to the influences
of a higher world ; the latter, the self-sufficient self-isolation and
(In ver. 20, faith

restriction to its

own

powers, which consequently can lead to nothing

again found in 1 Tim. vi. 17, and is
the opposite to QofieloOai, which is not meant to denote a slavish
not a fear of God, but a fear for
fear, but a tender carefulness
and sin. In ver. 21, Qopovpat
one
s-self
fear
a
God and his cause,
of

above

itself.

&quot;T^^o^povetv is

be supplied before pjrrw^. The received text has falaTj-ai, which
indeed more accordant than ^eifjs-at with the usual construction of
there is, however, no lack of examples of the construction
PJTTW^

is

to

is

;

In ver. 22 the
56. 2.]
with the indicative also [comp. Winer s Gr.
ia is sufficiently determined by the opposite %prjaof
d-noron
meaning
is is = opy?/, but is preferred on account of the figure of the
rorrjg
cut-off branches.
By eav emfieivrjt; it is not intended to ascribe to man
an independent power of action of his own, as if without the help
of grace he could preserve himself from falling away by his own
but T marei is to be understood [comp.
strength and faithfulness
intended
to signify the continual preservation of
it
is
ver. 23], and
;

;

* The adherents of the well-known fanatical preacher, Irving, in London, hold that
the whole Gentile church has already become apostate, and that now, at the end of the
development of the church, a Jewish church will again be formed. This idea, however,

has evidently no foundation in Scripture, and must therefore be reckoned among the
many errors of that party. It may, however, not impossibly be in the scheme of Divine
Providence, that in the last days a Jewish church may again arise, by the side of tho
Gentile church, as

was the case

in the apostolic age.
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from falling away.

the restoration of rejected Is
possible apostacy of the Gen

the condition of it is, that they no longer continue to resist
;
the Divine grace, by which resistance the omnipotence of God itself
is hindered, inasmuch as it cannot be his will to put constraint on
tiles

The whole, however, continues thus
a being that was created free.
far to be on the footing of a hypothesis, as it is not until vers. 25,
26, that the certainty of such a restoration is expressed ; further
observations on this idea are therefore reserved for the following
verses.

(In ver. 23, 6vvar6$ K. r. A. denotes the Divine omnipotence, which,
however, is never to be thought of as separate from wisdom ; hence

God

cannot again engraft those

who continue

in unbelief, since his

wisdom does not admit of his willing it. .The contrast of Kara
(frvciv, according to nature, and napd
contrary to nature, must
by no means be regarded as an unmeaning part of the image
(j&amp;gt;vaiv,

;

has the important signification that the Jews, considered
as a people, have in their whole tendency and qualifications, a higher
call than all other nations to employ themselves on the things of
rather

it

This calling of theirs is not taken away by their unfaithful
but
the consciousness of it, consequently, can
ness,
only suspended
in them, while a very long time was re
be
reawakened
very easily
to
the
Gentile
world into its proper relation to the
quired
bring
Divine ordinances of salvation.
Vers. 25, 26.
In order, then, to bring the Gentile Christians,
whom he seems in this place to regard exclusively (or quite pre

God.

;

dominantly) in the

Koman

church, to the proper estimate of their

tavrolg $p6vifjux) 3 the apostle points with
prophetic emphasis (ov 0tvU) v^dg dyvoelv, comp. note on i. 13), to
the mystery of Israel s restoration, when the fulness of the Gen

position (Iva

tiles shall

f.irj

have

7jre Trap

first

come

of the kingdom of God).

in (to the
That this

community of the

faithful, or

remarkable passage contains a

prophecy, properly so-called, respecting the people of Israel, is ac
knowledged by the great majority of expositors, both ancient and
modern ; and the context so positively requires us to understand
Israelites after the flesh, that a different interpretation of the pas
It was only
sage will never be able to gain a permanent footing.
from a mistaken opposition to the Jews, and from apprehensions of

fanatical abuse of the passage, that Chrysostom, Theodoret, and
Jerome long ago, and in later days the reformers especially, were led
to explain the apostle s words as relating to the spiritual Israel.
* Errfi
The rendering otherwise&quot; is but the English
properly and always
mode of expressing the force of the ellipsis. [EL
&quot;

&quot;since.&quot;
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The correct application, however, was again established as early as
Beza in the Reformed Church, and in the Lutheran by Calixtus
and Spener. How forced the sense of the -words is, according to
that interpretation which refers them to the spiritual Israel, is ap
parent from the translation of the passage to which this leads,
Israel lias been in part affected witli hardness, throughout the whole
time that (axpw ov) the fulness of the Gentiles is entering into the
kingdom of God, i. e., while the Gentiles are entering in a body, in

dividual Jeius only will become Christians ; there is no help to be
expected for the Jewish people as a whole.* But then (viz., when
all the Gentiles shall have entered), ivill the whole spiritual Israel,
made up of Jews and Gentiles, be blessed. The utter irrelevancy of
this last sentence

must be apparent

to every one

;

it is

only

when

applied to the fleshly Israel that the language acquires a meaning.

Reiche, and Kollner acknowledge this, indeed, but sup
as if the history
the propriety has received no fulfilment
that
pose
of the people of Israel to this day did not preach aloud that it is

Ammon,

;

Benecke, without any ground, trans
yet to receive its fulfilment.
the portion of truth
fers this fulfilment wholly into the next world

which may

The

lie

in this idea will forthwith

come out more

distinctly.

question which occurs, on our attempting to ascertain
more exactly the sense of this remarkable prophetic expression is
what does the apostle wish to be understood by all Israel (jrdg
first

Does he mean all the individuals who ever belonged to
l(7pa?JA)?
the fleshly Israel ? and consequently, among them, Judas Iscariot,
Absalom, and all the cut-off branches ? It might seem so, accord
ing to vers. 15 and 28, where the possibility of engrafting is declared
with respect to those who have been cut off, i. e., the reprobate.
This is also strongly favoured by ver. 11, where it is expressly stated
that the design was not that they should utterly fall, but that they
should be stirred to emulation. But the KaKelvoi, they also, only
means the Jews regarded as a whole, in opposition to the Gentiles,

but not the single individuals of the nation who had contracted es
If all individuals were one day to be made blessed,
pecial guilt.
there would, as has been remarked already, be an essential untruth
in Paul s grief (ix. 3); and so too in the separation between the
spiritual and the fleshly Israel (ix. 6), since in that case the whole of
Israel would be spiritual, only that this character would not be de
veloped in some until a later time.

Or

does

(2),

&quot;

all

Israel,&quot;

signify

* The
positiveness with which Luther asserts the impossibility of the conversion of
the Jews is remarkable. lie says, among other things: &quot;A Jewish heart is so stockstone-devil-iron-hard, that in no wise can it be moved
they are } oung devils ; damned
;

to hell; to convert these devil s-brats (as some fondly ween out of the Epistle to the Eomans), is impossible.&quot; From this, as from other expressions, it is manifest that the knowl

edge of the
Reformer.

last

events of the world s history was a province closed against the great
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who live in the last days, so that we must suppose
generations of the people of Israel excluded from bliss ?
the history of Israel since Christ s coming would be like the

only those Jews
all earlier

If

so,

forty years in the wilderness, only that, as the space of time is
In the one
greater, the repetition also would be on a larger scale.
that
the
old
was
should
it
necessary
generation
utterly die out,
case,
in order to make room for a new ; in this case, it would be necessary

that a whole series of generations should die off, in order more and
to gather together the scattered seeds of a better life, and at

more

them united in the last generation, as in a matured
manner, as we see in the patriarchs of the nation, that

length to exhibit
fruit

;

in like

of Abraham s descendants his son Isaac alone (and not Ishmael) could
be regarded as the transmitter of the holy life, and of Isaac in turn,
only his son Jacob, not Esau ; while, on the other hand, of Jacob s,
But the Christian
all his twelve sons form the pillars of Israel.

opposed to this presentation, on the ground that, according
the
one saved generation would not stand in any proportion to
it,
the many who perished, while yet the loss of salvation would not
appear as caused by any personal guilt of the latter, by their resist
spirit is

to

ance to grace. Kather the apostle unquestionably means, that the
remnant according to the election of grace (/UZ/^m ar eA.oy^v %dpiro,

xi. 5), is

period of time.

to be conceived of as existing in the nation at every
Israel would have ceased to be Israel if this had

been utterly wanting in any generation. Consequently, we can only
understand the prophecy in such a sense that all those members of
the Israelitish people who ever belonged to the true AeZj^a attain
salvation ; at the end of the world, assuredly, the people will enter
in a mass into the kingdom of God, but even then too there will be
no want of such individuals as are Israelites after the flesh only.

But all the better persons of the earlier generations, who remained
in ignorance of Christ without guilt of their own, and yet led their
lives in sincere fulfilment of the law, true repentance, and firm faith
in the Messiah, whom they had been taught to look for (as is
doubtless to be supposed of many Jews in all ages)
these will be
dealt with like those who lived before the coming of Christ, and who

learn in the next
like

manner

life

to

know that which here they knew not in
who had no means of becoming
;

as pious heathens also,

acquainted with Christ, will there find a possibility of laying hold
on him as their Saviour. Thus the fulfilment of the prophecy is in
truth to be partly transferred to the next world, and this is the
truth which

is

contained in Benecke

s

view.

But

in this sense

could with propriety speak of mi? Icpafa, since those
salvation do not really belong at all to the Israel of God

who

Paul

forfeit

(ix. 6).

It

indeed certain that the apostle did not imagine the fulfilment of
this prophecy to be so distant as experience has shewn it to be ; still
VOL. IV. 9
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has been already observed (on ver. 14) that neither did Paul con
it to be quite close at hand, as if it might take place in his
own lifetime ; he did not know the time of Christ s second coming
that which they longed for would soon come
(Acts i. 7), but hoped
The greater or less length of the interval, however, does
to pass.
not in
way affect the substance of the view ; if there were but

it

ceive

any

a single generation between, still the question always arises how this
one is to be regarded ; and it cannot be answered otherwise than as it
has been, since there is nothing to warrant us in supposing that the
attains salvation without exception, or perishes
generation either
without exception. The expression a%pig ov consequently, is meant
merely to indicate the term at which the salvation of Israel will
come to pass, without more particularly defining the time. The
}

the kingdom of
corning in of the fulness of the Gentiles (viz., into
of nag
a
than
the
no
less
determining
difficulty
however,
is,

God),

Are we, under this phrase, to understand aU Gentiles who
Iffpar/A.
ever lived or will live, without exception ?*
This, again, cannot
he had represented
possibly be the apostle s meaning, since in ch. i.
that all will allow
and
nowhere
intimates
them as so deeply sunk,
themselves to be brought to repentance. Or is it only all the Gen
If
tiles who shall be alive at the time of Christ s second coming ?
of
the
earlier
better-minded
heathens
the
should
how
(ii. 14, 26,
so.j
27) have offended, who, without guilt of their own, knew nothing of
the way of salvation ? And how can we reconcile with this the

statement, which is continually repeated in Scripture (comp. on
Matth, xxiv.), that just at the time of the second advent, sin will

be exceedingly powerful among men ? That every individual should
be won to the truth by the preaching of the gospel among the Gen
tiles, is in itself

unlikely,

and contradicts Scripture, which represents

them for a ivitness unto them. (Matth.
The elect among the Gentiles, therefore, can alone be
But why does Paul choose for this meaning the word 7rA??-

the gospel as preached to
xxiv. 14.)

meant.
pwjua, which

whole aggregate body ? (Comp.
that
here
again he may retain the idea of
12.)
the supplying of a deficiency. f The gap caused by the unfaith
fulness of inany Israelites will be filled up by a corresponding

on

It

number

also signify the
is

of the Gentiles,

fallen ones.

.are

may

ver.

In God

s

who

enter into the higher calling of those
kingdom, all is rule and order ; and thus

* According to Rev. xx. 8, there are still heathens even in the
kingdom of God, who
led astray by Gog and Magog; thus all heathens cannot become Christians.
It

is

j-

Stier,

who

similarly taken by Bengel,
John x. 16, xi. 52

refers to

;

will not fully flourish until forwarded
Is.

ii.

3,

Ixvi. 19, seq.;

Zechar.

who

rightly renders

by the

viii. 20,

it

supplementum.

So, too,

and remarks that the conversion of the Gentiles
seq.

activity of the converted Israelites.
;

Mic, v.

7.),

Compare,

also,

in like manner expresses the idea of a
Apol. ii. p. 82, ed. Sylburg., who
Gentiles which is to be filled up by degrees.

(Comp.
Justin Martyr,

number

of the
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The
even the number of his saints is counted
(1 Cor. xiv. 33.)
will shew how that verse is reconciled with
32
of
ver.
explanation
!

this interpretation.
ov means not
(M.varrjpi

something which in itself cannot be known
but something which [as being the free counsel of God] cannot be
Thus the calling of the Gentiles is also called
discovered by man.
iii.
H.ap eavT& $p6vL3).
(1 Cor. xv. 51 ; Ephes. i. 9
answers to -pays esh (Prov. iii. 7). The Trwpwff^, harden
.

;

ing, (comp. on ver. 7) here appears in so far an act of grace, as it
withdraws knowledge from the people until the suitable moment for
If the Jews had resisted salvation with their eyes
their conversion.
open, their guilt would have been far greater than in the actual case.

ov can, of course, signify only the limit until the entrance of
the Gentiles shall be complete, not the continuance of their enter
Arro fiepov^ is not to be joined with Trwpwff^, as
ing through all ages.
*A.%pi&amp;lt;;

if

the hardening were partial, but with Israel; as many Jews be
Glockler is mistaken
believers, this addition was necessary.

came

in his interpretation of the passage
Hardening came on the peo
viz., from those who lived in our
ple of Israel from a portion of it
&quot;

;&quot;

Lord s day i. e., a part brought guilt on the whole dnb ptpovg
is to be taken as mean
must be the opposite to ndg laparjh. O{
;

&quot;

ing

such circumstances having

arisen.&quot;)

For the confirmation of this hope Paul now again
He quotes freely from
refers to a prophecy of the Old Testament.
and
two
thus
blends
memory,
again
passages (Isaiah lix. 20 and
Hence no stress is to be laid on the variations from the
xxvii. 9).
The apostle was concerned only with the
original and the LXX.
leading idea, that, according to the Old Testament, a deliverance
is to be expected for Israel
an idea which is, in fact, expressed in
both passages. That Paul regards Christ alone as the person who
accomplishes this deliverance of Israel, and does not suppose (as some
enthusiasts have fancied) that at thp end of time a further special
Kedeemer is to come for Israel requires no proof. The circumYers. 26, 27.

;

stance that here his coming is represented as future, whereas Jesus
had already performed his work when Paul wrote, is easily explained

by considering it as intended to express that the experience of this
redemption through Christ, before which it cannot be said to have
future for the Israelites.
have Sveicev Siuv, from the He
brew V *V Paul probably had in his mind such passages as Ps. xiv.
The title pvopevog answers to &**, a well9, where -pssto is found.
known Jewish designation of the Messiah, which is the same in idea
covenant
with ourrip.
Amfr?j/t?7 Trap fyov points to the fact that the
its

reality for
(Instead of in

acquired

them,

2&amp;lt;on&amp;gt;,

the

is

LXX.

ft

proceeds from God, and is founded in his grace.)
After this full statement, the apostle
Vers. 28 ; 29.

is

now

able
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28, 29.

to recur to the fundamental idea, that the Israelites, consequently,
although by resistance to the gospel they had put themselves into

a position of enmity, must yet ever continue to be regarded as
friends by the believer, for the sake of their fathers in whom they
were called a relation which cannot be done away with by their

In these verses there is a contrast between euayyeand again, between & fytac, for
and
e/c/loy?/, election,
/Uov, gospel,
did
The former
and
roi)g rrarepa^, for the fathers sakes.
your sakes,
unfaithfulness.

of these contrasts of course regards the gospel in connexion with
the resistance to it which proceeds from the Jews, and the fahoyrj
with the grace of God which keeps them upright. In the word did

The
with respect
is primarily to be kept to.
the
be
to
conceived
of
as
are
Gentiles,
fathers
consequently,

the signification
vfjLelg,

&quot;

to&quot;

as the true Israel, so that in these words are signified the two divis
ions of mankind according to the fundamental idea of the Theoc

But when the election is traced back to the fathers, the idea
comes out that the posterity are regarded as included in the ances
tors.
(Comp. particulars at Kom. v. 12 Heb. vii. 9.) If individ
were
uals
absolutely isolated, the children would have no connexion
with the fathers. The important point in these verses, however, is
the question whether here (ver. 29) the doctrine of irresistible grace
do not appear to be expressed. We must, indeed, allow that Holy
Scripture does not contain any passage from which that doctrine
might be deduced with greater plausibility than from this, taken in
combination with ver. 32. But even here it is easy to shew the unThe Divine calling is not to be
tenableness of such an inference.
thought of except as united with God s omniscience, by which he
knows the non-resistance of the elect he does not, therefore, force
the resisting will, since there is no such will, but he does according
to his pleasure in those hearts which give themselves up to him.
But if it should be said that there is in all men a certain resistance
grace, as sinful beings, and therefore it can only be the power of
that hence, we
grace that overcomes this resistance in the elect
must either suppose, if there be any eternal damnation, that God

racy.

;

;

&amp;gt;to

;

by a decree does not sutler grace to become powerful enough in the
damned to overcome their resistance, or else we must suppose an

many of the later writers have been led by
32 to imagine ; but that, in any case, the Divine grace as the
working of the Almighty is to be conceived of as irresistible if, I say,
such a conclusion were proposed, it may be met as follows, from a
scriptural point of view, and on scriptural principles. The Almighty
and Allwise God, who has once created man with a capacity of re
if
sisting his will, cannot contradict himself, as would be the case

universal restoration, as
ver.

he should force the resisting will of the creature
his own.

Hence

to a conformity with
man ac-

results the operation of grace for every
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30, 31.

cording to the measure of .the position in which he stands, so that
there always remains /or every one a possibility of resisting the ope
This agency of God is, in the
rations of grace which come to him.

passage under consideration, understood only in combination with
his omniscience, by means of which God knows from everlasting
those individuals who compose the true Israel as persons who do not
hinder the power of creative grace which visits them.*
(The x a 9 ljLara are the several manifestations of %dp^, which
word would suit the place equally well ; we are, of course, not to
/L

think of the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Spirit. Kkrjmc, on
the other hand, is the Divine agency by which the grace which
And this relation
dwells eternally in God visits man in time.
of the two expressions, explains the circumstance that Khfjaig stands
if the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost were meant,
The only other passage of
nXi]OLq must of course stand first.

second

:

New

the
Cor.

vii.

Testament where the form dfisra^eXrjrog is found is 2
In profane Greek it is of very frequent occur
10.

rence.)

The general principle which has just been de
Vers. 30, 31.
is now established equally with respect to Gentiles (who are

clared

again exclusively and expressly addressed), and Jews, so that Di
vine grace forms the Israel of God alike from Jews and Gentiles.
But if the unbelief of the Jews were the occasion of the calling of
the Gentiles, it yet will not in turn be the apostacy of the Gentiles
that is to cause the restoration of Jews ] for an universal falling
of the Gentile world is, according to ver. 25, inconceivable ;
on
the contrary, the Gentile world s experience of God s mercy
but,
will soften the heart of Israel also to emulation of its example.
(Comp. on x. 19 ; xi. 14.)
(In dmLOelv and dndQeia the notions of disobedience and un

away

belief interpenetrate

each other

;

the latter

is

properly deviation

* The Editor deems it
proper, here, once for all, to state his dissent from Olshausen s explanation of the profound questions here presented.
He cannot accept the
author s solution of the relation of Divine grace to human salvation. He does not believe
that the turning-point in election is God s foreknowledge of the non-resistance of his
grace on the part of the elect. He believes that there is no antecedent difference between
those who accept the grace of God and those who reject it.
Those who are saved are
subdued by the power (whether called irresistible or not) of Divine
yet without any
grace,

infringement of their free agency, and those who refuse it might in like manner, with
precisely the same ease (as in every case it is the work of Omnipotence) be constrained,
if it were the Divine pleasure to do so.
Any other view than this makes salvation, after
all, dependent on the will of the creature, and embarrasses the subject with inexplicable
True, indeed, to these spiritual and miraculous workings God brings, so far
be, the support of natural agencies, and hence, to a certain extent, there was

difficulties.

as

may

doubtless brought about a gradual preparedness of the Gentile world, for the reception
of the gospel yet no such preparedness as rendered the communication of faith less im
mediately and omnipotently Divine.
[K.
;
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XL

The attempt
missible,

if

to connect vfierepG)

The

dative, T aneiOda is, of
of their unbelief.&quot;
occasion
by
ekeei with rjTrsiO^aav is quite inad

from true obedience towards God.*
in the sense of
course, to be taken

32.

&quot;

.

there were no other reason than that the unbelief of the

Jews did not follow but preceded the reception of the Gentiles. In
ver. 31, vperepu faeei is to be taken passively
through God s shew
&quot;

not actively,

&quot;

through your practising mercy.&quot;
ing you mercy,&quot;
Your reception is
For, according to ver. 11, Paul means to say,
intended to provoke Israel to jealousy, in order that it also may lay
The insertion of vvv or
hold on the salvation which is in Christ.&quot;
&quot;

varepov before ^Ae^flwai is a mere correction of the transcribers, which
varied according as they imagined the future conversion of the Jews
to

be near or more remote.)
The whole statement
Yer. 32.

is at length concluded with a
deeply significant declaration, in which the whole history of the
world is represented as the act of God, without prejudice to the
freedom of man. Sin itself must become a foil to that which is
good and beautiful ; it turns love into grace, and grace into mercy.

Sin (in

its

outward determinate form), no

less

than mercy

all is

the

act of God, the all-sufficient.
The limits, however, which in the
s
mind
are
set
to
this
sublime
apostle
declaration, are exceeded by
those among the later interpreters (especially Eeiche, Kollner, and

Glockler), who understand the words ol ndv-e$ to relate to all indi
viduals of the Jews and Gentiles.
This word stands in direct con
tradiction to the plain statements of Paul, that all are not the
children of faith (ix. 6); moreover, the article before ndvre^-f forbids

us to suppose so, shewing, as it does, that we are not to think of
the absolute total of the individuals who compose mankind, but of

among Jews and Gentiles, which had
previously been indicated. And lastly, the words iva rovq -ndvru^
^erja^, that he may have mercy on all, should at all events be un
that aggregate of the elect

derstood as signifying the Divine purpose only, like other passages
which declare the universality of grace (1 Tim. ii. 4 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9
1 John ii. 2), without giving us to suppose that this
purpose takes
effect in the case of every individual.
Paul
Since, then,
teaches, in
the strongest terms that salvation is not in fact attained by every
;

* Paul does not intend in this
place to treat of the origin of unbelief among the
Hence there was no need for Bengel s observation, Increheathen, but only of the fact.
dulitas cadit etiam in eos qui ipsi non audivere verbum -Dei
quia tamen primitus id in
It is simpler to say that, as through their
patriarchis, Adamo, Noacho, susceperant.&quot;
&quot;

;

fall in

Adam

they were sinners, so too were they unbelievers.

f Comp. the Comm. on John xii. 32. I would remark, further, that in the exposition
of that passage I have not given prominence to the circumstance that there too it is the
purpose and not the effect that is spoken of.
may say that in that place the subject

We

is

the universality of the workings of grace, but not the salvation of

tual result.

all

;

i. e.,

not the ac
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34, 35.

the interpretation of this pas

sage which has been noticed, can be regarded only as erroneous.
Stier, among later writers, rightly declares himself to the same

The parallel passage, Gal. iii. 22, speaks decidedly in favour
effect.
of our interpretation. It is there said owEnkeiaev rj ypafi?) ra^avra
vnb dpapriaVj Iva TJ enayyekia KK niorewg Irjaov Xpicrov 6oOq r o I $ n i orsvovatjthe Scripture concluded all things under sin, etc. Thus,
although the apostle had in the former part of the verse taken a
more extensive conception of the whole, so that even the creation
be understood as comprehended in it,* still in the latter part
restricts the salvation to those wlio believe; but that all the indi

may
he

viduals of mankind, without exception, will believe, is assuredly not
s meaning, since in 2 Thess. iii. 2 he says expressly, ov yap

Paul

maris, for not all have faith, and in 2 Tim. iii. 1, seq., he
particularly describes the manner in which very many give them

ndvTG)v

i]

up to sin, and fall away again from the faith which
had
they
acknowledged.
(The expression ovytckeieiv is based on the metaphor of a prison
Et dneiin which those whose guilt is alike are shut up together.
Oeiav denotes the element to which men are thereby made over
selves wholly

,

;

22, vnb d^apriav denotes sin as the hard master, to
whose service sinners must be subject. The whole passage, however,
represents God, not as the author of sin, through whose influence

while in Gal.

iii.

and counsel

it is

measures the

evil

generated, but as one who distributes in equal
which has been generated by the abused free-will

of the creature, in order to afford a possibility of salvation to

do not

all

who

resist.)

Ver.

33.

of the Lord,

This whole contemplation of the wonderful ways
to gather his flock unto himself out of

who knows how

languages, kindreds, and tongues, was assuredly fitted to excite
a feeling of amazement and admiration.f
To this feeling, then,
the apostle gives vent in an exclamation, brief, indeed, but fraught

all

* D. and E. read ra
ndvra, and F.GT. read Travra, in Rom. xi. 32 also, but these varia
tions are seemingly to be regarded only as corrections from Gal. iii. 22, which passage, as
being an important parallel, might easily influence the text of the other.
f This bold and powerful flight seems, however, to have a foundation only on the sup
If only some, or but a few in all, are blessed, how is
position of an entire restoration.

God s wisdom to become manifest in the result ? but if all become saved, without preju
The doctrine of
dice to free-will and justice, this, assuredly, appears as a miracle of God.
a restoration has very many passages of Paul s epistles apparently in its favour. [Yet this
nu
only by remote and uncertain inference, and surely not to be relied on against the
merous and express testimonies against it. It is difficult in the present case to see the
The apostle s admiration is called forth by those wonder
justice of Olshausen s remark.
ful dealings of God by which he first makes the infidelity of the Jews the occasion of the
admission of the Gentiles, and their reception again provocative of a salutary and lifedoes not seem
bringing jealousy among the Jews. The doctrine of a universal restoration
at all in the apostle s thoughts.]
[K.
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34, 35*

with profound emotion and lofty thoughts. If, Kowever, (3dOo$
TT^OVTOV be taken as one notion (according to the usual explanation),
then that very attribute of God is wanting which, from the context,
we must expect to find mentioned before all others that of com
There is something so distressing in this want,
passionate love.
that we decide with Glockler in favour of understanding nkovros to
mean riches of mercy of love. In this there is no difficulty what
ever, since Paul speaks directly of -nXovro^ Xpiarov (Eph. iii. 8 ;
Phil. iv. 19), which can only be understood of his grace; and since,
besides, in the idea of love there is involved an intimation of its
overflowing, rich character, which establishes a natural connexion
between love and spiritual riches. Add to this, that the clauses
which follow correspond exactly, in a reversed order, to the three
The words how unsearchable,&quot; etc., refer to knowlattributes.
hath known,&quot; etc., to wisdom,&quot; and lastly, who
who
for
edge,&quot;
hath first given to him,&quot; to the mere grace, which gives where there
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

no desert. Nay, further, in ver. 36, the three prepositions tf, did,
and d$ point back to the three characteristics mentioned in ver. 33.
Keiche s remark, that if three genitives were to be connected with
QdOog, there ought also to be tcai before nXovros, or that which stands
is

should be wanting, is without significance. For, to say
nothing of the fact that the icai before oofitag is wanting in some
MSS., we have no ground for supposing that there must necessarily
have been a triple nai in this place ; it would be necessary only if it
had the sense of as well
as also ; but here we may take it as
before

ao&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ias

.

.

.

merely a connecting particle, like the Hebrew ?, so that the passage
resembles Matth. xxvi. 59 ; Eph. iv. 6.)
(Zo0m is God s knowledge of the purposes, yv&ai$ his knowledge
of the nature of things.
A.ve%epevv7]rog is not found elsewhere in
the New Testament, but Aqnila uses it, Prov. xxv. 3, for ij?h -pt$.
A.vei-i%vlaoTO$ occurs again, Eph. iii. 8, and in the LXX. version of

Job v. 9, ix. 10. Kpifjiara and 66oi signify the utterances of God s will
in as far as they give things their nature and subsistence, while in
ver. 34 is described the agency of God in determining ends.)

The apostle enlarges on the unsearchableness of
(Vers. 34, 35.
in words taken from the Old Testament (Is. xl. 13 ; Job xli.

God

The meaning, of course,
11).
trate into the counsel of God

is
;

only that no creature can pene
but, doubtless, God himself may,

by revelation of himself, give glimpses into

his ways.

The words

avrw, however, are in every respect to be taken abinasmuch
as the giving powers of the creature are them
solutely^
selves only derivative ; the creature has nothing of its own but
rig TrpoecJwKev

what

is evil.

God

s gift

is

always a grace, for

it

can never be de

served.

(The passage, Job

xli. 2, is

in the

LXX.,

xli.

11,

and runs thus
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hand,

it is
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teal

w^n
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36.

In the Hebrew, on the other
which exactly agrees with the sense of

v-rroftevei.
,

Perhaps, therefore, the apostle translated immedi
In the Alexandrian MS. of the LXX., the
ately from the original.
words are placed at Is. xl. 14, but as they are there altogether want

Paul

s

words.

ing in the Hebrew, they must, no doubt, have been written by some
copyist in the margin of xl. 13, and so have found their way into the
text of some MSS.)
Paul at length closes his sublime doctrinal discussion
Yer. 36.
with a doxology, in which God is described as embracing all things*
as the beginning, middle, and end of all things, and, consequently,
That
of the believing Israel as a whole, and of every individual.
these references are what is intended by the prepositions i%, did, and

no longer questioned by later writers. But, on the other hand,
continue
blind to the fact that these references also express the
they
In an exactly similar way it is
relation of Father, Son, and Spirit.
el$, is

said of God,

Eph.

iv. 6, 6

en I Travrw

Of

the Father as the source of

the

New

Testament, and

KOI

all being,

did

e/c

iravruv, KOI e v Tram.

or VTTO

is

always used in
power ; of

eni with respect to his absolute

the organ of his
did, as the Kevealer of the Father,
agency (comp. on John i. 3) of the Spirit, el$, in so far as he is the
End to which the Divine agency leads, or iv, in so far as he is the
element which penetrates and supports all things. 1 Cor. viii. 6 is
decisive in favour of this interpretation ; as there Paul himself ex
plains e ov and di ov of the Father and the Son, and it is only by
The only
accident that he does not also mention the Holy Ghost.
be
that
the
which
advanced
objection
is,
passages, thus un
might

the Son, always

;

might favour Sabellianism. It is, indeed, unquestionable
that the personality of Father, Son, and Spirit, cannot be deduced
from these passages, which witness only to the unity of Essence ;
but if the personality be warranted elsewhere, such passages as these

derstood,

are no

argument against it, affirming, as they do, nothing more
than that one Divine essence manifests itself as Father, Son, and
Spirit.
Again, Col. i. 16, might seem to bear against our interpre
tation, as there the predicates of the Spirit (elg and iv), although
not those of the Father, are transferred to the Son. This, however,
may be got over by the consideration, that the agency of the Son
and that of the Spirit are, in the New Testament, not unfrequently
represented as blended together the Spirit receives everything
from the Son (John xvi. 14) ; hence also that which belongs to the

Spirit may be ascribed to the Son, without its thence following that
the difference of personalities in the Divine being, as indicated by
prepositions, is not to be maintained.
* Tholuck
aptly compares with this Dante

good things begin and end

!&quot;

s address to

God

&quot;

Thou

in

whom

all
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el?

36.

avrov, all tilings to him$ might finally be referred to
all things ; but in this aphoristic clause there is

the restoration of

not so much the declaration of a fact that all things shall be
brought back as that all are designed to be brought back to him
but whether all things attain this destination, this, it may be said,
is a different question.
Still, in this place, as in others, the appear
favour
of the restoration.*
in
ance is very strong
(Comp. the re
marks on 1 Cor. xv. 26, seq.)
;

one doubts that God makes the wrath of man to praise him, and will make end
and suffering redound to his glory. The declaration that all things are to him,&quot;
no more proves that there will not always be sin in the universe, than that there is now
no sin in the universe. For if sin, admitted into the universe at all, can be made tributory to the Divine glory, it caimot be proved that endless sin may not be equally so.
[K.
*

No

less sin

&quot;

PART
(XII. 1

III.

XV.

33.)

THE ETHICAL EXPOSITION.
SECTION
(XII. 1

I.

XIII. 14.)

EXHORTATIONS TO LOVE AND OBEDIENCE.

The apostle
discussion with

most appropriately follows up his detailed doctrinal
an ethical part, as in almost all his epistles. As
blossom and fruit grow only from a sound root, so too it is only
from faith in Christ, and in the redemption wrought by him, that
But from this faith it must indeed of ne
true moral life proceeds.
as
be
surely as light and warmth must be diffused
produced,
cessity
where there is fire. But if from this it should be argued, that there
fore there can be no need of particular moral admonitions, we should
overlook the perverseness of
faith

had

tainly, it
the fruits

human

nature.

If indeed the

life

of

thoroughly right course in every individual, then, cer
would not be necessary to call attention particularly to

its

which ought to proceed from

it,

even as there

is

no need

of any special precautions in order to make a generous tree bring
forth generous fruits.
But in man, changeable as he is, life has no
such physically regulated course. The disordered relations of head

and heart often lead him

to persuade himself that

he has the

life

of faith, without really having it. Hence it is necessary to point
to the fruits of faith, inasmuch as failure in these is a decisive

token of internal deficiency. The object of the ethical admoni
is not,
therefore, immediately through them to produce fruit ;
for of this law altogether is incapable, even in its New Testa
ment form. Still neither is their object the purely negative one of
merely forming a mirror, in which the reader may be able to dis
cern what he has not and is not.
Rather the ethical admonitions of
the New Testament have a positive character which consists in this,
that, although they do not work productively (which nothing can do
but faith, or the power of the Spirit accompanying the admonitions),
yet they are meant to arouse the consciousness how far the power of
faith must work into all relations of
minutest. The
life, even the
tions
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advanced members of the church, therefore, and above all, the
shew others the way how gradually to attain to
apostles, have to
the state of being completely and throughout pervaded by the
Christian principle.
In the ethical development before us, we must first direct our

view to the plan which the apostle follows. For I can by no means
accede to the assertion of the majority of expositors, that Paul
has no plan at all here, and merely strings his exhortations together
without regard to order ; rather we should adhere to the deep
In the Bible there is the same regular dis
saying of Hamann
In the first chapter of this portion, the apos
order as in nature.&quot;*
&quot;

tle starts

from the idea which

is

the foundation of

all Christian

morality an absolutely comprehensive consecration of the whole life.
This has humility for the principle which gives the tone to the inner
life (xii. 3), and out of it are rightly shaped, first, the relation of
the individual Christian to the cliurcli of

God on

earth

(xii.

4-13),

according to faith (4-8), love (9-11), and hope (12-13); and also,
secondly, his relation to the ivorld (xii. 14-21,) inasmuch as the prin
ciple teaches him even to love and bless his enemies. And this general
relation of the Christian to the world finds its especial application
in his position towards the government, which as such always stands
without the church, inasmuch as it, from the very constitution of

the social body, can only represent the law, and not the gospel. In
submitting to the ruling power, therefore, the believer submits to
itself, and his submission to both is equally without
But, again, this obedience to the Divine or
exception (xiii. 1-7).
dinance has its root in nothing else than love, which is the fulfilling

the Divine law

of the law, to which the time of the Messiah urgently warns us to
devote ourselves, since now the night is past and the day has
dawned for which cause, also, the believer is bound to walk as a
;

child of light, and has before him the task of quelling all the works
of the flesh (xiii. 8-14). The apostle takes this last turn with a

prospective regard to

what follows

in ch. xiv.,

with an error opposite to the indulgence of the

where he has to deal
flesh, viz., with false

asceticism.

17.

OF LOYE.

(XII. 1-21.)

The

apostle sets out with the idea of an entire devotion, i. e., of
fering up of one s-self to God, as the fundamental moral principle
of the Christian, (renunciation of vice being the fundamental moral
* Compare the instructive Essay by Stier &quot;Die geheimere
deutungea t iir glaubiges Schriftverstandniss,&quot; Konigsberg, 1824,

Ordnung&quot; (in

p. 83, seq.)

his

&quot;Au-
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man who lives under the law), The motive of this
the mercy of God (manifested in Christ), which must call forth a
return of love ; and the devotion is represented as absolute, inas
principle of the
is

much

as

it

extends even to the body

and

tion of spirit

devotion to
koyucrj,

God

thus presupposing the devo

only in this absolute entireness that
has a meaning and significancy, or is a Xarpeia
soul.

It

is

rational service ; the Lord of all requires every

man

to give

his all.

(The ovv

is

immediately connected with

xi.

36, but, in so far as

a summing-up of the whole preceding argument [espe
cially from ix. 1], it is also connected with the whole of what pre
cedes.
Supa, body, is not chosen because it suits better with the
this verse is

notion of a sacrifice, or even because it stands by synecdoche for the
whole man according to the analogy of the Hebrew
but in order

t,

even to the lowest
of
sacrifice
is indicated the
In
the
idea
of
human
nature.
power
at
1
of
the
Pet.
ii.
Christian
[comp.
9], which
spiritual priesthood
has no relation to the outward church, but rather to the inward life;
to extend the idea of Christian sanctification

the unceasing praying devotion of the faithful
which they present to God. The predicates

is

the continual sacrifice

dyia } and evdpearos,
characterize the nature of the Christian sacrifice ; even the Old

Testament required
require a pure

For every
sheds

for sacrifice

Deut. xv. 21];

xxii. 20,

!

animals free from blemish [Levit.
the New Testament

how much more must

The

epithet

#5&amp;lt;7a,

living, however, is peculiar.

only becomes what it is when the animal dies and
but the Christian life is an unceasing spiritual de

sacrifice

blood

its

mind

o&amp;gt;&amp;lt;7a,

;

a living sacrifice or self-offering. Aoyirtog occurs else
where in the New Testament only at 1 Pet. ii. 2. It is equivalent

votion of

self,

found at all in the New Testament,*
although the substantive vovg is the usual expression, and Adyof does
not occur as synonymous with vovg.
The service of God is here
to voepo^-, which, however, is not

The opposite to it
styled rational, as alone answering to its ideal.
not that which is false [for the outward sacrifices of the Old Tes

is

tament were not false], but only that which is subordinate the Old
Testament institutions are sensible forms for the ideas. There is a
;,

hardness in the accusative construction, as it does not accord well
with TTapaGTTiaai it should have been o ion /loyj/c?) Aarpem.)
Yer. 2.
The negative idea is opposed to the positive Be not
conformed to this world, in which good and evil are mingled, but
;

:

form yourselves

The

after the pattern of the absolutely pure heavenly

man s capability of formation, of the reception
into his inward part of a holy or an
unholy image, is, according to
connected
with the doctrine of the
scriptural principles, closely
world.

idea of

Divine image, and of the essential character of the
* The
parallel vovvex& occurs Mark

xii.

34.

soul.

The
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has no active, creative nature, but is passive in its character ;
itself produce a form, a shaping of the being, but the
It has, however,
influences which it receives impress a form on it.
ri

it

cannot of

the power of warding off unholy agencies, and of giving itself up
without reserve to those which are holy and this self-surrender is
;

way of sanctification.
(On alcjv ov-o$ comp. Comm.

the

ovydvios,

also

is

vol.

here to be understood as

found at

1

Pet.

i.

14

;

its

i.,

p. 459, seq.; aluv

pvUwv,

i. e.,

Sv^/iar^eaflat is
opposite.
the 0%%ia of
to
take
meaning is,
its

=

^era^op^ovaOai ; the latter
substantially
bears
rather
an
internal, the former an external
expression, however,
The drcwa tvum? rov voog, reneiving of the mind, here de
relation.

something

else.

It

is

The
notes the progressively transforming work in the believer.
but from it as a begin
vov$ itself is the first object of this work
Tit. iii. 5 is the
ning, the whole man, even to his body, is renewed.
;

only other place where the substantive occurs ; the verbs avanaLvou [2
Col. iii. 10], and dvaitaivifa [Heb. vi. 4-6] are more fre
Cor. iv. 16
The
renewal is not different in kind from regeneration; the
quent.
;

latter term, however, regards the matter rather as an act, the former,
rather as a consequence of this act.
Renewal coincides exactly

with sanctification in which expression, also, the gradual preva
In elg TO donL^d^iv it is signified
lence of the new life is marked.
that the natural man cannot truly prove the will of God ; he is
he can,
without the higher light and delicacy of moral feeling
consequently, discern God s will only in that which is most pal
;

pable.*)

The

first

which the apostle passes from his more
humility, the peculiarly Christian virtue, the
rest.
Through this it is that each man ac

particular to

general admonition,
supporter of all the

is

knowledges the place and the

gift allotted to

him,&quot;)*

and thus makes

possible a joint operation of the whole. The apostle utters this and
the following exhortations, however, not as his personal good wishes,

but by virtue of his apostolical authority

;

and

this for believers

alone, since it is only to the position of the life of faith that the in
structions which follow are suited. Where the principle itself is yet
wanting, no directions can be given how it shall diffuse itself through

and impregnate all the relations of life ; or, at the utmost, they
can only effect that which is all that the law altogether can effect
the knowledge of sin.
(Rom. iii. 20.)
(Xdpig denotes primarily the apostolic office, but of course in
*

&quot;

Augustine aptly says

autem huic vivimus, non

Tantum videmus quantum morimur huic

seeculo;

quantum

videmus.&quot;

f Reicbe supposes that the apostle is led away from the chief idea, humility, to a sub
It is
sidiary consideration, the gifts but the two subjects are most closely connected.
precisely the consciousness of our own limited gifts that teaches the necessity of co
;

operation with others,

who

possess other

gifts.
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connexion with the gifts imparted for discharging it. The words
navrl rw ovn ev vplv, to every one who is among you, are intended,
unquestionably, to make the exhortation quite general ; but the
among you&quot; is meant to mark especially that the exhortation is
&quot;

members of

addressed to believers, to

the church.

&quot;Yneptypoveiv

=

In Trap b del Qpovelv, it is indicated that
v^Tjkofaovelv, comp.
there is also a false humility, which will not own to itself what God
has done. True humility is fully conscious of the grace which it
has received, of the call which has been addressed to it, yet not as
if this were anything of its own, but as of God. This true humility
is aco^Qovelv = ra a&a faovelv, sound-mindedness, the right and healthy
view of ourselves and our position. God s creation knows no abso
xi.

lute equality

;

as

20.

among

angels there

is

subordination, so too in the

church of God the measure of faith, and consequently also the
measure of the Spirit, is variously dealt out. And this not alone
according to individual faithfulness, but according also to the

God.
Faith, is here taken quite generally, as
the
subjective disposition of soul, in which man is capable
denoting
of receiving into himself the objective working of the Spirit
the

free ordering of

measure of faith&quot; has,
This expression
grace spoken of in ver. 6.
as is well known, given rise to the dogmatic term analogia fidei;
&quot;

but

it is

needless to remark that the sense of the phrase

On

quite different.

the trajection endoTu ug comp.

Winer

is

here

s Gr.,

61. 3.)

Vers. 4,

5.

After the figure

of-

the

human

organism, the apos

an organic whole, in which the individuals,
are
members,
mutually supplementary the visible church, there

tle regards believers as

as

;

the invisible, cannot be conceived without members re
spectively leading and led ; and hence follows the necessity of
government for the visible church.

fore, like

a&[m more particularly at 1 Cor. xii.
comp. on Mark xiv. 19 ; John viii. 9, where elg
each.&quot;
occurs, as here, in the sense of
(Comp. Winer s
37. 3.)
Every one is regarded as a collective notion, and is

(Comp. on the

On
Kad

naO

6 6e

figure of the

el$,

&quot;

el&amp;lt;;

Gr.,

construed with the plural //&?/. For the completion of the parallel,
there should immediately have been added
and these members have
also diverse operations;

and what

this is

more

fully set forth in ver. 6

follows.)

Vers. 6-8.
as the

but

members

Having hitherto regarded the persons themselves,
of the body of Christ, the apostle in the sequel

makes use of the

figure in such a way as to represent the various
Divine Spirit (who, regarded in his operation, is the
same with grace), as determining the various agency of the members.
Paul here only names some gifts by way of example and indeed

gifts of the

only three

;

while in 1 Cor.

xii. 7, seq.,

a

much

greater

number

is
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To the Charismata properly so called i. e., to the
extraordinary and miraculous gifts peculiar to the apostolic age
there are then added (ver. 8) other points, which might either be
taken as merely expressions of the three Charismata, or as phe

enumerated.

nomena

of the Christian

life

in general, such as are

enumerated in

the 8th and following verses. As expressions of the three Charis
mata, they might perhaps be taken in a reversed order, so that
irapanaXdv should be applied to the diddaicakog, (isradidovai to the
and iheeiv to the 7rpo(/&amp;gt;??T?7f, with reference to the
&amp;lt;5idicovo$, rrpoioTaoOai
severe and to the gentle duties of his office respectively.
For in
the three gifts there seems at the same time to predominate a
reference to the three principal offices in the church, the TrpofajTrjg
answering to the bishop, the diddaicaXog to the presbyter, and the

third gift to the didiwvog. There seems, however, one objection to this
But,
supposition of the three gifts, viz., the elre before napaitah&v.
as appears from D.E.F.GL and other critical authorities, this is spu

and has found its way into the text only from the analogy of
the preceding elre 6 diddaituv. Paul knows nothing of a special
Charisma of TragaK^aig. As to the structure of the sentence, Meyer
would erroneously connect Zxovreg with &a(tev (ver. 5) but the de of

rious,

;

ver. 6,
4, 5,

by which,

in contrast with the already

the discourse

is

The
against this.*
coluthon ; the verb

begun

concluded sentence,

and carried onwards,

vers,

is

decidedly
sentence bears rather the character of an anaafresh,

is wanting to tyov-es, and the most natural
Let each use his gift according to its
words to supply would be
abandons the accusative, and in ver.
Paul
also
Moreover,
purpose.&quot;
7 puts the nominative, and the concrete instead of the abstract. It
in the clause about prophecy, there is
is, however, remarkable that,
&quot;

put, not, as in the case of other gifts, iv ry

but Kara

npo(p7]re[a,

in prophecy,

to the

according
proportion of
evidently synonymous with PKTQOV mareu^, measure
of faith , above, and, consequently, as being quite a general expres
sion, would seem applicable not to prophecy alone, but to all gifts.

faith,

rijv

which

dvahoyiav

rfjg

Trforewf,

is

faith&quot;
indeed, impossible to find in
any special and exclusive
reference to prophesying, and therefore we must say that the apos

It

&quot;

is,

by an inexact way of expressing himself, especially connects with
the chief Charisma, the general idea which is to be understood in
the case of every gift, and thus comes to leave out iv ry n
tle,

* But the Jt already occurring in the preceding clause invalidates this
objection, and
leaves the evidence for the two constructions in themselves, perhaps, about evenly
balanced. But the prevailing hortatory character of the paragraph, which in this sen
tence also must bo assumed at tv u~?ioTr]Ti, and which also furnishes the most natural ex

on
planation of the iv ~?) diaitovia, etc., makes the construction indicated by Olshausen,
&quot;With the
several graces, therefore, as &quot;prophecy,&quot; etc., is easily
the whole, preferable.
understood the idea of obligation let it be.
[K.
according to the proportion of
\ Rather, I think, the limitation
&quot;

faith,&quot;

is

connected
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fundamental disposition of the

work
soul, without which it is altogether impossible to conceive any
in
man.
and
also
of
the
consequently
any gift
Spirit,
ing
(On Trpo^rj-eia, the gift of teaching in relation to the things of
God with full consciousness in the power of the Spirit ; on dianovia
Kvfiepvriais, and on StdaoKahia, comp. more particularly at 1 Cor.
xii.

28.

New Testament ;
employed of mathematical propor
answers to fierpovy ver. 3. In ver. 8, aTr/lor??*^ ex

AvaXoyia

is

not found elsewhere in the

in profane usage, it is especially

Here

tions.

it

purposes in giving ; it should be the expression of
pure benevolence, and only as such has it any real value.)
The apostle now leaves the subject of the extraor
Vers. 9-11.
cludes

all side

dinary operations of the Spirit, and turns to other exhortations,
especially the exhortation to make love, in its true nature, the regu

In the most general way, love
lating principle in all circumstances.
manifests itself in hatred of what is evil (a hatred necessarily im

which loves the sinner), and in cleaving to what is
more particular workings. Even the honour
shewn to our neighbour is beautifully referred to love ; without love
it is mere hypocrisy or flattery.
(On ver. 9 comp. Amos v. 15, where the same idea is found. In
the general clause, TJ dydTrrj avvnoKpLTos, it is better to supply can
as the latter is very rarely supplied. [Comp. Benhardy s
than
Syntax, p. 331.]* In ver. 11, the two clauses, T ontovdy p) orcvrjpoi
and TGJ TTvevfjtaTi Zeovre?, express the same idea, first negatively and
then positively. They both describe the nature of love
The
coals thereof are coals of fire, which hath a most vehement flame/
In addition to many earlier commentators and
[Cantic. viii. 6.]
critics, some of the moderns, especially Tholuck, Kuckert, Lachmann, and Keiche, have decided in favour of the usual reading,
ttvpiG), which has certainly by far the greater support from authori
plied in love

good

;

itself,

and next,

in

TTG&amp;gt;,

&quot;

ties, as

only D.F.Gk, and some Latin Fathers, read

naipfi.

But the

internal reasons appear to me so
weighty, that I decide unreservedly
for Kaipti.
charge so entirely general, to serve the Lord/ is out

A

&quot;

of place

among such altogether special exhortations.f The form
Kvpito dovkevELv is so well known, that it might easily have been sub
stituted for the unusual Kaip&.
In Latin, indeed, tempori servire
specially with

&quot;

prophesying,&quot; because this was a grace which, beyond all the others here
mentioned, involved an absolute dependence on Divine influence. The other offices may
be urged unconditionally upon human
fidelity, but New Testament prophecy, like the
Old, came not of the will of man, but by inspiration of the
Holy Ghost [K.
* As both the
clauses are
preceding and
this is better so taken.

following
hortatory,
standing in the midst of so many elliptical exhortations would account for the other
wise unwonted and harsh ellipsis in this.
[K.
f Yet by throwing the emphasis rather on davhevovree,
yielding service to the Lord,&quot;
this objection, in no way of much
force, is entirely obviated.
[K.
Its

&quot;

VOL. IV.
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occurs [Cic. Epist. Tamil, vi. 21], but it is not found in Greek
To serve the time in a right manner,
before the second century.
is an expression of love which perfectly suits the context,
however,

and

is,

moreover, a thought which easily arises out of the Pauline

circle of ideas.)

Lastly follow the expressions of the third great
The manifestation of this in endurance

Vers. 12, 13.

Christian virtue

Hope.

but acts of kindness and hos
come under the head of hope as of
of the brotherly love mentioned in ver. 9. Both these

of sufferings and in prayer
pitality

seem not

love, especially

so

much

have

is

simple

;

to

an essential connexion with hope, inas
which is to be expected; and
had
a
view
Paul
to this side of the subject,
without
doubt,
here,
which is also touched on in other passages of Scripture. (Comp. on
Matth. x. 40, 41, and on TrpoaKapTepeWj Acts i. 14, ii. 42, vi. 4, etc.
In ver. 13 the reading ^iveiatg instead of X9 e/iai S is remarkable but
virtues, however,

much

also

as they point to the recompense

;

undoubtedly originated in a later time, when the invocation of
saints became customary. The same MSS. which read naip& support

it

a circumstance, it
also the various reading pvelais
favourable to the maintenance of Kvpito.)
Vers. 14-16.

From

must be allowed,

the relation of the Christian to the

mem

bers of the church, the apostle now turns to his position relatively
Faith and hope must now retire ; love alone here
to unbelievers.*
celebrates her triumphs ; she blesses the enemies, she weeps with
them that weep. The Christian is always accessible to the univer

human

feelings of joy and grief, from whatever quarter they
he never in stoical indifference or insensibility holds him
self above such sympathy, but willingly condescends to the wretched.
The words TO avrb elg d^^ovg (j)povovvrE$} being of the same mind
towards one another (ver. 16), however, do not seem to suit with this
sal

meet him

;

connexion.

An

exhortation to Christians to unity

among themselves

certainly quite out of place here ; but it fits easily into the con
nexion if we take it as follows :f Paul exhorts all believers to be

is

alike in this love towards the unbelievers (and that for the very pur
pose of converting them), not arrogantly to place themselves at a
distance and above them, but to enter into their needs.

(Ver. 14 refers to the words of Christ, Matth.
*

It

might be said that even

in the

church

itself

there

is

room

v. 44.

Chrysos-

for the application of the

precepts of love towards enemies (comp. on Matth. v. 43, seq.), and that, consequently,
we cannot conclude from their occurrence that they form a transition to the relation of
Christians to unbelievers.
But, in so far as these precepts still find their application in
the visible church, the aluv OVTOC also still exists in the church itself; the admonitions
which follow regard the relation to those who are still moving wholly or partially in the

element of
\

this alwv.

The sense in which the Fathers take

it

that

of another, in order to understand his feelings

we

is

should enter into the circumstances

hardly justifiable in point of language.
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tom s remark, that it is harder to rejoice sincerely with the joyful
than to weep with the sorrowing, is very true ; but this, doubtless,
has its foundation in the remarkable and deep-seated temptation of
pleasure at the misfortunes of others, which it is difficult to extir
In the misfortunes of our best friends, says Kant,* there is
is not altogether displeasing to us.
In ver. 16 the

pate.

something which

of course, not the humble or poor in spirit, but those
are outwardly or inwardly unhappy.
The word here answers
without
sufficient
to the Hebrew ^y or is*.
Reiche,
grounds, takes
raTTsivoi are,

who

r

as neuter.

to

carry off with, avvandyeodai, to carry off
put one s- self into connexion or communion
Luther rightly says ; Let yourselves down to the
wretched, nay [since there is nothing to restrict the words to the
communion of believers with one another], withdraw not thyself
from the poor and despised who as yet know not the gospel. Selfwithdrawal and exclusiveness belong to the religion of the Old Tes
tament
to the New Testament, communion even with those in
whom the life of Christ does not as yet bear sway. The proverb,
it

Swa-nayc^

with one s-self,
with a person.

i. e.,

to

;

me what company you keep, and I will tell you who you are,&quot;f
therefore true only for the Old Testament^ where exclusiveness is
a duty because the power is inadequate to overcome the opposing
&quot;

Tell

is

element The Son of God teaches the faithful to consort with pub
and sinners, in order to win them for his kingdom.)
The words p) yiveoOs faovipoi Trap mvrolg, be not
Vers. 17, 18.
ivise in your own conceit, again do not seem suited to the connexion,
which is otherwise very exact as far as ver. 21. This clause, how
ra viprjXa typovovvres, mind
ever, must be taken as parallel with
not high things, above ; it is the worst form of high-mindedness
licans

^

i. e.,

is

of lovelessness

to think highly of self;

limited to himself, and loving care for others

by
is

this a

man s

view

checked.

K. r.
A., is merely a negative expression of the idea
in
The latter words are
contained
positively
npovooviievoi K. r. /I.
taken from Prov. iii. 4.
With the second half of ver. 17 compare

(Mrjdem naitov

Is. v. 21, which
appears to be referred to in the apostle s words.
Rpovoelv is used with the genitive, 1 Tim. v. 8 ; with the accusative,
2 Cor. viii. 21. The words ivuntov avByunuv are to be explained

Universal peace is possible only
according to Matth. v. 16.
sin does not exist ; therefore the
apostle says el 6war6v but

where

;

yet Christians may on their part (TO tf v^v), often by endurance
mitigate the sharpness of opposition, and gain even their enemies.)
Yer. 19. Even in the worst case, however, the Christian must
*

[The sentiment

f

Answering to the Latin

\ It
nial

is

true for

all

companionship.

is

Rochefoucauld

s.]

Noscitur ex socio qui non cognoscitur ex se.
times, in its proper meaning, as indicating our chosen and conge

[K.
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not avenge himself, but must, according to Scripture (Deut. xxxii.
him with whom alone it is always holy.
35), leave vengeance to
dore TOTTOV r^
most expositors have rightly
the
7
phrase
(In
the
the
that
sense
of
words is Do not anticipate
so
supplied Qsov,
the ways of God ; allow time and space to his righteous retribution.
&amp;lt;5py^

Keiche understands it of human anger, and explains the words
Allow space to wrath, that it may not at once break out into act.*
But the quotation does not agree well with this, since it forbids not
only the wild anger of a moment, but also that anger of man which
It is quite unsuitable to un
is deferred, and thereby mitigated.
derstand the anger of the person wronged in the sense Do not ex
On TOTTOV didovcu cornp.
pose yourself to anger, give way to it.
Eph. iv. 27. The quotation is free ; in the LXX. the words are
iv faepa eKdiKifawg dvraTroduoa).

Paul

is

nearer to the

Hebrew

Instead of the wrath of the natural man, the
the love of the spiritual man, which, at the
recommends
apostle
same time, is of the most potent influence in overcoming evil it
Yers. 20, 21.

;

gains not merely something from the adversary, or in him, but his in

most

self.

(The passage is borrowed, word for word, from Prov. xxv. 21,
The image of coals heaped on the head, is to be explained es
22.
Thou shalt pre
it can only mean
pecially from 2 Esdras xvi. 53
pare for him a sensible pain, yet not to harm him, but to lead him
The Oriental style, which delights
to repentance and improvement.
;

in strong expressions, contains many kindred forms of expression.
Glockler
[Cornp. the passages in Tholuck and Reiche in loc.]

thinks that the figure

is

taken from laying coals on pots in order to

soften hard meats, and, consequently, that the meaning
shalt soften his hard heart ; but this is quite erroneous.

from aupos, a heap,

is

also

found in 2 Tim.

18.

iii.

Thou

is

S

6.

OF OBEDIENCE.

(XIII. 1-14.)

Without any apparent connexion, there follow exhortations to
obedience towards authority. According, however, to the manner
which we have indicated of understanding xii. 14-21, the discussion
which follows

is

very naturally connected with those verses.

hostile element, against

The

which Paul had hitherto directed the beha-

* In other
respects the Latin Spatium dare
tion.

rem,

tree, would suit well with this interpreta
Perhaps Lactantius had an eye to the passage before us when he wrote, Lauda-

si,

cum

Ira. c. 8.

fuisset iratus, dedisset irce suce spatium, ut haberet

modum

castigatio.

D0
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viour of the Christian in his private relations, met the church of the
apostolic age as in a concentrated form, in the civil power of the

Roman empire. A wrong conception of the idea of Christian free
dom might, therefore, easily have misled the Christians to place

themselves in a false relation towards the heathen authorities ; as it
well known that among the Jews the party of Judas the Galilean
made it an article of faith that it was unlawful to pay tribute to

is

heathens, Inasmuch as the genuine Jew could recognize Jehovah
alone as the king of the Theocracy, according to Deut. xvii. 15.
(Comp. at Acts v. 37, and Josephus Antiq. xviii. 1, 1, Bell. Jud. ii.

In the statement of Suetonius (Claud, c. 25), that the Jews of
a commotion under the leadership of one Chrestus,
there is perhaps an indication that a portion of the Koman Chris
tians, in their lively feeling of Christian liberty, may not have quite
If, now,
rightly apprehended their relation towards the authorities.
we consider that the Epistle to the Komans was written under Nero,
after Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius, with their abominations
9.)

Kome made

and madness, had already passed over the scene, there appears in
the following exhortation a greatness and purity of thought strik
ingly contrasting with the malice and baseness which were mani
This purity and
fested in the ruling power of the Koman empire.
truth could not but at the same time carry in it the power of renew
ing the youth of the whole old and corrupted world, and of restoring
At present we look forth into a world which
for a series of ages.

it

the people are
has in like manner passed into corruption, in which
become wild and desolate because prophecy is nothing heeded
it
&quot;

;&quot;

becomes essential, then, that the law be again administered as from
above, and that the doctrine of holy Scripture respecting the magis
tracy, as God s representative on earth, should be anew established.
The precept of obedience towards the magistracy is
(Ver. 1.
one of universal extent, so that no one may suppose himself released
from it by attaining a high degree of spiritual advancement, or the
like
hence it is said, &quot;let every soul/ etc., ndaa 1/^77 vnoraaaeoOa)
fcBpVs, i. e., ZKO,GTO.
By the term egovaiai, Paul designates the
magistracy in the widest sense, and under it we must understand
not only the emperor and the highest official authorities, but also
the inferior authorities which act only in his name. The predicate

=

;

vnepexovaai designates them as actually existing, as having the power
in their hands, and answers to the
The de in
following al 6e ovaat.

be understood as explicative not as adversative. By
exempted from all investigation as to the rightfulness or the origin of an actually subsisting power ; in that which
subsists he sees the ordinance of God,
although it may be only pro
al 6e ovaai is to

this the believer is

visional.*

Notwithstanding, however, this unconditional subjection
how the believer ought to act in the perplexing transitions from one

* The
question
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human government, there is no one further removed than the
in the magistracy, as in all other
Christian from the service of men
his God alone.
he
serves
Every authority by the grace of
relations,
to the

;

the people, leads to frightful tyranny of man, even under the mild
est rule ; the magistracy, regarded and conceived of as by the grace
of God, is a ministry of God, even if a Nero sits on the throne. Thus
is servant of none save his God, and yet is subject to
has power over him ; thus only is true freelom com
who
one
every
order
the freedom which is independent of God has
with
;
patible
within it the element of the most fearful confusion. In this represen

the believer

d p) drrb
according to another, and perhaps more correct reading, vnb)
Geov, there is no power except from God, appears very remarkable.

tation, however, the

apostle

s

idea,

oi&amp;gt;

yap EOTIV t^ovoia

(or,

Was

a Nero of

God

?

be separated from his

But of course the person
office, and then we must

of the ruler

is

to

certainly say that
even the worst government is better than

was of God
whatever such a government still contains of the ele
and
anarchy,
ments of order, that is of God. But are there not absolutely un
godly powers, which come into being by sedition or other evil
means ? Are these also of God ? Certainly they are so, in as far
We must here
as they come into actual and manifest existence. *
were
which
laid
down
in
the
same
ix. 1, with re
principles
apply
evil generally.
of
All
evil
to
the
which comes
phenomena
spect
into existence has been willed by God, not as evil, but as a phenom
enon and thus too it is with powers which originate through sin.
The Christian, who as such knows himself to be the citizen of a higher

Nero

s office

;

;

world, has not (unless he be also obliged thereto by Ids civil rela
tions), to go into investigations as to the rightfulness of the subsist
ing power, which besides are generally of great difficulty, and hence

cannot possibly be devolved on each individual he belongs to that
power to which God has given the sway over him. Evil governments have their judge in God alone, not in men.
Yer. 2. Hence the act of resistance to the magistracy, inde
pendently of the motives which at the utmost may render it less
criminal,

but never can excuse

it

is,

as such, a resistance to

God

s

e. g., in revolutions,
especially at what point a newly-arisen
to be regarded as de facto subsisting, is not referred to by the apostle ;
because, ou account of the multiplicity of circumstances which are conceivable in such
cases, it is impossible to lay down any objective rules on the subject.

government
government

to another,
is

* Eeiche is
altogether wrong in his understanding of this passage, inasmuch as he
thinks that the recognition of every de facto government, as of God s willing, is errone
ous, and that we must only extend what is predicated to good governments.
For, according
to this principle, every one

power above him as good or bad, at
any revolutions. The apostolic principle alone
wholly prevents them, since by it both good and evil governments are warranted in de
manding obedience. But the moment when a government is to be regarded as de facto
subsisting, cannot (as has been already observed) be determined by objective rules.

pleasure,

is left

and thus an opening

is

to consider the

made

for
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ordinance, and whosoever has been guilty of
judgment. But here arises the question,

under the Divine

it falls

Why

does not the apostle

mention that the magistracy may also require something contrary
to God s command, and that in this case it is not to he obeyed (ac
we ought to obey
v. 29, that
cording to the saying in Acts iv. 19
God rather than men,&quot; on which the observations in the comment
ary are to be compared), since surely such cases were of very fre
&quot;

;

quent occurrence, in the apostolic age especially ? The reason of
is, undoubtedly, because it is in the nature of the thing
itself, that, as God s ordinance is to be recognized in the magistracy
and in its will, the will of God has precedence of the magistrate s
command, where the one is against the other inasmuch as in such
cases the latter has ceased to be what it was meant to be. Unques
his silence

;

tionable, however, as

is

the abstract principle

that

we must obey God

rather than men, hence, even than the magistracy it is still difficult to
reduce to definite rules the application of it in the concrete circum
stances.

The Mennonite

finds a conflict

between the order of the

magistrate and God s commandment in the requisition to become a
soldier ; the Quaker and other parties in other points.
Holy Scrip
on the subject,
ture, therefore, has not gone into any specifications

because it is always a question involving the most special considera
decide what is the right course
tions, both external and internal, to
This only it maintains without reserve that
in the specific case.

must always be endur
can
justify him in opposing
injustice
the subsisting authority by act, whether in a negative or in a posi
the fundamental character of the Christian

ance, and that no

force

and no

tive shape.
(Kp/|ua ka^pdveiv is

according to the analogy of the Hebrew w
icpipa it is best to include physical

comp. James iii. 1. Under
and moral, temporal and eternal

tc

ftt,

injuries,

inasmuch as these are

all

regarded as the punishment of disobedience which God lays on us.)
Vers. 3, 4.
Without allowing himself to be in the slightest de
gree prejudiced or embittered by the state of things which was before
him in the Roman empire, the Apostle Paul holds exclusively to the

idea of government, which

is indeed never wholly realised, because
the government is represented by sinful men, but which yet may be
recognized even in the worst magistracy, inasmuch as this is under
a necessity for the sake of its own existence, of upholding social

order in essentials. Hence the magistracy appears as a blessing for
every one, even for such as should suffer from it through individual
acts of injustice which proceed from it.
Hence results, then, the
simple exhortation to do that which is good, which lies essentially
at the foundation of all laws

;

for only

he who does what

is

evil

need

fear the magistrate.

(In

ver. 3,

very

many

considerable critical authorities, instead of
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the genitive plural, read the dative singular rw ayaOti epyw, a/Ua TGJ
To me, also, as to Keiche, this appears to deserve the prefer
KaK&.
ence over the usual reading, since the collective use of Zpyov might
be mistaken. In ver. 4, the phrase /m^atpav Qopdv, bear the
easily

not merely the
sword, denotes the power of punishment in general,
of that
exercise
which
is
but
the
and death,
highest
right over life
the
is
understood
of
dagger which
commonly
power. The expression
the emperors were in the habit of carrying as an ensign of the judi
The punish
cial power.
[Sueton. Galba, c. 11, Tacit. Hist. iii. 68.]
ments inflicted by the magistracy, therefore, are God s punishments,
as to which it must again be kept in view
that Paul argues from the essential idea of the magistracy, which
cannot be done away with by individual exceptions.)
since it is his minister

;

Hence, consequently, fear alone cannot be the mo
but the consciousness of the good itself which
For
results to every one from the orderly arrangements of the state.
this reason are to be fulfilled even those duties which appear more
Yers. 5-7.

tive of obedience,

trivial,

closely

the trivial is
and therefore are very readily neglected
tone of
fundamental
with
the
connected with the great
;

the mind.
(Ver.

5.

AvdyKrj denotes, not

moral compulsion which the truth

any outward

force,

but that

The two terms

exercises.

opyij,

wrath^ and

oveid^mg, conscience, are to be differently referred ;
Ver. 6.
the former to the magistracy, the latter to the believer.
Te/UZre must, on account of tlie preceding yap, be the indicative, not
For this cause, i. e., inasmuch as ye recognize
the imperative
&quot;

this right

which

of the rulers,

follow, the

it is

that ye pay

tribute.&quot;

In the words

keirovpyoi might be the officers who gather the
be active for this very purpose [el$ avrb rovro, for

tribute, who must
the collection of it].

But

in that case, 7rpooKa,)repovvre$

must be taken

It is
as the subject, which, however, would require the article.
of
with
the
notion
to
De
Wette,
better, therefore,
leading
supply,
for they, the rulers,
the whole sentence, ap%ovre^, and to translate
are God s ministers, who attend upon this very thing,&quot; viz., the
&quot;

faiTovpyelv.

This construction, indeed,

is

not without difficulty

;

a hardness in taking from the keirovpyol Qeov eloi the
notion of heiTovpyelv, and referring to this the elg avrb rovro with
irpoaKap-repelv, which also does not suit perfectly with it ; but yet it

for there is

seems to me preferable to the other. In ver. 7 it is a mistake to
with Reiche, the d-xodore trdai to all men indifferently ; the
ideas which follow relate undoubtedly to the authorities, and hence
refer,

the reference here

The

is merely to gradations
among the authorities.
extension of the idea at the 8th verse, must not be supposed

an influence at ver. 7. The only question is, for what
reason Paul chose precisely this relation of the clause. Probably,

to have
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as already intimated, that the special might be represented as
whoever fears and honours the prince,
founded in the general
his
to
toll
officers.
will pay scot and
Qopo? denotes taxes on per
ATrotfore is to be
reAo
on
things.
supplied with the datives.
sons,
How careful the early Christians were, even in this point, which
is
so often treated with disregard, appears from Tertullian s
;

Apolog.

c.

42.)

With

a remarkably spirited turn Paul, in the fol
lowing verses, again passes to the subject of love, as the security
for the fulfilment of this, as of all other commands of God.
The
of
and
the
idea
to
characterizes
love
as
the
debt,
apostle keeps
only
Vers. 8-10.

debt which can never be cleared off, which the Christian may owe
with honour. The whole ethical part of this epistle is in substance
as much a representation of the nature of love as the doctrinal part
is an exposition of the nature of faith, and the supplement to that
part (chs. ix. xi.) of hope; hence the apostle can from any point
In the first
revert to love, which is the fulfilling of the law.
verses the apostle probably had in his mind the word of Christ,

Matth.

xxii. 40,

on which compare the observations in

my com

mentary.
ye should not,
(In ver. 8, dfatkere is to be taken imperatively
must not owe anything
Mrjdev is used, and not ovdtV, in order to
give prominence to the subjective application ;* according to the
various degrees of spiritual illumination and development the idea
&quot;

\&quot;

of indebtedness contracts or expands love alone has the wonderful
quality that the more it is practised the more amply it unfolds itself,

and

rises in its claims.

While, therefore, in other circumstances a

man

stands better in proportion as he owes
condition the more it feels itself in debt.*)&quot;

less,

love

Reiche

is

in the best

objections to
The ground of his error is, that
this idea are altogether mistaken.
he conceives of love as a commandment, which is true only in refer
s

ence to the Old Testament ; whereas, according to the apostolical
view, it is an element, a power, namely, the life of God in man.

Hence

love

is

as inexhaustible as

God

himself,

and

is

the absolute

In man, however, love is growing, and con
Yer.
sequently, is only the fulfilment of the law in approximation.
9 observes no exact order hence the sixth commandment stands

fulfilment of the law.

;

The

addition ov ^evdofiaprvp^aeic

spurious according to the
6.
AvaKtyaAaiovadai
to comprehend under one chief idea [Ke^dkaiov] ; it also occurs in
Eph. i. 10. As to the quotation comp. on Mark xii. 31 ; Levit.

first.

best critical authorities.

*

Taking o^etAere

be a solecism.

is

On Adyof comp.

(as doubtless it

at ix.

should be) with Olshausen as imperative, ovdev would

[K.

\ Augustine says, with equal beauty and truth,
reddendo multiplicatwr.

Amor cum

redditur,

non amittitur, sed
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Yer. 10.

U^p^pa

is

11, 12.

chosen merely on account of

ver. 8, and denotes perfect observance.)
The exhortation to love
Yers. 11, 12.

is

TreTrA^pwoe,

indeed one of universal

found in the Old Testament yet under the
force, and is already
New Testament dispensation it has assuredly a peculiar significance.*
For in the Old Testament the precept of love is intended chiefly to
awaken the consciousness of the want of it whereas in the New
;

;

Testament, on the contrary,

To

this character of the

it

New

present as a real source of power.
Testament the apostle refers, by way
is

The time before Christ is in his
of giving point to his exhortation.
of
men
of
s
unconsciousness
as to their higher
view the period
night,
on
since
the
time
other
the
Christ,
hand, is the day, since
origin ;
the

Sun

of Righteousness sheds forth his beams, since the true con
become awake in man. With this figure, of day and

sciousness has

night, light and darkness, sleep and waking, Paul proceeds to blend
a second, of putting on armour, in regard to which compare par

Eph. vi. The man who has awaked goes also into the
is appointed for him, and arms himself for it with the
which
fight
armour of light, or of the Spirit. (Comp. Rom. vi. 13.) The only
difficulty which can be felt here is in the words vvv yap eyyvrepov
ore lmaTeva&amp;lt;mev, for now is our salvation nearer
r\\L&v i] our7]pia, ?}
than wlien ive believed. These evidently point to the second coming
of Christ, and the perfecting of humanity which will then take
here denoted by ouripla.
Consequently the vvv
place, and which is
and its answering ?} ore apply to the time when Paul wrote, as opposed
Salvation is nearer to us than
to the time of the first conversion.
We need not, however,
at the time when we embraced the faith.&quot;
conclude from this passage that the apostle, at the date of this epis
ticulars at

&quot;

continued to expect the second advent in his own lifetime ; he
more than that they have advanced nearer to this
says, indeed, no
act of the world s history.
concluding
(Comp. on xi. 13, 14.)
great
tle,

The exhortation to the faithful, to put off the works of darkness, is
rather a reminding of the resolution already formed at their baptism,
and which should be daily renewed.
Supply roaovra) p,d^ov with
(Yer. 11.

KOL rovro.

Comp. Heb.

the general character of the time, wpa the strictly
x. 25.
Katpd^
The parenthesis is not to be placed [with Grieselement.
temporal
is

bach] after

jjyytuev,

but after Kmarevaa^ev

;

the words

7}

vvj

K. r. A.

Yer. 12. On npottonTG), comp.
are a most exact description of Kaipog.
Luke ii. 52. Here the idea of growth, increase, has combined with
Reiche erroneously de
it the sense of being completed, passed by.
rives dnoOupeOa

from

aTroflt

o),

instead of from

* Yers. 11-14 are historically remarkable, inasmuch as they were the means of the
conversion of Augustine, that greatest teacher of the church before the Keformation.
[Confess. viiL 29.]
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The admonitions which here follow, refer not so
Vers. 13, 14.
to gross manifestations of fl eshliness, which even the law pun

much

ishes, as

and

to the subtler spiritual manifestations in evil thoughts
which may be quelled by a careful discipline of the

inclinations,

body.

Evo^dvw?

(Ver. 13.

is

also

found in 1 Cor.

xiv.

40

;

1 Thess.

12.
Kwjuof, commessatiOj properly roving about in villages,
thence roving, dissoluteness, in general. Gal. v. 21 ; 1 Pet. iv. 3.
Yer. 14. The phrase
KoirT], bed, put euphemistically for unchastity.
iv.

from the figure of a robe of righteousoccurs
again in the New Testament at Gal. iii.
10] ;
Profane writers also use dnodveaOaL and evdveaOai in like man

XpjffTov ivdvoaaOai is derived

ness
27.

it

[Is. Ixi.

of fashioning one s self unlike or like a person.
(Comp. Dion. Halic., xi., p. 689, Lucian in Gall., c. 19.) Hpovoiav
TToieloOai = KQovouoQai, comp. xii. 17.
The negative is, on account
of the connexion with what follows, to be so taken as not to censure
the care of the body as such, but only in excess, when it excites the
ner, in the sense

lusts of the flesh.

Hence we may supply ovr^ ware after KOLeiode,
which alone is intended to be

since the elg denotes that operation
forbidden.

/

SECTION

II.
i,.-

(XIV. 1

XV.

13.)
-

OF BEHAVIOUR

,

)

IN THINGS INDIFFERENT.

By the transition which the contrast suggests, the apostle comes
from the improper care of the body to the opposite error of improper
asceticism, and shews how love ought to bear itself towards the
maintainers of this tendency.
The precepts which Paul gives with
reference to this breathe the deepest truth, and real freedom, i. e., im
The following section is the more important in
partiality of spirit.

proportion as the errors of believers have been, and still are, more
frequent in respect of the so-called Adiaphora; errors which might
have been avoided if men had been at pains to apprehend the apos
tolic counsels

two

more deeply in their inward meaning.

classes of intermediate things

For there are

connected with moral
laxity, and (2) others which are connected with moral strictness. It
is only in respect of the latter that
Scripture contains express ad
and
in
the
monitions,
especially
passage before us ; respecting the
;

(1) those

former, there are only the general observations as to keeping our
selves unspotted from the world.
There is
(2 Cor. vi. 14, seq.)
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nowhere a direct prohibition of sharing in dancing, theatrical amuse
in part to be explained by
ments, and the like. This is, doubtless,
the circumstance that, in the apostolic age, the severe tone of feel
rather to exaggerated strictness than to laxity.
ing tended much
absence of directions has also its foundation in
this
But assuredly
the entire procedure of the sacred writers. They do not begin with
outward things, but first change, through God s grace, the char
acter of

men

ward changes

hearts, convinced that with this inward change out
In the later ages
will also be spontaneously effected.

s

of the church, as also at the present day, this course has often been
reversed ; outward things are treated as all-determining, and from

No
a forsaking of these a change of the inward man is expected.
and
other
heart, however, is regenerated by forsaking dances, plays,
such indifferent things, but rather the heart which is renewed by
The cause
regeneration will of itself lose its relish for such trifles.
of this unwise and unscriptural proceeding is chiefly to be sought in
this

that

men confound such indifferent

commands, and treat the former

things with positive Divine
It is, indeed, true

like the latter.

is morally indifferent, and that the most trivial thing
be good or evil according to the mind with which it is done

that nothing

may

;

but, nevertheless, the notion of things indifferent (adiapJiora)
For that which is denounced
correct, and is necessary in ethics.

is

by

Divine laws must never be done under any conceivable circumstances;
thus we must never steal, commit adultery, or abuse the name of
God. But with the AdiapJiora it is otherwise. In these it is not
the act as such, that is sin, but the circumstances under which, the
manner in which, it is done. Now, because in these matters the
question is usually about subjective conditions, on which depends
their moral worth or unworthiness, holy Scripture wisely avoids de
termining as to things indifferent by objective commands, but seeks

always to influence the subjective conditions, in order thereby to sanc
According to these principles Paul proceeds here as
tify the whole.
Ye shall eatflesh, ye shall drink
elsewhere. He does not command
wine although, in an objective view, he held the asceticism in ques
tion to be wrong, but he exhorts to treat with forbearance those who

and expects their deliverance from that error to result
the gently transforming power of the Spirit of God.
from
gradually

maintain

it,

19.

OF BEARING WITH THE WEAK.
(XIY. 1-23.)

The particularity with which Paul treats these asce
Vers. 1, 2.
us
leads
naturally to suppose that they lived in Rome, and that
tics,
the manner of behaving towards them had been a subject of discussion

EOMANS XIV.
there.
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It is, however, difficult to determine of what sect these
were, since what Paul adduces respecting them seems

applicable neither to rigid Jewish Christians, to Essene, nor to
Gentile ascetics. For the first of these classes kept, indeed, the

precepts of the Old Testament as to food, but they did not wholly
avoid the use of flesh and wine,* as Paul reports of these Koman
ascetics (xiv. 2, 21) ; for there is nothing to sustain the assumption
that in the passages in question the subject is only the partak
ing of flesh offered in sacrifice to idols, and of wine used in libations.
The Essene ascetics, on the other hand, whose life was similar
2, in the description of the ascetic Banus),
(comp. Josephus Yit.
never lived in towns, but in the wilderness. And, again, Gentiles,
who in the apostolic age also often practised a rigid asceticism, did

not observe days in the manner related in xiv. 5 of the persons here
It is, therefore, most correct to suppose that in these
described.
before us persons in whom Jewish principles mainly
This
prevailed, indeed, but in combination with Gentile elements.
ascetics

we have

appears especially from the passage, xv. 7, 8, where the
strong&quot;
weak&quot; as Jewish Christians.
are designated as Gentile, and the
&quot;

&quot;

Such mixtures of elements, in themselves heterogeneous, are not in
conceivable in a time of such excitement as that of the apostles.
the Neopythagoreans and other philosophical sects of the
century of Christianity, there had been developed a sort of

Among
first

which might easily call forth phenom
Seneca describes, in his 108th Epistle, how he
himself had for a time been engaged in a similar endeavour
in op
ethico-religious eclecticism,

ena of this kind.

;

position to the prevailing immorality and voluptuousness, many of
the nobler spirits had recourse to rigid self-denial. Such a tendency

must, indeed, have been repulsed by Pharisaical Judaism, but it
might very readily amalgamate with Essene elements. Eclectics of
this kind, then, when they had become Christians, still
persevered
in their accustomed way of life ; and Paul desires that they

may

not be disturbed in
salvation, as the

In any

it,

since they did not insist

Jewish

on

as necessary to
Christians of Galatia insisted on circum
it

must be altogether and most
from
the
carefully distinguished
pharisaical Jewish Christians, who
and
everywhere persecuted Paul,
against whom he wrote the Epis
tle to the Galatians.
Introd.
(Comp.
3.) These Jewish Christians
were fanatics who carried on attacks against the
apostle ; whereas
the Koman ascetics appear to have been
anxious
quiet,
persons, who
cision.

*

case, these ascetics

such a form of asceticism might
easily be developed in Jewish Christians out
among other instances, from that of James, the Lord s
brother, which Hegesippus relates (in Eusebins, Hist. EccL ii. 23)
olvov KG} otKspa OVK
eniev, ovd kpifivx
tyye, he drank no wine and strong drink, nor ate of anything which had
life.
(Comp. my Monum. Hist EccL i., p. 11.) Jewish ascetics will be spoken of more
Still,

of the Nazarite rule, as appears,

particularly in the Introduction to the Pastoral Epistles.
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were merely unable from scruples of conscience to disengage them
selves from their accustomed observations, but did not affect to lay

down

rules for others.

(In ver.
M?/

1,

npo&amp;lt;jha[i(3dve&amp;lt;jQ(u

signifies forwarding, helpful, support.

f diaKpiaeis diakoyiafjitiv sc.

tkO(&amp;gt;)oi,.

kiaKpiaig

is

opposed to marts,

r
The daOevelv morei,
as a state of internal wavering or uncertaint}
not
so
much
the
marks
in
iveak
wavering itself, as the
faith,
being
.

source of

The con
the powerlessness of the principle of faith.
unnecessary the thoughts are represented as

it

jecture did koyio^tiv is

;

brought, in the weak, into a state of uncertainty. Ver. 2. The form
Xd%ava eaOieiv, eating herbs, indicates not only the refraining from
the use of sacrificial flesh, or of animals forbidden in the law, but
the avoiding of all use of flesh an abstinence which did not exist in
the Jews as*such. Ad%ava denotes all sorts of vegetables as opposed
to flesh.)

Both parties, as well the weaker as the stronger,
3, 4.
warned against one-sided judging of others the decision is
to be left to God, who alone can begin and complete the work of re
Vers.

are then

;

generation.
It is not judging
Kpiveiv has the sense of Karaicpiveiv.
(Ver. 3.
as to the objective ground or want of ground that is forbidden, but
determining as to personal guilt in the matter condemning. npo-

aehdpero has reference to ver. 1, but is used in a modified sense, as
Ver. 4 proves this idea
it here relates to reception into the church.
believer
is
lord
over another, but all
that
no
from the circumstance

God s servants, and to him consequently the case of his servants
also to be left ; by judging, we place ourselves above the servants,

are
is

of

whom, however, we

affair to

keep

the care of

it,

ourselves are

;

his servants for himself,

he invades

by aphaeresis from

God

ta-^/ca, is

it

is,

and

if

as

it

man

were, God s own
thinks to assume

The form arrjicG), formed
province.
often
used
very
by Paul. Beyond his
s

writings, it occurs in the New Testament only in Mark xi. 25.)
It might be supposed that a new class of persons is
Vers. 5, 6.
here spoken of ; but, from the manner in which the eating is mixed

up with the observance

It
of days in ver. 6, this is not probable.
accords, also, with the whole tendency of such anxious religionists,

where the one scruple exists, the other developes itself likewise.
such
For
points of difference, also, the apostle recommends forbear
ance towards the weak, and that each should act faithfully according
If this be observed, and that with
to his own subjective conviction.

that,

an

entire reference to

right view

God, he by

his Spirit guides to the objectively

also.

By the forms iu-ipav Kpiveiv or typoveiv is expressed the
a
value
to days, such as Sabbaths, new-moons, and the
attaching
(Ver. 5.

like.

Kplveiv signifies examination

and

selection

;

faovelv, careful
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Kpiveiv naaav r^iigav expresses the original
not
which
did
view,
distinguish particular festivals, because
apostolic
to it the whole life in Christ had become one festival.
As, how

consideration, valuation.

ever, the season of the church s prime passed away, the necessity
could not but at the same time have again made itself felt, of giving

prominence to festal points of light in the general current of every
day life. An Old-Testament observance of the Sabbath, such,
for example, as prevails in England, is, according to this passage,
The requisite for
assuredly not that which is objectively correct.*
each of these positions neither of which alters the essence of the
Idiu voi n^Qo^opeiaO^.
gospel -is an assured conviction, K,CLOTOC; ev
On TrkrjpotyopeioOai, the opposite of diaKpiveaOai, see on Horn. iv.
In ver. 6 the words Kal 6 p) Qpov&v (ppovel are omitted by very
21.
ro&amp;gt;

many important MSS.

the context, however, imperatively requires
them, and they seem, consequently, to have been omitted only be
cause the copyists were misled by the homoioteleuton.)
An unreserved devotedness to the Lord is ever the
Vers. 7-9.
essential element of the Christian life ; whatever can consist with
It is not until some
this may be willingly borne with in a brother.
which
interfere
with this de
in
a
remarked
is
brother,
might
thing
be
The
a
to
contrasts of
that
love
jealous.
right
acquires
votion,
to
denote
not
seem
would
and
merely
absoluteness, but,
dying
living
as ver. 10 shews, to point to the idea of the Divine judgment, by

which

all

;

human judgment

is

excluded.

(Ver.

7.

The

Christian

is

he is wholly God s ; as in marriage
The present forms,
the wife devotes herself wholly to her husband.
is not always actu
5, dnodvifoKei, express the ideal, which, indeed,

neither another

nor his

The

ally realized.

the ideal in

s

its

own

believer,

absoluteness

to bear himself as betrothed

;

however, must always keep before him
he must always regard it as his task

;

unto the Lord, in order that by degrees

may perfectly realize it. Ver. 8. The conjunctive dTTodvijaKupev
is not to be explained with Reiche, from the apostolical view that
he

Christ might come again before the death of many who were then
an opinion which we are convinced that Paul had ceased to

alive

entertain at the date of this epistle but
moment of death. The indicative, which

assuredly to be rejected.
for

death and

of his work.

life, is

The

by the uncertainty of the
found in many MSS., is
This union of the faithful with the Lord
is

then, in ver. 9, regarded as the essential object
and death of Christ were, so to speak, an ac

life

quisition, a purchase, a conquest of the living and the dead ; with
this, his property, no one may interfere.
profound and powerfully

A

Whosoever knows himself to be- thus bound to the
practical idea
Lord of the world, will not wish to belong to any. other, and will
!

*

[On

1845.]

this subject see

Mr. Yansittart Neale

s

Essay on

&quot;

Feasts and

Fasts,&quot;

London,
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still

might

in the words of ver. 9,

hold him

ical d-rreOave

10-12.

The readings vary greatly
The first nai is decid

!

KOI Zfyaev.

added only on ac
edly to be rejected ; it would seem to have been
verbs
not
The
in
the
variations
the
of
count
veKp&v.
undoubtedly
arose from their position ; it seemed that efyaev should stand first,
were denoted, it seemed that the present was re
was taken in the sense of dvefyaev or dvearrj.
quired.
It is probable that sometimes one, sometimes the other, of these ex
it some
pressions, was at first written in the margin, and that from
The explana
times one, sometimes both were adopted with the text.
tion ofefyae (which is, at all events, the right reading), as an aorist and
To take it at once
in this position, is indeed not free from difficulty.
even where the
as equivalent to dvefyoe is altogether inadmissible
or,,

if eternal life

Hence

efyoev

;

referred to, the simple verb always employs the present,
never the aorist [comp. Rom. vi. 10 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 4], even although

resurrection

is

But to explain the aorist, with Meyer, by sup
intended to mark the beginning of the condition, is
for, in the first place, there is no motive
altogether a perversion

an

aorist preceded.

posing that

it is

;

for

marking the beginning

;

and further,

in time, not to those of eternity.

assume a hysteron-proteron (.

e.

=

The

this applies only to states
simplest explanation is to

Zfyae KCU dnt;0avev ) )

and

to

un

derstand Sfyae of the earthly life of Christ, since wvrf also denotes
those who are alive on earth.
By his perfect participation in the
life of earth and its necessities, the Lord has won for himself the
right of dominion over

man. [Comp. Heb. ii. 17, 18.] This trans
was no doubt caused by the circumstance that the idea of
dying immediately preceded, and that Paul wished to connect with

position

this the parallel with the Saviour.)

The universal equality of all believers, notwith
their
inward
standing
differences, admits, then, no judgment of
one respecting another ; each has to give account for himself in
Vers. 10-12.

the general judgment. If, however, believers, as well as others, are
here represented as appearing before the judgment-seat of God,
whosoever believeth on him
whereas, in John iii. 18 it is said that
&quot;

is

not judged/

-

the seeming difference

is

to bo explained

by the con

sideration that the Divine declaration of exemption from judgment
may itself be regarded as an act of judgment. The fundamental

idea of judgment is the separating from the mass, the joining to
gether of what is akin ; where this separation has already taken
place, as in the case of believers (1 Cor. xi. 31) it cannot, of course,
be again executed in the proper sense ; God, however, may recog
it as executed,
On
(Ver. 10.

and thus the judgment

is here to be understood.
Matth. xxvii. 19, and 2 Cor. v. 10.
For Xpwrov, I read, with Lachmann and Keiche, supported by the

nize

/%, comp. at
*

Eng. Yers.

&quot;

Condemned.&quot;
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authorities A.D.E.F.G-. 0o{5, since Xpiarov might easily have been
substituted on account of the preceding words. Yer. 11. The quota
It expresses, indeed, the
tion is from Is. xlv. 23, and is very free.
idea of adoration only, but this is identical with the consciousness of
dependence, which is here the subject. Eeiche wrongly applies it-ofwhoyrjrrerai to

which the parallelism absolutely forbids.
apostle follows up the negative view with the

confession of sins

Vers. 13-15.

The

He does not suppress the fact that the ascetics in question
did not hold the objectively correct view ; but, as their subjective
error was not essential, he exhorts other Christians not merely to
positive.

abstain from condemning them, but even to accommodate themselves
to them.
These verses (with which the parallel verses, 1 Cor. viii.
are to be compared) furnish a commentary on the apostolic
a Jew to the Jews, and a Gentile to the
For this idea may easily be misin
Gentiles&quot; (1 Cor. ix. 20,
seq.)
9, seq.,

saying as to becoming

&quot;

terpreted into an apostolic permission to accommodate ourselves to
all weaknesses ; and then an inference might be drawn, that the

Eeformers erred in refusing to keep the fasts with the Roman Cath
But with these the question was not merely of fasting, but
of fasting as a means to salvation, and as a meritorious work
whereas the ascetics of Eome had no such idea of their fasts and
it was on this account only that the apostle could, without injury to
the truth, advise accommodation to them.*
Again, the idea in ver.
14 is difficult ovdw KOLVOV 6C avrov, nothing is unclean in itself,
compared with ver. 20. For by this the laws as to food in the Old
olics.

;

;

1

Testament appear degraded to merely capricious ordinances

-which

The apostle, indeed,
scarcely harmonizes with their Divine origin.
does not here refer immediately to the rules of the Old Testament
for the Eoman ascetics did not adhere closely to these, but went far
beyond them but yet they doubtless presupposed these rules, and
only thought to do an opus supererogatorium if they ate no flesh
There is, therefore, good
whatever, and abstained from all wine.
;

;

ground for inquiring into the relation of these apostolical declara
tions to the laws laid down as to food in the Old Testament.
Now
these laws cannot be merely capricious injunctions
we cannot con
ceive that God might also have declared other animals to be unclean
than those which he has declared. In the creatures which were de
clared unclean, the sin of nature must be supposed to have been most
remarkably concentrated and in any case it would seem that, since
all nature is defiled by the Fall
(comp. on the urimg at viii. 18, seq.),
it might rather be said that
nothing is clean than that all things
;

;

* This is most
clearly shewn by 1 Tim. iv. 1, seq., where Paul reckons among doc
trines of devils the forbidding to marry, and the
has
abstaining from meats which God
created.
This, however, applies only to such as make it a principle of doctrine that, for
the sake of salvation,

VOL. IV.

11

men must

not eat this or that kind of food.
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Further, we must say that Paul would have assuredly dis
approved that any one under the law should allow himself in not
observing the regulations as to food ; which yet would have been
if none of the forbidden animals had been in itself
objectively right,

are

so.

We

can and may, consequently, understand the apostle s
that through Christ and his sanctifying in
idea only in this sense
creation has been restored to purity and holiness.
the
If it
fluence
.should be said that this influence does not manifest itself as yet, bat
unclean.

viii. 18) only at the end of the
world, and that nature
appears as unholy and unclean the answer is, that this is
doubtless true, but that (1), as is often the case, the inchoate work

(according to

still

of Christ

is

of Christ

s

already regarded as complete, and (2) the superior force
power in believers neutralizes the slighter influences

from nature in such a way that they become immediately null. The
passage before us is therefore to be taken exactly as 1 Tim. iv. 4, 5,
where

it is

said that

&quot;every

creature of

God

is

good, for

the word of God and prayer&quot;
tified by
might be inclined to connect KV icvpiu
(Ver. 14.

We

it is

sanc

I^ov with

what

follows, rather than with TIE-EL^CLI^ but that the position of
Still the mention of the Christian convic
the words is against it.

tion suggests the idea that Adam s fall and its consequences are
not to be thought of as removed, until removed by Christ.
Ver. 15.
*EKEivQv dTToAAve, destroy him, refers of course to the shaking the
person in his persuasion, and the consequent wavering and doubting
as to everything, so that eternal perdition is indicated as its possible
The value of even the poorest and weakest brother cannot
result.

be made more strongly prominent than by the words

whom

d~KOave,for
Vcrs. 16-18.

what

is

and what

v~*:p ov

Xpia-bg

Christ died.)

Consequently the pokit is, to distinguish between
not essential, for which purpose indeed the dis

is

tinguishing principle, the Holy Ghost, is necessarily required. (Ver.
Do not
16. l}/~,no(f)?]jiKLoOc&amp;lt;) is of course to be understood as meaning
:

by your conduct give occasion that the good which has been mani
fested in you be disparaged Ver. 17. Baaiheia r. 6. is the community
of life which Christ has brought in and founded, conceived in the
widest sense, both as external and internal.
[Comp. Comm. on
Matth.

iii.

2.]

Bpwa^

iml iromg is a brief expression for
attaching

im

portance to eating and drinking, whether
things or by eating of everything.

by abstaining from certain
We might have expected that
freedom [K^evOepia] would be specially mentioned but since this
might itself be also carried to a faulty extreme, Paul puts the general
idea of righteousness. The words KV Hvsv^an aytoj, in the Holy Ghost,
;

are to be extended to all the three points named ; for it is intended
the se//-righteousness to which a mistaken ascet
precisely to exclude
Hence also &v TOVTU and not -ov-otq is to be
icism so readily leads.
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read in ver. 18 ; for with the principle of the Holy Ghost, all indi
vidual virtues are implied.)
From this fundamental principle of the Christian
Yers. 19, 20.
life the apostle proceeds to deduce an exhortation to strive after
peace, and to edify

God

s

unseasonable instruction.

building, not to destroy it by unwise and
The persuasion of liberty in such matters

must be organically developed from

within.

can
) which, however,
(After dhhrjkovsj D.E.F.G. have
scarcely be more than an addition of the copyists.)
All things are lawful for me, but all things are
Yers. 21-23.
not expedient&quot; (1 Cor. vi. 12); to this Pauline principle the follow
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vhdt-(Jtiev

&quot;

ing exhortation reverts. In cases where one from personal conviction
does or refrains from a certain thing, without making his own prac
tice an objective law, his conviction is to be honoured by the stronger
believer through voluntary abstinence ; for in such indifferent things
the subjective conviction is the rule of action. For that so .import

ant moral principle,
merrewf,

&quot;

whatever

is

not of faith

is

sin&quot;

(ndv b OVK

etc

throughout to be taken with this necessary
not to lead to the grossest errors. Where positive

dp,apria eariv), is

restriction, if it is

commands or prohibitions of God are in question, the subjective con
viction has absolutely no voice.* As already remarked at ver. 1, no
conceivable grounds can be a sufficient motive for the suspension of

command

But in Adiaphora, i. e., not in mor
such have no existence), but in cases for
which no positive rule can be laid down, because through circum
stances they may at one time be morally good, at another time
a positive

of God.

ally indifferent cases (for

wrong, and in which the greater or less development of the subjec
for Adiaphora, the personal conviction of
tivity has an influence
the moment (i. e., the marts), is the decisive ground of determina
tion.
Hence, also, we cannot say that true faith, correct conviction,

may be the decisive ground which determines our action ; on
the contrary, even that which is objectively false may be so.
The
conviction of these ascetics at Kome was of this objectively false na
alone

ture, and yet Paul advises them to go on according to its dictates,
until the Christian life should have developed within them a

purer conviction.
*

An

addition to

This, however, applies only in the case of such

Luke

vi. 4,

which

is

contained in the MS. D.,

is

very highly instruc

tive for the understanding of this passage.
It is, indeed,
but the idea is
probably belongs to an apocryphal

unquestionably spurious, and
gospel
genuinely Christian, and per
haps the whole incident related may have really taken place. It is there told that Jesus
saw a man working on the Sabbath, and said to him, EL olfiai; ri Trotst^, /j.andpio EI, EI 61
;

d

ital 7rapa(3uT7]c
TOV vo/nov, if thou
art llessed; hut if thou knowestnot, thou art accursed, and
these words, the eldevai expresses the same which is here

t Tn/caruparof
p~l oldag,

the settled subjective conviction.

KNOWEST what

fhou doest, thou
In
the law.

a transgressor of
signified

by

KLGTEVELV,

namely
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Adiaphora; never
ments of God.

1-3.

which are immutably fixed by appoint

in cases

and C. omit the clause ?/ aKav3aMerai 7} doOevel
(In ver. 21, A.
and indeed both these verbs appear to be merely supplied from what
ver. 22, the reading av manv vjv t^eif Kara aeavrbv,
goes before. In
the thought ; yet it is supported by A.B.C.)
disturbs
A.
r.
only
e%e K.
;

CHRIST AN EXAMPLE OF BEARING WITH THE

20.

(XV.
That the

1-13.)

insertion of the concluding doxology (xvi. 25-27), be

tween the xivth and xvth chapters
fully

shewn

WEAK.

altogether unsuitable, has been
The connexion of the fol
1).

is

in the Introduction (

lowing passage (xv. 1-13), with the preceding
division of chapters should have been different.

is

so close, that the
is not until ver.

It

14 that an entirely new subject comes in. The earlier verses are
merely a setting-forth of Christ as a pattern of the conduct towards
*
weak recommended in chapter xiv.
Paul here clearly distinguishes two classes among
Vers. 1, 2.
the Christians of Koine (and the same may be assumed as to all
churches); the one includes the strong (dwaroi), the other, the weak
(advvaroi, doOeveic;). The distinction between the two is to be sought

the

in the degrees of spiritual development, especially of that knowledge
into the peculiar connexion of doctrines
(yvwffif), which gives insight

and

laws.

Among

these classes

it is

the weaker not to live after their

the duty of the stronger towards
pleasure, but lovingly to bear

own

with the infirmities of the others.

(On
Galat.

i.

and rc5 ntyaiov dptotieiv^ coinp. 1 Cor. x. 33 ;
the nature of love to go out of itself, to live not

tavrti dpoKet,v

10.

It

is

in itself but in others.)
Ver. 3. This love towards the

weak manifested

who

itself in perfect

glory to enter into
the deepest ignominy for man. According to this conception, the
quotation from Ps. Ixix. 10 stands in exact connexion with the course

purity in the Saviour (Phil.

The

ii.

7),

left all his

own pleasure but
always a self-denial, which grieves the
this self-denial Christ practised in the purest form, as is
flesh
manifested in his course of suffering. He loved those who hated
him, and out of love willingly endured all the ignominy which

of the apostle
for that of

s ideas.

our neighbour

living not for one s

is

;

they heaped on him, and

all this for

the building up of the work

of God.

(On quotations from the same Ixixth Psalm, compare Matth.
John ii. 17, xix. 28 Horn. xi. 9. The citation is

xxvii. 39, seq.;

exactly from the

;

LXX.)
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Exactly as in the passage, Rom. iv. 23, 24 (on which,
the
compare
explanation), Paul again announces the important canon
of interpretation that the whole substance of Scripture is designed
Yers. 4^6.

for

man and

for his instruction.

It is not, therefore, to

&quot;be

understood

according to its outward letter, but spiritually ; i. e. } according to
the Eternal Spirit which pervades its whole substance, and which
renders it a mirror of truth for all times and for all circumstances.

This essential and abiding purport of the Scriptures, however, is
it is Spirit alone that discerns
reason why Paul here gives

recognized by the spiritual alone ;
and understands the Spirit. The

especial prominence to the ideas of patience and consolation is,
because the relation of the weak members of the church of God
itself has in it something especially trying, * and for this the believer

The
requires above everything consolation and strength to endure.
the
communication
wishes
his
readers
of
these
then
expressly
apostle
gifts, in

the hope that in their power all such differences

may be

overcome, and unity may be preserved.

On account of the chief idea of Scripture and its sig(Ver. 4.
nificancy for men, the words r&v ypafitiv are, with Keiche, to be re
ferred to both the preceding genitives, vTropovrjg and TrapaichrJGeug, not,
De Wette, to the latter only. The intention here is, of course,
to characterize Scripture as the channel of grace which God employs
Ver. 5. The
in order to work steadfastness and comfort in men.
with

expression Qeb$ rrjs vnopovrjg not -na^aK^oeug denotes the all-sufficient
God as the real source of these gifts ; he may be designated accord
ing to all that is good and beautiful, because he includes all in him
self.

Cor.

i.

Cor.

i.

Similar expressions occur Rom. xv. 13, 33
On the former Qebg nai nar^p Irjaov
3.
3.

For 6iwOv^a66v comp. Acts
}

i.

;

23 ; 2
cornp. on 2

1 Thess. v.

Xpicrroi;,

14.)

8.
By a peculiar turn, Paul further sets forth the
an example of merciful love towards the weak, in that out
of mercy he called the Gentiles into his kingdom.
It is evident
that the Gentile Christians are here conceived of as the strong, and
the Jewish Christians as the weak ; whence it follows that the Ro
man ascetics cannot possibly have derived their views from Gentile
sources alone.
But it has been fully shewn in the Introduction
(
3), that these Roman Jewish Christians are not to be regarded as
Judaisers in the same sense as the Galatians. In a peculiar manner

Vers. 7,

Lord

as

the apostle

now

represents the relation of Christ to the

Jews

as a

* The Christian does not make
any claims on the world, since he knows that in it the
but so much the more does the believer, in the beginning of his
Spirit of God is not
1

;

of faith, make claims on the church. Every neophyte is a born Donatist he requires
that the church should be the perfected kingdom of heaven
The continual striving with
life

;

!

the weaknesses of the brethren

is

the most difficult self-denial for the brethren, even as in-

was one of the most trying necessities that he had unceasingly
contend with the perversities and weaknesses of his disciples.

the Saviour s

life it

to
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matter of duty ; because of the promises made

to the fathers, it

wag

necessary, for the sake of his truth, that God should
send Christ to the Jews. It was therefore out of mere mercy that
the gospel was preached to the Gentiles, inasmuch as they had no
The whole manner
right to lay claim to the fulfilment of promises.
in a

manner

of representing the matter is, of course, to be understood /tar dvOpu*
TTOV ; for in a preceding part of the epistle (ch. x.), Paul had re

proved the Jews for the very fault of supposing that God owed them
His object here is, to impress upon the Gentiles the ad
his favour.
of
the
Jews, and therefore he makes use of this particular
vantages

form of stating the
&quot;

On

7.

(Yer.

To wit

I

case.

comp. at

TrpoakafifidveaOai

mean

I intend to

Yer.

xiv. 1.

The

say.&quot;

Aeyw &

8.

,

title didttovog 7Tpcropig }

used of Christ, occurs only here. So strong an expression is inten
Baur
tionally chosen, in order to represent Israel in its exaltation.
has, without ground [comp. Introd.
1.], declared the expression
and
characterized
the
unpauline,
following v-t-p dA?]OEiag 0o, on

behalf of the truth of God, as containing too great a concession to
For in the diditovos there is only a reference
the Jewish Christians.
to the devotedness of Christ, which is represented as a serving in
Matth. xx. 28 also ; and that the salvation in Christ is primarily in

tended for the Jews, was clearly declared by the rrpwiw
in like

manner

xv. 24.

in ix. 5, xi. 16, 28, as

All that

it

implies, therefore,

fulfiled

upon

Yers. 9-13.

is,

God

the covenant, and that the truth of

be

it is

xviii.

i.

16,

and

requires that his promises

it.)

The

calling of the Gentiles, as the idea which ac
means of quotations from

tuates the apostle, is again represented by
the Old Testament as purposed by God.

from Ps.

in

by Christ himself, Matth.
that Israel is the people of

49

;

Deut. xxxii. 43

The passages

Ps. cxvii. 1

;

;

are taken

Paul

Is. xi. 10.

almost entirely follows the LXX. in his citations.
II yp0// is to be
In the quotation,
(Yer. 10.
supplied to Aey.
ver. 10, the Hebrew text varies from the LXX., who perhaps read it
differently.

Yer. 12.

of Jesse or David
v. 5, xxii.

16

leaaa/, Jesse,

the father of David.

Christ, as branch or son of David.
O dmard^voc; dpxetv,
Sirach xlvii. 22.
is

The

f

;

born or destined for rule
;&quot;

for dvio-aoOai is here to

root

Comp. Kev.
&quot;He

who

is

be taken in the

to appear, to announce one s self
Yer. 13. The
gave occasion for alterations some MSS. wholly omit ev rw
But the not altogether
mareveiv, others the iv before ry ehmtii.
proper accumulation of prepositions is itself an evidence fur the
correctness of the usual reading.)

sense of
triple iv

&quot;

as.&quot;

;
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III.

(XV. 1433.)

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS.

The

is really only a sort of appendage to the
which properly ends at xv. 13. The apostle begins by
apologizing for the free admonitions which he has ventured to give
to the Romans, and then gives information as to his intended travels,
at the same time expressing a wish that he may be able to visit the

following section

ethical part,

Christians of

Rome

(xv.

22-33)

21.

APOLOGY.

(XV. 14-21.)
It seems at first sight

somewhat strange that the apostle apolo

It looks, as it were, worldly, that
he, the apostle clothed with Divine authority, speaks as if he might
Ver. 20, however,
possibly have been too bold in what he had said.
gises for his serious admonitions.

shews what induced him to this turn. Even although disciples of
his might have been at work at Rome (comp. Introd.
3), still Paul
could not altogether regard the church in Rome as his own, since he
had not been its founder. According, then, to his principle of never
invading another s field of labour, there arose in him the apprehen
sion, that his free-spoken language to the Romans might be made a
crime by the Jewish opponents who everywhere followed in his track,
and that by their insinuations the Romans might be prejudiced
This possible danger the apostle seeks to avert by the
against him.
following captatio benevolentice, in which he places himself as a

them (as in i. 12), without asserting his
Baur and Kling
dignity as a teacher and an apostle of the Lord.
have altogether groundlessly taken offence at this. It is of course
understood that here the question is not of any hypocritical or flat
brother on a level with

tering captatio benevokntice, but of one which is pure and true, and
such Paul often makes use of. In 1 Cor. i. 4, seq., he praises the
Corinthians, although he had much to blame in them. Of this kind

are also the passages, 2 Cor. vii. 4, seq.; vii. 12, seq.
If there had indeed been any contentions
Vers. 14-16.

among
Romans like those in Galatia, ver. 14 would contain an untruth.
The Roman church was really in a good condition (i. 8); hence Paul

the
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could praise

it

17-19.

His boldness in admonition he excuses
high calling, which (he says) makes the Gen

with truth.

on the ground of

his

world his especial care, and makes it his task tc prepare it as a
holy sacrifice, well-pleasing to God.
Kal avrbg eyo),
I as well as others,&quot; even although in
(Ver. 14.
admonitions
indicate
the contrary.
AyaOuavvrj is
appearance my
also found Eph. v. 9 ; 2 Thess. i. 11. It belongs to the later Greek.

tile

&quot;

As

this denotes the condition, so does yvwewf the

ing

it

knowledge respect
these two elements constitute the capacity for admonishing
Ver. 15. On account of the dnb //epovf, the roA^T/porepov
[vovderelv.]
;

but only to the manner of writing
onwards. The words &g i~avaiupvijaKuv suppose everything to be before known to the Romans,
and are, consequently, a mitigating expression. Xapif signifies
Ver. 16. Paul by a grand figure
again, as in xii. 3, the aposileship.
represents himself as an officiating priest [/Ifjrovpyo^], and the Gen
tile world as a great sacrifice to be consecrated to God [Trpocr^opo],
which he had to offer to God through the gospel \lepovpy eiv~\ so that
the whole Christian process of sanctification appears as an adorning
of the sacrifice which is to be consecrated to God.
Aetrovpyog pro
perly signifies one who administers business of the state, and sec
cannot apply to the writing

in

some

parts, especially

itself,

from

ch. xi.

,

ondarily often stands as equivalent to didrtovog [Bom. xiii. 6] by the
LXX. it is commonly used of priestly servants. Iepov/?yt7i&amp;gt; occurs
;

New Testament only here it is the proper term for sacrific
Hesychius
explains lepovpysi by Ovei, lepd ipyd&rai)
ing.
The mention of his apostolic calling very naturally
Vers. 17-19.
leads the apostle on to speak of its blessed effects, which are such as
to give him an apparent warrant for administering admonition to
The whole of this blessed efficacy he humbly refers
the Romans.
The help of
to Christ, without claiming any part of it for himself.
in the

;

the Lord, however, manifests itself quite as

much through

ordinary

as through extraordinary supports.
&quot;

(Ver. 17.
occasion for

Kav^iwf

boasting.&quot;

cusative absolute
is

K. r. A.

however,

is

&quot;

to be

taken as in

Ta rpoc rbv Qeov

27, in the sense of
to be taken as an ac

iii.

is

as regards the cause of God.&quot;
Ver. 18.
so is the term AaAeZv TI

somewhat obscure, and

transition
If,

is

we only take

here negatively expressed,

it is

The
&&amp;gt;v

ov

in its positive form the idea which

quite simple

;

instead of saying

anything which Christ hath not
I shall never
done by me,&quot; the same idea may be thus expressed
venture to glory in my deeds, but will proclaim the glory of Christ
Reiche s objections to this way of taking it are not to the
alone.&quot;*
&quot;

I shall not venture to bring forward

&quot;

:

* The. stress seems not in this passage to be laid upon X/norof. It is not Ohrisfs
agency as distinguished from his own that the apostle here commemorates, but his own
agency in Christ, which furnishes him ground of legitimate Christian glorying, as distin-
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20.

He

supposes the negative to apply, not to the manner of the
to the operation itself; and, moreover, that Paul
but
operation,
could not intend here to disclaim the conversion of the Gentile
point.

world, inasmuch
epistle

he ascribes

as in the preceding and following parts of the
it to himself.
But neither of these is necessary

according to our explanation of the words. He does not disclaim
the conversion, but regards himself wholly as Christ s servant, and
hence refers it wholly to the Lord. Consequently the idea is meant

and not to the manner of it,
which the interpretation here given in nowise constrains us.
Adyw Kal epyoj signify the ordinary operation of grace ; ev dvvdpei (777netuv Kal repdruvj that which is extraordinary
through charismata,
In the words iv dwdfiei
for which comp. particulars at 1 Cor. xii.
Ver. 19.
ILvevp,aTog dyiov, the common source of both is named.
to refer precisely to the operation itself,

to

is

Uk?ipovv evayyihiov

certainly not a Chaldseism, according to the

Chaldee -was. which means, first, to fill, and secondarily, to teach ;
but like the form Adyov Trtypovv, to bring a discourse to an end, to
to pub
speak fully to the end [Col. i. 25], it has the sense of
That Paul visited Illyria
lish in its whole compass,&quot; = nrjpvaaeiv.
he only proceeded as far as the
itself, is nowhere related ; probably
&quot;

boundary of
Ver. 20.

this province
Paul feels

during his residence in Macedonia.)
himself further induced to mention the

an apostle (Gal. ii.), according to which he
no
one
had before preached, to avoid building
where
wrought only
on another s foundation. If indeed the passage ov% OTTOV (Jovo^dodTj
Xpiarog, not where Christ was named, were literally taken, Paul would
have been obliged to refrain from preaching at Rome also ; but, 1,
no other apostle had preached there, and this was the very point of
principle of his action as

his determination, in order that their spheres of operation might not
come into conflict ; and, 2, the population of Rome was greater than

that of

many a province, and, consequently, as several apostles
labour
in different parts of the same province, so also Peter
might
and Paul might preach together

in

Rome.

(Ver. 20.
tyikoTipelodai, properly to strive after honour, and
thence to strive with zeal in general. The accusative of the partici

ple refers to pe } ver. 19.

preached,

viz., to

be

SlvopdoOrj

means more than simply

named as Saviour,

i.

e.,

to be

to be

acknowledged as

Ver. 21 is quoted from Is. lii. 15, exactly after the LXX.
Paul, in the citation, employs rcepl avrov as masculine, and refers it

such.

to Christ.)
guished from the unfounded glorying of false apostles. The sentiment stated affirma
shall mention those
tively would then be
things which Christ hath really wrought
by me,&quot; and no other (see 2 Cor. x.), and he then proceeds as if with the positive con:

struction, to describe

and

its extent,

as

&quot;I

both the manner of Christ

making good

s

working through him (2 Cor. xii. 12),
he has ground of glorying. [K.

his assertion ver. 17, that
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22.

22-24.

NOTICE OF JOURNEYS.

(XV. 22-33.)
In this principle of his ; then, Paul also finds the
his never having as yet visited Home, because the gospel
of
ground
was already spread there. It was not until after it should have been
diffused in the eastern provinces of the Roman empire that he could
Vers. 22-24.

hope to be at liberty to gratify his wish to see Rome. Even so, how
ever, not that Rome should be the proper limit of his travels in the
West he only hoped that he might be able to touch it in passing
on towards Spain. The only thing which seems surprising here is,
how Paul can say, having no longer a place in these regions, since
he was yet far from having preached everywhere in Greece and Asia
Minor. We see him always labour in the great chief towns of the
provinces, and then devolve on his assistants, who were fixedly sta
tioned there, the further diffusion of the gospel from these points.
Moreover, he undoubtedly did not believe that every individual
was to be received into the church, but only those who, according
His
to God s gracious election, were ordained unto eternal life.
task, therefore, appeared to him to be that of everywhere break
;

ing ground and preaching the gospel to

concerning them
provinces.
(Ver. 22.

found

much

and this he might regard

;

The

616 refers to ver. 20,

yet to be done in the

East.&quot;

&quot;

all

nations for a witness

as fulfilled in the eastern

by reason that

The

I

always

KVEKOTT-OIJ.^, sc. 666v

The way was cut off for me, I was hindered.&quot;
1 Thess. ii. 18
Acts
4
v. 7
1 Pet. iii. 7. Ta
xxiv.
Galat.
Cornp.
noXXd
Ver. 23. KA/^a, from the inclination of countries
Tro/Ua/a^.
towards the pole a geographical term of the ancients. Paul s wish
to visit Rome is no doubt to be explained from the circumstance
that he recognized in that city the centre of the heathen world. He
wished to preach in the seat of the prince of this world the king
dom of the Lord of heaven. Ver. 24. This passage is certainly in
sufficient to prove that Paul executed his plan, which is here merely

is

to be taken thus

&quot;

;

;

;

But yet the necessity
represented as possible, of going into Spain.
of supposing a second imprisonment,* combined with the statement
of Clement of
ei$ TO

which,
render

TKQfjLa

rf/

Rome

[Ep.

i.

and Cor.

dvoewg^ to the limit

when written

at

ch. v.] that

Paul penetrated

West

[an expression

of the

Rome, can only be understood of Spain]

it in the highest degree probable that the great apostle of the
Gentiles was also preserved by God for the complete fulfilment of

*

Compare Introd.

to the Pastoral Epistles.
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He indicates, finally, Kome as not the proper goal of
his vocation.
his journey, because Christ was already known there (xv. 20); he
only wishes to salute the Koman Christians in passing. He was,
however, afterwards involuntarily detained there for a long time.
The reading itevaonai -xpog v^dg, eAmo) yap is opposed by so many
and important critical authorities that it ought undoubtedly to be

Kink and De Wette, however, endeavour to assert the
genuineness of the words against Lachmann, because A. B.C. have
the ydpj and with this conjunction the whole clause stands or falls.
It is more correct to suppose, with Meyer, that the words were early in
terpolated, and that when the original text was restored in A.B.C., the
rejected.

still

yap

H#onep$0ijvai relates to the escort usually given
;
comp. Acts xv. 3, xvii.

remained.

to evangelists

on their leaving a place

1&amp;gt;wv
IpnkqoQui until I be filled, satiated
dnb
of
addition
the
with you;
yepovg marks the insatiable ness of the

14, seq., xx. 38, xxi. 5.

apostle s longing.)
In the first place, however, he remarks, he has be
Vers. 25, 26.
fore him a journey to Jerusalem, whither he was to convey a collec
tion

-

5

for the

poor Christians of that

city.

How

on this journey he

was arrested at Jerusalem, afterwards remained two years in prison
at Csesarea, and at length was taken to Kome as a prisoner, is (as is
well known), fully related in the Acts of the Apostles.

(On the

KOI-

the poor of Jerusalem, compare particularly at
1 Cor. xvi. 1 ; 2 Cor. viii. 9 ; Acts xix. 21, xxiv. IT.

vtovia or diattovia for

Gal.

ii.

10

;

The

nru^ovg r&v ayiuv v lepovoafajij,,
that not all the Christians of
shews
to the poor of the saints, etc.,
Jerusalem were in poverty ; hence the community of goods cannot
have produced the poverty, or at least it cannot itself have been
Yer. 26.

expression dq

rov&amp;lt;;

long in force.)
Yers. 27-29.

In the observation that the believers of Macedonia
and Achaia had regarded themselves as debtors to the Jewish Chris
tians, there is implied a delicate hint for the Komans, that they
should also do so, and consequently contribute to the collection.
After accomplishing this business, the apostle continues, he hopes to
go to Spain by way of Kome, and he knows that he shall not come
to them without a blessing.
(Here again, as in verses 8 and 9, the Jews are regarded as the
rightful possessors of the gospel, the priestly nation for man

first

kind, as it were, to which earthly things are to be given for heavenly,
in like manner as to the individual spiritual pastor
[1 Cor. ix. 13,

Yer. 28. ^Qayl&aOai denotes securing, making sure, in gen
Here the personal conveyance is the means of the secure de
The explanation of this passage which has been attempted
livery.
14.]

eral.

by Bottger
*

[Beilr.

On Paul s purpose

Part

iii.

p.

67, seq.], can hardly be regarded as

as to the collections, comp. the remarks on 1 Cor. xvi.

1.
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30-33.

He wishes to illustrate it by the Roman
in what manner contracts should be sealed
which
prescribed
laws,
and secured against falsification. Ver. 29. Ol6a is more than sub
it is certainty of conviction, because he had a
jective conjecture
word of the Lord for his warrant. [Comp. Acts xxiii. 11.] n^pw/jo
other than an utter failure.

;

;

=

The reading TT^TJnhovrog evkoyiag, ricli, full blessing.
in
has
its
indeed
D.E.F.Gr.
favour, but Paul
poipopia for Tr/b/pw^a
in
the.
sense
of
but
not
of
firm con
uses this expression
TrAovro^,
evXoyiac;

&quot;

viction/ which is here not applicable.)
The Spirit of the Lord, however, signified to the
Vers. 30-33.
the
at
same
time, the sufferings which threatened him from
apostle,

Jews

hence he recommends himself to the in
Rome, for deliverance from their hands.
The knowledge of the Divine plans, therefore, was not in Paul of a
I know that I must surely go to
fatalistic nature ; he does not say
Rome hence I need no precaution or intercession ; but rather it
was a lively, free acquaintance with the plans of the free personal
God, which are fulfilled through the working together of the free
the enmity of the

;

tercession of the believers at

;

actions of free beings.

The evnpoadeKrog indicates that Paul supposes even
(Ver. 31.
the Christians of Jerusalem to be prejudiced against him, as is con
firmed also by Acts xxi. Instead of dvarravawjuat, D.E. read ava^v^ y
The Oriental MSS., however, unani
fj&d vfj&v.
usual
the
Ver. 33. As the ethical portion
reading.
mously support
It is, how
is here ended, Paul concludes it with a short doxology.
a
letter
he
for
rich
the
that
so
nature
of
reserves
in
the
case,
ever,
and

F.Gr.

ava^v%&

a more full-toned conclusion
end, after the greetings.)

;

this does not follow until quite at the

PART

IV.

(XVI. 1-27.)
SALUTATIONS AND CONCLUSION.

is

It has been already shewn in the Introduction ( i.) that there
no ground whatever for denying that this concluding chapter was

written by the apostle, or belongs to the epistle.
of the salutations is certainly striking, when it

Paul had not yet been at Home.

The
is

great number
considered that

As, however, this city formed the

central point of the then world, where people from all countries met,
and from which journeys were taken into all parts of the vast Koman

that Paul may even in it have had a par
numerous
Arid, moreover, it is nowise
acquaintance.
ticularly
he had,
necessary to suppose that Paul knew them all personally

empire,*

it is intelligible

;

many of the Koman Christians through Aquila
and now greets them as acquaintances known not in

doubtless, heard of

and

Priscilla,

person but in the

spirit.

23.

GREETINGS.

(XVI. 1-20.)
Yers. 1,

2.

First,

Paul recommends to the Christians of Kome,

the deaconess Phoebe, who was no doubt the bearer of the epistle.
She did not serve the church in Corinth itself, but in Cenchrea, to

which place

also it thus appears that the gospel had already spread,
(Ver. 1. H diditovog, afterwards ?} diaKovicaa, denotes the female min
isters of the church, whom the rites of the early church, especially

and the position of the female sex in the East, impera
Cenchrea
required. For particulars, comp. at 1 Tim. iii. 8.

in baptism,
tively

was the eastern port of Corinth
*

On

this

;

Lechseus the western.

compare the passage from Athenseus, Deipnos

i.

fol.

20,

Yer.

2.

quoted by Neander,

Apost. Zeitalter, vol. i. p. 343, note.
T?)v Pufiatuv nbhiv kiuropjv rrj^ OIKOV/^KVTI^, kv y cvvuklv ECTIV Trdaac ruf Tro/letf Mpv/zevaf not yap 6Aa ra Zdvr) ddpoue avrodi cvvuKtCTdi.
With especial reference to Christendom, Irenseus, as is well known, says of Eome and
Ad hanc enim ecclesiam propter potiorem principalitatem necesse est
the church there
&quot;

omnem

convenire ecclesiam, h.

edit. Grrabii.)

e.

eos qui sunt undique

fideles.&quot;

(Adv. Seer.

II.

iii.

p. 201,
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Ev

Ki ptWj in the

Christian,

mind and

name

in the

as befits such an one.

and

Paul does not say iraQaardri^

i.

3-16.

e.,

of Christ, because she is a,
Qrotius rightly observes that
a helper, but nQoardng, i. e., a

honour Paul intends to raise
and
to
make
his
recommendation
more emphatic.)
her consideration,
Vers. 3, 4. -For an explanation how Aquila and Priscilla could
already be again at Rome, whereas 1 Cor. xvi. 19 represents them

By

chief, a patroness.

this title of

Ephesus, compare the observations in the Introduction,
known to what occurrence Paul here refers. As to
In Rome, as
this celebrated family in general, see at Acts xviii. 19.
at Corinth and Ephesus, it appears to have had in its dwelling the
as

still

at

It

1.

not

is

A

place of assembly (eKK^aia na~ olnov) for a division of the city.
city of such extent as Rome must naturally have very eariy had
places of assembly in various parts of it.
3.

(Ver.
is

HpioKa

is

more commonly used

the original form of the
for the wife of Aquila.

name, but

The phrase

vKo-iOtvai, to place under, subject the neck, is figurative,
to expose one s self to the most evident dangers.)

rpa

and means,

-The persons here named are not further known.
a-a^// denotes the first convert of a city or province.

Vers. 5-7.

The

title

we should

Instead of A^aifof,

-read,

agreeably to the best critical

Asia proconsular is. For, according to 1
e.,
authorities, Acrmc,
Do Wette,
Cor. xvi. 15, Stephanas was the first fruit of Achaia.
i.

in favour of the former reading, that that
have
been the very cause of an alteration, and
passage
further, that anap^r) need not be precisely limited to an individual,
inasmuch as several persons might have been named together as the

however, has observed

may

first
first

itself

But

converts.
fiuits.&quot;

dronicus
Paul.

;

it

Ver.
is

in that case
7.

not

known where they were

Their relationship to him

of national connexion.

The

title

is

fellow-prisoners with
to
be understood only
probably

of Apostle

here in the wider sense of the word.
Vers. 8-12.

would probably be one of the
have been the wife of An&quot;

it

Jtnria appears to

The names which

is

of course to be taken

Comp. Acts

xiv. 4, 14.

follow are also

unknown.

The

formula in ver. 10, TOVC tic ~&v Ap0TOj3ot&amp;gt;Aou is to be filled up like
ovrag EV Kvplb) in ver. 11 -those among
roi)g KK r&v ~NapK,ioaov, rov
the slaves of Aristobulus or Narcissus who have become believers.
Narcissus, the well-known favourite of Claudius (Sueton. Claud. 28),
had been some years dead at the date of the epistle, and therefore
cannot well be meant here.
Vers. 13-16.

It

is

of course only in a figurative sense that Paul

styles the mother of Rufus
motherly love towards him.

Jiis

The

mother, from her having shewn
expressions in vers. 14 and 15, oi
1

adeXfyol
ver.

5

ovv avrolg are to be explained like i] KKKArjaia /tar olfcov in
the brethren attached to their community or circle, so that
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the persons named are to be regarded as the presbyters and deacons
of this church. Yer. 16. On the kiss of peace, comp. 1 Cor. xvi.
20 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 12 ; 1 Thess. v. 26 ; 1 Pet. v. 14. The Christians

regarded themselves as members of one family of God, and expressed
the consciousness of this spiritual unity by the symbol of the kiss.
The addition dond^ovrai, v^dg ai KKK^aiai irdaai rov Xpiarov is omitted
by some authorities ; perhaps because it was supposed that the

In the
greetings were not in place before the section xvi. 21, seq.
common text, -nacat alone is wanting, doubtless because it was sup
posed that Paul could not know whether all churches on earth sa
But no doubt rcdaai is to be understood only of

luted the Eomans.

the various churches of Corinth and

its ports.

Vers. 17, 18.
It is not until here, quite at the end of the epistle,
that we find a short admonition against divisions, couched in alto
gether general language, which may be referred to the Judaizing

party which persecuted Paul everywhere, but which wrought in GaThe circumstance of its
latia especially with so pernicious effect.
being conceived and introduced so abruptly, and in such general
terms, is most decisive evidence that the erroneous teachers in ques
tion did not actually exist in Borne, but that Paul only wished to
give a warning against them, with a view to the possible, and un

happily only too likely case, that they might make their appearance
The edict of Claudius, which still continued in opera
there also.
tion, and only by degrees fell into oblivion, was no doubt the only
cause which had until then preserved Rome free from these oppo

nents of Paul.

(The phrase dida%r) TJV v^lg efidOeTe, doctrine wliicli ye learned, is
an indication not to be mistaken that it was disciples of Paul who
had first preached at Rome. Yer. 18. The charge of serving their
belly is not meant to represent them as persons of grossly sensual
habits
for this is precisely what the Pharisaical Jewish Christians
but only as working for themselves and their own
usually were not
advantage, not for Christ.
[Comp. on Matth. xxiii. and Phil. iii.
includes
the bad subordinate meaning, of
Xp??&amp;lt;rro;ioyta usually
19.]
kind and gentle speech without deeds to correspond. In
exactly a
;

;

similar

evXoyia is here used in its properly classical significa
stands for words fair and well put
together, but of deceptive
The
omission
of
appearance.
evkoylag originates only with such as
understood the word in its common New Testament sense of bless
tion

ing,

;

way

it

and which they of course regarded as here unsuited

to the course

of thought.)
*
serts,

De

&quot;Wette

that there

and Meyer also acknowledge that the
passage cannot prove, as Baur as
had already been disputes with Jewish Christians at Rome, but only that

the apostle is anxious to provide against their
breaking out there as in other churches. In
addition to the Epistle to the G-alatians, compare
especially 2 Cor. ii. and Phil, iii.
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19-27.

With respect to this danger, however, Paul trusts
Yers. 19, 20.
to the obedience (vnaKoij) of the Koman Christians, and therefore
be found no less wise and prudent
expresses the hope, that they may
than free from falsehood with God s help they then would soon
overcome all evil, together with the prirfce of darkness.
;

(Yer. 19.

TTraKo/)

faith of the

Koman s.

t-0* viiiv

in the

it is

;

elg

7rdvra$ d&ucero, as

is

said in

i.

of the

8,

The

TO has wrongly been omitted before
intended precisely to bring out a particular feature

Romans

as a subject of joy.

The

reference to Matth. x. 16,

not to be mistaken in the end of the verse. Yer. 20. The
of peace is placed in contrast with the author of all strife,

is

works by his instruments here on earth.
lievers
&quot;

Christ in

them

crushing under their

The power

of

God

iii.

15.

in be

The
the head of the serpent.
[awrptyei v~b rovg Trodag] contains an

-bruises

feet&quot;

The form

of conclusion, ?} %dpig
undoubtedly genuine, although wanting in D.E.F.G.)
allusion to Gen.

God
who

24.

K.

r.

A., is

CONCLUSION.

(XYI. 21-27.)
21-24 cannot but seem somewhat strange if ascribed
22 is, in any case, an addition by the penman of
the epistle, Tertius himself but how singular it would be if ver. 21
were by Paul, ver. 22 by Tertius, and vers. 23, 24 by Paul again
There is, too, the circumstance that Paul had already concluded

The

verses

to Paul.

For

ver.

;

!

with the com
at iKK^aiai -rrdoai rov Xpiorov.
form
Is
doTrd&VTai
vpdg
prehensive
it then to be supposed that, after this, he added some others by
way of supplement ? It is far simpler to assume, that the great
doxology, vers. 25-27, was immediately connected with the blessing
in ver. 20, but that (according to the hypothesis of Eichhorn, which
we have adopted, comp. Introd. 1), it was written on a small sep
The back of this
arate parchment, as the larger was already full.
small parchment remained empty, and this the writer Tertius then

his salutations before the exhortation in vers. 17-20,

employed

for writing in his

own name,

vers.

21-24, including the

The

only objection which may be made to this is, that
blessing.
is
styled ovvepy6$ pav, and Gains |tVof \iov, which seems to
Timothy
to
Paul
rather than to Tertius.
There is not, however, any
point
discoverable ground why Tertius also might not have styled himself

a fellow-labourer of Timothy, or connected by hospitality with
But even if this were an objection, it will bear no compari
Gaius.

son with the difficulties in which we must entangle ourselves
refer the verses to Paul.
* The

difficulty of referring these verses to

Paul

is

exaggerated.

if

we

There seems no
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21-27.

As nothing further is known of Tertius, some have
Yers. 21, 22.
wished to identify him with Silas, the well-known companion of
Paul, and to regard his name as merely the Latin translation of the
Hebrew ^Vri, the third.&quot; No historical ground, however, can be
&quot;

adduced

for this conjecture.

The addition

6 ypdifrag

denotes the

penman, as Paul was in the habit of dictating his epistles. (Cornp.
2 Thess. iii. 17 and Galat. vi. 11.)
Col. iv, 18
1 Cor. xvi. 21
Gaius
is
Vers. 23, 24.
undoubtedly the person named in 1 Cor.
himself
Paul
had
In Acts xix. 29, xx. 4 3
whom
i.
baptized.
14,
John 1, other persons of this name are spoken of. The expression
&vog T?] KKKkrjaia$ 6 A??c, signifies that Gaius had at Corinth the as
semblies of a church in his house. Erastus occurs, perhaps, in Acts
2 Tim. iv. 20 but if so he must have resigned his office
xix. 22
;

;

;

;

;

;

The blessing in ver. 24, is also best
city funds.
referred to Tertius, as Paul had already used the same words in ver.
manager of the

as

It

20.

is

and other

precisely on account of the repetition that the
critical authorities

it,

MSS. A.C.

it.

On

the position of the grand concluding doxology,
phenomena and learned hypotheses connected
As we can
1.
remarks in the Introduction,
the
compare

25-27.

and on the
with

have omitted

critical

not adopt Reiche s hypothesis of the spuriousness of the doxology,
on account of its internal nature, and as Glockler s view that Ter
tius was the author of this doxology, as well as of the preceding
is also improbable, inasmuch as Tertius would assuredly
verses
according to my gospel&quot; (nara TO evayy&iov \L o v\
Eichhorn s hypothesis, although in itself somewhat far-fetched, is
yet the most deserving of commendation, viz., that the variations in
this section are to be explained by supposing a transposition of the
different pieces of parchment on which the epistle was written. The
similarity of the conclusion of the Epistle of Jude, which is not to
be mistaken, I should regard as an imitation of this in the Epistle
to the Romans, rather than the reverse.
As to the internal struc
not have written

&quot;

ture of the doxology generally, Reiche, in his effort to prove

it

spuri

The
in
ous, has very considerably exaggerated its difficulties.
ver. 27 certainly raises a difficulty
but Gldckler has already rightly
shewn how this may be got over by the simple means of supplying
The form of the doxology will thus become perfectly
ovvlo~7]!M*
o&amp;gt;

;

special objection to our supposing that Tertius interposed parenthetically amidst Paul s
salutations, his own, especially as he indicated so clearly by the added 6 ypctyas K. T. /I.,

from whence

it came.
That before thus indicating he should have spoken of
fellowand especially that he should have so designated Paul s helper, Timothy, seems
wholly improbable. It seems, therefore, simplest, and liable to no serious objection, to
&quot;my&quot;

labourer,

regard all the salutations except one as from Paul.
[K.
* This
supplying of aw tary/ii after the supposed analogy of Acts xxv. 32 (as, with
others, the making u pleonastic), is unwarranted and extremely harsh. It indeed seems not

improbable from the phrase

VOL. IV.
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&quot;

able to confirm

you&quot;

that the apostle

commenced the doxology
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25, 27.

To God, who alone can establish you in the faith, to the
regular
wise
God, / commend you through Jesus Christ, to whom be
only
&quot;

It is consequently nowise necessary to suppose, with
And in other respects the doxology fits
anacoluthon.
an
Tholuck,
most appositely into the connexion, and through its intervening
thoughts, harmonizes perfectly with the subject matter of the entire

glory

forever.&quot;

For, according to our view, the doxology is immediately
epistle.
connected with the exhortation against giving in to any divisions.
With this, then, the notion of the orrjpi&t, perfectly agrees. That
they may be secured against the assaults of seducers, Paul wishes

the Christians of

Kome

establishment in the

of faith.

life

Next, the

intervening clauses relate exactly to the substance of the epistle ;
they bring forward the two leading ideas which the apostle has de
the mystery of the gospel, which was long hid
veloped in it
-first,
:

and
is made manifest
Hence we must not allow

den but now
Gentiles.

;

secondly, its transition to the
ourselves to be misled by the

triple Kara into supposing three parallel members; there are. but
two co-ordinates in the passage, and these should be so connected

as that the second point shall be introduced by the
ing would then be the rendering of the passage
:

alone is of

power

to establish you,

according

to

The follow
To God, who
gospel and the

re.

my

&quot;

preaching of Christ (these representing God as the source of all
which (gospel and preaching) are agreeable to the reve
strength)
lation of the mystery ivhich ivas kept secret from eternity, but now
made manifest, and ivhich, according to the commandment of the

is

eternal God, by the Scriptures of the prophets, is made Jcnoivn to
to this only wise God I com
all nations for the obedience of faith ;

mend you through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory forever, Amen
The mention of the prophetical Scriptures, and the name, eternal
God (alwvios 6e6f) which apparently do not suit the context, had the
object, which we have already seen manifested in the epistle, of
!&quot;

;

marking out the transition of the gospel to the Gentiles as not a
new or unheard-of thing, but as already announced beforehand by
the unchangeable God in the Scriptures of the Old Testament.
And it is with relation to this, too, that in the end of the doxology

God

is

designated as the only wise, while in the beginning of
as the Almighty.

it

he

had been designated
with some such idea

in his mind,

but warming as he proceeded, on resuming the dative

his original purpose escaped him, and he added
as if the
construction, /zovcj aotyu)
preceding datives had their regimen. Whether such was his purpose can only be matter
6e&amp;lt;p,

of conjecture, and at all events we must, with Tholuck, Meyer,
construction as an anacoluthon.
[K.

De Wette,

etc.,

regard the

THE

EPISTLES TO THE CORINTHIANS

INTRODUCTION.
1.

CHARACTER OF THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH.

IN the Epistle

Eomans, doctrine decidedly predominates;
is thrown into the shade
by
the more prominent practical element. The epistles of Paul to the
to the

in the Epistles to the Corinthians, this

Christians of Corinth arose out of the pressure of circumstances

;

and display to us pre-eminently the wisdom of the great apostle of
the Gentiles in arranging and controlling the most complicated and
difficult questions.
To the second epistle we are indebted for our
to the first, for our knowl
Paul
as an individual
with
acquaintance
of
the
ancient church. Without
and
character
relations
of
the
edge
the possession of the latter, the image which we are enabled to form
of the powerful movements in the apostolic church would be much
more faint and general, as it gains more life and vividness from this
epistle than from all the remaining epistles of Paul collectively.
;

be accounted for by the character of the Corinthian
Although a powerful and living principle animated the en
tire church from the period of the assumption of man s nature by
the Son of God, by which light and darkness, good and evil were
stirred to their inmost depths, and struggled in the most violent
conflict, yet Corinth was the spot in which this universal life of the
church exhibited the most striking phenomena.
The city of Corinth stood on the confines of both west and east,
her wealthy trade, and
blending the peculiar properties of each
industrious cultivation of science and art, drew within her walls men
of every class.* Into this stirring and intelligent mass Christianity
entered as a powerful leaven, and wrought the most varied combina
This

is

to

church.

;

tions of spiritual influence.
The church in Corinth may be viewed
as a general type of the apostolic churches ; all their various ten
dencies appear already developed in this.
The representatives of
the various moral tendencies which existed previous to Paul s ap

pearance in Corinth, were indeed
*

all

attracted by

its

peculiar spirit,

Specimen antiquitatum Corinthiacarum selectarum ad illustrationem utriusque epistolas Paulines ad Corinthios. Bremse 1747. J. Ernest. Imm. &quot;Vfalch

Compare

&quot;Wilkens

antiquitates Corinthiacse.

Jense 1761.
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had not the self-denial fully to emancipate themselves from
and appropriate to themselves in all purity the
new element of the gospel rather many mingled what was new
with the elements of the old, and thus of course obscured the essen
tial spirit of the gospel which requires that everything spring pure
and unadulterated from its own living fountain. This blending of
the new and the old gave occasion to the formation of sects in the
church of Christ, and their incipient germs are pointed to even in
the first Epistle to the Corinthians, which is a brief history of sects
all

yet

their early errors,

;

for the earliest period of the existence of

such schisms.

of the principal questions to which the Introduction to these
epistles has to reply, and which exercises upon their right under

One

standing a vital influence, is this
dencies prevalent in the Corinthian

&quot;

What were

church?&quot;

the different ten

The

obscurity of the

expressions used by the apostle in describing them, and the various
hypotheses to which this has given rise, render it one of the most
difficult preliminary questions ; and yet it requires a satisfactory and
clear explanation to enable us to understand the contents of the
refer to the disputes and controversies
epistles, which principally

which then agitated the church of Corinth.
first

and

We

proceed, therefore,
to explain independently our own judgment regarding them,
then to institute a comparison of these, with the more import

ant views of others.

Paul distinguishes expressly four different parties in Corinth
those of Peter, Apollos, Paul, and ol rov Xpiorov, those of Christ
22 ; 2 Cor. x. 7), and we have as little reason to
(1 Cor. i. 12, iii. 4,
suppose that there existed more than these four parties, as that there
were less (compare the remarks upon i. 12). In the passage quoted
the apostle does not simply name several parties, as if by way of
specimen, but he intends a historical statement of the parties ex
isting in the Corinthian church.

these parties,

is

not

orthodox in belief

most only blamed

difficult.

;
Paul, therefore, harmonized with them, and at
their excessive personal attachment to him, and

human characteristics for which reason, to prevent any abuse
human authority, he points them immediately to the Lord (i. 1,

to his

of

To fix the character of several of
They who said / am of Paul were

;

Very closely allied to the party attached to Paul, was
13, et seq.)
This man,
that of Apollos.
eloquent and mighty in the Scrip
&quot;

24) himself taught in Corinth (Acts xix. 1),
might have been expected, willing hearers, and as
Paul was intimately associated with Apollos himself (i. 4, 6, xvi. 12),
he had nothing of more importance to reprove in the followers of
tures&quot;

(Acts

xviii.

finding there, as

Apollos than this same respect
close adherence to Apollos

to

may have

human personage. This
occasioned a formal deviation

the

from the votaries of Paul, they being probably inclined

after Apollos

183
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to that peculiar mode of dealing with the Old Testament, of which
the Epistle to the Hehrews (which, if not written hy Apollos, pro
ceeded from a completely analogous order of mind), affords an ex
ample ; at all events they laboured for a deeper knowledge of

evangelical truth in the form of the purer Jewish Gnosis with an
The third party, which called itself after Peter,
is doubtless the Pharisaic Jewish sect, which Paul so largely opposes

Alexandrian tinge.

in his Epistle to the Galatians. Peter partook neither of their errors
nor of their enmity to Paul ; but this party took advantage, never
theless, of the position of Peter, as the chief of the apostles ap
pointed for the people of Israel, and used his name to sanction their

At the time the first epistle was written, this party
was yet weak, or its ultimate character was not entirely developed
but in the second epistle, especially in ch. xi., ijb is distinctly pointed
out, and together with the fourth party vigorously opposed. We now
come to inquire who were meant, under the name ol rov Xpia-ov, and
proceedings.*

;

this question is as difficult to decide as that with reference to the
three first named sects is easy.
From the name itself, absolutely
nothing can with certainty be deduced, as members of the Corin

led by a variety of reasons, to name
just as from the name Jesuit, nothingregarding the sect could possibly be inferred, unless we possessed
The only means therefore of
other information upon* the point.

thian church

may have been

themselves

of

&quot;

Christ&quot;;

thoroughly answering the question, seems to be to ascertain if any
thing may be inferred concerning the* characters of those who es

teemed themselves immediate disciples of Christ, from the manner
which the apostle expresses himself in the epistles with regard to

in

As

the apostle writes with express reference to existing par
Corinth, and references to those run through the entire
epistles, we may naturally suppose that he has also combated their

them.

ties in

Now, against which of the sects already mentioned does
Paul especially argue ? Evidently not against the followers of Paul
and Apollos, for at the most, erroneous striving after knowledge is
censured in the latter, in the passages wherein Paul warns against it

errors.

(compare 1 Cor. ch. i. iii.) Then possibly against the followers of
Peter ? But of this not a trace is to be found in the first Epistle to
the Corinthians ; it contains not a single
argument similar to those
which abound in the Epistle to the Galatians.
can at the ut

We

most regard only that as directed against the adherents of Peter
which occurs in 1 Cor. ix., concerning the
of those who
anxiety
sought to avoid the use of meats offered to idols ; but the reference

* This
party did not assume the name of Peter in consequence of the presence of
Peter in Corinth (for the abode in Corinth mentioned
by Eusebius [Hist. Eccl. ii. 25], oc
curred long after the composition of the Epistles to the
Corinthians), but on account of
the public position which he occupied in the church.
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to this error

is

ter is directed

rather incidental, for the real argument in this chap
against those who had deviated into the opposite

error of a false liberty.

In the second

epistle, indeed, the case is

quite different j and had we this epistle alone, without the first,
doubtless all its arguments against false and presumptuous teachers,
of which it contains so large a number (see 2 Cor. iii. 1, iv. 2, v. 12,
xi.

11, seq.), must have been held
who everywhere appear in hostility to the

seq., xii.

13,

Judaists,

to refer

apostle

to
;

the

and

it

very possible the teachers and heads of this party, then in Corinth,
are in fact included.
But, taking the points contained in the first
our
for
guide, we can refer 2 Cor. x. 7, only to the ol rov
epistle
is

and accordingly the attacks in the second epistle against
must at all events include the heads of this party
is
likewise
the opinion of Baur see his Comin. 2 Cor. x. 7),
(which

XptcTov,

false teachers

not to say that it is entirely directed against them. Beyond this,
the second epistle touches only upon personal relations, avoiding en
tirely doctrinal or ethical disputes ; the first epistle therefore is the
only source which remains to us properly for the inquiry, and this, in
contents appears to be entirely directed against the party

its essential

of Christ.*

True, Paul does not expressly indicate this sect, but

speaks as if he addressed all the Christians in Corinth without dis
tinction ; but the sole motive for this was to preserve in the church
the feeling of unity. To have addressed one party alone would have
been to regard the division as perfected, and to have made the evil
without remedy, f But by the form of remonstrance which Paul
parties, and leaving each to apply to itself
he promotes a spirit of concord, and retains as
Hence, it
long as possible the hope of leading back the misguided.
is all the more indispensable to the correct understanding of the

adopts, addressing

what belonged

to

all

it,

that we ascertain
named themselves of Christ

exactly the character of the sect

first epistle,

who

such an acquaintance will shed
on
individual
the
more light
admonitions. From a consideration of
the character of the city of Corinth as one of the centres of heathen
life

generally,
probable that

and heathen

;

art

for

and science

in particular, it appears

any place the coalition of Christianity with these
elements were probable, it would take place in this city .* Further,
*

As

if in

therefore in Galatia, the followers of Peter were the most dangerous, so in
In 1 Cor. i. 12, a climax is therefore to be observed in which

Corinth the sect of Christ.

the most threatening party takes the last place.
f Even in the second epistle, where the division had

now more strongly exhibited
the parties are not separately distinguished, although the different character of the
and second parts of this epistle strongly displays its reference to them. (Compare

itself,

first

further

3.)

the party named by Paul nl rnv Hpiarov been designated by the name of an
for John represented those principles
must have been called ol rov
they
apostle,
in their true form, which this party held in an erroneous one.
By the name ol rov XpiaTOV, which these sectarians doubtless applied to themselves (2 Cor. x. 7), they wished to
\

Had

Iuui&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;or,
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if we endeavour to seize on the element common to all the doctrinal
and ethical points adverted to by the apostle in the first epistle,
we find it precisely in the over-estimation of human science and
freedom
art, and a consequent endeavour after independence and
fetters
itself
in
of
the
discloses
which
burdensome
from the
law,
heathenism so significantly against the scrupulous bigotry of Ju
In the first four chapters Paul plainly speaks against the
daism.
overvaluing of human wisdom, which without doubt refers primarily
and expressly to the Greek philosophy and science so highly prized

among

the Corinthians

;

although kindred tendencies in the followers

incidentally included in the rebuke. There follows
then indeed in the 5th chapter the special case of the incestuous

of Apollos

may be

but the reason that the Corinthians themselves, from their
;
sense of morality, had not repressed the practice, is to be found
in the predominating lax opinions of the Gentile Christians relative
person

own

to the sexes, as

may

be plainly seen in 1 Cor.

x.

8

;

2 Cor.

xii.

21,

while, on the contrary, the Jews and Jewish Christians were very
Yet such a lax view of these relations can
strict on the subject.
when we are told that belonging to the
astonishment
excite
scarcely
the
Isthmia
of
Dione, upon the Acrocorinth, lived more than
temple
a thousand votaresses whose excesses, far from being forbidden, were
regarded as an acceptable offering to the goddess. Although then
the new Christians of course renounced all gross sexual offences
upon their entrance into the church, yet it was natural that a more
refined feeling should only gradually arise, as to the mutual relation
for which reason Paul felt himself constrained (xi. 5,
of the sexes
;

seq., xiv. 35), to

address several precepts to the

women

regarding

In the succeeding chapters the discussions on law
suits before heathen judges, on marriage, on the use of meats offered
to idols, are conducted with the prevailing purpose of shewing that
all false liberty in such things
The entire treat
^should be avoided.
ment of these points is a substantial commentary on the words &quot;all
things are lawful for me, but all are not expedient.&quot; In the 10th
their conduct.

chapter the evil consequences of this licence are distinctly described
and exemplified from the Old Testament. Undoubtedly these points
bear reference not to doctrine, but to life, and even the exhortations

which follow concerning the Lord s supper, its becoming celebration
(xi. 17, seq.), and the right use of spiritual gifts (xii. 1, seq., xiv. 1,
seq.), possess primarily no doctrinal character ; that, however, errors
in doctrine were not unknown, is shewn by the discussion on the re
surrection (chap, xv.), in which the ideal error is distinctly refuted
that the resurrection was only to be understood spiritually (xv. 12),
a view which could not but exert its influence on the doctrine of the
make themselves noted above
Christians.

all

others as the true TrvevpariKoi, the proper

and genuine
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Supper. This precise error harmonizes so perfectly with the character
of philosophic Gentile Christians,* who stand in direct contrast
with the materializing Jewish Christians, that we cannot but regard
istics

them as those embraced under the name of ol rov XpLorov, for to
The
neither of the other three parties can this error be attributed.
ol rov Xpiarov, in fact, appear precisely similar to certain persons in

whom Paul describes Kom. xiv. 15, who asserted their free
in
dom
opposition to the scrupulous spirit of Judaism ; though the
Koman advocates of these free principles (which must necessarily
have existed in all the churches composed chiefly of Gentiles)
Koine,

less

adopted

extreme opinions than the Corinthians.

The supposi

tion that these opponents of the doctrine of the resurrection had
formerly belonged to the Sadducees is by no means tenable ; not a

trace exists of any coalition between Sadduceeism and Christianity.
Like Epicureanism among the heathen, the principles of the sect
were so completely at variance with the spirit of the gospel,
that it was utterly impossible for the converted Sadducee to unite
the elements of his former belief with those of his new faith. In
addition to this, the Sadducees entirely denied the existence of a
spiritual world (Acts xxiii. 8), therefore they could not interpret

the doctrine of the resurrection. spiritually; they could only entirely
reject

it.

This view of the Corinthian Christ-party, which to us seems the
only tenable one, has also been substantially put forth by Neander,f
and the conviction of its accuracy does not rest alone upon the evi
dence just adduced in its favour, but also upon the impossibility of
adopting any other that is defensible. The conjecture of Eichhorn
they of Christ,&quot; denote the neutral, the well-disposed per
that is, who had not received Christianity through the
; persons
it immediately from the primitive gospel itself (!).
but
drawn
apostles,
This hypothesis, the foundation of which had already been laid by

is,

that

&quot;

sons

the fathers, especially Chrysostom, and afterwards defended by Pott,
Schott (Einleitung ins Neue Testament), and Kiickert (Commentar
zum ersten Briefe an die Korinthier, pp. 43, 447), may be regarded
as sufficiently refuted; for, according to 1 Cor. i. 12 ; 2 Cor. x. 7, it
*

&quot;We

may

here at once remark, that in this place the weakness of Baur s hypothesis

strikingly exhibits itself (compare his treatise presently to be adduced, 79 seq.), which,
setting aside the followers of Peter, as well as the ol rov Xpiarov, considers the reference
But is it not more natural to suppose that this influence (which,
is to Greek influence.

a city like Corinth, would not have shewn itself with regard to the doctrine of the
resurrection alone) may be recognized as concentrated in the Christian party, and in that
of Peter the strict ceremonial observance of the Jewish Christians, together with the op

in

position to the apostolic authority of Paul, exactly as
to the Galatians ?

f Geschichte der Pflanzung

Hamburg, 1832.
of this

view

Part

i.

und Leitung der

p. 296, seq.

we

see

them united

in the Epistle

christlichen Kirche durch die Apostel,

Jiiger also declares himself substantially in favour

(iiber die Korinthierbriefe, p. 36.)
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of

regarding them

Christ,&quot;

as dividing the one Christ, which, if they had remained neutral in
the proper sense of the word, certainly would not have been done.*

There remain, consequently, only the hypotheses of Storr and Baur
which claim a closer examination. The substance of Storr s hy
pothesis is,f that the expression ol rov Xpiorov refers to the disciples
of James, the brother of our Lord ; as followers of this kinsman of
Christ, Storr considers that they had assumed, as their prerogative,
the appellation,
Billroth and
belonging especially to Christ/
Baur have already proved that to this the name ol rov Xpicrov is in
no way appropriate. The brothers of Christ, and especially James,
&quot;

are never called

ol

ddetyol rov Xotcrov, but rov

follow, therefore, that the

&quot;

Christian&quot;

icvpiov.

sect in Corinth

Ifc

would

must be termed

ol rov
KvpioVy or rov Ir]Gov, for ol rov Xpiarov could not possibly
point to the brothers of Jesus. Add to this that the followers of
James were not to be distinguished from those of Peter, consisting
as they both did of strict Jewish Christians.
Finally, all positive

grounds for this hypothesis fail, not only in the original form as laid
down by Storr, but also in the modification adopted by Bertholdt,
who considers the reference to be made not to James alone, but to
That the brethren of Christ and
several brothers of our Lord.
James are mentioned 1 Cor. ix. 5, xv. 7, can prove nothing, inas
much as this mention of them has no connexion with any animad
version against this party, or indeed against any other one, but is
But
also merely incidental.
(^Compare the Comm. on this place.)
even if a polemic reference existed in the passages, we should surely,
if it were not expressly directed against the party of Christ, be
far more justified in referring it to the adherents of Peter, for
and as James,
the whole of chapter ix. agrees with their character
the brother of our Lord, had likewise the bias of the Jewish Chris
tians, he may doubtless be placed, together with Peter, at their
But the
head.
knowing Christ after the flesh&quot; (2 Cor. v. 16),
;

&quot;

bears another reference (as the exposition of the passage will shew)
than to the family relations of the Redeemer ; this expression con

human nature with his everlasting and heav
enly being. The hypothesis of Baur (very ingeniously developed in
the Tiibinger Zeitschrift, 1831, pt. iv.), and for which also Billroth,
trasts Christ s entire

with some slight modification, has decided,

is

so far identified with

that of Storr, that it connects the sect of Christ with that of Peter ;
so that Paul, in 1 Cor. i. 12 3 would only indicate two principal par* The chief
passage for Eichhorn
22.

is 1 Cor.

iii.

praise.

But that

f This
servientos.

is

Here

s hypothesis, which Pott also ranks before all others,
the four parties seem to be mentioned, and that of Christ with
only in appearance, the explanation of the passage will shew.

all

this is

carried out in the treatise Notitia historicse epistol. ad. Oor. interpretation!
It is printed in Storr s Opusc. Acad., voL ii.
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also the followers of Apollos, and
ties, viz., that of Paul, including
that of Peter, in which the special disciples of Peter, and the sect
But Baur attributes a very different
of Christ are to be numbered.
derivation from Storr to the name ol rov Xpiorov, and besides de
fines much more closely the character of this modification of the

Petrine party. First of all, the distinguishing characteristic of the
Judaists was a strict fulfilling of the outward law ; this, according
to Baur, was the criterion which marked the followers of Cephas.*

But

secondly, they placed themselves in a polemic position with regard

to Paul, attacking not only his teaching,

but his apostolic authority,

asserting that he was not a genuine disciple of Christ, but an apos
tate, styling themselves the true disciples of Christ, because con

Fun
verted by those apostles who were chosen by Christ himself.
were
and
that
of
of
Christ
the
Cephas
party
damentally, therefore,
one and the same, though circumstances in Corinth were less favour
able to their rigid legal observances, and hence appeared, as their

prominent feature, hostility to Paul. But the question at once oc
curs, why, under the circumstances distinguish a party of Cephas
from that of Christ ? Why is not the naming of the latter suffi
Add to this, that, according to this view the first epistle
cient ?
contains nothing against the party of Christ, for Paul does riot
Besides this, the
therein explicitly defend his apostolic authority.
the
treated
him
would thereby
of
subjects
by
greater proportion
have no reference to the sects mentioned 1 Cor. i. 12, as then none of
these sects would have any such scope as that which, as shewn above,
lies at the foundation of these discussions.f The supposition that all
the points touched upon in the epistle have no reference to the partic
ular divisions of the church, gives it an unconnected and inconsequent
character, not to say that it is psychologically quite improbable

that such errors as the apostle opposes in the first epistle were what
might be termed sporadic, or without connexion with fundamental
doctrines, from which they emanated as branches
Upon these grounds we cannot decide in favour of

from one stem.

Baur s hypoth
admitting that more can be urged in its favour than
tor Eichhorn s or Storr s.
Billroth justly remarks that in the second
it
finds
some plausible supports. In 2 Cor. iii.
epistle particularly
esis,

*

while

still

same light as these Judaists,
between the adherents of Cephas and the rov Xpiarov, and
assumes Storr s position, who could shew no difference between these two parties.
iv., Baur can quote from the first
f Except a few general remarks upon 1 Cor. i.
have seen the Lord,&quot; which he con
epistle only, ix. 1, in which Paul says of himself,

he

&quot;When

sets aside

Ileidenreich considers the sect of Christ in the

any

distinction

&quot;I

siders

to

him

referred to the opponents of the apostle, who made it a subject of reproach
that he had not seen the Lord. (See reference already mentioned, p. 85-88.) From

may be

the second epistle, on the contrary, ho argues from p. 89-114.
Bat can that hypothesis
he considered valid, which, casting aside the first and far more important epistle, rests for
support upon the second alone ?
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New

a parallel is instituted between the Old and
Testaments, the
letter and the Spirit, in a way which has unquestionable reference
to persons

who had as yet gained no view of the specific peculiarity
The important passage, x. 7, particularly stands in

of the gospel.

such connexion with the controversy against false apostles (xi. 13,
the whole train of argument is very similar to
seq. ; xii. 11), that
Paul here, as there, defends
that in the Epistle to the Galatians.*
in very strong expressions, his apostolic authority against false and
treacherous apostles, who had attacked and cast suspicions upon it.

But
chap.

precisely because the expressions are so strong (especially in
xi. 13), one cannot conceive that they are applied to the true

apostles (who are understood in Gal. ii. under doKovvrsg) ; it is im
Besides, this
possible that Paul could call these ijjevdanoa-okot,.

name

is equally applicable to the usurping heathen heterodox
teachers as to the Jewish, since they both alike contested Paul s
authority, as appears from the resistance of those false teachers who

named in the Epistles to Timothy (2 Tim. i. 15) who certainly
were not of Judaising, but rather heathen heretical opinions. Thus,
if 2 Cor. x. 7, in connexion with xi. and xii., were to establish the
hypothesis of Baur and Billroth, they must have asserted expressly
that they refer exclusively to Jewish heterodox teachers.f But as
are

is not done, and Baur himself allows (p. 99) that in 2 Cor. x. 7,
not only the sect of Christ, but all the sects in Corinth collectively,
are intended, his view cannot be safely inferred from the passages

this

In short, weighing well the improbability of narrowminded Jewish opinions predominantly asserting themselves in a
city like Corinth, whilst the more lax heathen principle failed
to reach an extreme so entirely natural, we feel called upon to
indicated.

no decided grounds for this view exist in the
But
epistles themselves, we do not feel inclined to entertain it.
the supposition that the ol rov Xpiarov were an etlmising party
declare that, as

* I
pass over the passage 2 Cor. v. 16, so copiously treated, because the proof deduced
therefrom by Baur appears very precarious. (See exposition of the passage.)
f The use that Baur makes of the- visions mentioned by Paul in the 12th chapter, in
defending this hypothesis, is very ingenious. He considers that Paul intended to oppose
to the materialist opinions of the Jewish Christians, who demanded a personal instruction
through Christ, the ideal principle viz., the immediate production of faith by the work

But I

ing of the Spirit.

fear this

would prove too much

tion of the apostle to say that the Spirit
in any spot.
Faith comes only from

is

I

It is

by no means the

inten

able to raise at pleasure the church of Christ

&quot;

preaching.&quot;

(See

my

Exposition,

Rom.

x. 14.)

Paul himself did not become a member of the church by the appearance of the Lord to
him at Damascus he was only led thereby to desire to be received into the church, and
Acts
for this reception the word of Ananias and baptism were necessary.
(See Comm.
The parallels, likewise, which Baur quotes from the Clementines do not ap
ix. 17, seq.)
;

me entirely applicable. Perhaps Paul s motive for appealing to his vision was,
that his opponents did the same he will, consequently, as it were, say,
Behold, I can
The manner in which Paul speaks, in 1 Cor. chap, xil
allege the same, and yet greater.&quot;

pear to

&quot;

;

xiv., of gifts

and

their abuse, renders this not improbable.
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an internal coherence which any
gives to the first epistle especially,
In the second epistle, which
other conjecture would fail to bestow.
to
this
is devoted rather
personal matters,
unity of connexion is not
wanting, even according to Baur s hypothesis ; yet our view fur
nishes at least equal advantages for its interpretation, advantages

abundantly apparent, if

it

be

assumed that in

this the apostle

oppo

ses equally the representatives of loth the false sects, that of Christ

and that of Peter together, who, whatever their internal differences,
were yet linked together in their attempt to obtain opportunity for
the propagation of their errors, by undermining the authority of the
True, Baur has likewise expressed
great apostle of the Gentiles.
his dissent from this view (Tiibing. Zeitschr. 1836, part iv.), but
though this learned man may be right in maintaining that Riickert errs in regarding the identity between the partisans of Peter
and Christ, particularly with Billroth s modifications, as injurious
to his own hypothesis, his remarks, nevertheless, upon the views of
Neander and myself must be considered to have failed. He has
evidently misunderstood Neander when he ascribes to him such

views of the party of Christ as were held by the followers of
Carpocrates at a later period, viz., that they ranked Christ with
Socrates as a great investigator of truth, and therefore did not de
name of a Christian sect. That this was not the position
of this class is too apparent to allow its being held by Neander, for
serve the

under such circumstances Paul would not have laboured to maintain
the unity of the church, but would have immediately required the
(See Gal. v.
expulsion of the heterodox teachers from their body.
12 ; Tit. iii. 10.) Neander doubtless intends only to say (p. 301)
that the sect of Christ profess the doctrine of Christ, omitting the
Christ appeared to
Jewish form. Even the words of Neander,
them a second, perhaps more perfect Socrates,&quot; indefinite as they are,
&quot;

yet seem intended to declare that they looked upon Christ as more
than human. In the more recent article of Baur s, before alluded
there occurs nothing of weight or consequence affecting the
essential doctrine that the party of Christ entertained Ethnic opin
The members of this sect were very likely converted by those
ions.
to,

who looked
upon

to

Paul

as their head,

to free themselves

from

all

and believing themselves

human dependence and

called

national

prejudices, they consequently shaped for themselves a course of liv
ing and doctrine of more liberal character, without however as yet
touching upon the limits of heresy. It would be surprising if, in

the ancient church, and especially in a city like Corinth, such a
party had not formed itself. The Marcionites and other Gnostic
us to assume the previous existence of such tendencies,
from which their own subsequent rise may be dated. What, there
than to perceive here a trace of their existence,
fore, more natural
sects, require
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especially as the supposition of their identity with the followers of
Cephas, or of but a difference in degree (as held by Baur and Bill-

undeniably in the highest degree forced ?
According to this view it is irrefragable that the Epistles to the
Corinthians treat of topics immediately connected with the time of
the apostles, while in the Epistle to the Romans the contents of the
roth), is

gospel are treated in their objective character. Not that we are
justified in inferring from this that the former have only a historical

and that

at most only individual passages are pregnant
the later periods of the church, and especially for
the present age.
The condition of the apostolic church mirrors
its relations to every period, and above all to the present.
The
significance,

with meaning

for

principal danger which threatened so many members of the church
in Corinth is likewise the chief evil of our own times
an over-

estimation of human wisdom, instead of Divine, eternal truth, a
universal laxness and indifference in the most important social ties,

and particularly in the

relation between the sexes, a spiritualizing,
subtle refining away of efficient, energetic biblical realism, and an
assertion of individual tendencies against all objective restraints.
For this reason, precisely at the present moment, the Epistles to

the Corinthians possess a far-reaching, vital importance, and this
will be daily more acknowledged as the conviction spreads, that
for all things the Scriptures are our ultimate standard of appeal.
The weighty discussion of the Charismata (1 Cor. xii. 14) only,

remains as alien from our own, as from earlier times, since, from
the period of the apostles, these gifts are lost, and even our concep
tion of many among them
e. g., the
gift of tongues, has long since
But as the looking for these has begun again to exhibit
vanished.
itself, it may be inferred that the gifts themselves may be restored
to the church of Christ as her final periods of development draw
nigh, by which the end is in the chief points to be made conformable
to the beginning.
The internal development of the church will
therefore also in this respect assist to perfect the exposition.

2.

RELATION OF PAUL TO THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH.

The question which

occurs next in order to that referring to the
to
is, how Paul stood related

position of the various parties in Corinth
the Corinthian church that is to say,

and how many

epistles

how

he wrote to them.

often he visited them,

The

earlier

view which

simply followed the Acts, and the accounts lying on the surface of
the Epistles to the Corinthians themselves, presented to us this
relation as follows.

The

old city of Corinth, as

is

well known, was destroyed by
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Mummius B.C. 146, and remained in ruins until Julius Caesar planted
a Eoman colony in it, endowing it with great privileges. Paul first
appeared in Julius Caesar s newly-restored city, prosecuting hi?
second journey in connexion with his mission (Acts xviii. 1 seq.)

He found there Aquila and Priscilla, who, by the command of the
Emperor Claudius, had been driven out of Eome (Suet. Claud, c.
one year and six months, after receiving in a
25), and preached
that God had a large people in that city, and
assurance
the
vision
The results of his preaching were so
that none should harm him.
sunk
as that city was in pleasures and
extraordinary, that, deeply
a
Christian
excess,
community arose therein, and even Crispus,
large
the ruler of the synagogue, attached himself to it. In consequence
of this a tumult, directed against Paul, arose among the Jews,
which required the wisdom and mildness of Gallic, the proconsul, a

brother of the celebrated philosopher Seneca, to allay (Tacit. Annal.
After the lapse of a year and a half, taking Aquila and
xvi. 7).

with him, Paul passed over into Ephesus, where he left
them, on his way to Jerusalem, but the apostle himself stayed there
only a short time, promising before long to return thither (Acts
In the meantime there came to Ephesus a learned
xviii. 18, seq.)
Alexandrian Jew, the famous Apollos, a true disciple of John the
Baptist, viz., one who viewed him only as the forerunner of the Mes
siah, and not as the Messiah himself, as some of John s disciples
This man, convinced by Aquila of the
falsely asserted him to be.
of
and
filled
with the new faith, proceeded, with
Jesus,
Messiahship
Priscilla

letters of

to

him

recommendation, to Corinth, where his

extensive favour.

Corinth, Paul

gifts

soon secured

While Apollos was thus labouring

came back from Jerusalem

to

in

Ephesus, whither

1 Cor. xvi. 12) ;
Apollos also subsequently returned (Acts xix. 1
and here the apostle remained two years and three months (Acts
;

xix. 8, 10).

During

this

time Paul received sad information re

A

member of
specting the condition of the church in Corinth.
this body was living in illicit intercourse with his father s wife, con
sequently his

own stepmother

;

and the other members had

so little

delicate moral feeling regarding such relations, that they still suffered
the offender to continue one of their body. This impelled the apos
tle to

address an epistle to the Christians in Corinth, in which he
them to avoid the company of sinners and the dissolute (1

exhorts

This first epistle is lost. True, there exists an Epistle
Cor. v. 9).
to the Corinthians differing from either of those we possess, as well
as one from the latter to Paul, both in the Armenian
but
;

language
Carpzovius (Leipsic, 1776) has already triumphantly proved that
they are not genuine.* More recently Kink, who was for a time an
* The
epistle of Paul

first

appeared in the

&quot;

Histoire Critique de la Republique des
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evangelical preacher in Venice, edited the epistles (Heidelberg,
1823-8.), and the Armenian Monk Aucher, of the Convent of San

Lazaro, near Venice, at the conclusion of his Armenian Grammar,
has critically revised and republished the Armenian text (Venice,
1819); hut Rink s attempt to defend the authenticity of the epistles

has been thoroughly confuted by Ullman (Heidelberger Jahrlx
The first epistle of Paul therefore remains lost to.
1823, No. vi.)

The Corinthians replied to it, and it is probable that this wasdelivered to the apostle by the hands of Stephanas, Fortunatus, and
Achaicus (1 Cor. xvi. 18, 19.) Partly by means of this reply, and
us.

messengers specified, and partly
the
a
matron Chloe (1 Cor. i. 11), Paul
slaves
of
Corinthian
through
received further intelligence of the circumstances of the Corinthian
the verbal information of the

church, which drew from him the second epistle, preserved in our
When the apostle com
first epistle of Paul to the Corinthians.

posed it he was still in Ephesus, purposing to remain there until
Pentecost (1 Cor. xvi. 8); it is probable that the season in which
he wrote was either spring or autumn, and doubtless in the year 59.
But Paul had scarcely dispatched our first epistle to Corinth when
the tumult occasioned by the goldsmith Demetrius broke out in
Ephesus, which compelled the apostle to leave the city before Pen

and to depart into Macedonia (Acts xix. 1, seq.), where he
anxiously awaited intelligence of the effect produced by the letter
referred to (2 Cor. ii. 13, 14). His purpose was to visit Corinth, but
he ventured not to appear there before ascertaining how the various
Paul, therefore, was ex
parties should have received his letter.
the
return
of
to
Macedonia
from Corinth, whither
Timothy
pecting
he had sent him (1 Cor. iv. 17). But whether it was that Timothe.us had already quitted that city before the arrival of Paul s
epistle, or that he had not yet reached it, it is certain that the apos
tle did not receive the desired intelligence through him, for which
reason he sent Titus to Corinth, and during his absence journeyed
in Macedonia (2 Cor. ii. 13).
Upon the return of Titus, Paul wrote
our second epistle, in order to awaken the frame of mind which he
tecost

desired to behold
visit

them

(2 Cor.

intentioned

among

the Corinthians

members

and

when he himself should

the apostle praises the wellof their church (viz., the followers of Paul and

vii. 7, seq.),

in

it

commands, and likewise for their
on
the
but,
repentant
contrary, he emphatically reproves the
contumacious (viz., the adherents of Peter, and above all, those
of
Apollos) for their obedience to his
spirit

;

&quot;

Amsterd. 1714, torn, x., but incomplete. William Whiston published it entire,
together with the pretended letter of the Corinthians to Paul, at the end of his Historia
Armenise Mosis Choronensis. Lond. 1736, 4. Carpzovius s Work bears the title: Epistolse duae apocryphse, altera Corinthiorum ad Paulum, altera Pauli ad Corinthios.
Lips.
Lettres,&quot;

1776,

8.

VOL. IV.

13
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because they had despised his most serious exhortations,
Christ&quot;),
and only increased in presumption. This, our second epistle, was
sent Ly Titus and two brethren, not mentioned by name (2 Cor.
16, seq.) to Corinth, the

apostle intending shortly to follow.
these brethren was very probably Luke, and this is inferred
partly because the description (in the above passage) is entirely ap
plicable to him, partly because his name stands in the subscription
viii.

One of

at the close of the epistle ; and as Luke in the Acts of the Apostles
(xx. 1), recommences his narration in the third person, having hith
erto written in the first, we may conclude that he must have left the

apostle in Macedonia.
Buch is the earlier view of the occasion
-eitiOiB.

points

and the times of compoIn the most important
upon clear and certain state

of the Epistles to the Corinthians.
it is

entirely correct, for

it rests

ments in Acts, and in the Epistles themselves. But in reference
to tlie events which our sketch places between the composition of
the first .and .second epistle, the scrutiny, more recently instituted
by Bleek and Schrader,* has elicited results, which undoubtedly
claim a preference over the older and more uncertain accounts. Ac
cording to these, at the period when the apostle wrote our second
he had not been twice in Corinth, but this supposition is

epistle,

negatived by several passages in this epistle, viz.,
which a third coming is mentioned. True, the

xii.

in

14,

first

xiii. 1,

of these

usually explained by understanding rpirov of the wish to come,
and not the coming itself; but this docs not agree with the context,
which undoubtedly refers to an actual coming, to which in particular,

is

ver. xiii. 1, decisively points (comp. particulars at the exposition of
the passages); and this all the more, as the following verso (xiii. 2),

expresses a procedure exhibited at his second visit, viz., the shewing
forbearance and indulgence which was not to be repeated.
If we assume only one residence of Paul in Corinth, viz., at the

vof

establishment of the church
occasion for forbearance

;

itself,

then there could have arisen no
by no means

arid this supposition could

be made to agree with the passages ii. 1, xii, 21, in which mention is
made of the renewal of the grief of the Corinthians upon the occa
sion of his coming, while according to the common view, he could
previously in no way have grieved the Corinthians by his personal
presence. Consequently, Paul must undoubtedly have made a second
The older view
journey to Corinth, but when did it take place ?

might be defended if we suppose that when Luke mentions a stay
of a year and a half in Corinth made by Paul, he has taken together
two separate periods of residence. But this is open to the objection,
that we must then allow that in the short period which elapsed be*
Bleek, in an article in the Stud, und Kritikcn, Jahrg. 1830, page 614, seq.
1 Pt. p. 95, seq.
o-w Per Apostel Paulus.

Schra-
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and second stay, all the errors which became the
had developed themselves. The only inference,

first

subject of reproof

therefore, is, that the second visit to the Corinthians, is perfectly
distinct from the one of a year and a-half s duration, and that it

occurred either before the writing of the first, or betiveen the sending
of the first and second epistle.
might imagine the course of

We

As soon

as Paul had received the intelli
of
as
to
the condition of the Corinthians,
from
the
slaves
Chloe
gence
he wrote our first epistle, and shortly after quitted Ephesus for
He here expressed himself in strong terms against his
Corinth.
adversaries, but, from some cause unknown to us, he soon left the
But, in decided opposition
city, returning again into Macedonia.
to this view, are the passages 2 Cor. i. 15, 16, 23, which shew
that; Paul could not have been in Corinth in the period between
The most probable inference,
the writing of, our two epistles.

events to have been this.

-

therefore

that upon receiving these evil reports, the apostle

is,

im

mediately proceeded from Ephesus to Corinth, and returning to the
former place wrote and sent from thence our first epistle. Bleek,
however, imagines, that before the sending of our second epistle, the
apostle wrote an epistle from Macedonia to the Corinthians, couched
in terms of strong reproof, which has not been preserved (so that
Paul wrote to them in all four epistles, two being lost and two pre
served), and I am much inclined to accede to this conjecture ;f for
the apprehension experienced by Paul in regard to the impression
produced upon the Corinthians by his epistle, which the arrival of
Titus allayed (2 Cor.
of the

first epistle.

justify

Paul in

vii.

2-10),

is

The contents

his fears of such

* This
circumstance,

not accounted for by the character
are by no means of a nature to
i

an impression

;

but by assuming

cannot be denied,

is unfavourable to the whole hypothesis, since
supposed to be written after the second personal
abode of the apostle in Corinth, represents the apostle as becoming acquainted with the
affairs of the Christian church in that place from report only, and not from personal in

the

first epistle (1

Cor.

i.

it

11, v.

1,

xi. 18),

This is also the opinion of De Wette, in the criticism upon Billroth s Commen
tary in the Stud. Jahrg. 1834, part 3, page 683. An escape from this difficulty is fur
nished by Bottger (Beitr. part 3, p. 28), who supposes that Paul intentionally refrained
from going to Corinth, and visited Achaia and the churches in the neighbourhood of
spection.

Corinth.
f Riickert (Comm. upon the
s, relative to the sending of

Bleek

and

cal epistles,

it

2d Epis. Cor. p. 417, seq.) opposes this hypothesis of
an epistle between the first and second of our canoni

must be allowed that the reasons adduced

for it are

not sufficient to

Nevertheless the conjecture itself is by no meams improbable,
as Riickert himself admits that he finds in our first epistle traces of the condition of mind

furnish

any

positive proof.

which Paul describes as existing
learned

man

has inferred too

in himself,

much from

when he wrote

the earlier epistle.

2 Cor. vii. 8, in stating that as

But

this

Paul wrote Mvirijaa

The
rg eTTfaro/l?/, he could only have written one saddening letter, and not two.
expression naturally concerns only the last epistle, without reference to an earlier one,
otherwise Paul must have used the plural form, for, according to 1 Cor. v. 9, he had al
ready written an epistle of a saddening character.

v/auc

ki&amp;gt;
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that Titus was likewise the bearer of the lost epistle,

the most simple manner for his journey, and
relative to this which the older theory cannot

all

we account

in

the difficulties

set aside, at

once

vanish,
3.

GENUINENESS AND INTEGRITY OF THE EPISTLES.

Epistles to the Corinthians, as well as that to the Komans,
classed with those which display so unmistakably the spirit
of Paul, that an attempt to dispute their authenticity has never

The

may be

been made, either in ancient or modern times. Their contents and
form correspond alike with the ideas and style of Paul, and the
strictest coincidence exists between the historical notices of the Acts
of the Apostles and those occasionally found in these epistles. The
on account of a
style of the second epistle is indeed remarkable,
but this is explained from the pow
certain ruggedness of speech
erful agitation of spirit under which he wrote, and the haste with
;

his journeys in various parts of Mace
But, notwithstanding the roughness of style, the second
Paul s peculiarities to be
epistle bears too strongly the impress of
mistaken, though we are not disposed to proceed as far as Kiickert,
who views it as a masterpiece of eloquence, worthy of comparison
with the oration of Demosthenes de Corona. (Sec his exposition of
the second epistle, p. 427.)
But although the genuineness of the Epistles to the Corinthians

which

it

was composed during

donia.

of their
fully established and undisputed, we cannot assert as much
who
first drew
It
was
J.
the
second.
S.
Senilcr
at
least
of
integrity,

is

attention to the difference in the

first

(2 Cor.

i.

viii.)

and second

eight chapters Paul
xiii.)
for
their repentance
readers
and
his
mildly
gently,
praises
speaks
and faithful observance of his exhortations, while in the latter

of the epistle.

division (ix.

In the

first

chapters the tone is that of severity and reproach. He reprehends
the refractory spirit of the Corinthians, and complains of the charges

which they had dared to bring against him. Besides this, the same
subject seemed to him to be discussed in the first (ch. viii.) and second
part of the epistle (ch. ix.), which leads Sender to suppose that an in
*
According
terpolation in the latter epistle might have taken place.
viii. inclusive, to which
to him the epistle proper is formed by chs. i.
may be annexed from the 11-13 ver. of ch. xiii., and very singularly
Horn. xvi. 1-20, and therefore the passages ix. 1-15, and x. 1-13,
10, are interpolations. Weber and Dr. Paulus, however, rather con
sider the second half of the second epistle as not an interpolation,
* See Semler

De

Halse 1761, and the Paraduplice appendice epist. ad Komanos.
ad Corinthios. Halse 1776.
Ziegler wrote against this in tho
also Gabler in the neuesten Theolog. Journal,
theolog, Abhandl. vol. ii. p. 107, seq.

phrasis poster,

epist.

;

voLl.
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but an entirely distinct epistle.* This opinion might be brought
into connexion with Bleek s more correct views, which we re
2) as to Paul s position towards the Corin
saw that probably between our first and second
another had been composed by the apostle. If we con

cently developed
thian church.

(

We

epistle
sider this to
i.

9.

exist in the first half of our second epistle (2 Cor.
then only one epistle is lost, that alluded to 1 Cor. v.

viii.),

But

by the fact that
epistle must have

this supposition is decidedly forbidden

according to 2 Cor.

vii.

2-10 this intervening

contained language of severe rebuke, while 2 Cor.

i.

viii. is

distin

guished throughout by gentleness and forbearance. The next resort
then would be to an inversion which would make 2 Cor. ix. x. iii. the
reproving epistle, and 2 Cor. i. viii. the milder one which succeeded.
But then the violation of chronology in the union of the two epis
tles forms a difficult problem, not to mention the fact that this
fusion of two epistles, with the omission of the greeting and con

Add to
cluding form of one of them, is utterly inexplicable.
this that the alleged repetition (the exhortation to the collection)
in ch. viii. and ix. is nothing more than the continuous carrying out
The tone of the ninth
of a thought which pervades them both.
chapter is
cannot be

still

entirely

unchanged

;

though from

ch. x.

indeed this

Meantime the assumption of the

integrity of the
all
these
events
to
at
all
hypotheses, provided we
preferable
epistle
can explain satisfactorily the difference of tone in the first and second
said.

is

half of

it.

This explanation would be abundantly furnished by supposing
that the apostle was addressing different members in the Corinthian
church in the two divisions of the epistle. His first epistle had
drawn the w ell-disposed more towards him, while it aroused in the
unfriendly a stronger spirit of opposition, thus occasioning a separa
tion of the elements in Corinth.
In the first half of the second
he
had
in
view
the
epistle
better-disposed part of the church, viz.,
the partizans of Paul and Apollos ; in the second, on the contrary,
he directs himself especially to the adverse party, consisting of par
r

tizans of Peter, and, above all, the ol rov Xpiarov.
Should any one
it as
that
Paul
a
catholic
letter
addressed
to elements
urge
improbable
so dissimilar, or that having done so, he should not have plainly in
dicated the different persons he was addressing, but write as if in
both first and second parts he had still the same individuals in view,
he would forget that Paul s compassionate love restrained him from

expressly separating from the church the erring members, so long as
* See

Weber s work De numero Epistolarum ad

Corinthios rectius constituendo.
considers the epistle to the Hebrews directed likewise to the
On the
Corinthians, and therefore reckons four Epistles to the Corinthians in the canon.
view of Dr. Paulus, comp. Heidelberger Jahrbucher, 5, p. 703, seq.
&quot;Wittebergse,

1798.

&quot;Weber
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they abstained from attacking the fundamental articles of the faith,
naming them. He rightly judged, that such a
sundering would greatly increase the difficulty of freeing them from
their errors, and winning them back to the truth ; he continued
therefore to treat them as an integral part of God s church, address

or even distinctly

a united body, without completely distinguishing
ing the latter as
the various elements. Exactly as a wise pastor would deal with a
ac
believing, but in many respects erring individual ; he joyfully

knowledges what is good in him, reproves what is reprovable, nor
This very form of the
yet on this account rejects the whole man.
in the most beautiful light the
epistles to the Corinthians exhibits
wisdom of the apostle, and his faithful love towards erring brethren,
who so frequently in the church (and, alas, still in our days), have
been thrust back by an unholy and intemperate zeal. Had Paul
commanded the expulsion from the church of his adversaries in
Corinth, either on account of their Gnostic and idealizing views re

garding the resurrection, or of their errors with respect to the sacred
supper, he would only with more certainty have given them over to
He bears with them therefore as weak members, not
destruction.*

knowing what they say

or profess ; endures even with indulgence
their opposition to his apostolic authority (although, had not hia

humility rendered it impossible, he might easily have persuaded
himself that therein God was resisted), and yet yields nothing of
Divine truth, in that even upon the suspicion evincing itself that he
commended himself, and boasted of his extraordinary calling, he
openly declares what the Lord had done to and by him, and at the
same time is able to preserve the fundamental articles of the Chris
tian faith uninjured.

CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLES TO THE CORINTHIANS.

4.

The first

epistle divides itself into four parts

;

the^rs^ of which

extends from i. 1 iv. 21, the second from v. 1 xi. 1, the third
from xi. 2 xiv. 40, and ih& fourth from xv. 1 xvi. 24.

In

i\\Q

first division,

which

treats of the general position of the

* This

is most important in proving that Paul did not hold the opinion concerning
Supper as fundamental for which reason dogmatic differences concerning the
same, and the variation in the theory of Luther and Calvin upon the same subject, which
affect not the doctrine itself, but simply one point of the doctrine, do not justify the ex
Paul declares in the Epistles to the Galatians,
clusion of any one from the error.
that whoever suffered himself to be circumcised in order thereby to attain salvation, to
him Christ had become of none effect (Galat. v. 3, 4) not so he who erred in the doctrine

the Lord

s

;

;

Supper. The real ground of the separation of the reformers from the Catholic
church, was not the doctrine of the Lord s Supper, but the doctrine of free grace in
of errors
Christ, and the reformers had a perfect right to separate themselves, on account

of the Lord

s

in this doctrine.
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Corinthians, the apostle mentions first the cause of his writing, the
division of the church into numerous parties, and warns against a
too high estimation of the wisdom of this world, since all real wis

Secondly, Paul makes
(i. 1-31).
to
them
he
had
fact
that
the
only the Crucified
preached
prominent
but
the
that
of
source
as
the
spiritual man
perfect wisdom,
One,
of
is
the
not
and
natural,
capable
recognizing his glory (ii.
alone,

dom

rests in the cross of Christ

The very ground

of their errors was, that this spiritual
so little developed in them ; they had attached themselves
not to Christ himself, but to the human organs whom Christ had

1-16).

man was

employed to extend the preaching of the gospel, and they were
therefore in danger of building a perishable structure on the one

He himself was so entirely per
everlasting foundation (iii. 1-23).
suaded of his apostolic calling, that human judgment produced no
effect upon him ; the numerous sufferings he was called upon to en
dure, were evidence in his favour, instead of the contrary, as tending
to his perfection ; therefore Paul implores the Corinthian Christians

not to suffer themselves to be drawn aside to any other gospel than
that which he, their father in Christ, had preached to them.
In the second part (v. 1 xi. 1), which concerns the private cir

cumstances of individuals,

Pauljfirstf

exhorts the Corinthians to ex

clude the incestuous person from their society, and at the same time
defines more closely the command given in his previous epistle not to

have any intercourse with the dissolute, as applying not to the world,
but only to those who considered themselves believers (v. 1-13).
Secondly, he gives counsel on the relation of believers to heathen
rulers
he considers it wholly unsuitable to permit the settlement
;

of their differences before the latter

;

but he soon returns to the

re

and represents the sanctification of the body as
a temple of the Holy Ghost, as the Christian s task (vi. 1-20.)
The various relations of the married and unmarried state are then
discussed at length (vii. 1-40), and he concludes with instructions

lation of the sexes,

upon the

subject of Christian freedom, having especial reference to
the use of meats offered to idols. The apostle adduces his own
course of life as an example to the
Corinthians, of the necessary
self-restriction in the use of freedom
and exhibits the sad conse
;
quences of its abuse in the history of the Israelites in the wilderness
(vii.

1

xi.

1).

The third part

2

xiv. 40), concerns the
public relations of
conduct in the assemblies
and the apos
tle first gives directions relative to the
of
and women
men
appearance
in their meetings (xi.
1-16), but especially to the celebration of the
holy Sacrament, which the Corinthians had not solemnized with due

the Christians,

(xi.

viz., their

dignity (xi. 17-34).
gift of tongues, and

;

After this he enters upon the subject of the
connexion with the Charismata, which seem

its
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have displayed themselves in the Corinthian church under the
most varied forms, and were not unfrequently applied in a manner
Paul lays down as a fundamental rule that
alien to their purpose.
all these gifts originating from one Spirit, must be employed to one
the whole body (xii. 1-31).
Such
great end, viz., the edification of
is the dictate of love, which is of more value than all the gifts, the
and Paul defines its na
latter being worthless without the former
ture in the most animated description, drawn from his own experi
ence, classing it with faith and hope as the three cardinal virtues
In conclusion, Paul enlarges upon the relations of the
(xiii. 1-13).
two Charismata especially conspicuous in Corinth, viz., the gifts of
tongues and prophecy, shewing that from its nature the first re
to

;

quired a very cautious application, while the character of the second
in itself a hindrance to its abuse (xiv. 1-40).

was

xvi. 24) the apostle finally discourses
(xv. 1
of
of the body, which the sect of
the
resurrection
the
doctrine
upon
Christ with their idealizing tendencies had not been able to adopt
He proves the reality of the corporeal resurrection, shew
(xv. 12).

In the fourth part

ing

its close

connexion with the essence of the Christian faith

(xv.

He

concludes by requesting contributions for the poor
1-58).
Christians in Jerusalem, and with sundry exhortations and blessings
(xvi. 1-24).

appear that the points treated by the apostle in
are extremely varied in their nature ; nevertheless, an
unbroken thread of connexion is formed by its opposition to the
followers of Peter, and, above all, the party of Christ, who, by their

By

this it will

his letter

leaning towards a false freedom and spiritual gnosis, were preparing
a dangerous crisis for the church.

The second

Epistle to the Corinthians divides itself into tliree
which extends from i. 1 iii. 18, the second from
of
the
parts,
first
xiii. 13.
ix. 15, and the third from x. 1
iv. 1

In the first part Paul commences with the comfort he has expe
rienced in his affections, referring it to the power of the intercessions
He then declares, with ref
of the Corinthian Christians (i. 1-24).

erence to the incestuous person already excommunicated, that he
has been sufficiently punished, and may be received back into the
church (ii. 1-17). He next speaks of his own personal position rel
ative to the Corinthians, and entering into a comparison of the min
istration under the old and the new law, exhibits the glory of the
latter

(iii.

1-18).

In the second part

and labour

(iv.

1

ix.

15) the apostle describes his lifa

as a minister of reconciliation (iv. 1-18)

solation in all the afflictions

and dangers which

arise

and draws con
from the office,

from the conviction that a resurrection of the body, perhaps even a
In the expectation of
clothing upon, awaits the believer (v. 1-21).
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this exceeding gloriousness, which consoles under all earthly suffer
ings, the apostle exhorts his readers to deny the world and its lusts,
and to dedicate themselves wholly to the Lord (vi. 1 vii. 1). In

this he hopes to have prepared them by his stern epistle, as to
whose reception he had felt great anxiety, which, however, had
been allayed by Titus (vii. 2-16). Then follows an ample exhorta
tion to contribute to the collection making for the poor Christians

at Jerusalem

(viii.

1

In the third part

ix. 15).

(x. 1

xiii.

false teachers, particularly those

13) Paul directs himself first against
among the sect of Christ, and de

fends himself from their attacks
sufferings

and struggles

(x.

1-18).

as a proof that he

He

then adduces his

had done more, and ef

fected greater things in God s cause than those arrogant but treach
erous labourers who ranked themselves among the apostles of Christ,
(xi. 1-33).
Nay, he reminds them of the
especial instances of favour accorded to him by God, as a proof that
he stood in favour, but adds that he would rather glory in his weak

without being really so
.

he would best become conscious of his strength in
has, therefore, the most entire right to rank himself
with the chiefest apostles, and requires the Corinthians to acknowl
ness, for thereby

the Lord.

He

edge his apostolic authority

(xii. 1-21).
exhortation to repentance, love, and peace, concludes the
second Epistle to the Corinthians (xiii. 1-13).

An

5.

LITERATURE.

The

Epistles to the Corinthians are of course comprehended in
the formerly-named general works upon the entire New Testa
ment, as also in the expositions of Paul s collective epistles. But
all

there exist fewer special works devoted to these
epistles than to the
Epistles to the Komans and Galatians, for example, and those which
we do possess, as well as the explanations of these epistles em

braced in the more general works, leave us much to desire. The
favourable period for the interpretation of the
Epistles to the Co
rinthians (and the Catholic
has
epistles likewise)
perhaps yet to
present

itself.

the two Epistles to the Corinthians we have commentaries
from Mosheim (Flensburg, 1741 and 1762, 2
vols.4to); Baumgarten
(Halle, 1761, 4to); Semler (Halle, 1770 and 1766, 2 vols. 8vo.);

Upon

Moldenhawer (Hamburg, 1771, 8vo.); Schulz (Halle, 1784, 2 parts,
Billroth
8vo); Morus (Leipsig, 1794, 8vo.); Flatt
(Leipsig, 1833); Riickert

(Tubingen, 1827);
and Jager (Tiibin-

(Leipsig, 1836-37);

gen, 1838).

The first

epistle alone has

been treated upon by Sahl (Copenha-
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Fr. Aug. Wilhelm Krause (Frankfort, 1792, 8vo.)
gen, 1779)
Heidcnreich (Marburg, 1825 and 1828, 2 vols. Svo); Pott (in
Koppc s Ncues Testament, Gottingen, 1836). But up to the present
time only the half has appeared, containing ch. i. -x.
The second epistle only has been explained by Leun (Lemgo,
;

;

Treatises upon particulai
1804), and Eminerling (Leipsig, 1823).
passages of the second epistle have appeared from Gabler (Gottin
xiii.); J. F. Krause in his Opusc. Acad
gen, 1782, upon chap ix.
(Konigsberg, 1818); Royaards (Utrecht, 1818); Fritzsche (Leipsig,
1824),

EXPOSITION
OF THE

FIEST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

i.

PART FIRST.
(i.

1.

1

iv.

21.)

OP HUMAN WISDOM.
(i.

1-31.)

AFTER the greeting (1-3) the apostle mentions immediately the
occasion of his writing, namely, the divisions in Corinth ; he then
proceeds to warn his readers, in the most impressive manner,
against that strictly worldly wisdom which he considers the
cause of the dissensions, and places before them as a pattern, the
true Divine wisdom,
Christ crucified,&quot; whom he has preached to
&quot;

them

(4-31).

Paul commences the first Epistle to the Corinthians, as usual,
with a salutation and blessing (1-3), but this salutation, com
pared with that which begins the Epistle to the Romans, appears
far more concise and incomplete.
It is only in the second verse
that the apostle, in mentioning his readers, introduces some acces
sory clauses, and even these are wanting in the second epistle, as
well as in the greater part of the lesser epistles of Paul.
Theophylact finds, and with reason, in the dta OehijpaTog Qeov, by the will of
God, a reference, though slight (compare the stronger expressions
i.
1), to the opposition offered to his apostolical author

in Gal.
ity.

The

epithet Khorog appears here spurious, as it is wanting in
its omission would be less
easily explained than its in

A.D.E., and

At all events we cannot, with Heidenreich, connect it im
sertion.
mediately with did Oe^rj^aro^ QEOV. This construction would require
that it be placed before these words, and after Xpiarov. Finally,
the term K^rog has not here, as in ver. 2, the peculiar doctrinal
signification in which it describes Christians, as such, as called, in
vited to an entrance into the kingdom of God ; it rather stands in
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opposition to those who, on their

out as apostles (2 Cor. xi. 13).

own

True,

1-31.

I.

authority, gave themselves
was implied in the very

it

had received a mission, and thus was
to fulfil it, but Paul doubtless had in mind that such
a charge might be self-assumed by men, as the Old Testament
shews, by speaking of those who prophesied in their own spirit
(Ezek. xiii. 1, seq.), and were yet distinguished from those strictly
term

&quot;apostle&quot;

that he

&quot;called&quot;

evil

prophets out of

whom

the spirit of darkness spake.

Sosthenes,

whom, the apostle names with himself in the salutation, is probably
the writer of the epistle, to whom Paul dictated. He has been
considered to be the chief of the synagogue, mentioned in Acts xviii.
but as we
17, who must then have been subsequently converted
find absolutely no further trace of this individual, nothing certain
can be concluded as to the identity of the persons. By supplying
%aipeiv Xeyovai, in the second verse, we obviate the necessity of assum
ing, with Billroth, an anacoluthon, in the %dpig and dpr\w\ of ver. 3
;

:

the nominative then stands regularly, instead of the accusative. All
the apostle s salutations are so constructed that the benediction
TT
Paul again distin
stands independently, with
understood.
the
church
of
in
God*
those
Corinth
belonging to God,
(i. e.,
guishes
.

whom

he hath purchased with his own blood (Acts xx. 28) as
in

&quot;sanctified

Christ,&quot;

and

sary observations have been

the terms

&quot;

sanctified&quot;

and

as

&quot;

called

made

at

saints,&quot;

Kom.

i.

7.

upon which the neces

The combination

&quot;

saints&quot;

(rjyiao^Kvoi,, ayioi),

of

might seem

tautology,f but the second expression is, first, in concrete apposition
with the abstract eKK^aia Oeov, church of God, and then it is so
connected with what follows, that the idea of sanctification is re

sumed for the purpose of being extended to believers generally.
The words, then, may be thus translated, Those in Christ, i. e., in
vital communion with him, sanctified, who, as likewise all who call
upon the name of the Lord, are called to be saints,&quot; i. e., according
&quot;

to the apostle

s

meaning, should be, for the following remark involves

* Calvin
very strikingly remarks in this place: &quot;Mirum forsan videri queat, cur earn
hominum multitudinem vocet ecclesiam Dei, in qua tot morbi invaluerant, ut Satan illis
potius

quam Deus. Respondeo, utcunque multa vitia obrepsissent, et
quam morum, exstitisse tamen adhuc quaedam verse eccleLocus diligenter observandus, ne requiramus in hoc mundo ecclesiam omDi

regmim

occuparet,

varise corruptelse tarn doctrinse
sias signa.

ruga et macula carentem, aut protinus abdicemus hoc titulo quemvis ccetum, in quo non
omnia votis nostris respondeaut. Est enim hsec periculosa tentatio, nullam ecclesiam
putare, ubi non appareat perfecta puritas. Nam quicunque hoc occupatus fuerit, necesse tan

dem

erit, ut,

discessione ab aliis

omnibus

facta, solus

siM sanctus videatur in mundo, aut

peculiarem sectam cum paucis hypocritis instituat. Quid ergo causas habuit Paulus, cur
ecclesiam Dei Corinthi agnosceret ? nempe quia evangelii doctrinam, baptismum, coenam
Domini, quibus symbolis censeri debet ecclesia, apud eos cernebat.&quot; Most important

words which in these times we have great reason to lay much to heart. [See Calvin s
Comment, on 1 Cor. chap. i. 2, pp. 50, 1. Ed. Calv. TransL Soc.]
f Liicke (Gott. Pfingstprogramm, vom J. 1837) would have r/jiaa^svoig removed as a
gloss, but this would surely be too violent an expedient.
!
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1-31.

I.

an exhortation to the Corinthians (as shall be presently shewn), to
make manifest their calling by their works. The phrase avv naai
K.

r.

however, quite peculiar to the commencement of this
First, it is clear that the words are not to be understood

A., is,

epistle.

as intimating that Paul wrote primarily to the Christians in Corinth,
and secondarily also for those in other parts of the world ; for the

whole contents of the
ian church.*

epistle are especially addressed to the

Corinth

The phrase seems merely to represent, by the
K^Tjrolg dyioig and its connexion with ovv ndai, the

repetition of
universal Christian

character of sanctification, and the calling
era N^J?,
thereunto as common to them all.
EmKatelaOai ovofj-a
is a very usual mode of
a
life
of
the
expressing
faith,
necessary
expression^ of which is continual calling upon God. The only

=

question then is, what led the apostle to give utterance to
sentiment precisely in this place ?
Without doubt he in
tended to bring to the remembrance of the Corinthians the unity

this

of the church over the whole earth, in order to

awaken a

spirit

of repentance for the divisions among themselves.
To this end
he reminded them that they, as all believers, were called to mani

a holy community, and not a church divided by sects. (Upon
the use of ovofia comp. Comm. at Matth. vii. 21, 22 ; John xiv.

fest

11-14.

&TwA*70ev ty vfiag in
there the allusion
;

&quot;Ovofia

parallel with this

The words

rtavrl

t-v

rona)

Ev navrl

examination.

avr&v re

John
is

ii.

7

to the

ical

is

not to be held as

name

of Christians.)

require an especial
an idea of universality

rj(j,G}v }

TOTTW conveys only

with respect to space, as avv ndac does with regard to number. But
how is avr&v re teal ^fty, botJi of them and us, to be understood ?

Eichhorn and other learned men take ronog in the signification of
place of assembly,&quot; and think that the divisions in Corinth had
&quot;

already proceeded so far that the

assembled in different
antagonists,

r/juwv

members of the

various parties

Avrwv, then, would refer to the
to the followers of Paul (comp. Eichhorn s Introd.
localities.

takes ronog after the Hebrew 1:719, as
pt. 3, p. 110, seq.)
and
refers
the
party,J
passage, in like manner, to the dissensions in

Hug

Corinth (comp.

Hug s

Einl. pt. 2, p. 245).

But

this reference

is

* Billroth considers that the words

may be connected with the whole salutation, and
believers, mercy and peace,&quot; without inferring that

thus construed, &quot;to you, and to all
the epistle is addressed to all but certainly the supposition is
untenable, the greeting of
an epistle can be directed to those only to whom the epistle is written. The best course
is to place the words K^rjroig ayiois
OVTUV re ical
in brackets, as in the additions to
;

TJ/J.UV

the greeting of the Epistle to the Romans.
f The supposition of Mosheim, that in ver. 2 three distinct classes of Corinthian
Christians are indicated, viz., in the expression
old approved
jj-yiac/uevoi v Xpioru) the
Christians, in K^TOI uyioi, the newly baptized, and in E7riKahov[j.Evot, those who were so
in

appearance without being virtually so, needs no special refutation.
is besides
j This use of a
extremely doubtful, at least Buxtorf
.pa

with

it

(see his

Lex. Kab.

p. 2000).

is

unacquainted
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I.

4-6.

avr&v
evidently highly unnatural and forced ; without doubt, the
them and of us, only signifies the Christians in
the vicinity of the apostle, and those further removed, in order to

re Kal tyiMv, both of

express with more distinctness the idea of universality, thus stand
So Billroth
ing equivalent to Tray-ore or KV Tracy ry yf/ or olnoviievQ.
correctly after Theophylact.
Bottger (Beitr. pt. iii. p. 27, seq.)
mentions places in the neighbourhood of Corinth and Ephesus to
which Christianity had already spread from the principal towns.
It is, however, still doubtful whether the words av-tiv re not T\\L&V

are better annexed to

or to Kvpiov fiptiv.
Grammatically, they
but
the thought appears to require Kvpiov
TOTTO),
For but slight importance would attach to considerations
fljji&v.
of locality in the relations of believers, but much to the identity of
the meaning, therefore is this,
the Eedeemer for all Christians
to all who in any place call upon the name of our Lord Jesus
In the blessing the men
Christ, who is alike their Lord and ours.&quot;
tion of peace&quot; obtains an especial importance through the dissen
TOTTGJ

are easier joined to

;

&quot;

&quot;

sions in Corinth.
It is striking that Paul, in this place, should
desire grace for them, as it is immediately said in ver. 4 that they
are rich in grace
but it is with the possession of grace as with that
;

Besides
of love, the more we possess, the more we may receive.
an
like
remain
does
unchange
not,
earthly possession,
this, grace

he who grows not in grace loses insensibly what he already
therefore, under every point of view, the &quot;grace of God&quot;
possesses
able

;

;

is

an appropriate wish.

The apostle does not commence immediately (as in
with
a
reproof to the Corinthian Christians, but with a
6)
hearty thanksgiving to God for all the grace bestowed upon them,
and expresses a confident hope of their ultimate perfection unto the
day of the Lord. He thus appeals to the better feelings of all
Corinthian Christians and thus by contrast (from ch. i. 10, seq.),
Vers. 4-6.

Gal.

i.

brings them to a consciousness of their sin. Further, if we compare
the commencement of the other epistles, particularly those to the
Philippians, Colossians, and the first to the Thessalonians, in which
fellowship in the gospel, faith, and love are mentioned with com
mendation, there seems here, in the special mention of knowledge,^
to be contained a slight intimation, that the striving of some, viz.,
of Christ&quot; after that which was new, required restrain
the party
&quot;

God had already fully opened to them the
knowledge. With this the aorist KTrXovriffOrjrSy ye
ing, as

fountain of true
were, enriched, of

varepeladai, so as not to come short, etc., of ver. 7,
ver. 4 Paul writes
fiov as in Phil. i. 3, with
(In
agrees.
perfectly
reference to that intimate relation which the apostle in prayer con-

ver. 5,

and &ars p/

0eo&amp;gt;

* So Liicke also decides in the
j-

On

Programm already quoted.
the relation of yvwatf to ao^ia, see farther at ii. 6, seq.
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7-9.

On Train-ore compare Kom. i. 10. The
sciously sustains to God.
refers
not
to
the
grace of God in itself, but to the fact
thanksgiving
that it was also bestowed upon the Corinthians. The ev Xpiorti Irjaov
Qeov, which then points out the grace
as especially manifested in the work of Kedemption ; its

might be joined with %apm rov
of

God

position, however, requires that it be connected with the dodsiarj vplv,
so that Christ himself appears as he who is given to them in preach

E^ is not to be understood in
and in him the grace of God.
we
are to conceive Christ filled
of
the signification
through
with grace, and pouring it out upon man. In ver. 5 the general
phrase iv rcavri is defined by Aoyw and yvuaei. Both indicate Divine
truth, but Adyof objectively as the subject, yv&au; subjectively as the
understanding of the preaching the nag, united with the two ex
pressions, requires them to be taken in their utmost general and un
limited extent, for the subject and understanding of preaching may
be conceived in various degrees of completeness and development.
ing,

&quot;

:&quot;

;

6, expresses only the incidental thought that the gospel in
Corinth was established not temporarily but abidingly a result
which could be wrought only by Divine power, and hence it testifies
alike to the supremacy of grace among the Corinthians, and the ready

Ver.

The expression ^aprvpiov Xpicrroi)
acceptance of it on their part.
indicates the preaching of Christ, inasmuch as it testifies of him.
Kjjpvyfia is correct as an explanation, though to be rejected as a
reading.
Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 1 ; 2 Thess. i. 10 ; 2 Tim. i. 8. The same
be observed of paqrvpia. Compare Rev. xii. 11. KaOug has
as in
here, as in Acts vii. 17, the signification of siquidem, cum,
u as
deed/
you see.&quot;)

may

&quot;

Vers. 7-9.

The phenomenon of the Charismata,

as a result of

the universal possession of Divine grace in the Corinthian church, is
next mentioned. &quot;YarepeloOai, iv firjdevl %apia(iaTi, coming short in no
to the manifold and unusual gifts of grace which dis
themselves
in Corinth (comp. on 1 Cor. ch. xii. and xiv.) If in
played
the apostolic times these gifts might be always found the accompani
ment of a vigorous spiritual life (whence %apioiiara is here to be referred
not merely to the unmiraculous influences of the spirit) ; yet in them
gift, refers

selves the

Charismata do not belong to the indispensable phenomena
But upon what ground does Paul connect the ex
pectation of the coming of the Lord with the gifts ?
(Comp. the
remarks in Matth. xxiv. 1, upon drcoKahvijjig Kyptov.)
First, the
in the church.

expectation of Christ s coming is a testimony of inward spiritual
on Rom.
life, and one of the fruits of faith ; for this
waiting&quot; (see
viii. 19) is not a dry historical assertion of the fact that the Lord
&quot;

will return again one day, but the
expression of an earnest desire
for it, which is not to be conceived without
love, faith, and hope (1
Cor. xiii. 13).
the
the manifestation of
mention
of
Again, perhaps
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10.

the Lord comprehends a gentle allusion to the errors of the sect
As they conceived the resurrection ideally, so also the
resurrection and second coming of Christ they could scarce hold as
of Christ.

real events.

Granting that

this sect expressed real

doubts on the sub

ject, or maintained inconsistently the doctrine of the second com
ing, after abandoning the fundamental one of Christ s resurrection,
the apostle might intend to awaken their perception of the import

ance of this latter point by connecting the hope here expressed with
the general spiritual life of the Corinthian church. And the rather,
as in ver. 8, the day of the Lord, the day of judgment is held forth
to view as the decisive period, as the consummation of all progress
reAovc),

(&quot;c^

and

for

which therefore there was the most urgent

necessity that they should preserve themselves blameless. (Billroth
justly remarks that ug is not to be referred to the Xpiarog which im

of ver. 4 ; else the apostle could
mediately precedes it, but to
The parallel
not have written tv ~i] ^iKpa Kvpiov, but only avrov.
which (3el3aLu&amp;lt;j8L forms with e/fe/totwO-Ty, in ver. 6, confirms this, where
Oe6&amp;lt;;

Oe6$ is also to be supplied ; God, as it were, in order to reward
those who did not resist the operation of grace, approves himself
faithful in confirming and maintaining their faith (ver. 9).
is
is

found in the same signification, in 2 Cor. i. 21
likewise so used in Kom. i. 11, xvi. 25
1 Pet.
;

An enemy
mencement

;

Col.
v.

10

ii.

;

7.

2 Pet.

i.

12.

Pelagianism, the apostle refers not only the com
of the work of man s regeneration, but also its continua

to all

to God alone, leaving to man only the
of
fact
non-resistance
to grace.
negative
[Comp. on Eom. ix. 1.]
KIOTO? 6 Qsog is found in 1 Cor. x. 13 ; 1 Thess. v. 24 ; 2 Thess. iii. 3.

and accomplishment,

tion

The

&quot;

calling&quot;

of

God

is

conceived as a promise to

mankind that

abides by his truth, although man for a season prove untrue [2
Tim. ii. 13]. This unfaithfulness Paul tacitly attributes to many of

God

the Corinthians ; and reflecting upon it, and the divisions in Corinth
that have thus become possible, he mentions also the fellowship
Where a spiritual communion with the Redeemer is
[KOLVUVLU],

and steadfastly held, there is also unity with the brethren as
members but where unessential points are exalted as supreme,

truly
his

;

a necessary consequence.)
After these slight intimations the apostle, leaving the
Ver. 10.
the reader himself, proceeds to the open mention of
to
application

division

is

the existing contentions.
By the name (i. e. the person and exist
with
whom
him
in ver. 9, all believers, according to the
of
as
ence)
of
their
end
and
should have fellowship since he is their
calling
scope
life, he beseeches the Corinthians to have unity among
themselves, and avoid divisions.
Saying the same thing&quot; (TO avrb
Xtyeiv) is not to be understood of uniformity, or absolute oneness of
speech, but of a united acknowledgment of what is essential in doc-

fountain of

&quot;
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I.

in fact, expressive of the union of mind and
trine and practice
judgment (Kar^pnapevo^ dvai iv TGJ av~& VOL KOL ev rq avry yvfyuj).
;

here indicates the theoretical, yvwp/ the practical element
of the Christian life, as Billroth has already justly remarked. (The

The

vov&amp;lt;;

distinction of later times

between axio^a and

theoretical error, is unknown to the
sions are equivalent to tpif, ver. 11.

of the TO

at&amp;gt;To

ippovelv,

comp.

Phil.

New
The
ii.

2

and
Both expres

aipeai$ 9 practical

Testament,

TO avrb keyeiv

]

it

is

the effect

denotes uniformity of

speech in connexion with unity of feeling. Karaprtfa, to arrange [in
Matth. iv. 21, of mending nets], thence perfect, finish, conform to
Hence KaTryyriopevoi = refoioi. Unquestionably it is
one s idea.
not perfection in itself which is here meant, but perfectness in unity,
which, requiring only humble hearts,

may

coexist with but a very

partial culture.
Vers. 11, 12.

For this admonition, continues Paul, I have un
for I hear that contentions in fact exist among
reason
;
fortunately
of his information, he here names ol X^orjg.
source
as
the
you ; and,
Of this Chloe nothing further is known ; probably she was a Corin
thian matron, whose slaves alone, as was not unfrequently the case,
belonged to the church. The expression would also allow of our re
ferring the intelligence to her kindred ; however, the want of more
precise notice leaves the subject in doubt. Paul then proceeds to

name

the four parties, whose characteristics have already been
Here the question may occur,
(
1)..
are four parties really specified, or are there not rather only three ?
treated of in the introduction

and in the words

&quot;

and

I of Christ/

may not Paul have

true position to the false ? so that the
Ye say, it is true, every one of you, I
&quot;

Peter, but I say, I

am of Christ,

opposed the

meaning of these words is,
am of Paul, of Apollos, of

that ought ye

all also to

say.&quot;

This

supposition is favoured by the passage iii. 22 ; there three parties
Were the matter
only are named, and all as belonging to Christ.
so, then indeed all inquiries concerning the sect of Christ would be

unnecessary ; but such an explanation of the passage appears un
warranted, because the fourth eyw 6s is placed as entirely parallel
with the other three. Had a contrast to the others been
intended,
Paul would have written avrbg iy& or
de Uav^og.
Again, 2 Cor.
x. 7 distinctly shews that a so-called
party of Christ really existed
tya&amp;gt;

in Corinth.
&quot;

(The form Aeyw

I refer to the

de rovro denotes

circumstance.&quot;

and I mean

this,&quot;

not to be pressed.
comprehended the perverseness

&quot;^naoroq vfitiv

Undoubtedly there were some who

&quot;

is

man ; still the great body of the Corinthian
church was certainly split into parties. K^a? is Peter (John i. 43),
and not an unknown man of this name, as some expositors would
believe ; the conjecture of Kpianov for Xpiarov need barely be hisof such adherence to
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topically

adverted

to.

I.

13-16.

there being not the slightest critical authority

to justify its reception.)
That the apostle in
Vers. 13-16.
had in mind a real schism is shewn

mentioning the four parties
He asks
by what follows.
whether Christ, that is the church, the body of Christ (1 Cor. xii.
must be a unity, is divided, and if they thence derive a
12), which
sanction for dividing themselves into parties.*
Lachrnann has re
cently taken the clause less appropriately as a declaration of Paul s,
and not as a question
then is Christ through you divided/ But
with this the questions which follow do not harmonize. The apostle
first speaks of himself as rejoicing that of himself he had not afforded
&quot;

:

the slightest occasion for these contentions.
The first question in
involves
a
contradiction, evidently with a view to make
tentionally
the Corinthians sensible of the absurdity of such devotion to man,

and

to point to the crucified Saviour as the sole foundation of their
The second turns upon a fact not impossible, though

salvation.

But ignorant

possible only through the grossest misunderstanding.

persons might suppose that, by baptism, they were placed in partic
ular relation with those who administered the rite (comp. at Matth.
xxviii. 19 on the form (3a7mad~]vai dg rb uvojid nvog, also at 1 Cor. x.
But the way in which Paul refutes this idea is striking. In
2).
stead of opposing to it the nature and intention of baptism, he
appeals to the incidental fact that he had baptized few persons in

(See particulars at ver. 17.) He names first only Crispus
ruler of the synagogue, mentioned in Acts xviii. 8), and
former
(the
in
whose
house he dwelt (Bom. xvi. 23). Afterwards Ste
Gaius,
Corinth.

phanas occurs to him, named in 1 Cor. xvi. 15, 17, as a member of
and that the account should be
the deputation sent to Ephesns
he
then
also
mentioned.
is
strictly correct,
(In ver. 15,
sometimes ^3a^riaO?]T and also E^aTrrioOrj, is to be found for
Semler therefore thinks that Paul had not used any verb, but had
only written on elg rb tybv orojm. Pott, however, more reasonably
;

^

)

ascribes the alteration to the transcriber because of the so frequently
The Ira seems here at the first glance tg mark
recurring ^d-TLoa.
&quot;

pure

result,

so that

now none can

&quot;

say

for that

Paul had inten

tionally baptized so few, in order that it should not be said he bap
But in the whole
tized in his own name, is highly improbable.
in
I rejoice that
lies
the
evxapiarti,
connexion, particularly,
thought,
&quot;

In ver. 16 the
I have so acted, in order that none may say,&quot; etc.
SE KOL rbv I.re(j)avd OIKOV, does not
tfidnrioa
imply that
expression,
the family of Stephanas were baptized without him, but he with
liis

family, just as the well-known

form

ol

dpcfri,

does not denote the

* Better take the question as suggested by the words immediately preceding, thus.
alike to all his people ?
Has he been apportioned out so as to bo

Does not Christ belong
appropriated

by a

part of them, the property of a sect ?

[K.
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17.

is to be de
party without the head. For infant baptism nothing
duced from the word oko^, as already observed at Acts xvi. 14, 15,
for the adult members of the family, or even the slaves might be

exclusively signified by it.)
Paul then proceeds to explain the reason why he does
Ver. 17.
not baptize (in Corinth, which should be supplied at ver. 16, for out

of this city he may certainly have baptized many, although still
few in proportion to the number converted by him), by saying that
he was commissioned by Christ to preach the gospel, not to bap
But are the two functions irreconcileable ? Is not one ne
tize.
Many critics, and Pott likewise,
cessarily dependent on the other ?

say that the sense of this

is,

that the principal

office

of the apostle

was to preach, not to baptize. But Paul must intend more than
this, for he certainly wishes to justify his practice of not usually
Doubtless a trace is here to be recog
baptizing as well-founded.
nized of the partition of the various duties among the servants of the
ancient church ; as is shewn in Acts viii., the apostles principally

preached and imparted the Holy Spirit by the imposition of hands
on the baptized, while the rite of baptism itself was performed by
the apostolic assistants. Unquestionably we can assign (as remarked
at Acts viii.), no necessary internal reason for this, the performance
of this rite is in itself nothing less than preaching, for he who
preaches aims to convert, and those converted must be baptized ;
hence under some circumstances therefore, as the foregoing verses
But to Paul, under present
shew, this was done by the apostles.
the
of
custom
was of service by prov
his
circumstances,
abnegation
ing that he had given no occasion for undue personal adherence, and
what refers to him holds good also of Apollos and Peter. With the

mention of the preaching of the gospel, Paul immediately connects
a remark upon the manner in which he had delivered it, attacking
thereby thp most mischievous party in Corinth, that of Christ, in
the very foundations of their error, and incidentally condemning the
followers of Apollos. Both of these considered that the simple doc
trine of the gospel was to be assisted by the ornaments of rhetoric, and
the support of human wisdom. Paul maintained the contrary, as
serting that the cross of Christ (aravpoq* rov Xpiarov
Xoyog rov
the
doctrine
of
the
crucified
oravpov [ver. 18], meaning
Saviour, of
the atoning death of Christ, as the central point of the gospel), lost
its effect

thereby (KEV^B^^

tual; comp.
*

Bom.

iv.

14

;

i. e.,

become

2 Cor.

ix. 3).

spiritless,

It

may

empty, and

ineffec

here be askeJ, what

2-avpor stands primarily

for the death on the cross, and this again for the crucified
The expression is stronger than simply
(Gal. v. 11, vi. 12, 14; Phil. iii. 18.)
duvaror, because it includes in it the pain and disgrace of the death, and in this place it ia
evident that the cross stands for the doctrine of the cross, since in itself its power could

person.

not suffer through

human wisdom, but

only the doctrine which allows the intermixture.
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17.

that wisdom of speech (aoQia Xoyov) really signified, from which
Paul argued so mischievous a consequence ? Aoyog might here
Paul admonishes against the wisdom of
explained as reason, so that
reason in contradistinction to the wisdom which is of God. But
&quot;be

Adyof never signifies reason in the New Testament, for which vovg is
it has the sense of word, speech, doctrine, therefore aoQia
;
Adyo?;* is &quot;word wisdom,&quot; i. e., a wisdom in appearance, without

used

wisdom in persuasive
in ii. 4, therefore,
;
v
etc. (KV didanrolg
or
words
words&quot; (oo(f)ia
TreiOolg Adyoif)
taught&quot;
human
for
itself
as
stands
this,
ii.
dvOpuTrlvr], in
revealing
Aoyotf,
13)
drro
Qeov
But
consult
to
the
iv. 20, espe
aofyia
(i. 30).
opposition
&quot;

being so substantially

&quot;

where Adyof and dvva[ug are found contrasted as in vcrs. 17,
ev oo^ia Adyov, therefore, do not express the true
which
before Christ was employed in the search after
philosophy,
hidden truth, and, after his coming, in striving to understand the
truth which was manifested in him, by regeneration through the
power of God ; but they describe the false and delusive phi
losophy (Col. ii. 8), which presents the appearance of this desire
without the reality, and springs from conceit and pride, and not
from a thirst after the knowledge of the everlasting. This philoso
cially,

The words

18.

phy, therefore, truly makes void the power of the cross of Christ,
because the holy doctrine of the forgiveness of sins through the

blood of the Son of

God

being inimical thereto,

it

seeks to remove

this belief, instead of acknowledging it as necessary to salvation. And
Ad you, denotes
it is no less erroneous to suppose that the form
oo&amp;lt;pta
b&amp;gt;

merely a finely constructed discourse, an exact and logical exhibition
Those genuine and pure graces of style which arc the
of a subject.
noble expression of the soul, are not set aside by the influence of the
gospel
although not essential in preaching, they are not in conflict
;

with

it.

But

ornament of speech, which is in no respect
life, but pure hypocrisy, seduces the mind
is essential, and thus injures the power of
Although then the two are ordinarily united, the apos
all false

the expression of inward
of the hearer from what
preaching.

has not primary reference to beautiful discourses, but
wisdom which the sect of Christ, not yet fully loosed
from the trammels of heathenism, exceedingly over-prized, and
by which they essentially impaired the truth of the gospel. The
passages ii. 4, 13, shew that the apostle had certainly the form
of the discourse also in his mind (although the expression &v acxpia
wisdom
there may be a
hoyov has no immediate reference to it
tle assuredly

to the false

&quot;

;

without rhetorical eloquence), for Tv-iOol hoy 01, persuasive
which is intended to persuade and convince,
and only the spirit of proselytism will seek thus to persuade to faith.

of

words&quot;

ivords, indicates that

* The
signification of the phrase Aoyof
xiL

8.

oo&amp;lt;piac

is

entirely different

;

for

which see
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I.

Paul passes somewhat sudderfly

to

what follows

;

an intermediate thought is evidently wanting, for in itself the asser
tion, that the preaching of the cross of Christ is to them that perish
foolishness, affords no ground for the previous declaration (to which
The
the yap refers) that we are not to preach with human wisdom.
not
this
the
must
is
of
the
preaching
gospel
connecting thought
in fact the latter destroys
therefore he performed in human wisdom
fundamentally the power of the former, because the two (viz., the
:

;

and human wisdom) are antagonistic elements, admitting of
one depriving the other of its nature, and each striving
annihilate the other.
Where, therefore, human wisdom rules,

gospel

no union
to

;

the gospel appears as folly ; but where the gospel bears sway (i. e.,
has manifested itself as dyva^ig QKOV, the Divine power which takes
captive men), there human wisdom appears as foolishness, and the
This contrast with
preaching of the cross as genuine wisdom.
in the expres
included
&quot;foolishness&quot; is indeed not
but
is
expressed,

wisdom is likewise power. And so precisely
the
speaks
Scripture concerning the influence of the Holy Spirit
upon the structures of human school wisdom (see Isa. xxix. 14); it
sion dvvajMs, for true

destroys the pretended wisdom of the wise. (The contrast of aTroAAvand c^o^voi furnishes no argument for predestination ; he to

[LEvoL

whom

the gospel
denial of Divinity

may become a

is
;

foolishness
let

is lost

so long as he persists in the
his erroneous view, and he

him but abandon

o^o^evo^.

Billroth strikingly remarks, that the posi

au. makes the expression more gentle and
than
if
it
had
The latter position would
forbearing
preceded.
have, brought out with more sharpness the rejection of the oppo
tive of JKUV, after rolg

nents
&quot;

;

but the words

the saved,

rolg 6e

a^o^voig

r\\ilv

among whom we may reckon

maybe

thus understood:

ourselves.&quot;

The quota

tion from Isa. xxix. 14, follows exactly neither the Hebrew nor the
LXX. In the Hebrew, God does not speak in the first person, but

the meaning of the words

is

:

Wisdom

has perished, prudence

is

The LXX. have the passage in the main similar, yet
read
instead of dOerijcG).
The proper meaning of the words,
in the prophetic
passage refers to the wisdom of man, which, in its
opposition to the wisdom of God, under the most varied forms al
ways remains the same. The ootyia finally is the result of the vovg,

concealed.

pvi/&amp;gt;G)

is of
In the Old Testament
^povrjai^ {, e ., understanding.
n:a have
the
same
treatise De
relation.
See
precisely
Trichotomia Nat. Hum. in the Opusc. Acacl.
The ooQoi
p. 158, seq.

as ovvems
rifcsrt

and

my

and aweroi are of course those held wise and
prudent by men, and by
The germs of true wisdom and genuine prudence are
themselves.
not, however, destroyed by God in those men who have judgment to
hold themselves for no more than
they are, but, on the contrary, are
perfected.
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20.

The fulfilment of this prophecy Paul recognized in his
of Christ which laid prostrate all
time, in that knowledge
in
other wisdom.
Xpm-w,
Christ, must therefore be added here
as
ver. 21 shews, in connexion with ver.
made
to the e[iupave,
foolish,
Ver. 20.

own

Ei&amp;gt;

In Christ was manifested the wisdom of the world to come
before whose power the wisdom of this
(ootyia TOV al&vog jueAAovTO^),
world ((jofyia TOV aitivog or Kuapov TOVTOV) was compelled to retire.
The influence of Christ, which, at the time when Paul wrote, first
entered upon the conflict with human wisdom, was viewed by the
as triumphant, a fulfilment which
apostle in a prophetic spirit,
has so far advanced in our times, that philosophy herself is com
23.

by the omnipotence of the gospel to include

pelled

its

charac

the circle of her inquiries.
Where is the
since the true wisdom has been re
exclaims the apostle,
wise,&quot;
At an earlier period, wisdom might be supposed to exist
vealed
among those who passed for wise, that which was absolute being yet
&quot;

doctrines in

teristic

&quot;

?&quot;

but, after the unveiling of the latter, this belief was no
longer possible. What is the reciprocal relation of ao^og, ypaiijiarevg,

hidden

;

Billov^rjTTjTTJ^, ivise, scribe, disputer 1 2o0d^ seems naturally (as
roth after Thcophylact) referred to the Greeks, and ypap^arevg to
the Jews, among whom wisdom was made to consist in an intimate
acquaintance with the sacred writings. But in the first place, the

and

import of av^rrjrijg then becomes exceedingly uncertain, for the
words of the Father alluded to, av^rrjrdg tivofmas rovg XoyLG^dlg
Kal tp8vi&amp;gt;aig rd Trdvra t-Turperrovraf, he denominates avfyTrjrds tJtose
ivho trust all things to reasonings and investigations, are just as
applicable to the ooQovg and further, it cannot be said that the
;

term

&quot;

false wisdom&quot; is to

be applied to the knowledge of the sacred

Hence, others conceive the wise
writings of the Old Testament.
to mean the moral philosophers, such as Socrates, ypapjiarelg the
and historical inquirers, and av^TTjral TOV altivog TOVTOV

grammarians

natural philosophers, such as Empedocles, Anaximenes, and others,
But TOV
styled by Cicero the speculatores, venatoresque natures.
at&vo$ TOVTOV refers no less to all three, than to the latter category,
in addition to which objection neither aiuv nor two/io^ ovTog can sig
nify nature, as they
istic dialect.
&quot;

wise&quot;

to

erudition

;

We

have a fixed dogmatical meaning in the Hellen

feel obliged therefore to persist in referring the

the Greek philosophers, and the ypajipa-elg to rabbinical
observing, with respect to the latter, that it is not inves

volume which is condemned in them, but the
tigation of the sacred
manner in which they conducted it, their verbal subtleties, their
spirit of

minute

trifling,

which makes camels out of gnats, and prides

achievements, precisely as described at Matth. xxiii.
the
ovfyTTj-ai may be best distinguished by supposing that
Finally,
the first two expressions describe the learning of the schools and sects,

itself in its
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which prevailed among heathens and Jews, but the latter pointed
to that dilettanteism in research, which had become widely pre
valent, and expressed itself in an universal spirit of disputation
and speculation. To restrict our views to Jewish enquirers of this
who amused themselves with the mystical scrip
kind, called
tural expositions named ep^tt, as Schleusner and Pott appear to
we must rather include both Greek and Jewish
do, is unwarranted
votaries of speculative enquiries, and refer the condemnatory language
primarily to the sect of Christ, and then to the followers of A polios
and Peter.
The words which follow, according to the usual ex
Ver. 21.
planation of the passage, do not stand in strict connexion with the
In the expression &quot;wisdom of God/ the preaching of
preceding.
hath
the gospel is generally understood, which makes the sense
not God made foolish the wisdom of this world ? Certainly, for

i^

;

&quot;

:

since the world in its (pretended) wisdom, did not receive God in his
(true) wisdom in the gospel, it pleased God, by the foolishness of

preaching
lieve/

deemed such by the world), to save them that be
this exposition, however, there is this objection, that the
the foolishness of
of the cross, which is precisely

(i. e.,

To

preaching
preaching, then appears as a consequence of the non-acceptance of Di
vine wisdom on the part of the world ; but manifestly this preaching
far from resulting from that cause, was originally and at once pre
Besides, then, not KTreidrj ovrc eyvv } but
It may be said that the stress does
yivuonEi would have been used.
not justly belong to did r^g ju&pfo? rov KTjpvyfiarog, but to the a&aat

sented in

its

true character.

As the world
rovg Tnarevovrag, which would make the signification
would not acknowledge God in the wisdom of the gospel, it pleased
&quot;

God by

this (apparently) foolish

preaching

to

save those

who

believed

it, and thus that pretended wisdom was made foolishness, because
It must be confessed
they were thereby excluded from salvation/

in

by adopting this explanation, the difficulties of the passage are
considerably lessened ; but the position of the words we are per
suaded does not admit of this explanation. Undoubtedly had Paul
intended to mark the contrast between the world and believers, he
that,

would have written, to save those who
of preaching

(G&OCLI,

believe

rovg TTiorevovrag did

through the foolishness

rrjg fj,G)piag

rov

KtfpvyfJtaTO$J.

His meaning must be that through the foolishness of preaching
itself, he made human wisdom to become folly, not through the fact,
that the faithful accepted the pugia rov Kijpvynarog.
In accordance
with this the phrase for after that in the wisdom of God&quot; (KKeidrj
yap ev rq oo^ia rov Qeov) must be received in a signification different
from that usually adopted, that is the &v ry oofyia Qeov must be un
&quot;

derstood to refer, not to the gospel, but as Billroth has already
God in nature and history, in short,

pointed out, to the wisdom of
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I.

22-24.

to all those points in which, according to Horn.

i.

18, 19,

human

re

honestly conducted, have been at least, so far suc
Thus the
cessful as to attain to a conception of the true God.
connexion with the following evSorcrjceVj
enEidrj stands in beautiful
search might,

if

Because men made so ill an use of their
an appa
power of discovering truth, that they attained only to
has
as
it
were
in punishment,
rent wisdom, God,
published salva
the
of
the
foolish
of
means
tion by
cross, in which they
preaching
were unable to discern salvation, being blinded by their own false
wisdom/
True, the preaching of the cross has also its intrinsic and
necessary foundation, but to this Paul has here no occasion to refer;
he merely brings forward the feature which appears to him calculated
Kiickert has
to shew the vanity of confiding in human wisdom.
iv ry aa^la
he
view
of
the
a
different
explains
passage
proposed
rov Qeov thus
under the guidance and conduct of Divine wisdom,
&quot;

and the

apostle says,

;

&quot;

:

the world did not comprehend God through its own wisdom.&quot;
the thought that the non-recognition of God on the part of

But

man

kind was an arrangement of Divine wisdom, is entirely contrary to
and besides this, the view of &v which
Paul, as Eom. i. and ii. shew
lies at the basis of this explanation is highly questionable on account
of its connexion with tfyvw.
This verb cannot be separated from
iv rf/
the
since
second
a,
part of the verse contains the unde
;

&amp;lt;7o0f

veloped thought that believers recognize the true wisdom in the
foolishness of the gospel.
&quot;hin
(Billroth interprets did rijg oo^ia^

dered by their wisdom, .the world knew not God.&quot;
with Winer (Gr. p. 340
47. i.), who retains did in
signification, in the sense of,
their wisdom
not God
i.
e.,
;

I rather agree
its

accustomed

by means of their wisdom they knew
was not the fitting means for the per

&quot;

~&vdonr)(jev 6 Qt6$ stands according to the wellception of truth/
known tv.rn rs n instead of the Greek edo^e rc5 Gecp.)

Billroth regards the clause dependent on t-Tretd^ as
Yers. 22-24.
a second condition to the leading clause, It pleased God,&quot; etc., which
latter, accordingly, must have a double protasis, one preceding and
&quot;

the other following it.
This would involve an explanation of KV ry
ootiia rov OKOV (vcr.
21), exactly the reverse of that to which this scholar
the
preference. Both the premises introduced with t-^d/J must
gives
certainly express a kindred thought but if a^eZa, signs, and ao^ia, wis
dom (ver. 22), as well as onavdaAov, stumbling-block, and HUQ IU,
;

folly
concern the gospel, ao6ia ~ov Qeov must consequently refer to
the same, which, as we have seen, is not tenable. Add to this that
(ver. 23),

does not in this place, as in ver. 21, signify after,&quot; but
since,&quot;
as in pure Greek cnei is often used, but never eTreidrj. (Sec Passow Lex.)
&quot;

t-xeidi i

In the
in

New Testament

Mutth.

It is

46

faeidi] is to

Luke

&quot;

be found in the sense of u

since,&quot;

Phil. ii. 26.
16
better, therefore, to connect the second eneidTJ with what folxxi.

;

xi.

6

;

1 Cor. v. 21, xiv.

;
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25-27.

and consider vers. 22-24, as the carrying out of that rendering
foolish&quot; etc.
(tyupavev 6 6edc), (ver. 20), which is represented in ver. 21
as well merited.
The foolishness into which God permitted them to
fall was, that their aims were directed toward false objects, and
that the true one, which contained in fact the thing they sought*
they failed to discern. The sign-mania ((77)fj,eionavia) of the Jews
&quot;

lows,

prevented their acknowledging Christ, because, although himself
the greatest sign, and surrounded with a halo of miracles, he still
did not perform even these in a manner which accorded with their
expectations, and instead of descending from the cross, he died
Thus Christ crucified destroyed their splendid picture of
thereon.

a temporal Messiah, and became to them a cncdvdaXov, an unaccept
able stumbling-block.
The Greeks^ on the contrary, required that
the Gospel be established by a chain of subtle speculation and logical

argument

;

as this

was wanting, the source of

all

wisdom, and the

depths of sound speculation, were to them foolishness ([ivpta). It
was only to those among Jews and Greeks, who from their hearts
obeyed the calling of God,* that the crucified Saviour was discern

Divine source of power, from which the greatest miracles
(but of a spiritual, hidden kind) incessantly proceed, and as that
Divine wisdom, in comparison with which all human wisdom is

ible as a

folly.

Ver. 25.

This

effect of the gospel

the apostle deduces from the

general relation of Divine to human attributes ; even the most unapparent Divine influence is more powerful and wise than the might
iest

and wisest human

display.

The terms

&quot;

folly,

weakness of

God&quot;

(TO fjLupbv, TO dodeveg rov Qeov) } bear a startling character ; they have
the force of an Oxymoron.
Paul certainly did not intend to apply

these conceptions to the Divine Being, but only to the outward
shelving of certain features of the Divine economy, particularly re
demption through the death of Christ. Even this might appear to

men

foolish and weak without being so.
It would therefore be er
roneous to refer TO doBf-vt^ rov Qeov to the humiliation of Christ, the
veiling of his Divine power, as Billroth appears to do ; this is op
posed by the parallel fiupov. To the genitive r&v dvdpuiruv finally

ooQiag and dwdfieug may be supplied.
Vers. 26, 27. It seems singular that the apostle should draw
the argument for the wisdom of the Divine foolishness, and the
strength of the Divine weakness, from the character of believers.
* The
repetition of the XptaTov in ver. 24 is striking, to which, from ver.
must be supplied. At the first glance the form of expression seems to imply that Paul
preached two Christs, first the crucified one for the unbelieving, then the glorified, i. e.,
the risen Saviour, for the believing. The true thought, of course, is only this, that unbe
lievers, having no faith in Christ s resurrection, make as it were to themselves another, a

dead Christ, whom they reject; while believers, receiving his death only in connexion
with his resurrection, possess in the crucified also a living Saviour.
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from

It proceeds, however,

them

and hence

;

is

it

God

I.

28, 29.

this cause, that

both are exhibited in

that the reference here

clear

not to the

is

but the character of the doctrine of
the
illiterate
and ignorant members of the
The
salvation.
Mtwrat,
the
wisdom
of
the
wise and the power of the
confounded
church,
It would
could Paul say this at that period ?
how
But
mighty.
seem suited to the times subsequent to Constantine, but not dur
But in the existence of the Christian church
ing the rule of Nero.
the
and
power which pervaded it, Christianity
spiritual
itself,
humiliation of

in Christ,

The Christians could
presented itself as victorious.
prince, nor potentate was able to
and out of sinners and evil-doers
do, create men s hearts anew,
ver.
form children of God.
26, KlJjvig stands not perhaps
(In
concrete
the
for
as abstract
K/I^TO/, but signifies, as in 1 Cor. vii.
external
the
circumstances, the calling, a signification, doubt
20,
even then
effect

what neither philosopher,

less, which
with Beza,

sccutus

est,

sprung up in Hellenistic usage.

first

in the sense of ratio

and

quam

this is doubtless in

Euckert takes

it

do-minus in volts vocandis

harmony with the prominent

But Paul would
part sustained by Otog ^At^aro, in what follows.
Kara
idea
this
have
differently.
capua, antithe
expressed
certainly
sis

to Kara rn tv/m, see

to the

for,

exterior,&quot;

Rom.

28, 29, signifies here only

&quot;

in respect
regarded inwardly, Christians arc, in the true
ii.

=

Billroth regards odp!~ as
corresponds, indeed, with the general sense,
but here seems less appropriate on account of the words dwaroi and

sense of the word, wise, strong, noble.
Koo^og ovroCj and

which

this

in themselves indicate

nothing sinful. Evyevet? refers
of
the
the
first Christians were slaves
;
majority
and illiterate men, and the whole history of the growth of the
church is substantially a progressive triumph of the unlearned over
euyeveif,

to noble condition

the learned, the lowly over the great, until the emperor himself laid
crown at the foot of the cross.- -In ver. 27, fiwpd, doOevfj and

his

The
dyevy correspond closely with the three expressions in ver. 26.
the
neuter
to
is
masculine
in
the
as
of
ver.
27
unimportant,
change
the masculine merely presents the
-oi)g (jo^ovg again intervenes
thought in a more concrete, the neuter in a more abstract form.
;

E^Afc ^aro marks the summoning, selecting act of the election of
In the
grace, but without reference to absolute predestination.
Divine purpose the summons is general, and it is only owing to the

voluntary resistance of individuals to his grace, that
human view the form of selecting.)

it

assumes to

Paul, in the endeavour to exhaust the striking
utmost limits ; he adds yet the
idea, pushes
words &^ov6evr)pva} nay, p) ovra, and substitutes for Karaiaxvveiv the
Yers. 28, 29.

his statements to the

stronger itarapyelv.

wholly wrong.

The supplying

Paul intends

of \iEya

~i to

the form

to describe believers, not

^

ovra

is

merely as not
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30, 31.

but as the absolutely not-existing, as in Rom. iv. 17. The
ground of this might be supposed to be that the natural man has no
real being or existence ; but as the following rd ovra means likewise
great,

the natural man, it is doubtless better to conceive the relation as the
The natural man has indeed no true life ; nevertheless,

following.

in the full consciousness of his natural powers, he stands invested
with a certain conscious energy. In the transition from the old to

the

new

natural
fective,

state, in

man
he

is

repentance and

The

produces existence.

new

its

wrestlings, the strength of the

disappears, and that of the new life not being yet ef
indeed a p) 6V, out of which God s creative power now

birth in regeneration

avrov

t-

tl}e

;

v/wtff ears,

in ver. 30, refers to this

honour and glory being alone of God

and of no created being. (In ver. 28, dyevfy means ignobili loco
natus ; it is not found elsewhere in the New Testament. In pro
fane writers

&quot;

&quot;

also signifies
childless&quot; or
degenerate/ degener.
In ver. 29, the ndoa odpt-, like p) nag, is formed after the familiar
Hebrew formulas n wa Vb and Vis fe. For rov Qeov the text. rec. reads
it

as, on account of the avrov
would
scarcely have been substituted for
immediately following
But the Codd. A.C.D.E. F.G.I., and many minuscula read
Qeov.
Evwrnov
isV, before
Qeov, so that the text must be retained.
in
his
before
his
as
if
the
creature
had an
i.
face,
God,
e.,
presence,

avrov,

which

is

perhaps to be preferred,
it

individual merit of his own, comp. ver. 31.)
The first of these two verses
Vers. 30, 31.

and
29

:

is

merely subordinate

incidental, ver. 31 being a continuation of the subject of ver.
it places in contrast to their outward debasement the
spirit

ual, dignity of Christians.
(comp. Eom.

xi. 36),

From

believers

the Father, through the Son
have their existence, not merely as

regards their creation, but especially as regards their new creation,
of whose several stages Christ is the essential representative.
This
last idea lies in the &quot;who was made for
which
(bg eyevifirj fyiv),
us&quot;

words imply not only that Christ by his doctrine and example
teaches us wisdom, etc., or produces it in us through his Spirit, but
that he is in fact become (in his active and passive obedience) wis

and redemption, and that there
only the unfolding of gifts received
in him,,
(Comp. upon rerekearai at John xix. 40.) The dnb Qeov
must be connected with the eyei^foy, so that Christ himself, in his
human nature, appears as a gift from God to men ; but as to the
dom, righteousness,

sanctification,

fore, all these in his followers are

terms themselves, which express the nature of Christ, they stand in
a climax, and comprehend the phases of the Christian life from its

commencement
essential

of our
true

Wisdom

knowledge of God, which

own

life,

to its completion.

nothingness.

In so far

genuine repentance.

is

is

(aofyia)

marks that true

identical with the knowledge
it

the commencement of

It leads to righteousness (d

all
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e.j

this

1, 2.

II.

in the gerin, and on account of
personal righteousness
to justification (the declaring righteous) of the entire
germ,
to

(See on Kom. iii. 21.)
Sanctification(aymer/zdf),
is the gradual development of this germinal new life, not the gradual
improvement or purifying of the old man, for that must be given up
to death.
Finally, redemption (dnukvTpuoig ) which sometimes em
braces in its meaning the commencement of the new life, refers here

man

as regenerate.

,

end and accomplishment. (See on this idea at
Perfect
deliverance from the power of sin comes only
25.)
with the redemption of the body (dnoXvrpumg rov au^a~o$, Kom. viii.
especially to its

Kom.

iii.

23), because the mortal body always remains a source of temptation.
Paul then again repeats the thought t in ver. 29, in Scripture lan
guage from Jer. ix. 23, signifying that no creature may glory in
which, according to the context,
himself, but only in the Lord
would bear this construction, that the Christian is indebted to the
Lord alone, and not to himself, for the whole work of his moral per
;

Kegeneration is
fection, a doctrine destructive of all Pelagianism.
alike
in
its beginning,
as
was
the
s
God
work,
creation,
entirely
middle, and end.

(Ver. 31 is an anacoluthon ; to the iva, jEvrirai
is generally construed in the New Tes
Kav^aadai
maybe supplied.
tament with eVj but also with rapt, vntp, Kara.)

2.

THE WISDOM OF GOD.
(ii.

1-16.)

After thus exposing the vanity of human wisdom, the apostle
more closely the properties of that which is Divine from

describes

having beforehand plainly signified to the Corinthians
with an allusion to ver. 17, chap, i., that this wisdom,
(ver. 1-5),
and
without
any admixture of human elements, was what he
pure
had faithfully preached to them.
Vers. 1, 2.
Upon coming to Corinth, says Paul, he preached to
them with no human excellency of speech or of wisdom, but had
simply announced to them the historical, and indeed the crucified
Christ, exposing to full view the folly of the Divine preaching (ver.
This contains the great truth
21), instead of veiling it in mystery.

ver. 6-16,

which cannot be too deeply realized, that the gospel, in its essence,
is matter neither of theory, abstraction, reflection, nor again imagi
The preaching of
nation, but history, and in truth Divine history.
the gospel is a revelation of the acts of God, and especially of the one
the gift of his only Son for the sins of the
great act of God s love,
world.

When

God become

faith is well established, then alone may this act of.
the subject of theory, of science, in the bosom of the
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3-5.

church ; and even then only so far as the whole investigation pro
ceeds from faith. (See on ver. 6, seq.) Faith can never be a fruit of
science. It has its origin in God s Spirit alone, which ever shews itself
most immediately effectual in the simple preaching of the Divine
history.

It

is

false teachers

not improbable, from the idealizing tendencies of the
Corinthians, that even then traces of Docetic

among the

views of Christ were discernible among them (see on xv. 12), which
the apostle intended to oppose by holding up to view the historical
Christ.
(In ver. 1 the fyrepo%r} Xoyov ?j oocj)ia^ points to both the

and speculative elements united in the expression oopict
The substantive v-rrego^rj
ho-yov (i. 17), as is plainly shewn by ii. 4.
It indicates here the exaggeration arising
is found in 1 Tim. ii. 2.
from vanity, which exhibits the unessential as essential. -Upon
rhetorical

liaprvpwv rov Qeov see on

borrowed from
&quot;

rendered,
fullest,

you,

is

I

ver. 7.

i.

In

determined,&quot;

6,

The reading

but

&quot;

I

judged in myself,

The

most perfect conviction/

appears to be
with Billroth, to be

fMvarrjpLov

ver. 2, eKpiva is not,

i. e.,

eldtvai iv vfuv y to

1

had the

know among

not to be understood as intimating that in Corinth only Paul
Christ, whilst elsewhere, and in

must have no other knowledge than

himself, he might know many things ; but that, as in Corinth, so
everywhere, and also in himself, Christ was all in all ; the eldwat,
that is to say, refers to the knowledge of the true and everlasting ;

and

this is of

no multiform character, but one, and is embraced
God (Col. i. 16, 17). In this knowl

in Christ, the manifested
edge there are no degrees ;

it

is

either possessed in full or

is

en

wanting. True, it is not denied that this sole knowledge of
eternal truth is again in itself capable of progression ; but it has in
no stage of its development the character of variety. This latter

tirely

belongs solely to earthly knowledge, which attains to true unity only
as it blends itself with this higher knowledge.
Further, it is not
to be overlooked that Paul does not say that he knows some

thing of or concerning Christ, but that he knows him, preaches
him. The historical Christ is at the same time the living one, who
abides by his people until the last day. He works personally in

each believer, and is begotten again in each. Therefore Christ him
self, the crucified and the risen, is everywhere the object of preach

and

also wisdom itself (i. 31), for his
history repeats itself
in
the entire church, and in every member of
livingly
it, not thereby
becoming old, as divinity never decays ; it exists in the present day
in the same fulness of power in which it revealed itself at the foun

ing,

dation of the church.)
As the individual has to work out his
Vers. 3-5.

own

salvation

with fear and trembling, God working in him to will and to do, and
inciting his diligence by a holy sense of God s presence (Phil. ii. 12,
13), so Paul, in perfect consciousness of the Divine strength working
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II.

6, 7.

through him, with fear and trembling, and acknowledging his own
weakness, appeared in Corinth to preach God, without the admix
It is not, however, slavish fear that is
ture of anything human.
spoken of, but the tender concern which belongs to love, and the
holy awe which accompanies the love of God. That there is no ref
erence to disease or persecution, is shown by the
ver. 3 immediately withver. 2, so that the force is,

icai

which unites

&quot;and

therefore,&quot;

As he

therefore preached a Saviour in
weakness (viz., as crucified), so he declared also himself to be weak.
of ver. 3 includes also the idea of his coming
( Eygvd^v irpbg vfja$j
In
ver.
4 the first mi is to be understood as adversa
them.
among
or

this consciousness.&quot;

&quot;in

Paul utters the antithesis in himself weak, but in God
Adyof refers to more familiar discourse, K?jpvy|tza to preach
strong.
HeiOoi is an epithet of censure
it indicates
ing, properly speaking.
the peculiar human persuasion, which should find no place in the
tive.

;

;

promulgation of the gospel believers must be converted by Divine
The form does not occur again the Greeks have mOavog
power.
for it, and likewise T^aroc, KEiariKos, and if some Codd. adopt these
;

;

h

in
TreiOol, it is clear that these readings originate only
The
the substitution of a more usual for the unaccustomed form.

forms, or

dvOpwomvrjg
ver. 13.

also a spurious addition, borrowed, without doubt, from
strict antithesis to -rreiOoi oo$ia&amp;lt;; Myoi is clearly lv ao$ia

is

The

of which he puts the operation of Divine wisdom.
The
is best comprehended as a hendiadys.
in
that
the
be
as
to
conceived
internal,
gospel
primarily

Qeov, instead

Hvevfiarog

K.al

dvvd^eug

operation is
has power to transform sinners, then external, as displaying itself in
the Charismata. In ver. 5 y implies origin and permanent existence.

Faith

is first

the creation of the Spirit, which the will of

efface [although he
continuously in this

were, anew.)
Vers. 6, 7.

may

hinder

mighty

its

Spirit,

production]

who

;

but

man

it

cannot

also

incessantly produces

it,

rests

as

it

The apostle now commences his most important de
wisdom as manifested in Christ. The connexion

lineation of Divine

with what precedes it is this but if the gospel is no product of
worldly wisdom, it is by no means devoid of this property ; it is
rather a higher, a Divine wisdom.
But for understanding the fol
:

lowing discussion, a survey of the relation of faith to wisdom, and
to knowledge (yvtiaig) is indispensable.*
Paul uses indeed ordinarily
the former term wisdom (aotyia), but in i. 5 we have already met with
yv&ois,
allied,

and yv&vai
that

it is

is

found

in

ii.

14

:

besides the ideas are so closely

scarcely possible rightly to

comprehend one without

* It is
scarcely necessary to observe that TTIVTIC, aotyta, yv&ais, are discussed here only
as they necessarily belong to the constitution of the eternal life of every believer (one or
other prevailing, as it may be), and not as Charismata. In the latter quality the reader
is

referred to the remarks on xii.

7,

seq.
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7.

is, according to the observations upon
the
of
Christian life, on which wisdom (cso^ia)
the
basis
Kom. iii. 21,
and knowledge (yv&ois) spring up. It is conceived as Christian

Faith (mang)

the other.

God in man, the influence of Christ s Spirit in his
and
thus
heart,
presupposes the surrender of man to Christ. Faith,
is
first
planted in the heart, since, though it certainly is
therefore,
not without knowledge, yet this accompanying knowledge is not the
In the
original principle, but the product of spiritual experience.
progress of the gradually unfolding life, the whole man is swayed
more and more by the power of Christ, and consequently his thoughts
Thus knowledge (yvtioig) is formed as the
likewise are sanctified.

faith, the life of

fruit of faith, and never ceases to be borne by it, as the fruit by the
branch ; for sight, which alone does away with faith, lies without

the limits of our earthly life.
enlargement of individual life,

The church
must

collectively being but an
likewise attain to a yv&ats, that

meaning of the word. But the
when
it was founded not upon a
became
yvGaig
spurious knowledge
life of faith and growing inward experience, but upon elements
liable to error, because alien to the faith. In the expressions yvtiaig
is

to say, a theology in the true

or emyvwais (Eph. i. 17, iv. 13 ; Kom. i. 28), knowledge, as such, is
thus primarily indicated, not a knowledge phenomenal and conceptional,but an essential knoivledge, grounded on the possession of what

known, on the communication of divinity to men. This essential
knowledge can never be unpractical as true it beholds with a cor
rect eye outward circumstances, and tempers the energy of the will
in this practical relation knoivledge
to work effectually in them
becomes wisdom (aofyia). One element can never exist without the
other, the theoretical without the practical, and vice versa ; the
two expressions, therefore, if a precise distinction be not sought,
may be used indifferently. But Paul here especially and intention
is

:

;

ally

employs

co&amp;lt;pia,

wisdom, because the deviations of the Corinth

ians were in general of a practical kind, and betrayed themselves in
practice, though indeed here, as ordinarily, they ultimately rooted

themselves in doctrinal

In

errors.

its

abstract character again, as the

wisdom of God, i. e., as wisdom proceeding from God, Paul opposes the
It is, however, recognized as such
gospel to the wisdom of the world.
the
that
true
believers
only by
perfect,
is,
(the Trveunarucoi, iii. 1), who
bear the principle of perfectness in themselves, without its being en
In this view the .gospel has, and
tirely developed (Phil. iii. 12-15).
ever retains the nature of a mystery, which the Almighty has pre

pared for

men from

the beginning of the world ; it cannot be
man (ver. 14). (In ver. 6 the construction
is not equivalent to the dative
wisdom for

discerned by the natural
cofyiav iv rolg reXe iou;

the
it is

perfect,&quot;

only

&quot;

but to ovoav iv

among

the

&quot;

rolg

perfect.&quot;

-reXeioLc;,

which

is

esteemed what

Again; the ooQia rov al&vo? rovrov

is
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= the

oo&amp;lt;pia

rov HOO^LOV rovrov of

i.

20

;

II. 8, 9.

and

if

the rulers (ag%ovre(f)

only for the purpose of more
for
strongly displaying the triumph of Divine over human wisdom
the expression refers, not to evil spirits [in which case this form
are

still

further distinguished,

it is

;

is

always in the singular], hut rulers and princes, in the learned, as

in the political world, as ver. 8 shews.
They had crucified Christ,
to
come
had
but
nought (Karapyov^evoi) since he was risen again,

and the church had continually extended itself. The connexion
between influence in the state and in learning proceeds from the
circumstance that cultivation is ordinarily most widely prevalent
among the higher classes. Ver. 7. Ev iitwrTypta), in a mystery, and
drroKEKpvwevr), hidden, are not to be understood of absolute unknowwisdom of God&quot; could ever exist among
ablencss, otherwise no
men, but only of the impossibility of its being understood outside
&quot;

of the limits of strictly Christian life.
[See the remarks upon
But the two expressions are not synonymous ; &v
Horn. xvi. 25.]
is more applicable to men,
a wisdom in mysterious
not
discernible
man
with
of
his
natural
dnoKetcpvp,form,
powers
&quot;

livonffiG)

;&quot;

hidden in God and in his being, consequently itself
God,
of a Divine nature
Heidenreich sup
ver. 9 carries out the idea.
to
Col.
some
as
In.
npoupioev.
plies yvuoiGai,
passages,
Eph.iii.4, 5
2 Tim. i. 9, this idea is unquestionably expressed, but here
i. 26
rrpoupiaev seems simply intended to declare that God had previously
ILBVT)

&quot;

to

;&quot;

;

;

destined to man the gift of salvation through Christ, the design of
revelation being already sufficiently evident throughout the entire
argument. -Aiwv has not, literally, the sense of eternity, it signifies

only a long period ; but ~pb r&v aiuvuv, i. c., before all ages, indi
The 66%a is here not
cates, in fact, the abstract notion of eternity.

human

glorying Paul had at i. 29, 81,
i]n&v applies not only to the apostles,
but to all believers to whom the promises of ages past were ful

glory, but glorification, for all

completely excluded.

The

filled.)

That the rulers of this world (dp%ov~eg rov al&vog
8, 9.denote
the
rovrov)
worldly great in science, and in the state ver. 8
clearly shews where they are described as those who crucified the Lord
Vers.

Yet this expression is by no means to be referred to the
Jews alone without doubt the apostle beheld in Pilate the repre
sentative of heathen rulers, and therefore both Jews and heathens,
in their scientific and political representatives were alike included.
of glory.

;

The apostle, in passing, proves the assertion (in accordance with
Luke xix. 42 xxiii. 34 Acts iii, 17 xiii. 27), that they had not
known Christ, from the fact that they crucified him. This, of
course., is not to justify them, for had they rightly used the means
;

xiii.

;

might have attained to a knowledge of Christ, as
27 clearly shews ; but it is designed to mitigate their

afforded, they

Acts

;
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II. 8, 9.

and to intimate that the natural man,

as such (ver. 14), ever

thus acts, and consequently continually, as it were, crucifies Christ
anew. The meaning of yivtiaKuv is definitely fixed by the expression
As a guiltless, and, at the same time, richly-gifted
lord of glory.&quot;
&quot;

man,, they

knew him

well

great, as they delivered

;

therefore their guilt

him through envy

must ever remain

but they

really believed

he was not the Son of God, because their notions of God were es
sentially false, and with such notions Christ s conduct by no means
is here the entire fulness of the
Glory&quot;
glories of the
agreed.
&quot;

eternal world, Divine power, and glory, just as God, at Acts vii. 2 ;
Eph. i. 17, is called God or Father of glory ; and lord of glory&quot;
(itvpioq rrjg dot-Tft) seems to mark the Divine nature of Christ, the
&quot;

knowledge of which, indeed, transcends the power of man, as it
wrought in man by the Spirit of God, though it may be re
Finally,
crucifying the Lord of
pelled by man s own resistance.
rbv
is one of the
KVQIOV
T?}^
(loravgtiffav
passages in the
glory&quot;
New Testament which exhibit a confusion of the attributes of the
two natures, thereby arguing in the doctrine of the communicatio
idiomatum a correct fundamental principle, although there may not
always be strict congruity in the mode of its exhibition. The quo
tation which follows (ver. 9) connects itself, as in i. 31, in the form
of an anacoluthon.
Theophylact considers that supplying yzyove
would restore the construction Billroth views the whole as an ex
QEOV of ver. 7.
But a/Ua is more correctly
planation of the
taken in antithesis to the words i}v ov3el$ r&v dp^ovruv rov altivog
TOVTOV ZyvuKsv, which none of the rulers, etc. (ver. 8).
This con
trast, however, Paul states, not in his own words, but in those of
so that the meaning is this,
Which wisdom none of
Scripture
the rulers of this world understood, but it is prepared by God for
those who love him ; by human power it can never be attained.&quot;
For eye, ear, heart,&quot; indicate the modes by which man, as such,
the love which places itself in
attains either idea or perception
connexion with God, conducts to a far richer world of knowledge
and feeling than earthly means can open to our conception. The
quotation, therefore, seems to refer only to man with his natural
powers the following verse represents him under the influence of
the Divine Spirit, by which he attains to an essential
knowledge of
is

&quot;

&&amp;gt;&$)

;

a&amp;lt;xj&amp;gt;ia

&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

The
Winer s

Divine things.

eU/la alludes to the

ZyvuKe. (See

Gr.

also, the

53. 10. 1)

previously-mentioned ovdei$

Hro i^aae, prepared, intimates,

The second d stands for rotavra.
im Kapdiav
sV V? rf?y, the
rising of a lively feeling in
The Old Testament has no such precise passage Paul

actual communication.

Avapaiveiv
the heart.

=

;

referred not improbably to Isa. Ixiv. 3, 4,
quoting from
for a similar thought is found in Isa. lii.
15, and Ixv. 17.
yeypam-at, does not allow our referring it to

VOL. IV.

15

memory
The form
;

an apocryphal
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10.

II.

Nevertheless Orisignifies the Old Testament.
Theodoret
Paul
and
that
had borrowed
imagined
gen, Chrysostom,
It is quite possible that
these words from the apocrypha of Elias.
but as the book itself
these words existed in such a book, now lost
was doubtless the work of later times, they were probably quoted
work, for

it

always

;

from our epistle by the apocrypha.
Paul then derives the ivisdom of believers from a sim
Ver. 10.
ilar exercise of God s grace ; they know God through the revelation
Of course this is not limited to the twelve apostles,
of his Spirit.
but includes all believers, who indeed at Pentecost received the gift

Spirit at the same time ; the words refer, .however,
the
to
strictly
regenerate, and not at all to the members of the vis
ible church.
On revealing through the Spirit,&quot; see Matth. xvi. 17.

of the

Holy

&quot;

The question

here, is not of the one great fact of the appearing of
Christ, but of the individual influence which each experiences in
himself of the power of Christ ; just as the process of seeing requires

not merely the creation of the sun, but that the sun s ray strike the
eye.
(To d~eKdkv^e supply from ver. 7 oofyiav dnoKeKpvfjLfievriv.)
This revealing influence of the Spirit is deduced by the apostle from
his

The Spirit, i. e., the Spirit of God, searches
general nature.
the depth of the Godhead, and can hence impart true

likewise

The heightening clause it a I rd
ndvra
be taken in its widest sense,
(3d6rj
Ofoi),
so that nothing is excluded from
the
penetrating scrutiny
as
the
the
of
Besides,
(e^vrdv]
Spirit.
Spirit of God is God him
are the decrees of God, the acts of
self, the &quot;deep things of God
The Father, in
his will, but also signify the Divine essence itself.
his infinite fulness and depth is known to himself in the Son and
the Spirit, just as a man (ver. 11) in the spirit of a man knoweth the
knowledge concerning
rov

God.

requires that

;

There are, also, attributes of God which
with his natural powers (Rom. i. 19, 20). The
rd (3dOrj in connexion with Kai
even the depths of God,&quot; signifies
that which is absolutely beyond the mere human understanding,
But from the fact that the Spirit of God knows
e. g., the Trinity.
not
be
it
is
to
inferred
that he reveals all to men, but that it is
all,
which
concern
those
things
Christ, called in ver. 12, rd VTTO rov
only
things that are in him.

man may apprehend

&quot;

}

But even
Jifuv, the things freely given to us of God.
He
according to the apostle s idea, is everything (see iii. 22).
knows Christ, knows God, and all besides ; for in Christ lie all

Qeov xaQLvQtvra
this,

who

the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
In 1 John ii.
(Col. ii. 3.)
it is said of those who have the
Ye
anointing of the Spirit,
&quot;

20, 27,

B/iav ^X ere iva TL S ^tddaicy
have no need that one teach you&quot; (ov
all
know
This
does
not
of course include all the mithey
vfidg)
nutite of earthly wisdom, but only the knowledge of the everlast
How far the declarations of
ing in which all other is contained.
&quot;

xf&amp;gt;

;

!

j
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11, 13.

II.

Paul, in 1 Cor. xiii. 9, 12 agree with this, will be further shewn in
the explanation of that passage.
Ver. 11. Paul illustrates this thought in a remarkable manner

by a parallel deduced from human consciousness. One would have
supposed that the connexion between the Divine Spirit and the Di
Paul judges otherwise.
vine Being was completely incomparable.
image of God, bears within himself analogies to this
similar parallels (see the Comm. on John i. 1) have in
relation,
the spirit of man knows what
this their sanction. At the thought
as the

Man,

and

&quot;

is

in

him,&quot;

that

is

to say, in the soul as the centre of personality,

might hesitate, because

men

so

we

seldom truly know themselves, and

But it is not the meaning of
self-knowledge is found with few.
Paul that the spirit of man knows all that is in man, as the Divine
Spirit

knows

all

that

is

in God.

His idea

is

rather this

:

let

a

man

know much or little of the facts of his consciousness, it is ever by
no
his own spirit that he becomes acquainted with what he knows
Thus under
stranger can investigate the depths of another s soul.
As God s Spirit rules
stood, the parallel is perfectly legitimate,
;

&quot;

over all, so does the spirit of man bear sway in himself, as in a
microcosm.&quot;
Billroth here does violence to the words of the apos
tle

;

he finds expressed in

human

spirit,

them the

identity of the Divine and
still seem not to ex

an identity which would indeed

At

mode of expression
as
the
easily misunderstood,
Spirit of God,&quot; and
man&quot; are here as
expressly separated as in Kom. viii.
16 (compare the explanation to the passage). It would be simpler
to say that the human spirit is allied to the Divine ; and as only
clude the distinction of the two.

chosen by him
the spirit of

least the
&quot;

is

&quot;

hitman spirit is the organ whereby man
and is enlightened through his influence.

like recognizes like, thus the

receives the Divine Spirit,

But without the Divine

Spirit (ver. 14) and, with his natural spirit
The knoweth none except the
alone, he could never know God.
Spirit of God&quot; (ovdelg older, el [if} rb nvevfia rov Qeov) is, after what
&quot;

and he, to
precedes, naturally to be received with the addition,
whom the Spirit imparts knowledge,&quot; precisely as in Matth. xi.
&quot;

27,

No

one knows the Father, save the Son, and he to whom
the Son will reveal him.&quot; (See the Comm. on this
On
passage.)
ddivai used in this and the
verses
for
Divine
following
knowledge, no
stress is to be laid
it is, as ver. 14
with
shews, entirely

it is said,

&quot;

:

synonymous

yv&vai.
Vers. 12, 13.

By a comparison drawn from our earthly relations,
the apostle* endeavours to make the condition of the
regenerate mind,
really knowing God, more comprehensible. Over the former the spirit
of the world, (nvevpa rov Koapov),
is so far identical
rules, whose
spirit

with that of the kingdom of darkness, as the latter may be said to
govern the world. (Ephes. vi. 12.) The spirit of God (nvevpa in rov
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II. 14.

Qeov) is substantially the same as the nvev^a mentioned before, only
the KK points more definitely to the emanating power of the Divine
itself in the heart of man, to the Trvevfia -rrporfropiKov
Spirit, revealing
The
in contrast with the ivdtdderov, if I may use the expression.

communication of the Holy Spirit is alike for theory and
knowledge of God s grace in Christ (ja xaQioOtvra =
the
i.
see
5,
%dpi?
gift of the Holy Spirit himself being falsely by some
included therein) which is proclaimed by preaching, without any ad
mixture of earthly wisdom. (With human wisdom should have been

aim

of this

practice, for the
}

contrasted the Divine
Trvevpa, spirit, as

Paul, hower, substitutes for this, as in ii. 4,
the cause of wisdom.
AiSaKTolg is in both cases to
;

be referred to the genitive oo^iag and
source of the instruction ; as at John

rrvevparocj
vi.

which indicate the

45, the expression

is

also

found, didaK-ol Qeov. The reading 6ida%y seems intended merely to re
move the difficulty occasioned by the genitive.) Some difficulties are
to be found in the concluding sentence nvsvjj-arLKolg TrvevfiarLKa ovyitpivovreg, comparing spiritual things with spiritual.
IvyKpiveiv, to

mingle, connect, hence compose, propound something, to bring, as it
were, the subject matter into right connexion with existing personages.

But the

dative

awakens doubt.

The

&quot;

translation,
pro
spiritual, things spiritual,&quot; does not appear suit
pounding
able, for in iii. 1, Paul says that he cannot speak to the Corinthians
as to spiritual persons, although he had delivered unto them the
gospel ; and again the gospel is commonly preached to those who
TTvevf.iariKdlg

for the

are yet unbelievers, to lead them to faith.
But the following verses
require this explanation ; that the Corinthians are carnal cannot

where in general Spirit exists it
awakened by spiritual efficacy. Grotius would refer TrvevpariKa to
the Old Testament and nvevfiariKol^ to the New, in the sense of
But the
explaining things spiritual by that which is spiritual/
Old Testament is not here referred to and with Beza to supply
prevent his labouring spiritually

;

is

&quot;

;

h6yoi$

with

making the idea,
delivering spiritual
form,&quot; would absolutely require KV.
&quot;

TTvevfiariKolg,

things in a truly spiritual
The mention of the delivery of the gospel leads the
Ver. 14.
He distinguishes two
apostle naturally to the. relation of men to it.
classes of men, ^v^iKoi and TtvevpaTiKol.
He considers first the
former, and declares, first, that they do not receive the influences
of the Divine Spirit because they are foolishness to them ; but, sec
ondly, that they also cannot receive them, since they must be spirit

ually discerned.

The question

is,

how

the idea of the dvOpunog

and how it is related on the one hand
to oapniKog, fleshly (iii. 1), and on the other to nvevfjiaTiKoSj spiritual.
First, we must bear in mind that the terms do not indicate un
changeably fixed and distinct classes of men, in which transition from
one to the other is impossible, but conditions which may alternate iii

^VXIKOS

is

to be determined,
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II. 15, 16.

man ; no one is by birth a Tivevfia-iKogj and there are mo
which every one is oapKinog. If we define first the extremes,
it is clear that with the oapKiKog, the flesh prevails, and with the
The dominion of the one principle
TTvevpariKog the Spirit of God.
on occasions,
the
exclude
does not, however,
stirring of the other
the Spirit may be perceived working with the fleshly, and the flesh
with the regenerate ; the character of an individual determines it
the same

ments

in

;

self according as the

But

nates.

spirit (see

one or the other principle decidedly predomi

in the relation

my

of the

il&amp;gt;v%TJ

Treatise de Trichot. Nat.

to

the flesh and the

Hum.

in the Opusc. Acad.
neither flesh nor spirit deci

the ^VXIKOS is he in whom
dedly prevails, but the life of the soul, simply as such, bears sway
It might be asserted that where this soul life predominates, the

p. 154, seq.),

shew itself powerful as Paul represents,
This is in general unquestionably correct nev
ertheless, even the natural man can maintain a certain righteousness,
in that aapKiicog indicates a deeper degree of moral debasement,
flesh will certainly ever

Eom.

vii.

14, seq.

;

by actual sin ; but then the two expressions are so dis
that
oapKiKog intimates the ethical principle, ipvxiKog the
tinguished

called forth

II
intellectual (a point specially important in relation to their use).
the natural man is to be designated without the Spirit of God, as the
transgressor of the law, he is called aapKctcog ; if, on the contrary, in

know God, he

his incapability to

15

;

Jude

ver.

called Trrevfm

19
/?}

is

named

(See

ipv^tKog.

James

iii.

in the latter passage the I^V^LKOL are expressly
It is precisely so here
as long as the
K^ovceg.)
:

:

remains what he is, carnal, he cannot recognize what is Di
vine, for he wants the requisite organ. No man can of his o\vn power
arrive at a knowledge of the truth in Christ
it is the work of God
ijjvxircog

;

whenever .accomplished.

But knowledge

is

here not to bo under

stood as a speculative reception of the doctrine of faith (which might
be acquired by natural exertion), but as an insight proceeding from
internal enlightenment and experience. Unquestionably man in his
natural condition is not without spirit, which belongs essentially to
his nature; but it slumbers in him, and only the animal life is awake;
yet,

when the Divine

the

human

spirit,

the

operation of the Spirit in the gospel arouses
i[)v%ut6g ceases, and the irvevpariKos, who is

capable, of spiritually discerning, lives.
True, the case is altered, if
man, by continued sin, sinks below the beasts ; then even the

capacity of spiritual quickening may be lost, and his state become
that of hardened obduracy.
(See at Rom. ix. 18.)

We

Vers. 15, 16.
might now have expected that Paul would
but
the
continue,
spiritual man receiveth the things of the Spirit/
in contrast with the ibv^tKo^
but the perception of the Spirit being
&quot;

:

assumed

him

(the transition between the two conditions
act
of regeneration), Paul only describes the
the
mysterious
being
to exist in
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II.

15, 16.

His
as he who judges all, without being judged of any.
higher position embraces the lower sphere, through which he has
himself passed but to the ipv^iKos as well as the oapKirtog the viev
of the higher sphere is absolutely shut, as the world of light to the
;

Paul adduces

blind.

this fact of the higher

comprehensive position
judgment, because the Corinthians would not concede
it to him, the true 7rvevfiariKog } presuming, although ^VXLKOL, even
oapKLKoi (iii. 1), to judge Paul, for which they possessed in themselves
no standard. * As a proof of the inconsistency of this proceeding,
Paul appeals to Isa. xl. 13, where the Lord is described as incom
(This passage is quoted in Rom. xi. 34, but
prehensible to man.
The LXX. read OV\Llikewise, as here, concisely, from memory.
fiifta for ovfjLptpdaei, i. e., the Attic form of the future of av[jt(3il3d&
to teach, in
which the LXX. more frequently use for rn .n,
11
The
xxxii.
Lev.
x.
8.
15
*Ps.
struct/
See Exod. iv. 12,
Be
Attic dialect in this sense prefers the form 7rpo0)3//3ae&amp;gt;.)
tween mind of the Lord,&quot; and mind of Christ&quot; (i-oi-g xvpiov, Xpiovovg is synonymous with
rov) no express difference can be stated
the
that
the
former
conceives
TTvev/ja, except
spirit rather as ability,
Paul therefore ascribes to himself as
as rational consciousness.
for a broader

}

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

;

Trvevtia-iKos,

neither

As mankind can
the Divine incomprehensible vovc.
nor instruct God, neither can the i/jvxucog know or

know

guide the TTvev^ariKog, for

God

is

in him,

is

spiritually the living

How

decidedly Paul held the idea
principle in the regenerate.
of the indwelling of God in believers, is shewn in 1 Cor. xiv. 15,
as well as in the present passage, according to which unbelievers

acknowledge that God truly was in them. But the apostle
from comparing himself with God and Christ he rather
represents himself as only the organ of God in Christ, in whom
This thought, however, has
the sinful subjectivity is destroyed.
been often fearfully abused by enthusiasts and fanatics. In spirit
ual self-conceit making themselves equal to God, as regenerate
and true nvevpariKoi, they introduce the most terrible compulsion
shall
is

far

;

of conscience in their circle, requiring unconditional obedience to
their caprices, which they give out as workings of the mind of

Paul, on the contrary, will admit of no adherence
but
to his person,
only to the truth which he preaches.
(See on iii.
decision
whether
what
he
the
is
the truth,
Still
iv.
5_7
preaches
1.)
cannot be left to men (iv. 3) the Divine Spirit must verify it by
the issue, by the dno&i&s dwdfjieug, demonstration of power (ii. 4),
as it has already done beyond measure.
Christ in them.

?

;

* It might appear contradictory to tins, that Paul judges, nay condemns Peter and
Barnabas, who must nevertheless be considered rrvevpaTiKoi (see Gal. ii.) But this inci
dent is thus reconcileable with the principle here laid down; that it is not the spiritually
regenerate man who is condemned in the TrvevjuartKos, but the natural man, who is co
existent in him.
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III. 1, 2.

THE BUILDING OF GOD.

3.

(iii.

1-22.)

Paul proves, from the existing divisions in Corinth

(iii.

1-4),

that the Christians there were yet far removed from the true spirit
ual standard, and displayed themselves rather as carnal-minded.

They had mistaken the instruments

in building, for the heavenly

Architect himself, and so destroyed God s temple which was to be
perfected in the church, even although the true foundation, once
laid in it, yet remained uninjured (iii. 5-17). They should therefore
yet abandon their false wisdom, and willingly lose everything; in
Christ, they should receive all again (iii. 18-22).
The transition from the 2d to the 3d chapter is in
Vers. 1, 2.
correctly conceived, if

Paul

&quot;

s

language,

I could not address

you as

If the
be regarded as a reply to an implied question,
spiritual,&quot;
spiritual are not to be judged, how can you, Paul, then judge us
&quot;

?&quot;

There

no trace of the Corinthians desiring to reject the
judgment of the apostle though they, in their incompetence, passed
judgment on him. Doubtless, therefore, the precipitate judgments of
the Corinthians are intended to be restrained (see iv. 3) by the infor
mation that they are in no way competent to judge. In form, the
&quot;and I was not able to
connects itself with ver. 13, the
speak,&quot;
TrvevfiariKolg TrvevpaTiKa ovyKpivovreg. Among the Corinthians, he says,
he was not able to adopt this elevated form of discourse ; he must
condescend to their weakness. It is, however, observable, that Paul
considers the Corinthians as regenerate, as babes in Christ, and
nevertheless calls them oapKiicoi, carnal, which seems contradictory.
It is, however, to be explained from the remarks made on ii. 14, that
even the spiritual can upon occasion be oapKit(6$. The Corinthians
were in their general character believers, regenerate men, Christ the
true foundation being laid in them (ver. 11); but they were not
faithful as to the gift they had received
for, reverting to their car
nal standard, they mingled their old views with the new element of
this the apostle disapproves. That this condition had been
life, and
previously observable is shewn by the fjdvvffip and tnoriaa (in the
exists

;

;

aorist lies a reference to

the

first,

not refer

a second presence of Paul in Corinth, for to
the church there was founded, the expression can
at that period the life of faith was just flowering forth

when
;

Corinthians, and it would not have been made a subject
of reproach to them, that it was only in the first stage of develop
ment, which however is done here), and that it still continued is

among the

plain

from the words

&quot;nor

even

still

now

are ye

able.&quot;

Paul

as-
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III. 3, 4.

sumos therefore degrees in the progress of the Christian life, as in 1
ii. 13.
Children, young men, and men in Christ, are distin

John

In each of these gradations salvation is
guished in this passage.
of bliss is measured by the degree in
the
but
degree
attainable,
sanctification. (See on iii. 15.) What is the connexion here between

Some say, that the former expres
latter the more difficult doctrines of

milk (yd/ a), and meat

(J3p&fia)?

sion signifies the easy,

and the

v

the gospel. According to this it would be certainly surprising that
Paul, in the Epistle to the Corinthians, treats of many subjects
which cannot be included in the former category. In Heb. vi. 3, the

reckoned among the fundamental doc
but the discussion upon the Charis
mata (xii. 14) does not certainly belong to the simple doctrines of
It may be said indeed that this doctrine is difficult
the gospel.
doctrine of the resurrection

is

trines of the Christian belief

;

urderstood by us, because the actual sight of the gifts is
wanting but I think it better to understand the ydha and (3p^m
are not to regard one doctrine as comprehensi
differently.
to be

,

We

and another difficult it is rather with all doctrine the purely
positive side which is simple, and the speculative which presents dif
ficulty. Paul had preached to the .Corinthians the crucified Saviour
as their Kedeemer, as he himself declares (ii. 2): this was milk for
but had he revealed
the babe in spirit, whereby they might grow
to them in ivliai manner Jesus was the Redeemer of men^ the food
had proved more unmanageable. To this deeper knowledge men
were introduced in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Paul was yet unable
ble,

;

;

to bring

it

before the Corinthians, notwithstanding their pride in their
in their capacity for deep investigation.
(In ver.

human wisdom and
1, Kaycj

stands opposed to what precedes, 7/^eZf (Jt- vovv Xoiorov K%ofj,ev,
I have indeed the knowledge, but cannot impart it

in the sense of

&quot;

The text. rcc. reads napKiKolc, Griesbach and Lachmann
to you.&quot;
have preferred aapKivoi$ and A.B.C.D. have the latter reading. But
as adpKivog properly signifies
fleshy, of flesh/ as is shewn in 2 Cor.
this would in
iii. 3, and the form oapKLKog on the contrary
fleshly,&quot;
volve a confusion of the two forms which indeed took place in the
later Greek, but which cannot be made out in the LXX. and the
New Testament. I decide therefore for the usual reading, and at
tribute the variation to the oversight of the transcribers and the
lesser care in distinguishing forms, which prevailed in later times
and I the more incline to this opinion, because immediately in what
}

&quot;

&quot;

;

=

N/jmot
naidia, 1 John ii. 13.
oapKLiioi must be read.
of
1 with i-fidg by means
of
the
last
words
ver.
connexion
the
2,
Con
of vijmovg has too slight a critical foundation to be adopted.
error LOU, ov (3p&p,a see Winer s Gr.
the
yd/,a
i-^dg
Zeugma
}
cerning

follows

Ver.

66.)

Vers.

3, 4.

As

a proof of their slight spiritual progress, the apostle
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adduces their divisions, in which was displayed an excessive valuing
of the human above the Divine, and thus blindness of mind with
takes the mean
where,&quot;
respect to things eternal. (In ver. 3, orcov,
&quot;

ing of

&quot;

how far,

in

since

;&quot;

see Viger 430, seq.
manifestation in

Zf/Ao$- is

the internal

hostility to others ;
dixoaraata (Kom. xvi. 17 ; Gal. v. 20) the consequence of this mani
Kara
Kara avOpunov rcepiTcarelv
festation, permanent dissensions.

passion of anger

;

Zpig

its

=

ad$Ka TrepnraTelVy
irvev^ia

mpnrareiv.

and Apollos,

Kom.
In

viii. 4.

ver.

4 and

The

antithesis

ver. 5,

for the reason assigned in

is

Kara Qeov or Kara

Paul mentions only himself
iv. 6.)

To express fully the perversness of this adherence to
the
man,
apostle proceeds to develope the relation of all publishers
of the gospel to God the Lord ; they are only servants (iv. 1). He it
Vers. 5-7.

who works through them, who is all in all and on him alone
must all depend (iii. 22). (In ver. 5, the rig ovv has, like diaKovog,

is

;

a depreciating character. Ver. 7 replies to the first question, they
are nothing ; Kvgiog is contrasted with servant. -According to criti
cal authority, the reading cUA ?] diditovoi is to be rejected, although

most minusc. MSS. defend
tionable
p. 812,

;

who

.E^acrro)

it, and in itself the reading is not objec
stands
for
rj
%m,*see Luke xii. 51, Herm. ad Viger ,
remarks that it is to be explained from an omitted ovdev.

aA/l

&g stands for wf

6 KVQIOS KKaarG)

d(*)Kev.

Paul adds

this, in

order to represent the diversity of gifts, and of the functions which
they produce, as not arbitrary, but matter of Divine arrangement.

With himself, following out the simile of the husbandman, is found
the gift of planting, and with Apollos that of watering.
The first
expression marks that capacity of commencing in a place the new
John had it not,
life, which was so splendidly prominent in Paul.
nor Apollos. (See Introd. to Gospel of John.) But these had the gift
of advancing the life already kindled, as seems signified by the ex
water.&quot;
But gifts can effect as little in spiritual, as dili
pression
&quot;

gence and expertness in temporal matters, without
it is who
gives the increase.)

God s

blessing

;

he

Vers. 8,

9.

as the various

The different gifts stand then equal in the church,
members in the body and precisely according to
;

We

man receive his reward.
labour together for the cause of God ; ye are his
husbandry, his
he therefore rewards every one
building
according as he has
laboured in his field.
The owepyoi e a \i e v } WE are co-labourers,
their faithful

employment, shall every

;

and yeupyiov tare, YE are the husbandry, leave no doubt that Paul
here distinguishes the teachers from the
taught, and that also ver.
8 speaks of the reward of faithful teachers
but in the church of
;
where
each
is
to
become
a
self-erected
Pet.
ii.
Christ,
(1
5),

living,

stone of the temple of God (ver.
16), this distinction is merely a
temporary one. Hence in ver. 12 ; we find Paul generalizing his Ian-
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guage, and representing every believer as charged with the building
of the temple, whose foundation is laid in him.
But, if instead of
are
in
we
what
follows
to
take
the
assuming this,
laying the foun
dations as corresponding to the
planting,&quot; and the
building
thereon&quot; to the
watering,&quot; then the subsequent verses would consti
tute an attack upon Apollos, and a justification of himself; but this
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

certainly never formed part of his plan, which was rather in what
follows to animate all the Corinthians to earnestness in following

Christ and in purification.

of the standard

;

(In ver.

8,

the Zv dot declares the unity

no one has any preference before the other, and

it

only their faithfulness in the employment of their gifts which,
The parable of the talents (Matth.
places them higher or lower.
is

xxv. 14, seq.\ illustrates at large the idea tdtov piaObv Mineral Kara
rov Idiov Ko-oi he shall receive his own reward, etc. [see the ex
planation of the passage], In ver. 9, Oeov owepyoi is not to be
,

understood

&quot;

(ver. 7), but,
God.&quot;

to the

labourers with, alongside of God,&quot; for he effects all
u
labourers who work with each other, for the cause of

The expression yewpyiov refers to the earlier image,
new one of the temple (ver. 16), which is subsequently en

oko&amp;lt;5op/

larged upon.)
Vers. 10, 11.

Passing from. Apollos personally, Paul now gen
eralizing his idea, contrasts himself with the members of the Corin

now barely with the teachers among
shews
that he had them still before his
them, although
how
and
declares
he
was
chosen
of God, as master-builder, to
eyes),
which
alone
be
the
foundation,
laid, viz., Christ ; and that
lay
may
had
now
to
take
heed
one
he
built upon this foundation.
lioio
every
The question here is, what the apostle intended by the foundation,
that as a wise master-builder he had laid,* and which he designates
the only one which may be laid ?
The doctrine of Jesus as the
This doctrine may certainly be the foundation of a the
Christ
believers themselves are the
ology, but not of a living church
thian church collectively (not
ver. 16, seq.,

&quot;

?&quot;

;

God

it is the living Christ him
himself the corner-stone, which the builders have
rejected, but whom God has laid as the foundation to the whole
building of God (see Comin. on Matth. xxi. 42), and is therefore
named 6 ndiievos, namely, laid by God ; for which reason no one
can lay any other foundation without resisting him. But if this is
the meaning, how can Paul say
According to the grace given unto

temple of
self

who

(ver. 17).

Consequently

calls

:

me I have

laid the foundation ?

The

apostle might so far say

it,

as

* Riickert endeavours, though
wise&quot; mastererroneously, to discover in the epithet
builder a reference to the mode of Paul s spiritual labours. But the apostle calls himseli
&quot;

so,

because in the power of the Spirit he had preached the only true groundwork,

and would
arts.

not, like the false teachers in Corinth,

weaken the power

of Christ

Christ,

by human
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Jesus Christ, the foundation of the whole church upon earth, must
shew- himself in his life-inspiring power at the rise of every indi
vidual church, nay in every heart, if it is to be sanctified.
The
character of the great universal temple of God is thus repeated in
every church, in every heart ; everywhere must the living Christ be
the corner-stone, the new man, born in regeneration. Without this
life of Christ in man, we can imagine neither Christian nor
church, but where even two or three are united in it, there is the

inward

germ of a church (Matth. xviii. 20). This indwelling of Christ is,
however, produced by the word of preaching, declared by his mes
sengers, and hence also the office of laying Christ as a foundation
is perpetual in the church.
Paul in this respect was able to say
that he had laid the foundation in Corinth, although it was indispu
but it pleased God to work in
tably God who granted the success
;

Corinth by no other than the apostle ; his mouth was, as it were,
the door of grace through which spiritual energies had flowed to
the Corinthians.
According to this it must be clear that, in say
but
let
one take heed how he buildeth thereon,&quot; all the
each
ing,
&quot;

Christians in Corinth are intended

;

not the teachers alone have

Christ as the foundation of the temple in them, but every one who
it is not the teachers only
will believe must have this groundwork
who construct the building upon the -foundation already laid, but
;

is the task of every individual believer.
The believer s agency in continuing the work may
Vers. 12, 13.
be such that it builds upon the imperishable foundation imperishable

this

it may, on the contrary, build those which are perishable.
Both forms of action may disclose themselves alike in their influence
on others, and in that which terminates in the agent himself. The
apostle comprehends both in his representation, because, in the nature

materials, or

of the case, they are connected ; they who perversely influence others,
will never labour differently for themselves, since outward action is
but the outflowing of the entire moral state. This constitutes Paul s
justification for passing over from teachers (whom he ever has prima
rily in view) to all believers, which was all the more necessary, because

those

who

allowed themselves to be falsely influenced were prevented

by their perverseness from rightly discriminating between sound influ
ence and false. At ver. 15 we shall perceive with certainty what the
apostle intended in the figurative expressions which contained the two

We

now remark, that the single words xpvaov, dpyvpov,
and
Tipiov$,
again vAa,
/ca/la/^v, are not to be pressed;
the
materials
they simply imply
necessary for costly and durable
Isa.
liv.
11
Eev.
iii.
buildings (see
18), and for common and com
It is scarcely necessary to add that they are not a
bustible ones.
continuous series, as if gold and straw could be equally used in the
same house but the two triplets are to be taken as antithetical to

ideas.

only

M0ov$

#opToi&amp;gt;,

;
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or
eacli other, as if it were
man s work will certainly
&quot;

every
the element of

fire,

III. 14, 15.

wood, hay, straw.&quot; The nature of
be known, continues Paul, for -with

the day of judgment declare

trial, shall

The

it.

shall suf
shall receive a reward,&quot; and fyfjuwdrjaeTat,
HiaOov fatyerat
fer loss,&quot; leave us no doubt that Jifiepa is not to be received in the
&quot;

&quot;

usual signification of

&quot;

&quot;

in opposition to darkness,
light,&quot;
refers to the day of judgment,
day,&quot;
but, in its specific sense of
as the agent whereby every thing and being will be manifest in its
time&quot;

or

&quot;

We

need then only supply ^epa to drroica^vTrrera^
fire is the element in which that decisive
2
reveal itself, in entire conformity with 2 Thess. i. 8

true character.

expressing the fact that

day

shall

Fet.

;

10-12.

iii.

(The present a-noKa^v^rerai after the preceding

future drj^uaei is perfectly appropriate, being a description of the
nature of the day in itself; it need not therefore, with Billroth, be
understood asfuturascens.)
The nature of the building is revealed by fire ; that
Vers. 14, 15.
built with gold, silver, and precious stones stands the proof, (].ieveC) while

that constructed with wood, hay, and stubble, burns ; the builder of
the former derives advantage from his structure, the latter injury.

So far the image is simple and comprehensible, and doubtless the
whole passage would have far less occupied annotators, but for the
obscure clause, but he himself shall be saved,&quot; etc. (avrbc 6 auQ-i ]w^ dia rcvpog). Without these words we must, accord
oeratj ovrcjg
&quot;

&amp;lt;5e

ing to the following, rovrov

fyOeptl 6 Oed^-,

him

shall

God

destroy (ver.

condemnation, and the fuoObv fatye-ai to
the words
but
he himself shall be saved,&quot;
everlasting happiness
forbid this
they manifestly distinguish the builder from his build
17) refer ^ucjOijaeraL to

&quot;

;

;

ing.

No

proof

is

necessary to refute the supposition of the Fathers

fire, i. e., an everlasting tor
would acquire ouOijaerai iv rrvpi.*
The
question consequently arises, of what building agency does the
apostle here properly speak, the result of which may perish, yet the
Paul might be regarded as refer
builder be saved, i. e., beatified ?
ring to teachers, and not to the individual working for salvation on
the part of each believer.
Whoever, to wit, builds up hay and
stubble upon the true foundation laid in his heart, must perish yet,
doubtless, we may suppose that a teacher may, not from an evil
intention, but from erroneous views, build falsely upon the good
foundation laid in the church, and his work then, to his sorrow,
But it has
perish, yet he himself be saved, on account of his faith.
been
shewn
that
the
reference
was
not
(ver. 12)
already
merely to
teachers, as such, but to all believers, and in fact to teachers only

that

ment

ou&i)Ge.Tai signified

in

fire,

which at

preservation in

least

;

so far as they likewise were believers.

The

following expansion of

* This unreasonable
explanation of Theophylact seems grounded upon the form aw^erai
EV Trvpi, one wood is preserved in the fire, perhaps longer than another.
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the figure of the temple of God shews that the teachers belong with
to the one great universal temple, every violation of which
must therefore con
Paul would reprove in himself and others.

them

We

fess

that although Paul

s

first

argument

ers (ver. 5), it gradually shapes

commenced with the teach

itself so in its

development as to

acquire a universal character, as in fact the general distinction
between teachers and learners in the church is in part but incidental.
At all events the preceding reference to teachers cannot be applied
to the explanation of the present passage ; for a teacher who can
what is false upon a just groundwork, must, in order

in others build

capable of this, have already fallen into the same error as
If, therefore, he may still be saved though the
regards himself.
to be

building in others is destroyed, he may also be saved if the false
building in himself is destroyed by fire ; and what is possible for
him is possible for all. Since, then, this salvation is dependent on the
true foundation, Jesus Christ, what is the
building thereon wood,
It has been erroneously supposed that it was a
hay, stubble?&quot;*
&quot;

of crime and transgression of the law, for the absolute rule of
would again break up the foundation itself, and lead to desertion
from Christ (see 1 Cor. v. 11).
Such persons, in order to be saved,
would need a new conversion, i. e. y a new foundation of Christ in them.
Others have referred it to false doctrines but if these are funda
mentally corrupt, the same remark applies, for gross errors in doc
life

sin

;

trine are, as it were, intellectual vices, which,

having their foundation

in the heart, destroy, in like mariner, the groundwork of God s
building.
may therefore say that to erect wood and stubble

We

upon an everlasting foundation, is indicative of misplaced labour
and false working in the convert, partly, in that he is indifferent
and slothful in less essential things, partly is too little exact
and careful in matters of doctrine, and partly lays weight upon
things, which, like the Charismata, are less essential to practical
life.
Such labour, whether for one s self or
(See on xii. 14.)

behind no abiding result
the heart
if, however,
and the inward principle abide in the Lord, the man himself may
yet be saved although his work perish. According to this, the im
portant truth is to be found in this passage which the evangelical
church has ever decidedly maintained, that salvation is conditionothers, leaves

;

*

Jiiger (work already quoted, p. 6) considers that the building thereon with wood,
hay, and stubble, denotes not what is erroneous, but simply a less conspicuous agency in
the church; the apostle imagines the building shall be constructed out of precious and at

same time humbler materials (which is also the opinion of Grotius) every one aiding
according to his power. But this does not accord with the burning, which would seem
to intimate the destruction of this form of
agency, nor in ver. 17, the si TI$ vaov ipOeipsc,

the
it

which Jager, without foundation, refers to others than the builders with wood upon the
true foundation.
The whole comparison is founded upon this idea upon a beautiful, firm
foundation we do not raise a miserable edifice but where Christ is the corner-stone, the
building must be completed with suitable materials.
:

;
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ed only by the faith with which is connected Christ as the foun
hut the degree of salvation stands in proportion to the de
dation
which man attains ; that is to say, he whose
sanctification
of
gree
;

work, together with the foundation in him, shall stand the test in
the day of the Lord, will attain to a higher reward than he who
The passage
loses his labour, although he himself is barely saved.*
cannot, therefore, refer, as Scaliger, G-rotius, and others have sup
posed, to a hypothetical salvation, as if the sense of the word was,
if he should be saved, it could only occur through fire ; on the con
trary salvation is assured and certain if the foundation remains.
True, under these circumstances the path to salvation would be a

The
points undeniably
painful one, w? did TTVQOS, as by fire.
to a figurative expression ; we have only to inquire how the figure
It might relate to the difficulty, the bare pos
is to be understood.
&quot;

as&quot;

sibility of deliverance, as is said

in

Jude 23

KK rov -rrvpog

dp7Tdfr&amp;lt;,v }

plucking out of tliefire, and in the analogous passage in Zech. iii. 2,
But it lies not in the
to pluck one like a brand out of the fire/
&quot;

scope of

t*he

practicable

;

apostle s argument to prove that the saving is hardly
it is rather his purpose to maintain that where the

laid abides, salvation is certain.
It is there
better to lay the stress upon the pain which would neces
sarily arise at the view of the destruction of the building ; and

groundwork already
fore

as,

according to the nature of the case there

is

ever uncertainty

as to the foundation being yet firm, the idea also includes an allu
It may here be asked, if in
sion to the uncertainty of salvation.
this conception the Catholic doctrine of ignis purgatorius may not
be found, to which Zoroaster (in the Zendavesta, Bundehesch, vol.

Kleuker s ed.)f rn his Duzath has an analogy ?
intended
certainly for believers, not for unbelievers,
purgatory being
who, as such, according to the Catholic dootrine, are lost ; it only

iii.

pp. 113, 114,

purifies believers from the dross which still adheres, in order to make
them fit for the purity of heaven. The Catholic theologians were
naturally desirous to find in this passage a foundation for their doc

but on examining closely Paul s fundamental
which we must maintain to exist also in this passage, we
find not the slightest similarity between the Catholic theory

trine of purgatory
ideas,

shall

;

* The
objection, that none can be saved who possess the consciousness that they havo
made the progress towards grace of which they were capable, proves too much, for
then none could be saved, since none have passed through life with a perfect fidelity, and
not

unfaithfulness obstructs the development of the inward
is conditional upon the inward susceptibility to

So far as the degree of
does the excess of joy that
each experiences banish all saddening recollections arising out of the life upon earth, and
yet the more capacious vessel of one may contain far more than the narrow one of the
all

salvation

life.

it,

yet every one shall receive into his bosom full and overflowing measure.
f Every soul, says Zoroaster, must pass through a sea of molten brass; to the holy,
this stream is like warm milk, but to the unholy very painful, consuming all tiie dross in
other

them.

;
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of purgatory and these ideas.
Purgatory refers to the cleansing
from the dross of personal sin of believers not sanctified here below;
but for such purification from sin no other means exist than Christ
himself.

But

persons from

in our passage the allusion is not to any purifying of
but to the trial of their works, and their building.

sin,

Unquestionably the works which cannot stand in the day of judg
their origin in the old man of sin
this, however, can
never be purified by the day of judgment and its trial. The apostle
always takes for granted that the old man must die ; a gradual
cleansing of him is as impossible as that an Ethiopian should
change his skin (Jer. xiii. 23). The new man, on the contrary, re
he is, as such, absolutely pure ; he has the
quires no purification
of
he
God
;
righteousness
may be said to exist in various grades of
development, but in each of these degrees he is and remains, pure,
as born of God
Paul cannot therefore be speaking of purification. *
The Pelagianizing Catholic view, however, does not place the old
and new man in this stern contrast, as do the Holy Scriptures.

ment have

;

;

;

According to it there is no holy new
but the old purifies itself gradually

man
;

begotten in regeneration,

and they who do not proceed

sufficiently far must atone for their neglect in the fire of purgatory,
This accordingly appears as a pain
for a longer or shorter period.

but of perfection the apostle makes no
mention whatever, but only of the removal of useless structures.
The apostle here again reverts to the image of
Vers. 16, 17.
the olKodoprj (ver. 9). Semler says, not inapplicably, that the tran
sition may be understood liac comparatione commode usus sum.
But what has been said of the building (ver. 9) is heightened by
ful process of perfection

:

the consideration that this building is pointed out as God s temple.
The impairing ((pOsiQeiv) of a building (by blending with it disfigur
ing materials, ver. 12) is enhanced in guilt in proportion to the
dignity of the being

who

In as far, then, as
and holy temple of God(l Peter ii. 5),
any one who disfigures in himself or an
inhabits the edifice.

believers constitute the living
filled

by the Divine

Spirit,

other any part of this temple, incurs the heaviest guilt.
refer the passage exclusively to teachers, the oiicel iv
tare

Were we

to

O LTIVKC;
vfilv,

must mean the laity without the teachers, which is evi
Paul addresses all, teachers as well as learners,
and passive members of the church ; yet he does not speak

vfiels

dently inapposite.
active

so as to include himself in the first person, lest the

power of the

re

monstrance should be weakened thereby, although the principle ap*

Passages such as 2 Cor. vii. 1, must, agreeably to Paul s principles, be thus under
that the gradual extension of the new life which Christ kindles in men also brings
by degrees into view the purity of the principle. But in so far as the old man gradually
dies, and the new man gradually becomes stronger, the individual identity, however, re
stood

:

maining the same, the
displacing the old.

sinful

man

appears to be cleansed, while in fact the

new man

is
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plies equally to himself ; but through him God s Spirit spoke to the
But as with the entire temple of God, so with the individ
church.
ual what holds of the former holds equally of the latter. Destroy
:

God

ing the temple of
and stubble ; and

it

stands here parallel with &quot;building in wood
refers alike externally to mistaken labours for

He who
others, and internally to false working in and on one s self.
Ver. 17 con
errs in one respect will not fail to do so in the other.
sequently implies not only whoever, as teacher, destroys you, who
God, him God destroys ; but also, whoever de
himself,
stroys
building or permitting what is false to be built upon
the foundation laid in his heart, God destroys ; for in every one lies
are the temple of

the possibility of opposing
as already remarked, the

the false influence of others.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;depel

rovrov

o Oeo^,

God

In

itself,

will destroy him,

a strong expression, but the context shews that it does not imply
an absolute rejection. The apostle probably only employed it be
cause of the preceding QOeipei to intimate that God requites like
with like.
The apostle then returns to the warning against
Vcrs. 18-20.
w

is

human wisdom
have erected

(see ii. 4-13) which so many, like wood and stubble,
for themselves and others upon the sacred foundation.

Instead of seeming wisdom the apostle exhorts them to choose the
wisdom ; because the wisdom of the world, as foolish

true Divine

ness before God, will be destroyed in the

fire of the Divine
judg
spoken only of teachers, he could not
let none deceive himself
the warning is gen
justly have written
eral, for all Corinthian Christians.
Concerning the form see Gal. vi.
On oofog tv TOJ al&vi TOVTW and on iivpog, see i. 20, 21. Ver. 19
7.
The Hebrew words run t^.sn -r?
a
is
quotation from Job v. 13.
o Kara/ta^fidvuv oocfroijg iv ry
which
LXX.
the
translate
Bfc*^s
Paul
seems
to
have
vjjaei.
intentionally chosen the strong expres
sions dpaocsaOai, i. e., grasp with the hand, seize, and -xavovpyia, in
order to represent the prevailing abuse of prudence to evil ends.
Ver. 20 is taken for Ps. xciv. 11, and cited verbally, after the

ment.

(Had Paul,

in ver. 18,

&quot;

;&quot;

;

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;po-

LXX.)
Vers. 21, 22.
glory in

men

(see

To
i.

this is

again appended the exhortation not to
men have and can have is alone

31), for all that

from the Lord.
TTOIC; is

In ver. 21, according to what follows, the KV dv6punot to be understood of leaders glorying in their numerous

on the contrary, of the followers glorying in their
leaders, imagining themselves to acquire lustre from their pre-emi
For this reason Paul specifies Apollos and Peter and him
nence.
followers, but,

as tnose to whom the Corinthians especially attach themselves,
utters the sentiment that they, with all their prerogatives, be
longed to the church. Nay, the apostle passes on from persons to the
self,

and

remotest extremes in the created universe, and adjudges

all to

them.
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III. 21, 22.

be surprised, however, at the mention of
in a
death,&quot;
passage which refers more especially to advantages. That it is em
ployed merely to complete the antithesis, is hardly probable ; it is
&quot;

may

better to regard
TTpoKetfieva,
&quot;things

w/j, life,

Rom. viii. 38

to

come&quot;

(ddvaros,

nifies all that follows as

included

;

and

1 Cor.

;

for of course

evea-tira, things present
vii.

26

Gal.

;

pvUovra) as

i.

4)

and

&quot;

(== rrdpovra,

death/ and
death sig

parallels, so that

a consequence, future glorification likewise
to understand not spiritual, but

we are here

natural death, regarded here as a blessing, inasmuch as it conducts
to Christ.
The world here implies all created things, and its exter
nal blessings, without the accessory idea of sinfulness, forming, in
some degree, an antithesis to the other objects named, which repre

The idea is the same as that expressed
sent spiritual advantages.
in Mark x. 29, 30.
The believer feels himself dependent on Christ
and with him on the Creator of

alone,

all things,

God himself

all

Thus understood, the nav-a vp&v eortv, all
things created are his.
tilings are yours, is one of the most remarkable expressions of the
apostle, reminding us of the pregnantly sententious utterances of
Christ in the Gospels.* It expresses the wondrous nature of the love

shed forth in the hearts of believers through the Spirit, by which
encompasses the world, and partakes of all that is beautiful
and excellent therein, as if it were his own. It thus furnishes a
complete contrast to all envyings and discord which isolate them
The
selves, and regard all blessings in others with indifference.

man

goods, freedom, and equality
been sufficiently shewn in the Introduction
that it is an error to understand this passage as praising the party of
In the first place, they
Christ, as Pott, Schott, and others imagine.
and ye are Christ
are not even mentioned ; for the words
can
not possibly refer to some of the Corinthian Christians, but to all of

gospel effects a genuine

community of

It has

in a holy sense.

&quot;

s,&quot;

all things are yours&quot; includes all.
Butand
are
the
reason
that
Apollos
further,
only Peter, Paul,
speci
fied, is found in the nature of the name belonging to the fourth

them, precisely as the

&quot;

thus merely owing to the form of the discourse that no
mention
is made of the sect of Christ, since the name
express
could not be introduced without harshness.
True, Paul might
have said, All that is Christ s is yours, or Christ himself is yours ;
but under no circumstances could he have placed Christ, through
whom all is (Col. i. 16, seq.), in the same category with Paul, Pe

party

;

it is

him are what they are. (The
ter, and Apollos, who only through
word Xpwro, which includes also the human nature of the Lord
* This
saying

holds good for the church in all times. May it bo
strife of creeds, and may the disputants never forget
that every creed may possess excellencies which should be made tributary to the advan
tage of the entire church.
&quot;

:

All

is

yours,&quot;

heeded now, in the newly-awakened
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1.

that the concluding words of the chapter, Xp^cri.
1], proves
b$ 6e Qeov, imply no subordination in the Trinity, for, in reference
to his manhood, Scripture everywhere expresses the dependence of

[Matth.
i

the Son upon the Father.)

4.

HUMAN JUDGMENT.
(iv.

1-21.)

Paul desires to be considered only as a servant of Christ the uni
Lord ; but for this very reason he refuses to permit himself

versal

judged by his brethren, referring all to the future judgment of
Presenting Apollos and himself as examples, the
(1-5.)

to be

Christ.

apostle exhorts the high-minded

among the Corinthians to humility,
runs
a
parallel between the arrogant temper of
purpore
the former and their own despised apostolic life. (6-13.) He then
assures them that these warnings proceed from his paternal love
and

for this

for

them, and that he intends shortly to come to them, in order
haughty if they refuse to hear the language of love

to punish the

(14-21).
Ver.

-tig K. r. A., let a man
&
no
means constitutes formal transition ;
so account of us, etc., by
After
nevertheless there exists a very strict connexion of thought.
Paul had asserted (iii. 22) none might glory in men, since they all stood
in common dependence on Christ, he declares that only in this same
dependence will he himself be recognized and regarded. But although
he thus rejects all over-estimation by his own party, on the other
Christ
side he refuses to submit to the judgment of his adversaries
is rather the judge of all, and if declared faithful by him, he is con
tent.
Certainly, however, Paul did not mean by this that an apos
tle was by no means to be judged of men, for he himself commented

1.

The

ovrwf

rj^dg hoyi&ada) dvOpuTroc;,

;

upon the behaviour of Peter

(Gal.

ii.)

;

still less

are all Christians

without exception intended, as if they were to be exempt from all
judgment, because they were Christians. The meaning is rather
this
every Christian, and in an especial sense the teachers and
apostles of the church, who, from their office, should be able to ex
hibit the Christian function in its purity, shall, in as far as they
are truly Christians, not be judged, but judge all (1 Cor. vi. 2, 3).
:

But so far as in all believers, so long as they are upon earth, a trace
of their earthly nature remains, these as the humble ones, willingly
submit themselves to the judgment even of all, in case they rebuke
righteously ; the Corinthians, however, judged the apostle labouring
The ques
in the truth, while themselves estranged from the truth.
tion

now

arises,

whether Paul indicates only the apostles, or

all

the
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1.

teachers in the church, or all &quot;believers without exception, as the
The
ministers of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God.
latter is utterly improbable, because the Corinthians, to whom he
wrote, were certainly Christians, and yet he manifestly distinguishes
himself and Apollos (ver. 6) from them. Of Christians in general,

be said, as they are conceived in contrast with
the heathen world (or what is the same, that world which was abso
lutely without impulse from the living element of Christ) to this

this could only so far

;

stands opposed every regenerate believer, as steward of God s mys
In
teries, and the entire church as a royal priesthood (1 Pet. ii. 9).
the church itself, however, the words have permanent application

only to teachers,* but in so far as the external is not identical with
the true church, they can refer only to the office, and not necessarily

The notion therefore that the pre
to the person invested with it.
to
the
due
only
rogatives
apostles is here intimated is assuredly
false ; for God has certainly not again withdrawn the mysteries
from his church since the apostolic times, and, if they still exist,
the heads of the church (according to the import of their holy
Thus much is however clear, that
office) must be their stewards.
be
understood
can
this passage
by the admission that Paul
only
means to recognize in the church a definite office of teacher, and
Whilst the
does not recommend a democratic equality of all.
&quot;

expression
TQV),

servants of

Christ&quot;

(ynTjpKrat,

Xpiarov

=

dovXoi

Xpia-

warns them against making the servants equal to the Lord,

on the other hand the second name, stewards of the mysteries of

God

(oiKovoftoi {ivGT7]pi(*)v

the Christian ministry

Paul

adds
Eph. vi. 19

;

;

Qsov) exalts the greatness of the office of

and here evidently the

nvcrripia (to

which

variously euayye/Uov, moreuc;, Xpiarov, or Oeoi), see
1 Tim. iii. 9 ; Col. ii. 2, iv. 3) is to be viewed as a

treasure to be administered, which, according to Matth. xiii. 52,
is entrusted to the church.
By this treasure, teaching, with its
is of course to be
understood, but not less so
the sacraments, and all manifestations of the powers of the Holy
Spirit, which only flow within the church, and are to be distributed

fullness of mysteries,

only by its appointed servants, in its normal condition. For preach
ing of the word, and the administration of the sacraments, Paul
* This reference to teachers
alone, found in

iv. 1, seq.,

in

connexion with the section

which

also treats of them, affords some colour for the opinion, that the interven
ing portion also refers exclusively to them, as decidedly maintained by Ruckert. But I

iii.

5-9,

think I have plainly shewn, in the observations on vers. 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, that the para
graph iii. 10-22 must be regarded as an extension of the preceding subject. From the
teachers only Paul passes over to all Christians, who collectively are called to build on
the groundwork laid for them, and to whom, in all important points, what has been said
of the instructors

is applicable.
Nevertheless the apostle has always the latter pre-emi
nently in view, and at iv. 1 they are again exclusively referred to. iv. 6, expressly inti
mates the purpose of speaking of and for all in the names of Paul and of Apollos.
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thus regards himself, and also teachers generally, as responsible ser
It is not every one indiscriminately that should teach (Jam.
vants.
the sacraments.
OVTG)$ is not to be referred to
iii.
1) or distribute
if
it
let
so
as
but
the foregoing,
every one then esteem
were,
&quot;

us,&quot;

=

TOLOVTOV$. &quot;AvOpUTTos , accord
to the &$ which follows, so that it is
Hebrew
stands
for
See 1 Sam. viii. 22 ;
the
to
tKaarog.
tana,
ing

Prov. xiv. 12

1 Cor.

;

vi.

18,

vii.

1

;

Gal.

i.

12.)

The apostle here as it were discontinues the subject,
Vers. 2, 3.
neither stating the position of the teachers in the church nor what
treasures were confided to their care. The further discussion merely
single point in the steward s character, that he has no in
dependent responsibility, none for the cause itself entrusted to him;
he sustains but one relation, that viz., to his Lord, who alone can be
judge of the fidelity of his stewards. In ver. 3 they are reminded
that the Lord is at the same time omniscient and omnipotent, and

marks the

human judgment

that therefore
2.

them of small account. (Ver.
XOIKOV as an ellipsis of o c?e honrov
Heidenreich, in violation of usage, interprets Aoi-

Billroth justly explains the 6

ea-iv, KOTI rovro.
TTOV,

after the

Hebrew

&quot;

ir?.^,

him, 1 Cor.

quoted by
simply means

vii.

&quot;

ceterum.&quot;

is

to

dt-

what is most important
29

;

2 Cor.

xiii.

The reading

11
&amp;lt;Lde

;

;&quot;

in the passages

Eph.

vi.

XOITTOV

in

10; koinov
A.D. has

The

originated solely from the difficulty found in the usual text.
fyTelrai KV is best expressed by &quot;it is expected in stewards/

not

expected, i. e., stewards expect/ The fyrelv,
among
seeking, expresses here the investigating agency of the Kpiveiv. The
reading fyrelre must yield both to external and internal evidence ;

stewards

&quot;

it is

defended by A.B.D.F.G. If in iva, vers. 2 and 3, as Winer
and Billroth seek to prove, the telic sense has not entirely disap
peared, we cannot deny that the particle is employed in a weakened
The infinitive construction would have undoubtedly
signification.
nearer
to the pure Greek form, as is rightly judged by
approached
In ver. 3 efc ehaxiarw, after the Heb. tsJteV, Job xv. 11 Isa.
Kiickert.

fy~ei-ai is

;

Hag. i. 9. [See Winer s Gr. 29.
the judgment day, put for the judgment

vii.

is

13

The

;

idea of

&quot;

human&quot;

=

av
Ifyepa
Anm.].
to be accomplished in it.
involves that of liability to error, but every
3.

judgment of man is not necessarily human; the apostles had the
power to judge as God, so that, what they bound and loosed on earth
was also bound or loosed in heaven. See on John xx. 23.)
Ver. 4.
With reference to his personal position, the humbleminded apostle does not trust in the least degree to his own opinion
of himself, but leaves all judgment to his Lord. In order, however,
not to allow his Corinthian antagonists room for the supposition that
he possessed not a good conscience, he adds to this that at all events

he had a good conscience, although he was not justified thereby
meaning, that his conscience was not yet sufficiently acute to discover
;
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5, 6.

the depths of his own soul, and that the eye of the Omniscient
might be able to discover in him matter of censure, although he
himself might discern nothing. Billroth thinks erroneously that in
the words OVK iv rovrco dedtKaiufiai, I am not justified thereby, exists
If I am
a reference to justification by faith, as if the sense were,
but
of
means
this
am
I
not
only
purity,
justified by
pure, yet
but this is not properly
through faith in the expiation of Christ
&quot;

;&quot;

Of

general remission of sins, and his state of
Paul
was
perfectly certain, and he is rather speaking of the
grace,
How this may have advanced is unknown
state of sane tin* cation.

the subject here.

even to the regenerate, in that he remains also uncertain what the
Judge may discover to condemn in him, how much of his
labour will prove to be only perishable wood and stubble, kutaiovo6ai therefore signifies
to be perfectly holy, righteous, and acknowl
is couched in the perfect form, otherwise
latter
edged as such.&quot; The
everlasting

&quot;

would be used.

Chrysostom has already quite cor
the
rectly expounded
passage.
(The yap refers not merely to the
ovdev tyavrti ovvoida, but to the whole clause as far as de&ftolqpat,
only diKatog

which

elfji

ground for the ovde tyavrbv dvaKpivu.)
apostle finally completely sets aside rash human
judgment by pointing to the coming of the Lord, enjoining every
one to prepare himself for the judgment of that day in which no de
ception would be possible, instead of engaging in matters for which
he had no calling. The apostle forbearingly mentions only the praise
that Jesus will award, but this of course involves also the thought
that his judgment will as certainly deal punishment on those whom
he cannot commend ; it is therefore clearly erroneous to understand
KTraivog as vox media, indicating reproof or praise indifferently.
rrpb naipov Kpi(Billroth asserts that there is nothing in the words
affords the

Yer.

5.

The

JJ&amp;gt;TJ

imply that hereafter they shall judge. But this may certainly
be concluded from vi. 2, 3. See finally on not-judging, the Comm.
on Matth. vii. 1. ZKOTO$ points here not to what is evil, but only to
what is concealed. See concerning the ra KpvTrrd Kom. ii. 16, where
ve~s to

the same idea
4],

who

is found.
Christ is considered as the $&$ [see John i.
in the judgment-day, enlightening the deepest recesses of

the soul, will make manifest to men, both in good and evil, the origin
and nature of their endeavours, which is frequently concealed from
them below. See at Matth. xxv. 37, seq.)
Ver. 6. How closely Paul considered himself connected with

Apollos is especially shewn by this passage. He does not refrain
from speaking of him precisely as of himself and the manner in
which the subject is continued from ver. 9, though apparently refer
;

ring only to Paul, nevertheless admits perfectly of Apollos being in
cluded ; and that Paul did not avoid this inference sufficiently argues

the intimate confidence which existed between them.

The

apostle
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now

7.

to address his Corinthian readers without dis
proceeds again

as is shewn hy what follows, he had his
tinction, save that,
antago
To these he points out
nists and their leaders especially in view.

previous arguments with reference to himself and to
intended for their instruction, and to .ahate their pride
were
Apollos
with respect to themselves. This has been evidently the object from
Meraffiii. 5, and to this therefore the ravra } these tilings, applies.

that

all his

%r)[m~ifa signifies first to change the form, then generally to change,
From thence eoOai, to change one s-self, i. e. } to
as in Phil. iii. 21.

assume another form, as in 2 Cor. xi. 13, 14/15. The construction
TI el? nvd is not found elsewhere ; but this combination is evidently
to be understood as transferring something to somebody, applying
or turning something to another.
This clearly intimates that Paul
was not treating of teachers exclusively, in what precedes, and only
chose this form of representation as being more indulgent to the

On

parties.

virep

[ir\

&amp;lt;(&amp;gt;poveiv

}

Horn.

see

xii.

3

;

Phil.

o yeyparrrat is best referred to scriptural
passages, as

ii.

Deut.

2.

The

xvii. 20.

after A.B.C., prefers the reading a yeypaTrrai, which need
not be referred to the previous discussion, for which Trpoeypa^a would
be employed, but to a passage in the Old Testament. But, at all

Lachmann,

events, after A.B.E.F.G. $povelv

plied from the connexion.

The

tuous over-arrogating to one
i-repov elvat is

connected.

is

el$

to be omitted, though justly sup
marks a presump
vncp ~ov
h&amp;gt;6g,

wherewith naturally a Kara rov
to swell up, from (frvoaG),
} properly
to puffone s-self up, i. e., to be con

s-self,

&amp;lt;bvai6(*)

to swell by blowing; fyvaiovoQatj
It is often found in this epistle, see iv. 18, 19, v. 2, viii. 1,
ceited.
The construction of Iva with the
xiii. 4, and again in Col. ii. 18.

indicative, as again in Gal. iv. 17, is striking. Fritzsche takes it in the
local meaning, but against this is the fact that it is not so used else

where

in

the

New

Testament, and likewise that such a sense would

not suit either passage. The easiest supposition is perhaps that
of a solecism ; the form (f&amp;gt;vai&ade might be less familiar to the
apostle.)

Paul argues the perverseness of such arrogance from the
which
must form the groundwork of a true Christian life,
disposition
the consciousness of the worthlessness of all that was their own.
The inquiry, What hast thou which thou didst not receive
(ri
Ver.

7.

&quot;

?&quot;

includes not simply external and internal pos
session or endowments, but particularly Christian gifts : faith, love,
truth, all is not of man, but of God in man. So Augustine employs
6e fc%e^ b OVK
;

Aaj3ef

;)

the passage upon innumerable occasions in his writings. See e. g.,
who distinguishes
(In the rfc diaKpivei
Spir. et Litt., c. 9.

De

thee,

;

who acknowledges higher

cluded the negative reply,

and have

all in

common

No

qualities in thee ? is naturally in
one. Christians should all be brethren,

(iii.

22).

Thence the discourse would nat-
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But if also thou possessest in thyself
what hast thou that thou didst not receive ?

urally

have proceeded thus

much

that

is

valuable,
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8, 9.

:

This more extended thought the apostle elliptically expresses, say
Their
of course, not to the
receiving&quot; refers,
ing, ri 6s K^eic; K. r. A.
who
are
the
instruments
of
Divine
the
only
apostles,
working, but
&quot;

God

to

Ver.
mility

;

alone.

Paul ironically reprehends this want of Christian hu
8.
abundance and riches are too often (Matth. v. 3-6 Rev.
;

17) the sign of spiritual deadness, of a lack of spiritual desire ;
and where this desire is wanting, haughtiness is the necessary result.

iii.

The

form

compels us to receive the verb in the
but it is observable that Paul
does not proportionally censure their
as such, but only
reigning&quot;
because they rule
without
as
Riickert
i. e.
(not
supposes,
without our consent, without our co-operation,&quot; but) excluding
us
indeed, he appears in the 6 0eAov ye Kpaaikevaare, I ivould that
that
did
reign, expressly to approve of their ruling, as he adds
ye
this is explained by the Christian
we also may reign with you
aorist

signification of

&quot;

ej3a&amp;lt;jikevaa~e

attain to dominion

;&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

us,&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

:

;&quot;

The Christian must govern and desire to govern,
idea of reigning.
because there is in him a higher spirit than that which is in the
world, and this asserts itself as the all-determining, i. e., it rules.
The Corinthians, who in part wrought against the apostle, also
would have their spirit alone recognized as thus controlling ; and
there had been nothing to
an
was
;
exclusive, illiberal, judging
spirit, i. e.j they wished to govern without the brethren
they
would not allow the pure Spirit of God to bear sway in all the
forms of his revelation
their prejudiced conception of it was alone
to have force.
They were therefore not rulers, kings in the king
dom of God (Rev. xx. 4) but slaves of their self-will and of sin.
With this idea is blended also another, equally true, viz., that al

had it been the spirit in
but
admonish them of

all purity,

it

;

;

though the Spirit already exercises a certain influence, the time of
its true dominion is yet distant, and the Corinthians were antici
pating a sway that in the full sense of the words belongs to the next
This thought leads Paul to the following description of his
world.
= elOe is also found in 2 Cor. xi. 1 ; Gal. v.
sufferings.
(&quot;O^eAdv ye
12 ; Rev. iii. 15. The LXX. use it for ^ or ^n. See Winer s Gr.
41. 5. Anrn. 2.

Yer.

9.

The

revelation of

God s kingdom,

in

which

believers

reign, has not yet taken place, continues the apostle, with bitter
irony, for we have yet daily to suffer ; the light-minded Corinth
It has already been
ians, on the contrary, believe all to be ready.

remarked on

ver. 6 that the subject here refers especially to Paul,
himself alone could he becomingly use the expression la^drov^
and ver. 12 applies only to him. True, the plural d7ro0r6fa&amp;gt;v$, in

for of
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10.

Paul alone seems singular ; but we explained it already
from the peculiar intimacy which existed between Apollos
and himself, in consequence of which Paul employed words in pos
sible joint application to his friend which in strict sense could be
uttered only of himself.
(Buckert correctly remarks that the word
I presume the matter is thus viz.,
6oK& is ironical
ye precede,
reference to

at ver. 6,

&quot;

&quot;

:

:

Eaxdrovg implies the idea not only of being last sum
of something subservient, infimce sortis ; just as
also
but
moned,
imdardnog is employed in speaking of gladiators, and such men
who, as worthless, were given a prey to death. Doubtless in the

we

follow.&quot;

whole passage the gladiatorial sports hovered before the apostle s
mind, in which the combatants were led before [d-rredei^e] the assem
bled beholders, and then fought for their gratification.
[Qeargov
implies not only the place, but also the object of exhibition, elsewhere
denoted by OiafiaJ]
Still, with the representation of this abasement
As the
is blended a powerful feeling of the majesty of his position.
Lord himself, leaving heaven, and driven out from earth, hung on the
cross between heaven and earth, a spectacle of sorrow to the one, and
of malicious joy to the other, so likewise his people in the world [1
iv. 17] are a spectacle to the universe
[KOO^O^] and its inhabit
ants alike in the heavens and on earth.
Angels and men indicate

John

neither the good nor the bad only, but both together.
The sight of
Christ suffering in his people awakens for the good and the bad, among
angels and men, according to their characters, different feelings. The
following description then proves no less than that the Corinthians
were wanting in the distinguishing signs of true believers ; for Paul

by this recital does not intend to express dissatisfaction with
but rather to exhibit his resemblance to his suffering Lord.)
Yer. 10.

The

his lot,

&quot;

expressions
fools, weak, dishonoured&quot; (//wpot,
the
indicate
character
of the true believer in his
dodeve~ig, an^oi),
relation to the world ;
honourable&quot;
wise, strong,
(Qpovinoi, la%vpol}
&quot;

tvdogoi),

that of the apparent Christian.

But we must

inquire

how

be understood, which is to be applied to all the
latter expressions as did Xpia-ov to the former ?
Assuredly there is
also a true prudence, power, and glory in Christ, which the apostle
iv Xpiarti is to

but according to the whole context, he cannot recognise
possessed
them in the Corinthians who opposed him. The idea can therefore
;

only be ironically understood,

&quot;

Ye commend

yourselves as prudent,

be as I am
strong, honourable in Christ, without being really so
then only will ye gain all this truly, of which ye now
(iv. 16, xi. 1),
The explanation of iv Xpurrti, which Gropossess but the shadow.&quot;
;

tius proposes, viz., in ccclesia Christiana, as also that of Chrysostom.
viz., iv npaypaai Xpiarov, must be rejected as untenable ; for of

course the Corinthians, as Christians, did everything in and with
reference to the church.
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Paul now portrays, in a striking picture, his
Vers. 11-13.
earthly distresses (see 1 Cor. xv. 8, 9), and remarks twice, at the
beginning and the close of the representation, that his circum
stances were still the same
apri, a^i r?fr dpn &pa$, viz., from
(&*&amp;gt;$

conversion, which had so long since taken place, and con
trasted with the recent conversion of the Corinthians) ; it would
therefore be wrong to pretend that the kingdom of God had already

own

his

(In ver. 11 yv^vT/revG), which only occurs here in the

come.

New

Testament, refers to mean or shabby clothing. Koha^i&adat,, see
AcrraMatth. xxvi. 67, stands here for ill-treatment of every sort.
reto, to have no certain place of abode, not to have where he could
The parallel with Christ is obvious throughout. The
lay his head.

word

is

New

not found elsewhere in the

Testament.

In

ver. 12,

concerning the labouring with his own hands, comp. ix. 6, seq., and
also Acts xviii. 3, xx. 34 ; the mention of it in this place is strik
ing, as it was self-imposed, and consequently no proper suffering.
But in so far as he believed himself compelled to exercise it on ac

count of his

office,

he could reckon

The

for Christ s sake.

it

declarations

among
&quot;

the sufferings endured

reviled

we

bless,&quot;

etc. (Aojdo-

an acquaintance with our Sa
A.) presuppose
In ver, 13, nepiKada^a [the
viour s injunctions.
[Matth. v. 44.]
more usual form is Kddappa, whence the origin of the reading uG-irepel

povfj,voi evkoyovp.ev

K. r.

sweepings, what is cast away in cleansing,
and then such persons as in any common calam
the plague, for example, were put to death by way of expia

Kaddwara]

signifies first

purgamentum
ity,

;

tion for the public good.
[See the Scholiast in Aristophanes, Plut.
The latter calls them
v.
Curt.
353.
viii. 5, x. 2.]
454,* Equit.

v.

purgamenta

; Trepti/^a is also similarly

used, properly [from
The
scrape] something scraped off and thrown away as useless.
true Kddap^a for the world is none other than Jesus ; does Paul,
then, only figuratively call himself so, or does he also ascribe power

We must, without

to his sufferings ?
position.

Christ

s

But how

is

Vers. 14r-16.

doubt, receive the latter sup
with the all-sufficiency of

this reconcilable

This

sufferings ?

consideration of Col.

i/&amp;gt;a6),

difficult

question

we

defer until the

i.

24.)
After this stern

rebuke the apostle checks himself,

and assumes a gentler tone. He reminds his readers of the peculiar
position in which they were placed with regard to him, he alone
being their spiritual father, which conferred upon him an undoubted
right thus earnestly to admonish them. Ver. 14.
Evrperro), to
cause any one to turn the face away, i. e. } to make ashamed.
the middle, see Luke xviii. 2.
On ov with participles, see
*

On
Wi-

The words run thus: Kaddpfiara eteyovro ol fal Ka6dpaei Tlot/nov rivb? f) rivbf
voaov 6v6ftevoi rols deol^ they were called
Kadap^ara who were sacrificed to the gods inpuri*
fying from a pestilence, or other disease.
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In ver. 15, narrjp and Tra/daywyoc
ner s QT.
55. 5.
relate to each other, as tyvreveiv and TOT^V, see iii. 6.
is

KV

The gospel

to be considered the creative power, whereby the new birth is ef
In ver. 16 the relation of father confers a right and title to

fected.

him ; the addition KaOu$ t-yw Xpiarov orig
inated, no doubt, from such as were scrupulous in making even an
It was adopted from the
apostle require imitation of himself.
require that they imitate

parallel passage xi. 1, and is, according to the authority of the MSS.,
It is matter of course, however, that Paul s
here an interpolation.
command to all to follow him was to be understood, not of himself,

but of Christ living in him. Gal. ii. 20.)
In order to lead the Corinthians into the right
Yers. 17, 18.
that
he had sent Timothy to them, who was per
Paul
adds
way,
with
his manner of proceeding and his doctrine
fectly acquainted
that
the blindness and conceit of some of those
but
xix.
22)
(Acts
in Corinth had led them to imagine that he himself dared not to
come to them. (Paul could as yet by no means have sent Timothy,
whom Erastus accompanied, at the time when he wrote this epistle, for
The TKKVOV
according to xvi. 10, he was expecting his arrival there.
refers to the conversion of Timothy by Paul. In 2 Tim. i.
(jtovy my son,
1 Tim. i. 1,
beloved son
real or own son.&quot;
1, Paul calls him
;

&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

The
of
i.

predicate ma-os

is

not to be translated

&quot;

believing

;&quot;

the belief

Timothy was matter of course, but faithful&quot; and true in the Lord,
and through fellowship with him.
Avafj,v?]oei gently implies
e.j in
&quot;

that the Corinthians could also have easily known the way of truth if
they had faithfully observed his words. The naOuq nav-a^ov iv -ndon
{KK^oia diddoitu, as I teach every where in every church, alludes

form of teaching which Paul observed in his
and
from which other teachers of the church de
ministry,

clearly to a certain

apostolic

^

bears the pregnant meaning,
Ver. 18. The &g
pxonh&amp;gt;ov
according to the opinion of the puifed-up Corinthians, as if I dared
See 2 Cor. x. 10, 11.)
not come.&quot;
Vers. 19-21.
Although he had sent Timothy beforehand, he

parted.

&quot;

only awaited a sign from God in order to follow also, and then he
would see whether a spiritual power, corresponding to their high
pretensions, would be displayed by his adversaries ; this being
ever manifest where the ruling kingdom of God is really present.
his appearance among them would be marked by severity
or mildness depended upon the posture they assumed at his coming.
When we consider that the apostle wrote these words as a poor

Whether

tent-maker, without the slightest earthly power to lend force to his
But the consciousness of

words, we can but wonder at his boldness.
the Divine work which he was performing,
majesty, and enabled
rently invincible.

filled him with heavenly
overcome difficulties that were appa
and dvva^ form an antithesis, as do

him

(Any or

to

FIRST CORINTHIANS IV. 17,

and

dvvafiis in

2 Tim.

&quot;

iii.

5.

Speech&quot;

18.
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(Aoyof) is here conceived

empty utterance of conceit, which has no answering spiritual
The kingdom of God implies here, as usually in the lan
reality.
of
Paul, the living fellowship established by the Saviour,
guage
as the

which

lives in the soul,

but manifests

itself in

the essential character

In
of those belonging to it.
[See Luke xvii. 21 ; Rom. xiv. 17.]
ver. 21, pd[3do$ is a symbol of the iraidevriKr] ivipyzicLj as Theodoret
See 2 Cor. xiii. 10. The ev in the form kv pd(36u
justly observes.
is to be explained by the analogy of the Heb. a.
On -Kvev^a
Gal. vi. 1. The Codd. A.B. read here, as in Gal. vi. 1,
which however Lachmann has not adopted in the present

jTos see

passage, as erroneously stated

by

Riickert.)

II.

PART SECOND
(v. 1

5.

xi.

1.)

THE INCESTUOUS PERSON.
(v.1-13.)

With

a glance at the presumption of some of the
Paul
Corinthian Christians,
mentions, for their humiliation, the fact
that a member of their church lived in illicit intercourse with his
stepmother. Undoubtedly in the most exalted and best constituted
community, an individual may fall into gross error but then the
Vers.

1, 2.

;

body should decidedly exhibit its displeasure against the offending
member. This was not the case in Corinth the general moral
sluggishness displayed itself in the manner in which this occurrence
was viewed for they still tolerated the sinner in their community, and
;

;

thus gave evidence that they were not sensible of the enormity of
his offence. Paul therefore justly reproves the church, not as a num
ber of separate individuals, but as a living, united body, in one re

bukes them

and with the excommunication of the

all,

offender,

can only mean
in
in
The
idea
of unlawful
as
vi.
7.
general
altogether,
general,&quot;
here
then
characterized
is
by rropveta,
lust, expressed
specially by
the ical ToiavTT], even such, as a form of this sin, rare even among
delivers a serious rebuke to the whole church.

(&quot;OAw^

&quot;

emphatic position at the beginning of the sentence
Shall I appear
explained by what precedes.* Paul had said
a
severe
as
or
in
He continues
?
father,
gentleness
among you
How can I act otherwise than with severity, when fornication gener
ally prevails among you, and in such a form ? Billroth s observation
upon this view, that the use of language does not sustain this

heathens.

Its

is

:

:

&quot;

remark, since by invariable usage not roiavrr) implies nothing different
from that before-mentioned, but merely gives a more exact definition
I cannot understand, as the subject here is certainly the
of
same offence, only more precisely stated. Calvin refers 6 Awf to the
it,&quot;

certainty of the report
* To mark this
distinctly,
21 immediately with

v. 1.

;

but Riickert would connect

Lachmann

closes the paragraph at SvvdpeY,

it

with that

and connects

iv.
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=

which precedes, so that oAw^yovv would stand in the signification
of certe quidem; but neither acceptation is natural. The only ex
planation of this difficult passage, which, apart from the above,
seems to me philologically defensible, is that which interprets 6 Aw? as,
I briefly say. (See Passow, in his Lex. on this word.) Then the con
nexion would run thus Shall I come unto you with the rod, or in
love ? the former will, alas be doubtless requisite, or, I must, alas
:

!

!

so interrogate you, since, to

say in brief,

we hear

of fornication

among you The expression tf yvvrj rov rrarpo? certainly indicates
the stepmother, as as
Gen. xxxvii. 2 ; Lev. xvii. 7, 8. &quot;E%eiv }
like Jiabere [Suet.
Aug. c. 63, Cic. ad div. ix. 26], denotes euphe
In ver. 2 irevQelv is opposed to
aimistically sexual intercourse.

n.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v

expressing that pain of repentance which of necessity
excludes presumption.
The sincere believer not only exercises a
ovaOat, as

painful repentance for his own sins, but in brotherly sympathy also
The spirit of Christ expands restricted indi
for those of others.
vidual feeling and consciousness over a wider circle. For dpdfi K

but the Codd. decidedly favour the
The phrase
possibly taken from ver. 13.
simple.
alpetv KK IJLCOOV can here only signify exclusion from ecclesiastical
communion. The form means properly put away, i. e., kill,&quot; but
exclusion is to be understood as a spiritual death [see Lev. xviii. 29,
xx. 11 ; Deut. xvii. 7, 12, xix. 15, xxi. 21] as lopping off a member
from the body of Christ. The expression has its origin without doubt
in the above cited passages of the Pentateuch, in which the crime
here specified is under the formula *onrj t-?5 fun^. punished with
The temporal extirpation is conceived by the apostle in a
death.

peaov, the text. rec. has &%apOq 9

The

t-ap6% is

&quot;

spiritual sense.

Yers.

3, 4.

See particulars at

With

ver. 5.)

this indifference

and deadness of the present

Corinthians, Paul contrasts

his spiritual participation in the occur
although physically absent, and, on this

rences of their church,
occasion, his stern moral indignation towards the offender, an indig
nation which had led him immediately to pronounce a definite

judgment, which they were yet to expect.

By thus putting the case,
the apostle aroused the idea in his readers that they, it was true,
stood in external proximity to each other, but were in truth more
widely sundered than the locally distant, but spiritually present
Lachmann omits the first we before
and it certainly
of
it
out
which
is
and in
besides
in
A.B.C.D.
place,
appears
wanting
and
in
Eom.
as
stand
here
several other authorities.
wvevfia
Sw^a

dv,

apostle.

10, 13, and Eph. iv. 4, merely as designating the material and
the spiritual. The KenpiKa, I have judged, does not imply that the
apostle wishes his opinion to be considered as a command, for that
is contradicted by the succeeding owaxdevruv v^tiv, but the expres

viii.

sion is to be understood thus

&quot;

:

I

have already mentally determined,
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5.

moment wavered in the decision.&quot; In ver. 3 the
may imply that the act was accompanied by aggravating
but is most simply referred to the fact that the man
circumstances
incest as a member of a Christian body. It thus
the
had committed
I have not for one
OVTG), thus,

;

under these circumstances.&quot; The ev rw bv6\iari K. r. A., is
means,
to be connected with awaxdevrwv K. r. A., but on the contrary, avv
The mention of power agrees
ry dvvdpei K. T. X. with Trapadovvai.
better with the declaration of the sentence, to which it gives imthe mention of the name accords better with their
pressiveness
&quot;

;

assembling, and as indicative of the spirit in which those assembled
The words have an evidejit reference to Matth.
are, or should be.
xviii. 20,

there

am

&quot;

Where two

or three are gathered together in my name,
Bat Paul speaks of this assem
them.&quot;

I in the midst of

bly, at which he professes to be present in spirit, in order to indicate
to them in a delicate manner how they should conduct themselves

in the name, i. e., in the mind and spirit of Christ,
;
at
the
same
time, in obedience to his command [Matth. xviii.
and,
18 ; John xx. 23], they should assemble themselves together and

in the matter

remove the offender. Finally, this passage belongs to those in the
New Testament which point to a democratic equality among all the

members

of the church

;

for it is of course

improbable that the

awaxQevruv vptiVj you being gathered togetJier, refers only to pres
byters and rulers of the church.
Yer. 5. Here follows then what may be deemed an interpreta
Paul desires that
tion of the expression in ver. 2, alpeiv etc [leaov.
over
to
deliver
Satan&quot; (napadovvat rw
aarava) the sinner, and
they
for the destruction of the flesh that the spirit may be saved&quot;
that
&quot;

&quot;

(el$

ohsOpov

T7jg

aapKog, Iva TO irvev^ia ouOrj).

It

is

of course to be

condemned

un

which
the
real
existence
of
this
Satan,*
deny
being acknowledged by Paul
and all the writers of the New Testament. A mere form of excom
munication cannot therefore be found in rcapadovvai rw aarava. f But
the form may certainly indicate exclusion from church fellowship, in so
far as it may signify a real separation from the blessed communion of
light, and a surrendering to the unholy principle of darkness. Christ
derstood that

all interpretations

exercises a twofold

power

repelling alien, spirits.

:

first

are

in advance

in attracting congenial, secondly in
elg 6Xs6pov TTjg oaptcbg, Iva TO

But the addition

auOyjfor the destruction, etc., renders necessary a closer defi
nition of the form Trapadovvcu, rw oarava ; since but for that clause, we
might easily refer this to the total destruction of the man, even to
TTvevpa

* So G-riife in three Konigsberg Festprogramme of
1799, 1800, and 1S06. By Satan
he understands a human accuser before the tribunal.
f A reference to the three descriptions of Jewish excommunication iimi (for thirty
and xrv&amp;gt;att;(for ever), lends no aid in interpreting the pasdays),
(f r ninety days),
t&quot;.r:
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5.

Kvev[ia. Such is not Paul s desire, but rather that by delivering the
As the salvation is
flesh a prey to Satan, the spirit may be saved.
transferred to the final day of decision, the destruction must be consid

the

ered as temporal ruin, and spirit, as contrasted with flesh, can denote
only the true internal man, the &TCJ dvOpuTrog, in opposition to the

eo&amp;gt;

[See Kom.

dv6pG)7Toc.

vii.

22.]

Yet

adpt-

must not be

restricted to

mere bodily sufferings and diseases loss of worldly goods and rela
tions, and all external sorrows, are to be included, as well as more
;

especially the painful consciousness of being cast out of the com
faith and love, and the earnest desire of being again
The really difficult question is now this liow can Paul
accepted.

munity of

:

require any one to be given over to Satan for the destruction of the
flesh, that the soul may thereby be saved, as this does not seem to de
the excommunicating church, but upon the person excom
municated and Satan ? If the person excluded does not obey the
admonition, he may be ruined in soul, and what is to restrict
Satan to attacking only his body, and not his soul likewise ? The
former of these two points is, however, not so difficult, for mani
festly the Iva TO irvev^a ouOq implies not that he must be saved,
but only that he may, in fact that the possibility of salvation

pend upon

may be still left to him. But then, indeed, the difficulty of the
second is all the greater, for the context manifestly demands the
supposition that the act of exclusion facilitates the saving of the
soul.

The

sinner

is

to be given over to Satan for the destruction of

the flesh, that thereby, where it is possible, his soul may be saved,
which otherwise were certainly lost. But it would seern that the
delivering to Satan,

would in

all respects

add

to the difficulty of sal

vation,
first, by* withdrawing the means of grace found in the
church, and the power of the Holy Spirit ; and then by enhancing
the temptations proceeding from the element of darkness, to which

he was already

sufficiently exposed within the protecting limits of
If napadovvai rw aarava stood alone, we should be
obliged to suppose, as already observed, that the offender was to be
entirely given up, as one that had sinned against the Holy Ghost ;

the church.

but by the addition, the punishment rather appears the means of
salvation, for which reason Paul in 2 Cor. ii. 6, himself proposes his
In the parallel passage, 1
re-admission, as the sinner had repented.
Tim. i. 20, it is said,
Whom I have delivered over to Satan that
&quot;

they

may

dvvd&ai

learn not to

pri f&ttofripeiv.)

blaspheme&quot;

(ovg TtapedcMta

ro&amp;gt;

oarava, Iva

TO.L-

Thus here also the delivering over to Satan
But how is it intended that the power of

has a disciplinary aim.
Satan shall be limited to the flesh ?

We may say that

since the

* Tertullian and Ambrose
explain crap/cof o/leflpof to signify everlasting damnation,
and refer the saving of the irvEv/j.a to the church, which is to be saved by excluding eviL
(Tert. de Pudic. c. 13.)
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listens to the prayer of them that fear him, he is to be en
treated to restrain the power of Satan, as in Job s case (chap, i.),
and the fulfilment of the prayer is presupposed. So Grotius. Or

Lord

we may suppose

that the apostle ascribes to the church itself the
that of Satan, because God dwells and works in
of
limiting
power
I believe that the apostolic representation tends to the latter
it.
Were mere ordinary prayer here spoken of, it would have
view.

been differently expressed. Paul evidently expresses the conscious
ness of the power to bind and loose
sin, however, may be entirely
or partially retained.
With Ananias and Sapphira it
with
this
Corinthian
sinner partially retained.
(Acts v.),

was entirely

Finally, it
follows of course that with this resolution of the church to deliver

him

over to the power of Satan,f to the destruction of the flesh
(under which also all the sufferings of the ^v^r] are to be reckoned),

but to the saving of the soul, continual prayer was made by the
church for the offender, and thus his spiritual connexion with the
church would be maintained, and he could be brought back into the
way of salvation. (Chrysostom discriminates between Kapadovvai
and eicdovvai, the latter signifying a perfect giving up, while the for
mer retains the hope of his restoration. Paul chose the words, he.
avoiytov avrti rift [leravoia^ rag Ovpag ical &onep rra^aywyw rbv
says
rotovrov Trapadidovg, opening to him the door of repentance, and de
In the hand of God, even
livering sucli an one as to a disciplincr.
:

Satan

is

made an

instructor for believers.

Under such circumstances of the Corinthian church,
Vers. 6-8. J
continued the apostle, their glorying (in their wisdom and spiritual
seemed singular. It is evident that Paul meant properly to
say that this occurrence, and their behaviour on the occasion, proved
how much true spiritual life was wanting, how pollution had actu
gifts)

ally resulted

that

it

might

among them. He however forbearingly
The whole admonition is clothed
result.

states only
in symbolic

language, based upon the typical signification of the Passover, and of
The leaven is to be
the Old Testament ordinances respecting it.

understood as the image of sin ; and in the command to purify the
house from it, at the dawning of the Passover (Ex. xiii. 3-7), is im*
Chrysostom, Augustine, Lightfoot, Yitringa, &quot;Wolf, and others, have already ex
pressed the same opinion. Only that they erroneously conceive this to be an especial
Charisma, while it rather arose only from the Divine Spirit filling the church. The same

were

just as possible in the present day, if the spirit that influences the church possessed
the intensity which manifested itself in the apostolic times.
\ Billroth adopts Grotius explanation of the passage, but treats the whole as a Jew
It is presupposed of Satan that he desired to inflict pain
ish representation. He says,
&quot;

upon

him;&quot;

this

presumption he appears disposed to regard as

false.

But as in

necessarily salvation, out of him is destruction, and indeed of the whole man,
of darkness are not expressly confined to the lower province of the aupf.
J That the

words

considered accidental.

if

Christ

is

the powers

urt [impa K. r. A. can be read as an iambic trimeter, is only to
[K.
(See &quot;Winer s Gr. p. 662), [but omitted in the 6th ed.]

be
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commandment

to walk purely and inoffensively.
not maintained with entire consistency, as
In ver. 7
often happens with the apostle, e. g., 2 Cor. iii. 7, seq_.
the image is so applied that the Corinthians collectively constitute
the (ftvpa^a VKOVJ from which all leaven is to be banished ; in ver. 8,
on the contrary, they are represented as keeping the festival, but

plied the moral

The image,

finally, is

These, however, are free variations in the appli
tasting no leaven.
cation of the figure which by no means impair the principal thought.
3

The fundamental

principles of the apostle regarding the Old Tes
as
well
as
the clause not yap TO nda^a rjfji&v vnzp fytiv Krvdr],
tament,

XQiar6g,for ourpassover was sacrificedfor us, viz., Christ, abundantly
demonstrate that the apostle does not intend merely an accidental
use of the Old Testament, but an explanation harmonizing with his
own opinion. The words quoted show clearly that Paul conceives

the entire idea of the Paschal feast, in its higher import and relations.
Christians likewise have their paschal lamb (TO ndoxa
has, signi

the paschal lamb, and Passover, see Matth. xxvi. 17), which
they partake in the holy supper ; they also avoid the leaven (sin),
fies

bearing themselves as true dtyfioi, and walking in purity and truth.
It is possible that this passage originated in the design to exhibit to
the followers of Peter that the Christians possessed the essentials of
the old covenant, though without the Jewish form. It is also possi
ble that the period of the Easter festival gave occasion to the apos

make use of this explanation. But we are not to deduce from
the words naO^g tare d&poi, as ye are unleavened, any meaning like
the following
As ye even now abstain from leavened bread, by
reason of the feast of the Passover
for it is not probable that in
tle to

&quot;

:

;&quot;

the churches as founded by Paul the Jewish form of celebration
would find place. The words can only be translated
As ye, then,
&quot;

:

are destined to keep yourselves free from the leaven of sin.&quot;
(Grotius defends the other acceptation of avpo$, and compares daro^
Nor can the passage be employed as a stringent proof that
dotvo^.)

already an annual Passover or Easter festival was celebrated ; for
the typical representation of Paul accords rather with the exhorta
tion to keep in the gospel a perpetual Passover.
But it is highly
probable that, from an early period, the weekly celebration on Friday

and Sunday nda%a oravpuoifiov and dvaerdaqtov* was marked at the
time of the Jewish Passover by increased solemnity, and therein was
virtually expressed the idea of the festival.
(In ver. 6, ^vga^a,
lump, is the church, 1^77, leaven, the member that can infect it.

See on Matth. xiii. 33, where the leaven is employed in a good sense.
In ver. 7, the word iKKaOdpare refers to the custom among the

Jews of thoroughly cleansing their dwellings, that no leaven may
remain an image of moral strictness and fidelity in purifying from
;

* SeeSuiceri Thess.

s.

v. TTOO^O,

page 621.
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refer to the new and old covenant.
considerable
has
authorities against it, for which
very
vnep w&v
When we, however, con
reason Lachmann has not retained it.
sider how easily the preceding Im&v might lead to its omission, and

The terms new and old

sin.

The

how

motive existed

little

MOy

For

genuine.

the

for the addition, it

text.

has

rec.

appears to
the more

still

As

eOvOrj.

&quot;be

this is

it is a
question whether it be not preferable. In ver.
iopTdfriv contains the idea of consecrated,and especially conse
Ka/aa appears to correspond to elkiK-piveia, and
crated to God.

unusual form,

8,

Trovrjpta

to dXffieia,

the two former words point to the negative, the

:

latter to the positive element of good and evil.)
Vers. 9-11.- The apostle now at once corrects a

misunderstand

ing of the Corinthians, with reference to a passage in his earlier
The warning which it contained to avoid
letter, which is lost.
association with dissolute persons and gross sinners, they had applied
to all men, instead of restricting its reference, as Paul intended, to
those who gave themselves out as believers.
Probably this was

done by Paul

s

adversaries, in order to represent his commands as
(SvvavapiyvvoQai is found again in the New Testa

impracticable.
ment in 2 Thess.

iii.

14.

LXX.

In the

it

stands for

2Z
&amp;gt;V

T:, e

-

9-i

accustomed always
to produce a communication of spiritual properties, on one side or the
In ver. 10, I understand the Kal ov nav-us, as does Winer
other.
u And indeed
61. 4,) thus
(Gr.
[as is obvious] I do not mean
that ye should altogether avoid intercourse with the carnal of this
Billroth interprets it,
world.&quot;
not, assuredly, with the fornicators
Hos.

&quot;

vii. 8,

to have fellowship,

intercourse,&quot; is

:

&quot;

of this world, but only not with licentious

which appears to me somewhat difficult
must be enclosed in commas, and mean
-Kdo-juof

ovro^, according

strictly pleonastic

;

TTCLVTUC,

&quot;as

church,&quot;

according to this,

is self-evident.&quot;

True,

scarcely in the single expression
to the analogy of aluv ovro^ } is

this is included in the idea, yet
Trai TWf.

;

members of the

KOOJWC alone were sufficient, but as subsequently

employed in another signification = oiKovpevr], Paul, to
For ofieikere Lachmann reads w0Aere.
distinguish them, adds ovroc.
The sense allows either ye must go out of the world, or, ye must
have gone out from it. Critical authorities, however, incline to
Koofws

is

;

o0t /lT.

In

ver.

tion to ver. 9,
ten to you.&quot;

11

but
See

it

wvi does not

refer to time, in contradistinc

indicates the inference

&quot;

rather* have I writ

The words which

follow
14,
are not to be regarded as a citation from the earlier epistle ; they
Ovofja^onevog
only state more precisely the import of its language.
calls himself only, without being so
TOLOVTOS is
signifies here
xii. 8,

vii.

xv. 20.

&quot;

:&quot;

likewise to be understood reprovingly.
* More
exactly explained

Rom.

iii.

21.

[K.

&quot;

but (now

=)

M?/(5e avveaQietv,

as the case stands, in

fact.&quot;

not even to
See note on
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1.

itself somewhat irregularly with the pre
the
p) GvvavaiiiywoQai, not to associate witli ; it
ceding, heightens
indicates the entire renunciation of familiar intercourse. [See Matth.

which connects

eat with,

The

xviii. 18.]

severe ecclesiastical penance of the ancient church

here defined by the apostle himself/* and we can only regard it as
a sign of the church s decline that this command now not only is
is

not carried out, but cannot be.
That Paul was not alluding to those without
Vers. 12, 13.
the church, he proves finally from his own position, and that of all

In the entire diversity of their
Christians with respect to them.
life, the Christians had only to judge themselves, not

spheres of

and could thence only exclude the profligate from their
(The passage vi. 2 by no means contradicts the
community.
assertion that God alone judge th them that are without the church,
others,

is spoken of judgment in this life, in the former pas
of
the
last
judgment, which the Lord will accomplish in and
sage
In ver. 12, nai is probably an erroneous addi
his
saints.
through

for the latter

Lachmann also omits it but
it is wanting in A.B.C.F.G.
is decidedly preferable to the usual
on the other hand,

tion

;

;

;

Kpii&amp;gt;el

Kpii EL.

It is best

to point it with

w

Lachmann thus

On

:

ov^l TOV$

tfcrw

and ol taw see Col.
1 Thess. iv. 12 ; the representations in which are based upon
iv. 5
the idea that the church encloses the faithful like a temple, within
whose hallowed precincts strangers may not set a foot. For tfaparf
But only the first two
is found K^apelre, egaipelre, tgaipere, egdpere.
forms can, from critical considerations, and with respect to ver. 2,
come under notice. Of these K^apelre is the usual text, while ^dpare
has the authority of the codices A.B.C.D.F.Gr., and others, in its fa
The conjec
vour, and therefore doubtless deserves the preference.

viielg Kpivere,

rovg 6s

t

6 Qebg Kpivel

ol

e|o&amp;gt;

;

ture of TTopvov for

7rov7]Qov is

very plausible, because the appellation
But the supposition is
devil.

commonly designates the
unsupported by critical authority.)
6 Trovi]g6$

6.

LAW-SUITS.

(VI. 1-20.)

The mention just made of the judging of unbelievers
V er. 1.
leads the apostle to speak of another unbecoming custom of the
Corinthian Christians which required reproof
they appealed for
the adjustment of their differences to the heathen authorities. This
:

is

severely

condemned by the

apostle.

The

Christians were not to

* Theodoret
says in this place el 5 KOLVI/^. rpo&amp;lt;/% rol? TOIOVTOIC ov del .KOIVUVELV IJTCOV
Ka Oeiac., And if we should not commune with such persons in common
:

ye /LivaTiKr/c T
meals,

much

less

~i

in that which

is

mystical

and Divine,

i.

e.,

the holy Supper.
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3.

erect themselves into judges over the heathen, but it was yet more
inconsistent that they, who were one day to judge the world with
This
Christ, should set the heathen as judges over themselves.*
discussion, like several others of the apostle in this epistle, is pecu
adapted to moderate exaggerated ideas respecting the moral

liarly

condition of the apostolic churches.
Although so short a period
had intervened since the Christian church had sprung into life in

Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost, where the believers were of one
heart and one soul, neither said any, of his possessions, that they
were his own (Acts iv. 32), the power of the Spirit filling the church

had

much

lost so

in intensity, that in Corinth they openly disputed

before heathen rulers on questions of property (ver. 7).
this church the Charismata prevailed so powerfully
!

And
But

so

yet in

much

the bolder appears the faith of Paul, who, in a community where so
much was wanting, could nevertheless distinguish the germ of the

new creation, which was destined to renovate the world. Finally,
we are doubtless to suppose that this practice of the Corinthians, so

much condemned by

the apostle, of bringing their differences before

heathen judges, instead of Christian arbitrators, was occasioned by
Love and confidence had vanished. But
their internal dissensions.
this again is censured by the apostle (ver. 7); no such disputes among
Christians should exist.
(ITpay^a is here lawsuit, elsewhere, Adyo^,
On irrl, coram, see Mark xiii. 9 ; Acts xxiii. 30, xxiv. 19.
causa,
For ddiKuv in ver. 6, stands amo-uv. The expression is not intended
to attach individual blame to heathen rulers, as being intentionally
unjust, but only to mark their general character, the absence of
Christian righteousness, precisely as the designation dyioi, indicates

among the Christians. See on Rom. i. 7.)
The argument for the unlawfulness of such proceed

nothing individual
Vers. 2,

3.

ings is based by Paul on the higher destiny of believers to judge
the world, nay angels in the consciousness of this, they should as
:

suredly be competent to adjust inferior differences.
olda-e, or know ye not, and the OVK oidare of ver.

The form
3,

TJ

OVK

shew that the

apostle supposes the Corinthians already acquainted with their lofty
calling ; the words may be rendered, ye know certainly right well
!

As

judging by believers, we have no foundation for re
simply for KaraKpivuv. As in speaking of angels,

respects this

ceiving Koiveiv

good as well as baclf must be included, the KOO^O^ likewise, although
* In
consequence of these apostolic injunctions, it happened that the bishops obtained
a jurisdiction. (See Euseb. vita Const, iv. 27.) How this was exercised by worthy

shewn by the example

of Ambrose (August, conf. vi. 3).
But the right of ju
from an early period, restricted to civil causes criminal cases were referred
to ordinary tribunals, as is proved by the Rescript of Arcadius and Honorius in the Cod.

bishops

is

risdiction was,

Justin,

f

Eev.

;

lib. 1, tit. iv.

Bad angels
ix. 15.

lex

7.

likewise are called only dy-yeAoi, although seldom, as in 2 Peter
Also in 1 Cor. iv. 9, the expression implies good and bad angels.

ii.

4;
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opposed to the church as the actual dwelling-place of the saints,
contains not only those who are eternally condemned, but also such
in a
as, not having yet received the Spirit of Christ, live, nevertheless,
Eom.
on
ii.
condition relatively faithful.
xxv.
37
Matth.
81,
(See
the
as
in
its
However
this
1.)
simple form,
idea,
propounded by
;

most interpreters. They consider that
would elevate Christians too highly to make them judges over
the world of men and angels
as, on the other side, the scriptural
apostle, appears doubtful to
it

;

But pre
doctrine of sin appears to many to degrade man too low.
cisely in this lies the sublimity of scripture doctrine, that alike in
height and depth it passes far beyond the narrow limits of human
Let us consider

vision.

this idea

more

closely in

connexion with

As the future is employed
Scripture
generally.
both
occasions
(Kpivotcij Kpivovfiev), there can be no reference
upon
to a present function of believers ; the intermediate present (i^iverai)
In the rj^a ngioe^ the universal
is determined by the futures.
the

doctrines

judgment of the world is of course to be understood as the future
judgment, and this is commonly ascribed to Christ (see on Acts
Rom. ii. 16), but agrees perfectly with the sentiment of our
xvii. 31
passage, inasmuch as believers do not judge men and angels luithout
;

Christ, but with him, indeed he in them, for the judging power of
is Christ in us.
They come not into judgment, because

the faithful

whoever believes in him is judged already (John iii. 18), and the
Lord himself says, agreeably to this unity of Christ with his faith
In the regeneration, when the Son of Man shall sit on the
ful
:

throne of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones judging
the twelve tribes of Israel.
(See on Matth. xix. 28 ; Luke xxii.
But
what
here
Christ
30.)
promises to the twelve, as repre
sentatives of the church, he promises in another passage to all be
lievers (see on John xvii. 22). All the prerogatives of Christ belong
also to the church, which itself is, and is called the true Christ.
It must be allowed that this vast thought,
(See on 1 Cor. xii. 12.)

which indeed elevates man

to a dizzy height, becomes wholly inad
missible as applied to every member of the external church.
But
in the apostolic times the visible church corresponded better with

than at present
Paul could therefore make the statement
without
entirely objectively,
marking the difference between form
and essence. But the Saviour himself (Matth. xiii. 47) finds both

its ideal

;

good and bad

fish in the net of the kingdom of
God, and the evi
dence of our senses informs us that in the visible church itself, a
Koojwg exists, even unto the present day ; nay, that in the true
members of the spiritual church, in those born again of water and

Spirit, there lives still in their old

man

which, however, they unceasingly judge.
chat the saints shall judge the world of

the principle of the Koapos,

The

assertion, therefore,

men and

angels, can apply
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in its full force only to the spirits of the perfected righteous (Heb.
xii. 23), i. e., to the members of the invisible church in their perfect
In these humanity attains its true ideal, and to them ap
state.
in its fullest sense, Ps. viii. 7 (according to the explanation
plies,

Heb.

in

ii.

6,

&quot;thou

seq.),

hast put all things under his feet/

Angels themselves stand lower in the order of being than those
in whose hearts Christ is formed.
(See further on Heb. i. 14,

The only tolerable means of escaping, in the interpre
23.)
tation of our passage, the thought from which many revolt, that
believers shall judge with Christ, is, with Chrysostom and TheoThis prep
in you&quot; (e v vfuv Kpiverat).
doret, to lay stress on the
xii.

&quot;

osition would seem to indicate (as also Billroth holds) that in its
true character* (from which Billroth distinguishes the mere form

of representation, based on the false Jewish conception) the judg
ment by the believers is simply the influence of the principle of
and upon angels, according to
spiritual life in them upon the world,
the analogy in Matth. xii. 42, where it says (3aaihio&amp;lt;ja vorov dvaa:

Kal dvdpe.g Nivevlrat dvaari]Tr\oe-ai Kal KaraKpivel TTJV yevsav ravrrjv,

u

The queen of the south
aovrat KOI Karanpivovai rrjv yeveav rav-rjv,
Billroth
is
But
shall arise,&quot; etc.
sufficiently unprejudiced to allow
that this negative kind of judgment does not agree with the course
of the argument, as Kaphelius has already ably proved. The capabil
in inferior matters, would seem to be argued
ity of judging positively
from their capacity for higher judgment ; the latter must therefore,

But it is
s views, have been necessarily positive.
of
to
the
this
as
to
consider
belonging merely
form
repre
impossible
sentation, we must rather regard it as expressing the essential nature
according to Paul

of the judgment. If we but maintain the real communication of
the Divine nature to believers (2 Pet. i. 4), we cannot hesitate in

conceiving them as rulers and judges with Christ (Matth. xxv. 40) ;
2 Tim. ii. 12 Kev. xx. 4), and him as the first-born -among brethren.
(In vcr. 2 ?/ is sanctioned by the most
(See on Eom. viii. 29.)
;

Then, after the analogy of
viz., A.C.D.F.Gr.
Kal
d
K. r.
be taken as a question ;
must
the
clause
A.,
\LJ\TI ye pLuriKdj
without an interrogation the sense would be &quot;And if by you the
weighty authorities,

:

world

is

inferior

unworthy of you to appear before such
Doubtless Kpirijpiov signifies first, tribunal [Jam.

to be judged,
tribunals.&quot;

it is

= Kpiuara in ver. 7.
6], but here, according to ver. 4, suit at law,
It is best, with Billroth, to understand the interrogatory as depend
ing on on, and erase the note of interrogation after Kptvovai. The

ii.

epithet

eAa%&amp;lt;rra

contrasts controversies concerning

earthly things

* According to the form of representation, Billroth admits that after the analogy of
in
the meaning, there
through,&quot; but according to the true conception,
signifies
fore may be,
your faith is the measure applied in judging the world.&quot; In a similar way
S,

h

&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

every idea of the apostle might be changed at pleasure.
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with those of a spiritual nature. In ver. 3 pio$ has, like the Latin
seculum in ecclesiastical language, an accessory idea of something
The adjective form is
is used.
sinful ; in the nobler sensea&amp;gt;??

found again in the

New

Testament, Luke xxi.
New Testament.)

34.

MTJT* ye,

nedum,

does not again occur in the

The

Vers. 4-6.

apostle in continuation reprehends the Corin

thians for addressing themselves to strangers, in contentions aris
ing out of the affairs of ordinary life, and also because that they,
who would be set wise, could not find among themselves one wise

man who

could arrange such differences as an arbitrator.
(In ver.
the
e%ov6ev7)[t,evoi ev ry eKKXrjata, those of no account in the churchy
4,
are the heathen rulers.
See on ii. 6. The expression is difficult,
and must not be referred to the office, for Paul by no means despised
the heathen authorities [see on Korn. xiii. 1] ; also not to the person,
church of Christ despises none of God s creatures ; but only

for the

to the element in

which they stand,

to the Koapog.

The

rovrovs, as

only to indicate more pointedly the error
The construing of Kadi&rs as impera
of applying to these judges.
tive, although defended by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Grotius, Calvin,
and Bengel, is less probable than as indicative, for the reason that it

and

in ver. 6

ver. 8, serves

would require us to refer E^ovOevrjuKvoL to Christians, which evidently is
In ver. 5, evrponTJ,
inappropriate, and also on account of what follows.
which occurs again at xv. 34, signifies a shaming,&quot; see on iv. 14.
The ov~(*)$ and ovSe elg give unwonted emphasis to the idea,
Is
wisdom so entirely wanting among you that not so much as one
&quot;

&quot;

man

is to be found
kiaitpiveiv denotes the function of arbi
which
the
prevents
trator,
proper Kpiveadai, i. e., carrying on a lawsuit
The form dvd peoov rov ddeXfyov avrov presents
before the judge.
it is easy to imagine that on account of the avrov not
difficulty
}
rov ddetyov has been interpolated, a reading, however, by no means

wise

?&quot;

;

=

It is best to take dde^og
ddetyorrjg [1
sufficiently authorized.
Pet. ii. 17], for this only gives a fitting sense to dvd ILCOOV,* and

why one only of the two
that
were
both
Christians ; but I do
is,
they
this explanation diminishes the difficulty.)

avrov.

Billroth considers that the reason

parties
not see

is

mentioned

how

After this description Paul proceeds a step further,
8.
and shows that even apart from the subject of disputes before
heathen magistrates, lawsuits were unbecoming amongst Christians.
The principle among them should be, rather to suffer wrong than to
Vers. 7,

do it. The consideration of this subject leads us to inquire whether
the precepts laid down by the apostle in this chapter applied only
to the circumstances then existing, or equally admit of application
to those of the present day.
* For

this

Acts xxvii. 27

form

is

One might suppose that

also to be found Kara/itaov or ev

/zeo-w.

all

See Matth. x.

govern-

16. xiii. 25-
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merits being now Christian, the apostle s directions are unadapted
But that is not satisfac
to the present condition of the church.
tory ; the entire judicial procedure of the present day presents all the
prominent features of that in ancient times. When Paul requires that

the matters in question should be submitted to a brother, he intends
by it, that forsaking the path of strict legal right, which is often the

most flagrant wrong, they should yield to the decision of love and
Such a standard,
be
to
cannot
the
mass
f
men contained
however,
applied
large
within the limits of the visible church of the present day ; for these
the strict legal institutions and forms are necessary. If it be there
fore asserted that in the apostolic times the contrast was greater
between the heathen world and the church than between the judi
cial institutions of the present day and the regenerate, we reply
that it is still essentially the same, and must accordingly declare
that the admonitions of the apostle, as well as the analogous com
mands pronounced by Christ in the Sermon on the Mount, possess a
forbearance which dwells in the heart of a brother.

significance for the sincere Christian in all ages. Christian brethren
ought not to carry their disputes with each other concerning their

rights before the authorities ; should any difference of the kind un
fortunately arise, let them at lea^t settle it by way of composition, to

avoid giving subject for public offence. (On oAwg- see at v. 1. &quot;Hrr^a,
or jjaorjua, is properly overthrow, injury, here moral deficiency, like
ehaTTupa, see

Rom.

That the subject before us is controversies
is especially shown
by aTroo-epelode and
The whole passage is more fully treated and estab
xi. 12.

regarding earthly possessions,

by

d-oa-epelre.

See the observations on the passage in

lished in Matth. v. 39, seq.

the Comin.)
Yers. 9-11.

them

The remonstrance

of the character of the

is

strengthened by reminding
as a kingdom

kingdom of God, which,

of righteousness and purity, rejects all unrighteousness ; adding that
being purified from all uncleanness by the power of Christ, they
would be doubly guilty in yielding themselves again to the power of

In the enumeration of the many forms of sin which exclude
sin.
from the kingdom of God, he passess beyond the immediate subject
before him ; this would only have given him occasion to name the
K/leTTTcw,

But while referring to what precedes,
nkeoveKTai) apTrayfif.
follows, he also mentions all descriptions of immoral ex

and what
cesses.

tive

(In ver. 9 adutoi

commands, a

is

to be understood of transgressors of posi
sense from that in ver. 1 ; and the

different

here to its external appearance, such as will be
at a future period ; for internally it was
manifested
triumphantly
of
hearts
believers
the kingdom of God had appre
in
the
;
already
hended them, but was not yet inherited by them. See on Matth.
The form pr) jrhavdaOe, as pressing exhortation, is to be found
iii. 2.

ftaoifaia Qeov refers
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and

In Greek usage
also Jam. i. 16.
with
muliebria
nopvog
pakaKogj $ui
patitur.\
properly synonymous
here it stands together with poixps for the lowest kind of debauchery,
and signifies those persons who allowed themselves licentious free
dom with unmarried persons. So in v. 10, 11. -The expression
cMwAoAarpat has here without doubt especial reference to the volup
tuousness connected with idolatrous services, more particularly in
The passage v. 10, 11 shows that we are not to lay stress
Corinth.
on the order of succession in the individual forms of sin enumerated;
it would be trifling to seek for the grounds of the change of arrange
ment. The ov before K^povoprjaovai is properly omitted by Lachmann. Billroth has certainly correctly explained the ravrd rives fa
of ver. 11
the rive s expresses not a qualification, as if it signified
not
all; for if all have not actually sinned in every pos
only some,
sible form, yet assuredly in one or other form, and especially accord
ing to the Christian meaning of the law. The ravrd riveg is rather
to be understood = roiovroi
&quot;such
people were also
must allow that this connecting of two genders presents a difficulty,
but it is possibly to be explained by an accessory notion of contempt
58. 3. note] ; * which would make the
23. 5 ;
[see Winer s Gr.
sense
Ye were such people, practising these things, beware that ye
fall not back
-The three words drrekovGaaOe, ^ymafl^re, 6iKaib)Or)re
a
in
climax
progressive Christian regeneration, the thrice
comprehend
cU/la
adding strength to the implied admonition. The
repeated
dnekovoaaOe must, as well as the two other verbs, be considered pas
again in xv. 33

;

Gal.

vi.

7

;

is

:

:

ye.&quot;

We

&quot;

:

!&quot;

Winer s Gr. 38. 3, where, however, this passage is omitted] ;
the negative operation of grace, forgiveness of sins through baptism,
is understood
by it ; but this is not to be supposed a self-baptism, for
sive [see

the relation of the subject to it is entirely passive.
The medial sig
nification may be only so far maintained, as to allow the translation,
&quot;

Ye

have permitted yourselves to be

washed.&quot;

Ayid&oOai cannot

here, as in i. 30, be received as Christian sanctification, else it must
stand after ediKaiudtire. It signifies here only separated, reckoned

among the

See on Rom. i. 7. kiKaiuOrjvai, then, expresses the
endowment with the righteousness of God. [See on

ayioi.

positive side,

The iv rw Qv6\iari without doubt refers to all three
and
the name of Jesus again points to his essence and
particulars,
which
he
communicates
to man in the ducaioavv?].
The addi
being,
Eom.

iii.

21.]

tion KOI ev TO) TTvevuan rov Qeov vj^wv,

and

~by

the Spirit of our

God,

* TIVKC is better connected
The neut. ravra then involves
directly with the subject.
no such subordinate idea of contempt, nor any departure from ordinary Greek construc
tion.
Comp. Dem. de Cor. p. 285 rovs dfi^orepa Tavra, those who were both these things
(i.

e.,

and rich). The cases of contemptuous usage collected by Bernhady (Gr.
and referred to by De &quot;Wette and Meyer, are not analogous to this. De &quot;Wette
the meaning, and Winer, while apparently adopting it ( 58. 3. note) admits

patriotic

Synt. p. 281),
also rejects
(

that

23.
f&amp;gt;.)

it 13

not in

harmony with the scope of the

apostle.

[K,
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cannot be understood of the universal power of God, which is
never placed after the operation of Christ Jesus, but of the Holy
also called merely Trvevfia Qeov, as in 1 Cor. vii. 40. He
Spirit, who is
commences his agency where the work of Christ has made a place.

In Matth. x. 20 the Holy Spirit is called TO rcvev^a rov ira-yog vfi&v TO
kahovv iv v[uv, the /Spirit of your Father, etc., and in Luke xii. 12 is
found nvevjia dyiov with a like reference.
The whole section which follows this verse, as far as
Ver. 12.
ver. 20, is, with reference to the course of thought, one of extreme
difficulty.

Without proceeding further with the subject of lawsuits,
down in ver. 12 an universal principle for certain

the apostle lays

relations, which is again brought under consideration in x. 23,
proceeds in ver. 13 to the mention of meats, and from 14-20 exhorts
against fornication. As subsequently (chap, x.) the subject of meats

moral

verses 12, 13 in the present chapter ap
to
the
subject, and equally out of place seems
pear entirely foreign
the admonition against fornication, which was entirely in keeping
is

amply enlarged upon, the

with the contents of

ch. v.

It

might be asserted that the warning

occasioned by the licentious practices mentioned in ver. 9, and
introduces, at the same time, the discussion on marriage (ch. vii.)
is

But then vers. 12 13, with their entirely
the more surprising.
Billroth does not
appear to have found the difficulty so considerable, and thus ex
The connexion with what precedes
plains himself concerning it
is this
Some might allege Christian liberty as an excuse for these
as

shown by

vii.

2.

foreign matter, are

;

all

&quot;

:

:

would certainly

crimes, but tllerein he
even in Adiaphora, e.

err

;

this

may

not be abused,

how much less in things immoral
in themselves, such as fornication.&quot;
Yet assuredly the assumption
of this learned writer must surprise us, that there really existed in
all
Corinth Christians who justified fornication on the principle,
&amp;lt;/.,

in meats,

&quot;

things are lawful for me.&quot; He asserts, indeed, in opposition to Neander, who with reason declares this inconceivable (Apost. Zeitalt. vol.
i.
p. 307), that it is not necessary to suppose this offence general, and

that throughout the epistle Paul always addresses those alone whom
the subject concerned.
But if only one of the parties which existed
in Corinth, e. g., the gnosticising Christ-party, had defended such a
1

Paul would have as unconditionally commanded their ex
clusion from connexion with the church as that of the incestuous
principle,

member.

But

if

we cannot consent

sage, the question arises,
*

As unnatural sins

whether

named

in

to this acceptation of the pas
any other way we may discern

must likewise suppose that individuals
them by the principle
But is it conceivable, in view of Rom. i., that Paul would have per
TUVTO, fiot efranv.
mitted persons capable of such enormities to continue in the church ? Such Bileamitea
or Nicolaitans would have been immediately expelled by his direction.

among

are

in

vi. 9,

Billroth

the Christians in Corinth had defended the commission of
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12.

Neander thinks that Paul intended

to

enter upon the subject of meats offered to idols, of which mention
is first made in x. 23, but was diverted
by an idea which occurred on

the mention of

K.OIMO,.
Perhaps, in order to guard his words con
the
cerning
perishableness of meats, and of the organs of digestion,
from misconstruction, on the part of those who denied the doctrine

of the resurrection, he distinguished the form of the body from its
essence, which led to the digression upon fornication. But although
the declarations concerning the resurrection, which immediately fol

we cannot but think that
view represents the apostle s procedure as quite too unme
thodical.
First, it would seem the mention of fornication leads him
to discuss the relation of the sexes to each other ; then, at the com
mencement of the eighth chapter, he returns to the theme of eating
meats offered in sacrifice to idols, though from another point of
view ; and after numerous digressions, easy (?) to explain by the
subjective connexion of ideas, reaches at last, in x. 23, the discussion
commenced in vi. 12. As this supposition has little to recommend
we must assume as a foundation, that Paul did not intend in vi.
it,
12, 13, to discourse concerning meats offered in sacrifice ; but that
the words in ver. 13 were only to make clear the difference of the
Adiaphora, from positive prohibitions. According to my own con
low, agree well with this supposition,

Neander

s

viction, therefore, the transitions are to

be thus understood

:

The

9 to enter upon questions pertaining to the
in
mentions
that
sexes,
place not only offences regarding property,
but also those of licentiousness. The discussion upon fornication
apostle intending at

vi.

serves as an introduction to the

according to
sanctified.

remarks upon marriage, in which,
the
sexual impulses are regulated and
ordinance,
although certainly among the Christians in Corinth

God s

Now

there was none sufficiently hardy to assert that licentious connexions
were allowable, there nevertheless reigned even there a gross laxity
in this respect, the unrestrained license of heathenism being not
wholly overcome. This position of affairs, which rendered possible

such a gross abuse of Christian liberty, prompted Paul to set forth
the inapplicability of the Christian principle of liberty to the rela
tions of the sexes.
thus accept what is correct in the views

We

both of Neander and Billroth, and cast aside what

is

untenable in

supposition, that the apostle was interrupted at
vi. 11, and upon reading again what he had so far written down felt
himself induced to make the remarks which follow as supplementary,

both.

Kiickert

s

can hardly claim our approval ; an introduction to chap. vii. must
at all events here be recognized.
If now we examine ver. 12 more
the
closely, the question presents itself: does Paul acknowledge
principle -rrdv-a \wi Zt-eartv, or, as in x. 23, -rrdvra Z&onv, as his own,
and consequently as true, or not ?
must certainly allow that

We
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The clauses introduced with dkhd say the
but
But is
requires caution in the application.
correct,
principle
Paul proves immediately in what follows
the principle really just ?
that fornication is not, under any circumstances, allowable irdv^a, all
things, therefore, it would seem, should be restricted to many (TTO^O).
Much is law
But thus interpreted, the sentiment is but meagre.
much is unlawful/
has also its converse, which is just as true,
All the laws that
We might therefore explain the language thus
we find in the Old Testament, with reference to the prohibition of
various meats, are no longer binding.&quot; The passage is thus explained
by Flatt, but upon what ground do we add so much to the original
must rather as
text, and thus deprive the ndvra of all its force ?
in iii. 22, receive the idea in its most extensive, but likewise in its
Paul acknowledges

it.

:

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

ful&quot;

&quot;

:

We

to God and Christ,
Precisely as we may say
profoundest sense.
the Son of the living God, all is free, because it is an impossibility
that they should will what is sinful, so to him born of God, in whom
:

God

him

he cannot sin (1
is only another
9).
the glorious freedom of the
expression for the state of true liberty,
children of God&quot; (Korn. viii. 21), of which the impossibility of sin
ning is the characteristic. If this condition were fully displayed in
the believer here on earth, the statement all things are lawful&quot;
would require no restriction whatever ; but this is not the case.
Christ lives,

John

is all

The

iii.

lawful, for

s

seed

-rrdvra egec-iv, all is

is

in

;

lawful, then,

&quot;

&quot;

First, among the regenerate backsliding is ever possible, and when
this occurs we might apply to the apostate precisely the opposite

for as in the perfect there is no possi
nothing is lawful
in
fallen
there is no possibility of good.
so
the
sin,
utterly
even
from
as
apart
long as the regenerate dwells
Again,
apostacy,
with the new, and hence the
the
old
man
is
co-existent
upon earth,
&quot;

principle,

;&quot;

bility of

principle which holds

good

for the

new can

find in practice but a

limited application. In the first place, it is utterly inapplicable
beyond the sphere of the Paaiheia r. 6., that is to say, within the do

main

of sins positively prohibited by the Divine laws ; the very
entrance upon this domain is incipient apostacy from Christ, and
even within the sphere of God s kingdom the principle of liberty

can have here below but a restricted application. Secondly, the be
must act with consideration for others, sparing the weak and
therefore for their sake he cannot do all that would otherwise be per
mitted to him. The clause a/I// ov ndvra avpQepei, but all is not ex

liever

;

ov irdv-a olnodo^el sc.
pedient, expresses this, likewise in x. 23,
not
he must ever even
all
doth
And
besides
this
but
edify.
}
&amp;lt;U/l

1

&quot;

d6eh&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ov$

while enjoying what is lawful, keep the old man in mind, who ac
customs himself to this or that, and so submits to control ; and then
* Yet

in this

might be added

language the reference to one

s-self is

not to be disregarded; thus

//oi
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again by pleasure controls the whole man, i. e., displaces the newroan who bears in his nature the principle of true sovereignty.

The other phrase
VTCO rivog,

but

cautions against this : aA/l OVK eyw Kt-ovmaaOrjaonai,
not be brought under the poiver of any.
The principle of Christian liberty may be applied in

I will

Ver. 13.
behalf of believers to the rules for meats, but not to a matter purely
and absolutely sinful, like fornication. This sentiment is clear and
intelligible ; not so the argument which the apostle adduces to estab

Meats and the belly appointed for them (i. e., the digestive
lish it.
organs generally), will be destroyed by God ; being perishable, they
decay, like all things perishable (vii. 31); then comes the antithesis,
that the body itself (apart from the form) is still imperishable ; God
will raise it up.
But can the perishableness of the organs to which
sin has relation be a reason for admitting sin under the principle of

Do not gluttony and immod
Paul
in
vi.
(named by
10) refer also to the perishable
might we not say that the sexual organs will likewise

liberty, or regarding it as indifferent ?

erate drinking

And

?

body

body (see on Luke xx. 36), as well as
then, are we to understand the apostle s
argument ? Does, perhaps, the clause 6 6s Qebg Karapyijoet refer,
not to ndvra E&GTLV, but only to a/l/L* OVK eyw K^ovaiaodriooiiai, VTCO
be wanting in the

glorified

those of digestion ?

How,

TWO?, so that the sense would be, that we are not to allow our
selves to be brought under the power of anything, least of all of that

which is so perishable as meat ? This, however, yields no aid ; for
then the antithesis between Karaoyfioei of ver. 13, and the tfeyepet of
ver. 14, would be lost ; we should not assuredly be under the domin
ion of the body, even the glorified ; but the body is rather to be
subject to the spirit under all its forms of manifestation.
rather be guided by the antithesis,
meats for the belly
&quot;

not for

The

We must

the body

TO de o&iia ov r^ Tcopveia).
(Ya ^p^iara rq Koikia,
organs destined for the nourishment of the body, having their
fornication&quot;

precise and appointed office, it would be unnatural were the entire
man to be engaged in eating and drinking ; for it is the soul s be

ing absorbed in
quantity, which

sexual impulse

which

;

that produces gluttony and excess, not merely
only relative. It is quite otherwise with the
this by no means affects
merely the organs through
it

is

operates, any more than speech affects merely the tongue.
It is rather the mere corporeal
indulgence of this impulse which
is sinful ; in its true
form, as the highest expression of conjugal
it

whole man. The sexual impulse, therefore,
origin in a far profounder law of nature than eating and
drinking, and hence offences in this are also evil deeds of the in
love, it concerns the

has

its

ward man, to which absolutely no application of Christian liberty
can be allowed. Thus
understood as expressing

&quot;

its

God

will destroy the belly&quot; must be
lower and less important position,
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on the contrary, as indicating our entire personality, the body in
necessary union with the self, the soul.
The resurrection of our body is proved, as usual by
Yer. 14.

its

Our body belongs to
deemed holy, and employed accord
must therefore
The only form in which God has sanctioned and endowed
ingly.
his
with
blessing the indulgence of the sexual impulse, is in mar
in
this the body can still remain the Lord s.
The reversed
riage ;
Lord
for
the
is
the
The
obscure.
body,&quot;
statement,
supposition
that the Lord ministers to the body, provides for it (as is said in
Eph. v. 29), does not adequately explain the inversion. Doubt
less, the only correct view of this passage, which also renders intel
ligible that which follows, of all bodies being members of Christ, is
this
the Lord is appointed for the body/ i. e., he himself be
comes flesh (John i. 14), seeks to incarnate himself in a body. By
Paul, -from the resurrection of our Lord.
Christ,

it

&quot;be

&quot;

&quot;

:

it be
this act of God, the body first obtained its true dedication
came an abode of God a temple of the Holy Spirit. (Lachmann
has decided in favour of t-^yejpev and egeyeipet, but for external as
;

well as internal reasons
Vers. 15-17.

which

all

The

et-eyepel is

sexual offences,

preferable.)

warning against fornication (under
whether grosser or more refined, are em

apostle

s

The
braced) acquires, from this profound view, extraordinary force.
bodies of believers are Christ s members ; he alone shall have domin
ion over

Christ

s

them therefore the impure deprive him of his own, .making
This Paul proves by the
members members of an harlot
;

!

connexion with Christ in spiritual unity, which is perfected through
as the Son is one with the Father, so are believers one with
faith
him in the Spirit (John xvii. 22); but precisely as in man the spirit
:

connected with the body, so is the body consecrated to Christ
through the union of the Spirit with him to him belongs the
whole man, spirit, soul, and body. But it is observable that the
apostle does not rest here, but also pursues the subject under the
As with Christ, says the apostle, a holy spiritual union
other view.
takes place, so with the harlot an unholy, fleshly one
and he then
a
ii.
which
Gen.
seems
referable
to
24,
passage
quotes
marriage, and
But that bodily union of the sexes, which is
not to fornication.
is

;

;

the specific character of marriage, is ordained and sanctified by
God s command, but in the immoral relation alluded to it is dese
in the former state it is hal
crated, and thereby becomes a curse
lowed by the reciprocation of pure and deep feeling, while in the
latter, every exalted attribute disappears, and nothing remains but
what is fleshly and sinful. The whole passage is evidently grounded
upon the comparison which is instituted between Christ and his
church (Eph. v. 23, seq.), and the relations of the married state ;
and therefore it is not improbable that, when the apostle said that
;
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18, 19.

he which is joined to an harlot is one body with her, he had in view
the great whore that sitteth upon many waters (Kev. xvii. 1). The
sacred fellowship of Christ with the church, which corresponds with
God s ordinance of marriage, stands, then, in direct opposition to
the unholy association of the carnal, which, drawing into

its circle

who approach, imprints upon them ineffacable marks of its evil
nature, while those who draw nigh unto Christ are adorned with his
likeness.
(Ver. 15. It is perfectly intelligible how out of apag ago,
all

could be formed

:

it

appeared pleonastic from the

TTOLTJO^

which

fol

It is after the analogy of the Hebrew hj? V.
Upon p) JEVOLTO,
In ver. 16, nokhaoOai
Horn. iii. 4.
fy\ denotes indeed fleshly

lows.

see on

connexion, but grounded upon agreement of sentiment ; those who
common must stand on a common basis of principle so far as

sin in

;

not the case, one party endeavours to form the other in harmony
with itself. With the sinful this bias assumes the form of tempta
this

is

tion to profligacy, but in the good that of urging to regeneration.
The Hebrew nn -foaV ?rrn
In the quotation, to
supply 7]
ntoatt -tea.
Eve was taken
refers immediately to the preceding
&amp;lt;^oi

Adam

from

The

ol

dvo

ypa&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;rj.

to be again restored to

is

supplied by the

him

in the marriage

relation.

LXX., and the words are quoted ac

cording to their rendering in the passages Matth. xiv. 5, 6 ;
Doubtless they are intended to
8 ; and Eph. v. 31.

x. 7,

Mark
com

prehend a declaration against polygamy nevertheless we must
confess that the occurrence of passages speaking more decidedly
against the practice is to be desired, as there is no direct mention
;

made

in the

New Testament

of polygamy being contrary to the

principle of marriage.
The apostle, in conclusion, draws attention to the
Vers. 18, 19.
of
of licentiousness, as being directed against the
nature
sins
specific

offender

s

own body

the believer

is

against a portion of himself.

no longer

his

own, but God

s,

Nay

so is also the

more, as

body the

is therefore a higher kind of
sacrilege, or a
his
of
sins
and
his
God. The
blending
neighbour,
against himself,
beneficent influence of biblical realism here strongly displays itself ;

Lord

Fornication

s.

an indifference toward the body, and thus
but the gospel honours also the body as a
permanent organ of the soul, glorified with it through the Holy
(In ver. 18 eav stand for aV, as likewise in profane writers.
Spirit.
s Gr.
Winer
In ver. 19 the
See
42. 6.)
is
know ye
to be thus understood
This peculiarity in these sins cannot sur
prise you, for ye certainly understand the significance of the body.

spiritualism inculcates

toward

its

pollution,

&quot;or

not&quot;

:

Primarily, indeed, the body

is

the dwelling, the temple of the soul,
soul, transforms it

but the Holy Ghost, working in and on the
into his

temple.

own nature, and thus dwells in the human body
The ov t^ere dnb Qeov forms the antithesis with

as in a
OVK,

tare
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more

Ye &quot;belong no
&Vj
selves by your own wills, but
&quot;

by

Ms

y er

to yourselves, that ye

God

is

may govern your
your Lord, and ye must be led

Spirit/ )
20. The relation of the believer to God

being by Christ,

who has

paid the ransom,

Paul conceives as

who

is it

this

:

himself, ran

somed from the slavery of sin (Matth. xx. 28 ; 1 Pet. i. 18, 19), he
has become the servant of God (Rom. vi. 17, 22). For this reason
the believer praises not himself for his pure and moral life, but him
who gave him power to lead it. (The i^yo^doO^re rtfifjg is again
found in vii. 23. The Tip~j$ is by no means merely pleonastic,
ye
Ev rw
are bought for a price,&quot; but emphatic, for a great price.
&quot;

awfian is here perfectly in place, because the subject of what pre
The added clause, real iv rw
cedes is the body and its sanctification.
ton
rov
aTLi
d
is
Oeo,
TTvevpaTi VIL&V)
wanting in the oldest and best

Codd., and can therefore only be regarded as a gloss, occasioned very
possibly

by

vii.

34.)

7.

MARRIAGE.

(vii.

1-40.)

With the exception of the detailed laws respecting marriage in
the Old Testament, this section is the most important treatise in
the Holy Scriptures on that highest institution in the social rela
Paul was led
tions, the type as well of the state as of the church.
by the direct questions of the Corinthians, in their epistle
apostle (ver. 1), to treat of this subject, and the question first

to the
arises,

what the enquiries of the Christians in Corinth referred ? what
was the nature of their doubts on the marriage tie ? from what did
There are several points of which the
their scruples emanate ?
to

he speaks of marriage in itself (vers. 1-9),
serves to prevent fornication, and consequently
that married people ought not to abstain from the conjugal duty.
In the second place (vers. 10-16), he speaks against divorce, declar
apostle treats.

First,

and represents that

it

to be inadmissible even if one party remain heathen, should
This
this heathen party desire to continue in the married state.

ing

it

leads the apostle (vers. 17-24) to the digression that the gospel in
general does not interfere with the outward position of Christians,
and that every one is at liberty to remain in the vocation which he

Paul next treats of the unmarried
held previous to his conversion.
and
on
account
the
of
existing difficult relations of
(vers. 25-38),
the church, he counsels them to remain in the single state. Finally
he briefly alludes to the second marriage of women.
(vers. 39, 40),
This last point, however, appears rather as a supplementary remark
than as an answer to any question seriously proposed ; there remain,
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1.

Of

therefore, only three points for consideration.

admitted that the question respecting divorce
raised from a general Christian point of view.

is

must be

these, it

of a nature to he

Whether

was ad-

it

missihle to remain with a heathen in so close a relation as that of

marriage, was a question which might readily occur under any cir
cumstances. But it is different with the first and third points.

Whether marriage was allowable in itself, how married people had to
conduct themselves in that state, whether the unmarried, especially
of the female sex, were to enter into marriage these were questions
which could not possibly originate from the mere general principles
of the gospel. Christianity occasioned no question whatever as to the
allowableness of marriage, and neither Jews nor heathen entertained
any doubts on this point. It may indeed be said that the Corinth
ians need not be supposed to have doubted, from their Christian
principles, respecting marriage in itself ; they might only have been

uncertain as to ivliether

circumstances

it

was advisable

; or, in other words they

to

marry under

existing

might have entertained the

same view which Paul himself advocates that in the difficult rela
it was better to remain single
and they might have sought from the apostle, in their letter, his
In fact I should see no decisive reason
sanction of their opinion.
tions of the church at that period

against this view, were

it

not for the striking passage,

vii.

3-5, in

which Paul recommends the conjugal duty not to be forborne, ex
cept during a short time for prayer. Paul must have been led to
remind the Corinthians thus expressly, and so specifically, by pecu
doubtless there were ascetic views prevalent in
liar circumstances
which
led
Corinth,
many persons, even in the married state, to be
But if
lieve themselves obliged to abstain from sexual intercourse.
such was the case it is more than probable that this ascetic tendency
:

occasioned the apostle

In

marriage.
chs. v.

and

vi.

freedom, there

s also treating of other points relating to
this view, ch. vii. acquires a marked contrast with
Whilst at first a caution was held out against false

is

here likewise a warning against self-imposed sever

But which of the parties in Corinth could have fallen into this
Neander (Ueber das apost. Zeitalt. part i. p.
ascetic tendency ?
is
of
308, etc.)
opinion that no ascetic tendency was spread among
the Judaizing Christians, but amongst the followers of Paul.
The
The followers of Paul thought themselves in this respect
addition

ity.

&quot;

:

likewise obliged to follow the example of their apostle,&quot; appears to
indicate Neander s opinion that the single state of Paul was the

But this
Paul explains his unmarried state
so distinctly as being merely individual, and combats the mistrust
of marriage so emphatically (1 Tim. iv. 3) indeed we find no traces
in the later period that the followers of Paul rejected marriage (for

cause of his disciples over-estimating this condition.

seems to

me

VOL. IV.

highly improbable.
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1.

the opposition to marriage among the JMarcionites, who may be con
sidered as ultra-Pauline, proceeded from their Gnostic views of the
nature of the matter) that we must seek some other explanation.

The most probable one

is

that the partizans of Christ also fostered

Their idealistic tendency might lead (as we find among
this error.
the later Gnostics) either to moral indifference (as if the pollution
of the perishable flesh were a trifling consideration), or to false ascet

and the two tendencies might have co-existed in the germ,
icism
and not have been distinctly separated until a later period. Before,
however, entering on the special topics, we must glance at a general
point, on the correct conception of w hich depends the comprehen
sion of the whole section.
We find (vii. 6, 10, 12, 25, 40) that the
apostle distinguishes between what he says and what the Lord says
between a decided command (t--iray?/) of Christ, and his subjective
Paul refers the whole contents of this section, up
opinion (yvLjfirj).
;

r

;

own

to ver. 19, 11, merely to his
Billroth remarks
Christ.

opinion, not to the

command

of

upon this, following Usteri, that the
does
not
distinguish between his own commands and those
apostle
received through inspiration, but between his own commands and
In fact Paul speaks, xi. 2, 23, ex
those preserved by tradition.
of
and
the
traditions,
pressly
passage, vii. 10, refers to a command
From vii. 40 it is also clear that the
of Christ preserved tg us.
&quot;opinion&quot;

is

its origin in

not opposed in any way to inspiration, since this itself has
but this distinction is insufficient
the Divine Spirit
;

For Paul manifestly adduces the
for the explanation of our section.
distinction to shew that the command of Christ, but not his opinion,
required an unreserved fulfilment. His advice they could even dedine foil oio ing ivithout thereby sinning (vii. 36). Granting, thus, that
Paul had received no traditional command of Christ upon any partic
ular subject, that his inspired conviction must assuredly, it would

seem, be equivalent to such a command, since Christ created it within
In the passage xiv. 37, he openly lays claim to
him by his Spirit
!

this right.

It

is

there said

:

el rig

donel

7rpo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;??7??^

elvat,

?)

Trvet^tmtfdf,

eniyivcjOKSTb) a ypd(p(*) v[uv on ttvpiov elolv ivroXai, if any one thinketh
No traditional commands of Christ can
that he is a prophet, etc.
be here intended, for a person required to be no prophet to perceive
}

them

but the decisions of Paul are called commands of Christ, in
wrought them in him by his Spirit. Billroth s ex

;

so far as Christ

commands of the Lord&quot; as referring
planation (on xiv. 37) of the
to commands of God in the Old Testament, is in the highest degree
&quot;

nor .can we, on closer reflection, agree with Billroth (al
ourselves advanced a similar view on Acts xv. 1) in the
this passage is important for a comprehension of Paul s
that
opinion
doctrine of the agency of the Divine Spirit in man, in that we here

forced

;

though we

see that

Paul explains the

yvufirj

wrought in him by the Divine

Spirit
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1, 2.

and consequently as not absolutely true.
rather
be explained by the distinction of posi
must
difficulty
Where doctrines or express
tive commands and things indifferent.
commands are in question, Paul continually lays claim to his apos
as not absolutely binding,

The

authority his yvw/w/ is here decisive, precisely because it is
But in the Adiaphora it is true
enlightened by the Divine Spirit.
wisdom to avoid decided commands, partly because the relation of
tolic

;

individuals to them alters, and partly also because in the progress
of development the entire age takes an altered position with refer
Fixed commands, in indifferent matters, would
ence to them.
therefore only obstruct, instead of furthering their object,

and we

may say that the. wisdom of the Holy Scriptures is manifested no
less in what they have not forbidden, than in what they forbid. The
only objection that might suggest itself against this view, is, that
/ forbid it not, I merely give
but he says in ver. 25
good advice under existing circumstances
I have no command of the Lord
and this formula appears as
suredly to indicate the possibility that the Lord might have given
Paul would in that case have

said

&quot;

:

:

;&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

commands

also respecting these relations.
But those
be understood to mean, I have no command
well
may equally
of the Lord upon this point, because he has not seen good to give

objective

words

&quot;

his precepts are never accidentally defective
where Christ
any
has given no law, he intended there should be none. According to
this it is clear that the advice given by the apostle in this section is
not intended by himself as objective rules applicable to all times,
;&quot;

and consequently that we are not at liberty to give them this ex
tended application unless they are to change their nature.
Ver. 1. According to what has been said, therefore, no absolute
validity can according to the apostle s view, be ascribed to the words,
nakov dvOpti

ywaiKos

^rj

a7TTeaOai } it is

a false asceticism pretends.

good for a man,

The word of the

etc.,

apostle receives

as
its

comment

in vers. 26, 29.
The circumstances of the period rendered
an unmarried life relatively desirable, yet several of the apostles
(ix. 5) were married.
(KaAdv has here no moral meaning it merely
&quot;AnreaOai =
signifies
salutary/
*as, Gen. xx. 6, xxi. 11 ; Prov.
vi. 29, stands
for
to have conjugal intercourse.&quot;
euphemistically
The formula occurs in the New Testament only here, but elsewhere
The answer is directly connected with the statement of
frequently.
the question oldare may be supplied.)
;

&quot;

&quot;

Ver.

The

apostle here apparently starts from a very low
it is
;
represented as a prevention of harlotry.
the reason of this is clearly that Paul was led by circum
2.

view of marriage

But

stances to dwell only upon the negative side.
Kecent investiga
tors* rightly attach weight to the positive
side, namely, the spiritual
*
the
instructive
on
Compare especially
marriage by Liebetrut (Hamburg,
writings
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and the consequent pro-creation
union, on which the bodily union,
The apostolic view involves an in
of children, rest as their basis.
direct exhortation to the haughty Christ-party not to sink deep, in
the mire of sin by affected sanctity in contemning marriage.

Probably married men had already forgone conjugal
and hence this admonition, which would
The manner in which the apos
otherwise be entirely superfluous.
tle treats this point shews clearly that he finds the specific character
of marriage in the sexual union, which must also be adhered to in
Vers.

3, 4.

intercourse with their wives,

They shall be one
every high ideal conception of the relation.
believers
all
one
not
are), and one soul
spirit (which
merely
flesli&quot;
not
likewise
all
friends
only does the wife
Moreover,
are).
(which
&quot;

appear here dependent on her husband, but the husband likewise
dependent on his wife. (For o^si^v the received text reads
is extended to the more
fievTjv evvoiav, by which the special meaning
more
the
But
due
kindness.&quot;
general sense does not
general one,
suit the connexion.
Moreover, the best Codd. from A. to G. are for
6&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;e/lo-

&quot;

Vers. 5,

Paul would not have the conjugal intercourse

6.

dis

The apostle
continued, except in lengthened spiritual exercises.
was only
intercourse
that
such
therefore discountenances the opinion
sees in
of
He
children.
for
the
allowable
begetting
express purpose
This pas
only the outward expression of true inward affection.
that
intercourse
is a
the
conjugal
impression
sage however, gives
hindrance to the serious exercise of prayer ; and as the Christian is
it

to lead a constant life of prayer^ we should have to regard this act
as always a hindrance, although a necessary one in the present state
s life were presented in an
not require a time thus set apart
never does appear on earth in this pure form. The

If indeed the Christian

of sinfulness.

absolutely pure form,

man would

prayer ; but it
Saviour himself passed whole nights in solitary prayer, although his

for

holy soul was continually engaged in prayer. But for such periods
man needs to suspend or to restrict the ordinary occupations of life,
and so also with conjugal intercourse. From these words, therefore,
no conclusion can rightly be drawn arguing Paul s unfavorable view
effect on the spiritual
respecting sexual intercourse and its injurious
The expression o%o?ideiv -% Trpoaev^ moreover contains an in
dication of the requirement of stated festivals in the ordinary course

life.

it was an early custom, previous to the festivals,
before
Easter, for people to devote a lengthened time
especially
is indicated in the expression) to solitary prayer, in which
this
(for

of

life.

Prob ably

On the
1834), and Marklin (in the &quot;Studien der wurtembergischen Geistlichkeit&quot;).
Catholic side, the clever work, &quot;Adam und Christus, oder iiber die Ehe,&quot; by Papst
Compare the criticism of Goschel in the
(Vienna, 1835), is particularly remarkable.
Berl. Jahrb.,

1836

;

number

8, etc.
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beautiful custom originated Lent.
Paul, however, does not regard
not to be referred merely to verse 5, but also to the

all this (rovro is

preceding verses) as a command, but as good advice, for it is all con
tinually modified according to different relations and characters. (In
ver. 5, with dTToarepsTre supply r% (tyw^jf.
The av stands, as but
42. 1]; yevrjrat, may
rarely, without a verb [comp. Winer s Gr.
E/e ovfupuvov stands
be supplied.
opposed to the isolated deter
mination of one of the parties. In the Septaugint avfjufwvov occurs
adverbially ; compare Eccles. vii. 15. In the New Testament it only
occurs here.
for a short
Upbg naipov of course conveys the idea,
time
but the idea of the shortness is again involved in the nature
&quot;

;&quot;

The reading

and the omission of ry
are
ry npoaevxq,
fully confirmed by the vast
of
critical
authorities.
The
mention
of fasting is quite in
majority
accordance with the meaning ; but it is also, after the ancient Chris
of the relation.
vTjGTsia nai

cr%oAa&amp;lt;T?/re,

before

tian custom, necessarily comprised in the idea of prayer, as a length
ened exercise of prayer. The readings avvsp^eaOe and awsp^oOe are
The expression Tteipdto be regarded as mere interpretations of ^re.
SLV did rriv aKpaotav } tempt on account of incontinence, refers back
to 6ia 6s rag nopveiag, on account of fornication, in ver. 2, and the
above remarks likewise apply to it ; Paul dwells only on the nega

tive side of marriage, but without intending to deny a higher posi
In ver. 6, 40, Gvyyv^&amp;gt;\ir\ is distinguished from JVG)^ in ver.
tive one.

25, merely as connecting with the subjective opinion of the apostle,
with his good advice, the accessory notion of a concession.)
This thought, that he was far from giving objective
Vers. 7-9.

commands

in the

name

of the Lord (comp. ver. 35) on such rela-

closely explained by Paul s saying that gifts are in
In the case of unmarried
reference to this differently distributed.
lations, is

more

own account, as is further explained in
that they should remain single on account of the
impending troubles of the church ; but for him who has not the gift
of continency, it is better to enter the divinely instituted ordinance
of marriage. The apostle moreover here states the theme espe

people, he wishes (on their
ver. 26, et seq.),

cially in the

words /Uyw

6s rolg dyadic; KOL rale

^pa^, and I speak

to

unmarried and the widows which he pursues further in ver. 25,
0tvlw contains
seq., and 38, seq. (In ver. 7,
only the idea of wishing,
which Paul however himself acknowledges to be impracticable. The

the

words rrdvrag avdpuTTovg, are of course only to be referred to the
members of the church, for they alone had at that time to suf
fer persecution.
Xdpiafta has here, but nowhere else, the meaning of
a natural gift, which the mercy of God imparts, not an extraordi
nary spiritual gift. [Compare particulars in 1 Cor. xii. 4.] In Matth.
In ver. 8
xix. 12, the Lord expresses the same thought.

ayW

is

fully determined by

its

connexion with xn9 aL ^

they are per-
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The opinion that widowers were hereby re
untenable ; they are rather to be classed among the
not particularly named, because widowers are mostly
XflQais, but are
In
to marry again, but not so widows.
circumstances
compelled by
sons not yet married.

ferred to

is

ver. 9 Kvpovadai, for

6ai } is used, like

which the Greeks

also use KaieoOai

and Qkeyea-

the Latin uri, of suffering from the force of sexual

impulse.)
The apostle next turns to believers living in a state
Vers. 10, 11.
of marriage, and reminds them briefly of the Word of the Lord

(Matth.

v. 31, seq., xix.

9

;

Mark

x. 9, 12),

that

among

Christians

no divorce should take place either on the inan s side or on the wo
man s side, either from ascetic (1 Tim. iv. 3) or other reasons. He
makes no mention of adultery as a valid cause of divorce, since this
constitutes the divorce itself.
(Comp. the Comm. on Matth. v. 32,
and Tholuck s Sermon on the Mount, p. 258.) The remarkable ad
dition, iav de KOL %G)piaOq, but if also she be separated, shows the
impossibility of absolutely carrying out this principle, valid as it is
for the true Christian, even amidst the fresh spiritual life of the
The conviction is therein expressed that, in the case
early church.

of many persons belonging to the church, but not sufficiently pene
trated with its spirit, matrimonial differences would not be overcome

and that separation would ensue ; in this case Paul de
that no fresh marriage should be contracted, or still better,
that reconciliation should be effected. This last thought, ?j TGJ dvdpl
KaTakhayrJTd), shews that Paul had in his mind separations not only

by

affection,

sires

arising from ascetic motives, but from dissension, and he regards
these among the Christians of that time as by no means impossible.

But the second marriage of those persons who have been divorced ap
pears to be here absolutely forbidden, and thus the separation is here
also reduced to a mere separation from bed and board ; a sundering
of the marriage tie involved the admissibility of marrying again.
But from the more exact
(Matth.
persons

v.
is

and

limitations in the words of the

Lord

that the second marriage of divorced
not to be considered as absolutely forbidden for the dead
xix.), it follows,

members

of the visible church. This passage is to be explained from
the former, as Paul himself grounds it upon them, not those from
At all events the passage before us affords no argument
this one.
to prove that malitiosa desertio is a valid reason for divorce, for the
&quot;

let

sions

him remain
x^f&amp;gt;

forbids marrying again.
(The expres
f the wife, and dQievcu, of the husband, are care
The wife is continually dependent on the husband ;
unmarried&quot;

iG ^] vai

fully chosen.

she cannot therefore dismiss him, she can only withdraw from him ;
the husband, on the contrary, can dismiss (afyiivai) her, a milder ex

Yet comp. on ver. 13.)
pression for K(3dkhEiv.
In the peculiar circumstances, undoubtedly of
Vers. 12, 13.
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14.

frequent occurrence in the first age of the church, when a portion
still heathen, Paul does not venture to enforce the command

was

an important hint to us, in our half-heathen church
the importance attached to the
Paul rests the decision on the consent of the
prohibition of divorce.
heathen party on the side of the believing party, he presupposes
willingness from the greater love which is to animate the latter.
marriage with a heathen is to be considered binding on a believer,
so long as the heathen party separating him or herself does not
These precepts have in modern times
contract another marriage.
not to divorce

how we should moderate

relations,

;

A

acquired a

new importance

Marriages, in

missions.

in reference to the labours of religious

which one party remains heathen, are never

it is indeed a difficult question, what course should
;
be pursued, when a converted heathen has several wives. Since in
the Old Testament God permitted polygamy to the holy patriarchs,
it seems proper not to compel those who are in this position to put
away their wives and children but, on the other hand, in the case

to be dissolved

;

new marriages,

monogamy. (In ver. 12, the
are
to
be
words rolg koinolc;, to the rest,
explained from that view,
which makes the apostle resolve the married into certain classes.
of

He

strictly to introduce

of course does not speak particularly of those in whose marriage
was no interruption of harmony, for where dissension ex

state there

he commands the parties not to separate ; the rest, that is to
the
remaining class of married persons, in which one party was
say
heathen, he allows under certain circumstances to separate, but coun
isted,

sels

13,

them

to

d&amp;lt;piKvai

is

In ver.
keep fast the marriage tie wherever possible.
used of the wife, in so far as in a mixed marriage the

Christian party is considered the ruling one.)
To shew clearly the admissiblencss of such a union
Ver. 14.

between a Christian and a heathen, the apostle expresses a thought,
which especially in connexion with the following, where the children
are also called holy for the sake of their Christian parents,

must

have presented no ordinary difficulty to the ancient commentators,
with their notions respecting infant baptism. In part, therefore,
they arbitrarily understood fiyiaarai of baptism, and the conversion

by the Christian party. But in verse 16 this is only repre
sented as possible; here, on the other hand, the continuance of the
marriage union would seem to be justified by the already existing holi
effected

ness in the heathen state.

Others

who endeavour

to maintain the

claims of infant baptism, allege that Christian children are to be bap
tized, but not heathen children, because the former only can be destined
*

As the

apostle here expressly remarks, that in

what

follows he gives merely good

clear that the subsequent passage can be applied for the establishment of the
Christian law of marriage only ao far as its precepts are confirmed by the express law of
advice,

Christ.

it is
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to this privilege.

Thus we should have here indicated

the destination

of the heathen party for Christianity by union with a Christian.
This view is held by Calovius, Yitringa, and others ; nor is it un
suitable

mental

;

for it allows the
&quot;

signification,

to

word dyidfraOai to be taken

be

set apart for

in its

a purpose, to be

funda

dedicated&quot;

Comm. on John xiii. 31, 32). But the following con
trast of dttddapTa, unclean, and ayia, holy, shews, that the word rfyiaarai } points rather to the real influence of the Christian principle on
(compare the

the heathen party, than the mere destination for this. At all events,
unclean&quot;
the reference of rfyiaarat to marriage, and of the following
to bastards, is decidedly to be rejected ; for the apostles never
&quot;

denied the reality of heathen marriages ; the validity of a marriage,
and the legitimacy of the children, could not therefore have been

determined by the circumstance that one party became Chris
This idea, however, is highly important, that a relative sanctian.
tification (for the word dyid&aOat need be understood here only of a
slight infusion of the Christian principle) can be effected merely by

first

There is, to wit, in those who
contact with those who possess it.
are closely united with believers, without yet fully yielding to their
power, a certain resistance always to be conceived ; and yet the

mighty power of Christ unites itself with the better part in them,
and elevates it to a certain degree. According to this view we
may conceive, that Judaism existing among Christians for cen
of Christ,
turies, has been imperceptibly operated on by the power
the consequences of which will one day be gloriously revealed. Nor
the second half of the verse less important, treating of the sancBrat dpa (comp. v. 10)
tification of children by their parents.
(

is

presupposes the thought expressed in the following words as one
else were your children unclean ; but
&quot;for
generally recognized
:

The v^tiv,
are, as ye all know and acknowledge, holy.&quot;*)
of course, cannot refer merely to the half-heathen marriages (for

now they

what was

valid in

them must have been

still

more

so in purely

Christian marriages), nor merely to the latter, as this would not suit
the line of argument ; it refers to all children of Christians. f The

ancient Christians therefore considered these as holy, on account of
But this expression cannot possibly
their descent from Christians.
in its relation to the contrasted dnddapra be merely rendered
dear,
as some interpreters maintain ; it must rather be explained,
valued,&quot;
&quot;

after the analogy of 7/ymcmw,

&quot;

relatively sanctified by the influence
It is self-evident
influences.&quot;

of the parents, touched by nobler

* According to the passages here cited by &quot;Wetstein and Schottgen, the same view
Children who were descended from a half-Jewish marriage were
prevailed with the Jews.
The good is rightly considered stronger than evil.
treated as genuine Jews.
|

De Wette

(Stud. 1830, part

iii.

p. 669, seq.), is

refer
quite right in considering the

ence as not merely to the children of mixed marriages, nor merely to those of purely
Christian marriages the Christian principle operates strongly even in a single party.
;
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16.

not intended here to deny the sinfulness of the children, any
in the case of the sanctified heathen party, who, according to
ver. 16, has certainly yet to be converted ; but a destination for con
version, and a means of facilitating this, is unquestionably included.
This is the blessing of pious ancestors. (2 Tim. i. 5.) It is more
over clear that Paul would not have chosen this line of argument
that

it is

more than

had infant baptism been at that time practised ; but it is equally
certain that in the thought which the apostle here expresses lies the
What per
full authorization of the church to institute this rite.
tains to the children of Christians in virtue of their birth

is

affirmed

in baptism, to be really and fully imparted to them at their
confirmation or spiritual baptism. It cannot be a matter of indiffer

to

them

ence to the child in what spiritual state its parents were when he
But the child of Christian parents still always re
a
quires
personal regeneration.

was begotten.

In these verses the apostle brings forward also the
Yers. 15, 16.
other element of doubt which might arise in a mixed marriage of
case might occur in which the heathen
heathen and Christian.

A

religious grounds (for we are here only speaking of such)
did not wish to remain in the married state, or, in other words, re
quired the Christian to forsake his or her faith. In such a case the

party, on

apostle declares that the Christian party shall consent to a separa
tion from the heathen ; that the Christian party (brother or sister)
is,

in such a case, not bound (ov dedovkurai iv rolg roiovrotg).
But
called believers to peace ; it is therefore the duty of the

God has

believing party to maintain peace as long as possible,

with the heathen party

;

this very gentleness may
him or her to salvation.

and

to bear

nor can he indeed know, but that perhaps
win over the unbelieving party, and bring

Viewed

in this light, the passage appears

to be quite simple, and yet it has presented very grave difficulties
to interpreters.
Some have imagined they detected in it a second
ground for divorce, the malitiosa desertio, whilst in Matth. v. 32,
xix. 9 ; adultery is stated to be the only sufficient ground ; there
thus seemed to arise a discrepancy between our Lord s words and the

In this explanation the indefinite
not bound in such
iv rolg TOIOVTOI$ scil.
dedovkurai
(ov
rrpayjuacri*) was understood to
mean that the permission is herein conveyed for the Christian party,
not only to dismiss the heathen party, who wishes to separate, but
s.

apostle

&quot;is

cases&quot;

another.
But this is evidently not conveyed in the
Ver. 15 forms primarily only a contrast to ver. 12; the
heathen party who wishes to remain, says Paul, shall not be dis
missed ; but he who desires to go, he adds, in ver. 15, shall not be
also to

marry

words, f

*

It is of course possible that TOIQVTOIG is
masculine,

bable on account of the

but

it

does not seem to

me

pro

ev.

f Comp. the article In the Evangelische Kirclienzeitung, for March, 1829, p. 180, Beq
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That at the same time the permission to many again
detained.
was granted by the apostle, is the less probable, since in ver. 16 the
heathen party is dwelt upon.
possibility of the
True this passage does not refer primarily to the state after separa
KV $K eipi jvq KKK^KSV i]\m^ 6 Qeog, K. r. A.
evidently
tion, for the words
conversion of the

The unbeliever
contain a limitation of the preceding thought
main
but
the
remains
to the Chris
principle always
may separate,
&quot;

:

tian, that

he

must always

called to peace, and therefore a peaceful disposition
prevail, in order not to give cause on his or her side for
is

The possibility however cannot and must not be denied,
mind of the heathen party may also change after the

separation.&quot;

that the

It cannot, from this very possibility, be the apostle s
that
the Christian party is at liberty to marry again when
meaning,
the heathen has left him or her (the re-marrying of the Christian

separation.

party would always be according to Matth. v. 32, adultery); the Chris
tian is only relieved from the obligation of living with a heathen
party, and this alone is intended to be enforced by the words ov
That this passage has been understood to imply that
dedovkurai.

Paul considered the malitiosa desertio as a valid ground of divorce
to Christians, may be explained by the feeling of necessity in the
existing state of the outward church, not to limit divorces to the
single case where adultery has been actually committed. It was felt
that malicious desertion and implacable hatred might also form valid
grounds for divorce, and biblical sanction was sought for this opinion.
But we have before remarked on Matth. v. 82, that the New Testa
ment absolutely forbids divorce as well as oaths adultery forms
only an apparent exception this is not so much a ground of divorce
as the divorce itself. If nevertheless it is clear from experience that
this absolute prohibition is no blessing to the numerous heathen em
braced in the net of the kingdom of God, then we must say, that
the New Testament would not require this command to be applied
;

;

to them.

Yet, finally,

Christian states

it

is

self-evident that the legislation of

must continually

strive

to

approach the exalted

goal.

The mention of the Divine vocation, which is in the
instance only cited in reference to marriage, leads the apos
tle to its general consideration, which extends to ver. 24.
He pro
Ver. 17.

first

ceeds to observe, how in all congregations he acted on the principle,
to leave every one in the outward vocation in which he was before
these outward vocations Paul reckons marriage.
the gospel produced an immense excitement in

conversion.

Among

The mighty

spirit of

the minds of
cited in

all

;

many an

the glance at a higher world which
indifference to the outward world

it
;

opened, ex
Chris

many

tians forsook their earthly vocation, and would only live and work in
the spirit (comp. at 2 Thess. iii. 6, seq.)
Similar misunderstand-
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19.

ings probably existed in Corinth, especially among the sect of Christ,
who were inclined to a false conception of freedom, and led Paul- to

The apostle s wisdom opposed, by word and act, this
which
must have brought ruin on the church, by not
proceeding,
himself relinquishing his handicraft on assuming his apostolic voca
To this fanatical and revolutionary movement he opposed
tion.
calm discretion. He rightly conceived that the gospel does not seek
to overthrow all that is ancient in a sudden and tumultuous manner,
but brings about a change by a slow process, penetrating into all the
these remarks.

life.
(The d \ir\ is intended to render prominent again
the other side, namely that it is better for every one to remain in
the relations which God has allotted to him, and consequently also

relations of

when one party has remained heathen. Billroth
= nMjv. The course of thought may be thus
correctly explains
understood te But if the heathen party wishes to separate, let him
in marriage, even

d

\LT\

:

not be compelled to remain, his conversion is always uncertain ; only
it is a fixed general principle, that every one should remain in the
vocation which God had allotted to him.&quot; In idea Riickert s concep
but even
tion of the d \ir\ is the same ; he takes it for d 6e not p/,
&quot;

if

&quot;

not,&quot;

viz.,

if

what precedes

is

not the case/

i. e. 3

at all events.

The reading \ir\ is a mere correction, arising from the supposed dif-,
On the attraction in iicdoTu, comp. Winer s Gr.,
ficulty in d pfj.
The passage already cited, 2 Thess. iii. 6, throws light on
66. 4, seq.
rj

the words ovrug iv ralg eKK^aiatg Trdaaig diaTdaaopaij compare the ex
planation.)
Yers. 18, 19.

Paul first touches on the great difference between
Jews and heathens. The apostle is not in favour of abolishing the
outward means of recognition on entrance into the Christian church,
since in the New Testament this contrast has lost its significance.
Keeping the commands of God is here alone valid,* in which is em
braced faith in Christ and his redemption, since this also is a com
mand of God. (The abominable custom, to which the words pr)
emortdaOG) refer, namely the renewal of a foreskin in an artificial
manner, is mentioned even in 1 Mace. i. 15. According to Buxtorf
[Lex. Talrn. p. 1274] those Jews who from shame in respect to the
heathen had abolished the token of their election were called terete,
in Latin recutiti [compare Martial. Epigr. vii.
Joseph. Ant.
30].
xii. 6 also speaks of such a custom.
to
Celsus
According
[de Medic,
vii. 25] a peculiar instrument was
for
this
employed
purpose called

the imanaaTrjp.

For more particulars compare an

article in the Stud.

* The
conception of the words which Billroth proposes, seems to me erroneous.
and foreskin are nothing in themselves, they only acquire significance
when men believe that in them they keep the commands of God.&quot; But the strict Judaists,
believing circumcision to be a command of God, would then have done quite right in re
&quot;Circumcision

garding

it

as binding,

which the apostle certainly cannot have intended.
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1835, pt.

3, p.

657, seq.

In

ver. 19, in

Kvrohtiv Qeovj is to be supplied

&m n.

as

the expression dkka
is

said in

iii.

7.)

The

general principle (vers. 20-24) is then also
applied to the relation of slavery, which prevailed throughout the
whole ancient world. This is certainly opposed to the emancipating
Vers. 20-24.

spirit

of the gospel, and Paul advises also the converted slaves to
if they can obtain it (of course in a lawful and proper

seek freedom

manner), and free men in no manner to trifle away their freedom.
At the same time, if this is not possible, he exhorts them not to vex
themselves about it, since the free man is also the servant of Christ.
This conception of the passage differs from that which the Fathers
of the church have maintained since the time of Chrysostom, and in
fact at first sight the connexion seems rather to favour their explana
tion.
They supply in ver. 21, with fiaXkov XP?} 1 not ttevOepia, but
&quot;If thou art called as a
slave, care noth
dovfaia, so that the sense is
,

:

=

;
nay, although (el nai
quanquam) thou canst become free,
yet serve rather ; for the believing slave is yet free in the Lord, and
the free man a slave of Christ.&quot; The connexion appears, according
to the other and now usual explanation, not to be rendered by any

ing

means

and

so clear,

especially

el

nai (ver. 21)

and yap

(ver. 22)

ap

But the Words, p/

yiveode dovXot, dvOgGmuv, be
pear inappropriate.
come not slaves of men. (ver. 23), militate against the opinion of the
church Fathers beside which we may observe that the apostle can
;

not possibly have expressed the idea, that a slave should remain in
a state of slavery, even when he can obtain freedom. The point
therefore is, according to our view, to obtain for el nai and the fol

an appropriate reference. But this is effected in a very
) dp
natural manner, by giving to dovhog eichijOift, wert called a slave,
the proper emphasis. In the mind of the apostle, spiritual free

lowing

dom

is

included in KahelaOai

:

from this idea he proceeds

&quot;

:

But

beside spiritual, thou canst also obtain bodily freedom, do it
rather, for the slave called in the Lord is by the Lord made free

if

from all outward power, therefore it is befitting also that he should
be entirely free.&quot; With this the emphatic dnehevOepog harmonizes
well, as also the pahXov xprjoai, which last with dovkeia, supplied

With respect to the other half of ver.
assuredly very harsh.
the
words
O^OLG)^ aal 6 ehevOepos K^rjdelg dovh6$ EOTI Xpio22, namely
rov } in like manner also he who ivas called free, etc., they in the

is

place express, that no one here on earth can be otherwise than
in a state of dependence ; and they are in so far consolatory for ser

first

vants

even the freest are servants of Christ.

But

these words also

contain a warning to the free to preserve their freedom, not to become
the servants of men by dependence on human opinions for to be a
servant of Christ is itself the true freedom ; every life spent out of
to the
his service is in a measure like
(If nhfjais is referred
slavery.
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outward vocation, and sK^dr] in ver. 20 to the inward calling, the $
it should be iv $.
But if the expression, iv ry K^rjasi
surprises us
is
conceived
as
one
% KK^rjdr]
conception, e^/tr/fl?/ must be understood
of the outward vocation.
This is certainly uncommon according to
New Testament usage, but not unfitting it rather accords perfectly
with the Pauline circle of ideas, to conceive the almighty will of God
as determining the outward position of man, however apparently free
he may be to choose it. We therefore prefer this last conception to
the difficult supplying of iv. In ver. 22, comp. on the notion of true
The formula ripfe rjyopdod^re is found in
freedom, at John viii. 36.
In ver. 24 the rrapa 0eo) leads away from every human mode
vi. 20.
of conceiving relations ; the innermost condition of the soul is of
importance in the sight of God by it alone slavery or freedom is
;

sanctified.)

The following verses contain advice for the un
Under the existing difficult relations of the church, the

Vers. 25, 26.

married.

apostle, as he again assures us, considers it better that they should
not enter upon marriage. (Compare vii. 1.) At the same time he
again expressly observes, that he does not give this as a command
of the Lord (that is, in order to impose a burden upon any one),

Nevertheless he makes his opinion (as
and worthy of consideration by adding,
o)f rj^jjLevo^ vnb nvpiov marbg elvat, as having received mercy, etc.
This marbg elvai, which Paul refers, not to himself, but to the com

but as his own opinion.

in ver. 40) very striking

passion of God, cannot mean, as Billroth explains, &quot;to be a true
servant of the Lord,&quot; nor, as Augustine,
to be faithful in my voca
&quot;

It can
neither sense has any direct reference to the context.
as
Flatt
of
to
be
only mean,
belief, i. e.,
worthy
correctly remarks,
of confidence.&quot; This is properly referred to the mention of his own

tion

;&quot;

&quot;

judgment. But he was worthy of confidence, because he had the
Spirit of God, which judges correctly all circumstances, and this is
alluded to in ver. 40. But if the apostle here expresses thus gener
ally the thought, nahbv dvOpuna) rb ovr(*)$ elvcu, it is good for a man
to be thus, it is at the same time, apart from the consideration of the
persecutions, especially to be remembered, that Paul believed the
return of the Lord to be near at hand. The existing distress (iveaTWCTO. dvdyurf) is

to

him the

&quot;

birth-pangs of the

Messiah&quot;

(fr^n

Van),

with which is connected the revelation of the kingdom of God.
(Comp. on x. 11.) But as this hope subsequently receded, when he
no longer expected to be
clothed upon&quot; (2 Cor. v.), but when he
to
i. 23
2 Tim. iv. 6), his view of marriage
depart (Phil.
hoped
must also have become modified. (In ver. 25 the expression TrapOs&quot;

;

=

vof refers, as it frequently does, to both sexes, it is
ayapog.
Eiickert thinks that it refers only to virgins, but this is completely

contradicted

by the

dedeocu

ywaiici (ver. 27).

In

ver. 26,

the on
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a mere resumption of rovro naXov to strengthen the thought.
Kvearwc comp. at iii. 22, and Rom. viii. 38.
Awyr/; refers not
merely to the persecutions, but also to the great events in nature ex
pected at the last day [compare on Matth. xxiv. 20, 21, 29], in short

On

to the afflictions of the last period of time in their widest compass.)
In the clearest manner Paul guards against
Vers. 27, 28.

being
misunderstood to represent marriage as a sin (which was probably
taught in Corinth); but he openly declares that the unmarried
would at that time lead an easier life, and his advice may accord
ingly be considered as intended to save them from trouble. (In verse
27 Mkvoai must not be referred to the death of the wife it merely
means to be unmarried.&quot; In verse 28, the addition of ry oapid
transfers the whole consequences of marriage to a lower sphere
it
;

&quot;

;

prepares the

no

way

for

want, anxiety, care in outward respects, but

afflictions in tiie spirit.)

The apostle enforces this good advice in the fol
a
by detailed description of the state of mind which
The heart must not be wholly
the character of the times required.
or
to
affection
it must rather al
any earthly possession
given up
and
to
God
the
imperishable world, and a love of the
ways belong
future state. Without doubt Paul wrote these words in expectation
Vers. 29-31.

lowing verses

:

of a near and approaching transformation of the fashion of this
world, and the introduction of the alwv pehkuv with the kingdom of

however, this hope is not realized, the import of these
by no means destroyed. (Compare the remarks on Matth.
The whole development of the church on earth is such as
xxiv. 1.)
to demand a continual expectation of the coming of Christ, and
such a state of mind in believers as is here described. The period

God.
words

If,

is

of expectation is only extended
but its character is not altered.

by the mercy of God

(2 Pet. iii. 9),
(In ver. 29 the explanation of the

o KaLQog K. r. A., is not without difficulty.
With respect first
to the punctuation, the division after avvearatyevos, when cari must
be supplied, is not suitable, because, according to this, TO AOJTTOV,
which must then be taken adverbially, becomes somewhat laboured.

words

objection applies to the division which Lachmann pro
eori before TO AOATTOV, besides which this transposition
poses, placing
has not critically sufficient authority. The thought only becomes
concise by placing the point, as Griesbach and others do, after eari,

The same

TO koi-xov as subject, in the sense
the rest [of this
worldly cycle] is the severe, heavy time.&quot; The article before Kaipos,
thus acquires its full force, whilst it points to the great period of
&quot;

and taking

Then, with
suffering before the Parousia known to all Christians.
v. 6, in
Acts
word
we
had
the
avorekkG),
respect to the explanation,
in
taken
be
to
Here
it
is
out
a
to
the signification
lay
corpse.&quot;
The
of
to
contract.&quot;
the
the
participle,
word,
meaning
&quot;

&quot;

simplest
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But the mean

&quot;

therefore,

might

duration.&quot;

appropriate. There
anxious, heavy,&quot;
no well-authenticated passage to justify the use of avvearaX^evo^

must be considered more

ing,
is

short, of brief

signify,

&quot;

the contrary, in the classics, OVOTO^TI means di
of the heart.&quot;
contraction
[Cic. Queest. Tusc. i.
anxiety,
rectly
37 ; Lsel. c. 13.] In the same sense ovoTekheaOai occurs in Ps. Ixxii.

On

&quot;

for

short.&quot;
&quot;

The Iva is to be
13, according to the translation of Symmachus.
understood reXtK&s this distress has the purpose, according to the
intention of God, of freeing the soul from dependence on perishable
:

^

K%OVTE$ ywalKag, as not having wives, are
things. -The words &g
of course merely to be understood spiritually, keeping the spirit so
free in its love to the creature as not to be impeded by this in the
its relation to the kingdom of God.
but
sorrow
likewise is not to have domin
joy merely,
ion over the servant of God
in God s power he rules over all.
Karexovreg is emphatic, as in a subsequent passage /cara^pG^e-

fulfilment of the highest duty,

Ver. 30.

Not

;

VOL

:

the Kara

is

meant

to indicate the false direction of the spirit,

In ver.
yielding itself up altogether.
the world itself does not perish at the
God, but only its form. Not until
new heaven and the new earth.

31 ^jfia is fades externa ;
dawning of the kingdom of
after the kingdom of God follows

the

in the world

is

the sinful

;

compare

1

What perishes
[Rev. xxi. 1.]
Lachmann
ii. 8 and 17.

John

very appropriately connects with the preceding the 0tvU) de K. r. A.,
You would
the construction being made by the suppressed thought,
therefore prepare for yourselves much distress if you should give
&quot;

yourselves up to the perishable things of this world.&quot;)
Vers. 32-34.
The following words are so strong, as in fact to in
cline one to the belief that the apostle gives an objective preference
to celibacy, as the

Eomish church maintains.*

But on

this very

account, that the words are so strongly expressed, the defenders of
If the words
celibacy are themselves obliged to limit their meaning.
&quot;

he that marrieth careth

please his

wife,&quot;

how he shall
no sacrament ;

for the things of the world,

refer to marriage, in itself, it could be

would directly destroy the possibility of a life devoted to God. The
passage can therefore only be understood to mean that the apostle is
describing the ordinary state of things, from the influence of which
even the believer is frequently not exempt ; but by no means that a

it

picture of marriage, or certainly of Christian marriage, is here given.
In ver. 32 \izpi\Lvav is used in a good sense to manage zealously, to
Sender thinks falsely here only of deacons, as if
care for.&quot;
the
&quot;

&quot;

The general
things of the Lord&quot; were an allusion to their office.
tenor of the command plainly contradicts this view.
There are va
rious different readings
*

and punctuations of

ver. 34,

which are prob-

Compare the clever treatise by Papst on the theory of marriage, in the Journal for
Philosophy and Catholic Theology, in the fifteenth and earlier numbers. Cologne, 1835.
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ably only occasioned by ^efiKpiorai.. This word might be connected with
the preceding one with the addition of KCU, so that the sense would
that is, serves two masters, God and the
and is divided
be
be
it
referred to the following, with the meaning,
or
world ;
might
This last usual
there is a difference between a wife and a virgin.&quot;
of
the
deserve
the
Lachmann,
conception
passage may
preference.
&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

however, decides for the first, and reads, KOL
aya[io$, instead of the usual reading

?)

r\

yvvrj

77

jvvr\ HOI

aya/^o^ not
T\

r)

na

Paul again declares that his intention is not to lay
law, but only to impart profitable advice, for their more
On account of the
easy devotion to the Lord, and for decorum.
following dcf^fjtovelVy rb evo^wv can be understood only in the sense
Yer. 35.

down any

of befitting, honestas.

The

inlionestum.

But

difficulty

this

appears to stigmatize marriage as

might be avoided, by referring rovro

not merely to the last-mentioned object, but to the contents of the
whole chapter then rb evG%7][j,ov would refer to an honourable mar
riage, which was spoken of in the beginning of the chapter, in con
;

trast with fornication.
But in the first place ravra would in this
case have been used, because more than one object is treated of ;
again, the expression evirdpedpov- ro5 KVQIG) refers too decidedly to what

has been just said ; and lastly, there is no conclusion the question
must therefore
concerning married persons is still continued.
say, that, to be unwedded is not in itself an evaxT^ov, any more than
to be married is in itself an ao%^ov, but only in so far as under the

We

peculiar existing circumstances, the service of the Lord required
Billroth understands Ppo^o^ to mean a snare, but with this
7T/3a/U,ev does not accord.
snare, moreover, would imply some

this.

A

fc

whereas everything here

is open ; it alludes
thing secret,
only to
It
is
difficult.
therefore
better
conceived
as
something
vyof, a
of
Instead
the
reads
text.
rec.
but
evndpedpov
evrrpooedpov
yoke.

the former reading, which
of the Codd. in its favour.

employed

as substantive,

It denotes

Lachmann

=

also adopts, has the authority

and hence

it is

&quot;

construed with the dative.

attachment, fast adherence.&quot;
strengthens the idea of the ev. It means,

away by any

relation.&quot;

form of the adjective

It is the neuter

The form

is

The

dTTepioirdar^ only

without being drawn
only found here in the New
&quot;

Testament.
Vers. 36-38.

The

reader will thus far have understood the

apostle s representation as relating in the question of marriage to the
decision of the persons themselves interested ; but Paul, at the con

clusion of the enquiry, speaks of the father as deciding the marriage of
are not, perhaps, to understand the apostle as citing
his daughter.

We

by way of example, merely one form in which a marriage is brought
about or prevented ; but, after the ancient mode of conception, he
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considers the question of marriage as entirely placed in the hands
must confess that this
of the father, or of his representative.
state is a subordinate one,, and the free self-decision of the betrothed

We

by the parents, although rightly subjected to
certain conditions, appears to be more befitting a mature age ; but
neither in his wisdom, does Paul convert the form, which was adapted

parties, recognized

to the relations of that period, into a rule for all ages.
(In ver. 36,
an
active
to
be
taken
in
sense
is
he
who
thinks
that
aoMiiovtiv
;
&quot;

he behaveth uncomely towards his daughter.&quot; The thought is to
be explained from the point of view of the Jewish Christians, who
regarded childlessness as the greatest earthly misfortune and the
Ver. 37. Comp. on ZdQalog 1 Cor. xv.
greatest disgrace to the wife.
58
The apostle refers to the steadfast conviction, that
Col. i. 23.
it is better to remain unmarried.
^laKQivopevog, Rom. xiv. 23, forms
the contrast. In the words JM) fyuv dvdjnr]v K. r. A., there appears
to be an intimation that the father may also be in a certain measure
bound by the will of the daughter. Still outward circumstances
The view entertained gene
are undoubtedly primarily referred to.
;

rally

by the

ancients, as

still

at the present day in the East, recog
this first resulted from the
;

nized no independence of the wife

Christian-Germanic civilization. In ver. 38, we need not suppose,
with Billroth, that Paul intended first to oppose to the expression
6 enyaiiifav Kak&$ rcoiel merely KCU 6 pr) knya^i^v^ but then corrected
The principle expressed here lay in the whole connexion
himself.
But Kptiaaov iroiel can only be referred to peculiar relations of the
time or certain persons. For ya^lfa we find in Mark xii. 25, the
form yafjLiOKUj as also in Luke xx. 34, eKyapiaKu stands for ^cya^o),
which again occurs in Matth. xxiv. 38 ; Luke xvii. 27.)
In the last place, touching the second marriage
Vers. 39, 40.
of the

woman,* Paul remarks, that

have no scruple
%iv, and

;

The

unmarried.

I

in marrying a

&quot;believer she need
she
had
better remain
opinion,
addition of the words 8on& 6e /cayw Trvev^a Qeov

but in the apostle

s

to the expression
according to my
a contrast to those who, as it were,
judgment,&quot; plainly indicates
appropriated to themselves the Spirit, which naturally calls to mind

think also,

&quot;

etc.,

the party of Christ.
Since, however, the observation stands at the
conclusion of the whole discussion, its allusion cannot be restricted

must be extended to the entire subject. In
later times, moreover, a certain odium was attached in the church
to a second marriage, traces of which occur as early as in 1 Tim. iiL
to the last remark, but

* There seems to be no doubt entertained
respecting the second marriage of the man,,
probably because in the case of widowers a new marriage was generally of pressing IHK
portance, on account of the motherless children therefore the question here is only
;

touching the woman.

man (2 Cor. vi.
VOL. IV. 19

to the

The povov
14, 15).

fa Kvpiu, moreover,

must be regarded

as referring also
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2, v.

1.

Ministers of religion, therefore, could not be
Binghami Origg. vol. ii. p. 153.) From the last-mentioned

9.

(Comp.

work, indeed

(vol. vi. p.

423),

we

see that, under certain circum

stances, digami were excluded from the communion-table.
wholo passage has a detailed parallel in Horn. vii. 1, seq.
this passage, also, in

some Codd. vo^

is

added

to dederat.

(The

From

Billroth,

following Calvin, is of opinion, that by ev Kvptu more is intended
than that the widow should merely marry a believer, namely, that
she should

Christian

make her choice and enter upon
But as w QXei precedes,
spirit.

the marriage in a truly
iv Kvplu

can only refer

It is self-evident, however, that,
primarily to the person marrying.
if faith be required in the person chosen, there must also be faith in

the person choosing, for only faith recognizes faith. In ver. 40
lianapiuTepa cannot refer to eternal blessedness, but to the expe
[ver. 35] of this life, in that the unmarried woman will be
better off in the Kaipbg cvitaratyKvog [ver. 29] than the married

diency

woman.)

8.

CHIUSTIAN LIBERTY.
(viii.

1

xi. 1.)

In this large section the apostle treats of the use of meats offered
in sacrifice, participation in idolatrous festivities, and especially of
It appears that
Christian liberty and the manner of its exercise. *
several

members

of the Corinthian church had proceeded to such

lengths as not only to eat meat which had been offered in sacrifice
to idols, but actually to take part in some sacrificial festivities held
It is possible that some of
in the heathen temple itself (viii. 10).
the immediate followers of Paul, or of Apollcs, had fallen into this
extreme, but it appears especially to have been the sect of Christ,

whose Gnostic pride of knowledge (viii. 1-3), leading them to sup
pose themselves elevated above all sin, rendered them thus perfectly
It was doubtless the Judaising
regardless of the weaker brethren.
followers of Peter, who received from such proceedings the greatest
and certainly just offence. The apostle having first, in viii. 1-13,
treated in general of the use of meats that had been offered in sacri
fice to idols, and directed attention to the offence likely to arise to
the weaker brother by the exercise of false liberty therein, proceeds
to shew., in his own example, how the Christian must, for the sake
of his brother, employ with the utmost self-restraint, the liberty

permitted him, and then shews (x. 1-13) from the sacred writings
of the Old Testament, how severely God punishes the abuse of lib* The
passage Kom, xiv. 15 bears so close an affinity to the one before us, that we
beg that its exposition may be compared with the present.
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He

then returns to the Christian s relation to heathen festi
vals, declaring that the believer cannot celebrate alike heathen and
Christian sacrifice.
But to avoid introducing into the church the
narrow scruples of Judaism, he permits the use of meats offered to
erty.

idols, if

purchased in the market, and likewise sanctions the partici

pation in repasts given by the heathen in their own dwellings, and
the free use of all meats served up on such occasions, provided it

was not expressly declared that such had formed part of an

idol

The apostle thus adjusts the claims of the
sacrifice (x. 14
xi. 1).
freer and the stricter parties with the utmost impartiality and wisdom.
evidently resumed in verse 4, so that the
It is better to
intervening passage maybe considered parenthetical.
on
the
words
as
at
the
navre^ yv&oiv
regard
parenthesis
commencing
we
of
because
all
have
instead
77
exopevj
yvwcr^, as many
&quot;knowledge,
Vers. 1-3.

Verse 1

is

others suppose. The words with which the apostle opens his discussion,
and which are fully adduced in ver. 4; evidently convey an impression
that they refer to the declarations of the Corinthians ; there is thus
o i6afiev } we know, a recognition of their correctness,
The words may be
also a slight reproof of their presumption.
understood somewhat thus: &quot;we know as well as you/ etc., and

contained in the

but

with this the context,

&quot;

because

we

all

have knowledge/

is

in exact

It is impossible that this ndvreg can be understood to
to many or several individuals, or as Billroth thinks, only to

accordance.

apply
one party,

viz.,

that indicated by the passage in connexion

;

it

must

To

this exposition the words
of ver. 7, a/A OVK iv Traaiv i] yvwcr^, but not in all is the knowledge,
are but apparently opposed ; for a certain definite knowledge is

include rather all Christians as such.

here knowl
of, for which reason the article is used, but
edge in general, and therefore the words of ver. 1 must express this
for all men have a certain degree of knowledge,&quot;* particu
idea,
larly every Christian must certainly know that there is only one
there spoken
&quot;

its having been laid down as a fundamental doctrine
Old Testament. In order to repress immediately in advance
the over estimation of knowledge (JV&OK;) with which the sect of
Christ were chargeable, the apostle contrasts it with love, upon
which the 13th chapter affords a copious commentary. Self-denying
love has nothing dazzling to allure its followers, for which reason
also the Corinthians who inclined to the more external elements
even of spiritual matters, had not devoted themselves to it as
to knowledge and other gifts of the
Spirit ; nevertheless love is the
The in
loftiest, the most purely Divine element in man s nature.

true God, from
in the

quiry into the nature of the yv&aig we defer to xii. 8 ; here it is suf
remark, that when separated and distinct from love, as

ficient to

* In
Bengel
cedens.

s

Gnomon

it

is

correctly stated

:

non addit articulum, non nimium con-
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here conceived, it indicates the too exclusive direction of the reflect
ive faculties towards Divine things, while love is characterized
the inclination of the will. (On the psychologically remarkable

&quot;by

phenomenon of the separation of elements essentially united, cornp.
Comm. on xiii. 1, and seq.) While, then, knowledge is selfish,
it pufTeth up, but love expands towards its neighbour, and forms
him after its essential nature.* We here of course assume that the
the

is a right knowledge ; even then it benefits neither the
But the wisdom
individual nor the mass unless attended by love.
that is unaccompanied by love ia often only apparent, attained by
false paths, through speculations, the motive for which is conceit

knowledge

then it is of course in a heightened degree pernicious ;
;
the
on
but love,
contrary, is from its very nature ever accompanied
a
knowledge, often undeveloped, it is true, but nevertheless
by
genuine, substantial ; knowledge may exist without love, but the
The expression dotcel
latter never entirely without the former.
ddivai n, thinketh he knoweth something, sufficiently indicates wis
dom which is only imaginary ; the purport of the form ovdev eyvuKe
or curiosity

naQuc; del yv&vai, Jcnoweth

nothing as he ought

The vanity

to

know, however,

is

might be thereby signi
fied, but in this case the sentence appears somewhat tautological. It
is better to refer the words to the erroneous means by which the ap
parent wisdom is attained, and with this accords the antithesis

rather uncertain.

of knowledge

ovrcjg ZyvuGTcti, vrf avrov, is thus

known by him,

as

it

intimates the

way to obtain true Divine knowledge. God is an unapproachable
no created spirit can, by its own power, penetrate into him,
light
or become possessed of his mysteries ; every attempt of the kind
:

But God can certainly manifest
gives but an apparent knowledge.
himself in the soul that longs after true wisdom, and in this passive
The knowledge of God therefore pre
state create the true yv&aig.
known
of
the
him, as Bengel observes in the Gno
being
supposes
cognitio activa presupposes a cognitio passiva ; the soul
not impregnated with life from above, until God has drawn nigh.
It cannot be doubted that, in expressing the relation of the soul to
God, the image of a bride passed through the apostle s mind, so
that the yiv&att&iv
anj is significant both of knowledge and union.
this
is
of
Billroth
opinion in the passages xiii. 12, and Gal. iv. 9,

mon, the
is

=

this construction.
Other expositions
of the passage, as that defended after previous interpreters by Usteri,
and according to which eyvwarai signifies he is lovingly acknowl
edged by God, accepted as a child of God,&quot; are sanctioned neither

which likewise correctly bear

&quot;

by the use of language nor by the connexion. Beza, Heidenreich,
to be instructed/ but this
Pott, and Flatt explain yivuGKeaBai
&quot;

*
Ucent,

Bengel

amor

ia

worthy of notice with respect
non omnia adificant.

addit, sed

to x. 23

;

scientia tantum dicit,

omnia mihi
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cannot be philologically proved. (In ver. 2 the reading
instead of eldivai originated only in the idea that it was necessary
Lachmann
to have a word in the text corresponding with yv&ai$.
reads for
The
same
scholar
received
fyvuKsvai.
has, however,
ovdeTTG)

ovdev eyvune only ovncj Zyvw,

It

is ;

nevertheless, difficult to

perceive how, out of this simple reading, and sustained indeed by
A.B.D.E., should have arisen the usual reading, to which Griesbach
justly gives the preference.)
After this parenthesis the thread of the discourse
Yers. 4-6.

is

resumed from ver. 1, and the former and more general -rrept r&v
dduXoBvruv is more exactly defined by the nepi r^ Ppuoeug. As a
universal truth

it is first

consciousness that there

stated as a universal sentiment of Christian
is

no eMwAov in the world, no other god but

But it is striking
(See Jerem. ii. 11 ; 1 Sam. xii. 21, snh a.)
that this sentence appears to be nullified by what follows, by the
etTrep dai XeyopevQi, Qeoi, if there are that are called gods, and tiairep

one.

many gods, with which the expressive
Paul cannot
but to us one God, is connected.
one
exists
there
intend
believers
to
that
for
God, but for
surely
say
unbelievers many, when he had just before declared that there is
elal Qeoi Tro/lAo/,

dW ruuv

as there are

el$ Qeog,

Add to this that in x. 20, the sacrificial festi
idol in the world.
vals are represented as establishing a fellowship with demons, and
no

this also plainly

no means a

shews that in the apostle s opinion idols were by
It has been attempted to remove this diffi

nullity.
&quot;

culty by taking

there are that are called

gods&quot;

as

=

to

&quot;

are said

an explanation entirely ungrammatical.
For even
god,&quot;
these
words
of
the
this
tionep elai
granting
susceptible
meaning, yet
in which Paul, with reference to such passages as Ps. cxxxvi. 2, 3,
to

be

acknowledges the truth that there are many gods and many lords,
is decidedly opposed to it.
The heyo^evoi certainly signifies that
in heaven and on earth&quot; which
they fire falsely so called, and the
&quot;

refers to the higher and inferior orders of mythological deities
(viz.,
the celestial deities and their representative stars, likewise the

strong ones of the earth, deified heroes, and kings), form an antith
with the rd irdvra (ver. 6)
but their reality is not questioned ;

esis

;

no real gods, i. e., not uncreated, everlasting,
self-existent beings ; they are created powers, creatures of the only

they are,

it

is

true,

God whom Christians honour, who created all things, includ
the
ing
gods and lords themselves mentioned, but they are assur
Billroth s interpretation of the passage cannot,
edly not a nullity.
therefore, be deemed perfectly satisfactory ; for although he cor
true

heathen gods in the
on x. 20), he does not solve the appa
rent contradiction between
no idol in the world,&quot; and there are
the
what do I then
gods many,&quot;
difficulty being increased by the
rectly acknowledges that the apostle views the

light of

demons

(see further,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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on ddukov ri earl ;)
(ri ovv
say ? that an idol is anything
But this contradiction is perfectly removed, if we
of ch. x. 19.
eMw/lov and Qe6$ or Kvpiog*
The
strictly distinguish between
former expression indicates the creations of fancy, as devised by the
?&quot;

&amp;lt;fa(u

;

Such definitely
mythographers, and propagated among the people.
characterized beings as Jupiter, Mars, Venus, under recognized
forms, and with certain attributes, were really not to be found in

rerum natura, but only in the human imagination, from whence
the representation was transferred to stone, brass, or wood. At the
foundation of these creations were real potencies, powers which
excited the senses,f and were prejudicial to the development of a
nobler life in man.
This is signified by the apostle in the passage
as there are gods many.&quot;
Paul thus fully expresses both
&quot;just
sides of this important position, it being necessary to confute the
reality of the mythological beings in order to set free the heathen

from their old ideas

and yet no

;

important to prove that in

less

idol worship real powers of sin were active, in order to combat a
false indifference regarding it.
Ver. 6 demands a closer investiga

and Billroth having already correctly discerned in it
the element of the doctrine of the Trinity. It is evident that the
one God, the Father,&quot; and
one Lord Jesus Christ&quot; (dg Qebg d

tion, Usteri

&quot;

&quot;

narripj elg

KVQIO&amp;lt;;

mentioned
not

KTrl

&quot;

y?7f).

l^aovg XpiaTos), form a parallel with the before-

many gods&quot; (Qeol rroAAo/, nvpioi 7roA,Ao, Qeolg &v ovpavti
The heathen possessed but vague notions of the Di

vine Being and dominion, which is only realised in absolute perfec
tion in God and Christ, whom the Father hath placed as Lord over
all

The

prerogative to create.

that which

The

(1 Cor. xv. 25.)

things.

God hath also alone the
powers may perhaps change

true

inferior

created, but can produce nothing save in the power
force of the prepositions tf, did, dg, in such a con
nexion has already been considered at Rom. xi. 36. The Father is
is

The

of God.

here represented as the origin and end of all things ; elg indicates
the operation of the Holy Spirit, who reconducts all to its source.
It might indeed surprise us that here the language is
we are to
&quot;

while in

him,&quot;

ence

is

Eom.

only apparent

xi.
;.

36,

we have

for, if

&quot;

all

but the differ
things
destined to receive into
;&quot;

the church

is

* Nitzsch
(Stud. Jahrg. 1828, Part iv.note) endeavours to reconcile the apparent con
by saying
expected helpers, and U^IKOKOI, they are nothing;&quot; but to the
help expected from idols there is positively no allusion.
tradiction

&quot;as

f Notwithstanding the abundant declarations in the Old Testament that idols are
Jerem. ii. 11, 26, seq., x. 8, seq.), passages are
(Is. xl. 19, xli. 6, xliv. 6, xlvi. 6
nevertheless to be found acknowledging their reality.
See especially the remarkable

nothing

;

iv. 19, where it says, God has
assigned all nations to certain stars as to
leading potencies and also Deut. xxxii. 8, according to the LXX. In the New Testa
ment the apostle s thought is best expressed in Acts xvii. 29, OVK utyettojuev vo/ui&w XP vaV

passage Deut.

;

fj

it

dpyvp(f)

will

&amp;gt;y

^,i6(f} x.Cipu.yu.a.Ti

rixvris Kai ivOvftrjoeuf dvdpunov, TO 6elov elvat duoiov, which,

be perceived, by no means

affirms that the Oelov is nothing.
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herself all men, and a restorative influence, proceeding from her
reacts even on the lower creation (see on Kom. viii. 19, seq.), then
At the close of the verse, in describing
all things.&quot;
believers are
&quot;

the agency of the Son, after the
through whom are all things&quot;
ov rd Trdvra) is still specially added &quot;and we through him&quot; (ical
&quot;

(&amp;lt;V

rjfielg

It will he readily

6C avrov).

comprehended that transcribers

might imagine dC avrov

But

in the Trdvra.

words, for the

preferable, since the rjpelg is already implied
this originates in pure misconception of the

di

ov

TO,

Trdvra refers especially to the creation (see

on

John 3), but not rjpeis 61 avrov to the new birth which is conceived
as a second creation.
Some later Codices also here make mention
i.

of the Holy Spirit and his attributes.
But though the apostle
doubtless
have
here
the third person, yet as
mentioned
also
might
we may more easily suppose the passage supplying the apparent

omissions to have been inserted than to have fallen out, the shorter
reading must be viewed as the original one.
Ver. 7.
This definite perception, however (see on ver. 1), how
form and power stand related in idol-worship, had not yet dawned
upon all the individuals composing the then existing church (which
seems to intimate that, under progressive development, this recogni
tion should become universal); for this reason the weaker brethren

were to be considered, because, upon the principle that &quot;whatsoever is
not of faith is
they would pollute their conscience by a proceed
which
another
might pursue without detriment. (See on Rom.
ing
xiv. 23.) Very good Codices read ovvrjOeia for ovvei6riaei, and I might,
with Lachmann, prefer this reading, since the use of the same word
in two significations in one sentence always presents a difficulty, if
precisely this did not render it probable that the avveidrjaig once ex
pressed had been changed into a word apparently more suitable.
Vers. 8, 9. -As then eating, or abstaining from so doing, can pos
sess no meaning as regards spiritual life, or in relation to the Al
mighty, the exercise of Christian liberty in such things must be
connected with consideration towards the weak. (In ver. 8 it would
be very easy to substitute the more usual avviorrjai for irapiarrioi,, but
for that very reason the latter is preferable. Lachmann has accepted
sin,&quot;

}

the reading

&quot;

TTapaorrjast,.

present some person,
of recommendation.

e. #.,

I
rtvd rivi signifies properly,
to a prince,&quot; including of course the idea

Haoiarrjfj,i

The

context shews that

rcepioaeveiv, like vare-

only to spiritual objects, to grow or to decline in the new
life.
Probably these words have reference to declarations of the
Corinthians intimating the wish to defend their liberty. In ver. 9
peiv, refers

Lachmann has
jLVj

dadevovpreferred AoQeveaiv to the general reading
is
chosen because it occurs in

but the adjective form

probably

ver. 10.

Vers. 10, 11.

Paul intentionally

selects a very conspicuous

abuse
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13.

of Christian freedom, viz., participation in sacrificial festivals in the
temple itself, in order to exhibit the evil consequences of such
cases must have really taken place, other
proceedings ; and such
wise the argument would lose its force. And if in this passage it
might seem that Paul did not reprove such participation in it
on account of the consequences in regard to the weak,
self, but only

be seen in

it will

in

itself

that he declares such participation
(In ver. 10, elduXelov is a sanctuary which
of its deity, in contradistinction to lesser sanctu
x. 14, seq.,

unlawful.

contains an image

without images, or simply sacred enclosures. To individual
forms Ba^eZov, Zeparrelov are also applied. The use of
this passage has, as Wetstein and Semler have already
in
olKodofielv
aries

deities the

The conscience of the weak
correctly stated, something ironical.
built up, as it were, not through the power of the Holy Spirit,
but by human means, through respect for personalities ; for in the
is

apposition &quot;who hast knowledge&quot; lies the intimation that the weak
Christian brother, acknowledging the brother who claims liberty as

more advanced than himself, is thereby misled to imitating what he
In ver 11 Lachmann reads dTrokkvrai v for drrokeirai em; but
does.
the future is more appropriate, signifying that not one isolated deed,
such as related, occasions the loss of salvation, though it may ulti
mately be its consequence if the weak brother by perseverance in
such conduct gradually loses his foundation of faith. [Compare the
Properly speaking, it is not knowl
parallel passage Kom. xiv. 15.]
edge itself which exercises an injurious effect upon the brother, but
the wrong use of it but Paul chose the more energetic expression
in order to draw the Corinthians from their over-estimation of
See Winer s Gr.
48, c. concerning the km used
worldly wisdom.
;

The phrase & bv Xpiarbg d~0ave } for whom Christ died, ex
here.
presses the value which even the weakest soul possesses in the sight
Aia seldom stands as found here ; vnep or dvri is more gen
of God.
eral.

See on Matth. xx. 28

;

Rom.

v. 15.)

Under such circumstances it is plainly the duty of
Vers. 12, 13.
those in a higher position to act with reference to the weaker brethren
in order to avoid offence ; and in placing limits to their freedom it
is

better that they restrain too

much than

too

little.

This idea

is

also expressed by Paul in Kom. xiv. 21.
(In ver. 12 TVTrre.iv implies
Sins against the brethren are sins against Christ him
to wound.&quot;
The ov p] tydyb)
self, because they are his members.
[See vi. 15.]
&quot;

rbv ai&va,

I

will not cat, etc., of ver. 13, is an intentional
hyperbolical expression for the highest degree of self-denial in such
for life,&quot; although
things. It ought not therefore to be rendered by

Kpa

ei$

&quot;

from the nature of the case, it can mean nothing more. That there
were in Corinth, as in Rome [see on Rom. xiv. 1], persons who
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flesh in general as sin, is not in the slightest

degree intimated.)

In order to present clearly to the Corinthians a
freedom lawful in itself, from Christian love, the apos
tle offers himself and his procedure as a pattern and example.
must nevertheless confess that if this alone had been Paul s intention,
have been considerably curtailed, and next
first, the passage might
the subject would have continued uninterruptedly (viii. 1) from this
point, instead of having much that was irrelevant interwoven with
This can only be explained by the fact that Paul, without let
it.
ting fall the principal theme to which he returns in x. 14, takes oc
casion in describing his procedure as an example for all (xi. 1) to
defend himself on those points which had been made objects of attack
by the adverse parties in Corinth. The apostle seems to have started
from this point that the liberal party of Christ asserted as a duty
their exemption from law.
In this view they might have affirmed
that meat offered to idols* must be eaten, perhaps even in the tem
ple, in order to prove the nothingness of the idols. To this extreme
the apostle opposes the true liberty which upon necessary occasions
can refrain from the use of what in itself is permitted. This liberty
Paul claims for himself, and defends at the same time his apostolic
dignity, which the antagonist party appear to have attacked, upon
the ground that he had not dared to lay claim, as the other apostles
had done, to a subsistence from the church. But as it is more likely
that such imputations and suspicions circulated secretly than that
they were openly spoken, the apostle justifies himself only in an in
direct manner. At the time the second epistle was written his oppo
nents had proceeded to far greater lengths, and for this reason Paul
opposes them in it without disguise. (2 Cor. x.)
Ver. 1.
The received reading which places first OVK elfu aTroarohog
could originate only in the view that Paul was passing to something
Chap.

ix. 1.

self-denial of

We

The sentence OVK elfu ekevdepog, which connects
immediately with the preceding subject, comes first in order, as
Griesbach and also Lachmann have acknowledged. The meaning of
the words would then be this,
Or should I, who observe such selfThe glance at his opponents, who
denying conduct, not be free
might have made such an observation, brings immediately to his
mind the chief idea,
I not a real apostle ? have I not seen the
entirely different.

itself

&quot;

?&quot;

&quot;

Am

and, in order to apply directly the refutation, he adds what
his enemies themselves could not deny,
Are ye not as it were

Lord

?&quot;

&quot;

work

in the

Corinth

?&quot;

sentations

Lord

?

my

have I not likewise founded the church in

It will be seen that by means of these
questions the repre
had already acquired a more general direction, which Paul

could prosecute at his pleasure, leaving him likewise at liberty to re
turn when he would, to the subject upon which he had already treated,
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As

the use of meat which had been offered to idols.

to

&quot;

his

having

seen Jesus Christ/ Neander and Billroth have long since made it
clear that he can be speaking neither of an acquaintance with Christ
during his earthly sojourn, nor of a mere knowledge of his doctrine,

nor of any other appearances of Christ, but only of the decisive
event which took place at Damascus (Acts ix. 1 ; 1 Cor. xv. 8); for
this fact alone stands in that direct connexion with the apostolic
dignity of Paul to which this sentence seems to direct attention.
But it is highly probable that these words arose from the accusation

of the Corinthian antagonists that Paul was no real apostle, he had
In the mouth of his adversaries this
certainly not seen the Lord.

would mean

to be sure that he had not sojourned three years with
Christ as the Twelve had, and this Paul could not affirm respecting
himself, even though he might (see on 2 Cor. v. 16) have seen Jesus
but his vision of the glorified Redeemer and his
again and again
;

mighty influence upon him,
In

richly

for this deficiency.

compensated

Divine power through
which he had laid the foundation of the Corinthian church, he names
the Corinthians themselves a seal, a solemn confirmation of his apos
Vers.

2, 3.

full consciousness of fhe

tolic office, nay, his written

a/Uo/f

K. r. A.

of ver. 2

such to others,

On

am

is to

defence against

be

no apostle unto others,

opponents.
(The d
If I am not esteemed

all
&quot;

&quot;understood,

I

am

surely so to

you.&quot;

For aQpayi?, see Bom. iv. 11. In
Gr.,
55, 2.
ver. 3, dnokoyia as well. as dvaicpiveiv are borrowed from the language
el

ov see

Winer s

of the law.)
Vers. 4-6.

The apostle now adduces three points in which he
exhibits the freedom which belongs to him, and the wise use of which
he is about to portray ; first in the use of meats, next in reference to
marriage, and lastly, in reference to his acceptance or non-acceptance
It is precisely on the latter point that
of support from the church.
he enlarges most amply, because, as has been already stated, the ad

employed it in order to represent Paul as uncertain with
ical
reference to his apostolic prerogative.
The
to eat
melv,
and drink&quot; refers at all events back to chap, viii., so that the sense
Have I not surely also the freedom which ye claim for your
is,
versaries

&quot;

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ayelv

&quot;

selves
&quot;Am

?&quot;

at the

same time the contrary idea

I not also at liberty not to eat, if I will

is

also conveyed in

?&quot;

it,

Billroth, however,

justly remarks, that the general expression extends much further,
and refers not merely to the before-mentioned discussion concerning

meats
food.

offered to idols, but generally to the Jewish laws relating to
See ix. 20. But what gave occasion to the apostle to men

tion marriage ?

The remonstrance

is

surely not without occasion,

Paul quotes the example of the apostles. As Cephas is particu
the Lord, in
larly named, and mention is made of the brethren of
to be furoccasion
we
of
the
James
course,
might suppose
cluding

for
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The Judaising Christians L. J, as
nished by the followers of Peter.
is shewn by the Clementine homilies, and Epiphanius account of
the Ebionites (see JSTeander, vol. i. p. 309), the idea, that it was the
duty of every one to marry ; we may therefore suppose that the
had been reproached for his celibacy, and was desirous of
defending it. This might seem to favour the hypothesis of Storr,
who would consider the mention of our Lord s brethren as a proof
that the sect of Christ were adherents of James, and thus allied to
apostle

those of Peter.
(On this, see the Introd. 1.) But in this case
The ^rj OVK e^o^ev egovoiav ddetyrjv
the words must run otherwise
can
be
Can I not likewise as the
yvvalna -nepidyeiv
only
translated,
!

&quot;

other apostles take with me a sister, i. e., a Christian woman, as my
or, in other words, must I then continue unmarried ? May I

wife

?&quot;

not be so from free choice ?

Even

his liberty in this particular

must

This were an indication of extravagant ideas
as to the value of celibacy, and perfectly consistent with the idea
which seems, from vii. 3, seq., to have been current in Corinth, that

have been contested

!

marriage was objectionable (1 Tim.

iv.

3).

A

thing of this sort

must by no means be considered confined to the Gentile Christians;
the mention of Peter and James points sufficiently clearly to the
Jewish Christians, among whom ascetic principles were not unusual,
as Eom. xiv. 15 shews, and the example of the Essenes and Therapeutte.
(In ver. 5 Aotrrot dnoorokoij the REST of the apostles,
is said to intimate clearly that he, Paul, is himself also an apostle.
Concerning ddetyot rov itvpiov, see on Matth. xiii. 55. As they are
here clearly distinguished from the apostles, and no passage speaks
of two kinds of brethren of our Lord [brothers proper, and cousins],
it is evident that none of them were among the Twelve.
[See on
John vii. 5 ; Acts i. 14 ; 1 Cor. xv. 7.] But as two of the cousins bore
the same names as the brethren of Jesus, quoted Matth. xiii. 55, it
is most probable that the four ddetyol, are cousins of our
Saviour,
sons of Cleopas and Maria, the sister of Mary.
See further the
Introd. to the Epistle of James.
the
Concerning
marriage of Peter
the
viii.
observations
on
14.*
Matth.
shews that Bar
6
Yers.
comp.
nabas, in a similar manner to the apostle Paul, must have maintained

himself by the labour of his hands, and have been attacked upon
the self-same grounds
and the mention here made of this early
:

fellow-labourer of Paul, seems to point to a fresh connexion of the
See the remarks on Acts xv. 39. The form of
apostle with him.
expression,
*

It is

to the

\LOVQ&amp;lt;;

eyo&amp;gt;

nal Bapvdfias OVK e%o//ev i^ovoiav rov

remarkable that Tertullian

wives of the

them of
3.

?/

apostles,

(de

but to

their substance, as our

Lord

Monog.

epyd-

will not allow this passage to refer

women who accompanied them
is

ministering unto
described to have been attended in Luke viii.

This explanation has been adopted by the

celibacy.

c. 8),

/#)

Koman

Catholic Church in defence of
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7, 8.

and means labour is not surely commanded to us
This refers to the fact that the antagonists had asserted
that he possessed no right to be maintained by the church, not being
a legitimate apostle. Sometimes they reversed the accusation, and
is ironical,

t,

alone

:

!

required that Paul should not distinguish himself by anything ex
clusive, but should allow himself to receive support from the church

community, as did all the other teachers of the gospel. [See ver.
The apostle nevertheless on this head
15, and 2 Cor. xi. 7, seq.]
defends his individual liberty, while he presses it upon no one as law,
in the same degree as he reserves to the teacher the right to demand
a subsistence

if necessary.)

Paul in what follows discusses at length the right
of preachers of the gospel to receive from the church a provision for
their bodily wants, but states in ver. 12, and seq. that he has not
Vers. 7,

8.

judged it expedient to avail himself of this privilege, disclaiming
any inference affecting his apostolic calling as the consequence of
this forbearance.
This proceeding of the apostle has been already
under
notice
in Acts xviii. 2, when, upon the occasion of
brought
his residing in Corinth (to which the accusations of his adversaries
To this passage we
refer), he worked with Aquila and Priscilla.
must accord some further degree of notice, as the pertinacity is re
markable with which Paul insists upon carrying out his principle of
maintaining himself by the labour of his own hands. According to
Acts xx. 33, seq., at first he might have been influenced by an anxiety
lest any should believe that he availed himself of the preaching of
the gospel to enrich himself but where, on the other hand, this
course was made the precise subject of accusation against him as in
Corinth, one might think it had been better for the apostle simply
to accept support, as the other apostles had done. He must neces
sarily expend much time in labour which had been better employed
in his spiritual calling.
It has been already remarked on Acts xviii.
a
that
ivas
aimed at in it; Paul wished thereby to
2,
self-exercise
the
flesh
it
mortify
belonged to the keeping under of his body
rb
(yTrumid&iv
crw^a), which, according to ix. 27, he considered necessary
for himself.
Again, 2 Thess. iii. 6, seq., is very instructive on this
head. Paul there warns his readers against idleness, and continues
to say that he has employed his hands in gaining his own livelihood
in order to give them an example.
This latter point is left here
untouched. It is then proved from soldiers, vine-dressers, and shep
;

;

herds,

who

pel also

all live

by their occupation, that the preacher of the gos
live by his calling.
(In ver. 7 Lachmann

may and should

has preferred the reading rbv Kapnov to KK rov Kaorrov and the internal
evidence is in its favour ; for the KK is likely to be derived from the
In
in rov ydkanroc; following, so as to make both members agree.
ver.

8 ; with

Lachmann and

Billroth only a

comma

should stand after
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though then indeed the reading ov Aeyet cannot be the correct
For this Griesbach has already substituted rj ov%i, and ov%i
even might be omitted, as in ver. 10, for \ir\ governs the whole sen
tence. The law forms so far a contrast with Kara dvOpu-rrov, as it con
),

one.

tains the Divine will.)
It appears striking that to prove how even the law
Vers. 9-11.
the
principle under consideration, so remote a passage as
recognizes

Deut xxv. 4, should be quoted,
more directly pertinent.

as the apostle in ver. 13 points to a

Paul seems however intentionally
to have chosen this proof in order to give more emphasis to his ar
gument. The sense is this if the holy Scriptures adjudge even to
fact far

:

the beast the requisite food in return for his labour,
In the
shall this be observed in relation to men.

how much more
doth God care

&quot;

oxen/ etc., by no means lies the idea that God does not provide
for the beasts ; but, as the 61 fya? typd(f)7) which follows shews, it
for

only asserts that the ordinances of the law relating to animals have
also a reference to man, and were written for his good, and that con

sequently what is valid as regards animals admits of application in
The passage 1 Tim. v. 18 is
increased potency to the human race.
9
treated in the same manner.
ver.
KT^OW, from 0*/xof,
(In
a
muzzle.
It
occurs
with
mouth
close
the
to
capistrum,
figuratively
4&amp;gt;i^6a)

=

A/loaw, properly to beat, stamp, thence beat out
thresh, which, as is well-known, is performed in the
East either by means of oxen or threshing-carts. In ver. 10 the inin Matth. xxii. 12.

the corn,

i. e. }

Lachmann be so restored, as to put a
make the whole form only one question.
ypa^ as subject. Concerning the hersupply
& r^dg eypdcf)?] see the observations on Rom. iv.

terpunctuation must with
comma aftei?
and thus
6eo&amp;gt;,

With

-xdvTug /Uyej,

meneutic principle
23.

r)

Lachmann has decided

in favour of the reading received by
which reads rijs cknidog

Griesbach, in opposition to the text. rec.

avrov perexeiv

&TT

bandry in general

famdt.
;

Ploughing and threshing stand

this entire pursuit has significance

for

hus

and aim only

in the presupposed hope of participating in the produce ; this hope
therefore may not be deceived. The rov perexetv belongs indifferently
to both parallel divisions of the verse. Spiritual sowing and
reaping
are thus paralleled, and in such a manner that again the reasoning
is a minori ad majus,
If we impart to you that which is great, we
&quot;

may certainly lay claim to that which is of less value, and especially
we, through whom the faith has been planted among you.&quot; The
that which
expression captured has here certainly the signification
&quot;

necessary to the support of
of that which is subordinate.

is

5, 6.
it is

The

although with the accessory idea
a/Uot looks naturally back to vers.
12th verse should properly commence with dMid : since
life,&quot;

The

there stated for what reason Paul does not lay claim to this his

acknowledged

right.)
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To the observation, that he abstained from the
Vers. 12-14.
exercise of the right belonging to him, Paul adds that he wished to
give no offence to the gospel of Christ. This can, in agreement with
Acts xx. 33, seq., only be understood that he did not wish the gos
Yet unwilling for a
pel to be regarded as a means of worldly gain.
moment to sanction the supposition that this was wrongly done by
the other teachers who made use of their lawful claim on the
churches, he adduces in addition the parallel of the priesthood of
the Old Testament, as a proof that the acceptance of maintenance
by the preachers of the gospel was not unbecoming, and observes that
living by the gospel was appointed to his followers in the words of our
Lord himself. (Matth. x. 10 Luke x. 8.) The apostle manifestly
here utters a sentiment equally applicable in all times, so that there
;

nothing opposed to the gospel in the payment of the clergy (by
the end of the second century appear definite salaries [dwisiones
mensurnce, Cypr. epist. 39 (34)] and fees [fratres sportulantes Tert.

is

Bingham origg. vol. ii. p. 261, seq.]); indeed the men
and of 6vaiaaTr)pLov might be employed in the defence
of confessor s fees, which in recent times appear almost universally
offensive. However we must certainly say, that if Paul was referring
especially to the offerings at the communion, offerings which from
circumstances very early became customary, he had in view a condi
tion of the church in which the spirit of love united both rulers and
But when this spirit is wanting, and the gifts are
congregation.

apol. c. 39,
tion of lepd

bestowed reluctantly, then indeed they are of evil. (In ver. 12 the
&quot;of the
T?)$ v^tiv tfrvaiag is to be understood
right in you,&quot; and
:

of the right which ye
Kiickert himself approves,

not

&quot;

possess.&quot;

The

alteration to fm&v

which

Besides this, we
quite unnecessary.
may perceive in the navra areyopev that the apostle, as might have
been expected, found it very difficult to cany out his principle, and
is

indeed with his numerous employments [2 Cor. xi. 28] it is diffi
cult to imagine how he could reduce it to practice at all.
Though,
meanwhile, he (at least in Corinth) worked with his intimate friend
Aquila, it is probable that in the literal sense Paul did not earn his
entire livelihood.
ple, see Lev.

vii.

Upon
14

7,

;

the taOieLv

Dent,

t/c

rov lepov, eating from the tem
The priest received a

xviii. 1, seq.

portion of certain sacrifices.
Eating from the temple means, re
In ver. 13, Lachmann has
ceiving subsistence from the temple.
the signification of both
preferred napsdpevovreg to Trpoaedpevov-eg
:

Hesychius explains it by a%ohdeiv to have
leisure for something, i. e., to pursue some occupation, to labour at
something. In 3 Mace. iv. 15, the substantive irpoaedpta is found.
to divide
Zvfifjiepi&aOai is also found only in this passage ; it means

forms

is

the same.

y

&quot;

among
tion.

themselves,&quot;

Thus

in the

so that the distributors themselves obtain a por

Old Testament the

sacrifice

was divided between
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the altar and the priests ; the priests also ate tlje shew-bread after
they had ministered to the Lord, and in the ancient church, accord
ing to the same principle, a portion of the oblations fell to the
priesthood.)
Vers. 15-17.

Paul, however, by this representation, by no means
desires that for the future his subsistence should be provided for
his own labour is to him a glory which he will not suffer to-be
taken from him. The annunciation of the gospel, he says, is a duty
imposed on him, but on the manner of this, on his willing selfIn this lies the
sacrificing application to it depended his reward.
a
moral
of
whatever
he per
Man
can
do
high
feeling.
expression
ceives it is the will of God he should perform, but with internal re
luctance, with a resisting heart ; and he has his reward accordingly.
But he who in cheerful mind does more than is needful, secures to

him

;

himself an especial gain. The following passage, which describes
what kind of reward he hoped, proves how remot e was the apos
It is of
tle s idea from justification by works, or desire of gain.
course therefore understood that the
doing more than is necessary&quot;
cannot be construed into a capability of opera super erogatoria. In
&quot;

the

command

to love

God above

all things, is of course

comprehended

the injunction to do all that we acknowledge to be God s will will
ingly (eKojv), not unwillingly (a/cow). Yet a command may be more or
less perfectly fulfilled according to human modc(3 of conception,
wherein indeed it follows that an imperfect fulfilment is in the sight

God equivalent to none at all. In reading this passage, an im
it were better
pression of exaggeration always remains. The words
for me to die,&quot; seem to be hyperbolical, or if this glorying in not
of

&quot;

being chargeable was so significant, Paul should never have accepted
the slightest assistance, which, according to Phil. iv. 15, 16, he ap
pears to have done ; and then the other apostles might properly have
followed the same course, for there is no foundation for believing
that Paul alone had such a dispensation.
To this may be added,
that true humility requires what is offered in love to be accepted }

the language here seems to border on self-righteous pride.
Some
thing similar is found in the history of Abraham, Gen. xiv. 22, 23.
But all such doubts and suppositions vanish if we consider that the
glorying which Paul estimates so highly, is not a glorying before
men, but in the sight of God these words therefore only express
;,

the apostle

s

sincere love to

God

;

he would rather die than in the

slightest degree offend him, or do the slightest particle less than he
knows to be in his power. In ver. 15, OVTU yivr\rai^ that it be thus

done, implies support from the church/ The clause rj TO navx^v^ j^ ov
Iva TH; Kev&oq bears the character of an anacoluthon.
First, an in
finitive was probably to follow, but in the earnestness of discourse

Paul continues with

Zva, involving,

as

it

were, the threat, I will not
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suffer that, etc.
signification.

by

&quot;Iva

has evidently here, as in ver. 18, a weakened
received by Lachmann, and sanctioned

The reading

Billroth, nakbv yap poi p,akkov dnodavelv,

rj

rb

Kav%r)iJ,d iiov ovdslg

by no means removes the difficulty, for Kavx^d pov neces
to allow myself
sarily requires something to be supplied, as e. g.,
to be despised.&quot;
Further, it has only B and D in its favour, and the
original reading in D was different.
Seeing then that other Codd.
Ksvuasi,

&quot;

differ

again in these words, this reading must decidedly yield to the
one.
Ver. 16, avaynt]^ refers to Christ s commission [see

common

Acts xxii. 21, xxvi. 16], signifying thus a moral necessity. Ver. 17
resumes with yap the subject of ver. 15, giving ver. 16 the nature of
a parenthesis. Upon the meaning of ptoObv ^w, -see further on ver.
23, and on okovo/zfo at iv. 1. The same is found in Col. i. 25. Else
where oiKovofita signifies the plan of salvation itself, Eph. i. 10, iii. 2,
9.
Upon the well-known construction of the passive with the accu
sative consult

Winer

Vers. 18-23.

s

Gram.

Eich as Paul

32, 5.)

epistles are in passages expressing
the purest love, there is scarcely one in which the apostle s purity of
feeling shines so pre-eminently as in this. In perfect disinterested love
he claims for reward the permission only to live in the hardest self-

denial as a servant.

s

He adapts himself in

peculiarities of each, in order to win

them

self-sacrificing love to the
This
to their salvation.

incomparable passage breathes the beneficent spirit of Kom. ix. 3,
without the hyperbolical form in which it is there expressed. It is
easy to understand how this proceeding of the apostle s, to be a Jew

would be very difficult of comprehension to those
matured and elevated views. Its exercise required in fact,
perfect purity and sincerity of feeling, otherwise it would be easy
to confound more indifferent with essential points, and to be be

to the Jew, etc.,

of less

trayed into a false indulgence. It is of course unnecessary to ex
plain that the compliance which the apostle here so earnestly re

commends has no
Adiaphora.

reference to positive errors, but only concerns
According to the same principle of freedom we see the

Kedeemer himself

acting.

lovdaiovc; Kepdijact), to the

Finally, the

Jews as a Jew,

lovdaioig we

etc.,

tion to the arrangement treated of at Gal.

affirm that

lovdalog, Iva

involves no contradic
ii.

9

;

for this does not

Paul would convert no Jew, the other apostles no Gen

but that they desired to settle the theatre of their labours among
Jews and even this was subsequently modified, since
Peter visited Eome and John Ephesus. (Ver. 18, on the fut. with Iva
refer
Addiravog, without reward, with
comp. Winer s Gr. 41, 6, !.
ence to Christ s command, Matth. x. 8. In the New Testament it do^s
not again occur. According to the before-mentioned deduction of
tile,

Gentiles or

;

the apostle, the el$ rb^rj tcaTaxpfoaodai,, in order not to abuse, intimates
had remerely that it would be an abuse in him, because the Spirit
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In ver. 19
vealed this knowledge to him, but not in all preachers.
of
etc ndvr(t)v must be considered
any one,
masculine, independent
answerable only to Christ. The article before nXeiovas points to
Kiickert erro
those called to salvation, appointed to it of God;
with
In
20-23 the
ver.
takes
it
as
Tr^elaroi.
synonymous
neously
distinction

between the four classes there enumerated

It is best to regard the

is not easy.
Gentiles, as the
VTTO
vo^ov, those under law, as a modifi

Jews and the

dvofiot,

i. e.,

leading contrasts, and the ol
cation of the Gentiles.
By the avo^o? cannot be meant one

who

acknowledged absolutely no law such an one would be designated
was
dae(3rj$, impious, but merely one to whom the Mosaic ceremonial
unknown. But to avoid any misunderstanding of this expression,
&v dvo^oc Oew a/U KWO^O^ Xp^rw, not being without law
Paul adds
to God, etc. [where Lachmann has substituted the genitive for the
dative, which appears to me preferable, because here dvo^og and
tvvovog are used substantively] ; to be loosed from the law of the
Old Testament, is to be bound by the law of Christ. Now if, ac
;

^

cording to the principle laid down, the daOevel?, weak, are Gentiles
a certain degree of strictness in their lives, as there

who manifested

are in Horn. xiv. 1, seq., such Christians described among the Gen
tiles ; the ol v-no vopov, those under law, must be those who, without

being actual Jews, have nevertheless taken upon themselves the
yoke of the law, consequently proselytes. Between proselytes of
the gate and those of righteousness no distinction is here made-.
But Jewish Christians cannot (as Billroth would maintain) here be
meant, since they have yet to be gained over he indeed considers
that tfpcS///7Gj might signify the passing from Judaizing Christianity
to that preached by Paul
but in opposition to this is the analogy
in the three other passages and the ffwaw in ver. 22.
Paul means to
that
to
who
were
without
the
of
those
say
pale
Christianity, he
yielded in matters of secondary importance, but after their conver
sion he naturally sought to render them in all things consistent with
their profession
but of any adhesion to the essential principles of
Judaism or heathenism there is not the slightest intimation, as the
In ver. 22 the article before Ttdvra
epistle to the Galatians proves.
;

;

;

is

all this have I
certainly genuine, and refers to what precedes,
to all
and -ndv-raq is evidently an alteration of the genuine
&quot;

become

;&quot;

out of every category to save some, of course only
the
through
power of Christ. Paul does not contemplate gaining
without
all,
exception, but only those ordained to everlasting life.
7rdvTG)g iivds,

i. e.,

ver. 23 critical authorities decidedly favour ndvra instead of TOVTO.
ZvyKoivuvbs avrov marks not alone participation in the extension
of the gospel, as Billroth thinks, but in all its blessings.
Paul

In

would participate in the publication, if he preached unwillingly. ;
but he includes within it an earnest self-denial, in his course cf proVOL. IV.

20
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It is
ceeding, in order not to be a reprobate [ddoiupog, ver. 27].
only as thus taken that the following stands in strict connexion with
that which precedes. This by no means comes into collision with the

doctrine of justification by faith, for all that Paul here enumerates
The apostle simply contrasts a state of
likewise the fruit of faith.

is

devotedness in self-denial, a building with gold, silver, and precious
stones, with the negligence of the indifferent ; and only to the for

mer

the promise

is

made

kingdom of God.

the

Vers. 24, 25.
these principles.

of perfect participation in the
gospel,

See on Matth. xxv.

i.

e.,

1, seq., 14, seq.)

The

apostle then recommends the exercise of
Every believer according to his position ought to

conduct himself with caution, not permitting to himself the practice
,of every privilege conceded to him, without regard to those entervaluing different opinions, but denying himself. This endeavour is
represented under the image of a race, from which in the Scriptures,

and

rin

taken.

Christian antiquity generally, so many comparisons were
It is however not merely the act of running in itself which

forms the point of comparison, but also the tyKpareia, the numerous
renunciations which the champions undergo, in order to prepare
themselves to win the victory on the .day of contest.* In a similar
manner the Christian must in ihe struggle for salvation crucify his
,

flesh to

wiu the crown.

cannot consider the

&quot;

Keferring, finally, to the passage iii. 15, we
receiving the prize&quot; (/3pa(3slov happdveiv}, to

imply salvation generally, for this, if no complete backsliding follow,
is even possible where wood, straw, and stubble have been built up ;
bat the highest degrae of bliss, which is conditional on fidelity and
the degree

of sanctification.

faithful without exception,

dicates the

Therefore the

but the

body uf those faithful

&quot;

one&quot;

elect,

who
who

&quot;

runners&quot;

are the

receives the prize in
are not merely and

whole building, but who have
built with gold ; whom therefore their
Kev. xiv. 13.
works, because they are imperishable, shall follow.
eTraOhov
is the technical term for the crown decreed to
or
(Bpa(3elov

scarcely saved with the

loss of their

externally and internally

The Etymol. magn. ex
the victor by the judges of the combat.
BpaQelov teyerai 6 rrapd (3pa(3evrtiv dido
plains the expression
It occurs again Phil. iii. 14.
ortyavos TGJ VIK&VTI.
Upon the dc
:

rog artyavog, consult 1 Pet. i. 3, v. 4.)
This salutary self-denial the apostle represents
Vers. 26, 27.
in conclusion, as the reason (although it must not be considered the

only one) for the abandonment of his lawful claims in the particu
Besides the race, he now draws his simile
lars before mentioned.
in
to
order
reach the idea of an adversary, which the
from boxing,
first

He

image did not

involve.

He

mentions his body as

this adversary.

he himself blames
speaks here not of a false asceticism, which
* See ^Elian. Var. Hist.

iii.

30, x. 2.

Horat. de Arte Poet.

v. 142, seq.
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1, 2.

(Col. ii. 23), but he desires to restrain the liberty of the flesh, and
to admonish the Corinthians in a true Christian spirit to crucify the
flesh with its affections and lusts (Gal. v. 13-24).
may thus

We

would not be en
tirely beneficial for him to abandon altogether his handicraft, and
live solely for his spiritual calling, though without in the least degree
unhesitatingly suppose, that Paul apprehended

it

proposing to make his proceeding in this particular a rule for the
conduct of others. This view shews an unusually refined conscien
tiousness and strictness towards himself, coupled with the tenderest
elg ddrjkov, 2 Mace,
indulgence towards others.
(Ver. 26, ddrjAug
be understood as
is
to
vii. 34, uncertainly, without aim.
Aepa depeiv

without real antagonists, in imaginary contest;&quot;
to make a false stroke,&quot; presupposes also an
opponent. In ver. 27, the readings vrromdfa and vnomefa yield to
the more usual vnunidfa. The expression is borrowed from pugilists
to strike under the eye,&quot; means to hit hard, to
[TTVKT?/^ pugiT]
render incapable of continuing the combat. The dovXayuyelv stands
in opposition to the false carnal liberty into which so many Corin
parallel to ad/p.wf,

&quot;

other acceptation

its

&quot;

&quot;

;

The conjecture &amp;lt;UAov? supposes
thians were in danger of falling.
the
herald
s
to
denote
KTjpvaaeiv
proclamation of the conqueror ; but
then Paul would leave the image of the combatant, to pass to that
is more probable that, now abandoning figurative
he
mentions his calling with the proper expres
speech altogether,
he would not teach the way of salvation
declares
that
and
sion,

of the herald.

to others,

ment

It

and himself remain behind as one who in the day of judg

will not stand the highest proof.)

This sketch of the true procedure in matters
appropriately followed by a representation of the
dangerous consequences which may arise from the abuse of Chris
tian liberty, even in those upon whom grace has been bestowed.

Chap.

x. 1, 2.

indifferent, is

The apostle by no means contents himself with, a dry exhortation
on the subject, but enforces his admonition by eloquent and ani
mated examples drawn from sacred history. (See ver. 6, seq.)
This passage, finally, is the first instance which occurs in Paul s
Epistles of that peculiar figurative concepton of the Old Testament
which may be regarded as allied to allegorical interpretation, and
which has been usually considered in the authors of the New Testament as invincible remains of their Judaism. We must reserve the

investigation of this subject for our Introduction to the Epistle to
the Hebrews, and, with reference to earlier writers,* content our
selves

the

with the remark here, that the mode in which the writers of

New

ment

Testament employ this interpretation, viz., in establish
of the weightiest lines of argument, by no means sanctions

* Ein

gung.

Wort iiber tiefera
Hamburg, 1825.

Schriftsinn. Koenigsberg, 1842.

Die biblischo Schriftausle-

.
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1, 2.

the assumption that it is simply to be attributed to the custom of
the time, instead of being based on positive and objective truth. It
was ordained by God that not only the Old Testament ceremonial
of Divine worship, but also the historical records of the people of
God, were to form types of higher spiritual phenomena, viz., of the

Thus in this passage
conceived
as
Israel
is
of
the history
referring to the sacra
typically
mental rites of baptism and the Lord s Supper, which contain like
economy, doctrine and history of Christianity.

holy vessels
lies

the blessings of the gospel ; and thus in this very
indirectly a powerful argument for these two sacra

all

passage
ments. Vers.

1, 2, treat

immediately of baptism ;*

ver.

2 contain

The
ing the apostolic interpretation of the facts related in ver. 1.
are
the
and
and
Ked
the
fiery
Sea,
cloudy
pillar,
through
passage
the objects held

up

to our view.

tized in the

cloud&quot;

When

they are said to have been

as in ver. 2,
they were bap
iv
reference
is made to
r^ ve^eAg),
(efiaiTTioavTo

under the cloud (vnb

&quot;

TJJV vefakTjv rjaav),

the account in Exod. xiv. 19, 20, which represents the pillar of cloud
as concealing the Israelites from the view of the Egyptians, and
surrounding them as with a veil. The vn6 } under, marks therefore

under a beneficent protecting power. Ordinarily the
general typical relation of these, facts to baptism is alone insisted on.
But it is undeniable that the mention of the cloud and the sea in
on the contrary these points
ver. 2, also is by no means casual
would seem to involve the most essential elements of baptism. As
in John hi. 5, baptism is represented as regeneration from water and
of the Divine Presence) is to be
spirit, so here the cloud (symbol
understood as the type of the Spirit. Not that the apostle intended
by any means to assert that the passage through the Red Sea under
their being

;

the conduct of the pillar of cloud exercised a similar power to that
possessed by baptism ; that event was simply an image of the lat
Yet this passage, as the actual means of release from their
ter.

former rulers, was introductory to the future relation of Israel to
Moses, the leader appointed to them by God hence the additional
;

by which is signified the connex
ion of the people with the economy of the Old Testament, repre
sented by Moses. It appears unnecessary to add that all attempts
by allusive references to render the type more perfect, such as that
drops from the clouds fell on the Israelites, or that they were sprinkled
by the sea, must be utterly discarded. (Ver. 1. Ov OeXu v^ai; dyvoelv

phrase

-

els

TOV Mowaf/v, unto Moses,

OVK dyvorjTsov of
*

Eom.

i.

13, xi. 25

;

1 Thess.

iv.

13,

is

a form

1 Pet. iii. 21, where the Flood is in a similar manner received as a type of
Perishing human nature is the old man, buried in baptism (Rom. vi, 3, 4), Noah
with his family the new-born creature, the new birth. In the passage of the Red Sea,
the Egyptians signify the death-doomed old man, while Israel typifies the heir of God

Comp.

baptism.

born

to

a

new and

spiritual

life.
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which lends to the following thought great emphasis.
spaiTTiaavro is not to he considered strictly passive, but

lated

they allowed themselves to be

&quot;

baptized.&quot;

may

In ver. 2,
be trans

Lachmann and

Rlickert have from external authorities preferred ^anriodfjaav ; but
the passive is without doubt the mere correction of the transcribers
to relieve a difficulty.)
As to the second point, the
Vers. 3, 4.

Lord s Supper, the in
which
had already in Ps.
xvi.,15,
Wisd. xvi. 20, 21 and John vi. been understood
Ixxviii. 24, 25
typically), and of the water which miraculously sprung forth from
terpretation of the

manna (Exod.

;

;

the rock (Exod.

xvii. 6), is

rrvevpariKoVj spiritual.

immediately supplied by the addition of

The same epithet

is

and even Christ

of the water, to the rock,

also applied to the origin
directly indicated as the

is

if we inferred from the expressions
KOV), that Paul had
spiritual food, drink&quot; (jftpaym, irofia TTV ev
in view only a spiritual participation of the Lord s Supper.
The

Rock. But we should greatly err

pan

&quot;

TrvevpariKov stands in contrast with the
far as the

temporal manna and water

oapKUtov, fleshly, only in so

represented something higher,

glorified flesh and blood, and in so far only is the
As the water
as
it in one respect prefigures him.
Rock, Christ,
streamed from the rock, so flow from Christ streams of living water
(John vii. 38); he is the life for the entire human race (John vi.)

namely Jesus

A

difficulty is created only

by the phrase

&quot;

which followed

them&quot;

(dKohovdovoTjg). Rabbins dreamed strangely enough of the rock really
following (see Wetstein on this passage) ; others considered that be
cause the Israelites took water with them in pitchers, or because the

miracle was repeated (Num. xx. 10), the rock, as it ivere, accompa
nied them
but these and similar conceptions need no refutation.
;

view on the subject is more deserving of attention, and in
it Billroth agrees, that the rock here signifies the water which
streamed from the rock and inasmuch as water never failed the
Israelites in the wilderness, it may be said the rock followed them.
Calvin

s

;

But this explanation overlooks the fact that
of the rock itself, but of the spiritual rock,

it is
i. e.

spiritual sense, that it followed the Israelites

:

y

certainly not said
of the rock in a

it

doubtless corres

ponds therefore better with the meaning of the apostle, to receive it
as signifying that the Divine presence of Christ, the Son of God, the
bestower of that material food, was ever present with them, his
blessing likewise accompanying them.
These gifts of mercy all received without exception
Ver. 5.
as one
in this respect no individual Israelite had less than another
one
ate
and
drank
vers.
one
drink.
3, 4,
food,
family they
(Comp.
rr dvr e g rb avrb
/3pw^a, TO avrb Trofta, where the equality of all in
the enjoyment of God s blessings is expressed, certainly with refer
ence to the Lord s Supper, as described in ver. 17.) Nevertheless
;

;
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the greater number displeased God ; he had delight but in few,
and their punishment deprived them of their inheritance of the
promised land ; so likewise the unfaithful in the Israel of the New

Testament will never see the kingdom of God, even though they
were yet to attain salvation. (In Heb. iii. 17 this occurrence
[Num. xxvi. 64, 65] is treated entirely in the same manner, though
here the more expressive narear^d^oav stands for the milder trreaov
which occurs there.)
These events in the Old Testament give occasion for
Ver. 6.
an earnest exhortation from the apostle to his readers. He regards
lust as the origin of all evil,

proceeds.

The form ravra

adducing individual examples as he

de

rvrcoi i]\L&v

kytvrfir]aav^

these tilings

our examples might in itself be understood as simply declar
that
the examples quoted from the Old Testament were only
ing
intended
for Christians, in the same way as other instances
warnings
of manifest punishment attending sin might be employed.
But
lucre

the explanation of the events recorded in vers. 1-4, argues the
apostle s p urpose to draw a definite parallel, and this is confirmed
11, in which the idea is repeated, and where the clause
ovg rd re/by r&v aluvw K.arrivr7]Ov, upon ivliom tlie ends of the
world are come, only gains a reference to the context by, bringing

in ver.
elg

in juxtaposition with the preceding ravra dt- ndvra rvnoi OVVESo that
fiaivov eKelvoig, and all these things happened to them, etc.

it

is
this all happened unto them as prefigurations in
tended by God, having reference to those who should live afterwards.
Paul regards the types as actual prophecies, real images of subse
quent occurrences, just as in the first germ or leaf-formation of a
tree, the future blossom is represented and shadowed forth.
Finally, the elg rb urj elvai, K. r. A., embraces the idea that one pur

the sense

:

pose of these types was also ethical ; history is to be a living mirror
the present, eypd^rj rrpbg vovOeaiav qu&v, ver. 11.
Without this

for

regard to edification, the whole system of types becomes child s-play.
(See the remarks on ix. 10.)

Paul adduces from the history of Israel four forms
as
manifestations
of the one fundamental sin of lust
idol
sin,
Vers. 7-10.

of

:

It
atry, fornication, temptation, and murmuring against the Lord.
admits of no doubt that the Corinthian church approached in some
degree these forms of sin, even though none had so deeply fallen
The
as to have actually committed the one or the other of them.
renewed mention of idolatry in ver. 14, shews how necessary Paul
In a city
considered it to warn against relapse into this sin.
like Corinth, in which the worship of Venus so universally pre

participation in the sacrificial festivals in the temple
itself could not well take place unrebuked.
Undoubtedly, also,
we are to distinguish grosser and more subtle forms of idolatry ;
vailed, a
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11.

away from the Lord to the creature constitutes
must accordingly say that the proceeding of the

Corinthian Christians was a pure tempting of God, a tempta
Finally, the temptation to murmur is expe
To any special
rienced hy all who do not stand firm in self-denial.
tion to fornication.

occasion of murmuring, such as the unequal distribution of the gifts
of grace (certainly not yet even alluded to), or the command to ab
stain from participation in meats offered to idols, there is not, in my
opinion, the slightest reference ; it is better to take the expression

in

widest signification.

its

words

idolatry,

(Ver. 7 refers to Exod. xxxii.

more applicable

literally are

to fleshly

6.

The

enjoyment than to

but they are spoken of the Israelites upon occasion of their
calf, and describe properly the moral conse

worship of the golden
quences of this lapse.
there, ver. 9,

Numb. xxv.
The supposition

Ver. 8 refers to

1,

seq.,

only

that, in the
the apostle [see ver. 8], those put to

24,000 are mentioned.

smaller number mentioned by
death by the express command of Moses were not reckoned, is
Either Paul erred in the number, or the abbreviation
forced.
In Josephus (Arch,
elKoaiTpg was falsely read by the transcribers.
iv. 6)

we have,

for similar reasons, only 14,000.

Ver.

9.

The read

we might with some

reason, hesitate be
tween Kvpiov and XpiaT6v} for tcvpiog may also indicate Christ, who,
as the manifest God, is also recognized as active in the Old Testa

ing Qeov

is

certainly false

;

The apostle s words refer to
[1 Pet. i. 11 ; Heb. xi. 26].
xxi. 5, 6, which involve the tempting of God (eKnetpdfav
MS?) in so far as by their discontent they put God s long-suffering
to the proof.
Such discontent, it is true, is not attributed to the
ment

=

Num.

Corinthians, but they nevertheless equally tempted God when they,
by their abuse of Christian liberty, exposed themselves to unneces
sary hazard. Ver. 10 refers to Numb. xiv. 2, seq., 36, seq.
True,
the punishment is not there represented as immediately following

God forgives the people at the entreaty of
the threat, however, that all shall die in the
wilderness is immediately added ; and in ver. 36, seq., attention is
The (Uotfpevrrfc,
especially drawn to the fulfilment of this threat.

the murmuring, but

Moses

[see ver. 20]

;

destroyer [Exod. xii. 23
rprtzhs] is accordingly only mentioned as
the fulfiller of the Divine purposes. It is by no means necessary to
understand a bad angel thus employed, good angels likewise appear
as executors of the Divine judgments.)
Ver. 11. The connexion in this verse has already been adverted
to in ver. 6.
(The reading TVTTIK&S, preferred by Lachmann, is

merely a correction of the more difficult rvnot), and therefore it is
on whom the ends of the world are come&quot; (elr ovg
only the clause
In the
TO, re/l?7 r&v aiuvuv Ka~r]VT7]oev) which
requires elucidation.
&quot;

principal passage concerning the

Parousia (Matth.

xxiv. 1, seq., to
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Comm. upon which the reader is referred), and frequently in
the apostolic epistles, it is described as near at hand, consequently
the apostolic was considered the latter age (Gal. iv. 3 ; 1 Pet. i. 20,
This mode of
1 John ii. 18).
Heb. ix. 26
iv. 7 ; 2 Pet. iii. 8 ;
expression is drawn from the fact that the apostles did not know
the

;

the precise period, and were not to know it (Acts 1 7), and yet ear
nestly desired the coming of our Lord.
Again, the time of the

new

dispensation is, \vith reference to the old, to be regarded alto
gether as the latter time (inasmuch as this is already borne, though
unseen, within it), whose manifestation in the Parousia appears in
some degree conditional upon human fidelity (2 Pet. iii. 9) for which
;

reason, without

any untruth, all the pious of all ages may represent
The history of the world is a
the coming of the Lord as at hand.
continual coming of the Lord, though an invisible one, but in the
end it shall be visible. (The expression rd -ri\i\ r&v aluvuv is only
to be found here.
Altiveg = tPteV ,* indicates as well the greater
epochs in which all history is unfolded, as also the created things
which are unfolded in them. [Heb. i. 2, xi. 3.] The plural reA?/
1

epochs in the
stands
ir/^p^fia
accordingly
expression
rtiv Kaip&v y Eph. i. 10.
KaravT&G), to attain unto, to come, is fre
See 1 Cor. xiv. 36 ; Eph. iv. 13 ;
quently the language of Paul.

refers to the successive terminations of the several

history of mankind.

Phil.

iii.

=

The

11.)

Vers. 12-15.

This character of the times, continues the apostle,

demands great watchfulness and fidelity, for the rety r&v alwvuv bring
with them the ^tharr
birth-pangs of the Messiah&quot; (see on vii.
&quot;

-&amp;gt;Vah

?

26, 29), in

which the

sorest temptations of believers are to be found.

Hitherto no other than
(i. e.j

such

as,

human

founded in human

temptations had overtaken them
relations, were hence easily over

come); God, who had called them, was faithful, and in future also
would only allow them to fall into such circumstances of difficulty
as were proportioned to their strength
but so much the more was
it their (the Corinthians) work not to prepare temptations for them
selves, and by gradually weakening their spiritual strength, inca
pacitate themselves for resistance in the day of conflict.
They must
therefore shew themselves prudent, and avoid every approach to
idolatrous services, from which (ver. 20) issued hostile powers.
This
is evidently the train of thought in this
mis
has
been
which
passage,
understood by most commentators, particularly by Billroth. He
remarks that ireL^ao^og in ver. 13 cannot imply sufferings and adver
;

sities ; that it alludes rather to the temptation to participate in
idolatrous sacrifices, or (should this construction be deemed too
narrow) to all the sins inclusively named in vers. 6-10. But temp

tations are certainly not sins
The apostle s admonition to keep
from sin is unconditional, but from temptations none can secure
!

FIRST CORINTHIANS X. 16.
himself

;

be done

they assail all, without exception ; here, all that can
to be well armed for their successful resistance.
To

is

this the 6 6oic&v kardvai, genera)
eth, etc.,
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would seem

pr) Tcecy,

to animate,

he that thinketh he stand-

and the observation

in ver. 13 to

encourage.* Accordingly the words cannot refer to the tempta
tions to which the Corinthians exposed themselves ; for these were
precisely that tempting of the Lord (eKneipd&iv rbv ttvpiov) which
was so expressly rebuked as sin, but rather to such temptations as
occurred to them without their own instrumentality. Whatever temp*
tations of the kind they have hitherto experienced, says Paul, have
been moderate, so that they have been able to conquer, but there
would come severer trials ; in these, God, who is faithful, would
not refuse his assistance while yet he requires earnestness and
;

watchfulness from, believers.

Opposed to the human temptation

(neipaofibg dvOpumvoc;), there exists, in .the

opinion of Paul, a higher

and more dangerous (Gen. xxii. 1
Exod. xv. 25, xvi. 4, xx. 20 ;
Deut. xiii. 3), for which the Christian must reserve his weapons,
;

consequently not endanger them by entering into voluntary con
(In ver. 12 the words iardvai and Trtnreiv, stantes, lapsi, are
borrowed from the language of combat. Ver. 13. ILiarog faithful in

flict.

,

his promises ; but the promise to defend believers in their warfare
is
implied in their calling. Uoiijaei is to be combined with rrfv KKhe permits the exigency to arrive, and provides the help for
(3aaiv
;

In ver. 15 the npivare vfielg o Qrjfu, judge ye what I say, refers
indeed to what precedes, but more especially to what follows, for
it.

Paul now returns to the main question,

participation in idol

viz.,

atrous repasts.)

Yer. 16.
17),

The

and which

following words on the Lord s Supper (vers. 16,
back to vers. 3, 4, are not designed to teach

refer

anything upon the subject of this sacrament. The apostle rather
exhibits its import as acknowledged already by his readers, as
shewn by the questions commencing with ovx^ which imply an af
firmative answer.
The object of the passage is, after the analogy
of the Christian supper and the Jewish sacrificial meal, to shew
that although idols, as such, have no existence, and an evil power is
not essentially inherent in the meats offered them in sacrifice, still
participation in idol sacrifices involves fellowship with the kingdom
of darkness (vers. 20-22.) This parallel can scarcely, however, convey
to us any important elucidation of the doctrine of the holy supper

,

for neither in the sacrifices of the Jews, nor in those of the heathen,
is it possible to recognize a relation such as exists in the Lord s

Supper between the elements and the body and blood of Christ.
As confessedly the
Paul s argument can only thus be understood
&quot;

:

* From
^Jie

this

mode of expression

church, stantes, Lipsi,

in Scripture proceeded the

names employed

later in
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partaking of the holy supper is a means of fellowship with Christ,
and that of the Jewish sacrificial feast of fellowship with the altar,
and with him to whom the altar is dedicated, that is, God, so do the
The passage
heathen sacrifices form a fellowship with devils.&quot;
before us contains nothing more by way of precisely determining the
connexion between Christ s body and blood and the bread and wine.
Only so much is clear, first, that the Lord s Supper is not repre
sented here as a sacrifice, as Roman Catholic interpreters main
tain, but only as a sacnficial repast, as is clearly shewn by the
next, that
parallel of analogous usages among Jews and Gentiles
communion of the body and blood of Christ&quot;
the expressions
crw/zaro^ rov Xpiarov) by no means
(KOIWVLO, rov alparog and ro
sanction Zwinglius s view of an empty commemorative repast. The
:

&quot;

words themselves might comport equally with the Catholic as with
the Lutheran and Calvinistic doctrine, but for other reasons which
It could at most only be said that the
decide for the Lutheran.
to
the consecrated bread (ver. 17), is not
aprof
applied
expression
favourable to the theory of transubstantiation. Did no other fel
lowship with Christ exist in the communion than a spiritual one,
it would have been called communion of Christ, not of his &quot;blood
(See xi. 27.) But as the exalted Christ is of course
referred to, so also his glorified flesh and blood ; this, coming in the
supper into relation with those admitted to its mysteries, effects a

and body.

This is evidently the fundamental idea in our passage,
which perfectly agrees with the declarations of our Lord in John vi.
(Billroth would receive Koivwvia as a partaking, the participation,
but it is impossible that the cup can signify the act of partaking.
Neither is it the act of communication, but the state of intercom
Cup and bread stand, however, for the re
munion, fellowship.
with
celebrated
cup and bread.) In the contents of ver. 16
past
fellowship.

the following clause only demands consideration rrjg evXoyia&amp;lt;; b
With the dprov ov /cAw^ev,
evAoyotywrv, of blessing which ive bless.
bread which we break, should have been contrasted &quot;the wine
:

which we

drink.&quot;
Ho-rjpiov stands, it is true, continens pro contento,
wine in the cup, but ri^ evkoyia$ b evkoyovpev surprises us,
and seems scarcely to correspond with the ov nXti^ev. But the n^av is
as is said in Matth. xxvi.
even ivith blessing to break and
(C
is
with
likewise
blessing to administer and drink/
26, and evhoyelv

for the

&quot;

eat&quot;&quot;\

* Of the Koivuvla TOV n-vsv/uaTos TOV Xpiarov such passages as 1 John i. 3 are to be
This must precede, in order that the higher degree of communion with the
born of
corporeality of Christ may follow without baptism, i. e., without being

understood.
glorified

;

no communion
It can require no further proof that the conception of K^pv which puts it by metonmaintained.
omy, antecedent pro consequent^ and as synonymous with to eat, cannot be
The passage xi. 24 shews plainly tha the breaking had a symbolic reference. It is there

the

Spirit,

1

J-

fore appropriate to maintain this

symbol when celebrating

this

holy

rite.
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so that we have further only to explain the apparent tautology of
the phrase rrjs ev^oyia^.
The reading evxapioriag does not remove
for
there
is
no
essential difference between this expression
this,

(See xi. 24.) But it vanishes if we take TTOTTJPLOV r7]q
not
evXoyiag
cup
passively,
cup, that is blessed,&quot; but actively,
which confers blessing, the cup of blessing.&quot; The words then con

and

evXoyia.

&quot;

&quot;

vey the idea that in the church

itself rests

the positive power of

by the Spirit of the Lord, that bears sway in it, and
that those receiving the consecrated elements are thereby in turn
consecration

The
life, and in fellowship with the Lord.
minister
in
the
the
active
church,
officiating
represents
principle
the communicants the passive.
For the euAoyetv or ev%apLoreiv
advanced in spiritual

indicates not merely the praise of God which is offered with the
prayers in the Lord s Supper, but has its reference rather to bread

and wine.
describes

Blessing the cup, the bread (evhoyziv TTOTT^OV, dprov)
whereby the elements cease to be

the effect of prayer,

common bread and common wine*

the coming of the verbum ad
Yet this influence may not be

elementum, ut fiat sacramentum.
regarded as transforming the substance, nor as inhering permanently
in the elements, as the Roman Catholic church erroneously supposes,
but as present at the moment of receiving.

The import of the noivuvia is yet further developed in
Ver. 17.
that the fellowship with Christ produces likewise fellowship among
all those celebrating the sacred feast.
As all who constitute the
church

eat of one and the same bread (which is admin
and through the body and blood of Christ), so this

(ol Travref)

istered with

common

participation converts their plurality

(ol

TTO^OL) into a

higher unity, a &quot;body of Christ,&quot; in a comprehensive sense, so that
the church itself may be called Christ (xii. 12).
This thought is
evidently based upon the fundamental idea that the partaking of the
consecrated elements communicates their nature to the recipients,

and thus here transforms them into the body and blood of Christ, so
that the saying (Eph. v. 30), we are flesh of his flesh and bone of
is
The holy supper imparts to the body
literally fulfilled.
the incorruptibleness of Christ s body, that he may be able to raise
it up at the last day.
The evxaQiaria
(See at John vi. 39, 54, 58.)
in the sacrament is therefore the antithesis to the curse which after

his bone,

the

fall

was pronounced upon

passage that

it

creation.
But it is peculiar to this
body,&quot;
represents the unity of believers not only as
&quot;

*
Compare thereon the words of Just. Mart. Opp. 93, seq. edit. Paris, printed in my
Mon. Hist. Eccl., P. II., p. 16*7, seq. eir^a/nar^cravrof 6% TOV Trpoearwrof KO.I bTrev^rj^aav
:

rof irdvrog TOV /laor, ol

rahapelv

TTO

TOV

K.a&quot;Xov[j.voL

Trap

evxaptaO evToc

TCJV TtapovTUV JHErnj.lv dtaKOvoi ditioaaiv ittuGTU
uprov nal olvov KOL vdaTOf, KaL Tolg ov irapovaiv

xai r] Tpofyrj avTjj /catatrat Trap i][uv evxapiaTta.
diroQspovat
K.OLVOV Tcoua rai&amp;gt;ra

Ov

KOIVOV dprov, ovdt
-yap (if
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bread&quot; also ; as the individual grains yield their
separate
existence in order to form bread, and are absorbed in the unity of
the mass (Qvpaua), so the sinful separateness of the individual shall

but as

&quot;

vanish before the unity of the Spirit replenishing the church. In
the same manner as Christ calls himself the bread that comes down

from heaven (John

vi.

35), so again

is

the church collectively, as the

copy and representative of Christ, the bread of life for the whole world.
(As to the grammatical connexion of ver. 17 with ver. 16, on cannot,
as Rilckert supposes, signify
because
this is decidedly negatived
the
is
It
rather
be
to
taken in the meaning
yap following.
by
&quot;

;&quot;

of

&quot;

since/

and

serves, in

connexion with the following yap, which
first portion of the verse, for the

again assigns the reason for the
basis of ver. 16.)

The

Ver. 18.
(see Lev.

viii.

31

;

following parallel of the Jewish sacrificial festivals
Deut. xii. 18, xvi. 11) removes any doubt of the

apostle s regarding the supper also as a sacrificial banquet, i. e. } not
merely a commemoration of the sacrifice of Christ on the cross, but
also as a symbolic representation of it (though not an actual repeti
tion, see Heb. x. 14), and as an appropriation of its blessings. But as
already observed, this parallel must not be carried so far as to make

the apostle ascribe a higher power to the flesh of the Old Testament
sacrifices the tertium comparationis is only the noivuvia, which in

The

the Old Testament had relation to the altar.

altar (dvmaarrj-

oiov) however is used as a synecdoche, implying the entire institution
of the Old Testament, and this for the Grod operating in it ;* but in
the same degree as the Old Testament dispensation is an inferior
form of revelation to that of the New, its fellowship is more external.

(On
28,

Idf&amp;gt;a7}A

29

;

Kara odpua, antithesis to lapa^/l Kara Trvevaa, see

Gal.

vi.

Yers. 19, 20.

Rom. ii.

16.)

In order in the meantime to remove the appre

hensions of his readers (who saw the tendency of the argument),
that the apostle participated in the opinions of many materialistic

Jews, respecting the reality of idols, and the evil power pervading
the flesh of their sacrifices, Paul declares that these were by no
means his sentiments ; there were no such idols, and the idolatrous
Yet the heathen service was not
sacrifices had no inherent power.

by any means destitute of power, and they were mis
they supposed so. These words clearly explain the passage,
The imaginary forms of gods had
viii. 4, seq., as we then observed.
no existence, it is true, but heathenism was nevertheless based upon
an agency, against the influence of which it behooved all to guard.
Hence the warning against taking part in the festivals held in the
temple (viii. 10), although the use of such meats in private circles

for this reason

taken

*

if

Bengel strikingly and justly remarks on

untur, altarc, super quo o/eruntur,

this

passage

communionem habeM.

:

Is cui offertur, ea

qua

offer
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was allowed by the apostle in wise moderation, to dis
countenance the overscrupulous spirit of Judaism. Concerning the
nature of the power governing the heathen world Paul here gives more
precise explanations ; he says the sacrifices of the Gentiles are offered
(ver. 25, seq.)

to demons, and they thereby effected a fellowship with them.
The
attempt to vindicate for daipovia the meaning of false imaginary
&quot;

gods/ has been already justly repelled by Billroth. The expression is
always employed in the New Testament in the sense of evil spirits/
nvevfiara dudOapra ; and to accept it in the former meaning would be
to destroy the significance of the whole argument.
As the heathen
gods were always regarded as demons in the ancient church, a purely
&quot;

historical conception of the passage can ascribe no other idea than
this to Paul ; and acknowledging the truth of the biblical doctrine

kingdom of darkness, we can have no doubt of its
By means of sin man becomes a prey to the
evil powers, and their sway is unopposed in heathenism.
Idol wor
ship is a mere product of sinful human nature, the potency of evil
consequently cannot be excluded from it
nay, that power must ex
relative to the

abiding correctness.

;

hibit itself therein with especial clearness, as it diverts the noblest
aspirations of man into a wrong direction, and invests crime itself with

apparent sanctity. It need not indeed be imagined, as the Jews, and
the unlearned among the Christians were prone to do, that to every
god a corresponding demon was appointed these gods were only
creations of fancy.
It was the power of darkness in the general

and larger sense, and the natural powers controlled by it (partic
ularly those of procreation and conception), which constituted the
governing principle of heathenism and its worship. It would be
difficult for

any one

to

be present at the worship of Venus, so

much

in vogue in Corinth especially, without feeling the power of sin in
his heart ; his presence at such rites is therefore called
tempting the
Lord. (In ver. 20 the words daipovioig Ovei KOI ov
are a quotation
0&amp;lt;5

from Deut.
the

xxxii. 17, according to the

LXX., and Baruch

LXX.

In Ps.

xcvi. 5, following

the same idea occurs.

For the pas
sages in the Fathers referring to this subject,* consult Ilsteri s
Paulin. Lehrbegr. p. 421, seq.)
iv. 7,

Such an intermixture of entirely dissimilar ele
justly declares to be perfectly inadmissible, a sen
timent again repeated at 2 Cor. vi. 14, seq. No man can serve two
masters : if he adheres truly to one, he must despise the other
It
Vers. 21, 22.

ments the apostle

!

not necessary to understand by the expressions
cup of demons,&quot;
&quot;table of
demons,&quot; that Paul had some particular heathen festival
&quot;

is

* Just. Mar. refers to demons an imitation of the
supper in the worship of Mithras
Midpa p.vaTr]pioi&amp;lt;; irapidunav yiveodai /ni/iTjodiiEvot ol Trovijpol dafftovtf,
OTL yap dprof KCH. Trorqpiov v6arog TtderaL kv Talc TOV
pvoofievov Teheralf //er*

:

oirep Kal iv rolg rov

&quot;tvtiv,

TJ

iiriaTaode

&amp;gt;)

fiadelv dvvaade.
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in mind, the service of Mithras, for example, or the Sabasans (Kreuzer s Symb. i. 728, seq., iii. 364, seq.), in which not only the sacrifice
also a cup passed around ; for it being customary to
such
drink on
occasions, cup and table, which by a figure stand
To enforce the admoni
for
here
food, together signify the repast.
to
the
alludes
of
the
Paul
briefly
Lord, and his power
jealousy
tion,

was eaten, but
all

to punish the disobedient.
(In ver. 22, the naoa^oG) is probably
chosen from Deut. xxxii. 21. It indicates the jealousy of Jehovah
on account of the deviation of his people from hearty love towards

him. It corresponds to the
TTaoopyi&iv } by the LXX.

Hebrew

On

K^J??^

and

is

rendered Trapo&veiv,

the use of the indicative in the direct

The TrapafyXovfjiev may be also
41, 3.
question, see Winer s Gr.
understood as not signifying what shall happen, but what has hap
&quot;

pened,

Lord

or

is

this the

import of our proceeding, that we provoke the

7

?

)

Paul could then again proceed to assert the prin
Vers. 23, 24.
ciple which he had already laid down in vi. 12 (where the explana-.
tion of it has been given), viz., that in matters indifferent we are to
have regard not only to our individual liberty, but to the interests of
the brethren. It might appear exaggeration for the apostle to say,
TO ECLVTOV ^/retrw, d/Ua
&quot;let no one seek his
own, but another
(ji7]dei$
TO TOV ETepov KKaa-og is only added to facilitate the sense); it should
at least be &quot;but also another
But this
(d/Ua KCU TO TOV Mpov).
to
be
taken
in
its
most
extensive
significa
principle ought certainly
tion, and we must say, were it generally carried out, every one would
be better cared for, than if each thought only of himself. But so
long as this is not the case, the exercise of a pure love will indeed in
earthly things bring loss, but in heavenly things will bring gain even
s&quot;

s&quot;

in the present life.
It
Vers. 25, 26.

was not unusual

for portions

of the beasts

offered in sacrifice to be

exposed for public sale in the markets, so
that it was possible to purchase such meat. The Judaizing Christians
took offence at this, but Paul counselled them to make no difference,
for conscience sake, not to enquire. Here follows a quotation from
Ps. xxiv. 1, acknowledging the dependence of all created things on
Jehovah, but it is not his intention to deny the disturbances in na

and

ture, and to subvert the real ground of the Old Testament injunc
tions regarding food ; we must rather take it for granted, both here
and in the parallel passage 1 Tim. iv. 4, that the apostle conceived

created things sanctified in Christ, as Peter was given in a vision
x. 11, seq.) to understand.
This is further explained at Bom.
the
(Ver. 25. MoeUov belongs to
(See Comm., Vol. IV., p. 150.)
Latin words adopted by the later Greeks ; the proper Greek expres
sion is KpeuTTukiov.
A.vaKplviv is here
z&Td&iVj dva-nvvOdveodaij as
dia -rr\v ovveidrjaiv, like that
and
the
Phavorinus correctly explains ;

all

(Acts

FIKST CORINTHIANS X. 27-31.
of ver. 27, refers to the individual conscience of him
Lachmann rightly omits the comma before
invited.
dvaKpivovres, as likewise at ver.
to iffdiere.)

27

;

it
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who buys
and

belongs with did

or

is

after pqdev

-r^v avveldrjciv

Then follows the counsel, that if believers are in
Vers. 27, 28.
vited as guests by the heathen, only to refrain from eating, if a
distinct declaration is made of the nature of the food served up.
Neander and Billroth have justly remarked that the words, idv 6 rig
vjuv elnq, but if some one say to you, apply not to the host, but to
some one among the guests, whose scruples were aroused, and this
supposition alone gives significance to the explanation of did rrjv
aweidrjaiVyfor the sake of the conscience. Such a remark would have

been made by the unbelievers only in mockery, or with the design
it cannot therefore be referred to them.
to prove the Christian
But thes e words required some addition, having been already twice
applied in speaking of the conscience of the claimant for liberty.
The informant (wvvoag) must accordingly be distinguished from
the interrogator, and might be presumed to represent the host, who
alone would know for certainty, if the meat placed before them had
formed a portion of a sacrifice or not. But to this the enelvov presents
a difficulty and as besides did is not repeated before oweidrjaiv, it
seems better to refer them both to the same person. Again, HTJVVU refers
;

;

much to a positive announcement, as to the having opportu
know that it was meat that had been sacrificed. Finally,
words d Others nopeveodai, if ye, choose to go (ver. 27) indicate,

not so

nity to

the

as Pott correctly observes, that the apostle considered it advisable
to accept such invitations from heathen acquaintance with great

caution, for heathen customs were in use at all their festivals, and
the Christian who took part in them, ran the risk of denying his
faith

by

his practice.

Still the

circumstances did not warrant a for

mal

prohibition.
(Lachmann has preferred the reading lepoOvrov in
ver. 28, and indeed it is more easy to account for the change of this

expression into the usual elduhoOv-ov, than conversely, of the well
known form into the more unusual one. But the additional rov ydp
icvpiov K. r. X.

here

by oversight from

is

decidedly not genuine, and introduced merely
from the preceding word ovveidrjaiv being

ver. 26,

the same.)
Vers. 29-31.

The general idea is repeated in the first person, and
in an interrogative form, in order more vividly to present it to the
For why should I allow my liberty to be judged of another
mind.
&quot;

man s conscience,&quot; i. e.,

should I, by my exercise of freedom, af
&quot;why
ford an occasion to others for judging me
If I partake of the meat
with thanks to God (thus in a right state of feeling), why am I evil
spoken of, for partaking of meat received with thanksgiving ? i. e. }
&quot;

?&quot;

wherefore shall I give occasion (in appearance) for evil to be spoken
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of

me ?

Is

it

32.

then not better that I should have the necessary

re

-

Let all be done therefore
gard to the weak, and avoid all offence
Govern yourselves entirely according to cir
to the glory of God.
cumstances. Be not only heathen to the heathen (to which incli
?&quot;

nation urges you), but be not ashamed to be Jewish to the Jew.
Pott has assigned another and apparently easier
(See ix. 20, seq.)
construction to these words, viz., as an objection proceeding from

What have I to do with another s con
one of the liberal party
science ? and why should I allow my liberty to be judged by him ?
If I have eaten with thanks, why should I be evil spoken of
But
&quot;

:

?&quot;

this exposition of the verses, although

by no means

inconsistent

is opposed by the sentiment of the
preceding, ac
even the other s conscience is to be respected, and
which
to
cording
It is only the above explanation that gives to el-e
also by ver. 31.
ovv K. r. A., a fitting connexion.
In reference to the navTa elg 66%av

with the words,

do all things for the glory of God, we cannot indeed
the
force of the rcavra, into merely something.
In the
modify
Christian life things great and small should stand in harmonious
Still the el$ 66%av Qeov is not to be thought to imply
agreement
Qeov

TToielre,

!

The inward living principle must exhibit
attention to every trifle.
itself in things of every degree as the generator of a pure life dis
playing itself in love towards all, thus manifesting the glory of God
most glorious manner.
(In ver. 29, s^evOepiag may not,
with Heidenreich, be supplied to the %apm f/T ^tw J the verb stands
to taste meat,&quot; as the following vnep ov t-yw ev%apior&
rather for
in the

j

&quot;

The expression xdpig
plainly proves.
of thanks in eating.)

is

in this passage the rendering

Finally follows the admonition to ac
Adiaphora charitably, not to one party
alone, but to all without exception (according to the enumeration
ix. 20, seq.), as he, the apostle, was accustomed to do in his entire
Nevertheless Paul will not be the pattern by which they
ministry.
(the Corinthians) were to regulate their conduct, and therefore he
adds I am a follower of Christ ; I have not devised my course of
proceeding, but have learned it from the holy prototype of human
ity
(The dnpooKOTTog of ver. 32 has appeared in Acts xxiv. 16 ; it
also occurs in Phil. i. 10.
Hesychius and Suidas explain it by daVer. 32.

Chap.

xi. 1.

commodate themselves

in

:

!

But here it is employed actively the same as o irpooThe mention of Jews and Gentiles with the
church of God, which makes a difficulty with Billroth, is entirely
unobjectionable, if we glance at ix. 20, seq., where Jews and Gen
Consideration is to be had for them, in
tiles are also mentioned.
order if possible to win them to the truth, as is expressly declared
The rule of their conduct is to be
in ver. 33.
[See on Rom. xv. 1.]
only the benefit of others, and not their own advantage. The
didovq.
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Christian should rather be prepared to purchase the former even at
the expense of personal self-denial and discomfort.
The division of
the chapters is evidently not well arranged in this place.
Ver. 1 of
the llth chapter belongs essentially to the preceding train of dis
cussion.

Paul would not

him

afford his adversaries the

most remote

of pride, and he therefore represents his own
example as a copying of the great example which was presented to
the entire race.)
occasion to accuse

VOL. IV.

21

III.

PART THIRD,
(xi.

9.

As we have

2

xiv. 40.

)

SUITABLE APPAEEL.

already remarked in reviewing the contents of this

epistle in the Introduction, the second Part treated chiefly of pri
vate circumstances, and now in the third the public assemblies, and

occurrences in connexion with them, are brought under considera
In entering upon the subject the apostle commences with
tion.
things most purely external,
to believers.
to

It

award praise

viz.,

the apparel and appearance suitable
this was because he was able

seems probable that
in this particular

;

for in this respect the better

have influenced the Corinthian church, and led
spirit appears
them to observe the strict apostolic injunction (ver. 2). The argu
ment which follows, then, is merely by way of enforcing those due
observances, and reproving those who had attempted innovation (ver.
The 0eA 6e i-fidg
16), but had not succeeded in carrying, it out.
eldevai, and I would have you knoiv, is not to be regarded as an
This is decidedly
tithesis, but a carrying out of the foregoing.
proved- by the rovro 6e OVK KTraivti, but this I do not commend, of
But at the same time the apostle commences
vers. 17 and 22.
with
this
discussion
because it connects itself perfectly with
perhaps
the subject of chap. viii. x., which was likewise an abuse of liberty,
prejudicial to morality. This paragraph also shews that the traditions
(rcaQadooeis) referred not only to such important doctrines as the
holy supper (see ver. 23), but likewise to such lesser injunctions as
The 2 Thess. ii. 15 proves
are here brought under consideration.
that Paul included therein his oral and written directions concern
ing Christian doctrine and life.* From the nature of the case, it
was natural to suppose that an early attempt would be made to
collect such precepts, and as the rapid growth of the church elicited
to

* Neander, ill his Church History
(Kirchengeschichte), vol. i. part iii. p. 1105, seq.,
and Krabbe upon, the Apos. Constit. p. 50, appear unwilling to admit any written apos
The pastoral letters are, however, evidently nothing more than small
tolic regulations.
collections of apostolic rules

;

that besides these,

many

of their directions were written

of
during the lifetime of the apostle, is certainly not improbable. Our collections
so-called apostolic institutions are without doubt of a much later origin.

down
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3.

directions imperative, these col

and come down to us in this form, without our
to discriminate between what is really apostolic
able
being always
and the later additions. (The -rravra might create a difficulty for
vers. 17, 22, certainly shew that Paul by no means commends all,
and that the Corinthians had not remembered everything. It is
= Travrw^, which is favoured by its po
best, therefore, to receive it
of the clause, as is customary with
the
commencement
sition at
23
Acts
Luke
iv.
See
xviii. 21, xxi. 22, xxviii. 4.)
Travrwf.
The apostle starts from the relation of husband and
Ver. 3.
wife ; for the question of the veiling of women was then agitated in
lections increased,

;

;

The preachers

of unlimited liberty might have attempted
custom (Gen. xx. 16), but the firm principle
of the followers of Peter maintained it, which Paul justified. This
custom possessed a symbolical significance ; the veil expressed the
authority of the husband over her, and the idea that her charms
belonged exclusively to her husband. It had likewise a moral aim,
for all unlawful excitement was avoided in the assemblies, and the
The apostle s
attention was withdrawn from the assembled women.
argument is applicable not to married women alone, but includes
the whole female sex as such in a profound symbol he views the
Corinth.

remove

to

this ancient

:

woman s

long hair as a veil lent to her by nature herself (ver. 15).
According to this he must intend that the young women also should
to the assembly veiled.
Doubtless we must remember that,
to
the
remarks
on
chap, vii., we are not to regard this in
according

come

command, but as good counsel justified by the period,
would be unnecessarily precise to require that the representa
tions here laid down by the apostle should be literally followed in
all ages.*
But although the German custom concedes a freer posi
tion to the female sex than the Oriental and the Greek allowed,
the apostle s fundamental idea in this paragraph preserves a signifi

the light of a

and

it

cance for all times. The holy Scriptures recognize nothing of the
emancipation of women, and the noblest adornment of the woman
must ever remain a modest decency, the expression of which must
be a becoming dress. That the opposite custom should ever have
found currency in Corinth, viz., the veiling of the men, appears to

me

very unlikely.

supposition (vers.

The passages which seem at all to favour the
had
4, 7), are there only by way of antithesis
;

such a custom really required to be formally attacked, it would
have been brought under more signal notice. The custom of the
* The unbridled customs of the
age prove how necessary such severe regulations
we are speaking of. The Fathers of the church, e. g., Clemens Alex.,

were in the times
Cyprian,

etc.,

bathed with

were obliged

men

Hamburg, 1829,

to express their displeasure at certain Christian women, who
without the decency of dress. (See Krabbe on the Apost. Constit

p. 125, seq.)
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heathen to cover themselves at sacrifices, and in the presence of the
aruspiccs,* may indeed be appealed to, but it is utterly improbable
that the Christians should have transplanted anything of heathen
There is likewise not a trace of this
rites into ecclesiastical usage.
to be found elsewhere, while the subject of the veiling of women
was still discussed at a later period, as the work of Tertullian de
It might with more plausibility be re
virginibus velandis proves.
ferred to the well-known custom of the synagogue, the covering the
head with a cloth during the hours of prayer. But, as we said be
fore, there is no sufficient foundation for supposing that such a cus
tom existed among the men. The argument in ver. 3 has further
something peculiar. It is based on the comparison between the
of Christ to the church, and marriage (Eph. v. 20, seq.)
in spiritual marriage, Christ is not the head of the man alone,
Yet
of the woman also, without regard to distinction of sex.

relation

But
but

the head of every man is Christ.&quot;
Still that can
not be urged, for in all such parallels points of difference must ex
But wherefore the addition and the head of Christ is God
ist.
To the general context it bears no reference it only completes the

it is

here said,

&quot;

&quot;

?&quot;

:

accessory idea of the successive grades of subordination, as in iii. 22.
The remarks already made at that passage, upon the question how

such passages a subordination of Christ to the Father may be
head&quot; the context
traced, are likewise valid here.
(In the term
marks dominion as especially expressed. As in the human organi
zation, the exercise of dominion over all the members proceeds from
in the church, from
so in the family, from the men
the head
in the universe, from God.)
Christ
The first verse is only per contrarium, to shed light
Yers. 4, 5.
on the sentiment of the second, which is the proper subject of dis
In a spirited manner the apostle treats the personal bear
cussion.
far in

&quot;

;

;

;

ing of

men and women

as indicative of their essential qualities.

The

man

represents the governing principle in mankind, the woman the
ministering ; in the former, therefore, the free, open appearance is

becoming

;

to the latter, the reserved, symbolically expressed

by the

The

expressions Ttgoaevxje.a6a,L and Tfpo(f)7]Teveivy refer, however, as
13
learn
xiv.
shews, to the Charismata of tongues and prophecy.
veil.

We

that these were also conferred upon women,
though subsequently the public exercise of these gifts (see xiv. 34,
and 1 Tim. ii. 12) was entirely prohibited by the apostle. That

from

this passage

such prohibition is not alluded to here is by no means surprising.
Calvin has justly replied apostolus unum improbando alterum non
probat ; he desired here first to prosecute the discussion already
commenced. (In ver. 4 rl is to be supplied to Kara ne^a^q fyuv,
* Servius in Virg. ^En.

iii.

407, writes:

Sdendum

sacrificantes

diis

omnibus capita

velare consuetos ob hoc, ne se inter religionem aliquid vagis q/erret obtutibus.
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wearing some sort of covering for the head. Billroth with propriety
recognizes a double meaning in the repeated KaTauj%vvei rrjv Ke^a^v.
It signifies first he dishonoureth his head, i. e. } the part of the body
in which dishonour reveals itself ; next of the man that he dishon
oureth Christ, of the woman that she dishonours her husband, by
omitting the sign of her subjection to him. Shaving the woman s
head was a punishment for adulteresses the expression points thus
;

to disorder

and shamelessness.)

The necessity for adherence to the strict usage is
Vers. 6-9.
yet further enforced by the apostle from the relation of man to
woman, shewn in the Mosaic account of the creation. The man is

God

image and glory (ehuv not dda), the woman only the glory
man. This refers back to Gen. i. 27, where man is styled
bV* and rr,ten of God.
But Calvin has justly reminded us that this
argument, and likewise that arising from the tceQakrj in ver. 3, must
be taken with the necessary restriction, and that the inference of
many schismatics as to the man alone being the image of God, and
s

of the

not the woman, is wholly untenable. In the passage of Genesis
alluded to (i. 27), dominion is declared to be the chief characteristic
of the Divine image ; this was manifested more in the man than in
the woman, and only for this reason, and so far does Paul ascribe to
him the image, and not to the woman. This latter has mainly a
dependent position, and all her faculties are to be applied to the

purpose of serving the man, and elevating him in his higher and
This seems signified by the expression
more important condition.
glory of the man,&quot; wherewith the apostle drops the parallel with
&quot;

To

elituv.

man,
esis.

man

exhibit

more

clearly the

dependence of the woman on

the apostle adds an argument from the 2d chapter of Gen
The fact that the woman was formed out of the rib of the

and was destined to be his helper (dia rov civdpa e/cemployed by Paul for this purpose. This sort of argu
ment would appear singular in these days, but evidently only be
cause we have not accustomed ourselves to take the holy Scriptures,
Paul, however, proceeds
especially the Old Testament, so literally.
upon the unqualified divinity of the Old Testament, and the more
this is generally recognized the more admissible shall we learn to
dvdpog)

(e

TioOr])) is

regard such proofs.
idea of tceipaodai.)
Ver. 10.

(In ver.

6,

%vpaoOai expresses the heightened

This passage has received more trouble and labour than

internal significance appears to deserve.
Egovaia is evidently
a
of
more
than
the
designation
nothing
covering for the female head,

its

and therefore of the veil, which is thus the symbol of the man s
power over the woman.* The conjectures it-ovfiiav, et-iovaa are en* Hagenbach (Stud. 1828, pt. 2, p. 401, seq.) would derive tfrvaia from i&lvai in the
But Lticke (pt. 3, p. 568, seq.) has lexicologically and
of
descent, extraction.&quot;
&quot;
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unnecessary and untenable.* The supposition that e^ovaia is
name of a head-dress, admits of no proof. The Hebrew

directly the

the head, is not
TH^, a large upper garment, capable also of covering
In the middle
from
to
but
to
derived from n-jn,
rule,
-H?,
spread.
a
s head-dress (see Du
woman
ages imperium certainly signified
Fresne Glossar. Med. JE vi. s. v.) Others have received egovoia in an

symbol of the protecting power of the man* over the
r
a
reference to Ps. Ix. 9,
with
n:, guard of my head,
woman/
But this turn of the expression does not
i. e., protecting helmet.
The apostle is proving not that the man
agree with the context.
active sense,

&quot;

&quot;tffco

has to protect the woman, but that the latter has to obey him. The
did rovg dyyt Aouc, on account of the angels, is
difficulty in the phrase
much more important. The conjectures dytvl^ (on account of the
flock), dyeAaiovc (by reason of

collectively without authority

;

uneducated men), dWpa^, o^Aovf, are
the Codd. give no variations.
The

human

supposition that ayyeAoi denotes

messengers, suitors, or

heathen spies, even married men, or overseers of the church, requires
no serious refutation. Alike untenable is the view of Heidenreich,
is a formula olsecrandi, as per omnes sanctos,
Testament acknowledges no invocation of angels. We
may certainly hesitate as to whether good or bad angels are here meant.
It seems very natural to suppose a reference to the narrative of Gen.
vi. 2, where it is stated that the sons of God (Elohim) found the
daughters of men fair, and united themselves to them. But we
cannot admit the reference in this place, because ayyehoi never im
In the iv. 9 we understood by dyyehoi$ all
plies bad angels alone.
the higher orders of beings, good and bad together, but the connexion
for if it were proposed to
here does not sanction this supposition

that did TOVS dyyeAovf

for the

New

;

express the temptation of man by means of the sight of unveiled
women, at the evil instigation of bad angels, as Moshcim among others

and

by the good angels for sin,
more
with
indicated
it must have been
precision. Good angels alone
and
referred
to.
are therefore
Theodoret,
following him other ex
thinks,

also the sorrow experienced

xviii. 10) specially
positors, have had the guardian angels (Matth.
in order to avoid afflicting your
in mind, so that the sense were,
&quot;

holy guardian angel by an immoral
angels mentioned in Matth.

behaviour.&quot;

But whether the

10 (see Comm. on

this passage)
are to be regarded as a distinct class, is too uncertain for us to ven
can therefore only
ture to derive our explanation therefrom.
But on what grounds
refer the term to good angels in general.
xviii.

We

Liicke himself admits a brachylogy in Ihe passage,
exegetically proved this unsound.
of the definite genitive relation, which may be understood in a twofold
viz., the omission
reference, first to the

* The reading

man

kt-tovca

as exercising the iZovaia,

has certainly some

Junius, Valckenaer, and others.

and then to the woman as its object.
and is therefore put forth by

plausibility,

(See the Scholia of the latter, vol.

ii.

p. 279.)
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Bengel

re

the angels veil themselves before the Al
that would prove too. much, for the same reason

(Is. vi. 2)

But

ing would require that men also veil themselves before Christ,
their head.
We can only admit the general reference, to the joy,
which the angels have, in all that is holy and good (see Luke xv.
10); and as the subject has a particular reference to veiling in the
assemblies, we may entertain the idea that the angels, being them
selves likewise engaged in the praise of God the Father, must be
considered actively participating in the worship of God.*
Thus

LXX.

according to the
aoL }

Ps. cxxxviii. 1 says, havriov dyy&wv
2 shews the subject to be the hymns in the

ver.

although

i/&amp;gt;aAu&amp;gt;

temple.
Yers. 11, 12.

In order however to furnish no pretence for pride
Paul
now
man,
brings forward the other side of the position, that
is to say, that
the
command of God the man came of woman,
by
born
of
her.
far again we have an equalization of
Thus
being
the matter all comes from God, men as well as women. (In ver.
11 the iv Kvplu is to be understood,
According to the command
and appointment of the Lord.&quot; The text. rec. has transposed the
clauses in ver. 11, but critical authority is so unanimously opposed
to the usual reading, that no doubt can prevail concerning its re
in

:

&quot;

jection.)

Yers. 13-16.

The

apostle concludes that every one

sible of the propriety of

must be

sen-

women

being covered, especially in relig
ious assemblies ; nature itself indicates this by the long hair which
she bestows upon the woman as a covering and veil.
This universal

custom in

God s

churches cannot therefore be departed from, in
who were contentious. In the
latter remark (ver. 16), is as it were contained the
to
threat,
whomsoever this is not agreeable, let him withdraw from the church,
the custom cannot be changed.&quot;
na
(In ver. 14, the expression
all

accordance with the views of certain

&quot;

&quot;

v a ig diddanei) must not be overlooked, for this
(//
of expression occurs but rarely in the holy
Scriptures, since
nature is commonly conceived as being in absolute dependence
upon
ture

teaches&quot;

mode

God, and therefore, whenever it expresses purely physical relations,
styled God.
Passages like these shew that the present prevalent

is

practice of referring all to nature, is not in itself indeed objection
able, but the circumspection with which the name of God is avoided
is

evidently the fruit of unbelief

relation to God.

grow long.

ment [Heb.

In
i.

Koftaw

is

;

considered without any
alere, to permit the hair to

nature

= comam

is

properly a wide-flowing gar
See Gen. xxiv. 65, xxxviii. 14. In

ver. 15, nepif36kaiov is

12], then

veil.

* This has been
already propounded by the Fathers of the church.
Orat. c. 12. Orig. c. Cels. v. p. 233. Constit. Apost.

viii. 4.

See Tertull. do
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ver 16, Hesychius explains fakovetKos by
Qitepu; ; it does not
Testament. This concluding verse decidedly
-occur again in the
points to a certain party in Corinth who wished to assert a greater

New

degree of liberty.

The extremes

to

which

this tendency gave occa

sion in later times, is shewn in church history, by the accounts
the antinomian sects of the Carpocratians, etc.)

10.

THE HOLT
(xi.

&quot;

SUPPER.

17-34.)

Far more important

is the second subject upon which the
apostle
the
conduct
of the Corinthan Christians at the sacred
enters,
Supper. With reference to this, the example of the better disposed
appears either to have effected nothing, or they themselves were

now

away by party spirit. At all events the apostle blames their
conduct unconditionally, stigmatizing it as calculated to change the
carried

(The rovro Trapayyehblessing upon their assemblies into a curse.
AWV of ver. 17 refers to the subject already mentioned in ver. 16, and
the maintaining a better principle of order upon appearing in the
assembly and with the commendation contained in ver. 16, a de
EwfyxeoOcii alludes
gree of reproach is connected in what follows.
;

especially to their assembling together, at which, according to the
custom among early Christians, it was usual to celebrate the holy

supper daily, and also the love-feast.
IJTTOV to the assemblies themselves,
better, but rather worse,&quot; but this

Billroth refers Kpetrrov and
making the sense these are not
&quot;

is

not favoured by the dg ro

:

it

better regarded as expressing the moral purpose of all meetings,
which was prejudiced by the unsanctified state of mind in which
is

the Corinthians met together.

In

ver. 34, elg Kpifia avvepxeadai

ex

presses this.)
Vers. 18, 19.

Instead then of entering at once upon the main ar
gument, Paul mentions first the dissensions among the Corinthians,
by a TTp&rov //t v to which no devrepov 6 succeeds, the ovv of ver. 20
This somewhat inexact form is ex
rather supplying its place.
from
the
fact
that
Paul
by no means intends to treat first
plained
of the divisions, and afterwards of the abuses in the Lord s Supper,
but that he
nor regards these abuses themselves as the divisions
;

;

designs to present the abuses in their relation to existing dissen
He would intimate that those corrupt prac
sions (see on chap, i.)
tices on occasion of celebrating the holy communion, arose from
the want of unity in the church (through the four alpeoeis), which
their assemblages whose sub
revealed itself by ox ia[ iara even
lime purpose should have put far away any disturbing influence.

m

&quot;
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n

marevc,) is also to be thus explained.
clause KOL pepog
For
not to the 0%^tara as such (the information concerning it

it refers

being credited entirely, and not in part, by Paul), but to its influ
ence upon the form of their assemblages.
Concerning this latter
point exaggerated reports might have arisen which the apostle ac

knowledged as such.
dation was assured to

But that they were not entirely without foun
him by his knowledge of the ways of God, who

continually passes his winnowing fan over a community, in order
to separate the impure from it, and make manifest the approved.

(In ver. 18 eKKkrjcia is not to be understood as the place of meeting,
If ye come together, so that ye form an
but the congregation
&quot;

:

hKhrjoia, so that the believers are fully

assembled.&quot;

That

is

to say,

smaller circles of persons closely connected might be formed who
would yet constitute no proper
church.&quot;
It is advisable to
the
with
commas
after
and e/c;A?/&amp;lt;7/a, thus
yap
Lachmann,
omit,
&quot;

comprising the whole as far as v-rapxeiv in one thought. The differ
ence between o^to/jara and alpeaeig in this place is that the latter
expression, as the stronger (as indicated by the Kai) } contains the

ground of the former. The alpeaeig are thus the capital divisions
mentioned in chap, i., a consequence whereof was that the par
ties held themselves separate, even at the celebration of the holy
Billroth correctly observes that Iva
Supper, i. e., formed ffxiafiara.
here properly denotes purpose God s purpose in these very lament
:

able divisions

is

to discover those

who

are approved.

From

tender

ness only the favourable effect is brought to view ; the bad reveals
1 John ii. 19.)
itself in the separation of the impure.
The apostle now proceeds to that which is the
Vers. 20-22.

(In ver. 22 ova errcuvti is to be received only
According to custom among the ancient Christians,
celebration of the love-feast was regularly connected with that
of the holy Supper, so that the whole ceremony formed a strict com
memoration of our Lord s passover feast. Together they are viewed
proper object of reproof.
as Meiosis.)

&quot;the

and called delrrvov KvpiaKov, the Lord s Supper.* All be
members of one Divine family, ate and drank together
Divine food, in witness of their inward unity for time
and
earthly

as one,

lievers, as

and eternity. Each individual according to his ability brought pro
vision for this festival, which was then consumed in common, and
this custom continued to exist down to the end of the fourth cen
tury,

when, in consequence of the congregations becoming so nu
it was found
necessary to separate the love-feasts from the

merous,

* Catholic
interpreters understand here only the Agape without the Lord s Supper.
is decidedly an error
the apostolic church never celebrated an Agape without the

This

;

we may infer from what is stated that the errors here re
proved found place only in that part of the Selirvov KvpiaKov, which, at a subsequent
yvriod separated from the Lord s Supper, formed the feasts styled Agape.
communion.

But

t

at all events

,
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Now in Corinth, where the spirit of love had dis^
s Supper.
appeared, these festivals were so conducted that each partook only
of what he had provided, the rich enjoying fully while the poor
The Lord s Supper, the supper of love, chereby sank into
lacked.
Lord

private feast, and was a proceeding without meaning
which each might have performed at home, and the
Supper connected with it was dishonoured. However well calculated
this account may be to disturb the pleasing illusions we are prone to
form concerning the perfection of the ancient church, much may be
found to operate in tempering our judgment. First, the proceed
ings of the Corinthians did not spring from disrespect towards the
sacred rite, and in no degree from covetousness or selfish appetite ;
but the divisions among them were the ground of the isolation of
individuals.
Every one shared only with the members of their
own party without regard to the wants of others. Such an overestimation of slight points of difference, was in no way incompati
ble with a nobler nature ; and, at all events, the fault as thus ex
plained, appears as no common one.
Had, however, each applied
himself seriously to the duty of self-examination, he would not
have rated his brother s sin higher than his own ; hence the apostle
earnestly urges this upon them in what follows.
(In ver. 20 the
is
to
be
laid
on
when
come
vn&v
}
emphasis
ye
together it is no true
Lord s Supper that ye celebrate in so wrong a manner.&quot; On im TO
kelnvov Kvpiaicov only occurs here. In
aura, consult Acts i. 15, ii. 1.
Acts the expression used is Kkdotc; dprov [see Acts ii. 42], signifying
love-feast and Lord s Supper together.
Tertullian employs also the
term convivium dominicum, convivium Dei [Ad Uxor. ii. 4, 8].
But the name is not to be explained with Heidenreich ccena in
honorem domini instituta, but feast, given by the Lord, to which
he invites believers.&quot; In ver. 21 IT p o kapfidveiv denotes taking in
advance the food supplied for themselves and their companions,
without sharing it with their poorer brethren. In ver. 22 Heiden

an

idiov deiTrvov,

or significance,

&quot;

&quot;

reich erroneously places the expression

KKA7]aia Qeov in opposition to

But the adop
olKiaj
signifies church edifice.
tion of this view is forbidden by the Qeov, which is inapplicable to
a building, and moreover by the nara^poveiv and the parallel KaraiThe circumstances of the apostolic church
o%vveiv TOV$ p) K^OVTU^.
were not yet of a nature that Christians could possess buildings used
and concludes that

it

exclusively as churches.)
To this reproof on the part of the apostle fol
Vers. 23-25.
lows a communication concerning the tradition relative to the cele

bration of the Lord

s Supper, which the yap seems to introduce as
for
a
reason
such reproof. It was not indeed the Lord s
assigning
but
only the love-feasts preceding it, which had
Supper itself,

been profaned by the Corinthians

;

yet

still,

Paul, by holding

CORINTHIANS XI. 23-25.
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forth the exalted nature of this sacrament, conceived as stand
ing in essential connexion with the love-feast which preceded it,

would make the Corinthians

fully sensible of their guilt in intro
into
the
solemn rite. Thus the passage from
differences
their
ducing
Paul hrings before
ver. 27 here comes especially into consideration.

what the Lord s Supper is, in order more strongly to im
press upon them the necessity for self-examination. That theoretical
errors in the doctrine of the Lord s Supper were propagated is not
their view

expressly stated, but, according to 1 Cor. xv. 12, it is extremely pro
bable that such were already in process of formation. If the resur
rection of the body were denied, the presence of the glorified body of
our Lord in the Supper was easily unrecognized. In order therefore to
arrest the unfolding of these errors, the apostle again lays before them
in writing the entire doctrine which he had already orally delivered

On the form of words, as given by Paul, used in instituting
the rite, we have dealt at length in vol. III. p. 20, seq., to which the
reader is referred. Only the 7rapha[3ov arto rov Kvpiov, I received from
the Lord, of ver. 23 needs any further discussion. In the life of the
to them.

apostle (Exposition of the Epist. to the Romans, Vol. Ill, p. 421) it
has already been stated that we could not reasonably conclude that

every individual historical fact in the life of the Lord had been im
mediately imparted to the apostle by Christ ; but with the sacred
Supper the case was peculiar. The doctrinal principle contained
therein was so closely bound up with tho historical foundation that it
was not possible to separate the one from the other ; in this partic
ular therefore an

immediate revelation from the Lord

is

entirely in

Exegetically the dnb rov nvpiov, from the Lord, cannot be
place.
otherwise received than with the antithesis OVK an dvOpurruv, not

from men,

as expressly stated

by Paul

in Gal.

i.

12.

Accordingly

we have here an

authentic declaration of the risen Saviour himself
concerning his sacrament, and under this conception of the passage
the church has ever regarded it as the most important declaration
in the New Testament respecting the holy Supper.
It has been al

leged in opposition to this, that d~6 signifies only the receiving
through an agent, and that consequently the apostle here only claims
to

have received

his information

from the apostles as eye-witnesses.

But then Paul would stand upon a level with

all

other Christians

who

likewise received the sacrament from the apostles, while here he at
tributes to himself something peculiar.
Add to this that in the

New Testament the distinction between arro and naod, is by no means
accurately observed, as

is

further shewn in the remarks

upon Gal.

Finally, it may be supposed that Paul here employs dno, be
cause he desired to discriminate between the personal appearance of

i.

1.

our Lord (see Acts ix.) and his revelation by his Spirit. The read
ing napd in some of the Codd., is at all events a mere correction.
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XL

26, 27.

Christ s own words are only contained in vers. 24, 25 ;
added by Paul himself in explanation of the el$ TTJV e[i?]v
The announcement of the Saviour s death is not only to
dvdtJLvr](JLv
but this cele
take place as often as the Lord s Supper is celebrated
bration, and the announcement connected with it, are to continue
26.

er&amp;gt;

26

ver.

is

t

;

until the second

coming of the Lord, consequently through the en

tire al&v ovTog, until the supper of the Lamb in the kingdom of
God. (Rev. xix. 9.) The idea of making known the death natu

(Ecumenius appositely remarks, the remembrance
the bounty, benevolence and salvation&quot; (nacav TTJV dupeav nal
-aoav TTJV (j)ikavdp(*)7Tiav teal rcdaav TTJV ouTTjpiav), involved in it. The
rally includes, as

of

&quot;

all

only point of uncertainty

to

mind the custom

ing

God

for creation

in

is

whether

The

/carayye/lAere is to be

taken as

25 and 26,
for ye certainly make known,&quot; would call
the celebration of the communion, thank

indicative or imperative.
harmonizes with either ;

yap, connecting verses

&quot;

and redemption through the death of Christ.

But Heidenreich has

correctly observed that the phrase axpig ov
come, demands an imperative construction ; for
was impossible Paul should say, ye do it until the coming of the
until

t/107/,

it

lie

Lord.

Of the highest importance to the doctrine of the Lord s
the
are
words of exhortation from the apostle which here
Sapper
He says one may partake of the sacred feast unworthily
follow.
Ver. 27.

(dva&ug) , and thereby
question arises,

what

is

make himself worthy
to

be understood by

of punishment.

dvagib)? ?

The

In connexion

with the existing condition of things, primarily uncharitableness, the
judging others instead of ourselves, is intended. But in this is involved
the sentiment applicable to all times and circumstances, impenitence

an unworthy guest at the Lord s Supper, not sinfulness
abstractly, but sin without repentance, reckless persistence in sin.
It is the more important to give prominence to this view, because
individuals of tender consciences feeling the operation of sin in
constitutes

themselves, often deem themselves unworthy, and so refrain from
But impenitent
the strengthening influence of the holy sacrament.
participation constitutes us guilty of the body and blood of the
Lord (tvoj^Of TOV oujmTog KOL TOV al/j-arog TOV KVQLOV\ &quot;]&vo%og (from
,

,

adstrictus tcneri) signifies reus, liable to a penalty, VTTSV-

as Hesychius explains

it.

It is usually

connected with

Kptaig

or Odvarog (Matth. v. 21, seq., xxvi. 66 ; Mark iii. 29), here it is con
nected with the object to which the guilt has reference.
But it is

obviously consistent neither with the connexion nor with the senti
ment of Paul to understand the idea thus, Whoever partakes
&quot;

unworthily of bread and wine, is so wicked that he would have
in condemning Christ to death.&quot; The thought of the apostle
not to the distant Saviour crucified on Golgotha, but con-
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as present personally in the sacred Supper.

Hence not

merely Xpicrov is used, but ocj^aro^ nal afyarog Xpiarov, which would
be irreconcileable with the former acceptation. The sense is rather,
Whoever unworthily partakes of the bread and wine, is guilty of
an offence in that which is most sacred.&quot; As the greatness of the
offence is determined by the elevation of the object against whom
the deed is directed, as thus he who affronts a prince finds it more
difficult to excuse himself than he who mocks a beggar, or he
who robs a church than he who steals from a private house, so
&quot;

is the unworthy
receiving of the Lord s Supper the more heinous,
because the holiness of Christ present therein is so great. Indeed
this passage thus presents a mighty argument against Zwinglius s

views of the Lord

s Supper
the apostle treats it as a high mys
which bears in itself a power to bless and to destroy. Christ
present in the Lord s Supper in his human nature, so that he who
;

tery,
is

receives the elements unworthily, is guilty of sin towards Christ
But the fact that the consecrated elements are here de

himself.

nominated bread and wine, proves

sufficiently that the Catholic doc
trine of transubstantiation is entirely unscriptural.
But it is just
as certain that concerning the manner of Christ s presence in the

holy communion, nothing further can be drawn from this passage.
That the Calvinistic acceptation of this doctrine must yield in the
chief points to the Lutheran can be inferred only from the
general
analogy of the doctrines to each other ; particularly the doctrine of
the person of Christ, of the relation of divinity and
in

humanity

here a certain guide. Yer. 27, finally, is employed by the
Catholics as a defence of the communio sub una, because it says, b$
dv iodi^i rbv dprov rovrov} 77 mvq rb iroriipiov rov KVOLOV. True, several

him,

is

good MSS. read nai, but without doubt ?/ is preferable as the more
unusual form. Winer (Gr.
53, 6) however has justly remarked
that it is certainly conceivable that the bread alone may be de
voutly received, but not the wine ; and besides, if according to the
Koman Catholic view, the cup ought never to be received, the i\ can
Paul in that case must have written bg av
in no manner apply.
Kadiy rbv dprov rovrov.

Vers. 28, 29. With this the exhortation to serious self-examina
tion before receiving the holy sacrament naturally connects itself. The
doKtfidfriv is, as may be readily comprehended, to be considered as

connected with the result of this exercise of self-investigation and
repentance. As perfectly conformable to this passage confession was
instituted by the church, and it were much to be desired that the
practice of real private confession were still retained instead of a
general admonition being substituted in its place. At the same
time the former idea is resumed hero (ver. 29), and the phrase
not
guilty of the body and blood of the Lord&quot; elucidated by
&quot;

&quot;
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discerning the Lord s body&quot; (JITJ diattpivuv TO crw/m rov Kvpiov). These
words however in the first place only confirm the view before

taken of the Zvoxos

r.

K.

A.,

for diaKpivziv signifies in this place

to separate as holy from unholy, consequently to treat the Lord s
Supper as an ordinary one ; as if he were not present.&quot; The ques
&quot;

tion then occurs, whether these words justify Luther s supposi
tion that the unbelieving do also receive the body of the Lord ?*

Had
who

the great Reformer declared, with reference to this, that those
received unworthily not only did not receive the blessing, but

thereby suffered positively destructive consequences (a

Kpi(ia) 9 this

would have been perfectly undeniable. The words eateth condem
nation to himself&quot; evidently bind the curse to the act of unworthy
&quot;

But that the unbelieving communicant receives into
the
body and blood of Christ is not sanctioned by the
himself
words ; we may suppose the pernicious influence to be, that the
power of the body and blood repels him. As he who sins against the
Holy Ghost does not receive the Spirit, but is repelled by it, so like
participation.

wise the unbelieving recipient of the Lord s Supper does not receive
are to distinguish between the
Christ, but is repelled by him.
unbelieving and the unworthy receiving of the Sacrament. Even be

We

lievers

may

Sacrament unworthily, and

receive the

here supposed by Paul

this is the case

so far as the person so sinning is still be
can receive Christ ; in so far as he sins, however, he can
;

he
have no blessing, but a curse. But the thorough unbeliever, in
whom no regeneration is found, can in no sense whatever be said to
receive the body and blood of Christ, because the faith is wanting
which would enable him to do so. The degree of offence in such a
case depends upon the measure of consciousness with which he,
wanting faith, approaches the table of the Lord he who draws near
lieving,

:

judged according to his ignorance. Lu
from the attempt to maintain the posi
tive union of the higher and lower elements in the Sacrament,
which also led him to the assumption that not only bread and
in involuntary ignorance, is
ther arrived at his decision

wine, but also Christ s flesh and blood, were received with the
physical mouth, although not again after a Capernaitish manner.
But the objective character of the rite might be maintained without
Christ s flesh and blood, as glorified, can
these extreme opinions.
* The

Lutherans of the 16th century went so far as to assert: NiJiilo plus rece
Petrum quam Judam. Calvin, on the xi. 27, expresses himself thus:
Ego hoc axioma tenco, neque mihi usquam excuti patiar, Christum non posse a suo spiritu
Unde constituo, non recipi mortuum eius corpus, neque disjunctum a spiritus sui
divelli.

pisse

strict

inpnma

ccena

Jam qui viva fide et pcenitentia vacuus est, -quum nihil habeat spiritus Christi,
virtute.
vere simul in
ipsum Christum quomodo reciperet ? Sicut ergo fateor, quosdam esse qui
et tamen indigne Christum recipiant, quales sunt multi infirmi, ita non admitto, eo3
quifidem historicam tantum sine vivo posnitentice et fidei sensu qfferunt, aliud quam signum
c&amp;lt;xna

recipcre.
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30-32.

(without the baptism of re

generation there is no Lord s Supper !); for such the higher principle
is in the elements ; the unregenerate, on the contrary, has no organs
for receiving the higher,

and consequently

receives only the external

Brenz says very appositely, although a good Lutheran

symbols.

the mouth of faith receives the
works, vol. xvii. 2482),
carnal
mouth
the
bread and wine.&quot; Because the
of
Christ,
body
bread and wine are not changed, the physical mouth receives them
&quot;

(Luther

s

alone, the spiritual food being reserved for,

the

mouth of

more

faith, or, still

and perceptible only to

exactly, the

mouth of

the believ

ing and inwardly renewed man, who already, while yet on earth,
bears within himself the germ of the glorified body.
The condition of the Corinthian church, in many
Yers. 30-32.
points of view so lamentable, is attributed by Paul to their dis
Only the strictest selfrespect towards the holy communion.

examination can preserve us from the Divine judgment ; if this be
wanting, the judgments of the Lord must take effect (as they had
experienced); but in his mercy he would chastise the faithful, in
This pas
order to save them from condemnation with the world.
important, as more precisely fixing the sense of the Kpipa
Without the subsequent heightening of the KpiveoOai (
we should have already concluded
TTCLidevEoOai) into KaTaKpiveoOai,
sage

is

(ver. 29).

in ver. 29 rcpi^a to signify eternal condemnation.
of the article intimates that it is not the last

But the omission
judgment which

is

meant, but an admonishing reproof which is to benefit the faithful.*
The Corinthians had partaken of Christ s flesh and blood unworth
ily ; they were not for that reason eternally condemned ;f but they
had thereby materially prejudiced their spiritual life they were on
the way to condemnation, from which the Almighty sought to re
;

cover them by chastisement, the apostle by reproof.^
* Thus
Kpt/j.a,

&quot;Wolf

and Bengel

decide.

sine articulo, indicium aliquod,

The

latter also correctly observes

morbum, mortemve

The only

on

this

passage

:

Domini corpus non
KaTaKpipa condemnaiionem. Yet even Bill-

Non dicit TO
dwcernunt, suo corpore luant.
roth refers it to eternal condemnation.

corporis, ut qui

f The supposition that the unworthily participating in the Lord s Supper, in itself, can
lead to everlasting condemnation, or stand equal in guilt to sin committed against the
Holy Ghost, may prove hurtful by deterring individuals from approaching the sacred rite.

The

confession of Goethe

avoid both church and

is

remarkable on

this point.

He was

first

led

by

this fear to

The ancient
(See his works, last edit, vol. xxv., p. 125.)
church possessed a cheerful view of the Supper of* eternal love 1
J The remarks of Rosenkranz (Eucycl. p. 52) mentioned by Billroth in this place, and

which

I

altar.

shall likewise quote, are

requires the
demands the

much

to the point:

&quot;As

the baptismal confession

acknowledgment of sin, so likewise the celebration of the Lord s Supper
knowledge of one s self. It assists to the extreme in fortifying the will and

desire to lead a life agreeable to the same, because it
immediately gives to the individual
the consciousness that the task he has to discharge is, in itself (through Christ), already
effected, and that consequently the reality of a godly life, such as he desires to lead, is
not impossible. But he who lightly receives the
holy communion without repentance,
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34.

determine whether, in ver. 30, dcOevsl?,
sickly, as well as noi^dadai, sleep, are to be under
stood of spiritual or physical judgments, or of both. I incline to the
latter view. To refer them merely to outward sufferings, without the
verses is to
difficulty in these

and dppuaroi,

loeak,

The consequence of an
is forbidden by the nature of the case.
as
an
in
the
such
unworthy participation
act,
holy Sacrament, must
The only question therefore is,
be a disturbance of the moral life.
whether such inward detriment is not alone to be understood, with
moral,

out any reference to outward suffering ?
But the conception of the
as
the
sent
endured
Corinthians,
suffering
by
by the Lord for chas
tisement and profit to them, does not allow the outward sufferings
to be omitted.

God

These, such as sickness,

etc.,

are rather the means,

hand, of awakening the slumbering conscience to the de
This passage may be regarded
of the inward life.
condition
ranged
as parallel with v. 5, in which the apostle commands the body of
in

s

the sinner to be given over to Satan, in order to save his soul in the
day of the Lord. The expressions (ver. 30) may consequently be

regarded as a climax ; doOeveis and dppuaroi express the lesser and
higher degree of laxness in the inward life, and analogous physical
sorrows, but KoipdaOai the highest degree of spiritual deadness, and
also physical death.
According to 2 Cor. v., it cannot be
time
the
at
the
that
apostle wrote these epistles, he re
doubted,
of
the
Lord as near at hand. Death, in
the
second
coming
garded

with

it

a frame of mind verging towards apostacy, consequently appeared
to him to preclude all participation in Christ s kingdom ; while yet
precisely this forfeit, as a divinely inflicted penalty, might in effect
(In ver.
prove the means of awakening the fallen for eternal life.

30 did TOVTO = because this has happened among you.
used of number, is found also in Luke vii. 11, 12, viii. 32.

Inav6&amp;lt;;,

In

ver.

31, the tavrovs dieKpivo^ev includes the writer, by way of softening
the expression, kiaitpivu seems selected with reference to ver. 29 ;

as the

Lord

Supper is distinguished from an ordinary repast, so
unworthy guests at it from the worthy from the dis

s

likewise the

;

tinction follows then the voluntary separation.)

Vers. 33, 34. -In conclusion, Paul recommends brotherly love,
and devout, respectful behaviour in celebrating the sacred rite.
Other points touching the right celebration of the holy Sacrament
appear to have been raised but as these might demand his per
sonal inquiry into the circumstances, he promises more definite in
;

structions

regarding

them

at

his

approaching

New

generally signifies in the
The idea, wait for one
i.
&quot;

visit.

(Ver.

33.

Testament to wait,&quot; like
another/ would convey the
&quot;

erroneous impression, that some had partaken earlier, before the
and without the
to himself a

desire to live conformably to the principle in the same, eats

condemnation.

and drinks
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But

&quot;

has here the signification of excipere convivio&quot; the sense
being, share with one another what ye have, that
the feast may be a real festival of love.)
others came.

it

11.

THE GIFT
(xii.

1

OF TONGUES.

xiv. 40.)

section belongs unquestionably to those in the New
of all to present a living picture of the
best
calculated
Testament,
most remarkable period in the world s history, the period in which

The following

the youthful church spread out her eagle wings over humanity, and
The stream of life which, like a
of its extraordinary phenomena.
sacred flame, was poured on the first disciples of the Lord at Pente

the newly-arisen churches, and awakened
yielded themselves to its influence, a depth of vis
ion, a power of will, a sentiment of heavenly joy hitherto unfelt by
mankind, and which only beamed all the brighter amid the dark
shadows of heathenism which surrounded the apostolic churches.
cost,

extended

in all those

itself over

who

gushing of their influence, and in the struggle
a
prevailing world of evil, the spiritual gifts were manifested
against
originally in miraculous phenomena, which were explicable by no

But

in the first

The miraculous power of Christ ap
unfolding of natural laws.*
church
whole
Down to the end of the
the
over
peared spread
!

third century, and thus until the period of the church s dominion
over heathenism, were maintained, though with gradually diminish
(See the
ing power, these miraculous gifts of the infant church.

passages of the Christian Fathers referring thereto, with learned in
vestigations, in Dodwelli Dissert, in Iren. Oxoniee, 1689, 2d trea
tise.)
Among the excitable Greeks, particularly in Corinth, the
spiritual gifts displayed themselves in the most forcible manner.
All their forms and phenomena seem to have been here exhibited,

and to have wrought with a powerful fermentation. As in the
meantime the men upon whom these gifts, sacred in themselves,
descended, were not yet perfectly sanctified, since in them the old
man yet retained his power, and many of them likewise permitted
their human weaknesses to influence the spiritual power which filled
them, it was possible for the employment of the gifts to occasion
numerous abuses. This happened especially with the gift of the
* See
among recent works on the subject, Die Geistesgaben der ersten Christen,
insbesondere die sogenannte Sprachengabe, by David Schulz, Breslau, 1836. In connexion
with it may be mentioned Baur s neue Abh. iiber die Sprachengabe (Stud. 1838, part 3),
which contains a criticism on Schulz s work. Koster s work, Die Propheten des altec

and neuen Testaments

VOL. IV.

22

(Leipzig, 1838), also deserves attention.
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tongues, the striking and dazzling display of which led the Corinth
ians to overrate its value, and the whole of the following observa
tions arose from the existence of this error, which the apostle was

determined to reprove. To exhibit to the Corinthians the right
position of the gift of tongues with regard to the other phenomena,
Paul glances first at the gifts in general, with a view to prove from
the analogy of the members of the corporeal organism that the

members

of the spiritual organism also, although differing among
must yet all serve the same general purposes, and have

themselves,

their origin in the self-same spirit (xii. 1-31); he then dwells upon
love as the proper ruler of all the other gifts, because by that only their

and he finally proceeds to enlarge
;
of
the
the
gift of speech in Christian as
upon
special application
attractive
semblies (xiv. 1-40).
as is the whole section, it is
But,
real value is obtained (xiii. 1-13)

yet an extremely difficult one, and principally for the reason, that
the Charismatic form of operation of the Holy Ghost ceased with

the third century, and tho circumstances of the primitive church in
It cannot be sur
this respect are wholly lost to our observation.
prising that we must feel this regret, when we see that Chrysostom,
who lived nearly fifteen hundred years nearer to the apostolic age,
expressed himself in just the same manner, because he likewise was
s workings in the Charis
His 29th homily upon our epistles begins with the words
rovro CL~CLV rb x^ piov ocf)66pa Eorlv daafac, T7]V de dadfieiav ?/ rtiv irpayIIUTUV ayvoid re Kai Ehheiipig 7ioiel rtiv rore IJLEV av^atvovr^v^ vvv (St
ew ywoiiKvuv, this entire passage is exceedingly obscure, Giving to our

already deprived of the sight of the Spirit

mata.

:

}

ignorance of the matters involved, the phenomena

wlticli

then existed

having now ceased.
Vers. 1-3.

The 12th chapter stands thus

related to the preced

Paul observes that, although his further directions
concerning the Lord s Supper must be deferred until his appearing
among them, he must nevertheless immediately explain himself con
cerning the rrvev^ariKd, that his admonitions may act as an immediate
ing, to wit, that

prohibition of the abuse. Billroth, with Heidenreich, considers the nepl
of those
(St- TMV
evpariKtiv masculine, in the special signification

m

&quot;

But the passages xiv. 1, 37, do not con
speaking with tongues/
for in xiv. 1, rd Trvevfm-iKd sc.
firm this explanation of the words
in
this
as
is
to
be
understood of spiritual gifts
Xapiafiara,
place,
in general, and in xiv. 37 the Trvev^iariKog is every possessor of a
Charisma, not exclusively of the gift of tongues. Starting from the
:

most general point of view, Paul reminds the Corinthians first of
their heathen condition, in which no quickening power could be
conferred by their lifeless idols ; while all those who acknowledged
Christ were conscious of receiving a spiritual strength from him,
whereby they were enabled to call Jesus their Lord, that is to say,
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to pronounce in deed and truth the acknowledgment of their de
pendence on him, and endowment by him. The universality of the

working of the Holy Spirit in the church being thus established,
the following description of the variety of its operation appropri
ately connects itself with it.
Against this could be urged but the
single objection that a supernatural

The worship

thenism.

power was also evident in hea

of Bacchus and Cybele inspired

its followers,

although with an unholy spirit. Bauer (work already quoted, p.
649, note) remarks with reason, that it could not be replied to this,
that Paul was not considering such isolated appearances of heathen
ism, but rather regarding it in its whole and comprehensive work
for in the oracles as well as other orgiastic phenomena,
ing
exhibited many analogies to the gift of tongues.
The emphasis
;

rather to be laid

upon the expression eMw/la

contrasted with the living, efficient Christ,

:

the

who

lifeless idols

it

is

were

as the /loyo^ creates

Fi
the kahelv KV Trvev[mn y speaking in the Spirit, in the faithful.
nally, it follows, of course, that this expression does not strictly and
singly apply to the gift of the yh&aaau; Aa/leu^ but to the agency of
Spirit in general, which incites to the acknowledgment of
faith.
(In ver. 2 we may hesitate between the choice of the

the

readings

on and

Billroth decides for the latter,

ore.

Lachmann

has

adopted the former, placing, however, the ore along side in brackets.
I prefer ori } because then the expression,
ye know that ye were
&quot;

Gentiles,&quot;

includes in

it

the presupposition of the Gentile con

The change

into ore arose, in my opinion, from supposing
Ye know, that, when ye were Gen
that Paul intended to say,
dition.

&quot;

on

Valckenaer even con
See concerning dvaQe^a in ver. 3 on
Billroth correctly observes that Jesus
is used and not Christ, to mark more distinctly the historical indi
The two kindred expressions, ovdeig
viduality of the Redeemer.
tiles,&quot;

as in that case

ore is read together.

jectures on, ore edvr] f/re, fjre.
Rom. ix. 3 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 22.

Aeyet dvd6e;m Irjcovv and ovdetc dvvarai elrrelv Kvpiov Iqaovv, are not
The former declaration stands opposed to
identical in reference.

the Satanic evil spirit, the latter to the natural

human

spirit.

Even the unenlightened man may take pleasure in Jesus, though the
beam of Divine light must touch his heart before he can call him
Lord

only the devilish impulse that is capable of cursing
Perhaps, therefore, ev nvevfian Qeov may indicate a more
general influence of the Spirit, EV irvevfian dyiu the specifically
Christian ; so that the sense would be, a No one, even he who only
speaks in a general way in the Spirit of God, can curse Jesus, but

his

;

it is

Jesus.

none except him who speaks in the Holy Spirit, can call him Lord.&quot;
Lachrnann has adopted the reading which regards dvddepa I7)oov$
but this gives the language so forced
Kvpiog iTjaovg as exclamations
a character that I prefer the more usual connexion.)
9

;
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4r-6.

The unity of the Divine Spirit in all believers ap
manifested
under various forms as diaipeoeig, in dif
however
pears
But this by no means signifies that the various
ferent individuals.
gifts, freeing themselves from their source, incorporate themselves as
it were with the soul in which they appear ; it rather implies the
divisions of the gifts (see Acts ii. 3), as that of light into colours by
Vers. 4-6.

the prism.

The unity

same

is

of the Spirit is thereby not annulled ; the
refracted
into various gifts, according to the
Spirit
merely
of
the
soul
with
which
it comes into contact.
But that in
capacity

the passage under consideration the unity of the spiritual principle
indicated by various expressions,
Spirit, Lord, God,&quot; certainly can
&quot;

is

The substance of the Divine Being, Spirit
in itself, is the principle of unity ; but the relation of the Trinity,
which manifests itself everywhere, expresses itself also in the gifts:
and thus there are as it were gifts of the Father, of the Son, and of

not arise from accident.

But with this, it cannot be denied that all gifts
manner gifts of the Holy Ghost and ver. 7, seq.,
shew that Paul refers them all to the Spirit. As however

the Holy Ghost.
are in an especial
plainly

;

the Father and the Spirit are in Christ, so also the Spirit is one with
the Father and the Son, and certain gifts correspond thus with the

In placing. together the three Divine persons,
or the Son.
the Holy Ghost always appears in Scripture as the manifestation of
and hence the three terms con
the inmost depths of the Godhead

Father

;

an anticlimax. The expression xaptapa-a, which in the more
extended sense designates all gifts without exception (xii. 31, xiv.
1), refers here to the spiritual gifts as enumerated in ver. 8, viz.,
stitute

wisdom, knowledge, faith (ao0m, yiw^,

rriartg).

The

dLanoviai,

min

the more external ecclesiastical gifts of government
and lending aid to the necessitous (ver. 28) ; and finally, the t-vepyr/para, those in which primarily more power is revealed, such as the
istries, indicate

The
healing of disease under all its various forms (vers. 9, 33).
most general and comprehensive class of gifts is quite correctly re
ferred to the Father and the omnipotence revealed in him
the
;

more limited

manifesting itself within the precincts of the
the
to
Son, as the principle of compassionate love ; while
church,
the third and smallest class, restricted to the circle of the enlight
ened members in the church, is referred to the Holy Spirit as the
class,

principle of sanctification and knoivledge. (1 Cor. ii. 10.) It would
be interesting to be able to arrange the nine gifts which follow,
under one or other of these rubrics but in the Scripture, as in nature,
there is often apparent, with all its exactness and order, a kind of
;

noble irregularity, and this
*

From

is

precisely the case here.*

the alternation of trepof and UA^OC nothing

is

gained

Of

the

for the order of the gifts,

For if we should say that w //er, with the repeated
as Billroth has correctly observed.
marked the three principal rubrics, whilst the gifts subordinate to those were ei.
i T E p cj
e,
&amp;lt;5
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second class are absolutely no especial forms mentioned until ver.
28 ; prophecy belongs rather to the first than the last division, and
various other deviations occur. Precisely so the enumerations in vers.

28-30 do not accord
xi. 2, seq.;

afre&amp;gt;e

Vers. 7-11.

strictly

with the corresponding passage in

Isa.

movement must be acknowledged in such passages.
The main object of the enumeration of the sin

the frequent repetition
gle Charismata which follows, as shewn by
of Ttvevpa, is evidently to exhibit, with all their internal diversity,
their identity in origin

Spirit of

God

(ver. 11)

and

destination.

works

all

The one and the same

these manifestations

(cfxivepuaeic;,

one end, and distributes them as he will. It is of course
as he will&quot; (ver. 11 and ver. 18) points in
understood that this
deed to the personality of the Spirit, but is not to be understood of
ver. 7) to

&quot;

a will absolute and arbitrary, which is altogether inconceivable in
the Divine Being, but of a will determined by the natural capacities
of man which are also from God.
Kegeneration does not absolutely
in men ; it heightens, sanctifies, and transforms
create other
qualities

those already existing. No man, however, can by skill or force gain
control of the Charismata (as according to Acts viii. Simon Magus
will of the Spirit which confers them Idia
intended); it is only the
This does not imply however that
i.
singulatim.
&KdoTG),

e.,

singulis

the individual could possess but one single gift ; several were fre
each exercised
quently displayed in one subject, and the apostles
All gifts, however, are destined for the
the greater part, if not all.
of the church.*
of
benefit of each and
all, their possessors and
all
the gifts are not
that
remarked
has
been
it
already
Although then

here enumerated, since ver. 28, seq., serves to fill out the passage
under consideration (to which vers. 4-6 necessarily lead) which com
mences with ver. 4, yet still as there exists absolutely no ground
for supposing that there were other gifts besides those mentioned in
this chapter, it is surely not inappropriate to look for some distri
And here importance
bution of them to facilitate our survey.

might be deemed attributable to the

fact that the first three gifts

are not miraculous, while the six succeeding are miraculous ; that
wisdom, knowledge, faith are always in a certain degree existent
in the church, but not the gifts of healing and of tongues, etc. Cer
tainly this distinction is by no means unimportant, yet wisdom,

knowledge, and faith, as Charismata, must be distinguished from the
analogous phenomena which belong to the essence of the Chrispressed by the a/./lw 6e, these three classes do not agree with those named in vers. 4-6
The apostle binds himself to no rule in the recapitulation, save that he descends from the

.

higher to the lower.
* Billroth here
erroneously supposes Trpof to signify secundum, according to measure,
which (see &quot;Winer s Gr.
but in this case it is clearly intended
49, h.) is indeed possible
to say, that the gifts were not merely for amusement, but for use; hence Trpof here signi
;

fies

ad
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remarked at ii. 6, 7. No Christian is with
life, as already
out faith, yet all do not possess the Charisma of faith, which is
something more than a mere heightening of the general grace of
faith 3 for then there might also be Charismata of love, hope, and
tian

prayer.

We cannot therefore employ this distinction in classifying the

Charismata, for

all

without exception are miraculous and extraordi

nary, being wrought by the special operation of the Holy Ghost.
The writer speaks not of a wisdom or knowledge attained gradually

by practice and fidelity, but of a condition proceeding from higher
must accordingly concede that as Charismata,
illumination.

We

even wisdom, knowledge, and faith, are no longer existent in the
church.
They are operative in the church under their more general
forms, exhibiting themselves in some individuals in a greater degree
than in others ; but Charismatically, the Holy Ghost has ceased to
work in the church since the time of the apostles. All, even wisdom
and knowledge, must now be gained by gradual exercise, whilst in
the apostolic times they were an immediate result of Divine influ
ence in the soul. Just as little can the distinction of the spiritual
powers in which the enlightening power of the Holy Ghost mani
fested itself, be made a ground of classification.
For, however the
difference of reason, understanding, will, may, as we shall see, be
brought under discussion, it can furnish no certain ground of classi-

5

* Baur
(Stud. Jahrg. 1838, part

Holy

3, p.

Spirit yet operates in the church.

683) thinks this goes so far as to deny that the
Evidently without reason. The assertion that

the revelation and inspiration of the apostles was not imparted to the whole church, is
just as much an entire denial of the influences of the Spirit in the church, as the supposi
tion that the Spirit no longer works by means of miraculous gifts in the established con
dition of the church (these gifts being only requisite to the foundation of the church),

involves a denial that he works at

all in

the church.

He

reveals himself

now

in another

The question might however be raised whether some Charismata may not now
and ever remain, as possessed by the apostolic church. This applies particularly to wis
dom, knowledge, the discerning of spirits. But if we reflect upon the manner in which
such Charismata were displayed in the apostles and such members of the ancient church
as we may assume were possessed of these gifts, we must allow that, in this form also,
the Spirit reveals itself no longer. The story of Ananias and Sapphira is an instance of
the gift of the discerning of spirits (Acts v.) where shall we now find anything similar ?
So also the Charismatic knowledge was deeper, more intuitive, than is now perceptible,
even in the most enlightened. The Spirit certainly is now, as then, in the church, but
even where he produces kindred results, still he works in a different manner. Formerly tho
manner.

;

Spirit operated as an immediately efficacious, suddenly inspiring power, but now he
acts slowly, presupposing the employment of all natural means of aid.
These views con

Holy

cerning the Charismata were early laid down by our doctrinal writers in opposition to the
Catholic doctrine of the continuance of the miraculous gifts.
(See Gerhard Loci Theoh
vol. xii. p. 104, seq., ex. edit. Cottae.)
And even the later Fathers confess that there was

no more revelation of the Holy Ghost s Charismatical mode of operation. (See the
passage in Chrysostom quoted at the commencement of this chapter.) Consult also the
passage Rom. xii. 6, soq. one might there suppose that a Charisma not mentioned here
was adduced by the apostle, that of the iraptiKATjai?. But after determining the correct
(See the
reading, and with a right explanation of the passage, such is not the case.
Comm. on this passage.;
;
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because other objects than the powers in which grace dis
plays itself, must be considered in the Charismata. Without doubt
Neander (Apost. Zeitalt. vol. i. p. 174, seq.) has written most to the
point on this subject ; and with a few exceptions, as particularly re
garding the gift of tongues, I with Billroth accord with him. Ac
ficafcion,

cording to this two principal classes of gifts are to be distinguished,
the first comprehending all those which reveal themselves in ivord,
the second in act.
But in both classes we may distinguish t\vo sub
ordinate divisions, according as the condition of mind of the pos
sessor of the gift is more conscious, or more passive, while the
Divine influence manifests itself immediately without being affected

by any concurrent agency of the rational faculty. The first form
may be considered especially operating where early mental discipline
had increased self-knowledge and exercised reflection, and to have
been found among the more learned in the church, of whom, for ex
ample, Apollos appears to have been one. In the case of the gifts
operating by speech, to these two subdivisions a third might be
added, which possess a critical power, and in which therefore the
understanding is especially predominant. By this arrangement the
first mentioned, word of wisdom (Adyof ootyiag) and word of
knowledge (Adyo^ yvwcrewc), belong to the first subdivision of the
first class.
Whilst wisdom signifies the practical, and knowledge
the theoretical side of a conscious insight into things Divine and
human, they have this common quality that they do act not through
an immediate outpouring of Divine influence, but rather by quiet

two

This especially applies to the yv&aic, knowl
which correspond the SiddottaXoi, teachers (see also
on Kom. xii. 7). These by their influence do not so much call forth
the new life, as advance that which has commenced. Therefore in the
28 and 29, and Eph. iv. 11, they stand, along with pastors, in contrastwith apostles, prophets, and evangelists. The annexed Aoyof places
both Charismata in immediate connexion with the office of teacher, f
gradual instruction.*
edge, of ver. 28, to

so that the a-noarokoi (vers. 28, 29) appear the proper possessors of
the gift of wisdom, whilst the teachers or pastors (fiiddanaXoi, TTOL^ve$)

may

be regarded as the holders of the Charisma of knowledge.

The Charismata of wisdom and knowledge are however distinguished
from the wisdom and knowledge which belong to every truly regen
erate Christian, not so

John

xvii.

3,

much

we must

in degree or certainty (for according to
consider the knowledge of every believer

thoroughly certain), but rather in the form in which they appear
*

Comp. further on these two ideas

at

ii.

6, 7.

In the passage Eph. i. 17, in which mention is made of the Charisma of CTO^O,
is used
but this Kvevpa is not to be regarded as identical with /loyof, it
TTVEv/ua. ootyias
a
only points out the Spirit as the principle of wisdom. Here it is styled Aoyof collar,
wisdom which is connected with the faculty of communication by words. In the same
j-

;

Eph.

i.

17,

the Charisma of Trpoip^rela

is

expressed by

irvtv/ta uT
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knows God and

and has

him

The believer
Christ,
developed.
treasures of wisdom and knowledge (Col. ii. 3), but he possesses this
knowledge implicitly, not explicitly. The Charisma of the yv&oig
(and so likewise of the aofyia), however, involves also the development
in particulars of this essential knowledge.
natural way what the science of theology

in

all

It grants in a super

now

offers

by the usual

of learning, both practically and theoretically, in which
of course the general operation of the Holy Spirit is not exclu
course

To admit a Charismatic opera
ded, but must be presupposed.
the
the
tion of
Theosophists, as Jacob Bohme, is for
Spirit among
and truth are usually too much
knowledge to be considered the pure work
In the second sub
at xiii. 9, seq.)
further
(See

this reason doubtful

mixed

in

them

;

since error

for their

ing of the Spirit.
division of the first class of gifts (revealed through words) stand

prophecy and speaking with tongues (npo(p7]Tvetv } y\6aaa^ AaAeZv),
In both the Divine
of which further at 1 Cor. xiv. and Acts ii.
but
so
that in the prophet
the
over
human,
agency predominated
consciousness remains undisturbed, which allows a reference to the
character of the circumstances and hearers, while on the contrary,
in those speaking with tongues human consciousness is absorbed in
the consciousness of God
they held, as it were, converse with God.
;

Prophecy
Charisma

is

therefore the proper gift of awakening, the principal

for the

forming church, while the

yi uxjig, appears to be the chief

Charisma

didaoKaXia, the gift of
for the church firmly es

Finally, the third subdivision is
tablished, but increasing in itself.
constituted by the criticising powers involved in the discerning of spir
its (SiaKQiouc; Trvevfidruv) and the interpretation of tongues (t:pfirjveia

yXuoo&v ).

Concerning this latter Charisma, and

its

connexion with

The
the kinds of tongues (ytV?/ yAwfftfwv), see further at 1 Cor. xiv.
not
refer
does
to
of
dis
the
of
simply
power
discerning spirits
gift
and
to
the
lan
false
but
also
between
prophets,
good
tinguishing
guage of the prophets themselves, who were filled with the Holy
Ghost (see on xiv. 29, and 1 Thess. v. 19, 20). The second class

To the first subdivision be
contains the gifts manifested by deeds.
long those gifts of government not named in this place, but men
tioned in ver. 28, the KvfiepvijCEig, governments, and avrifatyetg, helps.
The former expression indicates the gift of church government and

administration, the latter the numerous duties comprehended in the
of deacon, particularly the care of the poor and sick.
(On
dvTihatifidvF.cOai in the signification of &quot;to support, to help,&quot; see

office

Acts xx. 35.) But the second subdivision, in which again the im
mediate presence of Divine power prevailed, contained the idpara,
under
healings, and the tvepyr\\mra dwdiieuv, ivorleing of miracles,
latter expression were included, besides healing the sick, all
those in a special sense miraculous gifts mentioned in Mark xvi. 18;

which
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Acts

v. 1, seq., xiii. 6, xxviii.

3 ; seq.
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13.

Before these gifts the apostle in

the passage names the mcrng as Charisma, whereby, as Neander
justly remarks, we are not to understand the principle which forms
for then we might also speak of
but
a peculiar influence of divinity
%ciQics\ia, rr\(; dydir^j r% ikmdoq,*
on man, whereby the energy of the will is extraordinarily increased.f
1 Cor. xiii. 2.)
Faith is consequently here
(See Matth. xvii. 20
the
more
out
of
which the gifts of healing
only
general principle

the foundation of the Christian

life,

a

;

and of working miracles are developed, or in other words, both these
Charismata are manifestations (^avep6aei^) of the miraculous power
Finally it is matter of course that one
enjoy at the same time several gifts, and that the
especially possessed many Charismata.
However,
measure of endowment, sometimes one, sometimes

of faith.

individual might
principal apostles
according to their

another, predomi
nated with an apostle ; thus John had pre-eminently the gift of
knowledge (yv&ai&amp;lt;;\ Paul that of prophecy and wisdom.
But to render evident the perfect unity of all
Vers. 12, 13.

these gifts, notwithstanding their internal difference, the apostle, in
what follows, carries out at length the figure of the members consti

Their plural
(See Bom. xii. 5.)
tuting the unity of the organism.
rather
from
their
be said to
does
not
detract
but
unity,
may
ity
From the context it might be expected that, to in
constitute it.
dicate their manifold nature, the possessors of the various Charismata
should be named ; instead of this Paul mentions other distinctions,
* The entire want of clearness in Baur

s

views concerning the nature of the Charis

shewn by his seriously considering that
Neander (work quoted, 685, note) agreed with him, while the very passages quoted from
the writings of this theologian argue for my opinions, which are likewise those of the
Protestant church.
Baur considers that there were Charismata of faith in general, of love
and hope, and that it was only accidental that they are not named. This representation
of the matter in question has doubtless its foundation in Baur s opposition to miracles as
such therefore the gifts of healing are viewed by him among other Charismata of love,
or probably prayer, since Baur considers the prayer pronounced over the sick as the
That this is a thoroughly inadmissible view, requires no proof. Chap,
principal thing.
xiii. clearly shews that love is no Charisma, it is contrasted with all the other gifts.
The
whole passage is of such a nature that we must assume Paul was enumerating the collec
tive Charismata, for which reason they are regularly arrayed according to certain rubrics
All these gifts, as extraordinary forms of Divine operation, are to be strictly
[vers. 4-6].
distinguished from the regular forms of the same the latter always and necessarily be

matic operation of the Holy

Spirit, is especially

;

;

long to every Christian, but the Charismata may altogether be wanting without injury to
the Christian character; for although no Christian can positively be without wisdom
or knowledge in comparison with the Gentile world, yet assuredly such wisdom or
is of a general character, and not a Charisma
in the former sense all Chris
;
tians possess both, in the latter Charismatic acceptation only a few.
For this reason
alone could Paul say of the Charismata, cj/zh&amp;gt; didorac /to/of
a/U&j d /loyof -yvu-

knowledge

&amp;lt;jo(j&amp;gt;ia,,

Concerning the difference between -yv&aie as Charismata, and as the gen
eral attribute of every Christian, see the remarks on 1 Cor. xiii. 9-12.
f So also Theodoret, who says: Kiartv hravda ov rrjv KOLvrjv Tavrrjv heyei, a/I/,
ffeuf (ver. 8).

iKeivrjv,
{xiii. 2).

nepl fo perd fipaxea

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i)ai

Kal euv c^w ndaav TJ)V mcriv, tiare o
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Jews, Greeks, servants, free. This is probably so far coherent as
differences of nation or education may have had an influence upon
The Greeks appear to
the susceptibility to this or the other gift.

have had a particular susceptibility

mans
gifts.

for the gift of tongues, the Ro
the church, and the Jews for spiritual

for the practical gifts of

The unity which

these gifts, as

styled 6 Xpicrog, or, ver. 27,

o^m

members form,

is,

however,

Xpiarov, body of Christ, not only

the head of the church, but also because his life
it, because he has newly created it through
regeneration, flesh of his flesh and bone of his bone.
(See on Eph.
v. 30.)
This new creation from Christ, as the vital source, is in

because Christ

is

and nature pervade

baptism, which in its idea and original manifestation was the bath
of regeneration (Xovryov nakiyyevealas) itself.
In this the old
earthly distinctions are removed, and man blended into a higher
The reading el? v -nveviia is very embar
unity through the Spirit.

Lachmann correctly reads v irvev^ta. The
by transcribers, who thought the second clause

rassing to this passage
elg

is

introduced

must be made

dg v o&^a. But it is not the
which
is here the
nvev^ia
o&^a
subject
In
place only
organic unity,&quot; spiritual body.

parallel

contrast between oti/m
signifies

in

this

;

with the

first,

and

;

&quot;

order to exalt this conception of the spiritual nature of the church,
the Spirit is described as the element of the new birth, and of its
continual nourishment in all its members.*
(On the connexion of

The allusion in this passage
we may say the ^uorioOi^iev
The reading nop.a for TiVevpa would
points to the Communion.
sem to make this yet more evident, but must be rejected as a cor
The attempt to deduce anything relative
rection of the transcriber.
TTOT%U with the accusative, see iii. 2.)
to x. 1, seq., is unmistakeable, so that

Sacrament from the nvev^a is entirely useless.
Riickert has brought forward the aorist KnoriaQifttev against the ref
the Lord s Supper, he argues, was
erence to the Lord s Supper
to the nature of the

;

perpetually celebrated, and therefore the present should
But Paul here conceives the condition of the church
be employed.
to

be

as the

body of Christ, as absolutely perfected, and

for this reason

uses the aorist.

The apostle now developes at large the image
Vers. 14-21.
of the limbs, as in the fable of Menenius Agrippa (Liv. ii. 32).
As the so-styled faculties of the mind, forms of manifestation of
the one intellectual soul, form a whole, supporting, extending, and
bearing each other, so likewise in the great spiritual unity of the
This
church, all the gifts should support each other, not contend.
* The aorist 7rona6rjfj.ev might cast doubts on the correctness of this view, which
seems unsuited to the idea of continuity expressed in the nourishment, as distinct from
that of birth. But as Billroth has rightly remarked, Paul here regards it so, as he wishes
to present in a

manner

entirely objective the deciding features of the Christian

life.
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representation shews us that in Corinth the possessors overprized their
own gifts, and undervalued others. Ch. xiv. apprises us that they
particularly exalted the value of the gift of tongues, requiring that
alone should govern, and .be exercised by all ; hence the turn in

it

ver. 17,

d

oXov TO

oti[j,a ctyfla/l/zof,

where the hearing.

eye,

rcov

?/

a/co?j,

if the whole

The acknowledgment

body were an

of the various gifts

is a necessary consequence of subjection to God s
he has arranged them (ver. 18), therefore none can change
his arrangement.
(In vers. 15, 16, the on in on ova d\ii %ei,
introduction
an
to direct discourse, but must be taken
is
not
6a^6g }
The freedom of the whole body is
because.&quot;
in the sense of
of its members.
the
distinction
The form ov -n-aod
upon
grounded
K rov o^aroq has been erroneously considered in
rovro OVK
Lachmann has
terrogatory by Griesbach, which reverses the sense.
The meaning of the
received it correctly without interrogation.
words is, it is not for that reason not of the body, i. e. } such an
explanation does not prove that it is no longer a member of the

as co-ordinate
will

;

o&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;-

&quot;

t&amp;lt;mv

body the human will is powerless
two negations destroy one another.
;

in opposition to

God s

will.

The

See Winer s Gr.
55, 9.)
The apostle continues the image of the human
Vers. 22-26.
body, but employing it to another purpose. That is to say, from
the general point of view, he distinguishes the several sorts of mem

first, such as, appearing weak, are, nevertheless, necessary to
;
the whole organism, then those which are honoured (evcr^oi-a^and
those which, seeming less honourable (acr^j/zoi a), human vanity

bers

by ornament (e. g., ear-rings, bracelets, etc.) But
wisdom has so arranged all in the human organism, that

seeks to advance

God

in his

the pleasure or pain of a portion affects the condition of the whole.
This representation has evidently strict reference to circumstances
in Corinth, where such a false

and human estimation of the

gifts

was

the lesser ones, to which God had for this very reason
lent a lustre (ver. 24), e. g., the gifts of tongues, were over- valued
beyond measure for their brilliant effects, while they despised
entertained

:

The
unostentatious but essential gifts (ver. 22) for their plainness.
is brought before the Corinthians in a
conduct
of
such
absurdity
striking manner by the present representations.
The

application of the comparison now follows.
one body, filled by his Spirit ; the individual
believers, with their various gifts, are the members, whose difference
was hence to be acknowledged, in order that all might be employed
Vers. 27-30.

The church

of Christ

is

The two enumerations of the gifts, as
together to the same end.
we have already observed on ver. 7, do not exactly agree. The
and KvpeovTJaeis in the first group are wanting in the sec
dvTiMi\l&amp;gt;eig

The
ond, and the diepfajvefav of the second is wanting in the first.
terms here employed have already, for the most part, been ex-
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plained at ver.

7, seq.

I

make here

only a few remarks upon tlie
That besides the differ

difference of apostle, prophet, and teacher.
ence, a gradation is also here perceptible,

is not only shewn by the
but also by similar passages in Rom. xii.
In the
iv. 11, seq., in which the position is a kindred one.
6, seq. Eph,
first passage the apostles are not mentioned, but then the abstracts

terms

rrpwrov, devTepov,Tpirov,*
;

come

in the following order

Trpo^reta, diaKovla, didaoKaXia^ rrapa/cA^-

:

prophecy stands before teaching. But in Eph. iv. 11,
the expressions stand thus dnoarokoi, Trpo^rfrai, evayyekLOTai, TTOI-

01$,

so that

:

Ac
the teachers again succeeding the prophets.
of
the
to
the
ver.
teachers, as
explanation given
7, seq.,
cording
of
rather
the
seem
to
of
Charisma
yvotof,
precede the
possessors
(j,v$, diddoKakoi,

But ch. xiv. shews that the apostle affixed a very high
value to the gift of prophecy ; primarily, indeed, only in relation to
the gift of tongues ; but the nature of the apostolic church was
such that, considered in and for itself alone, prophecy must be of
prophets.

the greatest importance. It was the awakening power, necessary
to the extension of the infant church, and for that reason always

The teachers (dMaKahoi) were more
especial respect.
adapted to the church, when growing in faith and knowledge their
was
office, therefore, first became truly significant when the church

commanded

;

and its internal culture in science and life began.
I
Concerning the offices not here named, consult on Eph. iv. 11
is
of
in
our
the
that
passage
conception
offices
merely still observe,
subordinated to that of gifts.^ Thus there was in the church no
separate prophetic office, but the apostlest were at the same time
prophets, although every prophet was not necessarily an apostle

consolidated,

;

;

so

also

the

so-called

evangelists,

i. e.,

travelling

teachers,

who

preached where as yet no church had arisen. The teachers, however,
were alike teachers proper and rulers (Kvpepvtivres) their official ap
;

pellation was TTpeopvrepoi or zmaKonoi,. Concerning this difference, more
will be said in explaining the pastoral epistles.
On the rare name
for the Charisma of the gift of tongues, yv7j yXuoo&v, which occurs
(In ver.
here, and at xii. 10, see the observations on 1 Cor. xiv. 10.
* On the relation of subordination
among the teachers of the apostolic church, see
the explanation of the pastoral epistles.
no means
\ Rotho (von der Kirche, vol. i. p. 256) thinks that the subject here is by
that is evidently assuming too much, for the apostolate was undoubtedly
of offices,
an office, and UD gift. But at all events it is certain that nothing can be gathered from
b&quot;*

this passage or

Eph.

iv. 11, 12,

concerning the various ecclesiastical

offices in the

apos

tolic church, as the subject treated of is gifts.

see from
% The name apostle indicates here only the twelve, so that we may plainly
their relation to the other classes of teachers how the twelve were regarded as possessing

an

especial, and, indeed, the highest

rank among

all

the teachers of the church.

The

body of the twelve apostles, however, were intended only for the earliest times of the
church it was not to be successively filled up. Even on the death of James the elder
;

we

hear of no

new

election in his place.

(Acts

xii. 1.)
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31.

is
changed in some Codd. to IK
the
correct
reading, because a change of
decidedly
Luther translates EK fifyovg distribupekovg cannot be supposed.
but that would be expressed
each according to his part
tively,
by Kara /zepof. E; fiepovg is more correctly rendered, according to a

27, the difficult EK pepovg

the former

is

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

In ver. 28,
is the whole, nor should wish to be.
de
a
should
anacoluthon
ovg
ovg
;
follow, which
partial
is wanting from the altered turn of construction, rendered necessary
by the np&roVj devrepov.&quot;)
part,&quot;

no part

i. e.,

r. A., is

\LEV K.

The concluding

verse has its commentary in xiv. 1.
rd
better
xagioiJiara
Kpeirrova,
gifts, cannot be, as Billroth sup
from
the
fruits
love, but the higher gifts in contrast
arising
poses,

Ver. 31.

The

with those only attractive from their brilliancy, especially prophecy.
It would seem
is certainly a difficulty in this idea.
from what precedes, that every one should be contented

However there
to follow

with the gifts imparted to him. The fyhovre appears to contradict
one has. The
this, because it presupposes dissatisfaction with what
difficulty is relieved

by remembering that in these

spiritual gifts

the higher grade also embraces the lower ; consequently he who
strove to attain the better gifts did not despise those he already
possessed ; he sought only to advance in spirit, to grow in the new
birth.

Love towards God would also imply the endeavour to ob
But before the apostle illustrates the truth

tain his noblest gifts.

that prophecy ranks higher than speaking with tongues (xiv. 1,
the reader to the nature of love as
seq.), he draws the attention of
the power which first gives an aim and direction to all gifts. As
all the members of the corporeal organism are held together and
maintained in their appropriate reciprocal action by the general

which God himself is essentially (1 John iv.
power which gives life and unity to the body of Christ,

vital power, so love,
16), is the

temporal manifestation. To
to seek gifts
emulate&quot;
without it all gifts are nothing. Finally, the
(fyXov-e)
is not in contradiction to the above assertion of Paul that the Spirit
distributes the gifts as he will (ver. 11), for the striving after which
Paul here counsels, is only a wrestling in prayer with God, the bestower of the gifts. (KaO vneppohrjv 666v is to be constructed together,
to wit, mam eminentiorem, such as is the seeking after the gifts.
The connecting of KaO i/rrep/3oA?ji&amp;gt; with the verb, as proposed by Bill-

nay, the principle of eternity in
follow after this

is

therefore far

its

more important than

;

&quot;

lies not
excellency&quot; (y^ep^o^rf)
roth, seems to me inapposite, as the
in
the
Or we must connect it with
in the indicating, but
way&quot; (6cJ6f).
in
of
the
sense
to
excess.&quot;
Still it is a serious
as Grotius,
yet
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

en,

the expression may be so construed ; in the New Testa
question,
ment at least it is never so employed. Ka0 vTreppohTJv, besides, always
if

precedes the substantive, whose signification

it is to

strengthen.)
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1, 2.

Chap. xiii. 1, 2. The following triumphal song of pure love* is
John the
doubly beautiful in the mouth of the apostle Paul.
Paul
is
rather
the
elsewhere
the
hard
of
while
is
love,
evangelist
his
new
na
is
a
to
of
This
testimony
faith.
paragraph
preacher
His
ture ; in his old man Paul knew not the bloom of this love.
style changes ; it relinquishes its dialectic form for a simplicity,
smoothness, and transparent depth which approaches that of John.
The love (aydrfrf) here described is finally not simply feeling or per
ception, but a tendency and direction of the inmost personality, of
The most exalted exhibi
the real self, towards God and his will.
tions of natural love, such as that of the mother towards her infant,
and the child s love towards its mother, are but a weak reflection of
the heavenly love, which the consciousness of redemption generates
This lighted up in the heart of the apostle a
in the human heart.
flame of grateful love, unextinguishable even to the last sigh. This
.

.

love removes the sinful condition of isolation, and produces in man
unity with God and of God with him. The love of God becomes
his, for

he

lives

no more, but Christ lives in him.

(Gal.

ii.

20.)

But with

this conception of love it seems incredible that one could
such
gifts as prophecy, knowledge, faith (-po^rem, yrtioig,
possess
without
and that at least in their highest potency (~aaav
rwm^),
it,

Shall we say, in fact, that the apostle desired
to express something unimaginable, the sense being this, Even sup
posing such a division of what is inseparable could possibly take

yvtiaiv, Trdoav TTLOTLV).

place, man, having all gifts, would, without love, be nothing ? But
this idv does not allow, which always refers to an objective possibil

Rather must we say that while
unquestionably unnatural, yet through the
ruinous effects of sin in human nature, it may happen that head
and heart may so entirely disagree that the Divine power may be
felt and acknowledged, while the inward desire of the heart towards
God, and devotion to him may have fallen off. This sad, but too
ity.

(Sec

Winer

s

such a separation

Gr.

41, 2, b.)

is

true possibility, is represented by the apostle in the strongest colours,
in order to place the nature of love in its true light, which first im

parts to all religious phenomena truth and connexion with the
In Matth. vii. 21, seq., the Redeemer
highest aims of mankind.
shews that even evil persons may be in possession of the gifts. Nat
ural talents or disposition

may

qualify

many

for

more readily

receiv-

* Heathenism has not
passed beyond the t pw^, and is unacquainted with the Christian
In the Old Testament it is only strict &quot;right&quot; (diKij) which rules. Eros, even in
d-/u~r}.
the purest, noblest form, is the result of deficiency, the desire for love springing from
the consciousness that

we have

not

what

is

lovely.

But the Christian uyd^rj

is

posi

outpouring love, G-od himself dwelling in the believer, so that streams of living water
flow from him. (John iv. 14.) See, concerning Plato s description of the Eros in the

tive,

Symposion, Fortlago
-835.)

s striking

remarks in his Philosophical Meditations.

(Heidelberg,
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1, 2.

ing such gifts than others ; but if this is unsupported by purity of
mind, gifts afford no security for the salvation of the possessor.
With reference to the form speaking with the tongues of men and
r&v dvBp&Truv KOL T&V dyyehuv Xa kelv) Billroth ex
angels&quot; (yh&aaais
&quot;

it as merely
hyperbole. But if we reflect that the Jews assumed
a language of angels, that Paul himself in the angelic world (2 Cor.
xii. 4) heard unutterable words, it would be easier to suppose that
by the tongues of angels a higher degree of Charisma is meant, an

plains

1*

especial yevo$-

yhvaa&vj displaying

ment and the employment

itself in

of entirely

a high ecstatic excite
elevated ex

uncommon and

At all events, we must admit that the expression does
not justify the supposition of an original language. The human
tongues could assuredly only be the various languages which pre
vailed among men ; these must, therefore, as it appears, have ap
peared in the Charisma, whether in actual discourse in foreign
languages, as I suppose according to Acts ii., or in the use of glosses
pressions.

from various languages, as Bleek thinks, and in which opinion Baur
(see work already quoted, p. 695, seq.) now coincides. Baur attaches
so much weight to the article in this passage that he considers an
ideal conception of the speaking with tongues might be expressed in
it,

leading to the mythic idea of one discourse in various languages,

while, on the contrary, the form yhuaaaig hahelv, without the arti
cle, indicates only the employment of unusual expressions in the

ecstacy; but there is nothing to justify this supposition. The article
indicates simply all human languages, in contradistinction to the
use of this or that one in particular, as Kuckert correctly explains.

Paul intends indeed an extreme in the gift of tongues, bat not in con
trast with the use of a few
but of a few languages really,
glosses,&quot;
not ideally. Still less admissible is Weiseler s explanation. (See
&quot;

;

Stud. 1838, Part iii. p. 734, note.) He considers that yktioaai, signifies
languages ; that to speak with languages of men means to inter
pret them, at the same time ; but to speak with languages of angels
means not to interpret them. This supposition, however, is bound
up with his whole theory, which will be farther adverted to in the

At all events^ it is undeniable that yX&aaai
chap. xiv.
not tongues, in the form in question. (The
and.
signifies languages,
of
first
the
person throughout the whole section is only,
employment

Comm. on

may be readily perceived, a form, used in order to give the whole
idea the most comprehensive and general application. Every reader
is so to think of himself, as one that could utter the words, and ap
as

propriate to himself the idea.

In

1 the expressions
sounding
brass, tinkling cymbal&quot; (^a/Uoc: ?/%wv, Kvppahov dXaXd&v) are highly
The speaking with tongues exercised vain gloriously
descriptive.
&quot;

ver.

* The various sorts of
xiv. 15.
yluioaais AaAetv are more fully entered upon in
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might occasion

as

much

disturbance as would proceed from all sorts
[See the description in chap. xiv. espe

of sounding instruments.

and 23.]
This comparison alone speaks in
manner against &quot;Wieseler s theory, which supposes

cially in verses 7, seq. ?

the most decided

the gift of tongues to have declared itself in whispers. XaA/cd^,
brass, signifies brazen instruments, such as trumpets and drums.
Kvpfiakov stands, in 2

Sam.

vi. 5, for

fi^?,

a hollow basin, which

being struck emitted a loud noise. In ver. 2, Flatt considers the
not dd& TO, [.ivGT?]pia rcavTa, and knoiv all mysteries, as indicating

wisdom, so that five Charismata were named, but it is better to
view it merely as an exposition of the yv&au;. In conclusion, this
passage shews that, in accordance with the apostle s view, the \ivaTifoia are not things absolutely not to be known, but such as could
not be known by the natural powers.
ILio-Lq is here, as in xii. 9, to be
taken in the more special sense, the increased energy of the will, as
See on this
is proved by the addition
so as to remove mountains/
&quot;

the Comin. on Matth.
Ver.

most

xvii. 20.)

Even labours of

3.

love so called,

and

self-denial of the

not sincerely flowing from love, are of no avail
The ovdlv tifakoviiai indicates the state of mind

difficult kind, if

towards salvation.
from which Paul conceives these acts as proceeding. He describes
a self-righteous person, who desires to gain renown for himself by
but a blessing only accompanies that
his works and self-denyings
;

which springs from pure unselfish love. (3 ayue&amp;gt;, primarily, to give
a crumb, here to divide into crumbs, to give away.*
[See Isa. Iviii.
for KavOrjacohas
substituted
Lachmann
xv.
14 Ecclesiasticus
3.]
the sense, it
to
and
the
certainly, according
f.tai
reading uavxrjawnai,
of the dif
even
on
account
But
the
deserve
to
preference.
appears
is
the
since
form
of
and
the
KavO?jaci&amp;gt;fiaL
verb,
conjunctive of
ficulty,
p

;

13. 1, p. 70], Griesbach, Knapp, and
the future [see Winer s Gr.
The permitting one s
Kiickert prefer this reading, and with reason.
self to be burned is then another expression for
submitting to the
&quot;

most acute

pains.&quot;)

Yers. 4-7.

Paul now describes the characteristics of love in a
two first indicate its nature in

The
series of fifteen expressions.
then succeeds a series of
;

negative qualities, whereby the
general
conduct of the Corinthians is shewn to be entirely at issue with real
and then certain positive characteristics follow, presenting be
love
;

fore

them a picture of the

true

life.

The

subject

is

love in the abstract,

not the person exercising it, because it never presents itself in a
manifestation ; even the best can be supposed only
perfect concrete
to make some approach to its absolute nature.
(Yer 4. The forms
Testament
New
in
the
occur
only here.
Xp7]areveodai, nepTrepeveoOai,
* This

is

very strikingly rendered by Meyer by bestowing,

to distribute everything.

i. e.,

by

kiri&amp;gt;y

bestowing
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The

latter

word

Oat,

It is doubtless derived from the
to
and
certainly
originally signified
agere,
the manner of which is to be discovered
perversely,&quot;

is

Latin perperam
conduct one Vself
from the context.

in general rare.

&quot;

sc.

=

Here, conjoined with tyvaiovoOai , it is
as Hesychius explains it.
Suidas expresses it by

Tr

act precipitately, rashly.
Cicero [ad Attic, i. 11] employs
In ver. 5, &0%rfljtaveiv seems to re
Kohafeeveo6ai.
IttnepnepeveoOai
fer to unbecoming freedom in dress, which the Corinthians were
to

See on xi. 3, seq. Aoyi&oOai TO tcaitov, nyn sfch, is our
guilty of.
to cherish resentment,&quot; fivrjaiKatcelv, to think incessantly of the
&quot;

evil that some one has done.
In ver. 7 the areyei bears close affin
ity to the vnofiweij the former also signifying to bear, to suffer.
It is better taken in its original signification
[See 1 Thess. iii. 1.]

of

&quot;to

cover, to

The two phrases

conceal,&quot;

the

sin,

that

is

to say, of the brother.

imply that love bears in it
self, from its nature, both hope and faith, but on the other side we
cannot necessarily say the same of hope or faith. For that reason,
Trdvra TTiarevetj Eknifa,

we

find fteifav 6e TOVTMV 77 ayaTr?/.)
in which love displays itself as a naB
It continues in
V7rep(3ok7)v 666$ (xii. 31), is its imperishable nature.
ill

ver. 13,

Ver.

8.

A new property,

time and eternity, while even the best gifts cease.
The sub
how far prophecy and knowledge cease, is pursued by the
apostle from ver. 9 ; the gift of tongues is not further mentioned.
But it is evident that it would be difficult to point out how this
all

ject of

could cease, if it signified the very capacity for communicating the
The choice of the expression
Spirit, the original spiritual language.

yk&aoat in describing the Charisma, evidently shews that Paul was
thinking of human languages (xiii. 1), i. e., of the various forms of

language employed among men, which commenced in sin, and will
cease with the same.
These various languages must therefore, in
some manner have appeared in the yX&ooaLc; hahelv. ( E/CTUTTTW
Vs3 ? Joshua xxi.
45, xxiii. 14, implies, to lose its significance, to be

=

come powerless,
Kom. iii. 3, 31.)
Vers. 9-12.

to cease.

The

Concerning Karapyelv, see Luke

assertion that the gifts of npo^reia

xiii.

7

;

and yv&ai$

shall cease, requires some further
examination, for we might have
supposed, that like the objects to which they refer, they were im
Of the difference between these two
perishable.
themselves,
gifts

the apostle, in this discussion, takes no further notice
as they are
;
both gifts of knowledge, -rrpo^rjreLa only
rather in
it
possessing
the form of inspiration, yv&ai&amp;lt;; in that of
same line
the
reflection,
of argument is equally applicable to both.
itself
The

argument

here on earth knowledge is
only partial (&K i*epov&amp;lt;;), but
when a state of perfectness arrives, in which knowledge also pos
sesses a character of completeness, the former ceases.
Two comVOL. IV. 23
is

this

:
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First (ver. 11), the relation of
parisons illustrate the reasoning.
childhood to. manhood ; in the latter, the partial knowledge of
the former ceases, then (ver. 12) we have the imperfectly reflected
image, and the direct view, face to face ; the former correspond
K fifyovg, the latter to the imytvaaiceiv
ing to the yivuoneiv
Kal
KaOug
eneyvuodrjv.
Knowledge, therefore, according to the
because
here
on earth it always continues imperfect
apostle, ceases,

and partial

=

;

we know

TTQoourcov 7Tpb$

mareus, by faith, not did eldovg } by sight,
Here it might be said
npoaunov (2 Cor. v. 7).
did

that love, being also imperfect on earth, we may just as well assume
But the difference is
it will cease, as that the yvwaif may.

that
this

love

:

unquestionably capable of being enhanced, but the

is

love of believers, even in its imperfectly developed form, is not a
divided love, .provided it is of the right kind ; no dydrrr] EK pepovg ;

where dwells the perfection which is thence to descend
that here.
earth
(ver. 10), it is not specifically different from,
upon
But the character of &quot;knowledge, will be entirely different ; the basis

in heaven,

even for the highest stage of development, is
The life of earth
reserved for the next world.
is never strictly transferred to the life of heaven.
Many things, no
this passage
and
render
at
variance
with
this
seem
assertion,
doubt,
one of the most difficult in the New Testament. For if we compare
of the inward
faith

;

life

but vision

is

it appears that believers are in them promised a
which must be more than a simple knowing in part (yivwaKELV tn fiKpovg).
In John xvii. 3, the knowledge of God and Christ
is directly called everlasting life, which could not possibly be said of
a partial knowledge. In 1 John iv. 7, 8, we read, whoever loves,
knows God, and whoso loves not, knows him not. Since, then, Paul

other declarations,
yv&oi$,

represents love as unchangeable, we must conclude the knowledge
of God conditioned upon it is not KK ^tpovg.
Further, John in his
first Epistle, ii. 20, 27, ascribes the knowledge of all things to all who

have received the Spirit, so that none can teach them and agree
The Spirit searcheth the
ing with this, we read in 1 Cor. ii. 10,
has given to believers,
and
this
God
of
God,&quot;
Spirit
things
deep
In 1 Cor. viii. 3, Paul speaks
revealing himself to them by him.
;

&quot;

even of a being known of

God

as the true source of genuine love of

God, knowledge of God, which knowledge here
transferred to the future.

How

is

knowing

(ver.

in part

(t-/c

12) appears
/zepovf yivua-

in our passage to be reconciled with these express declara
The attempt to effect this has foiled in two ways. First,
tions ?

neiv)

some whose

mind made them interested in placing hu
at the lowest possible point, maintained, from this
in the other declarations in the New Testament

bias of

man knowledge

passage, that
an absolutely
concerning the yv&cig, it is to be regarded, not as
true and essential knowledge, but only as an approximate knowl-
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The

everlasting, as such, they held, can never be known
he can, at the utmost, only comprehend some of its
tvorkings, he can only understand the doctrine of God and Christ,
not the Divine being itself.
Others, on the contrary, whose inter
est it was to advance human knowledge to the
utmost, lay the
stress on the former passages, and assert that the Bible teaches the
With this, then, they
necessity of an absolute knowledge of God.
seek so to connect the passage before us, that they
say, with Billroth
^his representation is based upon the fact, partly that the knowl
edge of the individual, as such, can only be of a partial and limited
nature, and that he has perfect knowledge only as he presses into

edge.

by man

;

:

&quot;

the kingdom of God, there yielding up his purely subjective
opin
ion
partly that this temporal life is not final, but that after this

the knowledge of the spirit will become ever richer, more
profound.&quot;
But these words are evidently concessions forced from Billroth by
the power of the text, for, according to this view, the absolute
knowledge, even of the individual in this world, would be very im
properly styled a knowing in part ; absolute knowledge is always
central and comprehensive.
The truth lies in the mean between
these two extremes.

The

sacred Scriptures recognize in

man

the

need of a true knowledge of God s nature. Regeneration imparts
to man through Christ and the Spirit, this very knowledge, and by
it alone he attains everlasting life.
In the death of the natural
the
of
life
born again, and with him,
Christ
source
is
itself,
man,
Christ in us, the believer gains the true emyvumg r. 0., which can
be no knowing in part, for he knows the whole Christ, with him he

knows

John

all (1

ii.

20), for in Christ

is all

(Col.

ii.

3).

This knowledge, however, although true and real (a yv&Gig d^Owf?), is nevertheless one which rests upon the general ground of
faith, for this life, we are told, is not the time for beholding (2 Cor.
v. 7).

The

veil is

removed in the aiuv ^t A/Lwv, and there the be
which he has perceived here in faith. The

liever first beholds that

holy Scriptures know nothing of the arrogant assumption that the
But
y&vaig here below does not differ from the eldo$ of the future.
in truth Christian knowledge in general cannot be a yivuaKeiv KK
liepovg : this is said by the apostle only of the Charisma of the
yv&mg, which is so far distinguished from universal Christian
knowledge that, as mentioned in the remarks on xii. 7, seq., it pos
sesses explicitly, as developed in details, what the latter possesses
This unquestionably implies an advancement,
only implicitly.
and for that reason this developed form of knowledge is a Cha
risma, but this advancement necessarily makes apparent the limita
tions of humanity.
What is special can only be known EK (ipov$.

This
\JLO,~O&amp;lt;;

gift, like all

cease,

and

the others, thus ceases, when the duupeaeig nvevspiritual power can be imparted in perfect
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As, therefore, the blind, when his eyes are opened,
unity to man.
the
light and the world surrounding him, so man, truly
regards
regenerate by the light of grace, truly knows God, beholds all in
glory ; but as the blind, on the first actual view of the world
can neither detach all the individual objects which surround him
from the collective panorama, nor knows even the optical laws of
the light which enlightens him ; so neither can the believer under
stand heavenly things, which in their general character he beholds
in their truth and essence, in their special relations even in the Cha
risma of knowledge, which doubtless introduces him into it (as in
the corresponding science of theology) it only amounts to a yivuoits

;

KELV en fj,pov.

(Ver.

9.

Whether the

orav

A0g TO rekeiov refers to

eternity or the kingdom of God beginning with Christ s coming, is
essentially indifferent ; for the same holds true of the arisen and

mortal
glorified in the latter as in eternity ; the covering of this
shaken off. In ver. 11 vijmo^ and avfy are contrasted, as

life is

in xiv.

20

Eph.

;

iv.

13.

The climax

hakelv,

$poveiv y hoyi&adai,

corresponds to the three gifts, of tongues, Trpo^ma, and yv&ai$.
In ver. 12 the 61 ead-rrrpov is to be explained from the sensible

impression

;

it is

as if one looked through a mirror.

tV alviy\ioLTi indicates only the nature of the reflected

We

The phrase

image it is
must here keep in

enigmatical, i. e., dark, indefinite, general.
mind the imperfect metallic mirrors of the ancients.

;

From

the

apostolic representation of seeing the image through the glass,
doubtless Kiicker, after Schottgen, Eisner, and others, has explained
the & eaoTTTpov to signify a window made of isinglass, instead of

Ilpoawnw TTQO^ npowrrov is = b^ss VN t^-.-, Gen. xxxii.
30 Num. xii. 8. The form emyvuaofiai KaO&s KOL KTTeyvuHjdqv means
no doubt here, I shall as perfectly know as God knows me. But

a mirror.
,

we must not

is always based upon the
we have already remarked in viii. 3. It cor
He in us, and we in him/ [John
responds with John s phrase,
Here God reigns in us, but in the perfected world we
xvii. 21.]
shall also be entirely in him, and then first behold him as he is [1
John iii. 2], whilst we here see him only as he is in us.)

overlook that the yivuofteiv

idea of penetration, as

&quot;

Finally, with the perishable Charismata, calculated
the earthly condition of the church, are contrasted the
abiding pillars of all Christian life, and among these love is again
declared the greatest, because (see ver. 7) it contains faith and hope,
while these do not conversely include love ; the dydrrij is there

Yer. 13.

only for

fore placed last, so that the expressions are arranged as a climax.

Where

the purpose of exalting love does not predominate, Paul

(See Col. i. 4, 5 ; 1 Thess. i. 3.) It will of course
places hope last.
be perceived that marig is no longer here employed in the special
It has already
sense as a Charisma, but in a sense entirely general.
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been strikingly remarked by Billroth how the three objects faith,
hope, and love, form the antithesis with the Charismata, so that
\LKVKI stands opposed to KKmnrsi (ver. 8).
Hence, also, vwi is not,
with Kiickert, to be referred to time ( = dpn as opposed to rdre, ver.
12), for Paul has even shewn that love extends beyond time (ver.
8), but must rather be accepted as a consecutive particle, so that
13 concludes, by way of inference, the whole discussion. The
only objection to this supposition is, that faith and hope also seem
to cease, since the former is transformed to vision, and the latter
ver.

to realization.

But

Biilroth correctly remarks that vision and ful
faith and hope as perfect them,

much do away

filment do not so

inasmuch as their substance and scope perfectly verify themselves
in the spiritual world. Still, they are both so far subordinated to love
as that the passive principle predominates in them, while in love

God

power of love, reveals himself with posi
this reason the apostle has already said, in ver. 7,
ndvra marevei, Tcdvra ehm&i, in order to signify that love is
rj dydur]
the root, contents, and fruit of the whole.
himself, the absolute

tive power.

Chap.

For

After this reference to the relative order of the
apostle could resume his discourse from the

xiv. 1.

gifts in general, the

conclusion of chap. 12, commending love before all things, but re
presenting the gift as worthy objects of attainment,* especially

prophecy, while the Corinthians had shewn themselves more ready
to appreciate the gift of tongues.
must however first examine

We

more closely the nature of this Charisma, which only received brief
mention in xii. 7, seq. In ancient language,f he who was inspired
by a deity to utter Divine oracles was called
(from luuvecOai,
to be placed in a state of inspiration), while he who explained or
simplified the often unintelligible speech of the Mantis was styled
TTpo^r?^ or vno^rjrrjg. In like relation appear in this passage the
man who speaks with tongues (yAwaaew^ AaAwv), in whom inspira
tion is manifested, and the interpreter (disQ^vevcov) who conveyed
\idvTt&amp;lt;;

* The
expression 7rvev/2aTiK&amp;lt;i not only indicates the tongues, but all the spiritual
Charismata. But as the gift of tongues had given rise to more evil in Corinth than all
the other gifts, and had drawn down the whole of this remonstrance, Paul proceeds at

and had it principally in mind, although employing the more
This explains the /uaMor, which must otherwise be taken as super
lative.
Between diuiteiv and (,rj7.ovv we must with Riickert observe this distinction, that
the former signifies rather conjoined personal activity of the will, the latter pure entreaty
once, to this special

gift,

general expression.

by

prayer.

The principal pas
f See Bardili do notione vocis Trpo^r^ ex Platone, Gott. 1786.
sage in Plato is to be found in the Timaeus p. 1074, ed. Ficin. Plato ascribed to the pro
phets capacity for judging over the utterances of the plvrig, for which reason the Charisma
of tiiuKpicic TTvevfiuruv
therefore (see
Teiais Kpt,ru

is

in a certain

degree allied to

work above quoted) ddev dr)
tTUKaOta-uvaivoftoc, Whence

adjudges of the inspired sooth-sayings.

it.

(See on xii. 10.)

KOI TO rtiv
irpo&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;rjTu&amp;gt;v

also the

yevos

custom of appointing

km
the

He

says

rolq ivdeote pavcl&amp;lt;iss

ofprophets
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in generally intelligible language the inspired but obscure expres
The prophets appear even in the Old Testa
sions of the former.

ment, yet so that the

\LCLVTK;

and Trpo^r??? were frequently united in
their consciousness was not so heightened

the same person. Although
that they themselves comprehended the full meaning of their oracular
utterances (1 Pet. i. 10, 11), they were nevertheless far from any
Montanist unconsciousness. According however to the whole char
acter

and scope of the Old Testament, the prophetic capacity was

Everything in
especially directed to the revelation of the future.
the institutions of the Old Testament, as well as the inward long

In the New Tes
ing for the better, pointed to what was to come.
tament, on the contrary, this feature of prophecy was of necessity
prominent, as it enjoyed the actual fulfillment of the promises.
True, the gift of beholding the future appears also in the New
Testament (Acts xi. 27, 28), and eminently in the Apocalypse of
John but this aspect of the gift ceases to be the prominent one,

less

;

and has yielded

to another.

In the

New

Testament, prophecy ap

pears as that spiritual gift, which more particularly calls forth faith
in unbelievers, the gift of awakening. Its characteristic sign, there
fore, like

that of the gift of tongues, was likewise inspiration, but,

together with the knowledge of God which this conferred, existed
also a perfect clearness of knowledge of the world and of self,* which
enabled them to speak with the necessary reference to circum
stances and persons present ; this the yhuooaig hak&v, in whom selfknowledge was destroyed or at least much obscured, did not pos
On the other side again, Trgo^reia was distinguished from
sess.
yv&ms (see on xii. 7, seq.), in that the latter was not so well cal
culated to call forth faith as to assist its progress when awakened.

Paul therefore appears, according to iii. 6, as the possessor of the
The apostle correctly assigns
Trpo^reia and Apollos of the yv&au;.
a lower position to speaking with tongues than to prophecy (and if he
seems to rank it before the yv&oic?) it is to be accounted for by the then
existing circumstances, which made those gifts which conduced to
the extension of the church more important than those which aided
the progress of the already believing), for the speaking with tongues
might indeed operate very beneficially, but as soon as it came to be

would become preju
was precisely so in
and
thereby caused
Many had spoken at the same time,

over-estimated and exercised too frequently,
dicial to the quiet and order of a church.

Corinth

!

They had

confusion without profit.

it

It

despised other gifts less daz

and this with other
zling in comparison with their gift of tongues,
should
Paul.
condemned
now
is
abuses
certainly not err
by

We

*

Chrysostom correctly affirms
oavpecOai,

arjs

KOI

acj(j&amp;gt;povovar]&amp;lt;;

u&amp;gt;

this

on

1 Cor. xii. 2

creep fj,atv6fj.evov 6 6e Trpo^rjrj]^

naraardae^

ovx

:

TOVTO rb fidvreu^ Idiov
otfrwf, d/l?.a

pera dtavoiag

Kai CiJwf a ^Qiyyerai Qqalv &rcavra.

vrjfyov*
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Corinthian church similar

in a degree to the proceedings in a Methodist
earlier to the appearances among the Montanists.*

community, and

Had

this course

been continued, the church would inevitably have lost itself in en
thusiasm ; the wisdom of the apostle was therefore directed to
check a narrow and one-sided tendency of feeling, in order to re
store the equilibrium of the powers.
By interpreting the represen
tation which follows from this fundamental view, all becomes obvious

Unquestionably we must admit, as already observed on
that this passage affords no ground for connecting speaking
in a foreign language with the ykuoaaig hakelv.
It is only the nar
rative of the miracle at Pentecost that compels us to this ; but

and

clear.

Acts

ii.,

this is so decided that, unless we suppose two kinds of gifts of
tongues (a supposition negatived by the entire evidence), or regard^
as does Baur, the whole relation in the Acts of the Apostles as a
mythical transformation of a customary form of speech (see Baur s
work already quoted, p. 656, seq.), we shall be compelled to admit
the idea of foreign tongues, at least at times, into our idea of the

Charisma. This was my opinion in the investigation of the Acts of
the Apostles, and I see no present reason to change it. I have par
ticularly compared with my own opinions the ingenious view that in
the ykuooaig kaXelv the use of the original language was restored ;
but, as the particulars will shew, the apostle s account does not

We may, according to my own conviction,
assume
that
it
this,
merely
pleased God to convey in the gift of
an
of
the
intimation
tongues
unity of a common medium of speech
to be restored by the harmonizing power of the Spirit.
The new

justify this assumption.

hypothesis of Wieseler concerning the nature of the spiritual gifts
certainly laid down with
appears to me to labour

man

much

ability (Stud.

1838, part

iii.),

but

is

it

under insuperable difficulties. This learned
considers that he who spoke with tongues turned in upon him-

* The Montanist Tertulltan
(De Anima, c. 9) speaks of a woman whose condition
betrays at the least a great affinity with the y?Mcaais AaAeZv. I quote the passage be
cause I consider it very instructive to the understanding of the following relation we
;

must however bear

in

mind

that

not speak in their assemblies, the

among

women might
imparted her vision to the presbyter

the strict sects of the Montanists

woman therefore

His words are as follows est hodie soror apud nos, revelationum charis
Tertullian alone.
mata sortita, quas in ecdesia inter dominica solenniaper ecstasin in spirilu pGtitur conversatur
cum angelis, aliquando etiam cum domino, et videt et audit sacramenta (i. e., ufipi/ra fa/paTa
:

2 Cor. xiL 4), et quorundam corda dignoscit et medicinas desiderantibus subministrat. Jam
vero prout scriptarce kguntur, autpsalmi canuntur, aut adlocutiones (^apan /^asu;) proferunForte nescio
tur, aut petitiones delegantur, ita inde materice visionibus subministrantur.

quid de anima disserueramus, cum ea soror in spiritu esset. Post transacta solennia, dimissa
usu sokt nobis renuntiare quce viderit nam et diligentissime digeruntur, ut etiam

plebe, quo.

mihi anima corporaliter, et spiritus videbatur, sed
imo quce etiam teneri repromi tteret ; tenera et lucida et aerei
coloris et forma per omnia humana.
The condition here described undeniably bears close
affinity to somnambulism.

probentur

inter cetera, inquit, ostensa est

non inanis+et

vacuce, qualitatis,
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self,

and only moved the

understand him.

The

him

speaking so softly that none were able to
(Eom. viii. 26) is with
Hence every one must have been his own

lips,

sighing of the Spirit

the yhuaocus XaXeiv
interpreter, for another perceiving nothing could interpret nothing.
In Acts ii. Wieseler considers that the speaking with tongues took
\

place before the entrance of the crowd, upon which succeeded the
interpretation ; this was delivered in various languages, acquired by

the speakers in a natural manner.
But
such a dumb Charisma was called a

how

impossible

it

&quot;

Paul could compare

speaking&quot;

(AaAeo&amp;gt;)

is

that

or that

with trumpets and sounding instruments
when it displayed itself in gentle whispers, needs no argu
(xiii. 1)
ment. Schulz s idea of its exhibiting itself in loud cries of joy
(see this learned man s work already quoted on the gifts of grace)
corresponds far better in this respect with the description given of
this Charisma
the character of lively excitement certainly belongs
it

;

to

it.

Vers. 2-4. -The apostle begins his proof of the assertion that
the gift of prophecy stands higher than that of tongues, by shew
ing how the former edifies the church, since the prophet can speak
according to the necessities of the community or individual ; while

the latter

is

ment

only an enjoyment, or at the most a means of advance
with the tongues themselves (ver. 4, Zavrbv

to those speaking
not to others.
olKodofjtel) }

According to this representation, we cannot
consider the yhuaaai? kak&v otherwise than as self-absorbed, en
tirely possessed by the Divine power that is operative within him, so
Oew Aa/UZ, ver. 2.)
it were he converses aloud with God
(TO)
This discourse must, however, have been unintelligible to others
and that not because the speaker introduces
(ovdelg dtcovei, ver. 2)

that as

;

provincial glosses (as Bleek thinks), but as

Paul adds, because
Spirit&quot; (nvevfiari,
e., ecstacy proceeding from the im
of
the
not
as
Wieseler considers, simply inward
Holy Spirit,
pulse
As
inspiration without outward expression), &quot;speaketh mysteries/
thus Paul says of himself (2 Cor. xii. 4) that he was transported
into paradise and heard there unspeakable words (lipp^ra pr/para), so
he also speaking with tongues received impressions from the upper
world which he uttered, as he received them, without reference to es
tablished media, and which were therefore unintelligible. The ovdel$
duovei evidently contains no allusion to
employment of foreign lan
this
for
must
have
an
guages,
implied
acquaintance with them on
the part of those so using them
and to imagine that they were
uttered when no one was present who used them, is highly improb
into

he

&quot;

it

in the

i.

;

According to Wieseler (work already quoted, p. 719, seq.)
dicovei bears reference not to the
understanding but to the
hearing those who spoke with the tongues, though not altogether
without uttering sound, spoke nevertheless so softly, that none could
able.

the ovdelg
;
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exercised the Charisma could

only himself interpret it. But if none could hear him who spoke
with tongues, the Charisma was as good as unuttered, and we need
only adduce against such a theory, the arguments which have been

advanced by the author himself (p. 719). But if the sounds could
be heard, then dicoveiv is to be received in the signification of un
But against our acceptation of the passage) the only one
derstand.&quot;
in harmony with the words, might be urged the one objection, that
the appearance of the Charisma at Pentecost was assuredly entirely
different, even apart from that use of foreign tongues which marked
them. The apostles thus endowed by no means appear on the occasion
as absorbed in themselves and conversing only with G~od
they speak
to those who hasten to them these perfectly understand them, and are
greatly astonished that they hear them utter praises to God in their
&quot;

;

;

Still decided as may appear the contradiction, it
for Paul mentions the case of a person possess
solved
;
yet easily
the
ykuoaaig kalelv as such, but the apostles united with
ing only
Thus they
this the gift of interpretation, and even of prophecy.

several languages.

is

could rule over the spirit (xiv. 32), and retain the guidance of con
sciousness (vov$) they spoke with tongues, and interpreted and pro
phesied at the same time. Wieseler likewise correctly comprehends

the relation, except that he too strictly separates the speaking with
tongues and the interpretation, so that according to him the crowds
that flocked to the apostles at Pentecost heard properly only the in
But as the apostles were
terpretation, not the tongues themselves.
also prophets, the two
pervading eacn other.

occurs again in vers. 4,

must be considered as co-operating with and
The singular form yAwtnjg Aa/letv
(Ver. 2.
ev ykuaaq is found in ver. 19, and
27
13, 14,
;

of ver. 9 is not to be
in ver. 26, yk&aoav K^ELV.
[The dia TT/
here reckoned ; for there yktioaa signifies the tongue as a member of
the body.] Those singular forms, as also Schulz and Wieseler rightly
yAc5&amp;lt;7(7?7&amp;lt;;

suppose, are not to be distinguished from the plurals ; they stand
indifferently for one another. Baur indeed (see p. 627, seq.) attaches
importance to the two forms of expression, and asserts that the sin
to stammer indistinctly with the tongue,&quot; the plural
speak with glosses.&quot; But whoever considers with but slight
attention the remarks upon this chapter which follow, will find that
The two forms of ex
this distinction exists only in imagination.
had
their
in
the
fact
that occasionally the
possibly
origin
pression
use of one foreign language occurred, and sometimes of several. The
latter highest form was then styled -yevTj yXuaa&v, &quot;kinds of tongues.
In ver. 3 the olKodoprj is the general term and TrapaK^mg and
7rapafj,v6ia the subordinate divisions, as Billroth, agreeing with HeiIn TrapaK^aig we distinguish the animating
denreich, remarks.
&quot;

gular implies
&quot;to

form of

edification, in TrapapvOia the comforting.

The

latter expres-
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5,

6*.

New Testament. The lavrbv olito4 does not imply that he edifies himself through the
idea of his converse with God, but that this elevation to a more
from dependence
lofty and Divine element frees him more and more
sion does not again occur in the

6optL of ver.

on the earth and

We

its possessions,

must conceive

it

and thus advances his spiritual life.
hah&v to advance

as a tendency of the yh&aaau;

towards the higher Charisma of prophecy.)
In order, however, to give no occasion to those among
Vers. 5, 6.
the Corinthians who attached especial value to the gift of tongues,
the apprehension that he entirely condemned this Charisma,
Paul states that he rejoiced indeed over the operation of the Spirit
in this form among them, hut that it would be better if they could
prophesy, unless those speaking with tongues could at the same
time interpret, and the church thereby receive edification for by
for

;

speaking with tongues alone it could profit nothing. This argument
is connected with the idea that under existing circumstances the
first object to claim attention was the extension of the church, bear
ing the doctrine of the cross to all lands, and collecting within its
limits all

who were

called.

This was admitted also by those

who

displayed the gift of tongues, and they were obliged to grant that
to this capital object all personal enjoyment must yield.
(Billroth
correctly observes that in ver. 5 rig need not be supplied to diepfirivevq, since Paul supposes the union of both these gifts in the same

He who could at the same time interpret was thus able
to maintain consciousness in his ecstacy, and thus came at least very
near the Trpo^reuwv. Nevertheless a difference remained even then
individual.

:

who had

was
The first rapt utterance was
excited by strong opposing impulses.
followed by a dry, rational explanation, which might indeed inform,
but could not arouse. But the addresses of the Trpo^reuwv are to
be considered as powerful outpourings of the higher life, which
burst like lightning upon the hearers, and swept them away in the
stream of inspiration. But when Wieseler (see as above, p. 721),
that there never had been an interpreter
proceeds so far as to say
who had not himself previously spoken in the tongues which&quot; he
that consequently the gift of interpreting was never
interpreted,&quot;

for the ykuoaaig

Aa/U&amp;gt;,

also the gift of interpretation,

&quot;

separated from the yM&amp;gt;aaai$ haheiv, although it did not always pre
sent itself in connexion ; he is refuted by vers. 26-28, in which the gift

of interpreting appears perfectly independent. It stood in the same
relation to the gift of tongues as the gift of discerning to that of
prophecy. Unquestionably indeed the two gifts were often united,
and it was the desire of the apostles that, where possible, this
should always be the case, and the same likewise with the gift of

prophecy
rately,

;

but in reality they- often displayed themselves sepa
this circumstance arose the abuse ; had they been

and from
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always connected, no improper use of the gift of tongues could
have occurred. Nay, ver. 6 even intimates, as Bleek and Kiickert
correctly acknowledge, that speaking with tongues was generally
E is, contrary to
exercised in Corinth without interpretation.
the rule, here connected with the conjunctive [see Winer s Gr.
It is, however, to be explained by the pleonastic
41, 2, c.]
In ver. 6 vvvi is again
fusion of the two terms Kurbg el and \*,r\.

a consecutive particle. No stress is to be laid on the first per
it does not mean,
even if I came,&quot; for then
;
[A0o&amp;gt;]
&quot;

son

eyo&amp;gt;

would have been used. The four subjects named may be re
solved, as Neander and Billroth have remarked, into two parallel
members. The aTTOKdkwpig is the operating cause of the Trpo^rem,
of the dida^.
Of course we have not here forms of the
but
to
this
Charisma more useful gifts are opposed.
yhuaaais /.aAetv,
The iav \ir\ does not refer to the whole phrase edv A0G) K. r. A., but

the

yvtioic;

merely to the ri vpag
Gal.
xii. 4, xxiv. 36

Eav

c5(/&amp;gt;e/U/cr6x

;

Yers. 7-9.

The

i.

7,

ii.

or

si

\ii]

stand similarly, Matth.

16.)

necessity of a clear intelligible delivery

is

proved

by Paul by a comparison taken from musical instruments it is re
quisite if the music performed is to be understood, that the neces
sary intervals (diaarokrj) between the tones should be observed ; this
alone produces melody. Eichhorn erroneously employs this passage,
as already observed on Acts ii., to prove that those who spoke with
tongues only stammered without uttering articulate words. It evi
The single tones of an instru
dently justifies no such inference.
ment may, individually regarded, be pure ; but if the scale be not
observed these single tones form no melody, they are an ddrj^og (fxjvri,
uncertain sound (ver. 8); so, Paul means to say, the sayings of the
yX&aoaiq haXovvres are unintelligible, because they want connexion.
Just as erroneously Wieseler (as above, p. 727) understands the ex
;

pressions ddrj^og, p/ evaimog, of tones softly uttered, while manifestly
a very loud sound may be as unintelligible as a soft one. In ver. 7,
it

was natural to conjecture 6n&g

the

difficult

is

or d^oicog for o/zc^, but certainly
It is, I think, best

the correct one.

reading
jnore
explained by Billroth, thus, that its use sanctions the apparently
inapplicable comparison of instruments not, having life, as if the
words were rd d^v^a, Kaimp d^v^a, opug K. r. A. &quot;O^wf is so em

ployed in Gal.

iii.

15.

Comp.

at ix. 26, for el$ depa Aa/UZv.)

Paul draws a second example from speech ;
have necessarily a regular succession of tones
must
every discourse
it possesses no
otherwise
significance (dvvapw), and
(ovdtv d^uvov))
he who speaks is as one using a foreign language (Qdppapog). He
therefore recommends the Corinthians, zealous for spiritual gifts,
Fi
to strive after such as could be understood by the church.
Vers.

10-12.

nally, it is highly probable that the expression yevrj

&amp;lt;a&amp;gt;va)v

(ver.
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14.

10) refers back to the description of the Charisma in xii. 28 yivr\
ykuaa&v. Neander makes it relate to the forms, AaAetv, npoaevxeadai }
T^aAAejv (see remarks on Acts
to be understood as included.

4-11), and undoubtedly these are

ii.

But the name

yivt\

yhuoo&v

refers

probably to the form in which the Charisma appeared, the real speak
ing in foreign tongues, as at the Pentecost, and according as more or
fewer foreign languages might be brought into use.
(See the re
marks on xiii. 1.) (In ver. 10 el rv^oi is striking for although as
shewn in xv. 37, the form might stand for as it were, for example,&quot;
it would not apply here.
It would have been better placed in this
when
at
7
ver.
signification
speaking of instruments of music. I
;

&quot;

therefore agree with Billroth, who receives this expression, like the
Attic signification of t cro^, as an ironically modest form of a decided
assertion in this sense
numerous as languages are, they have
&quot;

:

Bleek understands
nevertheless, I suppose, their signification.&quot;
ovdev, &quot;every rational creature,&quot; but it is better referred to yevof ^wvwv.

The

dtyuvog

is

In

terance.

then taken pregnantly, without clear definite ut
read
Trvetf/Liara, for which some Codd. incorrectly

to be

ver.

12

spiritual gifts,&quot; the cause being put for
plural nvevfiara is to be considered substituted for
diatpeaeig Trvevparos, and Billroth, as also more recently Wieseler, er

-rrveviiariKd, is

the

effect.

equivalent to

&quot;

The

roneously supposes

it

to refer alone to the gift of tongues, which we
I cannot agree with Bleek and Billroth in

have already condemned.

they do not supply avr&v or iv
abundant, i. e., amply con
tribute to edification.&quot;
But ver. 13 clearly shews that the apostle s
meaning was, that they should pray that to the one may be added still
other gifts, particularly those of interpretation and prophec}^. This
seeking to advance is indicated in the fyTetre, Iva TtepiaaevrjTe [the
their acceptation of Iva TreQioaevrjTe
avrdis,

but understand

reading

&quot;

it,

that ye

Trpo^rjrevrjre facilitates

:

may be

the explanation, but

is

a correction

rightly as to the sense derived from the context] and is
upon their general endeavour to possess the Charismata.)

grounded

Yers. 13, 14.
Upon this foundation then the apostle proceeds to
exhort those speaking with tongues to pray for the gift of interpre
tation, in order that their intelligence (vov$) may be no longer
&quot;un

and without

At

the basis of this argu
ment lies the principle, though not expressly stated, that it is
always a subordinate condition, if the vov$, the power of conscious

fruitful

(aKagnog)

effect.

ness, loses its sway in man, that hence regeneration always tends to
cultivate this power. It may be objected to our explanation of -rrpoain another meaning
evxeodu Ira dtepiiTjvevy, that TrpooevxeoOat

appears
This has occasioned Billroth after Winer to explain
thus let those speaking with tongues pray, i. e., exercise this gift,
with the design immediately to interpret. But Bleek correctly ob
jects to this that Iva diep^evevq cannot be otherwise understood than
in vers. 14, 15.
:
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It would lead us entirely
as containing the object of the prayer.
astray to understand with Usteri nvevpd IJLOV in ver. 14 of the human
as a
spirit ; for the vov$ is the human spirit, though conceived

Bleek has already
In the ec
correctly explained nvsvfid \LOV
static state of those speaking with tongues, it is not the individual
himself that spoke, but the higher power through him. In con
clusion, if Billroth again discovers here an identity of the Divine
and human spirit, we must again dissent from his view. The human
spirit is unquestionably allied to the Divine, and the eye with which
man receives the beam of the Divine Spirit that falls upon him
but it is not identical. (See on Rom. viii. 16.)
To state then his meaning in brief, Paul declares that
Ver. 15.
the gift of tongues may be employed along with the exercise of con
He would not therefore have the gift of tongues dis
sciousness.
it
is
placed ;
only to be rendered more fruitful for the church and
individual living, by an endeavour to obtain the con
for
improving
(See

faculty.

my

p. 156, seq.)

Opusc. Acad.,

TO nvevpa Qeov KV tyoi.

;

scious gift of interpretation, or, better still, of prophecy. The dative
and voi indicate of course the operating cause of the rrpoa-

and

ifidkkeiv, ecstatic

inspiration

and the power of the

Spirit

Finally, praying (TrpoaevxevOai,) and sing
ing psalms (ipdhXeiv) appear to have been different forms in which the
ykuooaH; XaXelv displayed itself, according as the Charisma revealed
active in consciousness.

sometimes in the form of prayer, sometimes in a poetic or mu
In ver. 26, under the name ipatybv fyeiv, the poetic
form is treated almost like a proper Charisma. Certainly* these
various appearances might be employed to elucidate the expression
yevTj ykuao&v (xii. 10, 28), even without taking into consideration
the use of various languages. At all events it can never apply to
the original language. But it may not be improbable that the
first Christian hymns, such as according to Pliny (Epist. x.
96)
were sung by the Christians in their meetings, owed their origin to
those persons who were endowed with that form of the gift of
tongues called ^atybv fyeiv. (The ri ovv ion corresponds only to the
itself,

sical fashion.

Latfn quid

meaning

? or

quid jam

?

&quot;

what

will

we then

?

what

is

really our

?&quot;)

Paul again returns to the idea in ver. 2, seq., that
Vers. 16-19.
the gift of tongues cannot edify others. In its relation to prayer
he says the hearer cannot say, Amen (which according to the ancient
custom was pronounced by the assembly),* for he understands not
what is said. (The word evAoystv, for which afterwards evxaP iffrf^ v is
used, has misled Beza to the idea of a reference to the Lord s Sup
per ; upon no occasion was the Charisma of the gift of tongues ex* See

my

Mon.

Hist.

EccL Ant.,

vol.

i.,

Fathers especially referring to this subject.

p. 101, vol.

ii.,

p. 168, for the

passages in the
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The apostle adds for the same reason,
ercised in this Sacrament.)*
a
few words through the understanding
rather
would
that he
speak
i. e., by means of
prophecy, than many with tongues,
these
were
at
his
command more than at theirs.
gifts
although
This assurance is certainly remarkable.
might imagine that in

(6ia TOV voog)

We

proportion as consciousness increased, the susceptibility to ecstatic
states diminished ; we must psychologically admit this as a rule ;
this equally balanced

in Paul,

union of active and passive functions displayed
are shewn in 2 Cor.
rarely witnessed.

We

was probably but

that a state of ecstacy was not unknown to him. (In ver. 16,
the form 6 dvan^o^v rbv TOTTOV TOV Idiurov is difficult it corres
xii.

:

ponds to the Hebrew

B&quot;

locum alicujus implere.
does not Paul write at once

But why

t^jra N*

Idn^n^ ?
Why
Acts iv. 13 has the expression in the signification of unlearned/
but it is used here, as ver. 24 plainly shews, since the Idicjrrjg is
distinguished from the unbeliever, in the signification of layman, as
opposed to the officiating priest. In classical speech, IdiuTrjg also
this circumlocution ?

6

&quot;

forms a contrast to dpx^v or arparriyo^ the
;

v.

common

soldiers are called

[See Epictet. c. 23. Xenophon de rep. Lac. x. 4. Polyb.
If we consider well the circumstances under which the

Iditi-ai.

60.]

speaking with tongues took place, it will be evident at once why
Paul could not write 6 Idiurrj^ but was obliged to employ so circui
It was perfectly possible for any one, a layman, in
tous a form.
vested with no ecclesiastical office, to have the gift of tongues, and
if he exercised this in the church, he was for the moment the leader
of the. devotions, the liturgus. All the members of the church, even
the ministers, deacons, and presbyters, stood for the time to those
exercising the gift of tongues in the relation of laymen, i. e., the re
But as they were not really in them
ceiving portion of the body.
selves the laity, Paul employs the expression suitable in the highest
degree to their position, 6 dvan^Q^jv rbv TOTTOV TOV IdiuTov, he who
Wieseler understands by Idiwr^ those who
Jilleth the place, etc.

were not furnished with the gift of tongues (see as above p. 711,
note), but that is not strictly correct. He also who possessed this gift
would occupy the place of an IdtwrTjs, when he himself did not exer
cise it,

but another was displaying

this power.

Finally, this passage

affords striking proof that the contradistinction of clerus and laity
did not arise at a later period from a desire of dominion on the part

of the former, but was an original Christian distinction introduced
into the church by the apostles themselves. The names alone arose at
* So also does he set aside Bleek s observation, that from this passage it may be per
no fixed liturgical prayers were in use. The prayer of those speaking
with tonguos is by no means to be regarded as essentially belonging to Divine service it
ceived, that as yet

;

was merely

adjoined, as ndpepyov, to the established service conducted

by the presbyter.
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a later period, the thing was from the very beginning. See further in
the explanation of the pastoral epistles.)
The apostle then considers the other point (see
Vers. 20-22.
on ver. 15), the furtherance of the individual spiritual life. He
his readers to grow in understanding, and to observe
the gifts stand in relation to each other ; they must strive to
attain unto the higher gifts.
Speaking with tongues is a gift for
The Holy Scriptures, while
children in spirit, prophecy for men.

recommends

how

speaking of the gift of tongues, immediately intimate its subordi
nate value ; the j^aoaig &quot;ka^uv might perhaps become a means to
awaken unbelievers, a sign to direct them to the mighty powers
present in the church, but to the church itself, the believing, proph
This passage is unquestion
ecy only could bring a true blessing.

ably one of the most difficult in this discussion, and it is only after
mature consideration that I have been able to decide upon the
Neander has proffered an entirely
course of thought here given.
Bleek agrees
different explanation, in which Billroth coincides.

According to the former interpretation, the
essentially with me.
dmarog which occurs in this passage (ver. 22) applies not to the un
believers who may yet believe (infidelis negative), but to the per
while on the other hand it
sistent unbeliever (infidelis privative)
Thus full stress
is employed at ver. 24 in the former signification.
nor even thus
is laid upon the citation ovd OVTCJ^ elaaKovaovrai fiov }
a sign of re
will they listen to me,&quot; elq ai]tmov taken to denote
&quot;Be
men
in
understand
thus
and
the
whole
understood,
buke,&quot;
;

&quot;

&quot;

God

himself has intimated in his Word, that tongues serve
;
prophecy, on the contrary, is ap

ing

!

for

a rebuke to unbelievers

pointed for believers.&quot; This view appears corroborated by the fact,
that, 1, the reproof implied in the quotation is thus retained ;
yet that is of little importance, as Paul pays absolutely no re

gard to the connexion of the passage and 2, that ver. 23 appears
to accord better with it, for there the first impression which the
;

Charisma of

yk&croaig XaXelv excites

upon unbelievers,

is

that of

This offence, however, does not arise from the Charisma
but from the abuse of it ; and besides the disadvantages of this

offence.
itself,

explanation greatly preponderate. 1st. The change in the meaning
of the word dmarog is harsh, and should it occur it must necessarily

be indicated in some way, if the passage is to be intelligible. 2d.
If the Divine intention in the gift of tongues were of this nature,
viz., that it should prove a means of punishment for stiff-necked
unbelievers, the apostle directly labours, by the directions which he

He then must have said, Speak
gives, to counteract this intention.
in
order
with
that
the Divine purpose may be
diligently
tongues,
fulfilled

;

as he says at the

commencement of the

epistle,

the doc

trine of the cross is to be a stumbling-block, therefore its nature
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3rd. There exists
not be hidden.
was produced by the tongues, and
Charisma is in general untenable all
Lastly, 4th. This view is at
blessing

may

fect

:

!

not a trace that such an ef
the idea of a punishmentthe gifts of grace serve for
variance with the ovft ovr^

not even in this manner of speech do
fiov, i. e.,
for
me
the
hear
language implies that this manner of speak
they
ing through foreign tongues had something especially calculated
to arouse attention, but failed when the heart was dead to holy im
Thus all seems to confirm our view, except that the
pressions.
&quot;

elaanovoovrai

;&quot;

is of more limited application than in the other exposition.
with our view, this reference does not entirely disap
even
Still,
retains still, in a measure, its rebuking character,
Prophecy
pear.
in so far as Israel, according to Paul, appears unbelieving, and un
Still, we must on the whole
susceptible to the influences of grace.

quotation

assume that the general freedom of the apostle s application of the
passage Isa. xxviii. 11, 12, leaves no difficulty in understanding one
feature of it in a more limited sense. Unquestionably Wieseler is right
in supposing (p. 736, seq.) that the apostle does not intend merely to

compare the gift of tongues with what is uttered by Isaiah, but
Charisma itself described in the prophetic pages. This is
shewn by his independent mode of rendering, in his citation, the
Hebrew text into Greek. Yet this could be found only in that free

finds this

typical interpretation of the prophetic words so often employed by
Paul.
(In ver. 20 the -rraidia and r^eiot refer to grades in spiritual
development.
[See thereon 1 Cor. iii. 12, 13, and 1 John ii. 13,
seq.]

It

may

pression
vov$ y reason,

&amp;lt;f)pevK$

be inquired

i. e.,

why

Qpeai

and not

vot is put.

The ex

in

scripture, intellect understanding,
the capacity for discerning what is eternal.
[See

indicates,

But here the precise point was intellectOpusc. Acad. p. 159.]
ual development, employing, in a fitting manner, the powers flow
In ver.
ing from the higher world, to the salvation of the whole.
in
an
extended
the
Testa
for
whole
Old
21, vdjiio? stands,
sense,
ment. See John x. 34. Isa. xxviii. 11, 12, is certainly, indeed, a

my

rebuke against Israel and Judah
passage in this signification, as

but Paul dcres not employ the
we have shewn already, but so as to
;

1

indicate in the ovS ovrvg eloaKovoovrai \LQV only the inferior office of
the Charisma ; speaking with tongues cannot produce understand
ing, it can only shew the way to it ; therefore the more perfect Cha
is to be the object of attainment.
The quotation, besides, is
not only freely handled as to its purport, but also as to its form.
The LXX. read 6ia ^avAiafibv xeikzuVj did jX^oor]^ erepas, on Aa/lr/aov ai TO) Aaai TOVTU not OVK ^Oe^rjaav dicoveiv.
Paul s mode of citing

risma

the words, reminds us of the appearance of the Charisma as it pre
sented itself at Pentecost, Acts ii. 4, and presupposes manifestly the
idea of language/ not
Paul would hardly have chosen
tongues.&quot;
&quot;

&quot;
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23.

he had been unacquainted with the employment
of several languages in this form of Charisma. Wieseler violently
forces his hypothesis upon the words, instead of allowing the words
The form Krepoykuoaos is very rare, it is =
to modify his views.
who
one
i&ip/fopo^,
speaks in a foreign language. Paul has therewith
this expression if

by (nations of) stammering
expressed the Hebrew nsw IAS^S
It may be doubted whether it is here masculine or neuter, but the
&quot;

lip.&quot;

In ver. 22 the
former appears preferable, supplying dvOp^rrotg.
ov
is
not
rolg
dnioroig
?}
npo^reia
y
prophecy
phrase
for the unbe
It forms
lievers, is only apparently a contradiction of vers. 24, 25.
Believers need such no longer,.
the antithesis only to dq orj^elov.
the source of salvation is already pointed out to them, where it is
said
tongues are not for believers,&quot; although the gift of tongues,
&quot;

viewed in itself, can never be an object of indifference to the faith
ful
on the contrary it is said of prophecy, that it is not for the un
;

believers, that is to say as a sign, although, considered in itself, it
may prove efficacious in respect to them.)

The correct understanding of this passage requires
Ver. 23.
that the emphasis be laid on Trdvrec;, all. Paul intends to say
that the speaking with tongues itself, when it takes place in reg
ular form, cannot offend, but only its exercise by all at the same
But even this form of its
time, and in a tumultuous manner.
manifestation (which was certainly the one it took at the first
absolutely to be reproved, and the
words ovtc epovatv on (jiaiveoOe will they not say that ye are mad ?
festival of Pentecost) is not

;

As the persons under consideration are un
can only mean
without a
inspired by a God

express no such censure.

&quot;

believers, iiaivEoQat

the utterance of a

;&quot;

cannot be understood ; a degree
of blame is indeed involved in the on palveads, but of an entirely
different kind from what is commonly supposed.
The words might
be somewhat thus paraphrased &quot;If unbelievers enter in, they
7rpo0?JT7?

{j,dv~i$

:

we

would

say,
perceive certainly that ye are inspired by a divinity,
there
but,
being no prophet present, we do not understand what
WaiveoOai, marks undeniably a quick and
the god says to us.&quot;

excited

manner of speaking

with Wieseler

s

the expression by no means agrees
supposition that the individuals gifted with the
:

tongues employed scarcely perceptible sounds and tones, and his
defence of the opinion (see work above quoted, p. 731) is in a
high degree forced. At Pentecost the manifestation was hardly
in gentle whispers ; and had the gift, of tongues shewn itself as
Wieseler describes, the term chosen and applied to it would have
Aeyejv, utterance being implied in the constant em
of
AaAeZv.
The combination
(See on Eom. iii. 19.)
ployment
Mturat TI dmaroi can alone make us hesitate to accept this explana

been ykucaaH;

tion

;

for it

VOL. IV.

would seem that the laity would scarcely so express
24
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We

themselves, although unbelievers certainly might.
might here
take refuge in the hypothesis of many expositors that Iditirris stands
here in a sense different from that in ver. 26, and signifies only
But the r\ renders this sense, both here and in ver.
&quot;unlearned.&quot;

Learning is entirely out of the question ;
not of learning, for any reference to foreign lan
guages or glosses entirely disappears. What a combination, too,
is this
unlearned or unbelievers!&quot; But assuredly we might un
24, entirely untenable.

the question

is

&quot;

Iditirris not merely those who themselves possessed
but
those laymen who are likewise beginners in the
Charisma,
Christian life, as yet unacquainted with the riches of its manifesta
tions, and who at a later period would have been called Catechu
mens. What follows agrees best with this.
If all prophesy, no such ill consequences follow;
Vers. 24, 25.
here something is communicated which is universally intelligible,
,and by adapting the discourse to special exigencies, the most im
portant moral results may be produced. This description is taken
from the life. The Gentiles might frequently, from simple curios
ity, or an undefined feeling of longing, resort to the Christian as
semblies. The inspired discourses they then heard suddenly unveiled
to them their inward necessities, their sinfulness, and the necessity
for redemption ; and, overwhelmed by the power of the Spirit, they
sank down, confessing that of a truth God was not only among the
This is seen at the first Pente
Christians, but present in them.
and
when
with
cost,
prophecy were both displayed
tongues
speaking

derstand by the
110

(Acts ii.) From this portraiture we see clearly that
bore
the
same reference to the discerning of spirits (&aprophecy
KpLaig Trvevpdrtov) as interpretation to the gift of tongues ; both were

in the apostles.

generally united.
is

For the knowledge of the

in itself no fruit of the TrpoQrjTeveiv,

of spirits united with

it.

(In John xvi. 8, the K\eyx ELV of the
Concerning the indwelling of

Spirit is especially brought to view.
God in man see the observations on

at

secrets of the heart

but only of the discerning

John

xiv. 23.

On

KPVTTTO,, see

iv. 5.)

Vers. 26-28.

The

special

commands and

directions arising out

Whoever is in possession
of the preceding observations then follow.
of a gift may bring it into exercise in the assembly, but only so as
Two or three alone were
to conduce to the advantage of all.
therefore to speak with tongues.
sion, and so that an interpreter

This must likewise be in succes

made

their

meaning available

for

If none were present possessing this gift, then the
Xak&v
was to converse inwardly with God without making
yh&aoaig
known aloud the subject of his contemplations. In these verses

the meeting.

everything is clear ; we have only to remark that the apostle pre
the Spirit
supposes the capability of restraining the impulse of
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even in those who only possessed the gift of tongues, and in whom
the operation of the Spirit was least developed, so that they could
of themselves keep silence.
They therefore do not appear as per
v
involuntary instruments.
(In ver. 26 the $atyL , tofaxfo
mean
to
be
in
not
simply
possession of one or
A., K%eiv does
other Charisma, but also to have the feeling that the Charisma is im
must doubtless suppose that
mediately about to display itself.

fectly
K.

r.

We

who would speak announced

to the presbyters of the assem
and that these secured the necessary observance of precedence

those
bly,

it

The forms ifjatyov, yhtiaoav e%etva do not therefore
in the speakers.
here imply to possess the gift of poesy or of tongues, but to be
aware that, in consequence of being possessed of the gift, they had
an utterance of the tongues. In the
mentioned, the having a revelation (faroitdkotyw e%eiv) de
on ver. 6), consequently four gifts are enu
notes
prophecy&quot; (see
the
and
ipatyibv tyeiv indicates a special form of the gift of
merated,
tongues.
Again, no definite order appears in the mention of the
It
has
already been observed on ver. 15, that it is not im
gifts.
probable something of a musical character was connected with the
to deliver a song of praise,
series

&quot;

that those
poetic form of the Charisma ; it may be conjectured
or per
with
their
delivered
with
singing,
psalms
tongues,
speaking

and therefore, as the Charisma of yv&aig (see on
;
represented in the established course of Christian life by
theology, so the Charisma of speaking with tongues was by Chris

haps as recitative
xii. 8) is

and church singing. The &quot;KCLOTOC does not exactly signify
that no Christian was without a Charisma, but, among those hav
ing a Charisma, some have one, some another. In ver. 27, Kara Svo
is to be understood
by fwos,&quot; i. e., in every assembly two, and
that these should speak successively, i. e., dva jttepo?, and not at the
same time. By this means the impression of the &quot;madness&quot; of the
entire body was avoided, and the beneficial result still remained,
The
viz., that the speaking with tongues was a sign to unbelievers.
6iepfi7]veveTG) in ver. 27 is not favourable to Wieseler s hypothesis.
He thus explains the words [see work already quoted, p. 720],
Let one, not several at a time, interpret.&quot; But according to his
tian poesy

&quot;

d&amp;lt;;

&quot;

theory, this is a perfectly superfluous direction ; by his own
shewing, none could interpret save the speaker having the gift of
In order to evade this meaning, he therefore arbitrarily
tongues.
interprets the words, one should interpret after the other, as one

own

But the words evidently con
the
that
should
not
vey
precept,
they
speak with the tongues, unless
one at least was in the assembly who could interpret. In ver. 28,
the eavTw AaAeZv KOL
corresponds with the eavrbv olfcodopelv of
after the other speaks with tongues.

6w

ver. 4.)

Yers. 29-31.

It

was precisely the same with the gift of prophecy

;
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33.

here also they were not all to speak together, but in succession, that
every one might contribute whatever was in his power to the gen
eral edification.
Interpretation was of course not necessary to the
prophets ; instead of this, it is said, ol d A/tot dLaKpiveTuoav, let the
It has been already observed in the general remarks
rest judge.
ver. 1, that the gift of diditpiaig nvevpdruv shews that the pro

upon

phets were not absolutely a pure medium of the Divine Spirit;
their old and not yet sanctified nature admitted much that had

John i. 4). It was only in the apostles that the
of
the
potency
Spirit revealed itself with a power so mighty and
retreated before it, and in themselves the
that
error
manifold,
to be separated (1

gift immediately supplied another, so that the revelations were
subjected to no farther dLdapLou;.
may very probably infer that
with those who exercised the gift of tongues, the calm and clear

one

We

sighted interpreter undertook also the dtdtcpiaig.
(In ver. 29 the
admits a reference to other not exactly active pro

article in ol a/Uoj

phets, but not to all persons
confirms this supposition.)

who were

present.

Yer. 37 decidedly

Vers. 32, 33. As it were to prove the practicability of these
directions, the apostle concludes by laying down the principle, that
according to God s will and command, the spirits of the prophets are
i.
the prophets should not allow them
e.,
be impelled by the spirit without restraint (4&amp;gt;peaOai), but
should rather conduct with regularity, and in perfect consciousness,

subject to the prophets,
selves to

the higher powers existing in

marks on Kom.

them

(dyeodai).

(See thereon the re

founded upon that conformity
to law resting in the Divine Being (elprjvr) = rdfa, ver. 40), which
excludes all disorder (duaraaraoia) and therefore could admit
nothing of this nature in the exercise of the gifts. This important
principle places an effectual bar to all enthusiasm and every fanati
viii.

14.)

This

is

,

attempt, and especially checks the attributing any undue im
portance to somnambulism or other ecstatic conditions which prevail
in the absence of self-consciousness.
All fanatics have ever asserted
that the Spirit impels them, and has commanded this or that. Ac
cal

cording to Paul s representation, the spirit (even presupposing that
holy) is not only to yield to an examination of its utterances,

it is

but the prophet who

is filled with the
Spirit, shall also not yield
to
the
but
he himself shall direct it.
implicitly
himself
higher power,

But we may ask, according to this principle is not the Divine rendered
subordinate to the human ?
This is only apparently the case, for
that which in the prophet rules over the Spirit is in effect only the
Divine in another form of revelation. In his highest potency the
Spirit always reveals himself as personal consciousness ; every condi
tion in which this disappears or appears disturbed must be gradually
overpowered and elevated into a clear perception. That the mighty
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powers generated by the gospel should at the commencement in
toxicate, as it were, the infant church, and excite a tumult of
beatific emotions, was no more than natural.* It was thus with the
susceptible Corinthians ; they were overpowered by the delicious
treasures of God s house, and rejoiced as though they were already
But this marriage-feast of love, this joy
in the kingdom of God.
commencement
of Christ s influence on humanity, could
ous, happy
and might not continue the prophets must be rulers over their
;

spirits ; the great struggle after the conscious knowledge of God
must arise which was to pervade the church, and is still maintained

in

it,

in order that the

Lord may not only be in

us,

but we also in

him.

The deviation of the Corinthians from the right
Vers. 34, 35.
exercise of the Charismata was further shewn in permitting women
who were

possessed of the gifts (for such alone can be intended) to
speak in public. This is reproved by the apostle, appealing likewise
to the word of God (Gen. iii. 16). Women were to be submissive to
their husbands in all things, and to learn, but not to teach.
To
ask, were they endowed by God with the
were
they
prohibited the exercise of them ? Thus we read in
Acts xxi. 9 that the four daughters of Philip had the gift of pro
To this we answer, they might apply these gifts to their
phecy.
own private edification (xiv. 4), or employ them in an unostentatious
manner for others, but not in public assemblies. (In ver. 34 Xakeiv
is to teach, to instruct.
See John vii. 46, xii. 48 ; Heb. i. 1. The
See xi. 16.
KTTiTeTpaTT-ai has reference to ecclesiastical statutes.
Lachmann has given the preference to the readings imr^enerai and
vnoTaoatoOuaav, which I should also recommend did it not appear
improbable that the more difficult and usual form had arisen out of

what purpose, we may then
gifts, if

the more easy.)

The great stress which the apostle lays on this
Vers. 36, 37.
leads
us to suppose that the Corinthians had proved
precise point
themselves especially stubborn in this particular.
Perhaps some

women

possessed the gift of tongues in an eminent degree, and their
exercise of this power had been the source of much joy.
So much

the more Paul feels called

upon

to

Corinthians) receiving the word of

remind them, that they (the
the agency of

God through

teachers, must conduct themselves in all things agreeably to the
general custom of the church and (what was certainly in his mind,
if not uttered) his apostolic commands.
Those likewise who knew
themselves to be possessors of spiritual gifts were especially called
for obedience in this particular, as his

admonition regarded not
but a decided commandment of the Lord. (See on this
the Comm. on vii. 1.) He who chose to ignore such a command,
thereby perilled his salvation. Billroth has justly observed, that

upon

his opinion,
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this

was said with reference

to the observance of the last point, that

not to teach publicly. Paul had certainly no commu
nication from the Lord&quot; regarding the other rules concerning the em
ployment of the Charismata. For this reason the reading received

women were

by Lachmann on rov nvpiov

tarlv tvrohij

is

preferable.

The

plural

has been substituted by those transcribers who applied the principle
in the text to the whole contents of chap. xiv.
(Concerning KCLTCLVit
raw see xi. 11. If nvevpanKog is here distinct from
Xah&v
to
indicate
not
seems certainly
(as Baur,
only the yhtiaaaig
p. 644, considers), but all forms of the Charismata, the signifi
If any possess the gift of prophecy,
cation of the words being,
7rpo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;r/T??f,

&quot;

The possession of any spirit
or any other gift of the Spirit.&quot;
ual gift supposes in the possessor a certain faculty for discerning
the presence and operation of the Spirit in others.
EmyivuoKeiv
to acknowledge,&quot; which form
has here the additional signification
&quot;

of expression has something of indulgence, Paul assuming by it
that the minds of the Corinthians would not wilfully strive against

God.)

With

a retrospective glance at xiv. 1, xii. 31, the
his copious dissertation by again urging to
diligent prayer (for only so can the fyhovv exhibit itself in regard to
the speaking with
the gifts of grace), for the gift of ^po^reta
Vers. 39, 40.

apostle

now concludes

:

tongues on the contrary he barely permits, and commands, under all
circumstances, the observance of decency (antithesis of the unseem
liness of women s speaking in the assembly, ver. 35) and order (in

(The
opposition to the irregular speaking all at once, ver. 27, seq.)
reading in ver. 39 accepted by Lachmann, nal TO Aahelv p] Kvkuere
yAuaoaig or iv yAuaoaig, can only be considered an error of transcrip
In no single passage is yhwaaais separated from.
tion in the Cocld.
AaXelVj but iv yAvaoaig XaXtlv never occurs as the name of the

Charisma [which would support Bleek s hypothesis] for in ver. 19
yhuooy is to be understood KV ^aoiap-ari rtiv yhwoativ. Baur (p.
640) concludes from the p] nukv~e, that there were persons in
;

KV

Corinth who desired the suppression of the gift of tongues, in con
sequence of the abuses that it produced, But this supposition is
not sufficiently warranted ; it appears more likely that Paul added
this in conclusion, in order to prevent future misunderstanding
of his opinions, as that he would altogether banish the gift of
tongues.)

IV.

PART FOURTH
(XY.
12.

XVI.

1

THE KESURRECTION

24.)

OF THE BODY,*

(xv. 1-58.)

This likewise very important section contains first
1-11)
the information that the doctrine of Christ s resurrection, which, as
an historical fact, is perfectly ascertained, belongs essentially to the
(v&amp;lt;srs.

system of Christian doctrine.

Next, the importance of the dogma

of the resurrection for Christians especially is set forth (vers. 12-24),
and it is shewn that our belief of our own resurrection resting on

that of Christ, any doubt of the one must affect our faith in the
other as a natural consequence.
Such sceptics were to be found
even in Corinth (ver. 12), and the apostle warns others against their
seductions in the most emphatic manner (vers. 33, 34). Paul finally
the manner of the resurrection (vers. 35-58) and the

illustrates

glorification of the material, by the analogy of the germinating
grain of corn, proving that in the resurrection the perishable body

becomes imperishable. This corporeal change would be experienced
by all, even those who were living at the Lord s second coming and
death would be finally conquered, and everlasting life brought to
;

by this glorious transformation.
The first paragraph of this chapter shews us that
Vers. 1, 2.
not only the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead (mentioned in
light only

Heb.

vi.

2 as one of the principles of Christianity), but that also

the fact of Jesus resurrection, belonged essentially to the doctrinal
teaching of Christian antiquity. As Christianity is based in general

upon

history,

and indeed not upon human but sacred

history,

on acts

* The doctrine of the resurrection of the
body has recently been the subject of much
exegetic comment, in consequence of the investigations instituted concerning eschatology

and the doctrine of immortality in particular. The principal works besides Krabbe s
well-known work on the subject, which may be compared with Mau s Criticism (in the
Theol. Mitarbeiten by Pelt. pt. 2), Weigel s Abhandlung iiber die urchristliche Unsterblichkeitslehre (Stud. 1836, pt. 3, 4), Lange iiber die Auferstehung des Fleisches (idem, 1836,
which
pt. 3), and Eine Kritik der Schriften von Weisse, Goschel, Fichte, by Jul. Miiller,
were called

forth

by Richter s

treatise

on the

ulative writings, such as those recently
noticed

last

things (idem, 1835,

examined by

Miiller

and

pt. 3).

Purely spec

others, are of course not
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XV.

3, 4.

of the living God, which as such are the embodied revelation of the
most elevated ideas, so particularly upon the fact of the resurrection
as the great keystone of our Lord s earthly life, of which the ascension

M

atth. xxviii. 1
was the necessary consequence. (See Comm. on
Acts i. 11.) The apostles therefore first appear, not as teachers, but
loitnesses; they deliver what they have experienced, or, like Paul,
But as at xi. 23, so here the napahanfidveiv employed of
received.
Paul himself, signifies not a receiving from men, but from the Lord
The apostle first recommends his readers to hold fast that
himself.
which he has delivered to them, and not to allow themselves to err

with respect to it. (In ver.
call back to remembrance.&quot;

1,

yvwpiw

signifies in its

;

connexion

&quot;

to

The

evayyeXiov refers here particularly,
as ver. 3, seq., shews, to the joyful message of the resurrection of the
crucified Saviour

by which

his great

work was

sealed.

Ecmtfcare

has

The apostle indulgently considers the
as usual a present meaning.
Corinthians as yet maintaining the faith unshaken, or barely threat
hazard of
to be ex
plained by attraction, so that the words must regularly run thus
v\fiv rivi /loyw [in what form of doctrine] TO evayyehov evrjy-

ened with danger

their salvation.

;

the

The

el

icarexere [ver. 2] alludes to this

construction of the whole sentence

is

:

The concluding phrase

VICTOR el firj K r. A. refers only to
the
pleonastic form KKrbg el pj on xiv.
[See concerning
It follows of course that icarexeiv is to be understood not merely
.

the o&^EcOe.
5.]

as preserving in the memory, but holding fast in a living faith.)
This passage, in connexion with Eph. iv. 4, 6 ; Heb.
Vers. 8, 4.
vi. 1, seq.;

1

John

iv. 2,

constitutes the creed of the apostolic church.

In those passages the various doctrines respecting the Eedeemer
personally are taken for granted, but here they are stated, and other
The first things&quot; (Trpwra),
doctrines are not especially mentioned.
among which he names the following points, are the foundations or
elements (0e/ze/Ua, aroixela) adduced at Heb. vi. 1, seq. The expres
sion rrpwra thus signifies not the beginnings but the important points
&quot;

Christ s death, burial, and resurrection,
are the objects which, in accordance with his purpose, are held up
to view by Paul ; his burial is merely to be considered as the decided
of the Christian doctrine.

consummation of death

;

this is not therefore expressly said to be
iii. 9 might be alleged in

confirmed by the Scriptures, although Isa.

Death and resurrection are on the contrary necessary
Resurrection presupposes death, death without resur
rection following could not warrant salvation, nor a death for the

confirmation.
correlatives.

remission of

Paul intends

sins.

(By the addition

&quot;

according to the Scriptures/

to represent the preaching of Christ s death

and resur

rection as the fulfilment of all the prophecies of the Old Testament,
so that the latter were renounced if the resurrection were denied.

With

reference to the death, he evidently

had

in

mind such pas-
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5-11.

sages as Ps. xxii. ; Isa. liii., and it is possible that, with reference to
the resurrection, typical prophecies, such as the history of Jonah
[see on Matth. xii. 40, vi. 4], to which also Ps. xvi. 10, and Hosea vi.
1, 2,

might be added, presented themselves.)
Paul now mentions a series of

Yers. 5-8.

distinct appearances

in order to strengthen the reality of the fact.
These have been
individually considered and commented upon in the account of the
resurrection given in Matth. xxviii. 1, seq., as well as the statement
which so decidedly speaks against any mythic view of the resurrec
tion, that several of

Eedeemer were

still

who saw the risen
makes no mention
Without doubt it is the

the five hundred brethren
living.

The gospel

record

whatever of the appearance to James.
who is meant, subsequently Bishop of Jerusa
and
who, according to John vii. 5, could not believe in Jesus.
lem,
This appearance might have convinced him of Christ s divinity, for
we find him ever after (see on Acts i. 14) in the company of the
On the circumstance of Paul s classing with the others
apostles.
the appearances vouchsafed to himself, see on Acts i. 9-11. In ver.
= ^25, is unripe fruit, untimely birth, from iKTirptiatcetv.*
8, eicrpufia
brother of our Lord

The context shews upon what ground the
The remembrance of his
Vers. 9, 10.

apostle so styles himself.)
persecution of the church
accompanies the apostle throughout his life. He expresses himself
here as in Eph. iii. 8 ; 1 Tim. i. 15. But with the greatness of his
sin kept pace the greatness of the Divine mercy ; the enemy of
Jesus was called to be his apostle, and he, obeying the summons
with faith, laboured more abundantly than they all, or rather grace

working through him. This remark was here necessary, to confute
the antagonists of his authority. It has been already observed (at
Horn., vol. iii., p. 420) that the greater efficiency of Paul was in a
great measure due to the fact that the

The Twelve being

Jews had

fallen

from their

especially appointed for

them, their
neld of labour was necessarily circumscribed. That the words OVK
yo) de, dA/l rj %d^ rov Qeov, do not abrogate liberty needs no proof.
Augustine, rather, is perfectly right, when he remarks on this pas
sage, Nee gratia Dei sola, nee ipse solus, sed gratia cum illo !
&quot;ocation.

Ver. llv

-Paul

now proceeds

to state expressly the perfect har

mony subsisting between himself and the other apostles, in order to
prevent any occasion for supposing that in this respect there existed
a difference of doctrine between them ; this makes the irregularities
of false teachers the more apparent. We may conclude with cer
tainty from these slight allusions, that the opposition offered to
Paul and his authority by parties in Corinth had not assumed so
*

Fritzsche, in his Diss. in Epist. ii. ad Corinth, p. 60, note, has well proved that
is mistaken in
supposing that the l/crpoym should be translated posthumous,

Schulthess

born in old

&quot;

age.&quot;
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decided a form

when the

ond was

which he (chap.

sent, in

first

epistle
xi.

XV.

12.

was written as when the

sec

12) expresses himself far more

strongly.

Ver. 12.

The

error of these persons is thus expressed
some
resurrection of the dead (/.eyovai nve$
:

among you say there is no
v vj.uv on dvdaraais vettptiv
}

OVK KGTIV).

The

&quot;

some among you/

does not allow of being referred to foreigners, who had only for
some time resided in Corinth it signifies members of the church.
j

But the words,

&quot;

there

is

no resurrection of the

dead&quot;

(dvdaraaig VE-

Kp&v) cannot possibly mean that Jesus is not risen from the dead,
for t-K vwp&v would then be employed, but that the general resur
In the Introduction to the
rection looked for, will not take place.
(
1) it has been already observed that we
not regard Epicureans, nor former Sadducees as promulgators
of this view, for neither of these sects exercised any demonstrable
Billroth likewise remarks very appositely
influence on the church.
that ver. 32 is entirely against this assumption, for it states that

Epistle to the Corinthians

may

the very defenders of the view themselves abhorred such a principle,
The favourers of the doctrine are there
0ay uv teal mupev K. r. A.
j

fore unquestionably to be found
1.)
(See Introd. to this Epistle,

among the

partizans of Christ.

These, imbued with a Gnostic,

spiritualizing bias, might easily take offence at the resurrection of
the body, in which they discovered a gross materialism. It is pos
sible that, like Hymenasus and Philetus, they understood the resur

Of these it is said, 2 Tim. ii. 18, Atyovre T?]V
rection spiritually.
dvdaraaiv /jdr] yeyovevat, saying that the resurrection, etc., which,
without doubt, signifies that they regarded the spiritual quickening
of the world, effected through Christ, as the promised resurrection.
should then only question as to how, with such principles, these

We

heretics understood

Christ

s

resurrection ?

The whole

discussion

shews that they did not deny this, for Paul s argument is always
this if there is no resurrection of the dead, then cannot Christ have
:

arisen.

This argument

is

intelligible only as

we supply

surely acknowledge, which ye surely cannot have

must

&quot;

which ye

denied.&quot;

We

had not yet
would have led

therefore doubtless believe that the false teachers

developed their views as a perfect system ; this
them to a docetic conception of the entire life of Jesus, as developed
from the same principles at a later period. But if they had already at
that time uttered such opinions, Paul would immediately have more
Billdecidedly opposed them, and required their excommunication.
roth has expressed himself in a very remarkable manner upon this pas
He asserts that the same apprehension prevailed in Corinth
sage.

These be
in Thessalonica (1 Thess. iv. 15, seq.)
who
before
the
believers
died
lievers feared that
coming of Christ

which had arisen

would have no portion in the kingdom of God, and he thinks that

XV.
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individuals in Corinth entertained the
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13, 14.

opinion.

But between

the position of the Thessalonians and these partizans of Christ there
existed a very essential difference ; for the former, who were scarcely
instruc
converted, and had enjoyed only for a few weeks apostolic
in the
events
of
course
the
in
were
uncertainty concerning
tion,

They hesitated not in general as
establishing of God s kingdom.
to the resurrection, but doubted if their dead would arise to the
kingdom of God ; in a word the difference between the first and
second resurrection was unknown to them. But the Corinthian
Christians, as well as the two individuals named Hymenasus and

They were
Philetus, doubted the doctrine of the resurrection itself.
well acquainted with it, but held it to be a Jewish materializing
doctrine, and believed in a pure continuing of the spirit without
material covering, whose union with the spirit appeared to them
probably as pollution. If Billroth s supposition were correct, Paul
would have conducted his argument in a manner very inappropriate ;

remark only incidentally mentioned by Paul, that the dead
but the living shall be changed (vers. 51, 52), should have
been the main subject of the entire dissertation, which in fact is de
for the
arise,

voted to the proof of the resurrection in general. Finally, the opin
ions of Muller (Stud. 1835, part iii., p. 748, note) and Weizel (idem,
1836, part iv., p. 909) that the passages found in our chapter war
rant the inference that no difference

between dvdaraaig vmp&v and
where dvdaraatg veKp&v occurs

erc

is

made

in the

New Testament

VEKQ&V are clearly erroneous.

(vers. 13, 21,

42)

it

For

refers exclusively

awakening of the dead, the language thus according
the
with
distinction drawn by me ; but where the special
perfectly

to the general

is to Christ (ver. 12), en vettQ&v is correctly applied.
Paul then draws the most important deductions
Vers. 13, 14.
from the conclusion that, if there be no resurrection, Christ cannot

reference

be risen. These affect first the apostles, for then their preaching
could be nothing, and their faith even vain. It is evident that this
argument has force only if the resurrection is understood as a glorifica

an overcoming of death, as already
Had the apostle only thought of a
reanimation of the body without a substantial change in it, Jesus
might be reanimated without proving at all a general resurrection,
even as Lazarus was reanimated in an unusual manner, but only
subsequently to die again. If, on the contrary, the dvdaraa^ is

tion of the body,
laid

and

down on Matth.

therefore

xxviii. 1.

understood as a glorifying of the material, the restoration of a spir
body (o&na TrvevfjLanKov^ and yet this should be asserted to be
absolutely impossible, then of course also the resurrection of Jesus
himself is denied, or can be maintained only in violation of our own
Billroth is therefore perfectly right when he draws at
principles.

itual

tention to the necessity of urging

Christ

s

essential

likeness to
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man

XV.

15-18.

might be said, Christ can have an advantage
he may have arisen as a distinguishing
;
that
not
follow
others also must rise again.
But his
it does
sign
it
is im
resurrection had to do with the real human body
if, then,
otherwise

;

all

beyond

it

other

men

:

;

possible that this should be glorified, so also in the case of Christ s
body and the converse. (I prefer the reading moric; rj^v to the more

usual

v[i&v.

The

The

latter

might

easily

have been adopted here from

considerably the course of thought, as
thus exhibits Paul first dilating on the evil consequences of such
a doctrine to the apostles, and then proceeding to its influence on
See on vers. 17, 18.)
the whole church.
ver. 17.

i}\i&v facilitates

it

A

is now supposed highly derogatory to the
The apostles
again introduced with ds nai.
would be false witnesses, having testified of a fact as performed by
God which he had not willed, if the assertion of the antagonists

Yer. 15.

apostles,

which

condition
is

The

were well grounded.
steps.

First,

it

is

idea

is

thus carried out in three successive

merely said that the preaching of the apostles,

drawing its power chiefly from the announcement of the resurrection,
would be without effect, and their labour consequently vain. Next,
their personal belief would be void, if Christ were not arisen. Last
even false witnesses, sinners, if they testified to a
ly, they would be
It is thus seen how the
fact which could not have taken place.
reading mang v^tiv (ver. 14) interrupts the connexion. (The ex
pression ipevtiopdpTVpes rov Qeov is best explained with Grotius by
so that
witnesses who misemploy the name of God as testimony
the Kara rov Qeov which follows is epexe getical.
Billroth, on the
&quot;

;&quot;

witnesses of God,
contrary, considers the genitive as gen. subj.
false
are
witnesses
but
this
interpretation appears
who, however,
&quot;

;&quot;

to

me

not void of difficulty.

The

e lirep

&quot;

apa,

if

otherwise,

as

With

the doctrine [see Winer s
ye
Billroth
also
that
Gr.
dpa is specially em
53, 8, a,
agreeing]
drawn
from
the
in
statements
of others, I cannot
proofs
ployed
In this place dpa is certainly not a conclusive particle,
coincide.
maintain,&quot; argues c concessis.

but an expression of astonishment, which
nification of the

word

so that the passage

is

the proper original sig

[see Hartung s Partikellehre, vol. i., p. 422],
to be understood,
if it were otherwise, as ye
&quot;

is

strangely suppose,&quot; etc.)
Paul then proceeds to generalize his statement,
Vers. 16-18.
and proves to his readers, that if there is no resurrection their own
faith is as nothing, for neither they nor those believers already dead
ArroheoOai - kv a-nwhda elvat, stands
could have forgiveness of sins.
(
iv dpaprtaic elvai.)
Finally, if the forgiveness of
parallel with the
sins appears linked to the resurrection, and not to the death of

Christ, we are to bear in mind the fact that the two are necessary
correlatives ; the resurrection is equivalent to death, vanquished by
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19-22.

the resurrection, and death is equivalent to resurrection, by which
death is annulled. (See remarks on Kom. v. 25.)

con
If, therefore, there were no resurrection, and
of
no
the
Chris
no
restoration
of
God,
Paradise,
sequently
kingdom
Yers. 19, 20.

tians sacrificing everything in this

in order to gain all in the

life

But Christ being security
who slept, the res

next, were the most miserable of men.

foj our resurrection, the first-fruits only of those

Billroth justly remarks that
urrection had commenced with him.
dnapxri r&v KEKoi^fievc^v is not to be taken as a simple apposition to
Christ arose as
Christ, but as the predicate of the whole sentence
:

first-fruits,

i. e.,

in order to

be the

first-fruits.

Kegarded from our
would seem that the

modern point of view the idea is startling it
if the body is not raised, assuredly the
apostle might be answered
of
man
continue
to exist
and for him it is not indif
spirit
may yet
;

:

;

ferent whether the life of the

man

has been one of stern self-denial,
or self-indulgence.
But the apostle by no means recognizes the
possibility of existence as a pure spirit without bodily organs ; the
doctrine of the immortality of the soul and the name are alike un
known to the entire Bible ; and indeed with justice, because & personal consciousness in created beings necessarily presupposes the
The modern doctrine of immortality is not

limitations of body.*

materially different from the supposition that the soul flows back,
drop into the great sea of universal life. It is indeed in ap
parent contradiction to our doctrine that, even according to the

like a

Bible view, the soul is to be regarded as existing independently in
the interval between death and the resurrection.
But first, con
sciousness in this state, at least with many, can be regarded only
as a sort of twilight, for which reason the dead are called jce/eoi/z^e-

without, however, our being required to assume in this
case an absolute unconsciousness, as did the ^VXO^CLVVV^IOL (psychopannychites) ; secondly, it is to be supposed that a certain relation

voi, sleeping,

always maintained between the elements of the body and the
separated soul, intimate in proportion to the sanctification of the
organ which had invested the soul on earth.
(See further on this
in
Diss.
my Opusc. Theol.,
subject
vii., p. 165, seq.)
Lastly, as
Christ here is styled dnap^rj r&v KeKoi^rj^v^v, the first-fruits of them
that sleep, so in Eev. i. 5 ; Col. i. 16, 6 Trp^roroKog rtiv venp&v, the

is

Enoch and Elias tasted not of death. (Gen.
2 Kings ii. 11.) In the omapx n is not only contained the idea
of the first, the earliest, but also that of the most costly, and as such
dedicated to God.

first-born of the dead.
v.

24

;

Vers. 21, 22.

In the same manner as in Eom.

v.

12, seq. (to

the explanation of which I beg to refer), only that there the refer* See Usteri s remark in the Paul
Lehrbegr.,
rom Athenagoraa de Resurrect, c. 25.

p. 365,

and the passage there quoted
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is pre-eminently to spiritual life, Adam and Christ are repre
sented by the apostle as the hinging points in the life of humanity.
As Adam sinned not for himself alone, but all in him, so also Christ s

ence

resurrection

is

must be

it

a resurrection of

through man, in

and

all.

To

every unprejudiced person,

expressions & avdptinov, lv rw Ada//,
indicate Adam not only as the beginner of

clear that the

Adam,

consequence, death, but as the author,* just as Christ is
the author of life and its highest manifestation, the dvdaraoL^. The
xavrezy all, implies equally the resurrection of the evil and the good
sin

its

on John

v. 29 ; Acts xxiv. 15).
Billroth thinks it can apply
to
as
the
others
cannot
be considered
in Christ;&quot;
only
believers,
but Christ represents mankind, his power awakens both good and

(see

&quot;

evil

;

for as

human may

they are in the

the latter also be considered in him, although

judgment separated.
in receiving

1835, pt. in., p. 749)
the dvdaraatc; elc ^TJV.

the

Miiller follows Billroth (Stud.
equivalent to

faonoirjO/joovTai, as

But ver. 23, seq., which refers to the totality
demand that the quickening be taken in the.
most extended sense. Those who defend the restoration might ap
parently quote the Trdvreg in favour of their views, but how far the
of the species, seems to

paragraph justifies the doctrine, will be brought under consideration
at vers. 24-28.

Bat

Yer. 23.

itself

as according to the Divine regulation everything
by degrees, so the new world of the risen ones is

developes
Christ is the grain-seed, as it were, of these,
gradually perfected
and likewise the first early ripe fruit ; to him succeed his people at
his second corning, afterwards at the end of the entire course of the
;

commencement of eternity, all the dead in the graves
This passage is one of those from which we may unde
niably conclude that the New Testament acknowledges and accepts
the Jewish doctrine of the twofold resurrection, viz., that of the
world, and the
shall arise.

righteous, and the general one.

(See Bertholdt Christ. Jud.,

p.

176,

Eisenmenger entd. Judenth. vol. ii., p. 901, seq.)
This distinction has already been remarked upon at Luke xiv. 14
John v. 25, seq.; Acts xxiv. 15 the Apocalypse alone fully de
velopes the doctrine (xx. 5, seq., xxi. 1, seq.) Without any founda
tion Billroth, following Usteri, declares that Paul s doctrine deviates
from that laid down in the Apocalypse ; the Revelation, treating
the subject ex professo, is only more copious.
The circumstance
that after the establishment of God s kingdom Satan will be again
seq.,

203, seq.

;

;

;

unbound
is

in

(Rev. xx. 7, seq.), is indeed not touched upon by Paul, but
no way contradictory to his language. For the giving up of all

* The
present uTrodv^anovai in ver. 22 is worthy of remark. From Adam, the human
is in a process of continuous dying, from Christ in like manner in a process of con

race

:

tinuous reauimat on.

Since however the reference

tion of the body, the future faoxoirjOfjaovTcu,

is

is

here pre-eminently to the resurrec

employed.
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dominion to the Father, which is the subject of what follows, is to
take place after the coming of the kingdom of God, and conse
quently after Satan is fully vanquished. Christ s dominion begins
indeed spiritually with his own resurrection, and sitting at the right
hand of God, but it appears perfected only at the Parousia, which
therefore

is

the same with the establishment of

God

s

kingdom on

If then after the elra TO reAof the general resur
earth (Acts i. 7).
rection of the good and bad is not expressly mentioned, it is suffi
ciently accounted for by the fact, that the apostle throughout the

whole representation has primarily only the believers in thought, for
which reason we shall find given from ver. 40, seq., only a descrip
But
tion of the bodies of the blessed, and not also of the lost.
in
included
the
idea.
not
it
is
though
necessarily
expressly uttered,
The KKaarog tv roi Mtw rdjfj,ari each in his own order, shews that
}

Paul desired to describe the successive stages of the resurrection, and
as the dra rb rekog stands plainly connected with eTrara, the ex
This
pression must inclusively signify the general resurrection.
opinion is rejected by Weizel (see work already quoted, p. 915). This
however is certain, there is here no mention of the resurrection of
the godly men of the Old Testament with Christ, and therefore the
views of those who apply Matth. xxvii. 52, 53, only to apparitions
of the dead find powerful support in our passage. This view has
been particularly advanced recently by Steudel.
Vers. 24-28.
fine

more

to place

it

The

apostle considers himself called

upon

to de

closely the nature of this reAof end, consummation, and
in juxtaposition with Christ s kingdom (jOooiAefa).
The

whole passage

,

is

the more remarkable as

it

stands alone in the holy

Scriptures, for even the Apocalypse contains no such information as

that conveyed by Paul.
Mention alone is made of the new heaven
and the new earth (Rev. xxi. 1, the restoration of the Kriaig having
already taken place in the Parousia ; see on Eom. viii. 19), without
any explanation of the relation of the Redeemer to this new condi
tion of things.
But precisely because this information stands so
it
contains
If
isolated,
gpeat and almost inexplicable difficulties.
we take into consideration first the description of the (3aaikda of
Christ, the prophecies of the Old Testament, Ps. ex. 1, viii. 7, lead
the apostle to infer* that Christ s dominion shall be universal.
All enemies shall be placed under his feet, but the last enemyf sub
dued is death. This is effected by the general resurrection, conse*
Concerning the Messianic character of Ps. ex. and Ps. viii. see further on Heb. i 2The 8th Psalm refers primarily indeed to men in general, but inasmuch as the idea of
humanity was truly realized in the Messiah, certainly to him. (See Umbreit s Erklarung
des achten Psalms in the Stud. 1838, part 3.)
f The expression eo^arof
0p6f contains not only a reference to the period of the
The overpowering of death demands
victory but also to the greatness of its resistance.
the highest revelation of the

life.
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quently Christ s kingdom extends as far as this limit. As it is tfce
Father who has subjected all things to the Son, it follows of course
all things&quot; placed under him
that he is to be excepted from the
rather, he exalts the Kedeemer, as having taken man s nature on him
self, to the joint-possession of his throne, Ps. ex. 1, i. e., the Father
It is evident that in this description Paul
reigns through the Son.
makes no difference between the hidden and revealed kingdom of
Christ. (See Comm. on Matth. iii. 2.) Although evil has a predomina
&quot;

;

ting power over the good in the aluv ovro^, nevertheless the kingdom
of Christ is intimately and truly present in the latter, and daily spreads
itself further.
At his Parousia good will indeed, in the aluv ^tvl/Un ,

gain dominion over evil, but evil is not absolutely removed until the
This explanation ap
general resurrection, which annihilates death.
pears favourable to a general restoration, for the enemy is only truly

vanquished when he is transformed to a friend ; the mere preponder
ance of power can form no ground of Christ s victory, for that was his
from the beginning. But death is first really done away with when
has drawn all things into its nature ; as long as the other
death reigns over a portion of creation (Rev. xxi. 8) it appears yet to
maintain its sway. This impression is considerably strengthened by
the further description of the nature of the reAof in vers. 24 and 28.
It states in the first verse* that the Son yields the dominion to the
Father when he has destroyed all power (the second orav is to be
considered antecedent to the first, the Karapyeiv dvvaiiiv is still an
act of the Lord s dominion); or in other words that he will annul
&quot;

life&quot;

own

as well as all other dominion, and give
(Concerning Oeb$ not narTJp see on 2 Cor. i. 3.) It
his

it

over to the Father.

evidently a ground
that the parallel expressions dominion, authority, power
(dp%rj, efrvaia, cJvva/uf), indicate only the various classes of bad angels,
or earthly powers and governors ; the ndaa which is added and even
is

less assertion

repeated must signify alike good and bad, in brief all dominion
without exception, since the dominion of the Son is done away with

God remains

sole Lord, for, according to ver. 28, the Sou
to
himself is subject
him, in order that He may be all in all (TO,
In the destroying
ndvra iv iraatv).
are we to interpret this ?

the

rest.

How

evidently included the removal of all distinction,
That which human short
therefore the restoration of equality.
in this sinful world, free
to
realize
desires
sightedness mischievously

all

dominion

is

dom and equality among men,

the Spirit of the Lord effects in a right
and lawful manner. The possibility and necessity for dominion depend
only upon the want in some beings of self-control, and of conscious
ness in regard to the highest objects alike of the individual and of the
entire body.

Were

self-government proportionate in all beings we,
is destroyed ; the ruling principle, the
The sentiment would thus be equiva-

might say that all dominion
Spirit of God, is equal in all.
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Old Testament prophecies, which promise that the knowl
of
the
Lord shall cover the earth as the waters cover the sea, that
edge
one shall no more enquire of the other, because every one knows and
lent to the

own relation to the whole. (Isa. xi. 9 Habak. iii. 14.)
must accordingly regard individualities as preserved in the re
moval of the dominion, for we are not speaking of the swallowing
up of the individual in the sea of universal being. For also of the
the delivering up of the kingdom&quot; (napadovvai rr]v
Son himself
observes his

;

We

&quot;

being subject to the Father&quot; (vnoray7\v(u ro5 Trarpf),
merging of the Son s personality in the Divine
substance (as the Logos was from eternity separate from the Fa
ther [John i. 1], so he also remains to eternity separate from him);
&quot;

paaikeiav ) } the

to the

refers not

these expressions rather indicate the Messianic dignity of Christ,
which he entered by his incarnation. It is only of Christ as
the Messiah, as the mediator, and expiator, that it can be said that
into

God has put all things under him, i. e. } that God has surrendered
the kingdom to him, and when through his instrumentality all is
reconciled, then terminates his kingdom ; all are come to God, God
is

in

all,

Kedeemer

the

is

then only the first-born among

many

29); or on the other side, those sanctified
are
like to him (1 John iii. 2). But the entire
become
through him,
course of reasoning seems to have appositeness only as all, in

brethren (Rom.

viii.

the proper sense,

is

For

restored.

if

a portion of

God s

creatures

remained excluded from the restoration after God s image, of ne
cessity this portion would need government ; to which may be
added, that the Iva % 6 Qebg rd ndvra v TTCLGIV, that God may be all
in all, cannot be strictly interpreted otherwise than so, that in all
created things God determines all, and accordingly the evil, GodFor to
resisting will of the creature is banished from existence.
assign indeed its full signification to rd irdvra, but limit the ev naoi
to those sanctified through Christ, appears perfectly arbitrary, since
in passages such as Eom. xi. 36, e avrov nal & avrov nal elg avrbv rd

the term

rrdvra,

is

taken in

its

most comprehensive

sense.

It cannot

therefore be denied, that if the restoration is sanctioned in any pas
However, the defenders of this doctrine should
sage, it is in this.*
*

The most

argument against our explanation of the passage relative to the
apostle treats in the whole chapter, of believers cnly and their
resurrection, as \ve have already observed on ver. 23 ; therefore the whole connexion re
all believers, all who are in Christ,&quot; the irdvref
quires, that to the class restricted to
restoration

plausible

is this.

The

&quot;

That the
^orroir]0?jcovraL (ver. 22), and the iv ndac (ver. 28), should be also added.
wicked also arise, and what in general, shall be their fate, is not here at all entered upon by
the apostle
the subject.

;

also so

his doctrine in this respect

must be ascertained from other examinations of

Rom. xi. 32.) So particularly MUUer (Stud.explains Eom. viii. 11, and also Mau (Theolog. Mitarb.
(See on

however compels us

1835, pt.
pt.

ii.

iii.

p. 749),

p. 104).

who

Candour

to confess that the first impression arising from the apostolic repre
not favourable to these explanations, even apart from the fact that the abso
lute removal of dominion and death appears to exclude the possibility of death s continued

sentation

is
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that neither here nor in any other passage of

the sacred Scriptures is the final recovery of all evil men, nay, even
of demons and Satan himself, expressed openly and in a definite

form ; a circumstance calculated to awaken serious reflection as
to the propriety of making such an opinion the subject of public
instruction.

Yer. 29. After this digression the apostle returns to the princi
pal position, and argues first on the subject of the resurrection from
the baptism for the dead (paTTTi&aOat, vnep r&v VEKQUV).
This diffi
cult expression

is

well

known

to have deeply

engaged the attention

of exegetical writers, from which numerous explanations have arisen.
But before we examine the most important of these, we shall at

tempt ourselves an independent elucidation of the passage.
others, supposes.

To

It is

not so loose as Billroth, among
the pa~ri$ecOai the tcivdweveLv of ver. 30

evident that the connexion here

is

:

connects itself by means of the ~i teat, which is not to be neg
lected.
Granting then that we are not exactly authorized to attach
receive the baptism of suffering/ it
to pa-rt&oOai the meaning of
&quot;

assuredly undeniable that with the idea of baptism is likewise in
timated the reception of all sufferings which assail the communion of
The ri \JLOL TO o^eAoc, loliat profitcth it me, of ver. 32
the baptized.
be
considered as an interpretation of the ri TTOI/ JVOVOIV
is however to
is

=

nvy is accordingly to be received in the
troieiv
(ver. 29), and
to gain somewhat, to acquire, to attain something/
The
sense of
what then
train of thought then assumes the following form
&quot;

&quot;

:

would they gain, who

(in future) receive baptism
(The suppressed
will
not
they
only gain nothing, but will be, as stated in
also do we
ver. 19, the most miserable among mankind.)
have
borne
the
who
Christian
ourselves,
long
profession, remain in

.answer

is

?&quot;

:

&quot;

Why

To what purpose our daily conflict, if there is
perpetual danger ?
no resurrection, and no eternal reward in Christ s kingdom
But
unmistakably the explanation of ver. 29 is closely linked with
the verses preceding the 24th, and the declaration concerning
the rtvlof (vers. 2428) appears only a digression. In ver. 23 the
ol TOV Xfnarov are
represented as those participating immediate
that
in
resurrection
of which Christ was the first-fruits
and
ly
?&quot;

;

dominion over any portion of creation. The verses 23, seq., are of a nature to lead us to
infer that tho apostle s view comprehended all mankind, because he speaks of the end,
consequently of the general resurrection of all. &quot;Weizel (Stud. 1836, pt. iv. p. 909) is of
my opinion. This opinion appears yet more to commend itself to our consideration when
that Paul never openly speaks of the resurrection of the wicked.
However there
reflect,
certainly appear in the holy Scriptures, and doubtless from wise motives, apparently con
and for this reason we should do well to
tradictory doctrines on this important point
leave their enigmatical statements in the indefiniteness in which they have been given to

we

;

us.

Rom.

(Concerning Paul
ii

6-8.)

s description of

the last judgment, see further the observations on

XV.

FIRST CORINTHIANS
this idea,

taken in connexion with the

inel rl rroirjaovrnv

authorizes the construction which follows
believers were not to arise at Christ

gain
to

who

me

receive baptism
entirely erroneous.

Billroth

?&quot;

He
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29.

s

s

of ver. 29,

For were it not so, if
coming, what would those
&quot;

:

conception of noislv appears
what will they do who

translates

:

permit themselves to be baptized ? Answer something very fool
But for what purpose employ the future thus ? He says it
ish.
be
explained, quid eos facere APPAREBIT, or quid ii facerc INmay
VENIENTUR ? But allowing that it is capable of being so under
stood, although it is certainly difficult, yet we must thus entirely
relinquish the hope of tracing the difficult connexion with what
But that most difficult form ftaKTi&oQai vnep r&v vEtptiv,
precedes.
:

baptized for the dead,

still

We have

remains to be explained.

thus

far so treated the passage as if only panri&oOai stood, of which the
It is highly important that
signification could not be mistaken.

the article stands here (r&v vsKp&v) which

is

in the text. rec.

imme

diately repeated in what follows, where, however, avr&v is decidedly
to be preferred.
The article requires a reference not to dead

The
persons without distinction, but to certain well-known dead.
connexion with ver. 23 shews the reference to be to those departed
in the Lord.
vrrtp

we maintain this reference it thence appears that
mean instead,&quot; for the dead are themselves al
but signifies for, to the advantage
But how

If

cannot here

&quot;

&quot;

ready baptized,
far can the apostle declare that believers about to be added to the
of.&quot;

church were baptized for the advantage of the dead

?

Inasmuch

number, a TrA^pw^a of believers is required (see on Rom.
xi. 12, 25), which must be complete before the Parousia, and with
it the resurrection, can take
Every one, therefore, who re
place.
as a certain

ceives baptism benefits thereby the body of believers, those already
dead in the Lord. This conception appears to me to make the

passage intelligible ; all other expositions* are weak in essential
Billroth has again proposed the explanation of the baptispoints.
mus vicarius. But Tertullian (adv. Marc. v. 10) mentions this as
only a heretical custom, which is also confirmed by Epiphanius
(Ha3r. xxviii.

c.

6);

and at

all

events

it is

incredible that so early as

the apostolic times a superstition such as that of baptizing the liv
ing in place of the dead existed, and had become so general as to

make an

allusion to

izes the belief that

it intelligible.

Paul sanctions

But allowing
so

this, what author
rank a superstition ? An

approval of this baptism is undoubtedly implied in the passage ; for
there lies evidently at the foundation of the argument a sentiment
that if the dead arise, they gain something by the pairri&aOai vnep
*
Especially in the writings of Calovius, &quot;Wolf} and Heumann on this subject ; the
greater part of these, however, contradict themselves so fully as to require no other refu
tation.
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to this that, in such a view, the article must be
Billroth endeavours to explain it by sup

omitted before VEKQ&V.

posing that certain dead persons were intended, it might be relatives
But if
or friends, in whose place the (3airTi%6[ivoi were baptized.
this explanation fails, neither baptizing on the graves of martyrs (of
which custom not a trace appears in the apostolic ages*), nor the

being baptized to the confession of the resurrection, f which cannot
be literally expressed by vnep r&v veicp&v, or being baptized in the
name of those already dead, can lay claim to be recognized. The
latter explanation

were the form

would indeed be

^a-rrri^eadat vrrKp,

in sense highly appropriate,
iv ovo/ian, gram
etc;, or

instead of

matically supported, and did not the plural with the article appear
so at variance with it, since by the dead in whom they are baptized,

can be understood. The explanation pro
pounded by Superintendent Meyer (in the Hannoverschen Nachrichten von Brandis und Rupstein Jahrg. 1834, pt. iv. pp. 179,
and others (see Poli Synopsis
seq.), following the views of Abresch

assuredly only Christ

ad

h. L),

appears to

me

This supplies auitd-uv or

very unnatural.

and explains the meaning what shall avail this
of
water
(viewing baptism according to Rom. vi. as the im
grave
and
of
death
resurrection) for your dead members, if no reaniage
mation is to be expected ? But it is a decisive objection to
this, that in this view the veKpol would be the 0aTTri6[ievoi them
more intelligibly
selves, in which case the idea would certainly be
jMfiAwv to vetcp&Vj

:

Calvin considers the reference is to those who, being
near to death, were desirous of receiving baptism before their end
non tantum baptizantur, he says, qui adhuc victuros se putant, sed
qui mortem liabent ante oculos. But it is not very clear how this
expressed.

:

thought is to be found in vnep r&v veicp&v. In conclusion, I will not
deny that a certain feeling of doubt remains in my own mind as to
reference of the passage to the irXrj^im of the church. The
is one so remote from the ordinary track of thought, that
Paul could scarcely presume that it would be familiar to all his

my own

idea itself

But the whole passage conveys the impression that Paul
I
was treating of what he felt was thoroughly comprehended.

readers.

therefore

am

planation,

de

disposed to offer the following modification of

viz.,

to receive virep

=

&quot;

dvri,

instead, in

place,&quot;

my

ex

which

* The custom which
undoubtedly existed in later times (Euseb. H. E. iv. 15, August.
Dei xx. 9) of baptizing upon the graves of the martyrs, may perhaps haye arisen

Cic.

merely from a misunderstanding of the present passage.
the Christian Fathers.
f This explanation is the prevalent one among

They argue
from the practice of their times, according to which the candidates for baptism confessed
belief in the resurrection of the dead, before baptism, and apply it to the circumstances
of apostolic times. But in the earliest periods belief in Christ alone was indispensable to
Hist. EccL vol. ii.,
(See my Monum.
baptism, as the passage from Justin Martyr proves.
p. 167.)
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The tenor of
(See on Matth. xx. 28.)
presents no difficulty.
Paul s writing, as far as ver. 19, was to shew how, amid the selfdenyings and persecutions which awaited the Christian in this
world, he would be the most miserable of men, if there were no res
This view of the misery of the Christian in this world
urrection.

He
continues to form the groundwork of the further argument.
endeavours to prove that those persons who were baptized in the
place of those members who ivere removed by death from the church
(irrrep

r&v vepwv), would gain nothing thereby,

urrection

persecution

by

baptism, would
be found in the resurrection.

mends

itself

by

if

there were no res

And

likewise the patient endurance of
those already Christians, who had already received
profit them in no degree, if their reward was not to

for the dead.

its simplicity,

appears to me, com
singular that it has not been

This view,

and

it is

it

We

have but to assume that Paul considered
previously proposed.
that, as the ranks of the body of believers were thinned by death,
the deficiencies were supplied, and their places filled by those newly
What will these gain thereby, Paul means to say, or
baptized.

room of the dead, i. e. }
if
there
be no resurrection,
of
the
the
departed,
place
stepping into
and thus they, like their predecessors, enter the conflicts of earth

what

will avail their being baptized in the

without the hope of reward

?

In

this sense the

icai

becomes

signif

icant in the clause ri KOL paTTTiZovrai, why are they also baptized ?
is it not sufficient that the dead have hoped in vain, why draw
The ri not rj^elg Kivduvevopev why also do tve
others into error ?
;

stand in peril ? which follows in ver. 30 also connects itself fittingly
with this idea ; for, passing from those who, after uselessly endur
ing sorrows and persecutions, have died (supposing the hope of the
resurrection to be proved a fallacious one), Paul proceeds to men
tion the living

members of the church, who

the certain for the uncertain.*

are foolishly sacrificing

(Regarding the connexion of the

* The threemost natural
renderings of this passage, either of them abundantly main
by Greek usage, are over the dead,&quot; on behalf of the dead,&quot; in relation to the
&quot;

tained

&quot;

&quot;

Of the first of these senses being applicable here, there is not the slightest prob
Of the second, &quot;on behalf of the dead,&quot; in the sense of dvri, in place of the dead
ability.
Of the existence
(thus denoting vicarious baptism), there is, in my opinion, just as little.
dead.&quot;

of such a usage as that of vicarious baptism (on behalf of the dead) there
from this passage) not the slightest trace in the apostolic churches, and

is
it

(apart at least

never gained

ground except among heretical sects. It is inconceivable that Paul should have al
luded to a practice so utterly subversive of the spirit of the ordinance, not only without
condemnation, but even in terms which leave the impression of an approval. If he else
where, as at ts. 8, mentions an objectionable usage without recording his condemnation,
it is because he reserves the censure for another connexion.
And can it be sup
posed that in a letter devoted to the correction of abuses Paul would have left an abuse
BO flagrant as this utterly unnoticed, except, indeed, at the very close, and then give it
merely an incidental and apparently commendatory notice? Would he dwell on the

women s speaking in the assemblies, and a Christian s venturing to eat meat in
temple (on the plausible ground that the idol was a nullity), and yet leave unre-

abuses of

an

idol s
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el oAw^ vetcpol OVK KjeipovraL with
but with Lachmann I prefer connecting it w ith what
as otherwise the phrase ri teat, etc., seems inappropriate.)

phrases, Griesbach has connected the

what precedes
follows,

r

;

The I]IJLBL^ indicates, primarily indeed, the apostle
Yers. 30, 31.
himself, but in such a manner that all those belonging to the
church are represented as more or less in similar circumstances ;
the d-oOv?ioKG) refers entirely to himself personally. (In ver. 31 dnoOv?)GKG)
See 2 Cor. iv. 10, 11. Nrj
implies &quot;to be in deadly peril.&quot;
is

a customary form in oaths, but occurs in the New Testament only
The reading i^erEpav is evidently a change from the more

here.

&quot;

difficult .vfierepaVj

i.

by

e.,

my

glory that I have in

you.&quot;)

That the apostle was exposed to numerous dan
in
is
shewn by Kom. xvi. 4, where it is said that
gers
Ephesus,
Priscilla and Aquila had offered themselves in his place.
(See also
Acts xx. 19.) Still, Qr\piQ\LQ,%uV) figlit ivith wild leasts, must cer
Vers. 32-34.

tainly only be employed metaphorically, for
Roman citizen secured him from the arena.

that before Nero

s

s privilege as a
It is also improbable

Paul

persecution of the Christians, any were so exposed

Or would he
practice of baptizing the living for the benefit of the dead?
remit a practice which was certainly worse than any or all of those which he rebukes
(except the case of incest, and the heresy of the resurrection) to the category of those

buked the

things which were to be set in order when he came? The supposition is
But scarcely less decisive against this interpretation is the fact that it makes
no fitting sense in the connexion. It docs not stand in harmony with what precedes or
follows it.
Let us try, then, the other rendering,
in relation to the dead&quot;, which con
nects itself closely with the meaning
behalf
and in fact runs into it. With many
&quot;remaining&quot;

incredible.

&quot;

&quot;on

of,&quot;

of the best commentators, I take this verse (29) as standing in connexion with ver. 19
The apostle had been instituting a series of arguments for
(not with 21, as Olshausen).
the resurrection, as that otherwise Christ is not risen, their faith is vain, the apostles are

and they who have fallen asleep in Christ have perished; which, in
view of the violent and untimely death of many believers, suggests the reflection that
Christians thus doomed to death, are, apart from the resurrection, the most miserable of
all men.
Here the apostle, impatient of this negative and comfortless strain, breaks off
abruptly, takes the affirmative position, and runs on in a characteristic course of digres
He then resumes his suspended thread of argument, taking up the idea
sion, to ver. 29.

false witnesses,

of ver. 19, that believers, as exposed to constant death, are the most miserable of men,
asks what shall they then do who are baptized for the dead, and why do &quot;also we (i. e.,
the apostles) stand in jeopardy every hour
Thus the connexion clearly points to and
?&quot;

seems to demand a reference

to the perils of the Christian 2)rofession;

to the folly

and

senselessness of assuming a profession which is almost a certain devotion to death.
This,
I think, is naturally and forcibly expressed in the concise and energetic language of the

by their being baptized for the dead,&quot; baptized on behalf of, in relation to, into
connexion with the dead so that from the time and by the very act of their baptism,
they no longer belong to the living, but have, as it were, joined themselve^ to the dead.
&quot;

apostle

;

There was probably floating before his mind an allusion to the mode of the rite, as itself
prefiguring a burial, though this is but secondary, and need not be pressed. As in Romans
he had represented baptism as a spiritual death and resurrection, so here he represents it
as symbolizing that natural death to which the Christian profession exposed its adherents,
at least some of them (oi /3arr.)
The general thought is the same if the term (as indicated

by the continuous
cally of a

participle, instead of the

baptism of afflictions.

[K

.

Aor. fiaTrnaOevTee), be interpreted metaphori
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reference in the Kara

obviously to human and earthly affairs ; if these were my spring
of action, to what purpose this daily struggle ? it would be more pru
is

We

dent to enjoy the pleasures of life
may observe that the
aside
the
of
a pure spiritual ex
sets
possibility
completely
apostle
if there is no resurrection of the dead, the destruction of
istence
!

;

the individual

is

Billroth correctly remarks on this

unavoidable.

passage, as we before noticed, that this by no means implies a
charge of Epicurean principles against his antagonists ; on the
contrary it supposes that they even entertained a horror of such

The words are quoted strictly from Isa. xxii. 13, accord
to
the
LXX. The two verses, 33, 34, might easily be under
ing
stood to contain Paul s counsel that the better party should separate
doctrines.

from the worse ; but this is not justified by the whole con
of
the epistle ; even the second epistle, so much more severe,
tent^
contains nothing of the sort. I am therefore of Billroth s opinion that

entirely

the Tivef, with whom they were advised to avoid association, are not
the persons mentioned in ver. 12, but possibly foreign emissaries,
who laboured to introduce error into the cnurch in Corinth.

We

safely concede thus much, that Paul desired, by those
strong expressions, to signify what the result might and must be,
if the erring members of the Corinthian church failed to return to

may, however,

the undefiled truth.

^

TrkavdaOe, see vi. 9.
to
from
Menander
s Thais,
On
is, according
Jerome,
account of the iambic trimeters we must read xpfjoO , which Lach-

(In ver. 33, concerning

The quotation

mann

has inserted in the text.

Only

in ver.

34 docs iKv-faw occur,

the simpler form being more frequently used in the New Testa
ment. The compound alludes to the intoxication already produced

by the

evil influences,

soberness

&quot;

in a just

kutaius here only defines the nature of this

and becoming

manner.&quot;

The form dyvuoiav

not precisely the same as Qebv ov yv&vai, the latter is
purely negative, while in the former the dyvuaia itself becomes pos
itive, i. e.j positive errors concerning God and Divine things are
QEQV lypiv

is

cherished.)
Yers. 35-38.

By

passing

now

to the

mode

and the nature of the new body, the apostle

of the resurrection,
clearly shews that

differences of opinion on this subject also prevailed in Corinth. Al
though a 0pwr, foolj is not to be viewed as a definite characterizing

of an individual or class of persons, but may rather be regarded as a
rhetorical form, still the careful treatment of the subject sanctions

the supposition that some at least in Corinth had uttered opinions
which induced the result that the same body is to arise which we

To the materialistic Jewish Christian
especially when combating the objections of

bear on earth.

easy,
clined Christians, to identify the

it

was certainly

Gnostically in
with that
of
the
resurrection
body
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of corruption, which was an error no less than that Gnostic heresy
which Paul had first assailed. The apostle seeks his proof in the
image of the grain of wheat (KOKKO$) this, which is sown, i. e., en
trusted to the earth in order to perish, is not identical with that
which springs forth (the (J^pa yev7)a6[j,evov) but is only the parent of
that otifia, whose nature God causes to be conformed to that of the
;

}

But this comparison does not appear entirely appo
inasmuch as the plant again produces as fruit the same grain
from which it sprang. Paul, however, has no intention of carrying
he compares with the dead grain the fresh
this metaphor so far
which
springs into being from its decay, not the fruit.
living plant
He might have referred particularly to the blossom, in which the
impulse of the plant to exalt and renovate itself is most plainly
parent seed.

site,

;

The formation of the fruit may be regarded as a retro
the highest point of perfection, because it involves in
from
gression
itself a return to the first principle, and the conclusion of the entire
course of the plant.
(See concerning the tendency of nature to
renovate itself, which nevertheless sinks powerless back to its origin,
The allusion which Billroth
the remarks on Eom. viii. 19, seq.)
manifested.

finds in this passage to the indwelling imperishableness of human
This imperishable element
nature, appears to me unauthorized.*
is the spirit as such, while the apostle is treating of the capa
city residing in the human organism for producing a higher cor

by no means to be regarded as without the spirit, but
may nevertheless not be identified with it. (In ver. 36 the

poreality,

which

reading dQpuv employed by Lachmann is doubtless preferable. The
dfipov could apply only to the question as such, which is by no
means irrational, except as it presupposes the erroneous reply which

maintains the entire identity of the present with the new body.
Ver. 37. The b ondpetg^ov aneipeL$ has been already correctly ex
plained by Heiclenreich thus
quod seminas, quodcunque id sit, non
:

seminas

certe

plantam nascituram..

at xiv. 10.)
Vers. 39-41.

Concerning

el

rv%oi see remark

Paul does not pursue the comparison in

its

appli

cation, as being obvious in itself ; but starting rather from the idea
last touched upon in ver. 38 that there are various kinds of seed, he

passes over to the variety of formations existing in the universe.
He first adverts to the difference of the substance of the flesh in the
* Billroth

s language concerning this passage might not be considered inappropri
he had substituted &quot;glorification&quot; for &quot;resurrection:&quot; &quot;Paul does not make
the resurrection begin with natural death, as does the modern theory (this may rather

ate

if

be said to deny the resurrection altogether, allowing only a pure spiritual immortality),
but with the admission of man into the kingdom of Christ.&quot; As soon as the spirit is
subjected to the influence of the life of Christ, this works to the glorification of the body
(see on John vi.), but the resurrection, i. e., the perfected glorification, is still deferred
until the

end
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(man being included here

in his animal

He then

discriminates between heavenly and terrestrial or
nature).
and
ganisms,
finally among the heavenly bodies asserts differences in
has very judiciously remarked that the scope of the
Calvin
glory.

argument was not to shew that, according to the degree ot
by individual believers, the character of their
glorified body, and the degree of its glorification would vary ; he in
tended only to express the difference between the body of the
resurrection and this corruptible body.
Still, it need not be al
apostle

s

sanctification attained

together denied that this thought belongs incidentally to the apostle s
Otherwise it had been sufficient to draw attention
representation.
to the general difference between heavenly and earthly forms.
The
two into several gradations, points clearly to a sec

division of the

ondary and subordinate purpose. (So, rightly, Lange, p. 703.) In
conclusion, it may be stated that oti^a (ver. 40) is not to be under
stood precisely of the body, as if o&fta emyeiov corresponded to the
ffoym ^V^LKOV (ver. 40), and ati^a enovpdviov to the o&iia TtvevjjiaTiKov,
but o&im has rather here the more general signification an aggregate
&quot;

Yer. 41 shews that Paul espe
organism.&quot;
reckoned the stars among the heavenly organisms still this
warrants no conclusion concerning the apostle s astronomical views ;
in ver. 38 he has also styled the vegetable formations av^ara.

composed of members,
cially

;

The application of the comparisons now follows,
Vers. 42-44.
with predominant reference to the image of the grain (ver. 36,
seq.) ; since oreiperai applies to the decay, eyeiQerai to the awakening,
or springing up of plants.
As there are many sorts of organisms,
so likewise has man a o&pa I^V^LKOV as well as a crw/za irvev^ariKov.

Man

standing in an especial manner upon the limits of two worlds,
allied to earth and heaven, possesses likewise a two

and being equally
fold corporeality.

The

earthly body has the attributes of all things

earthly, the Divine the attributes of the heavenly.
less

But

an introduction of modern philosophic views,*

it is

doubt

to ascribe, as

Billroth does, in this place the following idea to the apostle, viz.,
that the spiritual body is the power of the spirit, which is con
scious in its unity with God and Christ, that its true immortality is
&quot;

* Goschel
appears to understand the doctrine of the glorified body differently see
on the proofs of the soul s immortality (Berlin, 1835, p. 253). Meanwhile it
sometimes seems as if the respected writer did not regard the higher corporeality as glori
;

his writings

But how a limit can
be conceived as a selfBut in what possible sense can this self-limitation of spirit be styled body ?
limitation.
Muller doubtless means the same when he distinguishes the resurrection of the body from
fication of matter,

but only as a limitation of the personal

be imagined without a limiting medium

is

attributes.

not very clear, unless

it

that of the flesh, maintaining the former, but denying the latter.
True, the expression
resurrection, glorification of the flesh,&quot; is wanting. But this is certainly accidental, since
John, in chap, vi., speaks of the eating Christ s flesh, tho.t has life in it. Flesh is the
&quot;

necessary substance of the body the glorified body has glorified spiritualized flesh for
substance. (So, rightly, Lange, Stud. 1836, pt. 3, p. 695, seq.)
;

ita
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found in

its

perpetually entering
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anew

itself therein as immortal.&quot;

maintaining

identical with o^ia -nvsvpartKoi

.

The

45-47.

into

mortality, and yet

The wei-pa cannot be

entire doctrine of a spiritual

ized, glorified, material body is considered by Billroth erroneous
yet
that it must be necessarily, on cxegetical principles, acknowledged
as the idea implied by the apostle in the expression oti^a -vevnariKoi ,
;

this learned man himself admits, while he regards the apostle as
not yet emancipated from the prejudice which distinguishes between
To this representation we ascribe, according to
spirit and matter.
the testimony of revelation, not only a transient subjective truth,

but a permanent objective one. As without body, no soul, so with
out corporeality no eternal happiness
corporeality and the concomi
The unity of the
tant personality are the object of God s work.
in
the
of
creation
an infinitude of
becomes
of
God
process
person
;

which have in the glorified body their limit, and with
this alone, self-consciousness, as they have their basis in the glorified
As the spirit first earthwards incorporates itself in the
creation.
personalities

body, so afterwards heavenwards the body glorifies itself in the spirit.
The two opposites are united without being annihilated. As regen
eration does not destroy the old man, but as the Spirit causes the
new to proceed from him as the parent, analogously to its original
qualities, so the

power of the

Spirit creates for itself

from the cov

The natural body is
ering of the natural body a spiritual one.
the clothing which the unenlightened ^vxft effects for itself, hence
the spiritual body is the garment in which the soul,
celestial and glorified through the Spirit of Christ,
become
having
The
itself.
earthly and heavenly body are not identical, but not
arrays
atijjia

tpvxiKov

;

absolutely different

;

the elements of the former are employed in the

formation of the latter; the operation of Christ in believers gradu
All waverings therefore in
ally transforms the one into the other.
the spiritual life are hindrances and checks to the higher corporeal

an idea calculated to produce a becoming seriousness and
which concern the body ; while indifference to
the temple of the body may lead us to esteem lightly the sinful
(In ver. 44, the reading d tan o&pa ^VXIKOV, ton ital
defiling of it.

ity

;

fidelity in all things

a&fj,a

that

TTvevparLKov is certainly not inapposite [it conveys the idea
the ^vx 1! possessed the power to form for itself a correspond

if

ing organ, this must be the case, in a still higher degree, with, the
the common reading appears to me every way prefer
Tri/ev/m] yet
For the statement ver. 44 is nothing more than an exposition
able.
;

dvdaramg ~&v vsuptiv. Erasmus, Mill, and
7}
Semler recommend the entire omission of the passage, but this ap
pears by no means advisable ; it forms the transition to what follows
and cannot therefore be omitted.)
Paul still continues his subject, and traces back
Vers. 45-47.
of ver. 42, OVTG) nal
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the differences mentioned to a higher point, in which the source of the
twofold corporeality is to be found. Adam and Christ (see on ver. 22),
are again indicated as the sources from whence the corruptible and
incorruptible body of man proceeds ; their influence controls the race,

and determines the most

essential qualities of the individual. They
as the others are, but points originating entire courses
of development ; therefore Christ is also styled the last
(6

are not

men

Adam

Koxaro(;

coming

Ada//), as in
sc.

Adam

Kom.

v.

Adam

14,

(rvnog rov fiekhovTos)

called the figure of the
but if Paul here refers to
is

the passage Gen. ii. 7, which the LXX. translate not ty^ero 6
nog elg ijjv^rjv ^tiaav, its ground lay only in the expression
No analogy for the second half 6 Ka^arog A.dap
\I)V%IKOV (ver. 44).
elg TTvevfjia faonoiovv is found in the Old Testament.
may there

We

fore suppose, as the words of the entire passage cannot be received
as a quotation, that the apostle himself added them as a period to
his strain of argument ; for although ovrco nai refers to the entire

preceding sentence, yet we may unhesitatingly conclude that from
the general contrast between Christ and Adam, Paul drew from the
expressed character of Adam the unexpressed character of Christ.
How little the allusion to Gen. ii. 7 is to be viewed as a corrobora
tive and real citation, is shewn first by the fact of the citation
containing no mention whatever of the body. Probably Paul pre
supposed the knowledge of the body being formed from the dust of

the earth, as stated in Gen.
following in ver.

47

;

7

ii.

;

this

l/rv%iicdv crw/za

is

sanctioned by the xputos
is applied to a body

therefore

formed of gross material, animated by a ipv%rj. Next, the free use
of the quotation is shewn by the different sense in which it stands in
That is to say, in
the Mosaic text and in the apostle s argument.

= njh ess by
ijjvx?]
no means implies something inferior, an antithesis to the TTVEVpa, but signifies that the image formed out of dust became by
the hand of God an animated organism. When employed by the
and ipv^inog mark a lower rela
apostle Paul on the contrary,
tion (see the observations on ii. 14), standing parallel to the %olKog
(ver. 47), and indicating not the sinless creature proceeding from
the hand of his Creator, but the fallen being under the power of
The employment of the Old Testament parallel is ac
corruption.
cordingly only to be considered a slight attaching of an entirely
independent train of thought to a passage of Scripture. It has
been asserted that by the quotation from the Old Testament Paul
appears to have had Adam in his original condition in view, and not
This view has especially been adopted by Man
the fallen Adam.
Mitarb.
pt. ii., p. 94, seq., p. 100), and an opinion founded
(Theol.
that
death
is not to be considered a consequence of sin, but
thereon,
the history of the creation the expression

&amp;gt;oa

il&amp;gt;v%7J

a natural property of the body

;

that only the manner of the death,
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and of the descent

into Hades,

is
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the consequence of

sin.

But

plausibly as the author labours to establish this view, employing
particularly this passage for the purpose, I have not been able to

convince myself of

its

correctness.

Unquestionably

Adam

s

body

likewise needed glorification ; but had he not sinned, he would with
out death have attained to it by being clothed upon.
(2 Cor. v. 1,
Death is the violent rending asunder of soul and body, with
seq.)

corruption and its horrors, not ordained such of
Paul here
as the simple consequences of sin.

God, but following

makes certainly no
and employs the Old Testament description of

mention of the fall,
Adam, without distinguishing between the time before and after
the fall
nevertheless what precedes (especially the $0opa ; ver. 42),
as well as that which follows (vers. 48, 49), compels us to believe
that Paul had the fallen Adam in his mind. He might too with per
;

fect right observe silence respecting the fall, because there existed in
s body for glorification,
fact even before the fall a necessity in
in order to become a a&na Trvev^ariKov.
Upon this subject more will

Adam

s striking controversy with Neander (von der
Siinde, p. 191, seq.), the latter entertaining similar views to Mau
From the attribute of Christ Trvevpa
(Pflanz. vol. ii., p. 519, seq.)

be found in Krabbe

quickening spirit, for. which in ver. 47 6 Kvpiog e% ovpavov,
heaven, stands as an explanation, it may be concluded
that the apostle does not consider the natural Trvev^a in a condition
to form the a&fia TtvevfiariKov, but only the Divine Spirit of God,

fyoTToiovv,

the

Lord from

who

For this cause he
in Christ has taken possession of humanity.
called the resurrection (John xi. 25), and he only who receiveth
him into himself hath life, and shall arise at the last day. (John
is

The

vi. 54.)

idea expressed in ver. 46

is,

that the laws of develop

require that the lower precede the higher, and conversely that
the higher follow the inferior, even as natural birth must necessarily

ment

(Billroth seems to me to
47 the i% ovpavov corresponds
entirely to the K yr^ [an allusion to Gen. ii. 6] with reference to
origin to xoin6$ the apostle finds no suitable adjective form by way of
he therefore employs 6 KVQIOC; by which the %oin6^ acquires
contrast
an idea of ministering. The omission of 6 KVQIOC; certainly arose
merely from the fact of the transcribers seeing in it no strict con

precede the new-birth or regeneration.
discover too

many

difficulties in ver.

;

;

;

trast.)

Vers. 48-50.

To

establish the relation of every

man

to these

points, the writer remarks that the nature of the one
of the other ; in the case of the first
into
that
by the
passes
natural birth, of the second by the spiritual.
Keferring to the history

two originating

Adam

chosen to signify
birth imprints the image of the
essential relationship.
in the soul (Gen. v. 3), the new birth (which, indeed, is
fallen
of the creation (Gen.

i.

27), the expression elftuv is

The natural

Adam
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accomplished with the glorification of the body), the image of
Christ, by whose sanctifying influence the body also is glorified.
(See on Rom. viii. 11 ; 2 Cor. iii. 18.) Hence stands fopeaonev. The

first

reading

(fiopsGaypev

includes the idea of admonition, which

is

not in

harmony with scriptural doctrine regeneration can never be at
it is an act of
tained by exertion or fidelity
positive grace, to the
of
which
admonition
would
be in vain employed. Finally,
obtaining
;

;

the apostle, with reference to the subject treated on in vers. 35, 36,
concludes with the assertion that this mortal, corruptible body can

have no part in the kingdom of God, but only the incorruptible body
of the resurrection. In the rovro 6 $r\\Li we see a concession to the

and an opposition

spiritualist

formula aap%

teal al^ia

to the materialist opinions.
(On the
Matth. xvi. 17, xxvi. 26. It in

Comm. on

see

dicates earthly corporeality in its mortality and sinfulness.
It may
not be argued from it that the immortal body can have no flesh a
body can never be considered without flesh [a sort of mere limita
;

tion of spirit], as we have already seen.
But the flesh itself is
likewise a spiritual flesh* as Christ s flesh in the holy Supper.
By
the expression kingdom of God we are here to understand the king

dom

God upon

earth, the re-establishment of Paradise, which the
inform
us will attend immediately on the coming of our
Scriptures
Lord.
See the observations in Comm. on Matth. iii. 2.)

of

Paul now elucidates an incidental topic, which
Vers. 51, 52.
Billroth has erroneously viewed as the main subject of the argument.
He explains the relation which the living will bear to those already
dead in the faith at the anticipated coming of Christ.
that

many

It appears
of the Corinthian Christians entertained the idea that

would with earthly bodies have part
This Paul declares to be an error, and
teaches that these receive a new body as well as those who are
those

in the

still

living at that event

kingdom of God.

that is to say, they are all changed upon Christ s appear
and
that suddenly. An authentic interpretation of the few
ance,
words here given is formed by the passages 2 Cor. v. 1 1 Thess. iv.
Paul terms this, while yet in the act of disclosing it, a mystery
raised

;

;

(jjivaTriplov);

in the

the mysterious element, however, lies not in ihefact, but
The power of the Spirit, which at that eventful

manner.

moment

will

like a life-bestowing dew
a mysterious manner the bodily trans
The transformation is called in 2 Cor. v. 2, TO ok^rr/piov

pour

upon the church

itself

(Isa. xxvi. 19), will effect in

formation.
TO
is

ovpavov enevdvaaaOaij being clothed upon with our house which
from heaven, where see more particularly on the subject. The
t-

*

by

How far removed

Calvin was from denying the glorification of the body is proved
remarks on this passage Cccterum cafnem et sanguinem intellige, qua nunc condia Christi
sunt, caro enim nostra particeps erit gloria Dei, sed innovata et vivificata

his

tione

spiritu.

:
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dwells
apostle here chiefly

XV.

51, 52.

upon the suddenness with which the

will take place, and as Billroth justly ob
bodily transformation
the
for
purpose of removing any apprehension from the
serves,
minds of the Corinthians that some might arrive too late to partici

This dread might display itself
pate in God s kingdom upon earth.
It might be feared that the living would find
in a twofold form.
entrance before the dead, see 1 Thess. iv. 15, or, on the other hand,
It is certain however that
that the latter should obtain precedence.
the idea of the change occurring suddenly does not vitiate the sup

position of a gradual preparation of the glorified body during the
The suddenness only bears
earthly life by the influence of Christ.

reference to the instantaneous bursting forth of the already per
new body,* as the beautiful butterfly which is gradually per
fected in the less attractive larva frees itself suddenly from its dark

fected

envelope and springs into the light of the sun. Finally, Paul even de
termines the time by the expression KV rf/ eo^arg adkmyyi, at the last
trump. As seven trumpets are mentioned in Rev, viii. the expression

cannot well imply, as Billroth thinks, &quot;trumpet, sounding in
but it is rather to be understood of the last-sounding
day,&quot;
trumpet. The expression is of course to be understood figuratively
of a stupendous spiritual influence, which arouses mankind for
some mighty purpose. (See on Matth. xxiv. 31.) Similar electrify

eo%ar?7

the last

ing Convulsions, excited by higher causes, ever and anon run through
humanity but those which immediately precede the last day will
:

most powerfully

all

See further on 1 Thess.

iv.

excite

that
16,

concealed in the depths of life.
In the Old Testament
viii.

lies

and Eev.

comp. the prophetic and typical passages in Exod. xix. 16
13
Zech. ix. 14.
(With respect to the text in ver. 51,
;

;

Isa. xxvii.

many

vari

ous readings occur, partly occasioned by the position of the ov. This
negation seems more suitably placed before nav-eg than before
Koi^rjOi]fj6fjLeda for in the latter case the words would properly imply
9

&quot;

none

will

die.&quot;

But

Billroth has correctly remarked

upon

this

that the emphasis belongs to aAAay^no/zeOa, and the ov KoifirjOijaoi-ieOa
all will not, it is
is only an accessory idea
true, die, but certainly be
;

Most of the deviations

arise from the circumstance that
was taken at the idea that not all should die, death being ap
[Heb. ix. 27.] In later times, as the expecta
pointed to all men.

changed.
offence

tion of the near approach of Christ

must

s

coming diminished, that idea

certainly have awakened surprise.

Lachmann has

decided

* The idea of the sudden transformation indicates that no
development is to be ex
pected after death, but that every individual is called to display the character of its stage
of life up to the point to which it has been carried on earth.
Children will not arise as
one will represent
men, nor aged men return to the period of youth, but every
glorified

clearly his degree of age, with the exception of all that
will express in perfect purity our entire humanity in all

is

perishable, so that all together

its

grades and

varieties.
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that the negation should be omitted, but the connexion urgently re
quires it, because, as remarked, Paul defines the position of those

appearing ; these die not, but will be changed.
ydg as far as dhXayrjao^eda, which is properly
enclosed within brackets, throws additional light on the immediately
preceding idea of the instantaneous character of the transformation,
and the resurrection. On the form oakntaei, see Winer s Gr. 15,
alive at Christ

The sentence

s

caknioei,

It is best to consider it impersonal
it will sound.
With
p. 82.
out doubt Paul included himself also in the ^e^, because he hoped
to live until the coming of Christ.
See on 2 Cor. v. 2, seq. ; 1
:

Thess.

iv. 17.)

Vers. 53, 54.
Employing the image of a garment, the apostle
further describes the forming of the new body, finding therein the

prophecy (xxv. 8), that death shall be de
stroyed.
very striking that the perishable ((pOap-ov) and mortal
are
not
described in this passage as destroyed, but only as
(dvrjTov)
clothed upon.
(See on 2 Cor. v. 2, seq.) Doubtless Paul intends by
this to signify that the elements of the mortal body are as it were

fulfilment of Isaiah
It

s

is

up by the omnipotence of the glorifying Spirit.
cannot finally deny that the words Karenodr] 6 Odvarog appear as
It evidently not only implies
in ver. 26 to favour the restoration.
that death has forever lost its power over some (the faithful), though
retaining over others its might, as the second death, but that it
ceases everywhere, which can happen only when life has received
absorbed, swallowed

We

all into itself,

and God

is all

according to the context.

in

all.

ISlKog is

(Aoyo^ is used here
Trpo^T/rem,
a more recent form for vitt?]. The

Hebrew

ns$V is frequently so given by the LXX., even when that
to be represented as enduring or lasting is not precisely
of a joyful nature.
Paul follows
[See Lam. v. 20 ; Amos viii. 7.]

which

is

Hebrew

the

text in the translation from Isa. xxv. 8

Ka-ETciev 6 Odvarog la%vaag }

from which

it

is

;

the

LXX. read

probable that they

fol

lowed another reading.)

The apostle then employs a passage from Hosea
which the prophet triumphantly celebrates the victory
over death and his kingdom, and the consequent loss of his
prey by
Yers. 55-57.

xiii.

14, in

the resurrection.

The explanation

in the

Comm. upon Eom.

vii.

11,

adapted for an interpretation of the passage in
which sin is represented as the sting of death, and the power (L e., that
which gives power to sin), the law ; the reader is therefore referred
to the Comm. la the prophetic connexion nevrpov signifies primarily
seq., is likewise

* The
expression ddvaroc AevTepot occurs only in the Apocalypse (ii. 11, xx. 14). In
the latter passage the second death is represented as like a sea of fire, but the first death
appears in the Revelation to be destroyed together with Hades, being cast into the sea
The tenor of this entire representation can however only be satisfactorily ex
of fire.
plained

by taking

it

in conjunction

with the series of Apocalyptic images in that book.
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4.

the bitterness, the sorrow of death ; Paul, however, employs it as par
The
allel with dvvapis, as that which calls forth the display of power.
of
death
is awakened by sin, and
that
of
sin
slumbering power
again
by

the law.
laid

But

down

Christ with his grace destroys first the law (in the sense
Comm. on Horn. vii. 24, seq., viii. 1), and then sin

in the

and death itself. (In ver. 55, Lachmann reads Odvare for adij, and
the critical authorities are in fact strongly in its favour. B.D.E.F.Gr.
have it likewise. However as the Hebrew text reads q&i\ as well as

The read
the LXX., I myself prefer retaining the usual reading.
ing Odvare probably arose from an explanation subjoined to the
word

a(5?/.)

In conclusion, the apostle exhorts his readers, having
hope of the resurrection, to continue steadfast in the
in the work of preaching the gospel, knowing
and
earnest
faith,
This is the correct con
that their labour would be well rewarded.
struction of the OVK Zo-i Kev6$ ; the words do not signify that preach
ing shall be successful, for many shall be converted, but that the
Ver. 58.

this certain

labour shall receive

its

reward

in the resurrection.

The

apostles, as

well as the Lord himself, were by no means insensible to the hope
of future happiness as a spur to their zeal.
( EdpaZo^ is also found
See also Coloss. i. 23.
in 1 Cor. vii. 37.
(3(3aio(; is
A^era/a^rof

=

found in the

New

Testament only

13.

in this single passage.)

THE COLLECTION.
(xvi. 1-24.)

The subject of the collections in money made by
Vers. 1-4.
Paul for the use of the Christians in Jerusalem and Palestine has
been mentioned already in Acts xi. 29, xxiv. 17 Kom. xv. 26, 27. But
in this chapter, and likewise in the second epistle (chaps, viii., ix.),
;

the apostle enlarges so considerably upon the fact, that his conduct
It appears very
in this particular requires further consideration.
striking that Paul, during his entire ministry, was continually oc

cupied with these collections, and that for the advantage of the
In the Comm. on Acts iv. 32, seq., it has
Christians in Jerusalem.
been remarked that the possessing all goods in common in the church
at Jerusalem, was probably the cause of its becoming impoverished,
however saw in the
and rendered these collections necessary.

We

same passage that a community of goods in the proper sense, the
furnishing a living to all the members of the church from a common
it would therefore be only
fund, was not very probably established
some individuals, who in the excessive zeal of their first love, would
thus have stripped themselves by their generosity. But this would
;
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not be sufficient to explain Paul s collections. It is possible that
the apostle desired to express his piety towards the mother church,

and the acknowledgment of his dependence. As all Jews* (down
modern times) paid half a shekel to the temple at Jerusalem,
and after its destruction continued the contribution in order to meet
the necessities of the Jews living there, Paul probably considered
himself also bound to express his gratitude to the mother church by
to

This explains how again, in Gal.
to
the
determination
ii. 10,
support the poor could be made the sub
a
of
formal
These collections
regulation among the apostles.
ject
a similar collection in her behalf.

may be considered the acknowledgment of the connexion with the
mother church. And besides, as the apostle s course brought him
into a species of conflict with the Jewish Christians, he might the
more zealously urge these contributions in order to signify by deeds
Paul therefore
his personal inclination towards the mother church.
recommends the Corinthians, in order to collect without inconve
nience to themselves, to lay by something each Sunday he would
;

then either give to the deputies whom they should select for trans
mitting the amount, letters of commendation to Jerusalem, or if
(In ver. 1,
necessary, he would accompany them thither himself.
=
The
mention
of a
to
collection.
hoyia
ovXXoyri according
Suidas,
collection appointed in Galatia, leads to the supposition of another
epistle besides the

one we possess

;

there said of a col

is

nothing

lection, yet Paul might have introduced this personally, when he
was last among them. In ver 2 consult the Comm. on Matth. xxviii.
1, on fiia rtiv oapftdruv.
Certainly it may not be inferred from this
passage that collections took place among the congregations on the
Sabbath, for it was Paul s intention that each should make a suit
able contribution at home but it decidedly proves that it was
already
the practice to distinguish the day of our Lord s resurrection
the
day was to be hallowed by acts of benevolence. JZvodovaOai means
properly to have a prosperous journey, then in general, to be fortu
;

;

n

dv y &quot;Kaarog
To the o,
nate, in happy condition.
as far as the circumstances of each sanction

is

&quot;

it.&quot;

connexion, Kadug
rig in

2 Cor.

[2 Cor.

iii.

viii.

12.

1], the

the

In

29,

and Kadb edv 8%q

is

ypd^para avorariKa
ancient, since the nature of cir

necessary, although their peculiar form was
at a subsequent period.
In ver. 4 the &dv % d&ov refers to

amount

it

of the collection, with which the deputation

to deliver it over were to charge themselves,
thereon on 2 Cor. viii. 18, seq.)

Vers. 5-9.
* See

ix.

ver. 3, the epistles are

use of which

cumstances rendered

assumed

said in Acts

rfu-rropelro rig is

to be supplied,
In a similar

The mention of his

and have

arrival in Corinth, affords

Haymann on the marriage usages of the Jews,

und Kath. Theol.

VOL. IV.

26

Koeln. 1835, pt.

1, p.

who were

reference.

42, seq.

in

See

an op-

the Zeitschrift fur Phil,
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portunity to the apostle to explain himself concerning the arrange
learn from 2 Cor. i. 15, that he desired
ments for his journey.

We

to go direct to Corinth (possibly through Asia and by sea), and from
thence to Macedonia ; but the desire to leave time for his epistle to

may have caused him to proceed directly into
In the meantime, he announces his intention to his
readers of becoming their guest for a considerable period, probably
even for the winter. Until Pentecost, he thinks that the favourable
prospects require his remaining at Ephesus, which leads us to con
produce its
Macedonia.

effect

clude the epistle was written in the spring.
2.
(On Tv%6v forte, ver. 6, see
Introduction,

On

this consult the

TV^OI 1 Cor. xiv, 10.
for sphere of action.
See

}

el

In ver. 9, Ovpa is figuratively employed
The epithet EVEQJI^ arises from the image
2 Cor. ii. 12
Col. iv. 3.
used, The antagonists require the presence of Paul, in order to be
;

kept in check.)
Here follow some notices concerning Timothy and
Yers. 10-12.
The
former
is commended to a
Apollos.
good reception, and of the
latter it is observed, that he could not come at that time, but would
shortly visit Corinth.

(In ver. 10 the

\ir\

rig

avrov

eZovdevrjcrg,

ac

cording to 1 Tim. iv. 12, is plainly connected with Timothy s youth.
Yer. 11. According to Acts xix. 22, Erastus was clearly among

the brethren named, perhaps also others. In ver. 12, the brethren
mentioned are probably the Corinthian deputies named in ver. 17.)
It may be supposed that Paul here purposed to
Yers. 13, 14.
conclude, but the exhortation which follows occurred to his mind,
and led to the special observations which follow. (Upon GTIJKG) see
Kom. xiv. 4. AvdplfraBai, to act as a man,&quot; is found in the New
Testament only in this passage, though frequently in the LXX..
and also in 1 Mace. ii. 64. ~KpaTaiovoOai is used in the signification
of to become strong,&quot; Luke i. 80, ii. 40.)
The apostle feels himself called upon to recom
Yers. 15, 16.
mend to his readers Stephanas, who had conveyed the epistle from
the Corinthians to Ephesus, and also had delivered Paul s epistle at
Corinth.
Perhaps, as an impartial man, he had drawn upon him
self some bitterness from parties in Corinth.
(In Kom. xvi. 5, Epenetus is called the first-fruits of Achaia a though Aaiag is doubtless
the correct reading
he must then have belonged to Stephanas
&quot;

&quot;

;

olnia.

The

Krat-av iavrovg slg dicwoviav

cannot refer to the adminis

tration of the office of deacon [for which reason vnordoGeoOai does
not convey the impression of ecclesiastical subordination under lead
ers], to

which no one was self-appointed, but

out of the
ered.

signifies

such services

common

order as delivering the epistle- might be consid
These were of a nature to require acknowledgment, as the

exercise of

them involved both

Yers. 17, 18.

trouble

and neglect of

business.)

Together with Stephanas, both Fortunatus and
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Achaicus are here mentioned, the two latter appearing to belong to
the former as principal. Paul describes their presence as supplying
the deficiency occasioned by the absence of the Corinthians, and
claims from the latter gratitude towards them on this head.
(The
dvsTTavoav -xvevpd vp&v is either to be understood, they refreshed me
so, as formerly they did you
or, by their diligence towards me they
have benefitted you. The ETTLJIV^OKELV implies at the same time the
conduct arising from the recognition, and that in a good sense ; it
thus corresponds to rifmv or dyanav.
l&myivuoKeiv is employed in a
;

similar

manner

in 1 Thess. v. 12.)

now follow, including those of Aquila
quitted Corinth for Ephesus. (Acts xviii. 18,
These zealous believers had also here a place of meeting in

Yers. 19, 20.

and
seq.)

Priscilla,

Greetings

who had

The exhortation to greet one an
(See Rom. xvi. 3.)
other with a holy kiss, refers* to the public assembly, in which the
^i^r^ia
epistle was read aloud.
(See the Comm. on Rom. xvi. 16.)
their house.

dydnrjs occurs in the passage 1 Pet. v. 14.
As far as this place, Paul had dictated the subject
Vers. 21, 22.
(probably to Sosthenes, i. 1), but the apostle now appends a saluta

TTJS

tion written with his

own hand,

as spurious letters were already cir

He selects for this purpose an
(2 Thess. ii. 2).
idea which bears a brief and sententious character, and for which it
culated as from

him

not necessary to seek the connexion. I cannot yield to the prob
ability of BilLroth s supposition that papav add is only added by
Paul in order also to shew his Syrian handwriting, and that the
words were afterwards transcribed by Greek transcribers with Greek
is

characters.

The thought

&quot;

the Lord comes

V

Kvpiog

epxerai

{

is

rather calculated to heighten the force of the preceding thought
Be ye quickly converted, for the time of decision is near at hand

The

:

!

In
Syriac form for this idea might be familiar to the apostle.
the ?JTG) dvddepa is expressed finally not only exclusion from the
church, but also the delivering over to the hostile powers that were
active without.
(See on dvddepa Comm. 1 Cor. xii. 3.)
The usual form of salutation then concludes the
Yers. 23, 24.
letter, but as the epistle contains many severe words, Paul hastens
to assure all without exception of his love, in order to prevent any
personal application of his strictures.

EXPOSITION
OF THE

SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS

EXPOSITION
OF THE

SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.
i.

PART FIRST.
1

(1.
1.

.

THE CONSOLATION.
(i.

AFTER

III. 18.)

1-14.)

the greeting (ver. 1 ; 2), the apostle proceeds to thank God
with which he had refreshed him in his sorrows and

for the comfort
conflicts.

The commencement

of this epistle

especially directed

is

among the Corinthians hence he presup
part faithful intercession on his own behalf, and de

to the better intentioned

;

poses on their
clares that on his part he glories in nothing so much as preaching
the word of God in its holy simplicity, without adding aught (314).
The greeting resembles essentially that of the first
Vers. 1, 2.

only instead of Sosthenes, Timothy is mentioned as the
who
writer,
consequently must have already returned from his mis
sion to Corinth (1 Cor. iv. 17, xvi. 10) when Paul commenced his
epistle,

second

epistle.
Finally, according to ver. 1, the second epistle be
directed
a
as
circular letter to all believers in Achaia, it addresses
ing
the Athenians likewise (for according to the Eoman division Hellas

and the Peloponnesus was included

though Corinth
mentioned.
specially
Vers. 3, 4.
The epistle itself commences with a thanksgiving to
God for the consolation bestowed upon him (the apostle) in his ne
cessity, which inspires the desire to comfort in turn the sufferers.
Paul, however, does not represent this true comfort as of a nature
to be appropriated at discretion, but rather as the operation of the
Spirit, who is the source of mercy and perfect consolation ; he ex

alone, as the principal city,

in Achaia).

is

horts his readers to adhere in all difficulties to this living God of
to signify
consolation.
(In ver. 3 evkoyrjTog
?? when employed

=

1

Sp&quot;

the relation of the lower to the higher

is

=

&quot;

evkoyeiv,

to praise,
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to bestow a blessing/
The
which
has
occurred
in
Oebg
Rom.
Iqaov
Xpiarov,
expression
already
xv. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv. 24, calls to mind the expression, God of Abraham.

extol

;&quot;

relation

is

&quot;

reversed,

God is thereby indicated in
[See on this at Matth. xxii. 31, 32.]
the peculiar form of revelation, and understood under those special
circumstances which are revealed in Christ. To the Osbg aal 7ra~?/p
corresponds the subsequent

rrar?]p

r&v olKTipp&v

icdl

Qebg TrapaKkijaeus,

Father of mercies, and God of consolation, Oe6$ expressing the idea
of the origin, the source, just as in Eph. i. 17, God is called 6 7ra-?yp
Consolation is by no means to be
rijg dofyg, the Father of glory.
regarded here as the simple phrase of sympathy, nor as a mere in
fluence wrought on the sufferer s train of ideas, but as an actual
power of the Spirit, issuing from God, and capable of conducting

him who

receives it unto himself.

In Matth. x. 13,
such
j
subjective circum
stances have their foundation in the Spirit which God bestows upon
his own.)
Ver. 5. According to the principle
as he is, so likewise are we
also in this world (1 John iv. 17), the apostle places the sufferings
still

further

the same idea

is

applied to peace

all

:

and consolation of believers, in parallel with the sufferings and con
The sufferings of Christ
solation, and even the glory of Christ.
(rcaO/iimra rov Xpiorov) are, as Billroth correctly asserts, in corroboration of Winer, the sorrows endured by Christ
these repeat them
selves in the believer just as did the comfort of the Redeemer and his
;

subsequent
out,

it

glorification.

Had

must have been said

?/

the parallel been completely carried
-apaK^mg rov Xpiarov elg ?)/*a. Still

at the least signified in the did rov Xpiarov that the Lord re
ceived the consolation he imparts to others ; for to him may be ap

it is

plied in the highest sense that God comforted him that he may be able
to comfort men in all their affliction (elg rb dvvaaOai TOLC dvOpu-rrovs

Heb. ii. 17, 18). To attribute to the expres
rov Xpiarov the signification of
sufferings for Christ
his cause/ will hardly occur to the mind of any ; nevertheless

TTapaicakeiv KV -rrday Oktyei,

sion

and
it

&quot;

TraOi ifiara

would not be unreasonable to enquire (according to such passages
i.
24) whether Xpia-og may not here, as in 1 Cor. xii. 12,

as Col.

signify all believers collectively, the church,

the words

&quot;

sufferings

making the

which the church has to

endure.&quot;

sense of

The sen

by no means inappropriate, although I prefer the former
explanation, as otherwise Xpicrog must be taken in two significa
tions in the same sentence.
The inward spiritual fellowship, the Koiv(^via which
Vers. 6, 7.
the apostle recognizes between himself and the Corinthians, does
not permit him to refer his sufferings and his consolation to himself
as an isolated individual, but inclusively to all believers.
As, how
the
to
to
Paul
element,
consolatory
give prominence
ever,
prefers

timent

is

}
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he does not say ; If we suffer, ye suffer also, but ; it takes place
your comfort and your salvation, i. e., as Billroth correctly ex
Inasmuch as I suffer in the service of the gospel, through
plains,

for

&quot;

which ye receive consolation and

salvation.&quot;

The

participation of

the Corinthians in the sufferings is not denied by Paul, but merely
thrown into the back-ground ; he therefore mentions it only in a
subordinate clause, and under the cover of the consolation, which
Billroth correctly observes that the words ri]g t-vepit.

neutralizes

r&v avr&v rcaOrjudrw,
not 7)^ELC 7rd(7%ousv, which
inwrought in the endurance of the same sufferings, etc., do not
imply similar sufferings which the Corinthians were called upon
to bear at the same time with the apostle, but the same sufferings
which were felt by Paul, and which all believers, according to their
bond of love with him, would feel as their own. The concluding
yovuEvrjg tv vTropovrj

&&amp;gt;v

is

words, Kai

rj

e^Trig

napaKXrjGEGjg, express, as it were, the principle

upon which the former deduction rests ; for which reason the phrase
Kal r) E^mg i]\L&v (3e(3aia vnEp i-u&v, and our hope for you is steadfast,
is not to be in a parenthesis, as Fritzsche has thought, but the eldoTe$ which follows is rather to be connected with e/Un? 7/^wy as an

The text. rec.
(In ver. 6 several readings occur.
has the sentence r% SvepyovfjtfjvqQ Trda^o^ev immediately annexed
to ocorrjpia^, then follows the elre rrapaKakovueda, while to the vrcEp
rfc vu&v TTapatckrjaEdx; is again added KOI u^r^piag, as in the first half.
anacoluthon.

Several Codd., especially B.D.E. F.G.I., have, moreover, the phrase
This reading,
e/tTTif
i]
vpSjv before the elre rtapanahovueQa.

nal

backed certainly by weighty authorities, is assented to by Lachbut he objects to the second nal ourrjptag as doubtful. We

mann

;

may, however, suppose that a transposition by the transcriber may
have early taken place, owing to the repetition of the vnep rf/f -apaWe would, with Griesbach, adopt this view, if Billroth/s
K^TJGEG)^.
observation were correct, that the subject does not sanction the an
nexation of the r7\c; evepyovuevrjg K. r. A. to the first clause elre 0/tij36How can it be said, if we bear
He thus expresses himself
sufferings, it redounds to your comfort and salvation, since ye like
But we cannot see wherefore this
wise jointly endure them
it
a
Is
not
be
said.
not
should
general feeling that a comfort ex
&quot;

:

[j,eOa.

?&quot;

those who love in sharing the suffering likewise, and are not
the sorrows laid upon us by God profitable to the believer ? Nay,
this idea exists even in the words, whether they are attached to the
The contents undergo no
first or second part of the sentence.
the
of
the
from
words
for both ideas, that
position
altering
;
change

ists to

of consolation and that of suffering, are indifferently found in the
e lre
apposition and in the antithesis of the elre 6kif36[ie6a and the
It can then only be urged in favour of Griesbach s
xapaKaXovueOa.
elre napareading, that it does not appear consistent to separate the
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from the

etre Okipojieda

I.

8-11.

by the long intermediate

clause.

have originated the change of reading, and
precisely this may
it does not at least outweigh the advantage of Lachmann s reading,
of the Codd.
viz., the superior authority

But

Yer.

A closer description of

8.

the magnitude of the sufferings

by the apostle in the preceding verses now follows. It is
most probable from the phrase iv -y
that Paul alludes to the
spoken of

A&amp;lt;j/a

persecution by Demetrius (Acts xix.), for to imagine with Heumann
and Kiickert that diseases which afflicted the apostle are signified,

by no means justified by the expression -aOfyara rov Xpiorov
It rnay not be concluded from
Christ never suffered from sickness.
we would not have you ignorant,&quot; that the Corinthians were
the

is

:

&quot;

until this period unacquainted with the apostle s sufferings ; it
not the sufferings themselves, but the greatness of them which
set

forth.

(For vrrsp

TTJ$

is
is

Lachmann

reads rapt, which
Certainly, however, he goes too far

Ohtyeccg

supported by Billroth.
believes that itrep cannot possibly be employed in this
The prepositions vrap and rap/, in New Testament usage,
passage.
run undeniably into each other, for which reason they are often

is

when he

confounded in the Codd.
842.]

The vrap

(3ofa]v }

it

rather

dvva^iv

is

47, note 2 under 1. p.
[See Winer s Gr.
in no degree synonymous with KaO vnep-

marks the subjective

the greatness of which

relation to the sufferings,

conceived objectively by the KaO v~ep!3oThe vrap dvvafiiv still further heightens the ware Km. Eahrjv.
Tropeladai occurs again in the New Testament only in iv. 8 of the

present epistle

;

is

this passage proves that

it is

the heightening of

The extent of the sufferings, which according to
conviction allowed no hope of deliverance, is conceived
in an ethical point of view.
This Divine allotment was de

Vers. 9-11.

the apostle

by him

s

him from all self-confidence, and lead him to trust
God, who could not only deliver him from impending

signed to free
entirely to

death, but likewise restore those to life already become his prey.
(The form TO d-KOKpipa rov davdrov iv tavrti t ^av, have the sentence,

can be understood only of the sentence pronounced.
Hesychius explains dnoKotpa by KardKpifta, i/jf^og. Paul considers the
Almighty as Lord of life and death, who makes the decision, and

of death ,

etc.,

himself as perceiving this sentence in himself. Billroth s supposition
appears less apposite, for he regards it as if the apostle had enquired
of himself whether he could be preserved, to which he replies in the

The Divine assistance upon which Paul relied for pres
negative.)
ent and future aid appears however connected with the human sup
port (ver. 11) which establishes itself by the intercession of believers.
Still we are not under the apostle s view to push the avvvrrovpyelv so
far as to regard God and believers as two parallel powers ; it is rather
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his Spirit inspires the intercession

and lends power

to

This help which comes to the suffering brother by means of in
tercession must again however bear evidence of the blessing of the
it.

The help is then a source of joy to all, and awakens
thanksgiving in the intercessors. (Seeiv. 15, which is entirely similar.)
Kegarding the connexion of the text, we may be doubtful whether
SK TrokX&v 7rpo&amp;lt;7U7TG)v is to be connected with evxapiarrjdifi vTrep
v}/zwv,
Koivuvia.

and

TO
Tj^ag ^dptafta 6ia TroA/Ujv indicates the subject of the thanks,
as Billroth supposes, or whether, according to Fritzsche, dia
el&amp;lt;;

ev%apioT7]6q vrrep r^tiv should be connected, and e/c -rroAAwv
ro elg rjpa$ ^apia^a considered the subject of the thanks.

TTOJV

We

must especially regard the difference between the prepositions
and did in forming our decision. It is evident that did refers

t-

to

the actual assistance secured through the intercession, for which
it would be better to connect did noM&v with xdpivfjia.
Ac

reason

cording to the other arrangement, the article must be placed before
because then all as far as xdpwjta would form

EK irohh&v npoad)7TG)v }

The /t, on
yevopevov may be supplied to did TTO^&V.
;
the contrary, signifies the breaking forth of the inward feelings into
one subject

thanksgiving, and hence KK Tro/U&y Trpoffwrrwv is more correctly an
nexed to evxapLarrj6^.
But Billroth s rendering of Trpoauiruv by
is
oribus
without
orondruv,
analogy ; it certainly only implies

=

The did TTO/UGJV, again may only be understood to refer to
not
persons,
words, signify ing prolixe, as Storr considers, which would
be in contradiction to Christ s command.
(Matth. vi. 7.)

person.

The mention

Yer. 12.

passes to himself

and

now ceases, and Paul
with regard to the Corinthians.

of his sufferings

his position

The yap forms the transition in such a way that the apostle grounds
sympathy of the Corinthians upon his sincerity, as
I am not unworthy of your intercession, had been
if, And
supplied.
ATrAd-^, simplicity stands in contrast with the compound ; elkiK-

his claim to the

:

pivela, sincerity
ao(f&amp;gt;ia

aapKiKTJ.

with the alloyed, both being characteristics of the
The added Qeov refers to both subjects, simplicity as

well as sincerity, and expresses their origin as existing in the opera
tion of God s grace, iv %apm Qeov, as it is styled immediately after.

where

0eoi5 stands
This
parallel to the ijMucpivsiag.)
the
idea
of
and
as
its
expression conveys
simplicity
effects,
sincerity
just as the opposite qualities are involved in carnal wisdom.
(Con

(See

ii.

17,

e/c

human wisdom,
human nature left

the wisdom proceeding from unsanctiown impulses, see the remarks on 1

cerning

i. e.,

fied

to its

Griesbach has, very unnecessarily, enclosed in
Cor. i. 17, ii. 1.
brackets the sentence OVK &v oo^ia aapKiny d/U, tv %dpiri, Qeov
it
needs no separation from the context, as it belongs to and forms
:

part of it.)
Vers. 13 ; 14.

Paul manifests

his simplicity

and

sincerity also in
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the relation in which he stands to the Corinthians through his
He thinks and writes nothing but that which they read
writings.
The apostle hopes
in his letter, or know otherwise as his opinion.

they will always continue thus to know him (for a divinely inspired
recognition is as unchangeable as the element which produces it), as
This dnb ^Kpovg cannot,
they have already partially known him.
without harshness, be explained of anything but the existing divis
ions in Corinth.

Billroth

s

opinion

is

entirely untenable, that the
had first occasion to

expression justifies the conclusion that Paul
display his love in some partial manner.
will not

However the

apostle

pursue the subject of the dissensions further, but presses

mutual relation to each other, as shall
manifest in the day of the Lord, when all secrets shall
be revealed ; one is the glory of the other, i. e., one has joy in the
salvation of the other without mixture of envy.
(In ver. 13 the
their attention their

upon

made

be

d/U

TJ

presents a difficulty.

?/

Fritzsche thinks [Diss.

i.,

p. 11, seq.]

the words might be under
jj should be separated, so that
stood
enim
alia
ad
vos
neque
perscribimus, quam aut ca aut ea.
But wherein should consist the antithesis of the dvayivuaneiv and
the a/U,
:

It

iiriyivuGiteiv ?

is

evident that the tTnyivuoKeiv does not declare

from dvayivuoKeiv, but simply enlarges
to draw from the writing,&quot; so
special idea
or what ye already know, apart from
epis

materially different

anything

somewhat the more
that the meaning

dXK

is,

&quot;

my

can therefore only be received as belonging together, as
In ver. 14, I
in 1 Cor. iii. 5.
[See Emmerling on this passage.]
cannot persuade myself of the correctness of the connexion between
the ETtEyvwre and the on Kav^^a K. r. A. following, which is still
maintained by Billroth. First the tffiag by no means accords with
and then the KV ry r^epa nvpiov is especially inapplicable for how
it,
Can it be said that the Corinthians were already acquainted with
It
that which should be made manifest in the day of judgment ?
tle

;

i\

;

to consider on Kav^pa it. r. A. as a separate
the
conviction of Paul is confirmed that the
statement, whereby
This conviction
Corinthians in part rightly acknowledged him.
is

far

more reasonable

justifies

him

feeling secure [through the illumination of the
church of Corinth was truly a Divine creation through
w ould retain its relation with him for eternity.)

in

Spirit] that the
his agency, and

r

2.

THE PLAN
(i.

The

or

15

PAUL
ii.

S

JOURNEY.

17.)

fact of the apostle s expressing himself so amply upon the
subject of his projected journey maybe accounted for by his antago
nists having employed to his prejudice the changes he had been
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upon to make with regard to it. They had charged him in re
them with fickleness, and to refute this accusation he ex
plains the grounds upon which he had made these alterations.
Vers. 15, 16. What Paul here states as his original intention
with reference to the journey to Corinth must has been written in
called

lation to

the epistle which

second

for he expresses himself differently in 1 Cor.
Iva devrspav %dpiv e^re, that
ye may have a
to
that
Paul
had
been but once
appear
imply

is lost,

The phrase

xvi.. 5.

might
but it has been already remarked (Introd.
2) that
there exists a foundation for the supposition that the apostle was
Accordingly this expression must be referred
repeatedly there.
only to his visit on his journey to and from Macedonia.
(Ver. 15.
IlenolOrjoig, which appears in the ISTew Testament in the writings of
benefit,

in Corinth

;

Paul only, occurs frequently in this epistle.
?rA?7po0opm, firm assurance, certain conviction.

It

is

closely allied to

The reading xapdv

is

Some, however, e.
certainly to be rejected.
Emmerling, receive
%CL$IV in the sense of %apdv } because it appears striking that the
&amp;lt;/.,

But in Bom. i. 11
apostle should indicate his visit to be a favour.
the apostle declares himself in the same manner.
It would have
been false modesty to dissemble his own consciousness of the power
with which the Lord had invested him. Ver. 16. In the journey to
Judea, Jerusalem was his principal object. See Acts xix. 21, xxi.
10, 13.)

This passage, which stands in strict connexion with
18-20, presents no inconsiderable difficulties. It has received
two different explanations, both of which, however, appear forced. If
Ver. 17.

vers.

it

be construed thus,

&quot;

Have

I

taken this determination as

it

were

me

the yea,
lightly, after the manner of man, in order that with
it does in fact
yea, may also be nay, nay
appear that the yea be
?&quot;

came nay with the

apostle, as

he changed his conclusion

;

though

small weight is laid upon the repetition of the vai and ov which
occurs in other places, e. g., Matth. v. 37, where the simple expres

But if the words are understood thus
fully adequate.
I act perchance with lightness, or do I take
resolutions in
a carnal manner, in order that under all circumstances yea may con
sion
&quot;

is

:

Did

my

this undoubtedly is in so far ap
tinue yea and nay continue nay
plicable as the apostle changed his intention and the yea became
?&quot;

nay.

But

greater difficulties arise, which I am surprised should
who has declared himself decidedly in favour of this

escape Billroth,

for then the two questions certainly do not stand
;
which
agreeably to the apostle s purpose they should. The
parallel,
I acted perchance with lightness ? points to the im
Have
question,
his
of
opposers that he had conducted himself with fickle
putation
ness.
According to this view there could be no reference in the
second question to the accusation made by Paul s enemies, for none

explanation
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Should however

this idea

be

should have been expressed as follows :
Have I, in concluding thus ; acted as it were lightly ? Should I not
rather then have determined according to the flesh, if my purpose
had only been to achieve my own intention under all circumstances,
involved in the words,

it

that nay might always continue nay. and yea, yea ? But to this may
be added, that the context does not accord well with this construc
tion. It is evidently wholly gratuitous to understand the Adyof fflitiv

which follows,

solely of the publishing of the gospel ; it must signify
every discourse of the apostle. But if this be the case, how can the
val Kctl ov of ver. 18 agree with the above-mentioned
conception of

The

be solved only by a third supposition,
that is to say, the
presented in vers. 19, 20
vai
ov
and
in
a
in
this
apostle employs
passage
very peculiar manner.
The expressions are not marks of affirmation and denial, but of
truth and falsehood, while in their ordinary use the affirmation
may be an error, and the denial a truth. Hence he denies the co
existence of the vai and ov in himself
as in Christ all is simply
ver.

17

?

difficulty can

the key of which

is

;

;

yea in him. The words may ac
&quot;Or have I conceived
cordingly be thus construed
my determina
tion in a carnal fashion, so that with me yea is yea, and at the same
time nay is nay ? i. e., that truth and falsehood are blended to
The only thing
gether, that I am wavering, without firmness
which can be urged against this is that Iva must be taken in a
weakened signification, which however is decidedly to be admitted
yea, so likewise

by

his Spirit all is
:

?&quot;

in several passages in the

New Testament. And

the clear connexion

of the passage thus explained, with the context, and the sense of
the subsequent verses, is so apparent, that this circumstance cannot
be considered. (For fiovhevopevog, good MSS. read /3ovA6/ii of, which

adopted by Lachmann in the text ; but it is probable that the
BovAofjLevog has here been substituted on account of the repetition
The internal evidence which Billroth
of povAevoimi which follows.

is

me without weight.
a difficulty in the present participle because there can
be no contemporaneousness of the resolution and of the tXafygia.
adduces in defence of povAopevog appears to

He

finds

But why not
with the
other

Those

?

ifaufrpta

hand

is

correct

Paul mean certainly
of insincerity.
Billroth on the
regarding the article placed before

bitter antagonists of

to accuse

in

him

thaQpia, as indicating the lightness of

which his opponents accused

him.)
Vers. 18-20.

The untcnableness of Billroth s view of ver. 17, is
in the joining of ver. 18 and the following verses,
follows Chrysostom.
The apostle would seem to ima

shewn

especially
in which he

if he in a matter
gine an objection on the part of the Corinthians
can have so changed his plan, he may likewise certainly change his
:
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doctrine. To which Paul replies, he changes not his doctrine, that is
unchangeable. But what justifies this addition ? The expression hoyog
fyi&v may, as already observed, just as well indicate every discourse;
the clause 6 v vulv eV i\\u&v KTjpv\fiei$j who was preached among you

an incidental identification of the Christ in whom all is
same which he has preached to them the clause might be
entirely omitted without the slightest interruption of the main
course of thought.
Hence nothing relative to the preaching of the
Since if Grotius makes even the val
gospel occurs in the passage.
w avr& yeyovev of ver. 19 relate to preaching, and to the confirming
of the same by miracles, this is evidently an error, as Christ himself
l&amp;gt;y

us, is only

yea, as the

;

the subject to yeyove.
According to our exposition of ver. 17, the
connexion with the context forms itself in the following simple
manner.
negative reply is presupposed to the question in ver.
and
then
continues thus
rather God is faithful, in that (by
17,
his help) our discourse to you (as well in publishing the gospel, as
is

A

&quot;

:

For the true Christ was
every other respect), was not yea and nay.
not yea and nay, but in him is only yea, and God hath founded us
upon Christ, and infused his spirit into our hearts (vers. 21, 22); we
thence possess the same spiritual character as Christ ; in us is only
yea, not yea and nay.&quot; That, according to this, we take the 6 of ver.
18 as not adversative, but continuative, need occasion no hesitation,

well-known to be frequent in the New Testament.
53, 7, b.)
Exception may however be taken to
(See Winer s Gr.
vai
of
and ov we will therefore examine
the proposed signification
more closely vers. 20 and 21, for if these require the proposed sense,
as this use

is

;

we

are also compelled to transfer it to ver. 17, as the unity of the
thought forbids our assuming a different signification

entire course of

of the words in that passage.
The usual explanation of the words
Xpiarbg OVK eyevero val Kdl cv, d/^Xd val tv avrti yeyovev, is this,
u Christ was
always affirmed by us, our preaching of him remained
always the same.&quot; But the words speak certainly not of the preach

ing of Christ, but of Christ himself, as

is plainly
proved by the sen
promises are in him yea,&quot; which according to the
usual explanation must be here entirely inapplicable. But with
&quot;

tence,

all

God s

our conception of the passage it is in entire harmony. Christ as the
manifestation of God.(TO?) Qeov vt6$ is therefore employed) is absolute
Truth, absolute position; in him is the essential fulfilment of God s
negation does not exist in him.

This absolutely Divine
of
Truth
is
positive principle
imparted by God to his own peo
in
the
Christ
Holy
through
ple,
Spirit, so that in them likewise
affirmation only exists, and not as in the natural man, negation also.
promises

;

and

Hence, argues Paul,

him to be wavering, in the
(In ver. 19 the sentence 6 ev
has probably a passing reference to the false

it is

impossible for

manner of the world (Kara

capita).
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preaching of the teachers of error ;. their Christ was no absolute affir
mation, because he was not in all respects the true one. Concerning
Svlvanus, see Acts xviii. 5, where he is called Silas, and 1 Pet. v.
In ver. 20 avrtiv is to be supplied to the KV av~& TO vat. The
12.
it
sentence oaat
a\ir\v is not, with Griesbach, to form a parenthesis
connects itself strictly with the train of thought. As regards the
reading of the last words of ver. 20, the common one, nal iv av~& rb
;

admits of clear explanation
with Lachmann, to admit dto nal
dfjirjv,

nevertheless

;

it appears preferable,
avrov TO dp/v, for the following

61

First, weighty authorities are in its favour, especially
A.B.C.F.Gr. and six other Codd.; and secondly, afar more natural
connexion is thereby gained for the concluding words, rw 0o5 TTOOC
do^av 6 1 7/jLtwv.)
Both verses, according to the preceding passage,
Vers. 21, 22.

reasons.

1

have

for their object the transferring that

the apostle himself.

to

The

fepaiovv

which belongs to Christ

el$

Xpia-ov, confirming in

Christ, marks, therefore, no mere outward union, no simple recep
tion into the public communion of the. church, but an essential
union, an engrafting, as it were, in the Lord, so that his life is the
life of Paul and of all believers.
As xp LGa $ ^ s distinguished from
otypayiadfjievos and 6ov$ dppafitiva, the former is best understood to
designate the call to the spiritual offices of priest and prophet, as

The sealing&quot;
experienced in the fullest sense by the apostle.
(Rom. iv. 11 ; 1 Cor. xi. 2), and giving the earnest/ signify the
operation of the Spirit, which follows the calling, whereby man is
&quot;

7

&quot;

confirmed in the same, and receives the Spirit as a pledge of happi
ness in everlasting life.
(In ver. 21 the participles f3e.(3ai&v and
are
best
connected
adjectively with Geof, supplying eari before
XQioaq
An allusion to the name Xpianavoi
the 6 Ktil ofipayiod^evos ijpag.
possibly lies in the xpioac;, the anointed by the Spirit, the royal
priesthood. -Ver. 22. In dove tv rait; ttapdiaig vjuwy, the idea of move

ment

is

blended with that of subsequent repose.)
That which the apostle has hitherto mentioned

Yers. 23, 24.

The change in the
generally, is now still more specially set forth.
plan of his journey was founded upon no fickleness, but was called
forth

by his
them time to
forbearance

love

;

he desired to spare the Corinthians, to leave
and return from their errors. This

collect themselves,

is

further explained to the effect that a repeated ap
had a character of urgency and

pearance in Corinth would have
compulsion, and he desired not to

but only to participate

in their joy

have dominion over their faith,
and thus leave them the op
;

portunity of recovering themselves ; they stood themselves in the
(In ver 23, em
faith, and could not be dealt with as unbelievers.
rr v 8[ii]v IJJVXTJV may not be understood, I call God as witness addi
t

tional to

my

soul,

meaning that both God and soul should witness

;
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1,

God

as a witness against my soul, i. e., my soul shall
saying that which is untrue. The concluding sen
tence of ver. 24, ry -yap marei KarrjKare, is received by Grotius as an
Ye may hope for joy, for ye stand in faith
explanation of %apd,
call

suffer if I

am

&quot;

;&quot;

only incidental, it appears far more
as stated above with the more important o%

but as the mention of joy
suitable to connect it

is

ort Kvptevofiev K. r. A.)

Chap. ii. 1, 2. On his own account, also, Paul continues, he
had avoided coming again to Corinth, not wishing to appear as a
When
reprover, and thus to prepare sorrow for himself and others.
the necessity for reproof was urgent, the consciousness that a spirit- 1
ual blessing might be thereby awakened was his sole consolation.
We are especially to observe in these and the following verses the
First, this has been erroneously
import of the AVTH/, sorrow.
considered entirely active, or entirely passive, as arousing sorrow,
or experiencing it ; both these conditions are found in it.
The
affectionate nature of the apostle suffered very sensibly when he was

compelled to inflict sorrow. But again the contrasts of joy and
sorrow blend with each other in the /U-TTT?. The AVTT?/ over sin is the
purest source of joy, as the joy which is entirely sensual, and without
the hv7T7) is the certain foundation of sorrow. Thus the apostle means
7

primarily that he had been unwilling to appear again ev Avrrg in Co
To understand this, on account of the Iva /*/) \v-nr\v K%G) of
rinth.

3 as simply passive, is clearly an error on the part of Billroth,
jap eyw AUTTW vfidg immediately follows, which refers to the
KV hvTTr) ehOelv of ver. 1.
But to prepare sorrow for another, is a pain
ver.

for

el

I have conceived it
to himself, thence gicpiva tyavrti (dat. comm.),
The
connexion
between
to
vers. 1 and 2 has
advantageous
myself/
&quot;

some obscurity, especially on account of the

KCU rig ea-iv 6 evfypaivuv

and ivho is he that maJccth me glad, etc.;
the singular 6 kynovpevog, he who is made sad, does not refer to
any definite person, the excommunicated person, for example, who
is presently mentioned, but is occasioned by the preceding 6 evfypai-

ILLS,

el

p?

vuv.
sions,
&quot;

He

6 ^vTrov^evog eg fyov,

Certainly the plural might have been employed on both occa
but the singular makes the text more concise and sententious.
only can cause me joy who permits me (i. e., as the servant of

God) to occasion him sorrow.&quot; But how is this connected with ver,
1 by means of el -yap yw AVTTGJ vfia? ?
Doubtless thus Paul will
for this reason not come again ev hvny to Corinth, because he
:

cannot presume that many there will prove the source of rejoicing
The passage
to him, who were from his former reproof made sad.
thus contains an indirect admonition to apply his reproofs better to
heart, for the ^vrrov^evog is really one who displays genuine peni
tence, and real sorrow for his sin, and in whom, therefore, one may
Grotius finds the following meaning in the words,
really rejoice.
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If I occasioned you sorrow, then should I have no one in Corinth
cause me to rejoice/
But the el p/ is decidedly against
the
it
is
as
kvrrovfiEvo?
by
explained to be the evfaalvuv, Eiickthis,
&quot;

who would

ert supposes an Aposiopesis, making a new question to commence
with the KOL rig EOTLV in the sense of, &quot;And yet who maketh me to

But it is evi
rejoice, but those whom I have caused to sorrow
dent that the sentence forms a whole. According to our explana
tion, the only objection which presents itself is the present tense
?&quot;

AVTTW

certainly the ekvTrrjaa

:

of ver.

is

expected as antithesis to the

But the present form may proceed from the

1.

-ndhiv

fact of the

sorrow being regarded as permanent.
(In ver. 1 the
ndhiv alludes to another stay of Paul in Corinth, in addition to the
considerable one, during which he laid the foundation of the church
effects of the

See the Introd.

there.

2.

In

ver.

2 KOL rig } in the signification

of ecquiSj quis tandem, occurs also in

John

Mark

x.

26

;

Luke

x.

29

;

ix. 36.)

That, however, which has not been hitherto effected,
by the present written exhortation to effect ; and in
this view expresses the earnest hope that the Corinthians would re
ceive that which was joyfulness to him, as a source of rejoicing to
Vers. 3,

Paul

4.

desires

In order powerfully to stimulate their love, he de
frame of mind in which he found himself at the time of
The Fathers (and among the moderns, Emmerwriting to them.
ling) have correctly referred the typaifca avrb rovro to the epistle
before us
but Billroth maintains its application to the earlier
which
renders the whole passage perfectly unintelligible.
epistle,
It is to me inconceivable what he can mean by the words
Paul s
in
this
is
not
the
amendment
of
the
object
epistle
Corinthians, but
to address those already amended.&quot;
The words immediately pre
themselves.
scribes the

;

&quot;

ceding certainly evince a desire on the part of the apostle that the
present epistle may conduce to the improvement of the Corinth
ians, and this desire is yet more evident in the second part of it.
Eiickert likewise applies the language to the second epistle, although
he finds the rovro avro an obstacle, and hence interprets the words

a construction utterly unknown to Hellenis
(On OWOXTJ, ver. 4, consult Luke xxi. 25. The marks of
sorrow here described proceed from no outward affliction, but simply
&quot;

for this very

tic

reason,&quot;

Greek.

from the grief experienced by the apostle at being compelled to
The ov% Iva ^v^O^re appears a
adopt such a style of writing.
contradiction of ver. 2, which says that only the ^virov^svog was to
him a source of rejoicing. But here Paul regards sorrow in its exter
nal features, and in ver. 2 it is not the end, but the means to an end.)
Yer.
ture,

upon

5.

After the apostle has thus cast a glance at the fu
to find joy rather than sorrow

and taken due precaution
his

next arrival at Corinth, he turns to the past.

If any has
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awakened grief, be has not caused it to him (Paul), but to all; and
from this place to ver. 11 it is further impressed upon them that
the love he has shewn towards them they are now called upon to
exercise towards this sinner.
It is only in this manner that we can
obtain an unforced connexion with the foregoing passage. Ver. 4
plainly appears as an incidental clause, describing the circumstances
under which the apostle wrote ; the el 6e rig hekvTrrjKev is therefore
iXOuv kvnr)v e^w (ver. 3).
immediately connected with the Iva

^

The

minds that I
have
in
but
if
one
has
caused
you ;
may
joy
any
grief, let me not
be regarded, but have a view to yourselves.&quot;
A stop is not there
fore to be introduced between vers. 4 and 5, as Griesbach supposes,
but the two verses are closely connected, as correctly printed by
Lachmann. Billroth s statement of the connexion is erroneous, a
&quot;

intention of this epistle

is

so to dispose your

necessary consequence of his incorrect understanding of the Sypa^a
He considers that ver. 5 stands connected with ver. 4
vfMv (ver. 3).
in the
in

manner

much sorrow

Paul states in ver. 4 that he had written
following.
but in order that he may not appear to be directing
;

fresh reproofs to the sinner formerly addressed, he adds he had not
But how could the apostle assert this in such a con
troubled him.

nexion

?

The

this occurrence

description in 1 Cor. v. 1, seq., decidedly proves that
had greatly affected Paul. The words OVK e^e AeAu-

can only be conceived true by supposing that the apostle
thereby intended indirectly to condemn the wrong position of some
Several among
of the Corinthians to the above-mentioned sinner.
TrrjKev

(as is customary with all the impenitent, who turn
themselves to outward objects) have compassionated the
apostle for the affliction caused him by that unfortunate person ;

them might
from

therefore, in order to direct their thoughts to themselves, he says
that the matter pertains not to himself, but to them. It is of
course to be supposed that the apostle neither wished to deny nor

conceal his personal suffering ; he only desired to make them per
ceive that it was unnecessary to occupy themselves with this, they
should look to their own sorrow. But as this sorrow was by no

means

either deep-seated or general (as it would have been had
their spirit of unity been truly awakened), Paul adds with delicate
For, according to him the high
irony, dnb ^povg, Iva firj im0ap&.

he could have awarded would be to say,
that he had
troubled all without exception,&quot; and no burdening of the Corinth
ians ; but as he could not assert this, he ingeniously turns the
phrase thus he has not troubled me, but partly you, in order not
to burthen all with this grief.
According to this acceptation of the
with
we
Mosheim, the interpunction AA drrb pepovg,
words,
prefer,
&quot;

est praise

:

But if ndviag v^ag must be connected,
7u/3apc5 navra^y vjj.dg.
then not avrov but merely v^a^ requires to be supplied to

Iva p)
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The usual explanation

takes the passage quite differently. It is
he has not only grieved me, but also you. Under this
view .the Iva p/ empapti must be understood as commendation, viz.,
But there is
in order to avoid reproving all with their indifference.
no ground whatever for the interpolation of a p,6vov Paul abso
lutely negatives, of himself, that which he asserts of the Corinth
ians.
(Fritzsche [Diss. i., p. 16, seq.] receives dnb pepovc; in the
translated

:

sense of non

admodum, which approximates our interpretation, in
as the apostle likewise intends to reprove the feeble grief
of the Corinthians ;* nevertheless the reference to rrdvrag vfidg is
asmuch

too natural to allow us to depart from the first meaning, especially
as in ver. 6 the VTTO r&v Trhetovuv is only another expression for dnb

Yet (continues the apostle, without further irony)
7.
the
although
necessary severity against the immoral offender has
not been exercised by all, but only by the greater number (the
majority truly standing as the whole community), it is amply suffi
Vers. 6,

and it becomes the sincerely penitent to practice towards
;
others that indulgence of which he knows himself to stand in need.
Riickert s supposition that the punishment of excommunication

cient

mentioned by the apostle had by no means been employed by the
Corinthians, but only a severe reproof imparted (emn^ia would
stand

=

6 luavov

(In ver.
ZmTifjiTjaig) must be rejected as utterly untenable.
must be received substantively it is a sufficiency.&quot; See
&quot;

Winer s

Gr.
Ktihner s Gr. pt. ii. p. 457. In ver. 7 the
58, 5.
infinitives are to be derived from the idea of command which lies

Karait is not exactly necessary to supply tarw.
on
de
swallowed
that
7ro0,
up, intimates, perhaps,
grief bordering
drive
him
into
the
he
fall
a
to
and
there
its
spair might
world,
prey

in ver. 6, although

prince [ver. 11].)
Vers. 8, 9. The apostle then adds an express injunction to re
ceive again the excommunicated person, presuming they would

shew the same obedience to

this precept

as they

had already done

to the one (contained in the first epistle, chap, v.) requiring his ex
The form of this command Paul tempers by explaining
clusion.

himself historically as to the purpose of the epistle. It is of course
understood that he does not mean to affirm this as the sole inten

much besides on various subjects.
excommunication was not simply *a
the main object was the good of the church and

tion in his epistle, for- it contains

And

even the

trial of

command

obedience

of the individual.

;

The

for the

is designed merely to
In conclusion this passage places

assertion of this point

soften the form of his requisition.

* Fritzsche
regards indeed Iva
7rtf3apij barely as an explanation of UTTO
but how this connexion with the meaning of and fiipov^ as laid down, is to correspond
with the whole connexion of the passage, is not perceptible.
fj-tj
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10-13.

the apostle
fully before us the plenitude of the apostolic power
ver.
as
the
retains and forgives sins,
8, Kvp&oat,
(In
Spirit.
taught hy
;

dydnriv has not merely the general signification
to confirm love,&quot; viz., by reception into the

&quot;

church.

ment.
20,

to

shew love/ but

communion

&quot;

of the

expression does not occur again in the New Testa
Emmerling compares b ^, which the LXX. in Gen. xxiii.

The

1

and Aquila,

1

Kings xv.

3,

render KVQOVV.)

If a division is to be made, it should be here, not at
Vers. 10, 11.
ver. 12 or even ver. 14, as with Griesbach, for the train of thought is
very apparent in both passages. But Paul here passes at once from

the special case of the reinstatement of the incestuous person to
the general idea of forgiveness.
The words w de n xapi&aOe, but to
whom ye forgive anything, and d n Kexdpiofjiai, do not allude to any
the vague rl forbids this, and indeed the entire way
which mention is made of the %api&odai forbids its application to
The words must rather be considered to refer generally to the
sin.
In these disputes all parties had
prevailing dissensions in Corinth.
In this Paul proclaims in ad
and
all
needed
erred,
forgiveness.
vance his own concurrence with them, and that from love to the
Where strife is not vanquished by love, Satan has
Corinthians.
It follows at once from the preceding
play, and seeks to ruin souls.
that the Iva //?) TrfooyexTTjQ&nev i-irb rov oaravd, that Satan may not
get an advantage over us, does not refer to the incestuous person
definite act

;

in

undoubtedly include him they express gener
the
of
(In ver. 9 the de may
ally
allowing scope for hatred.
danger
from you in
be
thus
I
obedience
As
explained
expect
perhaps
alone, although they

;

&quot;

:

this matter, so

am

I likewise ready

conferring forgiveness on
expression of humanity

any.&quot;

on

my part

Yer. 10.

The

to agree with

el

n

you in
nexdpiapai is an

If I perchance have anything to forgive.&quot;
take the Ke%dpiapai passively, as defended by Riickert, thus,
For to me, also, much has been forgiven, to wit, my offence in
&quot;

:

To
&quot;

persecuting the church,&quot; is indeed allowed by the use of the word,
yet forbidden by the clause el n Kexdpia^ai, which admits the medial
interpretation only ; that he was forgiven could certainly not be a
The ev TrpoawTrcj Xptarov, in the person of Christ,
subject of doubt.
represents the indulgence and readiness expressed by Paul, as sanc
tified and pure ; they are such as may be displayed in the sight of

the Lord, and can therefore have no carnal admixture. Ver. 11
shews how decided and real was Paul s conception of the betrayer and
of man in his dangerous sphere of activity.
See Eph. vi. 12.)
The joining of these verses with the previous
Vers. 12, 13.
mention of the journey, is so inappposite that we cannot concur
in it.
Passing by the fact that we must return to i. 16, nothing

enemy

further concerning the journey is learned from these verses ; plans
only, and not actual journeys, were mentioned in i. 16, and in i. 23,
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14-16.

simply Paul s not visiting Corinth. It is far more to the
see in these verses a declaration of Paul s great love
to
purpose
towards the Corinthians, forming thereby a commentary on the dC

and

ii.

1,

Doubtless, indeed, the d of ver. 12 must then be again re
ceived in the signification of rather.&quot; (See Comm. on i. 18.) Thus

vpd$.

&quot;

the clause 6vpag \ioi dveuyfjtevrjg KV Kvpiy, a door being opened to me
This good prospect might
in the Lord, acquires full significance.
have detained him there, but his love to the Corinthians was so
great that he hastened on to Macedonia, in order to receive from
them, through Titus, the earliest intelligence. It appears, however,
surprising that the apostle, in order to obtain early information

from Corinth, should neglect a favourable opportunity of publishing
the gospel. It might seem that he had yielded too readily to hu
man impulse, and abandoned that which was of high importance
But the expression rw Trvevfrnri pov,
for an object of less moment.
it was not purely
in my spirit, proves that this was not the case
human impulse that caused him to leave Troas so hastily, but the
;

God s kingdom in Corinth
were at stake, the perception of which entirely justified his leaving
his present promising position for a time, in order to receive an ac
curate report of them.
(In ver. 13 the d~ora!;dpevo$ avrolg refers to
those inhabitants of Troas who were inclined to receive the gospel.)
Yers. 14-16,
Nevertheless, continues the apostle, even in this
restless struggle on account of the important Corinthian church,
consciousness that essential interests of

God, as always, gave us the victory. True, this victory displays it
self as in the person of the Lord himself (Luke ii. 34), so also in his
believing servants, not only in the attractive, but also by the repel

Although the apostle does not expressly apply this to
the circumstances of the Corinthians, it is yet evident that he in
tended to signify that this likewise might be said of them, especially

ling power.

His
Corinth, in ver. 17.
and
a
ene
to
the
humble-minded
to
was
pure
blessing,
preaching
mies a curse. By a twofold image this idea is further expressed,
God prepares for him, decrees him, as
of triumph and of sacrifice.
it Were, like a conquering emperor, the triumph, but in Christ, i. e.,
inasmuch as the apostle himself was in Christ, and at the same
time also in and for his cause. In the second image the creature

as he also alludes to the divisions in

appears passive ; he gives himself to God as a well-pleasing sacri
fice ; but the savour of this sacrifice God causes to be manifest
The question here arises, under
everywhere, to good and bad.

what

relation the apostle speaks of the

6o/z?)

rtjg

yvuaeug Xptvrov,

odour of the knoivledge of Christ, of the evuSia Xpiarov, sweet
Doubtless inasmuch as it is not Paul s own
odour of Christ ?
life which renders the sacrifice well-pleasing to God, but Christ s
and the yv&ais, knowledge, is here made espelife
in him
&quot;

;
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17.

dally prominent, because the idea of the sacrifice is employed
primarily with reference to Paul s labours in preaching the gospel,
while it also applies to his other internal and external conflicts.
The sweet savour is made prominent in the sacrifice, according to
the Old Testament expression, s-^rpV h rp3 h-n.
(See Lev. i. 9-17
;

Num.

xv. 7.)

The sweet savour

is,

as it were, the
manifestation,

the utterance of the dumb sacrifice. The savour of life shed abroad
by the apostle appears as a mighty power, attracting magnetically
to itself all kindred, but repelling
Salvation
antagonistic qualities.
(crom/pm) and destruction (arroUem) are the respective terminations
of life and of death.
By the expression iv rol$ o^o^ivoic; KCLL iv rolg
dnokkvpevoig, in them that are saved, and in them that perish,
by no means intends to designate two unalterable classes of

Paul

man

kind, but only to describe the result produced by the .one or other
influence of the gospel.
The effect itself is by no means dependent

on God s constraining power, but determined by that yielding to
the gospel which is in the power of every individual.
Ver. 17.
The words KOI Ttpbg ravra riq iKavog, and ivho is suffi
cient for these tilings,

the context.

The

must be considered
who is thereunto

idea

in special

&quot;

worthy&quot;

connexion with

(to exercise such

influences), might, as in iii. 5, be applied to man without God ;
and indeed in what follows we are made aware that it is only

from God through Christ that qualifies, and not the
the individual, be it ever so great.
of
But this is not the
power
chief idea in the present passage ; it is rather the primary intention
of the apostle to abate the arrogance of his Corinthian antagonists.
speaking

These also laid claim to apostolic prerogative (see chap. xi. 12), for
which reason the apostle asserts that only the upright mind, the
condition of elkLKpiveia, constituted the capacity for such a ministry.

The

contrasted quality

is

indicated by KaTr^svetv

do^ovv of

iv. 4,

which implies the confounding things Divine and human, as reproved

But if the state of uprightness marks the negative
i. 2.
element, the concluding words of the chapter and the verse
must describe the positive and Divine. Unless the passage be in a
degree pleonastic, a reference must exist here, as in Rom. xi: 36,

in 1 Cor.

human

and other

It is easy to ex
places, to the relation of the Trinity.
KK of the Father, and &v of Christ ; the former indicates the
plain
origin of the exalted life which filled the apostle, the latter life as
his abiding, enduring element ; but ndrevcjirtov, or Kar^vavn (preferred
by Lachmann) is unwonted as applied to the Spirit. According to
this representation the
ment, which hovers, as

Holy

Spirit

is

considered as the Divine ele

were, over the church, before whose eyes
and under whose sacred segis it extends itself. In conclusion, it will
be readily understood that the rov must be erased after xarevumov
it

:

Lachmann has already correctly omitted

it.

(The expression

ol rroAAo^,
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with the

article, refers to

III. 1.

well-known personages.

In

iii.

1,

standing for 7ro/Uo, proves that it is not to be pressed. The
doubled ug K is not to be explained by the Capli veritatis, but it
would seern to describe the nature of the preaching according to the

view and judgment of the hearers we speak so, that they must
confess that we speak from God, and as enlightened by God.
It
thus does not mean that they are really not enlightened
their illu
mination is merely viewed and represented from the point of view
The repetition of a/Ua only marks more
occupied by others.
:

;

strongly the antithesis.)

3.

THE APOSTOLIC
(iii.

OFFICE.

1-18.)

After the apostle has stated that from his position towards the
Corinthians, he required neither from himself or others any com

mendation

to them, they themselves being his living epistles, he
to declare that this firm conviction rests not on his own

proceeds

power, but on the gloriousness of his office, which he brilliantly
by a parallel with the ministration of the old covenant.

il

lustrates

Ver.

Although, as we have already observed on

1.

part of our epistle

i.

1,

the

first

specially addressed to the well-intentioned, a
reference, nevertheless, to his adversaries and their manifestations is
frequently discernible. So particularly here he knew that his antago
is

:

had charged him with self-commendation hence his language
if he would now again complacently
(to anticipate such charges),
commend himself.&quot; Besides this the apostle, by a counter- remark, ex
poses the weakness of his haughty opponents. These had, from a sense
nists

;

&quot;

of their deficiency in Divine authority, sought to assist themselves
by letters of recommendation to the Corinthians, and from the
latter to other churches.
But Paul was superior to such proceed

and

bold speech he contrasts his Divine ministry with
(I prefer the reading d p/, accepted by Griesbach
and Lachmann ; in the first place, the critical authorities in its
ings,

in

these artifices.

favour are scarcely less, and then it appears more difficult, while
yet it yields a better sense. As a second question, the sense is feeble,
for it is essentially only a repetition

of the

first.

Without

inter

Do we then
the connexion shapes itself thus
again begin to commend ourselves ? In no wise unless we, as others,
rogation with

el

:

\Lr\

;

but for such we
employ commendatory letters to or from you
have no occasion, etc. Paul s Corinthian antagonists might have
brought with them letters of recommendation from Peter, James,
and perhaps also John, and pleaded the authority of these a*postles.
;
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III. 2, 3.

But certainly these apostles could not agree with their views, but
were rather deceived by them concerning the nature of their pro
The position of the church
[See Comm. on xi. 13 seq.]
ceedings.
with regard to the various sorts of sectarian connexions existing
within her, might have early inculcated the necessity for y^dppara
ovarartKdy but it is unnecessary to state that in this passage such
formal letters of credence are not intended.)
The apostle explains the dependence of the Corinth
Yers. 2, 3.
in a bold metaphor ; he required no commen
himself
ians upon
?

datory letter to them, they being his living epistle to the world, an
impressive record of his apostolic calling, addressed to the whole
He who could establish a church of God in a city like
world.

Corinth must bear within himself the Spirit of the living God ; from
body must streams of living water flow. The image is simple
and intelligible, for if in ver. 2 the Corinthians are styled an epistle
of Paul, and in ver. 3 an epistle of Christ, which he presents to the
his

is only a more
precise definition of the former;
and the apostle desires to make it apparent that his labours have
been accomplished not in his own, but in Christ s power. In the de

world, the latter verse

scription of the spiritual nature of this epistle, the apostle glances
at the parallel subsequently more fully carried out between it and

The

the Old Testament.

latter

was likewise an

epistle of

God

to

the world, but engraven by the finger of God on tables of stone,
while the former is written on the tables of the heart.
But by the
the Corinthian church was manifestly such, this epistle
it were read by all the world.
The only diffi
in
the
is
caused
the
clause
in
ver.
culty
passage
by
2, eyyeypa////ev?y
raZg Kapdiaig fativ, written in our hearts.
Setting aside the plural

fact that

was published, and as

h

with reference to

i.

19,

of his fellow-labourers,

and assuming that Paul spoke inclusively
Timothy and Sylvanus,* the jj/iwv neverthe

We

remains striking.
expect fyiwv, of you, as the Corinthians
themselves formed the living letter, the individuals composing as it
were its words.
few Codd. it is true read fytwv, but this change
has evidently been made on account of the difficulty, and
may not

less

A

be received.

Emmerling thinks that

litterce nobis
inscriptce only
dwelling in us, as it were, so that we bear it about with us
But this does not remove the chief difficulty ; the
everywhere.&quot;
real existence of the Corinthian church is the letter read
by the
&quot;

means,

world, not the subjective sympathizing remembrance of their exist
ence in the apostle. Fritszche (Diss. 1, p.
thinks that the

19, seq.),
apostle refers at one time primarily to the Corinthians themselves,
at another to the epistle, to which he
compares them ; that the
* That
Kapdiai can be employed plurally, like airhdyxva, as Billroth thinks, I much
The ?}//eZf used of Paul alone cannot under any circumstances be accompanied by

doubf.

tapdiai

:

we must

therefore suppose that Paul speaks in the

names of several
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K. r. A. cornes under the former
head, making the sense:
It seems to me
conscius mild sum, vos milii commcndationi esse.
also that a modification of the reference is necessarily to .be assumed;

though it may be requisite to point out more definitely the way in
which it arose. It was probably through the parallel of the apostolic
office with the office of the Old Testament, which was floating in the
The high priest was conceived as the visible repre
apostle s mind.
sentative of the latter, who among other rich symbolic ornaments,
bore on his breast the insignia of his office, composed of twelve pre
cious stones, upon which were engraven the names of the children

He wore this on his breast when he entered the holy
temple, as a remembrance before the Lord continually (Exod. xxviii.
The stone tables here mentioned are, according to this,
15, seq.)

of Israel.

not the tables of the law, but these precious stones engraven with
the names of the children of Israel.
This emblematic regulation
received by Paul in a spiritual sense, and applied to the relation
and other teachers of the gospel, to their spiritual chil
dren ; they bear their names engraven in their hearts, and bring

is

of himself

continually before God in prayer. There can be no doubt that
the idea was passing through the apostle s mind that the bond be
tween the regenerate, and the teacher through whose preaching they

them

were regenerated, was no simply outward one, but an essential

spirit

The

regenerate are linked to the heart of their
father
a
bond ; precisely as Christ is in us, and
spiritual
by
spiritual
we in Christ, so should believers also exist in one another. Under

ual connexion.

view the Corinthians were actually in two respects an epistle ;
by being engraven on the heart of the apostle, and secondly,
inasmuch as they from this source of their life had gained an out
ward existence likewise.* In conclusion, adpKivoc; fleshy, has in this
this

first,

,

passage, as the antithesis to MOivog, of stone, only the signification of
without reference to the idea of weakness or sinfulness else
living,&quot;
&quot;

where implied
Yers. 4-6.

in

adpi-.

After Paul had declared the steadfastness of his

faith, as resting upon God, he again impressively states that his re
lation to the Corinthians is indestructible; and that he does not

ascribe to himself the fitness for the exercise of such powers, but im* The idea that the
power of faith and Divine love, causes the inward emotions of the
heart, as expressed in preaching, nay in silent prayer and sighing, to display themselves
also in outward existence, is alike beautifully and profoundly exhibited by Albert Knapp

on the 87th Psalm.

(Christoterpe 1835, pp. 348, 349.)
God worketh all; that wh ch our spirits crave,

That ripeneth he into abiding fruit
And ah the sighs that are like precious seed
Strewn mongst the regions of dark heathen
;

1

folk,

Shall yet their harvest wave of golden ears,
In the great harvest day the prayers of time

Work

on,

through him, to

all eternity.
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putes all to God, who has endowed the exalted office which he fills
with extraordinary power. In ver. 5 the apostle strongly exposes
the unfitness of the natural man (for what he here says of himself
The
is applicable to mankind generally) to work the works of God.
XoyioavOai stands in opposition to the cpyd&aQai

:

the

if

man

cannot,

even think that which is good, how much less can he do it ? (It is
not necessary to supply dyaOov to the TL the apostle considers evil
:

as the p/ 6V.)

The

nai at the

commencement of

ver. 6 refers to

God gave

us not only good thoughts, but made us also
capable, as ministers of the new covenant, of putting them in prac
eavr&v are in no degree pleonastic, but
The a0 tavr&v and
tice.&quot;
this doing,

&quot;

t-

more

That is to say, in a
closely determines the drro.
certain sense the foundation of the Corinthian church proceeded
from Paul, but the ultimate ground of the necessary power for this
work was not his own. This proceeded not from him, but from God,
the

t-

rather

and was only shed forth through him.
apostle now explicitly contrasts the new covenant with the
but as the Spirit (nvEvpd) marks the new, so the letter (ypd^a)
the old, and this is introduced in the following parallel between the
two, in which Paul has especially in view the followers of Peter.
(Concerning the antithesis between ypd^ia and nvev^a see the obser
The letter corresponds to the body, which
vations on Eom. vii. 6.)
the Spirit forms to himself, and which he fills. The Spirit never
appears here below without form ; the Spirit of the New Testament
therefore has also created for itself a form in the visible church and
its institutions. But the Spirit rules with so predominant a sway in
Christianity that it may be called the Spirit upon the same grounds
the Old Testament is styled the letter, on account of the prevail
ing dominion of form. In a short significant expression Paul defines
the letter killeth, the Spirit
the difference of the two economies

The

old,

&quot;as

&quot;

:

As according
(TO ypd^a
giveth
to the connexion the quickening refers to the imparting a higher life
by means of the gospel, to the power of creating men again in the
dnoKTeiVKi, rb nvevjm faonoiEl)

life&quot;

new

.

might be supposed that the killing&quot; was only to be
the Old Testament can communicate no
received negatively
This view might appear the more correct as the context would for
bid the notion of attaching censure to the Old Testament, but is de
signed to represent it as the outer-court of revelation. But the
expressions diaKovia rov Oavdrov, ministry of death (ver. 7), and TT}$
KaraKptaeus, of condemnation (ver. 9), prove that the apostle main
tains the positive idea of the drroKTeiveiv.
It is clear from Rom. vii.
9, seq., that Paul attributes to the law a power to kill, to condemn,
and to impose a curse, for it requires absolute holiness and the ful
filment of all commandments.*
But by the power of grace this
&quot;

birth, it

&quot;

:

* Fritzsche
accepts this idea in too restricted and outward a sense

life.&quot;

when he

says with
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this death become the source of life and forgive
Without the New Testament as a necessary
ness to the penitent.
the
of
this characteristic of the Old Testament
Old,
completion

condemnation and

economy would indeed be an imperfection ; but with it, it becomes
necessary for the education of man.
(See on Gral. iii. 24.) It was
only when the Old Testament in this its preparatory character was
adhered

still

itself (as

to, after

the economy of the Spirit had manifested
false teachers in Corinth, at least by

was done by the

Peter s party, with reference to whom this parallel appears to have
been delineated), it was then that positive error and the abuse of the
law commenced, which was opposed so strongly by Paul in the epistle
But to receive the gospel without the law which
to the Galatians.
for
its
reception is again the error of Antinomianism. The
prepares
here
is
not
speaking of the law as it retains its significance
apostle
in the economy of the New Testament, but of the law as an outward
institution, in which view it is perishable.
(See on ver. 11.) In
order to signify this the apostle makes use of the expression dianovia.
For although the law is not destroyed under the new covenant, there
nevertheless no longer exists any ministration of the law or of death
(diaKovia, rov vopov or Oavdrov)* the ministration of the Spirit (diaitovia rov nvevfiaTo^) includes the law within itself.

(Concerning the

connection of the concluding words by means of yap with what pre
cedes, Fritzsche and Kiickert have correctly observed that this con
junction does not refer to the principal clause litdvuoev K. r. A., but
merely illustrates the preceding antithesis of ypdfifia and -xvevpaj so
that the meaning

is,

ijng diaOrJKrj

yod^arog

dnoitrdvei,

In a highly spirited manner the apostle further carries
Vers. 7-9.
out his parallel in detail. He reasons from the less to the greater. If
the ministration of death and condemnation were already so glorious,

how much greater must be the glory of the Spirit and of righteous
The antithesis of the condemnation defines more strictly the
idea of the dinaioovvri.
As the former was the announcement of
ness

!

rejection, the latter

conveyed the tidings of righteousness, which, as
a Divine proclamation is to be conceived as efficacious, and thus pro
ducing righteousness. Strictly speaking, life should have been con
trasted with death ; but the Spirit is considered as the life-creating
principle, according to the words which occur previously, nvevfia
The idea of death&quot; is also to be
fao-oiel, the Spirit yivctli life.
&quot;

determined in the same way from the ypdpfia anonrdve^ the letter
The ivrervrf^ivi] iv
refers only figu
killeth, which precedes.
dLCLKovia
its
to
to
the
reference
is
ratively
Decalogue in
primary
scribed upon the table of the law.
The KV Mdoig is consequently not
XiGoi&amp;lt;;

:

respect to

it

:

Mosis muniis fait dianovia

supplicia sanciret.

(Diss.

i.

p. 27.)

Oav&amp;lt;lTov
l

quoniam

ille

legem

tulit,

quce

plurima
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as the iv /rAa^t faOivaif of ver.

3.

But inasmuch

as this

forms the quintessence of the whole law, upon which the office itself
rests, and in the application of which its existence consists, the
apostle likewise applies that which concerns the Decalogue to the
The chief peculiarity, however, in this passage is the
office itself.
typical application of an historical occurrence. According to Exod.
xxiv. 12, seq., xxxiv. 1, seq.; Deut. x. 1, the countenance of Moses,
Sinai, was so bright, through the reflected

when he descended from

glory emanating from the presence of the Lord with whom he had
spoken, that the Israelites could not look upon the splendour of his

countenance. Regarding Moses as the representative of the law,
the apostle considers this brightness of his face as the expression of
the glory resting on the economy of the old covenant. As in the

was outward, so likewise was the brightness external, tran
but as in the gospel all was spirit
ual, so also its gloriousness was concealed, but infinitely greater and
Such passages as 1 Cor. x.; Gal. iv., prove that this ap
enduring.
plication of an occurrence related in the Old Testament is in no
respect to be regarded as a mere play of fancy, but is based upon
the apostle s fundamental views of the Old Testament, and its his
tory, which ever regarded it as a type of the new economy. In the
12th and following verses the comparison takes another direction
but had the apostle desired to continue the comprehensive parallel
already entered upon, there still remained abundant materials for it.
He might have illustrated the difference between the two economies
from the circumstance, that while the Israelites were not even in a
condition to behold the transient glory of Moses countenance, the
believer in the New Testament may himself become the recipient
of an infinitely more glorious and mighty spirit. (In ver 7,- Fritzsche
latter all
sitory,

gradually passing away

;

;

has correctly observed, in opposition to Emmerling, that the

TTJV

Ka~apyov/j,KV7jv refers to rfjv 66^av ?

understanding thereby the grad
to
Moses countenance, after his in
ually vanishing light imparted
terview with Jehovah ; whilst Emmerling, on account of ver. 11

by an inaccurate grammatical construction to ra ypa^ara,
thus making the expression declare that the economy of the Old
Testament itself is of a transitory nature.
Unquestionably, the
refers it

type contains such an allusion, but in ver. 7 the reference is to the
type itself, and not its signification.)
In order yet further to enhance the idea, the
Vers. 10, 11.
apostle declares that in presence of the greater gloriousness, that
which was less has ceased to be glorious ; for if the perishable in

had already passed through its period of glory, that which
was imperishable must continually endure in (increasing) glory.
The only doubt in ver. 10 is excited by the im
(See on ver. 18.)
reference
of iv TOVTU rti p,epei. I prefer, with Beza and
and
port

stitution
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12 ; 13.

connexion with dedo^aaraij so that

&quot;veicev

rijg

added epexegetically. Compared with heathenism,
the Old Testament certainly possesses glory but according to the

kovorjs dofyg is

;

view here held before us,

its

gloriousness

is

no longer glorious, being

overpowered by the preponderating light of the New Testament
moon reigns pre-eminent among the stars, but grows pale be
Fritzsche understands it differently
he translates it,
fore the sun.
collustratum
hac
i. e., so that it became
fuit
parte,
bright and
quod
;

as the

But in this view,
in
the
chief
very possible
itself,
point in this verse, viz.,
that the gloriousness of the Old Testament retreats so entirely be
fore the glory of the New. Testament that it ceases to exist, is not
Moses shining countenance.

glorious through

which

made

is

Concerning the TO Karapyovnevov and
of ver. 11, it is certainly correct, that from ver. 7 the sub
ject under consideration is the ministration of the letter and of the
Spirit, not of the law and the gospel, nevertheless the former shares
TO

sufficiently prominent.

I.IKVOV

the character of the latter, and vice versa. Not only the ministra
tion of the law, but the law itself, regarded as an institution, was
in process of decay when Paul wrote ; therefore Karapyovnevov, the
Billroth has correctly observed that did 66fyg and
present is used.
iv 66^ are not to be considered entirely parallel ; the former indi

cates that which

transitory, the latter the enduring.
Finally,
as a repetition of the proof
the TroAAw jmXkov forbids our referring it
for the v-nepfid/tkovoa do^a
to the entire preceding verse.
ver. 11,

with

is

its yap,

must be understood
;

The apostle, returning again to the subject of ver.
Vcrs. 12, 13.
expresses anew, on account of the exalted nature of his office, and
of that Divine power which it imparts to him, his full delight in
4,

labouring, and this likewise in antithetical parallel with Moses ; the
latter veiled his countenance, but the ministers of the New Testa

ment labour with uncovered face (ver. 18). Fritzsche
right when he views in the criOti icd^v^ta a reference to

is certainly
the mystery
which the priesthood possessed in the holy place, and in the Holy of
Holies, with which we may contrast the open proceedings of the

ministers of the

new covenant.

-ekog TOV KarapyovfjLevov

The

correct

meaning of the dg

perfectly reconcileable with this.
words can be no otherwise understood than of the passing
is

the brightness from Moses countenance ; this brightness
Karapyovfjievov, and the moment of its vanishing TO rtAog.

is

TO

These

away

of

called TO

The mean

Moses covered his countenance with
ing of the words is then this
a veil, in order that the children of Israel might not behold the end
&quot;

:

of that which

is

perishable

i.
;&quot;

c.,

abandoning the employment of

typical language, that they might not perceive that they belonged
It is no objection to this view, that we
to a transitory economy.
TO
Karapjov^evov in another sense in ver. 11, viz., as there
explained
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and not

to the gloriousness,

for in the apostolic description they are substantially identical.
But
as
in
the
is
the
ver.
when,
13,
simple type
expression
represented,

must be admitted in its literal sense when, as in ver. 11, we have
its explanation, we must give preponderance to the profounder and
Yet because Christ is called the end of the law
spiritual sense.
;

(Rom. x. 4), it has been thought that Christ was here intended,
which is however perfectly unjustifiable for how could Paul say
that Moses covered his countenance in order that the Israelites
;

should not behold Christ ? From this the question naturally arises,
Do the words in Exod. xxxiv. 33 contain such a reference ? Ac
cording to the relation in that passage the object in covering the

would appear

to be of an entirely different kind, viz., to render
for
them
to look upon Moses, and not to conceal from the
possible
Israelites the vanishing of the glory.
History may not however be

face
it

it must be
transformed, in order to aid the typical explanation
taken precisely as it stands. We must indeed maintain this as a
fundamental principle ; while yet the doctrine of types sanctions a
certain degree of freedom in the use of history.
That which is not
expressly related, or made apparent as the object of an action, may
in a modified form be embraced under the typical explanation.
;

These observations are applicable to the present passage. The apos
was able to allude to the veiling of Moses countenance in the
manner he has done, because the Old Testament does not expressly
tle

state that the reason for the wearing of the veil was, that the Israel
were unable to be-ar the brightness of his face ; this intention in

ites

such a proceeding is only inferred from the context. Besides this,
another inference may be drawn from the action, and this bears re
to the weakness of the Israelites ; they were not able to
bear the view of the truth. On this foundation the apostle proceeds
with the typical applicaation of the passage.

lation

The type is now in some degree modified. Pre
Vers. 14, 15.
viously Moses was the early type of the Old Testament economy,
but now the type is found in the book itself, whose sense cannot be
understood by the children of Israel.
(In ver. 15 Mov&amp;lt;j?fr, i. e., the
books of Moses, stands by synecdoche for the entire Old Testament);
nay, while in ver. 14 the veil appears to be on the Old Testament
itself, it is
t-7u rr\v

said in ver. 15,

&quot;

the veil resteth on their

heart&quot;

(Kd^vp/j,a

napdiav avr&v

employment
comparison.

Keirat).
However, these are freedoms in the
of the type, which do not affect the essence of the

This might, however, appear impaired by the fact that
was only in order that the Israelites should

in ver. 13 the veiling

not observe the disappearance of the brightness, while here it refers
to their understanding of the Scriptures. But, as already intimated,
The Israelites were from
these are only apparently incongruous.
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their weakness incapable of witnessing the disappearance of the bright
to discriminate between essence and form ; the
ness, not being able
like incapacity still also forbad their comprehending how the essence

of the Old Testament could continue to exist in the gospel, even if
its form as a special institution was done away by its fulfilment in

Inasmuch as this weakness and blindness was of a guilty
the
nature,
apostle pronounces thereon the reproving emjpwfl^ rd voijpara avr&v, their minds were blinded.
(See on Kom. xi. 25.) But
how comes the apostle to introduce the condition of the Israelites,
Christ.

the portrayal of which seems in no way relevant to the strain of his
must here enquire how the aAAa before the
argument ?

We

fcTTGjpwfl?/ is

antithesis to

18

;

would seem, the
expressed by Paul in ver.
14-17 form a digression which Griesbach even dis

to be understood.
ital

thus vers.

It cannot form, as it

ov of ver. 13, if that

is

but
Billroth hence translates it,
tinguishes by a parenthesis.
But the therefore&quot; does
therefore also were their minds blinded
&quot;

&quot;

!&quot;

not stand in the text, and should not be added, for the condition of
the Israelites as described in vers. 14, 15 is identical with that repre

sented in
as

still

ver.

13

;

continuing.

it is

only the axpi, wf ri^ o /faRpov, which states it
must therefore receive ver. 14 as the anti

We

We

conduct our
thesis to KOL ov, and in the following manner
selves freely and openly, hiding neither ourselves nor our works, but
this candour has no effect upon the Jews, their senses are blinded.&quot;
&quot;

:

In

ver.

18 the antithesis undoubtedly

is

resumed, but

still

so that it

stands in immediate connexion with ver. 17; the brackets including
And the mention of
vers. 14, 15, 16, 17 are therefore to be erased.
the blindness of the Israelites derives its pertinency here from the
principal objection of the entire Judaizing party to
Paul was that he seemed to take from them the glory of the Old
Testament.* It is probable that he bore them especially in mind
in the words which occur in ii. 17, iii. 1, and after the parallel of the
two economies the reference to Jews and Jewish Christians naturally

fact that the

It indirectly contains the exhortation to free themselves per
from
the veiled Moses, and to look upon the countenance of the
fectly
unveiled Christ, whose glory is reflected from his faithful followers.
Testament in which naXaia
(Ver. 14 is the only passage of the New
To
diaOi jKr) precisely indicates the writings of the Old Testament.
arises.

common reading fr/j dvaKa^vuropsvov o, TI that received by
Griesbach and Lachmann, viz., cm, is decidedly to be preferred. The
meaning of the words is, The veil is not uncovered, i. e., cannot be
uncovered [by human means, 2 Pet. i. 20], because it can only be
the

&quot;

* Lakemacker (Obs. Sacr. iii. 2) thinks he here discovers an allusion to the Jewish
custom of veiling the head when the holy Scriptures were read. (See Jahn s Altherth.
But this is decidedly excluded by the reference to the fact of Moses
vol. iii.. p. 439.)
veiling himselC
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of ver. 15 does not again occur
never
rrrjviKa, is

the interrogative form

found.)
That the removal of the veil is here made de
Vers. 16, 17.
pendent upon the turning of the heart to the Lord, while in ver. 14
it is said v Xpiarti Ka-apyEl~ai, it is done away in Christ, involves no
contradiction, for it is in conversion that Christ first manifests him
self to mankind as the living Saviour. It is only when internal light
is bestowed and beams from the
eye of the Spirit that man can dis

cern Christ even in the Scripture.
But how does ver. 17 connect
with this ? If we receive TO -xvevna as the indication of the
substance of the Son, as in John iv. 24, or if we say with Usteri
itself

(Lehrbegr. p. 335) the Son and the Spirit are identical, still no con
is demonstrable.
To the relations of the Trinity there is

nexion

absolutely no reference ; but, as Calvin and Beza have correctly re
marked, the apostle casts a retrospective glance to ver 6, iri which

he has contrasted the letter with the spirit. He concludes his argu
But the Lord is even that Spirit of which we
saying,
have already spoken.&quot; The 6e especially is not, with Fritzsche and
others, to be taken as equivalent to yap ; it rather continues the
But it might be objected to this that
discourse and the argument.

ment by

Christ

is

&quot;

not the Spirit,

i.

e.,

the spiritual institution, the

of the Spirit itself, but that he has only founded it.
to the apostolic declaration Christ himself is all, he

economy
But according

fills

the church

The
with himself, it is therefore Christ himself.
(1 Cor. xii. 12.)
but where the Spirit
apostle can therefore immediately continue,
of the Lord
for the New Testament is only called rrvvp,a because
&quot;

;&quot;

the sphere in which the Spirit of the Lord works.
In the Old
Testament a Divine Spirit was certainly also efficacious, but it was

it is

after Jesus glorification that the

manifested

Holy Ghost,

in a specific sense so

The

39.)
apostle mentions
of
because
this forms
liberty&quot;
Spirit
Christ,
the contrast to the ivealmcss of Israel, which hindered them from

called, first

itself.

(John

vii.

as the effect of the

&quot;

beholding unveiled the glory of God as displayed in the brightness
of Moses. Such weakness is bondage, a fettering of the spiritual life
by the flesh, and this is removed by the gospel.
Yer. 18.

Paul

in conclusion portrays in himself

and

all believers

this condition of liberty effected by the Spirit of the Lord.
This
freedom effected by the Lord (dnb nvpiov) manifests itself by impart
ing its glory to believers, which beams from their unveiled face,

which mirrors itself in them.
Moses with each regenerate
;

his friend

In Christianity all are become like
Lord speaks, as a man with

soul the

;
nay, this glory increases in itself until the believer is
transformed into the image of Christ. This explanation of the pas
sage agrees most strictly with the connexion ; the
VOL. IV. 28
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This expression elsewhere occurs only in the
alone forms a difficulty.
&quot;to reflect
of
oneVself, to behold one s-self in a mirror.&quot;
signification

But with this the
or as deponent, to see something in a mirror.
The
becomes
obscure.
;iranop(j)ov^eda
plainly proves that
thought
the apostle considers the Christians themselves as those in whom the
glory of the Lord is displayed ; for from its continual operation,
they are described as gradually transformed into the image of Christ.
It is therefore impossible that Paul should but just previously say
that they behold the glory in some way without themselves, and in
deed only in a mirror. KaroTTTpi&aOai is rather here employed* in
the sense of to reflect as from a mirror, i. e., to beam forth, to re

back the glory/

so that the parallel with Moses again presents
while
the
latter veiled his countenance, and its bright
itself; only
ness speedily vanished (ver. 13), Christians walk with uncovered face,
flect

for their glory steadily increases ; they are conducted from one de
gree of glory to another (ano 66^?]g dg &amp;lt;5o|a^), and transformed into

Finally, (leraiwpfpovaOat, doubtless implies not
inward
only
glorification, but also the glorification of the body, on
which Paul immediately proceeds to enlarge (from iv. 7). See also
Phil. iii. 20.
(The accusative r?]v avrfjv eliwva is best explained
with Fritzsche from the idea of motion, latent in nera^op^ovaOai, which thus allows simply the accusative, without a preposi
See Kiihner s Gr., vol. ii., p. 204. The avr?]v refers to the
tion.
the glory of the Lord, which beams forth
preceding 66%av nvpiov

the image of Christ.

:

from
is,
&quot;

believers, is the
according to ver.

The Lord who

is

forming image of Christ in them.
17, to be understood in apposition to
the Spirit

Lord, the Spirit of the Lord,

;&quot;

i. c.,

not as ascribing the Spirit to the
third supposition pro
Christ.

A

posed by Billroth, and which makes ~revim~og dependent on Kvplov,
is inadmissible, for the reason that the expression,
Lord of the
&quot;

Spirit&quot;

never occurs.

But

if

we connect

Trvevparog

with Kfptov, in

the manner proposed, we may not, with K ticker t, take icvpiog Trvevfjia
as a single conception, as the Fathers connect Qebg X6yo$
rather
nvevpa

is

here, according to ver. 17, the antithesis of

* Winer
38. 2) receives the expression in the sense of sibi intueri;
to be
(Gr.
hold for one s-self the glory of the Lord, as in a mirror,&quot; i. e., for one s satisfaction and
This is unquestionably not inapposite, though beholding must be con
strengthening.
&quot;

sidered of an inward character, as in the mirror of the soul in
its nature, it represents a reflecting back of the Lord s image.
;

which

case, according to

II.

PART SECOND,
IX.

(IV. 1
4.

THE
(iv.

15.)

CONFLICT.

1-18.)

IN the first verses the apostle condenses into few words the
whole previous discussion, and represents himself as the messenger
sent of God, whose influence should not fail, and can remain obscure
With this internal and moral dignity of
only to the blind (1-6).
his calling, he contrasts its outward feebleness, in a striking parallel,
from which he proves that the struggles of earth, so far from mak
ing void his ministry, are subsidiary to the great end of perfecting
himself and the church (7-18).
In the consciousness of such an office, derived from
Vers. 1, 2.
God s grace alone, and not from his own worthiness, Paul assures
difficulties have power to weary him (here indirectly
the
of affairs in Corinth), that he has employed no
state
rebuking
deceitful arts to evade them, that by the power of truth he com

them that no

mends himself

to

God and men.

These thoughts point back to

iii.

17, in which the mixture of Divine truth with human wisdom
by his opponents, was reproved. The -navovpyia (see 1 Cor. iii. 19)
is to be understood precisely of this impurity of sentiment which
1,

ii.

It refers as little to moral of
disfigures Divine truth itself.
fences (as Kypke, Krebs, etc., erroneously suppose, seeing in it an
allusion to the licentiousness prevalent in Corinth) as the KPVTTTO,

-fa al(y%vvi]g both expressions signify the crafty mode of proceed
ing which characterized the antagonists of Paul, and which could
:

not bear the
Gr.

(In ver. 1 consult, concerning Ka6u$, Winer s
In ver. 2, ane-nopai, implying to interdict one s-self

light.

53, 8, b.

something,

i.

e.,

Testament only
vr\q

New

to avoid, renounce something, occurs in the
in this passage.
The expression KQVTTTCL -rifc ala%6-

indicates secrets which bear in themselves

marks of shame

:

be supposed which do not bear this character. The
expression ~po$ rcdaav cweidrjaiv avdg&nuv contrasts humanity in its
widest compass with the Divine. Alike friends and enemies must

secrets

may

acknowledge his purity and openness.
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A winning of all to the gospel, the apostle still de
4.
he does not hope, for the reason that many opened thenhearts to the influence of Satan, and thereby became lost (d-noXXv^eto these light itself must appear darkness, because they
voi), that
maintained their darkness to be light. The expressions 0&m0jud?
Vers. 3,

clares

Xptorov, glory of
evayyeklov, illumination of the gospel, and
Christ, contain an allusion to the image employed in chap. iii. rela
&amp;lt;5oa

Instead of withdrawing the veil from
tive to the veiling of Moses.
their hearts (iii. 15) and permitting Christ s light to shine through

them, they draw

it

But

their bliss.

yet closer, thereby obscuring forever the source of
name of Christ, the phrase im

in adjoining to the

&quot;

rov Qeov), he not only exhibits the gospel in its
God&quot;
(elic&v
but
sharpens the contrast with Satan, the Qeb$ rov al&vog rovglory,
TOV.
The devil is a defaced image of God Christ, the God of the
al&v /zeAAwv, the pure, unclouded image of the Father.
As, how
ever, throughout the universe the manifestations of good stand in
connexion, so likewise of evil, and Satan is the centre of all sinful
development, the origin of each wicked human deed. His predomi
nance, however, presupposes, on the part of man, a turning away
from God, and a surrender to evil. We need, finally, by no means
regard, with Fritzsche and Billroth, the amaroi, unbelieving, as a
prolepsis, as if Paul considered the unbelief only the consequence
of the blindness, and immediately connected this later result
with the power which called it forth Paul rather conceives men
immediately in the Divine omniscience, as chosen or not chosen.
(The iv olf dmoTuv of ver. 4 is a kind of Hebrew construction. It
is entirely erroneous to understand the t-v 61$ as indicating the amaroL to be individuals among the dirohhvpevoig
the two are identical.
The KV olf seems merely to indicate the operation of the devil to be
of an inward, spiritual nature. Finally, the name Qebg r. al. r. oc
The devil is more fre
curs here only in the New Testament. *

age of

;

;

:

quently styled dpftuv, r. d. r. ; John xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11. The
also have the name
God of this world.&quot; [See Schottgen

Kabbins

&quot;

The et$ TO py marks the satanic intention. The
Hor. Hebr. i. 688.]
here
are
very various. Instead of the simple form, some
readings
Codd. read icaravydaai, others diavydcai the text. rec. interpolates
:

an

which

to be supplied,

but does not belong
undoubtedly
to
the
the
MSS.
According
reading avydoai rov, already
The
with
Lachmann, to be retained.
accepted by Griesbach, is,
conclusion of the verse, rov dopdrov, is likewise certainly a gloss from
Col. i. 15, where comp. also further on the expression eluuv r. 0.
avTolg,

is

to the text.

* The
expression assumes a somewhat ironical tone instead of the true God the world
for its god him who is the perfect contrast to all that is Divine.
Schottgen
;

has chosen

(on this passage) cites from Jalkut Rubeni the words: Deus primus
Deus secundus is Sammael.

est

Deus

vivus, sed
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which again immediately occurs in ver. 6, is chosen by Paul,
and not 0wf because the latter signifies the substance of light, the
former its action, the shining, for which elsewhere avyr\ is employed.)
,

,

Vers. 5,

6.

If the observation that he preached not himself oc

curred in any other connexion, we might suppose that Paul thereby
intended to caution his followers against too strict a dependence on

But the context, which is directed rather against the
and of Christ, and the expression Irjoovv tcvpiov, in
of
Peter
parties
antithesis with the zavrovg dovkovg, shews that the apostle merely
his

person.

names himself as a weak, subordinate creature, whilst in Christ the
Lord of all appeared manifest. He alone, therefore, could be the
object of preaching to the world.
Finally, it seems inapposite,
with Lachmann, to include ver. 5 in a parenthesis, connecting ver.
6 with ver. 4
the on of ver. 6 rather refers to the thought imme
We preach not ourselves, but
diately preceding, in this manner
;

&quot;

:

Christ, for although we are the speakers, it is nevertheless Christ
who works by us, and who inwardly enlightened us, in order that
we again should enlighten others.&quot; This idea Paul expresses by
a parallel of creation and regeneration as God (according to Gen.
;

1) called light to shine forth out of the darkness of the physical
world, so he causes spiritual light to beam forth out of natural dark
ness, in those who are born again ; so that they appear as lights of
i.

the world (Eph. v. 8). Emmerling erroneously understands K OKO-OV?
etc has rather its
after the darkness he created the light
proper
&quot;

;&quot;

(See Winer s Gr.
of
the
verse
expresses in the
47, b, p. 328.)
we
are to trans
the
of
that
the
so
-rrpbg (fMTiopov
penetrating
light ;
The God who said, light shall shine forth out of the
late thus
signification,

&quot;out

or forth

from the

darkness.&quot;

The second hemistich

&quot;

:

darkness, shone also in our hearts (on the

first

conversion),

making

thereby our inward darkness light, and enabling us to shed light,
v Kapdia^
The
the enlightenment of others.&quot;
i. e.j for
combines the motion of the penetrating light with the rest of the
The JV&OK; rfjg 66^ rov Qeov is not
light dwelling in the heart.*
e/lap/&amp;gt;ei&amp;gt;

to be considered as the apostle s own knowledge, but that which he
The con
calls forth in others by the light emanating from him.

nexion of KV npoauTTG)
and Billroth connect

I.

it

Xp. can alone be matter of doubt. Fritzsche
with rrpof Qwriafiov but as npog u-iG\i6v

describes the act of shining forth, d-rro rather than ev would be in
that case required. I therefore prefer its connexion with doga r. 0.

With

this construction the repetition of the

article rfjs before iv

* That is: the
dative, with a verb of motion, makes a construct prcegnans, combining
the idea of motion implied in the verb, with that of rest implied in the preposition
shone into our hearts, and then dwells in our hearts. The construction is common in the

=

Greek

classics, as

implying motion.

well as the converse one of uniting a verb of rest with a preposition
[K.
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would indeed be natural, but not absolutely indispensable.
with Lachmann, to the usual reading hdfjnlxu, the

rrpoaa)

ver. 6 I prefer,

(In
future Mfiipei, so that

God is introduced as speaking. The Codd.
A.B.D. support this reading, which renders the construction of the
much clearer. The og before zXappev presents a difficulty.
In some MSS. it is indeed omitted, and in others ovrog stands for
it ; but this is certainly a substitution to escape a difficulty ; the
clause

difficult

reading

unquestionably the original one.

is

Either eari

must be supplied with the previous clause, as Fritzsche and others
The
suppose, or, with Riickert, the 5$ must be taken for OVTO$ nai.
latter appears to deserve the preference.)
Paul appends to this representation of the glory of
Vers. 7-10.

spiritual life a description of the outward weakness in which it was
The intention of this contrast is to shew
displayed in his person.

and nothing to men, as already
the
For, throughout
apostle s sorrows and necessi
as in those of all believers, the protecting power of God dis

that all

ties,

to be ascribed to God,

is

stated in

iii.

5.

they can only humble him, divest him of all trust in
own strength, but are never allowed to corrupt or destroy him.
The life of the Redeemer himself is here a type for those who believe
in him
they bear his dying in them, in order that his life may be

plays itself

;

his

;

We

manifest in them.
have merely to inquire how, in this beautiful
passage, the earthen vessels (aitevr] tia-pdiuva) are to be understood ?
We might imagine that the expression referred to the whole man,

making the sense, we possess the everlasting, the Divine, in the
weak and sinful form of humanity.&quot; But the following passages
&quot;

prove

(iv.

10, 11, 16,

1) that the apostle refers primarily to the

v.

body, by which all the sorrows of this life are conveyed to the in
ward man, it being the bond connecting him with the n-LOLg.*
Usage also accords best with this view, for oitevog = -^V.a is called
1 Sam. xxi.
the body, as the vessel of the soul (1 Thess. iv. 4
6),
but the expression is never employed for the whole man. The
doTQCLKivov refers to the IB* of Gen. ii. 7, for which in v. 1 imyeiog
;

This supposition renders it perfectly intelligible how Paul,
stands.
in ver. 10, should pass over to the
body/ and contrast with the
frail body of this temporal life the glorified one which the living
power of Christ will evoke in believers (see on John vi. 40). (In ver.
&quot;

dvvdpeug may be correctly understood as liendio.dys.
of
ver. 8 has already appeared in i. 8.
EyKaraXeineadai
EgaTTopelaOai
means, properly, to be overcome in the race-course, so as to be left

7

virepfioXri rTjg

behind
cast

it

accords well with

down,&quot;

a term of wrestling

* Artemidorus
(Oneirocr.
(jf

diutteaOaL.

;~j&quot;

orifj.aiv

T&amp;gt;J

vi.

viii.

59

;

so that here again the

25) employs the

yvvat-Kt, TO elvat ev

\ See Herodotus,

;

ol

&quot;

Karapd/tkeoOai.,

same expression:

barpanivu GKEVEI.

6s ye kynaTa7^L^6[j.svoi ov

to

be

image of

6 ddvarog /uv yap

a /co-
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In ver. 10 ves imagination.
s
entire
views
Paul
Christ
indicates
sojourn
Kpuaig
gradual dying.
on earth as a continual dying, which was consummated in the death
the games passed before the apostle

=

did
But the genitive Iqaov may not be received as
real
a
as
a
as
here
for
Jesus
is
Irjoovv,
type, so
regarded
type, yet

of the cross.

that Christ bears essentially within himself our dying and rising
humanity. Comp. on the sentiment that Christ represents the

former

also, at

Rom.

viii. 3.)

This verse seems merely to shed additional light upon
the striking idea
always bearing about the dying/ etc. That we
have here, elg Odvarov napadidofteOa did Ir]oovv } we are delivered to
Ver. 11.

&quot;

death FOR THE SAKE OF Jesus, affords no just grounds for explaining
the genitive of ver. 10 by did, for the typical parallel now ceases.

Emmerling, moreover,
is

is

of opinion that here, as in ver. 10, the iva
Paul conceives his
but erroneously.

to be understood eKpaructis

sufferings and deadly perils ideologically^ and indicates it as God s
intention in permitting them to render them conducive to the per
This, however, assuredly presupposes that Paul
fecting of man.
of the body as already commencing on
the
glorification
regarded

earth, and perfecting itself gradually, and is not in the least at va
riance with the opinion, that the nature of this new body, fashioned

in secret, will first manifest itself at the coming of Christ and in
the act of the resurrection.
(The ev ry 6vrjry crap/a of ver. 11 proves
the
that
expression odp% TTvevfiaruiTJ would not be disapproved by the

apostle [see on 1 Cor. xv. 44], for the manifestation of Christ s
in mortal flesh is nothing else than the glorifying of the flesh.)

life

The apostle now passes from himself and the influence
Ver. 12.
of his sufferings on himself, to his readers.
He, the living, is the
are
made
alive
gradually dying ; they, being dead,
through him, just
as Christ died, and by him death brought life to the world.
Paul,
of course, by no means intends to attribute to himself an influence
beside that of Christ ; it is rather Christ who works through him.

We

need scarcely observe that the pointed and pregnant sentiment
of this passage must not be pushed too far
for, strictly speak
ing, we must admit that believers, made living by the apostle s

must also participate in Christ s death in order to live
again with him. In a total and scarcely conceivable misunderstand
ing of these words, Eiickert refers them to mortal life and death,
and thinks that certain maladies are alluded to from which the
apostle and Corinthians had suffered, but which had now yielded in
them to a more healthful condition.
Mosheim has quite misapprehended the connex
Vers. 13, 14.

preaching,

ion between these verses and the preceding.
He thinks that Paul
has reference in them to a possible misunderstanding of the words
6

Qdvaros iv

i](uv ivepyelraif

to wit, that

he had no expectation of a
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But that he did expect this he had already shewn
with abundant clearness at vers. 10, 11. The connexion is rather
Paul desires to express the sentiment that his lowly suffering
this

resurrection.

:

course of

a source of

is

life

life

to the

Corinthians, not merely as

He
conjecture, but as a lively conviction imparted from above.
therefore styles his belief a spirit of faith (jrvevpa rfj$ moreus, in
Eph. i. 17, nvEvfjia oo^iag stands for the same), and describes it, in
words taken from the Old Testament, Ps. cxvi. 10 (from the con
nexion with which the Aorists are derived), as pressing him to speak,
to public confession, which is accompanied by the joyful certainty
that alike for himself and others he shall achieve a perfect victory.
This is indicated by the resurrection and the participation in God s
kingdom which stands connected with it. (In ver. 14 Lachmann
reads ovv ITJOOV, which certainly possesses weighty authorities in its
favour but the ovv appears to have been introduced into the text only
from the ovv vfuv which follows. The TrapaaTifoei is, according to v.
He will present us, together with you, before
10, to be explained,
the judgment-seat of Christ as perfected men of God.&quot;)
;

&quot;

The

Ver. 15.

apostle in addition expresses the opinion that all

things in and with

him were

for them (i. e., first for the Corinthians,
order that thus, through their union in
fellowship of love, they might render abundant thanksgiving to the
glory of God for the grace bestowed upon them through the inter

then for

all his disciples), in

cession of

connexion

The passage

many.

of the did rtiv

is

entirely analogous with i. 11 ; the
is also here uncertain ; but the

nheiovw

joining it with Trepiooevoy is doubtless to be preferred, because other
wise did r. 77. would be placed before n^eovdaaoa. In the present pas

sage

Tre.pioozvor) is

best taken as transitive

;

so that the

meaning

is,

we have already

stated, that the abundance of the grace vouch
safed through the prayer of many, renders the thanksgiving also

as

abundant,

i.

e.,

Vers. 16-18.

excites inward thanksgiving.
The apostle in conclusion expresses with reference

to ver. 1 his joyful readiness to continue to labour without fainting
amidst the hardships of his apostolic calling ; because to the be
liever, who looked beyond the temporal and visible to the eternal
and invisible, there would accrue an everlasting gain. The ideas in

t^w dvdpwnoc is
repeated here, only instead of
employed, and instead of dying, the stronger diaQOetpeoQai (perish) is
made use of. (On w and taw dvOpuTrog, see at Kom. vii. 22.) The

vers. 10, 11, are

&amp;lt;rw/m,

in the in
glorified corporeality is likewise to be supposed existing
a
forms
that
so
be
ward man ;
perfect an
renewed,
dvaKaivovaOai, to
tithesis with dLcujrfetpeodai, perish, which it would not offer if this

reference were excluded

;

it

is

similar to the before mentioned

w?)

The expression is based
Irjoov (pai epovrat, KV oapKl Ovrjry (ver. 11).
new
of which is described
result
to
the
the
a
reference
birth,
upon

SECOND CORINTHIANS V.
by

Kaivrj KTiaig, naivbg

Tit.

iii.

in the

nal

^pa

ripening of the

(== BV3

dv&amp;gt;).

But

2

xii.

new man

is

;

Col.

iii.

10

;

plainly declared

Billroth errs

when he

refers

phenofieva in ver. 18 to the glorified body, because this in v. 1
The view is not in keeping with the general pur
called al&vtov.

the
is

i\\Lepa

(Compare Horn.

dvOpunog.

The gradual

5.)
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1.

firj

which simply gives a general description of faith,
with
that in Heb. xi. 1.
The antithesis of things vis
corresponding
ible and invisible here, is only the general one of things real and
ideal.
is to be received in the significa
(In ver. 16, the second
tion of
as
in
2
Cor.
xiii. 4 ; Col. ii. 5.
nevertheless,&quot;
[See Winer s
In ver. 17, the TO napavriKa ihafyyov is to be under
Gr.
53, 7.]
pose of

ver. 18,

&amp;lt;U/la

&quot;

stood as

&quot;

the present lightness of our

affliction,&quot; i. e., our earthly,
Paul accumulates expressions in
light suffering.
order to portray the glory ; to the usual Kaff vneppokrjv [i. 8], he adds
elg vTreppofaiv, and in the aluvtov (3dpo$ he forms the antithesis with

and as such always

In the phrase rd {3Xeir6[j,eva npoaKaipa of ver.
TTapavriKa ehafypov.
the
visible
does
not signify alone the physically visible world,
18,
but it rather stands as a synecdoche for all the attributes of mor
tality,

even when not perceptible to the eye, such as fame, honour,

etc.)

5.

THE
(v.

GLORIFICATION.
1-21.)

After Paul has more fully declared his hope in the forthcoming
glorification of the body, in which mortality will be swallowed up
of life, he further states that the knowledge that he is to appear
before the judgment-seat of Christ, produces a holy fear in him,
which impels him to exercise the office entrusted to him as in the
sight of God, and without employing any unworthy means to further
The love of Christ constrains him to preach, for since the Lord

it.

died for

all,

man he
with God
old

;

all

should likewise live to him, casting behind the

therefore cries as in Christ s stead

:

Be ye

reconciled

!

The connexion of thought between v. 1 and iv. 18, is very
Ver. 1.
striking in its relation to modern ideas so far as they are not con
trolled by Christianity.
It would seem that we look to that which
is eternal, without believing in the resurrection of the body.
But,
we were already reminded

in the Comm. on 1 Cor. xv., the apos
no respect recognizes the idea of a pure spiritual extension of
life into eternity ; without
corporeality there can be no everlasting
or
for
the
But even conceding the
creature.
happiness,
eternity

as

tle in

scriptural doctrine of the glorification of the body, our passage still
retains its obscurity.
For we can well understand how the lmyeio$
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=

KK y?jg may be opposed to the KK Oeov* (i. e., not only dbs Deo
data, but
nvev^aTLK,rj)j and al6i&amp;gt;iog (in as far as the glorified body
is destined for everlasting
life); but it is incomprehensible how Paul
can style the glorified body d%eiQ07roi7]Tog, seeing that even the earthly

=

is

not

made with hands,

or

how can

it

be asserted that

it is

ev rolg

ovpavolg, in the heavens, as the clothing-upon (ver. 2) must assuredly
be considered as taking place upon earth. The first difficulty is

solved by supposing that there hovered before the apostle s mind
a parallel between the tabernacle of testimony, the earthly moveable
sanctuary made by man, and the perfect tabernacle not made by

human hands, i. e., the spiritual building of the New Testament.
To the former corresponds the earthly perishable body, thence olida
rov

OK,?]VOVC,

which

}

i.

e.,

oKTjvudrjg,

to

the latter the

new

glorified body,

styled o^/ooTror/ro^, merely as contrasted with the x el 9
The expression
rronjrov which is to be understood with aKijvovg.
ev role; ovpavolg is not to be received as implying that the new body
is

was preserved as it were in heaven, and from thence descended to
man but Paul anticipates the idea of the clothing-upon, and thinks
;

new body as in heaven, so that the
with
words are to be understood which is of heavenly nature
which (what is impossible with the earthly body), we can exist in
heaven. As we may say that the new body is KK Qsov, so also tf
ovpav&v, as in ver. 2, because the forming power is Divine, and mani
of the believer clothed with the
:

;

Another difficulty which has been im
itself from heaven.
agined in the edv Karakvdy, K^ojiev (the present is employed with a
future signification as expressing the perfect conviction that it will
fests

be

so),

and which has been deemed to compel the assumption

that the apostle was speaking of a physical body received by man
immediately after death, and which he retained until the resurrec
tion of the body, I cannot

*

admit

to be

new body

that the possession of a

suckf For &dv does not

assert

takes place immediately on the

we have no authority for understanding the EK Qeov as merely synonymous
or tka 6sA/j/j,a-og Qsov; but as God in his nature is a Spirit, all things spiritual
spring from his nature. Verse 18 is unquestionably to be understood thus, and it can be
But it then follows that not only the
received in no other sense in the present passage.
with

Finally,

t/c

but also the higher corporeality, proceeds from God and this by no means agrees
with the doctrine of the creation out of nothing, in the sense that matter is of a nature
absolutely different from God, and produced alone by his will.
\ See Flatt on this passage, and Schneckenburger s Beitr. zur Einl. ins Neue Tes.
Spirit,

(Stuttgart,

;

1836)

p. 124, seq., in

(Versuch einer Anleitung,

etc.,

which this view of a physical body is

Frankf. 1805,

p. 61,

laid

down. Menken
here on earth

seq., 190) believes that

man possesses a more subtle body besides the earthly one, a view not corroborated by
the holy Scriptures, any more than Lange s supposition that the soul, according to the
place of its abode, forms a more subtle body for itself (see p. 701, seq.); that man is never
absolutely unclothed. Were this the case, the dead could not be called Kvevfiara, as in ]
Heb. xii. 23. See further concerning the supposition of a physical body,
iii. 18;
Groos work, Der unverwesliche Leib als Organ des Geistes und Sitz der Seelenstorungen.
Pet.

Heidelberg, 1837.
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dissolution of the old, but only states in general terms that such
must take place as its necessary condition. Finally, the

dissolution

apostle considers the reception of the new glorified body as near at
hand (see on 1 Thess. iv. 15), and that he himself would perhaps
receive

it

while yet living.

This hope

Yers. 2-4.
in which

is

clearly evident in the following verses,
in this mortal body as similar to

Paul describes existence

the longing of the Krioig after deliverance. (See on Rom. viii. 19,
The burden of the existence which only pleases the flesh,
seq.)
compels the spirit to sigh for a more elevated condition, and this is
indicated by the expression KTrevdvoaodai, which
in the Iva Karanod^ TO OVTJTOV vnb rfjg
xv. 54.)
But for the accompanying

is

further described

10, 11 ; 1 Cor.
(See
ov OKAO/JEV eKdvaaodai, not
suppose that inevdvoaodat,
iv.

to?/f.

o5
i&amp;lt;p

that ice ivould be unclothed, we might
merely indicated the general resurrection of the body. But this
clause unquestionably refers back to the sentiment touched upon in
1 Cor. xv. 51, which is here as it were authentically interpreted.
Paul regards it as an especial happiness not to taste death at all,
not to be obliged to put off (ludvaaodai) this body, but to be glorified
living, like Elias, drawing the heavenly body over the present mortal
body like a garment, but of course in such a manner that the mor
In this
tal body is absorbed in the nature of the spiritual body.

otherwise clear and simple passage the elye KOL evdvadiievoi, ov yvpvol
svpeOrjao^dj if also being clothed, etc., is however unintelligible.

Whether we

read, with

Lachrnann and Billroth

el

rrep,

or

dye with

Griesbach, makes but a slight modification of the idea.
Certainly
el~ep, provided that, gives a more emphatic prominence to the con
dition, but precisely for this reason it may have been substituted for
the milder etye,* if that is to say (thus expressing the idea merely
The difficulty lies in the ov yv/j,voi, which
as a presupposition).

The Codd. D. F. G. have indeed
further defines the wdvodnevoi.
the reading indvadnevoi, and Reiche (Gottioger Oster-Programm, of
1836) declares himself in

its

favour.

But

critical authorities at

once

decide for Zvdvadpevoi, which reading has also been inserted by Lachmann in the text ; the supposition may therefore arise that a desire
to avoid the difficulty in evdvadpevot, led to the substitution of one
if we maintain evSvadnevoi to be the
letter for another.
genu

Now

ine reading, we must next enquire if this expression is to be taken
literally or metaphorically ?f Usteri defends the former view, Billroth
* See
Hartung

s Partikellelire, pt. i., pp. 343, 406.
Hermann, ad Viger. pag. 834.
Flatt lias given another explanation of the passage this however fails in every
He translate it, Although we,
particular, and we therefore only mention it in passing.
if only clothed with it (not clothed upon) shall not be found without a body, i. e., will
j-

;

&quot;

then be in no worse position than they who are
in the text.
the
It
although&quot; are not found

changed.&quot;

&quot;

is

But the

&quot;

only&quot;

and likewise

also a false notion that the apostle re
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Even though
according to the former the meaning is,
we are clothed with the garment of righteousness, and do not ap
pear in the presence of God destitute of this,&quot; while the latter as
the latter

&quot;

;

&quot;

serts its signification to be,

body, and not without a

If

we

body.&quot;

he found clothed with the
Unquestionably Usteri s view is
Billroth s explanations would not,
shall

the only correct one,* for even if
as Usteri thinks, require ivdedvpEvoi, the
reconcileable with

the body

it.

And

HCLL is nevertheless not well
the fact that K-nevdvoaoOai implies that

not yet put off, is entirely decisive ; for nal yap K. r. A.
connected with eav Karakvdy (ver. 1) as a heightening of
the idea, thus,
For we know, if our earthly tabernacle is dissolved
if
we
(i. e.j
die), that we have a heavenly building ; for even in this
is

(ver. 2) is

&quot;

body we sigh earnestly after the clothing-upon with the heavenly.&quot;
It would consequently be perfectly pleonastic if ver. 3 asserted,
that is to say, not being already dead,&quot; for when death has taken
&quot;

It
place, the clothing-upon (nev8vaaa6ai) ceases to be possible.
to
if
Billroth
s
remarks
the
remains
against
figurative
only
enquire
explanation of yiywdf, and to which Eeiche yields assent, may be dis

proved.

He

observes, that wdvoaaQai, must be drawn from the
But the nai and the added
as afterwards EndvaaoBai.

first

same imagery

ov yvfivoi sufficiently

other figure

;

shew that the apostle

the words

may

is

passing over to an

therefore be understood,
It being
in another sense shall not be found
&quot;

supposed beforehand that we
naked, but well clothed.&quot; Billroth s second observation is, that
there is here no occasion whatever for mentioning the difference be
tween the righteous and the unrighteous. But as in ver. 10 this is
openly stated, it is here perfectly natural otherwise there would
have been room to suppose that it was perfectly sufficient to be
yet living at the Parousia of Christ in order to attain the cloth
ing-upon this error is refuted by Paul in ver. 3, in which he adverts
to the fact that to participate in the blessing, and not to taste death,
a standing in grace at the time of Christ s coming was a necessary
In the third remark Billroth is correct in opposition to
condition.
Usteri, but this concerns only an incidental point of his explanation.
The latter incorrectly receives evdvodpsvoi not as identical with ov
oi pavov
yvfivoiy but as maintaining the reference to the olKrjrripLov
This is entirely liable to Billroth s objection, viz.. that of
(ver. 2).
confounding the distinction between evdvaaodai and KTrevdvaaaOai.
Without entering more fully into it, Usteri s view conveys a mean
provided only, even
ing altogether unsupported. He translates,
;

;

t-|&quot;

&quot;

garded the being changed (1 Cor. xv. 53) as something evil it is rather sot forth as an
advantage, just as being clothed, and becoming clothed upon.
* Viz., in the main point, for in other particulars Usteri has likewise failed to arrive
;

at a just conclusion, as the following will shew.
eeq., in

the fourth edition.)

(See Paul. Lehrbegr.

p.

359 and 391,

Chrysostom has given essentially the same explanation.
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after
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we have put

it

on,

we

shall not
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5-9.

be found naked/

But how is

conceivable that after the clothing with the glorified body has

taken place, any one shall be found naked ? He who is naked,
e. } without the
garment of righteousness, the new nature, can
not in the nature of things be clothed-upon. The ov yv^ivol is there
i.

an epexegesis to the synonym evdvad^evoi, i. e., clothed,
applied to those who have put on (the garment of righteous
to e0 e5 of ver. 4, cannot be received
(In ver. 2 ev TOVTU
ness).
in the signification of -Hpsa, but according to ver. 4 oicrjvei is rather
fore only

and

is

=

of ver. 4 is decidedly
On the contrary the
not
the
with
the
relative
conjunctive,
preposition [see on Rom.
v. 12] ; and is best explained by the Hebrew &quot;rasa, Gen. xxxix. 23 ;
zm rovr^ &are. Where in the
Ps. x. 6, and not by classic use as
to be supplied.

o&amp;gt;

k&amp;lt;p

=

New

Testament

it

occurs conjunctively,

it is

best rendered

&quot;

in that,

because.&quot;

Yer. 5. In order to strengthen this hope,. Paul continues that
God, who had prepared for him and all believers this blessed cloth
ing with the spiritual body, had also bestowed his Spirit upon them
in this life as a pledge and voucher.
(In Ka-epyd&aOai regenera
is conceived as a new creation, referring to iv. 6.
EZf avrb
rovro regards the glorification of the body as the perfection of man

tion

The nai is, with Lach[See Comm. on Rom. viii. 23.]
K. r.
6
dove
then
be fittingly taken
the
can
best
omitted
;
A.j
mann,
as in apposition to 9edf.
Whether dppa(3uv is translated earnestgenerally.

money, or pledge, is quite immaterial, as the two substantially co
The gift of the Holy Spirit which
incide in import
the sense is,
God has bestowed upon us on earth, is the pledge for our attainment
&quot;

;

of the object in the future.&quot;)
The apostle then states the conclusion that under these
Yers. 6-9.

circumstances he will ever have confidence, striving only to please the
Lord, whether here or there. The words irdvrore Oappovvreg fahoTipov-

A

K. r.
A., form the principal idea.
large parenthesis is, however,
introduced by the accessory idea, which Paul, with a glance at o-evdgeiv of ver. 2, connects, by the words not eldoreg
nvqiov, with the

peda

The

from the nature of the
an
almost
adversative signifi
Oappelv,
cation
Since we well know that while on earth we are, as it were,
in a foreign land, in comparison with our true home, which is with the
Lord.&quot;
But the parenthesis has been erroneously restricted to ver.
7, and even by Billroth, believing that dappovpev in ver. 8 resumes

leading proposition.

nai has, moreover,

thought, which somewhat limits
&quot;

:

again the dappovvrec, of ver. 6, and that, on the contrary, evdoKovftev
the principal verb. Lachmann has properly extended the paren

is

thesis to vers. 7

and

8,

and thus brought out

clearly the real sense

The parenthesis thus describes the subordinate na
of the passage.
ture of the walking by faith which involves necessarily the imnoOelv
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(ver. 2),

while even to this condition

is

ascribed

&quot;

confidence&quot;

(Oap-

without, however, denying that the being with the Lord, the
In addi
Kepnrarelv did eldovg, is to be preferred.
(See Phil. i. 23.)
did here expresses the condition that is to
tion, the
pervade, as it
Num. xii.
were, the life of man.
(See Winer s Gr.
47, i. p. 339.)
pelv),

8

as an interesting
and sight here mentioned. It

may be compared

faith

which the

LXX.

translate ev

etdei real

parallel to the antithesis of
n -nha xVn rar-tea
there said

is

ov

:

61

alviypaTW.

Concerning the subject-matter of this verse, see on
The apparent contradition with 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3
6, xiv. 10.
18, is simply explained thus, that the holy are so far not

Yer. 10.

Rom.
John

ii.

iii.

;

to be judged, as Christ only

knows them in

The

their holiness.

apostle, therefore, only makes use of the expression del ffti
The rd did rov awparog scil.
OTjvat, we must be manifested.
OEVTCL* plainly refers back to the glorification of the
body, and we
may therefore, in accordance with the idea of the apostle, supply v
T& O&IUITI to the KOfJiiaTjTatj which would concede to our moral con

duct an influence upon the future body.

The apostle was now able to return to the justifi
Vers. 11, 12.
cation of his conduct in his apostolic office.
He declares that this

men

and that for this
he wishes
towards
them
(iii. 1)
;
of
his
the
exhibition
labours
to
to the
occasion
only by
open
give
Corinthians to free themselves from those who indulged in self-pan
reveals itself to the hearts of

as perfectly true,

reason he needs no self-commendation

Billroth

egyrics.

s

supposition relative to this passage,

who thinks

that, according to Gal. i. 10, TteWopev (ver. 11) implies treacherous
The connexion by no means
persuasion, is liable to serious doubt.

sanctions

it,

though

it still

might be

said that

Paul chose the ex

pression with a view to the accusation of his antagonists, as in fact
The sense would then be this
the following d naturally suggests.
:

our opponents say, we treacherously persuade men, but our
The d^oppr) Kav^rj^arog vrrep
sincerity is manifest before God.&quot;
on
occasion
our
7/jLtwi
of glorying
behalf, is to be understood thus
&quot;

As

:

,

Paul

desires,

by an open exhibition of his proceedings, to convince

the Corinthians of his sincerity, that they may joyfully glory in him as
their teacher, and defend him against the false teachers. Their false

hood

is

expressed by the antithesis KV

TrpoouTrc,),

ov Kaodia.

Paul

glories

in heart (Kapdia), for God is his glory, as is immediately set forth.
Love alone, Paul continues, is the impelling power
Vers. 13-15.
to his conduct

;

however

men may

regard

it,

as moderate or

immoder

ate self-praise, he has in this not himself in view, but either God
(whom he especially desired to honour by his work) or his brethren.
*

Bengel erroneously supplies

terprets the apostolic idea,
capii.

Kojut&fieva,

homo cum

although he in other respects correctly in

corpore bene vel male

agit,

cum

corpora mercedem
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The

antithesis elre

aufipovovpev, whether

e^EarrjjjLev, eire

we are

beside

ourselves or are sober, has been first correctly -understood by BillIt is not a different proceeding on the part of the apostle
roth.

that

is

here under consideration

;

for

perceive how he
various
but the
judgments

we cannot

could be led to the mention of this ;
passed on the same conduct by the parties in Corinth. However
they may judge, Paul means to say, under no circumstances does he

should they regard his praise as immoderate, his aim
not himself; if, on the contrary, they deem
the praise moderate, he wishes therein to consider the weak brethren.
Love is with him the element which annihilates self. Therefore the
seek his

is

own

;

God and

to praise

love of Christ

(i. e.,

not love towards Christ, but that which he bears

within himself, and imparts to his people) is, as it were, the destruction
of all those belonging to him ; since he died for all, therefore all (who
i. e.,
they are annihilated in their
they live no longer for themselves, but for
The only difficulty existing here is in the fact (apart from

accept him) likewise die for him,

independent existence
Christ.

;

the idea of substitution already considered at Rom. v. 12) that ver.
14 says precisely dpa ol -n-dvreg d^davov, then did all die, which

makes the death of all appear the necessary consequence of the
death of the substitute for all, while in ver. 15 the direOavev, Iva K.T. A.,
represents the death of all as an act depending on their own pleasure,
to wit, how they should believe. The difficulty may be thus explained
without the death of Christ, absolutely none would be in a condition
:

to die to himself, for that
propriating his life of love

is
;

possible only

but

sistance, the

by entering

into

and ap

man may

always hinder, by his re
which kills, and at the same time

power of Christ,
from perfecting his work in him. From this obstruct
alive,&quot;
resistance
the 15th verse is intended to withhold the Corinth
ing
Before Christ s death it was a subject of reproof to no man
ians.
that he lived to himself, but after Christ s death it was a crime in
all those to whom the word of the cross had come.
In this manner
a strict connexion is visible with ver. 16.
(In ejear^Kv excess and
exaggeration, in this connexion, of praise, are represented as the ex
pression of an ZKoraoig or pavta.
Chrysostom well elucidates ow&quot;

makes

%ei,

constrains, of ver. 14,

not permit

me

to

by ?/

dydTrrj

OVK

d^otv

i]ov%afyiv ps, love does
el is wanting in

See Acts xviii. 5. The
justly omitted by Lachmann

rest.

it is only intro
B.C.D.E.F.Gr., and is
;
duced to join the dpa more easily, and also probably in order to
remove the apparent pleonasm with ver. 15. But the hypothetical
conception of the substitution is perfectly untenable the idea ap
;

no one except Christ, who only, as the second Adam, could
be a substitute for the whole human race. The vnep plainly stands

plies to

here

dvri, for

only upon this supposition does the dpa
See on Matth. xx. 28.)
acquire significance.

K. r. A.,
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16, 17.

Under this point of view, Paul adds, he beholds
he
all believers ;
regards the old man in them as dead in Christ,
them
in
and sees
only the new creature, i. e., he treats them as
and
he therefore has no occasion to employ any
truly renewed,
Vers. 16, 17.

worldly considerations in his intercourse with them, as the false
For the ovdeva, no one (ver. 16), is not to be
teachers do (ver. 12).
received absolutely of every man without exception, it is explained

17 by the ev Xpior&. The Kara capita (ver. 16) corresponds
with the dp%ala (ver. 17), as Kara rcvevfia is to be supplied to Kaivd.
The entire passage is based upon the parallel between the new
in ver.

birth

and a new creation

styled /cam) Kriaig
proselytes. (See at

;

= n-h
John

therefore the Kaivb$ av6p(*mog is here also
n;-js ; as the Jews already denominated

iii.

3

;

Gal.

vi.

15

;

Eph.

iv.

24.) Besides,

the ra ap^ala TrapTfiOev K. T. A., contains an allusion to Isa. xliii, 18,
19, a passage which is evidently referred to also in Rev. xxi. 5. The
prophetic passage relates, indeed, to the subversion of the entire old

condition of the world, and to the foundation of the kingdom of
God, but the sentiment admits equally an individual as a general
In this clear train of thought the el 6e nal eyv&Kapev Kara
application.
ocLQua Xpiorov,

aXXa vvv OVKK~I

ytv&aicofiev,

and

if also ive

have known

Christ after the flesh, yet notv r etc., alone presents a difficulty. But
if we do not allow our vision to be obscured by the various explana
tions of our passage, the following very simple meaning of the
I no longer know any man after the flesh,
words presents itself
&quot;

:

not even Christ himself, of whom it might be supposed that what
was true in the case of men, is inapplicable to him.&quot; The words

consequently represent the ovdeva as taken in the most extended
Even in Christ an event took place analogous to that
sense.
which happens to man in regeneration ; in the resurrection his
fleshly life (/card adpica) passed over into a spiritual life (Kara TTVEVUO),
and in this Paul means to say, he alone knows Christ. Unques

tionably the el (5t- nal tyvuK.ausv would thus imply that Paul had
already, before his conversion, seen the Lord at his visits in Jerusa
lem ;* but this supposition occasions not the least difficulty. Glanc

ing back at the Zv Ttpuau-w Kav^uuzvovc; of ver. 12, we may find in
the words a gentle antithesis against those who prided themselves
their personal intercourse with the Redeemer while on earth,
employing this circumstance in opposition to Paul ;f but this ref
erence is at all events incidental, and not subsequently enlarged

upon

* See the general introduction to the
i. Yol. III.
p. 420, note.
Epistles of Paul,
is by no means a
relationship with the Kedeemer, as claimed by
\ The subject here
Storr in order to gain support for his hypothesis that the sect of Christ were followers of
the brethren of the Lord. It can be merely inferred from this passage that if any one
imputed so high a value to mere intercourse with Christ, he would have rated still more

highly natural relationship.

(See concerning

this,

Introd.

1.)
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18.

But in opposition to our simple exposition of the passage, it
upon.
be alleged that Paul commonly, and especially also in the im

may

mediately following verses, brings prominently forward the suffering
and dying Christ ; how then can he say here &quot;now we know him
no more
the vvv in ver. 16 would seem certainly to contrast his
state of conversion with his earlier, unconverted state.
Does Paul
:

?&quot;

thus

also, after his conversion,

know

Christ Kara, odpiia,

i.

e.,

in his

especially held forth by Baur (liber die
in
the
But if
Tub.
Zeitschr. 1831, pt. iv. p. 95).
Christusparthei,
the apostle speaks of the humiliation of Christ, he decidedly men
sufferings ?

This view

is

as past, representing death as vanquished by the resurrec
he can therefore with perfect justness assert, even attributing
due importance to the sufferings of Christ, I now know Christ
only as the glorified.&quot; This objection, therefore, cannot materially
affect the correctness of our supposition, the more so as every other
explanation of the passage has a forced character. This appears to
me especially to apply to Baur s explanation of the passage, which
tions

tion

it

j

&quot;

refers yivucKeiv Kara odgna Xpiorov to the Judaiziog conception
of the Messiah, so that odpt; indicates what is national, what is
But then the article would be
subject to popular prejudices.
6 Kara odpKa Xpiarog could alone indicate the Jewish
of
the Messiah. Again, this view would likewise weaken
conception
the personal to a simply abstract meaning, whence also Baur asserts

required

;

likewise stand for ovSiva ; but I can see nothing
such an assumption. The connexion rather requires
that the stress should be laid precisely upon persons, for at ver. 14
the apostle starts from the thought that the love of Christ con

that ovdev

which

may

justifies

strained him to judge every person, not according to his exterior,
but according to his relation to Christ.
2dpt- here signifies not sin,
but external qualities in opposition to internal, though unquestion

ably there cleaves to the external the idea of infirmity (aodsveia)
which Paul also expressly ascribes to Christ (xiii. 4).

Ver. 18. This new creation is however God s work alone.
He
has reconciled men to himself through Christ, and given to them
the ministry of reconciliation, i. e., the economy whereby the higher
spiritual powers acquired in the work of Christ for men, are dif
fused in a regular manner over the whole race (see on iii. 9).
Billroth s objection that thus first faag refers to all men, and then tffuv

only to Paul or the teachers, is nullified by the circumstance that
the ministry of reconciliation is not for the teachers alone, but for
all. True, the one class sustains toward it an active, the other a pas
sive relation ; but inasmuch as reconciliation in the subject is not

merely a single momentary event, but continuous, so likewise the
teachers again sustain in this respect a passive relation, for they also
require reconciliation and its proclamation.
Finally, regarded obYOL. IV.

29
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19.

accomplished once for all ; hence the
form KaraX^d^avroq.
This verse only repeats, by way cf confirming and
Ver. 19.
(The pleonastic tig on is found
strengthening the idea of ver. 18.
2
s Gr.
in
Cor.
xi. 21.
Winer
65, 9.*) It was not necessary
again

reconciliation is
jectively, the

here to render prominent the Divine nature of Christ; therefore r\v
KaraMdaauv is to be understood^
Kar?/AAa|e, so that here again

=

the preterite signifies the reconciliation to be complete, as by Ofyevog
the ministry of reconciliation which in the form of utterance is con
ceived as A6yo$- rijg araAAay%, the word of reconciliation, is repre
sented as perfectly established. On the contrary the act of forgiving
sin is conceived in the p) Aoyi^ofievog rd TTapaTrrwpzTa, not reckoning
their trespasses, as abiding, extending through the entire history of
humanity. It is however hardly necessary to state that with this

negative side the positive one of imparting righteousness must be
considered as connected.
(See at Bom. iv. 3-5.) For that man only

can truly believe in the forgiveness of sin in whom the new birth
has taken place. KaraAAay?/ and its import has already been treated
upon at Bom. iii. 24, 25. This passage is the one which above all
appealed to for the view that men alone are reconciled, be
But jus
is represented as the author of reconciliation.
tice and mercy are considered by the apostle as equally attributes
of the Divine nature, and with this the Son is conceived as render
ing the satisfaction to the Father, i. e., love as fulfilling the de
mands of justice. J This view is essential to the idea of sacrifice
others

cause

is

God

which appears in ver. 21, and which presupposes a reconciliation
with God, although the expression does not occur in the Scriptures.
It is only under this point of
(See the remarks on John iii. 16.)
view that it can be conceived how reconciliation may be considered
an act for the annunciation of which a ministry with a new economy
If the reconciliation were solely on the side of man, it
is founded.
could only be preached that a manifestation of God s love had taken
place, which renders possible the reconciliation of the subject ; but
* In
profane Greek ug on never occurs, except in tue connexion ug on juu/uara.
Hermann, ad Viger. p. 853.
f The argument employed by Riickert in opposition to this is without weight.

See

He

says the paraphrase with ?}v is not usual with Paul : it is certainly not often em
ployed by him, but nevertheless occurs in Gal. i. 23. Next that the imperfect is not
first

applicable here, but in

f/v

the aorist

is

And lastly, that
included as well as the imperfect.
but John i. 9 proves that this is by
TJV

tarcJiAuaauv then requires to be connected with

;

no means necessary.
\

The Oeof

iv

Xp(7r&amp;lt;p

is

finally to

be connected in our passage

;

God

in Christ,

i.

e.,

in Christ, reconciled the world with himself, not as it were thus: God recon
In the first acceptation we are reminded of
ciled the world through Christ with himself.
John xiv. 9, &quot;He who hath seen mo hath seen the Father.&quot; The Son is not God aside

who was

from the Father, but the manifestation of the one sole God, the pure essentially equal

beam

of original light.
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20, 21.

the church has ever taught that reconciliation was really effected
upon Golgotha, and its preaching has in this form alone a comfort

ing and soul-transforming power.
(A slight anacoluthon cannot be
denied in the participle Otpevoc; the former should have been eOero
corresponding to ty ftarakhdaouv the participle suggests the idea,
that the institution of the words of reconciliation is parallel with the
rd napanT^ara. It is therefore conceivable that
JUT? hoyi&pevog avrolg
:

;

interpreters should imagine the words Kal O^ievo^ iv r^iiv K. r. A. to
he hath removed our sins&quot; [Xoyov rcOevat
rationem mire].
signify
But this interpretation requires no special refutation.)
The preaching of the gospel in Christ s place,*
Vers. 20, 21.

=

&quot;

men to be reconciled to God, i. e., to accept the re
which has already taken place, is then precisely the ser
vice of the ministration instituted by God.f
For on God s part all
is effected ; and it is only requisite on the side of man that he
accept
the entreating
conciliation

the gift of God, and, putting away sin, permit the righteousness of
God to be bestowed on him. In conclusion, it is here evident that
dfiapria, sin, indicates a condition ; diKatoavvr) Qeov also implies the
state of righteousness .(the signification

&quot;

declaring righteous/

is

entirely inapplicable) which true reconciliation, and the regenera
tion connected therewith, calls forth.
But inasmuch as this condi

tion
lost,

a derived, J growing state, nay even one which may be again
and which must ever be drawn fresh from the original source of

is

not with the condition itself that salvation is connected,
but with the poiver which creates it, i. e., objectively, Christ and his
(See upon this subject the extended ob
work, subjectively, faith.
servations at Rom. iii. 21.)
The rbv dfiapriav p) yvovra dpapriav
made
him
sin
ivho
kneio
no sin, is peculiar to our passage.
tTToirjae,
Gal. iii. 13 is similar ; yevo^evog vnsp v^v Kardpa, becoming a curse
life, it is

for

The

us.

however gives more prominence to the Divine
of course to be understood as not compulsory, but

irtoirjae

purpose, which

is

as entirely in concert with the will of the Son.
It is also the same
Bom. viii. 3. The assumption that dfiapria here stands for sacri

in

=

fice for sin

nstan or ttes, Lev.vi.

difficulty of requiring that
* It

is

Christ;&quot;

by

us,&quot;

we

23

;

Num.

viii. 8, is

give to duapria

true that vtrep might here also be understood as
&quot;ambassador,&quot; as well as the clause

but the idea of

&quot;

two

liable to the
significations.

in behalf of the cause of

&quot;as

if

God were

beseeching

forbid us to overlook the idea of substitution.

merely of preaching to those who are yet to be converted, but also
require not only the renewal of repentance, but also of the
assurance of reconciliation. Without this announcement of the atonement for the world,
f This holds not

for Christians,

who always

preaching would possess no specifically Christian character. It is, finally, hardly neces
sary to remind our readers that it is not sufficient to plant, but it is requisite to water and
likewise to continue to cultivate on right soil ; and in reference to this demand of the
church, preaching naturally includes many other objects.
which is not to be understood the same as 61 avrov, but
\ Therefore iv at
explained by
case, and so far as we live in his fellowship.&quot;
T&amp;lt;p,

&quot;in

may be
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1-3.

The

opinion that a^aprm stands for the concrete dpaprukos must be
rejected ; for the thought is wholly inapposite that God has made

him who

is

holy a sinner.

It

is

&quot;

mitted

it) to

represent sin

be
;

sin,

i.

e.,

Bom.
him who had no
had never com

simplest after the analogy of

sin.&quot;
God made
to retain the signification
thought of sin (to say nothing of the fact that he

viii. 3,

caused him, according to his purpose, to
in his real unity with sinful man, as

regarded him

surety and sin-offering for the race, in order in his flesh to
sin for ever.
(See on Bom. viii. 3 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24.)

6.

condemn

THE ADMONITION.
1

(vi.

vii. 1.)

As the servant of God the apostle admonishes the Corinthians
not to receive grace in vain, that his ministry may not thereby be
blamed ; that he may rather approve himself a servant of God,
in that, although overtaken by all kinds of earthly afflictions, he
is nevertheless faithful, and asserts himself victorious over
every
He also expressly warns them to avoid com
opposition (vi. 1-10).
munion with darkness and its works, and to keep themselves, as
belonging to God s people, free from all pollution (vi. 11 vii. 1).
Paul does not assume a position above the Corinth
Vers. 1-3.
but
condescendingly desires to become a fellow-worker with
ians,
them, and to admonish them as they ought to admonish themselves.
Unquestionably the apostle here considers the possibility of the grace
The dangerous error of pre
received by any one being again lost.
destination which asserts that grace cannot be lost, is unknown to
Scripture, and experience confirms the falsehood of it ; as thus the

many who at a later period again become apostates
must according to predestinarian views, be referred to a mere voluntas sicjni.
The apostle felt himself compelled to this admonition in
conversion of

order to avoid giving occasion to the accusation that he fulfilled his
ministry in a sluggish and indifferent manner, that he had respect

unto men.

The quotation from

Isa. xlix. 8, with which he supports
he cites faithfully after the LXX., de
which all the promises were fulfilled ; the
mention of it is intended to awaken reciprocal and grateful love in
believers, and at the same time invite them to make true use of a
period so full of blessing. It is likewise intended to remind them that
a difficult hour of temptation may arrive, in which they may not be
able to stand, should they not have diligently employed the day of

his admonition, and which
scribes the day of grace in

(The quotation closely follows the LXX. &SKTOC; has
occurred already, Luke iv. 24 Acts x. 35 ; euTrpoodeicrog, Bom. xv.
In ver. 3 ; TTPOGKOTTIJ
16.

salvation.

=

;
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Paul then depicts in a varied and copious discourse
which must recommend him as a servant of
Three divisions are distinguishable in the entire pas

Vers. 4-10.

his apostolic labours,

God

12).

(v.

ev vrjareiaig) ;
sage ; the first describes external afflictions (as far as
the next contains expressions of spiritual prerogatives and virtues

and then antitheses succeed, in which
contrasted with the virtues, and the latter are
represented as utterly vanquishing the former. Here again however
we cannot without forced arts give any reliable reasons for the ar
far as &v dvvdfjiei Qeov);

(as

outward

affliction is

rangement of the particulars

;

special

and general features

alternate,

without any perceptible reason the apostolic discourse presses on
ward without order, like a mighty stream. In 2 Cor. xi. 23, seq.,
In the present passage it
there occurs an entirely similar passage.
we might
is striking that the outward matters take the first place
have expected from the context that the spiritual advantages would
be first mentioned, since surely in the exercise of the apostolic office
these are of pressing importance.
But Paul proceeds in a climax ;
he passes from the external to the internal, from the conflict to the
victory.
(Concerning arevo^pia see iv. 8 aKaraoraaia is found in
1 Cor. xiv. 33, in the signification of
confusion,&quot; as also at 2 Cor.
uncertain
it here signifies
In ver. 6 the
xii. 20
disturbed,
fa Trvevpari ayiy arrests attention on account of the generality of the
;

;

;

&quot;

&quot;

life.&quot;

;

expression, for all the preceding virtues are possible only through the
For this reason Bengel, Baurngarten and others, un

Holy Ghost.
derstand

it

of the Charismata

but

;

it is

not clear

how mention can

made

of these, as these gifts might be connected with an unlaw
ful striving.
The expression is best regarded as general indeed, but
be

so that the following points are conceived subordinately to it.)
The
antitheses from vers. 8-10 are carried out in strict rhetorical form,

and with the utmost

Under the

figure of the combatant
Paul
13,
10, seq.),
(Rom.
Eph.
represents himself
armed with the weapons of righteousness, wielding alike weapons of
offence (6 rrAa de^Lo), and of defence (dptarepd, (f&amp;gt;vfauer/jpM9 dfivvrrjpia).
With these he presses forward triumphantly through the most varied
vi.

xiii.

12

spirit.
;

vi.

is to be rendered here
the preposi
(The
&quot;by
tion carries on the figure upon which he entered, although imper
fectly, by means of the expression OTT/UZ dutaioavv^.) In what follows
Paul places the plausible views of his antagonists concerning him,

did

circumstances.

;&quot;

:

ntroduced with ug, in contrast with his own true character, as

re

Billcognizable by the eye of faith. Thus rightly Emmerling.
roth errs in referring c5^ to both the members, thus making the
views of the opponents signified not by this, but by the connexion

of the whole.
is

The

added, and which
*

Bengel observes

:

nai each time
repeated, to which in ver. 9 I6ov
may in each case be supplied, entirely refutes

per arma offensiva

quum floremus, per defensiva quum

labor amus.
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Among

this supposition.

the antitheses dyoov^evoi

i

striking.

This

unknown
but how could
mistaken/ but
expression means not
this be made a ground of accusation ?
Probably it refers to
the assertion of his enemies that he was merely an inconsiderable
that Peter, John, and James were of more
teacher in the church
&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

;

To

Paul replies, by pointing to his wide acquaint
importance.
ance, i. G , his extended labours, which had made him well known.
In hvnoviievoi } TTTGJ^O/, outward trouble and poverty are contrasted
with that joy and spiritual abundance which can impart without
this

in

any degree impairing

iii.

22.)

itself.

(On

irdv-a Karsxeiv, see at 1 Cor.

This public statement by the apostle, which might
be
construed
by his enemies as conceit, he desires to have
again
the
on
reciprocated
part of the Corinthians by a similar frank
But with this
the reward he alone seeks is, love for love.
ness
that
the
is
likewise
they are yet re
connected,
request
reproach
11
ver.
served and narrow-souled.
arofia
dveuye, Kapdla -nenhd(In
frank confidential
but
in
not
discourse
does
rvvrai,
imply
general,
Vers. 11-13.

;

discourse, as Billroth correctly maintains in opposition to Fritzsche.
In ver. 12 the apostle contrasts with TTkarvveaOai, arevoxupsiaBaij

but at the same time modifies somewhat the idea. Instead of say
ing, I am not straitened towards you, he says, Ye are not straitened
To regard the
in us, i. e. I embrace you with wide-hearted love.
arevoxtopelaOe as imperative, with Heumann, Morus, and Schleusner,
}

The accusative rijv av-cr\v
unconditionally forbidden by the ov.
be
of
ver.
to
is
avripiadiav
13,
explained with Fritzsche, as being
connected with nkarvvOrjTe without ellipsis, and is resolved by TO de
is

The admonition introduced in vi. 1, is now re
Yers. 14, 15.
sumed and continued, for by their obedience thereunto the Corinth
ians are to display the sincerity of their love.
But what leads the
the
now
to
exhortation
of
ver. 1, not to re
apostle
apply
general
ceive the grace of
all fellowship

God

in vain, to the special purpose of preventing
?
And besides this to connect the

with unbelievers

.

exhortation immediately with the ir^arvvOrjre nal vp-elg, whence it
appears as the purport of the following sketch that they were to
But
display this temper precisely in the separation recommended.

the Christians were already separated from the Gentiles ; the ex
hortation which follows could therefore only be intended to advise

remain distinct, and to beware of backsliding. But of re
into
idolatry, the apostle had as yet by no means spoken,
lapsing
and to this what follows contains no allusion. If, indeed, we con
sider that individual members of the Corinthian church had them

them

to

selves participated in sacrificial festivals in the heathen temples (1
Cor. viii. 10), there existed ground for dreading a relapse into hea-
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is not, perhaps, to be taken in its
since
its
antithesis, the temple of God, is employed
proper sense,
a
It
as
only
figure.
appears most probable to me, that the reason

thenism

;

why Paul
tion

yet eMwAa, in ver. 16,

asserts so impressively the necessity of an absolute separa
to signify the danger incurred

from unbelievers,, was in order

12), if they continued in their present
intentionally alludes to it in an indirect
manner, because he still hoped for a favourable issue, and towards
the extremest offenders would exercise the extremest forbearance.

by

his

course.*

antagonists

The

(v.

apostle

Thus interpreted, the passage stands in strictest connexion alike
with what precedes and follows. Finally, it will of course be evi
dent that according to the declaration of Paul in 1 Cor. v. 10, the
fellowship here forbidden does not apply to every form of association
or living together, but to labouring together for one end.
Now, of
in
with
no
had
the
Corinth
Gentiles
thought ; the
labouring
party
heathen tendencies which, according to the

first epistle, still

prevailed

in that church, could not certainly have given occasion to so em
phatic a diatribe ; but undoubtedly the enmity of Paul s adversaries

had arisen to so great a height as to render it doubtful whether it
would be possible to labour with them for any length of time, i. e.,
to acknowledge them as members of that church for whose destruc
This was to be indirectly brought before their
tion they toiled.
reason Paul expresses the necessity of separat
that
and
for
minds,
ing opposites in the strongest terms. If the adversaries were not
already dntoroL, atcorog, children of the devil, they were decidedly on

way to become such. The contrasts of light, righteousness, etc.,
which indicate the well-affected, are not to be regarded either as
exaggeration, or that which the Corinthians were yet to become,
but rather as the true expression of the Christian character. The
regenerate man in whom Christ dwells, is indeed sinful and weak
in the old man, but his true self, in which alone he is beheld of
God, is holy and perfect, for it is Christ in him. The Catholic view
of a gradual purification of the new man in no degree corresponds
with the declaration of the Holy Scriptures. See on vii. 1. (In ver.
14 irepo^vyelv is a very rare word, less difficult in its signification
than its etymology. By some it has been derived from Vyof, in the
to which &repoiryeiv must
balance,&quot; according
signification of a
mean to incline to one side of the balance.&quot; But it is undoubt
mak
edly better to derive the word fronrthe signification &quot;yoke/
different
be fastened with a yoke with
ing &Tepovyelv mean
i. e., to work with different powers
animals, e. g., ox and horse
In
end.&quot;
one
ver.
15
towards
Be/Uap is unquestionably the correct
It is = V^Va, but not a mere error of transcription, but
the

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;to

;

reading.

of the
possibly a provincialism, in which examples are not wanting
xii.
the
A
in
with
is
also
of
found
Testament,
BeAmp
p.
exchange
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VII.

1.

pair, in Grdbii spicil. i. 159. -In ver. 16 GvyKarddeaic;, approbation,
consenting unto, occurs in the New Testament only here.
(See
Cicer. Qusest.

Acad.

iv. 2.)

Paul might consider the image of the temple, in a
church formed of Gentile elements, as not entirely intelligible ; he
therefore explains it from Lev. xxvi. 11, and then proceeds to
Vers. 16-18.

strengthen

anew

similar elements

his

warning against any
by passages from Isa.

closer
lii.

11

connexion with dis
Jerem. xxxi. 33,

The application of the first quotation proves, how real
xxxii. 38.
the apostle would have his readers regard the image of the temple
the point made specially prominent by it is the indwelling of God
;

From the force of this KVOIK&V,
(Sec 1 Cor. iii. 17, vi. 19.)
KprrepLTTarelv, dwell in, walk in, therefore,, nothing is to be abated ;

in

man.

the latter expression corresponds to the [wvetv of John, and stands
In the citation from Isa.
parallel with the dyeiv of Kom. viii. 11.
lii.

11, an allusion

is

unmistakeable to the Mosaic law which declared

who touched a dead body, and other objects pro
nounced unclean. The apostle conceives the idea typically,
The concluding quotation contains
gives it a spiritual application.
those unclean

and&quot;

the promises of grace which shall follow the faithful observance of
this admonition, which are all concentrated in their receiving the
adoption of children. (iLavTOKparup, except in this passage, only
occurs in the Apocalypse, but there frequently.
The
render

LXX.

n^a* * \)
Chap. vii. 1. Under the possession of such promises, which
must assuredly awaken gratitude. Paul finally again repeats his ex

by

it

^ttJand

hortation that they should preserve themselves free from every stain,
and in (childlike) fear of God (see on Kom. viii. 15) perfect their

(commenced) sanctification. (On the import of dyioovvr) see at 1 Cor.
i.
According to the general train of thought (as already ob
30.)
served at 1 Cor. i., and iii. 15), Paul means not to represent flesh
and spirit (cap!- not Ttvevpa) i. e., the entire man, inward as well as
outward, as unclean and requiring purification ; for vi. 14, 15, de
scribes the isame objects here addressed as light and righteousness
itself, consequently, such as have already received through faith
in Christ, forgiveness of their sins, and participation in the merits
The words only bear reference to keeping themselves free
of Christ.
from all contamination, and to the further growth of the pure new
man (1 John iii. 9), by which the old man who is devoted to death
But in ap
(not to purification) is ever more and more displaced.
of
the
this
the
and
of
the
process
growth
new,
dying of the
pearance,
old man, takes the form of a being purified, because the same indi
The
vidual bears within himself alike the old and the new man.
a
in
2
1
Tim.
7
21.
are
to
Cor.
v.
ii.
be
understood
;
20,
passages
similar manner.
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2-7.

GODLY SORROW.
2-16.)

(vii.

Turning from the more objective aspect and bearing of the pre
ceding section, to the actually existing circumstances, Paul first de
scribes his apprehension concerning the manner in which the Co
rinthians might have received his epistle, in which respect, however,
Titus had comforted him (vii. 2-7); he then shews how the godly
sorrow of true repentance is ever the source of inextinguishable joy,
which reason he had been comforted even by their mourning,

for

because

it

was not a sorrow of the world

(vii. 8-16).
This section, compared with chaps, x. and xi., proves
the
quite clearly that Paul certainly addressed the entire epistle to
still outwardly undivided church, but that in the first nine chapters
he addresses himself in thought rather to the well-affected, in the

Vers. 2-4.

succeeding chapters to the adversaries. Yet passages such as vi. 14,
even in
seq,, indicate an unnristakeable reference to his antagonists
the earlier chapters ; for, without such a supposition, the immediate

and animated transition from
oare

rjfidg,

ovdeva

&quot;

&quot;

%^

r

r\-

receive us, etc., are utterly in
immediately give utterance to the

i]$iK,r\oa\Lv K. r. A.,

How

explicable.

thought

1 to 2, and the declarations

vii.

could

Paul

we have wronged no

man,&quot;

after exhorting

cleanse themselves from all filthiness of flesh

and

them

spirit,&quot;

if

to

the

latter injunction bore none other than a strictly general and moral
reference ?
On the contrary such a transition is easily accounted for,

we admit

that it enjoined, as above explained, the necessary
from
the antagonists, in case they persevered in their
separation
tendencies.
worldly
(To the x G)P aaT ^fwfc, the Tr^arvvO^re of vi. 13
Love is represented as a capacity of
be
may
fittingly compared.
In
the
receiving.
expressions which follow, Paul takes into consid
eration the, to a certain extent, abominable accusations of his oppo
nents.
[See particularly on TrAeovs/cretv, viii. 19, 20, xii. 14, 16.]

if

r

]

yhe

reference

is

cestuous person.

not to any particular individual,

The

TrpoeiprjKa refers

to

vi.

12.

as,

e.

g.,

the in

The

plural v ralg
those like-mind

Kapdiaig is again striking, but it refers to Paul and
The elg TO owanodavslv
ed, here particularly to Titus [ver. 5, seq.]
and avqv are but a periphrasis for -rravrore, so that the meaning is,
&quot;

and under all circumstances.&quot;
frankness,&quot; but
bold, joyful hope.&quot;
forever,

&quot;

in Horn. v. 20.)
Vers. 5-7.

&quot;

In

ver. 4, Trappqoia is

not

rTrepnepiaaevG) occurs again

In contrast with his present joy, the apostle de
Macedonia (before Titus brought him intelli-

scribes his anxiety in
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S, 9.

gence from Corinth) which came in addition to his outward sorrows ;
but through him God had consoled him. The expression ?) oap%
here indicates human nature, not as evil, but as
?]ij,tiv, our flesh,
weak. Paul means to intimate that his spirit (vov$) was without
anxiety, because he

was

fully conscious of rectitude,

element within him w as
r

Corinthians.

(*H/ze0a is

but the

human

powerfully troubled for his beloved
best supplied with ev iravrl 6Xi(36fievot) it is
still

not necessary to suppose an anacoluthon.) In this tribulation the
God of all comfort consoled him (see i. 3, 4) through Titus. He
describes himself and his friends as raTreivoi, humble, inasmuch as they
acknowledged themselves to be in a state of true spiritual necessity,
since they cared not for worldly considerations, but for the kingdom
of God.
The ev ~y irapovata of ver. 7 must not be misapprehended ;
not only the coming of Titus rejoiced the apostle, but also the intel

ligence which he brought from Corinth, viz., that his epistle to the
church there had made a good impression. (Concerning EmTroOrjais
of ver. 7, see the passage v. 2.
Odvp^df indicates the affliction
affairs in Corinth, vJAof the zeal
the
vncp tyou refers to all three points.
;
cu* compares the joy with the previous sorrow,
I now

caused by the unfortunate state of

Paul

to fulfil

MaAAov

s

commands

&quot;

^apf/t

more than I had formerly sorrowed.&quot;)
Vers. 8, 9.
How extremely doubtful Paul had felt concerning
the result of his letter is proved by the d KOL pere^o^v he had thus

rejoiced

:

though only for a moment, that he had written so strong
but he no longer entertained the feeling
nay, he rejoiced
ly
over the sorrow which his epistle had awakened in the Corinthians
not indeed over the sorrow itself, but over the repentance connected
with it
by the godly sorrow which he had wrought in them, he
had proved to them yet again a blessing. In this simple construc
tion of the passage the only doubt which can arise is relative to the
regretted,

;

;

;

;

Billroth takes it in the significa
/W,e7rw ydp it. r. A.
for I reflect, take into consideration/ on the ground that it
But this seems forbid
otherwise contains too inapposite a remark.

meaning of the
tion of

&quot;

den by the el nal Trpo^ wpav, which weakens
AvTreZv, which the jSAerrw ydp would seem to
on the contrary, we receive the /3/U-Trw ydp as
ZkvTTTjaa vjidg, not as a supposition, but as a
sense of
Trpbg

:

&pav

again the force of the
render prominent. If,
representing the abovq
fact experienced, in the

for I perceive according to Titus report, etc., the el KCLL
thereby gains a perfect sense and connexion. It then ex

presses the tender love of the apostle, who, even when the sorrow he
inflicts is salutary, abridges the period of suffering as far as possible,

in order that godly joy may again shine forth from the affliction.
Thus understood, the idea can in nowise be considered feeble. (In
*

Baumgarten connects

larly inappropriate,

wcrre

pe

jwMov

xapr/vai with

what

follows,

but this

is

singu
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Iva iv rcavrl

in order that in every relation, through joy and sorrow, I may
bring you a blessing.&quot; But, as Billroth correctly observes, the Iva
&quot;

is

decidedly to be understood TEALKUC, for Paul sees therein a Divine

arrangement.
The more special thought is now generalized. Paul
Ver. 10.
distinguishes a twofold sorrow,, that according to God (Kara Oeov),
and that of the world (rov /cocr^ou). Both expressions involve a two
fold reference^ which are alike to be regarded. The Kara Qeov signifies

not only the Divine pleasure, but also the relation to God and the rov
Kocpov marks both its dominion in the world, and again its relation
to the world.
The sorrow of the world, which deplores sin only on
account of its unpleasant consequences, has no life in it ; it rather
;

which may

exist, by plunging the sinner into de
on
the
contrary, is the source of everlasting life,
spair. Godly sorrow,
for it effects a perdvoia elg aurripiav 3 repentance unto salvation.
might suppose the ^VTTTJ to be the usrdroia itself, but the latter in
volves faith, the former is the purely negative side of the sorrow,
whose subject is not the consequences of sin, but sin itself. (Billroth connects d^erafiekrjrog with a^r^pta, but the epithet is inappli
cable to salvation ; it is self-evident that salvation is never repented

destroys the

life

We

It is however fittingly joined with perdvoiav, for in a worldlj
point of view it is possible for man to lament having surrendered
himself to a strict repentance, instead of a cheerful enjoyment of
of.

life.)

Vers. 11, 12.

-The apostle exhibits the operation of godly sor

row in the conduct of the Corinthians, in an actual

case, viz., in

their proceedings towards the incestuous member of their church (1
His exhortation had aroused in them a mighty zeal, and this
Cor. v.)

was the principal object of his epistle. Their proceeding with
regard to the immoral person alluded to is to be here adduced merely
as an example ; it concerned but slightly the important questions
which agitated the Corinthian body. But the apostle desired to

in fact

avoid direct niention of the divisions, in order not to diminish the
It is obvious finally, that the ex
possibility of reconciling them.
pression OVK eypaijja dvenev rov dSutrjaavrogj I wrote not for his sake

who did

the wrong,

is

not to be urged

;

as if

we were

to

suppose

that Paul had not had the sinner himself in his consideration.

He

only means

to say that he desired above all things, to employ this
circumstance to arouse the whole church from its slumber, and

that this salutary movement might also affect the sinner benefi
It has been
cently, was of course included in the apostle s wish.
or the
the
that
the
himself,
ddiKTjdeis
implied
apostle
supposed,
church but this cannot be adopted, because Paul is carrying out
the refthe thought that his view was not directed to the fact itself
;

;
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13, 14.

is in no way applicable to the church, on whose behalf
he declares himself in the concluding words of the verse to have
But had he represented himself alone as the injured
written.
would have implied a reproach towards the church, who
this
party,
might thereby have felt wounded ; but the context does not justify

erence then

us in attributing to the apostle any intention of blaming the Corin
thians ; it is his aim rather to commend them. It is evidently forced

a high degree to receive the elveicev rov ddiK^vrog as neuter (TO
ddiK?]0v = TO ddiKTjfjiajj with Heinsius and Billroth ; it is more nat
in

ural to refer

it

to the father, who,

by the conduct of

his wife

and

her step- son, was the really injured party. That we are uninformed
whether he were still living, forms no ground of objection to this ex

(In ver. 11
planation ; as no argument intimates the contrary.
the reiterated cU/U is again intensive, in the signification of into.
The single expressions contain as it were the description of the feel
ing of the Corinthians, elicited by the apostolic appeal, with refer
ence to the offender, and arranged in a climax. According to this,
dnokoyia cannot well imply exculpation through the fact of punish

ment, as Billroth maintains, for the expressions which succeed bear
reference to this, but the excuses offered for their negligence, in that
Ayavdnrrjthey had not punished the offender at an earlier period.
[which does not again occur in the New Testament] refers to the
exhibition of moral feeling on the subject of the offence, 06j3o? to
Gig

evil which they had tolerated through
and
EmnoOTiais
V~/Aof express the sentiments toward
clemency.
the apostle himself, and eKdinrjais the result proceeding from the ob
In ver. 12 the reading VJMV rr\v vnep r^Av is, with
jects enumerated.

God, as the avenger of the

false

Lachmann, unquestionably to be preferred. The whole, connexion
and not Paul s
proves that it was undoubtedly the Corinthians zeal,
zeal which was intended, and besides it is easy to account for the
It appeared more natural that the
existence of the other reading.
write in order to prove my zeal to you, than, in
apostle should say, I
order to display your zeal. Finally, the critical authorities in favour
of this reading are also considerable, so that Griesbach hesitated

between the two.)
This result of his writing was sufficient to com
Vers. 13, 14.
fort the apostle (retrospective reference to ver. 7), but to the com
fort was added the rejoicing over the joy of Titus, who had found

him concerning the Corin
everything confirmed which Paul had told
In ver. 13 Billroth and Lachmann have already proved the
thians.
correct reading to be tm 6e ry TTayaiiXriozi V\L&V TrepiaaorKpcog fj,d^\ov
I prefer vp&v
K. T. A.; we can only hesitate between vjuwv and ^(juHtv.
as the

son

more

because it might be inferred from the first per
that Paul would further enlarge upon his con
Paul s comfort was also that of the Corinthians, they

difficult,

7rapa/re/cX?j|U0a

solation.

But
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4.

themselves being the origin of it. (On TrepiaooTepus jua/Uov, comp.
Gr.
Ver. 14 explains for what cause Titus
48, c, p. 351.)
joy had so much rejoiced the apostle, viz., that his predictions had
been proved correct. Billroth incorrectly understands navra of all

Winer s

that Paul had said of Titus to the Corinthians.
contains not the slightest intimation.

Of

this the text

It rather signifies every

thing, without exception, published by Paul in Corinth ; and the
whole statement is intended to portray him, in opposition to the

calumnies of his adversaries, as the faithful preacher of the truth,
whose confidence has not been put to shame by the better portion
of the Corinthian church.
(The reading in ver. 14 of tf navxflGLc

Em TiroVy accepted by Lachmann, cannot be approved. The
d/U/ ug OVTGX; teat refers to the above tfe/cat^imt, we must read
therefore
W&V for Kavxqois vp&v cannot well be said, as the
vptiv

Kav^^

:

The inter
Corinthians had permitted themselves to be deceived.
change of these pronouns in the Codd. is so frequent, that their au
thority can be but slight with reference to them.)
The humble obedience of the Corinthians
Vers. 15, 16.

is
repre
sented as that which, above all things, especially rejoiced Titus ; not
as if they feared the man in the apostle, but God, who proved him

through him. The apostle therefore justly grounds
frame of mind the joyful hope, that all he desires to effect

self effectual

upon

this

among

them, will prosper.

8.

THE

(viii.

COLLECTION.

1

ix. 15.)

The following copious dissertation concerning the collection made
the
apostle for the Christians in Jerusalem (see Cornm. on 1 Cor.
by
xvi. 1), is first an exhortation to liberality ; but whilst Paul urges
he does not neglect to secure himself against the probable cal
umnies of his adversaries, who appear to have been bold enough to
endeavour to cast suspicion on the integrity of the apostle. (See
this,

viii.

20.)

He

therefore

commands

that several brethren selected by

the church, should take charge of the money, and thus effectually
put an end to any calumny on the subject.

The apostle commences, by exhibiting the conduct
Vers. 1-4.
of the Christians in ]\{acedonia, as an example to the Corinthians
they having proved themselves bountiful in a high degree, under
unfavourable circumstances, and entreated the acceptance of a
:

very

is only to
contribution far beyond their circumstances.
(In ver. 1
be considered as carrying on the subject. Xdpig indicates the liber
Divine grace.
ality of the Macedonians, in as far as impelled by
&amp;lt;5e
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ver. 2 the mention of the trials of affliction* endured by the
Macedonians only occurs in order thereby to mark more strongly
their bountiful spirit.
Despite their sufferings, they abounded in
that
had
received through the gospel, the hea
in
feeling
they
joy,
and
this
treasure,
joy urged them to impart freely of their
venly
outward goods. Instead however of continuing real iv Kara (3dOovg

In

7TTu%eia TJ Tiepiooeia K. r. A., the apostle boldly describes the poverty as
co-ordinate with the joy, representing both together as the impelling
occasion to the abundant gift.
It is very possible that xpTjaro-rj-os
has here been substituted for dnko-rjrog, since, in its general signifi

cation, d7T^6rr]Tog appeared inapplicable. But this expression is also
used with reference to genuine true liberality and benevolence, as
The passage Eom. xii. 8 is not to be
particularly at ix. 11, 13.
enumerated here.
But in Josephus. Arch. vii. 13, 4 [and likewise

Tacitus Hist.

86 simpticitas], it is employed in a similar sense,
23 Job xi. 13, by the Greek translators. A^vOai-

iii.

also in Isa. xxxiii.

;

New

pero$ of ver. 3 occurs again in the

Hesychms explains
In ver. 4,
manifest gloss.)
plied.

it

by

fit;aodai i^id^

Testament only

in

viii.

17.

from ver. 5 ZduKav is to be sup
must be erased from the text as a

efcovaiog

;

Paul employed the unexpected and voluntary sacri
on the part of the Macedonians as an argument to animate
Titus, intending thereby that he should arouse the Corinthians to a
like contribution, in order that they might not in any respect fall
short of their brethren.
(In ver. 5 eno iow is to be added to KOL ov
The
KaO&g i\Xj^ioa\i.v.
iavrovg td&Kav rw itvpiit) is not to be under
Vers. 5-7.

fice

stood as of a spiritual yielding up, as

if the meaning were,
they first
themselves
and
to
the
and
then
as a
wholly
gave
internally
Lord,
of
frame
of
offered
the
this
to
necessitous
mind,
consequence
pure
brethren of their possessions but the giving themselves means here
;

the bestowing everything, and retaining nothing for themselves. If
the former were the correct sense of the words, a reference would cer
tainly be

made

to it in that

which

follows,

which

is

not the

fact.

The

apostle rather takes for granted the entire yielding up every
thing to the Lord as matter of course. That, however, the gifts
offered to the Lord, were delivered over to him, the apostle, here
ascribes to the will of

God

in order to

make them

observe that

the idea had not originated with himself. In ver. 6 the Trpoevjjp^aro
refers to a former abode of Titus in Corinth, when he might also
have endeavoured to further the present object. Lachmann has pre

In ver. 7 aAAo is again to be taken in
ferred the reading ivrjp^aro.
the sense of imo, and ver. 7 is to be closely connected with ver. 6,
Paul
so that the Iva in ver. 7 corresponds with the Iva in ver. 6.
&quot;

* See
concerning the persecutions of the Christians in Macedonia, Acts xvi. 20,
xvii. 5

;

1 Thess.

i.

6,

ii.

14.

seq.,
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requires nothing oppressive from the Corinthians, he only affords
them an opportunity of appropriating to themselves another spirit

ual

blessing.&quot;

explaining

Billroth,

ver. 7.

Lachmann

xii. 8.

dydnq.

who has overlooked

this,

completely errs in

Concerning merit, hoyog, JV&OL&amp;lt;;, see on 1 Cor.
reads ry e fm&v iv v\iLv for ry e| fyiwv tv r^lv

But the usual reading

is

preferable, because

Paul

is

enu

merating the prerogatives of the Corinthians, consequently the
dydrrrj tf avr&v must be likewise mentioned.)

As in 1 Cor. vii. Paul here also distinguishes be
Vers. 8, 9.
tween KTriTayrj and yv&\n\ he will not command, but merely advise,
and test the sincerity of the love professed by his beloved Corinth
;

The experiencing Christ s mercy naturally tends to enlarge
the heart, and incline the individual to bestow likewise upon others;
therefore this grace must be wan ting among the Corinthians, if they
ians.

prove themselves deficient in the particulars named. Ver. 9, as
well as Phil. ii. 6, belong to those passages in which Paul plainly
The nkovciog &v } being rich, ex
declares the humiliation of Christ.
of
in the glory of the Father, and
the
eternal
existence
the
Son
presses

became poor, expresses the voluntary renunciation of the
same, out of compassion for the misery of mankind. It is entirely
wrong to understand Christ here as a type, with Billroth and Usteri,
eTTTuxevce,

making the
do ye

As Christ by becoming poor, made others rich, so
The meaning is rather, As Christ, by becoming
&quot;

sense,

&quot;

likewise.&quot;

made you

ye can thus bestow of your abundance upon
end were ye placed in this condition.&quot; The only ob
jection which may be urged against this acceptation, is, that Christ
poor,

rich,

others, for to this

has rendered mankind spiritually rich, while the bestowing here re

commended

But as the outward giving
regards outward things.
to
the
as
the inward motive, wlrich
give
disposition
presupposes
without it could never take place, although the outward possessions

But in fact such a
exist, the difficulty is readily removed.
difficulty does arise, if Christ is here only considered as a type ; for

might

the yivuoKere yap appeals to the Christian consciousness of the
Corinthians, presupposing among them that experience of the grace
of Christ which

makes

rich

;

for

with this accords the thought not

that they should imitate him, but only that the feeling of their
inability to do so should stimulate them to those proofs of grateful
love which display themselves in good works, approving themselves
thereby not unfruitful partakers of those riches, bestowed through

and not through any merit of their own.
Paul however does not counsel thus with a view
to his own advantage, but to that of the Corinthians, who require
to be led on to the perfection of the work commenced, in order (as
stated in ver. 7) to gain this further blessing. For the correct un
Christ,

Vers. 10, 11.

derstanding of this passage,

it

is

necessary to remark, in the

first
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were
place, that according to 1 Cor. xvi. 2, continuous contributions
to take place weekly, and were not to be made only once ; Paul may
therefore require that the accomplishing (tmreMoai ) should succeed
Then with respect to the circumstance of
the doing (rToifjaai).

the deheiv following the KQU\&amp;lt;J(LI^ the expression ?/ npodvpia rov dzheiv
has already explained what was intended viz., as Winer
(ver. 11),
:

and Billroth correctly observe, the divinely-approved feeling which
accompanies the performance. Paul thus means to say it must not
only be done outwardly, but as ye have already begun, ye must
also give in the right feeling, and finally, ye must persevere in it
unto the end. (The drcb Tri-pvai of ver. 10 occurs again in ix. 2. The
:

then, in general,
expression signifies properly, in the past year
previously.&quot;
Xenophon [Hist. iii. 2, 6] has only irepvcri. E# rov
;

&quot;

Ixeiv is to be understood, as

shewn by what

&quot;

according to
the possession/ )
Vers. 12-15.
Liberality in its general relation is further illustrated
in the verses which follow.
As it consists not in the largeness of the
in
but
its
relation
to
the
possession, so is it also not to be restricted
gift,
follows,

to one side alone, but among Christ s members, as one body knit to
gether in the fellowship of love, the giver should receive again, and

the receiver be prepared to bestow where necessary ; in this manner
a true community of goods is produced, which it is folly to strive to
Love creates freedom and equality
attain in any other manner.

without revolution, a spiritual community of goods. (See on Acts
Paul very ingeniously applies the passage from Exod. xvi.
ii. 44.)
18, which represents that in collecting the manna every Israelite
found himself upon the same footing. In God s kingdom, likewise,
none have too much, and none too little, although, according to
their various necessities they have not all the like quantity.
(In
ver. 12 V7rp6odKTo$ is better connected with rig than with TrpoOv^ia.
In ver. 18, yevrjrai is to be supplied to iva. This verse shews be
sides, that the distress suffered by the Christians in Palestine was
only temporary, the removal of which was to be looked for. In ver.
15 the quotation is made after the LXX. from memory it runs
OVK enkeovaae 6 rb TTO^V, Kal 6 rb ttkarrov OVK,
thus in the original
;

:

The apostle then
Vers. 16, 17.
who was appointed to conduct the
be as earnestly solicitous

for

passes from himself to Titus,

collection, representing him to
the welfare of the Corinthians as he

had previously represented himself his zeal not only rendered him
prompt to the exhortation from Paul, but urged him voluntarily to
;

undertake the journey. Billroth s conception of the passage is erro
neous ; for he thinks that Paul intended to compare the zeal of
Titus with that of the Corinthians themselves ; but this vnep vfi&v
forbids.

The

aorist

tgfjhOe,

and likewise those

in the

following
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understood as implying that Paul writes as
occupying the position of the receiver of the epistle, for unquestion
ably Titus himself conveyed this letter to Corinth.
In order, therefore, to remove the slightest occa
Vej:s. 18-21.
sion for malicious accusations, Paul had caused several brethren to
be selected, together with Titus, who were to receive, and afterwards
deliver over, the bountiful collections which were the object of
Paul s exhortation his wisdom led him not only to act with con
scious purity, but also to avoid all suspicious appearance in the eyes
of men. This passage is finally a remarkable proof of the shameless
audacity of some among the apostle s adversaries for he is- not
the precautionary measures taken by
speaking of bare possibilities
Paul prove that they had really ventured to cast a doubt upon his
The description in ver. 18 might indeed apply to several,
integrity.
but probably Luke is meant, who is mentioned in the subscriptions
as the bearer of the epistle, and whose narrative in the Acts of the
Apostles ceases at xx. 1. seq. (a passage which belongs to the time
of the composition of the second Epistle to the Corinthians), to be
Xei~
in the first person, which implies that he had left the apostle.
in
ordination
as
in
course
Acts
not
of
19
does
ver.
porovTjOeig
signify
it rather merely points to an action taken by the churches
xiv. 23
in Macedonia in the choice of the deputies who were to accompany
Titus ; Paul might have proposed, and the churches accepted them.
verses, are finally best

;

;

;

;

2vvKd?]iwg

our

rjfitiv

companion.&quot;

refers to the projected

The

Trpbg rrpodvfiiav

is

elliptical, it

as

must be

&quot;

&quot;

XeaOai is

3.

i]n&amp;lt;Zv

&quot;

In ver. 20 frrekfor a declaration of my willingness.&quot;
employed in the signification of to withdraw one s-self
So again in 2 Thess. iii. 6. Concerning ^leloQai see vi.
avoid.&quot;

understood
to

journey to Jerusalem,

AdpOT7](;

=

Trkovrog, Trepiaoeia.)

After again making allusion to an estimable
and
brother
companion, all these messengers in conclusion, as his
and
fellow-labourers, are impressively commended to a fa
partners
Vers. 22-24.

vourable reception from the Corinthians. Who the brother is, of
whom mention is here made, cannot be determined with certainty ;

Paul appears
probably, however, one of those named in Acts xx. 4.
to have included him in the deputation on account of his great repu
tation among the Corinthians, i. e., by reason of his ability to arrange
(In ver. 23 the sentence is not regularly
anything among them.
formed ; it ought to have been e lre Tirog, or elre vuep adehfy&v. We
can, with Chrysostom, supply an duovoai n fiovheoOe to the vTtep.
A7r6(7ro/lot is here, with reference to ver. 19, to be received in themore extended sense of &quot;commissioned.&quot; In ver. 24 Lachmann
reads ivdeiKvvpevoi, instead of evdei&ade, which is perhaps preferable
as the more difficult reading. -Elg Trpoaunov indicates the tendency
of this

&quot;

evdeit-is,

VOL. IV.

30

in order that

it

may come

before the face of the
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churches, and they
cause/ )

Chap,

ix., 1, 2.-

may perceive

that I have not praised you without

It has been already observed in the Introduc
between chapters viii. and ix., as

tion that no interval takes place

those commentators have supposed who divide the present epistle
two parts rather the discussion concerning the collection still

into

;

After some information concerning the persons who were
appointed to convey the money, Paul returns to the subject of the
goes on.

collection itself, intimating, in a delicate manner, that it was un
necessary to write more upon that head, as they had ever shewn
themselves forward in the matter ; and he therefore recommends

them

to gather the various contributions

together as soon as pos

(Ver. 2. Concerning the drcb Trtyvot, see
omits the t before vfi&v, but the usual reading
sible.

preferred.

Zeal

is

viii.
is

10.

Lachmann

undoubtedly to be

considered as something proceeding forth from

the Corinthians, and really communicating itself.)
The sending beforehand of the brethren, appears,
Vers. 3, 4.
to
the
according
playful declaration of the apostle, contrived as the

means

to secure their

lame to the Corinthians, that the Macedo
later period, might not find them

who accompanied Paul at a
The Karaia^vvQC^iiev
unprepared.

nians

Jmtlq Iva

^rj /teyw/zgy v^ielg, ive,

not

a cheerful sportiveness by which the
apostle wishes to stimulate the Corinthians to an interest in his
undertaking ; from the nature of the thing it was not desirable to
to say, you, etc., also involves

employ serious command in urging to a voluntary
ingenious declaration before us was well adapted

cliarity.

But the

to prepossess the
Corinthians in favour of the thing, since it represented them as

already disposed towards the collection, and then adds that two
brethren are sent beforehand, in order that the fame of their prompt
itude should not suffer in the estimation of the Macedonians who

w ere
r

to follow.
Riickert takes occasion from this passage to reproach
the apostle with behaviour at once insincere and of bad example
viz., at 2 Cor. viii. 2, Paul had represented to the Corinthians that
:

Macedonians abounded in liberality, and here he declares that
the readiness of the Corinthians had stimulated the Macedonians to
an exhibition of zeal. But as whole churches, and even entire prov

the-

inces are the subject of remark, it would seem possible for the apostle
to be completely consistent ; Paul might hold forth the liberality of

the well-intentioned Macedonians as an example to the Corinthians,
at the same time produce an effect upon the less benevolentlydisposed Macedonians by a description of the kind feeling existing

and

among the

better Corinthian Christians.

rovTG) r corresponds

in

xi. 17.

The

to the iv

virooraaig

&quot;

matter, cause,

thing,&quot;

rf/

must

(In ver. 3 the iv

TO&amp;gt;

pepei

v-oardaei ravr^ of ver. 4, exactly as
therefore be received in the sense of

which, although not found elsewhere in the

SECOND CORINTHIANS IX. 5-11.

New

Testament,

is

The meaning of
its original meaning.
found in Heb. iii. 14, xi. 1, is derived from

yet

&quot;

conviction,
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evidence,&quot;

being, essentiality,&quot; because true eonThe
in
itself both matter and essence.
inludes
viqtion
potentially
in
from
is
this
verse
Kavxriae&s
T^
gloss
unquestionably interpolated

the original signification,

xi.

17 of

&quot;

this epistle.)

The brethren

Vers. 5-7.*

close the collection, so that

sent before

on the apostle

18, seq.) were to
arrival it should be per

(viii.

s

all might therefore still richly contribute, but at the
same time with cheerful spirit. (In ver. 5 the collection is styled evin so far as proceeding from benevolent and charitable minds
in so far as obtained with difficulty, and alloyed by a cov

fectly ready

;

,

etous

;

Err BvXoyiai^ is
In ver. 6 with rovro 6e supply loreov.
with faidopKvuc,, that it must be understood
for bless
ekmdi
1
As
in
in
Cor.
ix.
.in
In
abundantly.
10,
hope.

spirit.

so contrasted
ing,&quot;

i.

7

ver.

e.,

&quot;

npoaipeiodai, to propose to

one

be willing to do some

s-self, to

thing.)
Vers. 8,

9.
According to Ps. cxii. 9, God is represented as the
rewarder, who ever extends the necessary means to the benevolent,
that under all circumstances they may have the power to exercise

good works of

The iaKopmae
ver. 6,

all

kinds.

(The quotation strictly follows the LXX.
metaphor of the oTrdpew commenced in

refers to the

and continued

in ver. 10.

The

fievet etc

ing to ver. 8, to be taken pregnantly, viz.,
and abounds richly in all good works.&quot;)

&quot;

rov al&va,

is,

accord

he continues always,

The image of the sower is specially applied to be
The Almighty, who provides seed for the sower, and

Vers. 10, 11.
neficence.

also minister that which is necessary for the
harvest
of
love,
spiritual
causing it to increase to the fruits of right
eousness, in order that ye may be rich in all bountifulness to the

bread

for food, will

by whom ye have been
In this metaphorical language, the seed intimates
the possession of outward wealth, but certainly in conjunction with
the charitable disposition to employ it to good purposes and the
fruits are the individual acts of charity proceeding from these ele
ments. As Christ declared, my meat is to do the will of my Father,
works of charity appear in this passage as the meat of believers. In

glory and thanksgiving of God, through us,
so encouraged.

;

the KV ~avrl -XovrL^ofievoi, this hope is represented as already real
it stands for etc, TO Trkovri&odai vpdg.
;
(In ver. 10 it is unne
both
cessary to seek a distinction between huxpprfyelv and xoprjyelv

ized

;

expressions occur in the New Testament only in the epistles of Paul
rlYn (Je ^ nhrjOwel are to be
and Peter. The futures
preferred to
the optative ; they imply the certain hope which renders any fur

x9

ther petition unnecessary.

The form

yivr\\ia,

instead of yevvrjpa

is
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found only here ; in New Testament language na^nog is commonly
employed for it.)
Yers. 12-15.
Connecting it with the thanksgiving to God which
their charity had called forth, the apostle finally declares that this
exciting to God s praise and glory, and especially to intercession,
are to be included among the good results of the collection.
The
virtues of believers are not to be exercised solely for themselves, or
sake of their salutary influence on others ; for fundamentally,

for the

the glory of God is their object, they being all his work.
apostle himself therefore pours forth God s praise (ver. 15).

The

(In
of the two expressions, dtaKovia or heirovpyia, had
been sufficient ; yet their union is by no means pleonastic, since
ver. 12, either

marks more prominently the application of the

relief,

and

the gathering of the benefaction. In ver. 13 dianovia is
regarded as the test of the state of mind. The do^ovrsg refers to
those from whom the thanksgiving to God proceeds. He alludes to
ia

the vnorayi] and the arr/loT^,

i. e.,

to the obedience

and the benevo

lence aroused through the instrumentality of the apostle.
In ver.
not
avr&v
is
no
to
be
considered
defoei vnep V\L&V
14,
longer
depend
ent on 7rt in ver. 13, but is to be connected with 6ia TTokk&v evxa-

rendering ver. 13 of the nature of a parenthesis, and
closely explaining the thanksgiving to God, as is the interces
The dveKdirj^rog of ver. 15 occurs in
sion by &m7ro6ovvTG)v K. r. A.

piari&v

ro&amp;gt;

0e&amp;gt;,

more
the

New

xi. 33.)

Testament only here

;

similar forms are found in

Kom.

Ill

PART THIRD,
XIII. 13.)

(X. 1
9.

FALSE AP OSTLES.
1-18.)

(x.

UNTIL now, Paul has addressed himself pre-eminently, to the
better-intentioned in the Corinthian Church, but from the 10th
chapter he directs himself against his adversaries (see Introd.
3),
without, however, making a perfect separation into two distinct
Those opposed to the apostle had sought to lower his dig
classes.
nity and weaken his authority by describing him as weak in per
sonal influence, although courageous and full of self- commendation
in his letters.
To this representation Paul opposes the declaration,

him to be, personally, precisely such as his
with
but
respect to his glorying, he boasted not
promised
of himself, but of God, who had appointed him to his important
that they would find
letters

;

sphere of action (1-18).
The apostle begins to set aside the accusation, that
Yers. 1, 2.

when present he was weak and submissive, although he appeared
courageous when absent, by beseeching his readers not to render it

among them, he should as boldly
assume his apostolic authority as he had done in writing to them.
This, of course, involves the inference that evil would arise to them,
and they might feel disposed to resent it, if he were compelled to
rebuke them.* That he entreats them to this by the meekness
and gentleness of Christ, evidently implies that he desires to act in
the name of his Master, and would willingly exercise gentleness
The words of Kara K. r. /L, are of course to be
instead of severity.
In
as my adversaries accuse me/
understood with the restriction,
ver. 2 the deo^ac takes up again the TTapatcakG), and connects with it
the object of the request in the words TO ^TJ -naquv Oappfjeai r^ rreTroiThe form of the entreaty, however, naturally confers upon
Orjaei.

imperative that, upon appearing

&quot;

the p) rrap&v dappijGai the signification of
that I may not find it
to
bold
when
that
necessary
appear
present, or,
ye may not compel
in
me to appear
order
to
the
But,
greater impression,
produce
&quot;

so.&quot;

*

At

the conclusion of the epistle

(xiii. 2, 3,

10) this idea

is

again laid down.
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this severity which was to accompany his appear
not
as
merely possible, but as already determined upon ; with
ance,
It is only ironically, as from the point
certain
to
persons.
regard

Paul represents

of view of his opponents, that Paul signifies his appearing thus as a
roApyom. Bat precisely that which these men presumed to reprove
in him, the walking after the flesh, i. e., the being actuated by hu
man views, the fear of man, and the desire to please the world, was

worthy of blame in themselves. (In ver. 2 TTenoiOijaig is forbearingly
to re
used ; it indicates seventy, serious reproof, as Qapptiv does,
&quot;

prove fearlessly/

)

Ver s. 4-6.

In order to enforce this thought, Paul further asserts
he
that, although
might walk after the flesh and in weakness, he
warred
not
with the weapons belonging to the flesh, but
assuredly
with those which were Divine and sufficiently mighty to overcome
everything contrary to God, and to bring
apostle here passes from the idea of what

all into obedience.

-The

sinful in odp%, which is
most prominent in ver. 2, to that of weakness, and describes him
self as the champion of God, as not only defending himself, but at
is

tacking the strongholds (o^vp^ara) of the wicked. (Kara Qeov should
be contrasted with Kara capita, but instead of this the idea of power

immediately held to view, and this by rw Gew
I cannot take the dative with Billroth as
for

is

is

referred to God.

but
before
to
his
will
and
in
which
i.
Winer
e., according
God,&quot;
judgment,
What he desires to express by the term
concurs. See Gr.
31. 4.)
He mentions the Aoy^ovf
strongholds is further shewn by ver. 5.
KCU TTCLV vipufia tTraipoi-ievov Kara rfjg yvuoeug rov Qsov, reasonings, and
every high thing, etc., as to be subdued and brought into subjection
to the obedience of Christ, at which he employs ndv vQr\\m in the same
&quot;

&quot;

sense as before

Aoyjcr/zovf.

The

God,&quot;

condition in which such high, proud
and is opposed to the

or vorjpara prevail, is called napaKori,
which Paul desires to call forth. If

we now inquire what
the apostle intends to indicate by these expressions, it is undoubtedly
apparent, according to ver. 7, that he designs especially to reprove
that seeming wisdom of the sect of Christ which leads them haugh
exalt themselves in opposition to the true knowledge of
Christ represented by the apostle, and to claim for themselves the
The theoretical and practical ele
prerogatives of true Christians.

tily to

ments may not be separated in
trate each other

;

this view, for both necessarily pene
theoretical conceit can never remain free from

As to the employment of this passage in
practical consequences.
proof of the incompetency of human wisdom to pass sentence in
matters of faith, it must be conceded unquestionably to the opposers of this application of

it, that the lofty things exalting themselves
the
of
Christ may be conceited thoughts in gen
knowledge
against
eral ; yet it may not be denied that the apostle s first and chief idea
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regarded a false gnosis (as described in 1 Cor. i. iii.) which resists
the true knowledge, and lays claim to reception as the real and
genuine Christianity. It is evidently the design of the apostle (see
Comm. on 1 Cor. i. iii.) to demonstrate that the cause of the con
founding of false with true Christian knowledge lies in the fact,
that, instead of seeking the enlightenment of the

explores the depths of the Divine Being,

man

Spirit which
trusts to his own

Holy

wisdom. The present passage, therefore, can be understood with entire
correctness only when we allow that it proves that Paul considered
reason incapable of producing the truths of the gospel out of its own
resources, but that we were rather to receive these truths in obedience
of faith, and permit ourselves by no arts to be drawn aside from the
simplicity of Christ (xi. 3).
But, on the other hand, to extend the
contents of this passage to the point that wisdom is also incapable
of receiving and inwardly understanding the truths offered, is in de
cided contradiction with the frequent assertion of the apostle, that

man

is not wanting in the organ necessary to receive arid
perceive
the Divine things revealed to him by the Spirit (see Rom. i. 19) ;
he is simply not to desire to become his own oracle, his own God.

(The orav Tr^p^Oy
seem, namely, that

vfi&v

7]

vnaKorj of ver. 6, is striking

when the obedience

of all

is

;

it

would

perfected, there

But PauJ only desires

would remain no more disobedient to punish.

thereby to express the necessity for a separation of the elements still
I am prepared to punish
existing in Corinth, so that the sense is
who
shall
continue
all
disobedient at the
excommunication)
(viz., by
&quot;

:

period that obedience shall have perfected itself in you,
the true church.&quot;)

Yer.

more

7.

direct

any one

From

who form

this point the apostle addresses his opponents in a
el TI$ ntiroiOev iavrti Xpiarov elvai,
if

manner, and in the

trusteth to himself that he is Christ

s,

alludes primarily to the

sect of Christ, who laid especial claims for themselves to being Christ s,
which, on the other hand, Paul no less vindicates to himself. Baur,

however (Tiibing. Zeitsch. 1831,

pt. iv., p. 99), correctly denies that
the present passage bears reference to the faction of Christ alone.
The apostle seems rather to be maintaining his authority against

his antagonists generally, who boasted of a
with Jesus and his immediate disciples.

more intimate connexion
must therefore con

We

clude that Paul intended to include in the reproof directed against
the sect of Christ, all his adversaries whose pride leads them to the
assumption that they alone were the true Christians. This charac

appeared most strongly in those properly styled ol rov Xpiais against this class, therefore, that the apostle especially
directs his attack, and he employs an expression which refers primarily
The understanding of this passage has been rendered un
to them.

teristic

rov

:

it

commonly

difficult

by translating rd Kara npoaunov

&quot;

pkenere, as,

Do
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Billroth has
ye look on things after the outward appearance
taken
the
words
as
correctly
implying,
already, following Ambrose,
u
Behold, I pray you, what is so clearly evident,&quot; making j9A7rere
With this agrees perfectly what follows, which con
imperative.
?&quot;

tains an appeal to the simple sense of the Corinthians, that he (the

apostle) should assuredly be considered a servant of Christ, and that
abundantly demonstrate him as such. (At the conclu

his labours

word Xpiorov is wanting in so many authorized
has been expunged by all the best critics.)

sion of the verse the

Codd. that

it

Paul now conceives

his relation to -Christ more defi
which bestows upon him a spiritual
If he have boasted somewhat of this authority, he is by no
power.
means ashamed of it, for it is in order to their edification, and not

Ver.

8.

nitely as his apostolical office

to their injury.

Here we

But the boast
are to supply the idea,
of
destruction/
(The
your
productive
&quot;

ing of your adversaries is
construction involves an anticipation of the idea, since ei$
Kal OVK elg naOaipeaiv vi&v is immediately connected with

while, according to the sense it should have been OVK
The edv re yap nal nepioaor&oov Kavxrjccjpai, only
iyevero yap, K. r. X.
If
have
I
somewhat abundantly boasted myself/ and not,
implies,

n

&quot;

If I would yet more abundantly boast myself/ )
To attach ver. 9 to ver. 8, as proposed by Billroth
Yers. 9-11.
and Lachmann, appears to me entirely inconsistent with the
&quot;

thought.

Ver. 11 evidently contains a refutation of the assertion

relative to the object of his epistles, which ver. 10 attributes to his
Billroth s mode of connecting ver. 9 with ver. 8 is in
adversaries.
&quot;

I say this to you (that
the highest degree constrained ; it is thus,
I have received my authority for your edification) that it may not
But such a
appear that I desire to terrify you by my letters/

statement could by no means remove this appearance; the senti
of ver. 11 only can perfectly remove it.
What I am in my
in
Paul
am
the severity
would
I
letters,
say,
niy personal presence

ment

;

letters is the severity of
entire nature.
(In ver. 9 the
connecting the &$ dv with the infinitive instead of the optative, cre

in

my

my

ates a difficulty.
Billroth supposes an ellipsis by way of facilitating
the connexion of verses 8 and 9 ; Bretschneider even reads hadv,

W e must, with Winer
T

quasi.

[Gr.

42, 6], regard

it

as irregularly

employed for &g av Sirfofidifu. In ver. 10 Lachmann reads $aai for
which is certainly a correction to render the text easier. The
singular is not to be understood of a definite individual, but must
0?7&amp;lt;7i,

be taken impersonally.
See Winer s Gr.
Whether the
58, 9.
words ?/ napovaia rov ou^arog doOevife, the bodily presence iveak, may
include a reference to any weakness of bodily constitution is a ques
tion
still it is by no means improbable that the weakness which in
the present and following chapters of the epistle, is mentioned by
;
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the apostle in contrast to the mighty power of
bear a corporeal reference.)

The
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12.

God

in

him,

may

also

words of this verse establish the idea which

first

Such people may believe of me, that,
I
shall
letters ; for I cannot per
being present,
appear like
suade myself to place myself on a level with those who commend
&quot;

immediately precedes.

my

themselves, i. e., I will not, as my adversaries, praise myself ; yet they
be assured that, when present, I shall not spare/
( EyKpivai
and avjKplvai are certainly not synonymous, although, according to

may

the connexion, very closely allied ; the former signifies
to reckon
in a number,&quot; the latter
to place together, or compare with some
one.&quot;
Totyav has, as in Rom. v. 7 ; 1 Cor. vi. 1, the signification of
&quot;

&quot;

be able to prevail upon one s-self.&quot;) But the re
of
the verse is uncommonly difficult, and has claimed
maining part
much particular consideration from annotators. Fritzsche particu
sustinere,

&quot;to

larly has treated the passage with acuteness (Diss,

ii.
page 33, seq.),
I
have
not been able
Nevertheless,
to convince myself of the correctness of the explanation furnished
by these learned men ; Emmerling s view seems to me rather to de

and Billroth has followed him.

serve the preference, of which Fritzsche himself says
Emmerlingius eo me deduxit, ut judicio meo in hoc difficili loco pa3ne
The view taken by Fritzsche and Billroth is this
diffiderem.&quot;
&quot;

-

:

:

they erase the words ov owiovaiv rjfielg 66, and connect ver. 12 with
But inasmuch as we measure
ver. 13 in the following manner
ourselves by ourselves (i. e., our value by the measure of our real
&quot;

:

performances, and not by the standard of imaginary ones, as others
do), and compare ourselves with ourselves, we by no means boast
ourselves without a measure, but according to the measure which
God himself has given unto
Here, however, the first ground
us.&quot;

of doubt

is

that the erasure of ov avvtovatv

of necessity,
satisfactory

rj^slg de is

merely an act

being impossible to explain the usual reading in a
manner.
True, Fritzsche has adduced evidence to
it

prove that the interpolation of the words in question was in some
degree probable, on the supposition that they were wanting in the
But the critical authorities render them so certain,
original text.
that even Lachmann has not ventured to omit them.
Only D.F.G.
leave out the four words
OVVLOVOIV.

This omission

internal difficulty, for

;

is

who

some of

less weight barely the words ov
manifestly to be explained only by their
could have inserted them in the text if

they were originally wanting ? So also correctly judges Eeiche in
the Programm already quoted at 2 Cor. v. 3. But again, the
meaning of ver. 12, in its connexion with ver. 13, is indeed thus
apparent, but a new difficulty arises by the fusion of the two verses.

For

it is

not very clear,

if so

intimate a connexion takes place be-

* See the third Excursus of
Emmerling

a

Commentary.
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tween the verses, how the apostle arrives at the usrpov rov Kav6vo$ 9
measure of the rule, which God had distributed to him, and to
which no allusion had been made in the foregoing passage. The
contrast in which ver. 13 is placed with ver. 12, by i^ieis de, greatly
facilitates

the assumption of the transition to a new subject.
The
is, whether the usual text is capable of a

only question, therefore,

As already observed, Emmeiiing s expla
satisfactory elucidation.
nation of the sense of the passage seems to present a correct mean
ing ; he considers the ov OVVLOVOLV as a participle, belonging to
iavTolg,

and which the apostle applies

&quot;

ourselves to

upon

from his adver
a/Ua avroi K. r. A.,

to himself as

saries, so that Paul contrasts himself in the words
with his opponents in the following manner :

We

ourselves with those

compare

cannot prevail

who commend

themselves, but we rather measure ourselves entirely by ourselves
as may be gathered from ver. 18, by that which the Lord hath
(i. e.,
given in charge to us, by Christ s will in us), and compare ourselves

with ourselves, who, in the opinion of our antagonists, are unwise.
But we are not unwise we do not boast without measure, but,&quot; etc.,
The idg de thus agrees perfectly it forms, indeed, no antith
etc.
esis with d/,Aa KOL K. r. A., but with the judgment of the antagonists
Bill roth s remark,
of Paul, which is contained in the ov avwovaiv.
what
reason
Paul
for
should
here consider
that we cannot perceive
;

;

fj

himself unwise in the opinion of his adversaries, is incomprehensible.
Emmeiiing has already appealed to chap. xi. 12, in which the same

and when Billroth remarks upon this, that Paul then does
;
as he praises himself, but in the present passage he di
inasmuch
it,
he does not boast without measure, he appears to
that
states
rectly
occurs

is here
representing the
accusations of his adversaries as ridiculous and self-contradictory.
There remains, therefore, but the one objection, that the article is

have overlooked the fact that the apostle

but as eavrois precedes, rdl^ might
have been omitted by the transcribers, the more so, as, mis
understanding the difficult passage, they may not have taken
required before ov OVVLOVOLV

:

easily

This, at all events, is a far more lenient
ov OVVLOVOLV ?)/^ & and
proceeding than expunging the words
of
has
the
facilitating the understanding of
moreover,
advantage
OVVLOVOLV for the participle.

,

what

follows.

By a very peculiar turn the apostle passes over in
an unexpected manner to a subject altogether new, for which reason
it is advisable to maintain the separation of ver. 13 from ver. 12 by
means of the rj^elg 6s } and not to obliterate it. Paul had hitherto
he assumed
only repelled the general charges of his adversaries that
a hia;h tone throughout his epistles, but now he comes to the special
the slightest notice had not yetoccuired in either of
point, of which
Vers. 13-16.

the epistles, that he had not intruded himself into a

field of labour
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not his own ; but that Corinth, and not Corinth alone, but all the
surrounding territory, had been appointed him by God, as the pro
vince which he was to fill with the tidings of the gospel.
By the
expression nerpelv, measure (ver. 12), with which in ver. 13 the elg -a
dperpa is connected, Paul so passes over to this point, as to contract
the general idea of measuring into the more special one of the limits
assigned to his appointed sphere of activity.
may here inquire,

We

what can have given occasion to the apostle to enter upon this point
If Baur rather strongly expresses himself
precisely at this place ?
to the eifect that the adversaries of Paul
appear to have regarded
themselves as the proper founders of the apostolic church (see work
already quoted, p. 101), it yet cannot be denied that assertions
of his adversaries vindicating Corinth as their province, must have

been known to the apostle. This claim would only have been made
with some show of justice if they themselves had been engaged in
the work in Corinth before the apostle ; for according to the agree
ment mentioned in Gal. ii. 9, Paul had, in accordance with the Di
vine will (Acts xxii. 21) received the Gentile world as his appointed
We therefore cannot perceive^ how his adversa
sphere of labour.

him

preaching the gospel in Corinth. But if,
appeared there, they were already engaged in
the work, they might undoubtedly do this with a show of right.
But as Christians were already to be found in Rome when Paul ap
peared there in person, and notwithstanding the rule laid down for
him (Rom. xv. 20) he nevertheless preached there, the same thing
ries

could upbraid

at the time Paul

for

first

might also have occurred in Corinth, no apostle having hitherto ap
peared there, and moreover, the persons labouring there being by
no means orthodox teachers, but seeking rather their own honour
than that of God. To which party these persons belonged, who
were labouring in Corinth before the apostle, cannot be discov
ered from the text before us.
(In ver. 13 ^rpov rov Kavovog is not
K.CLVUV
is
the
rather
the measure, the scale, whilst ^K-pov
pleonastic ;
The following pzrpov might indeed be
is the deduction from it.
omitted, but it is repeated in order to represent with more sharp
ness the tyiKKaOai a^pi KOL v^tiv, to come even as far as you, as some
thing ordained and commanded by God. In ver. 14 v-epeareiv^
it is found
is significant
throughout the New Testament only in
to stretch one s-self beyond the
this passage,
limits.&quot;
&quot;

The &g p)

appointed
be understood
who should not have
according to the view and assertion of the antagonists.
vplv is to be connected with what precedes, as Calr

^LKVOVIIEVOL

to wit,

come/
In ver. 15

h

is

to

&quot;

vin has already correctly stated, although it is easy to understand
how the VIMOV might furnish occasion for joining it to neyahvvd r}vai.

The principal aim of the apostle was to prove that this mission ex
tended far beyond Corinth, and that he consequently only awaited
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XI.

3.

the perfecting of their faith, in order to proceed further, and bear
In ver. 16 rd vnepeKeiva sc. /^p?/, regions be
the gospel to others.
the
lands
sea, viz., Italy and the more remote Spain.
beyond
yond,

See Bom. xv.)

The apostle now concludes his subject with the
Yers. 17, 18.
utterance of the fundamental idea of the entire discourse, that all
is the Lord s (because all power and
which reason he alone can commend man,

glory

the hearts of his brethren in the truth.
the parallel passage, 1 Cor.

10.

i.

all blessing are his), for

can approve him to
(Concerning ver. 17 see o^
i. e.,

31.)

THE TRUE APOSTLES.
(xi.

1-33.)

In order to lead the Corinthians who were in danger of permit
ting themselves to be drawn aside from the pure gospel by deceivers,
to a clearer perception of the distinction between true and false
apostles, Paul is compelled to remind them of his disinterestedness,
his sufferings and conflicts
whilst those who falsely represented
;

themselves as preachers of righteousness sought only their own pro
fit, and exacted gifts from the church ; he at the same time taking
occasion to observe, that he regarded himself in no degree inferior in
those prerogatives which they claimed for themselves.

Ver. 1. Taking into consideration that which immediately pre
cedes (ver. 17), the dippo avvrj, folly, whereby the apostle designates
his statements concerning himself, can be referred only to the senti

ment of

his

opponents.

The whole passage hereby

acquires an

ironical tinge, and a tendency towards reproach.
Paul considers his
readers as entering into the views of his antagonists, and entreats

them from this view to permit him to continue a little foolish. A
comparison with his adversaries in the sense put forth by Baur (see
work already quoted, p. 101), viz., ye endure them, bear therefore
with me,&quot; cannot be acknowledged, as Billroth justly remarks, be
&quot;

cause in that case nal fyov would have been employed by the apos
tle in order more strongly to indicate its contrasted
application to
himself.

(On fyskov

see 1 Cor.

The reading

iv. 8.

of the

text. rec.

on the contrary, the dative
fjveixeoOe yields decidedly to dveixeaOe
in
its
construction
considerable difficulty, and
dfypoavvq
ry
presents
:

we

should, with Biickert, sanctioned by B.D.E. 3 prefer the usual

reading

n

T?/? dfypoovvrig.)

Paul alleges his sincerity of purpose with regard to
Yers. 2, 3.
their welfare as the ground upon which he claims their forbearance;
he

desires to

keep them

free

from every temptation, although he ap-
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4.

prehends that they may have already permitted themselves to be
In describing
led astray from the simplicity which is in Christ.
this state of purity, the apostle employs an image drawn from mar
He seems to consider himself in
riage, but in a peculiar manner.
the position of one who selects the bride, and presents her in purity
It is only thus that dpfio&aOai gains exact sig
to the bridegroom.
nificance ; it is used in the sense of
to suit,&quot; as by the LXX. in
however
be referred to the Parousia
Prov. xix. 14
Trapaarrjaai, may
as the marriage festival of the Lamb.
So Billroth, with entire cor
&quot;

,

The hi dvdpi finally signifies that she can be no other
without adultery. In this, the foreign influences are reproved
Paul de
(ver. 4) to which the Corinthians had yielded themselves.
scribes this as (pda^vai ra voT/para dnb rrjg dTrXorrjrog et$ XpKjr6v } their
rectness.

man s

minds being corrupted from

the simplicity which is in Christ. This
simplicity (dnXor^) corresponds with the before-mentioned purity
(ayvorrif) ; it denotes the centering of the elements of moral life to

one point, the person Christ, just as every thought of the bride is
devoted to the beloved. The contrast is dnl v^ta, which according to
1 Cor. i. 3 is here at the same time to be regarded as the false Gnosis
(ver. 6); for this had even seduced the Corinthians from that sim
This sin is likened by the
ple faith which Paul had inculcated.
apostle to the fall of Eve, who was betrayed through the subtilty
are justified in concluding from this mention of
of the serpent.

We

the Fall, that Paul regards it as the history of an actual occurrence ;
but of the way in which he explains it, nothing can be learnt from

The previous image

this brief allusion to the circumstance.

of the

pure virgin led him to the mention of Eve ; under other circum
stances he would have mentioned Adam, as in Rom. v. 12, scq.
Ver. 4. The apostle justifies his extreme anxiety for the Corinthans by declaring that he considered them so little grounded in
the faith, that it would be easy to draw them over to another form

The only correct explanation of this
of belief were they tempted.
6
in
which
one
the
is
verse
p#$ievo, he that cometh, is ex
decidedly
plained of false teachers generally (the article being used only be
cause the false teacher is conceived concretely. See Winer s Gr.,

Any definite personage is not to be assumed. The expres
18, 3).
sions Iqaovv d A/lov, nvevj^a trepov, evayy&iov *repov} imply only heret
Paul does not mean to
ical interpretations of scriptural truth.
say,

Ye might

be gained over to another entirely different form

of religion, but only, Ye might permit the correct faith which I
have delivered unto you to become deformed by the admixture of
Paul addresses the Galafalse doctrine through unsound teachers.
tians

in.

True, indeed, Chris
fundamental doctrines, is no longer Chris

a similar manner.

(See Gal.

i.

9.)

tianity disfigured in its
tianity ; heifce Paul exclaims to the Galatiaus,

&quot;

Ye have

lost
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5-9.

Christ
It does not however appear that it had yet proceeded to
such lengths in Corinth. (At the conclusion of the verse I prefer
the reading dve%ea6e, with Billroth and Lachmann. Paul then de
clares with decided certainty, &quot;If the deceiver comes, ye allow
dv could certainly not well
yourselves to be well pleased with him
be omitted with dvsi^eoOe or fivei%ea6e.)
!&quot;

;&quot;

The connexion is to be restored in the following
If the deceiver comes, ye receive him well, and ye afford
Now to these stand I in no
already a hearing to the false apostles.
inferior
and
I
that
granting
degree
might be deficient in the words
Vers.

manner

5, 6.

:

;

(1 Cor. ii. 13), yet assuredly not in true knowl
Yet, pursues the apostle, correcting himself, I have been
edge.
ever manifest before you in all things ; ye are acquainted with my

of worldly

wisdom

entire proceeding, wherefore should I again display it before you ?
Lachmann and Billroth have preferred the reading QavepuoavTeg,

which would require to be referred to the yv&ais which Paul had
pronounced against them. But the passive form appears to me
for it alone furnishes an
unquestionably deserving of preference
Paul describes
and
unconstrained
follows
transition
to
what
easy
himself not in his position as teacher, but in his outward relation to
;

;

the church
i^idg

J

(ver. 6).

Ei&amp;gt;

Tiara

cannot on account of the following

be referred to persons, but only to things

best explained of time.

T& Aoyw, and

Finally,
if also

;

we recognize

elg

tv iravri therefore is

clearly in the

d

de

I am rude

in speech, an accusa
tion on the part of the v-epkiav d-rrooroXoi and their adherents im
plied, which undeniably points to a more learned culture in them.
KOI Idiw-iis

Peter, James, and John (as
where they are styled ol doKovv-ec;
o-vkoi elvai, those accounted as pillars} it is rather clear from ver.
13 that it is intended to designate the false teachers themselves.
(The form v-^Xiav is found again only in Eustathius. The apostle
in his animated description frequently employs compounds words,
and specially so those compounded with v~ep.)
Vers. 7-9.
Pursuing his strain of irony, the apostle reminds the
Corinthians of the strictness with which he had persisted in accept
ing nothing from any one, for his worldly maintenance, and enquires
The
&quot;whether in this respect he had committed any offence.&quot;
apostle finally states of himself that he had received contributions
from other churches, especially from Macedonia (probably identical
with that mentioned in Phil. iv. 15, 16), which explains the asser
tions in 1 Cor. ix. 15, seq. But from the Corinthians he was justified
in receiving absolutely nothing, because their feeling was not suffi
His antagonists among
ciently simple and sincere in the matter.
them would have put a far worse construction upon hia acceptance,
than upon his refusal. In ver. 7 Iva v/zeZf vifx*)6rjTe is to be taken

But

this expression does not refer to

might be inferred from Gal.

ii.

9,

,
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merely as antithesis to eavArjaa they were exalted, and treated
nobly, as being in no degree burthened the expression is also ironi
The nai of ver. 8 is to be understood emphatically, &quot;although
cal.
to be stiffened,
KaravapKao^aL generally means
suffering want.&quot;
form
The
active
occurs
in
New
the
only
Testament, and
torpid.&quot;
in this epistle. [See xii. 13, 14.] The LXX. frequently employ the
It has in this passage the signification of
to burden, to
simple.
:

;

&quot;

&quot;

oppress,&quot;

to

make

one, as

it

stiff

were,

or faint.)

The

present passage undeniably proves how very
important this matter was regarded by the apostle. (See at 1 Cor.
He protests that none shall rob him of this boast, i. e.,
ix. 6, seq.)

Vers. 10-12.

he

will absolutely accept nothing from them, not from any feeling
of hatred or wrath, but from love, for the sake of those adversaries

whom
duct.

he desires to render conscious of their false and insincere con
(In ver. 10 the sentence

&mv

v tyoi

dhrjdeta Xpiarov

is

to be

as truly as the truth of Christ is in
understood as the form of oath,
as
I
am
a
as
Christian
i.
e.
$parrw signifies primarily
9
me,&quot;
truly
&quot;

!

Efc ty/e for tyoi
19], then, &quot;withdraw, rob.&quot;
from
the
idea
of
to
be
explained
hostility, which
striking.
implied in ^payrjaerai. On /c/U /za, see Rom. xv. 23. In ver. 11,

&quot;stop

is
is

up&quot;

[Rom.
It

iii.

is

Kal

diari scil. rovro Aeycj.

intimates the steadfastness of the

TTOITJCK*)

determination, as KOI Trjpijau in ver.
rai n. T. A. is not free from difficulty.
is

In

9.

It

ver.

may

12 Iva ev w

be inquired

av%wv-

if this Iva,

to be regarded as co-ordinate with the previous one, or

dependent
on c0opp/y ? The first does not appear probable, because had Paul
intended an antithesis between KKKOI^U and Kav%tivTai he would have
marked it more distinctly by adding eyc5 and avroi. Also the T&V
}

OekovTwv
is

dQoQiirjv

to describe

naturally leads to the conclusion that what follows
But again the
closely the kind of the dQopprj.

more

supposition that the second Iva

is

co-ordinate with the

first

yields

no

satisfactory meaning [we must then conclude that a negative has
fallen out], as ver. 20 decidedly shews that they were not able to

boast of the same forbearance which Paul had exhibited.* The
words are pertinent only as expressing the simple wish of the an
tagonists. To these it was in a high degree offensive that Paul should
of purpose which made them ashamed ;
persist in a steadfastness

they wished therefore to divert him from it ; that he might have no
advantage over them, but be found the same as they. The KV w
Kavx&vrai, toherein they glory, is however to be understood of their
asserting the right of receiving money to be a subject of boasting,

and an apostolic prerogative, as
* Billroth translates

is

plain from 1 Cor.

ix. 7, seq.

The

In order that wherein they especially boast themselves (ac
cepting no money), they may be found (only) like myself.&quot; But here it is entirely for
gotten that, according to ver. 20, they not only accepted money, but proved themselves
highly exacting towards the churches we also see no authority for interpolating the only.
&quot;

:

;
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manner, How
ever strongly they oppose me, they would gladly embrace an oppor
tunity of permitting me to participate in their boasting, and compel
rne to accept of a subsistence at the hands of the church ; but
entire passage has therefore

this is only for the

depriving

me

their desire

of

an

ironical tinge, in this

&quot;

purpose of concealing their own shame, and
fame ; therefore they shall not succeed in

my just

!&quot;)

Vers. 13-15.

Paul now unsparingly removes the mask, and pre

sents these persons in their true light as false apostles,
proving them
selves servants of Satan, and, like their
master, ever conducting
themselves with hypocrisy.
just punishment therefore awaits

A

them

!

of ver.

These are evidently none other than the vnepMav dnoorohoi
5, and it is thus impossible that the genuine apostles can be

in that passage.
But it is perfectly possible that these
sect
is
not
further defined) may have appealed to
hypocrites (whose

signified

the authority of the true apostles, precisely as the false teachers

mentioned in Gal. ii. 12. The expressions moreover are very strong,
and bring to mind the yevvrjfj,ara K%i6v&v which our Saviour applied
to the Pharisees (Matth. xxiii. 33).
Had they been members of the
Corinthian church, Paul would undoubtedly have commanded their
excommunication
but we can only regard them as intruding
usurpers, who had created a party to themselves in Corinth, and
from whose evil influence Paul sought to free those who had joined
;

them.

Whether the

rtfrrai elg

by the expression 6 aaravdg jwerao^^ais transformed, etc., alludes to a
Satan
dyyekov farog,
apostle,

definite fact, the history of the temptation, for

example,

is

not to be

discovered with certainty.
However it is highly probable that the
avrbg yap points to a matter known to the readers.

After Paul had thus openly and clearly expressed
concerning the false teachers, he returns to himself

Vers. 16-18.
bis conviction

his position, resuming the idea of ver. 1.
These men had
brought him into the disagreeable position of being compelled to treat
of himself, his rights and privileges.
But while doing this, he judged

and

it

necessary to guard his readers against considering
and worthy of approval ; he therefore describes

self,

it

it

as right in it
as an ov Kara

KvpioVj d/lAa Kara ri]v adpKa, not after the

Lord, but after the flesh, to
which he was impelled by the conduct of his adversaries, in order
to free them (the Corinthians) from their injurious influence.
In ver.
10 the apostle plays with the idea afypuv. In the first place, he prays
them not to consider him such because he boasts himself (folly be
longs to those who really do it from vanity) nevertheless if they were
not willing to be obedient unto him, still they might receive him, al
;

though merely as ctypuv, as they did those high-minded persons, that
he might thus boast himself a little. These last words then convey
with delicate irony the reproach that they had suffered the false
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(In ver. 16 we are with K&V to as
apostles so to exalt themselves.
sume an inversion it should properly be degaoOe [JLS, nav &g d(f&amp;gt;pova.
:

iv dfaocvvy proves that the apostle does not intend
ver. 17, the
to assert that he really speaks foolishly, but that his discourse may
present such an appearance. In ver. 18 ; he speaks more fully of the

In

o&amp;gt;

occasion of his assuming so apparently an offensive line of conduct.
Concerning the expression KV ravrq vnoordaei, TTJS Kav^]aeG)g } see the

remarks on ix. 4. It is also here best understood as &quot;matter, sub
In ver. 18 the Kara TTJV adpita, is referable not merely to na
ject.&quot;
tional descent, as exhibited in ver. 22, but to all external privileges,
and also such as are enumerated in ver. 23, seq. The article here is
unusual, but by no means inapposite ; the antithesis is Kara TO
TTvevpa, to which in this passage Kara Kvpiov stands parallel, and for
which Kara rov Kvpiov might be employed.)
Paul heightens still further the ironical tone of the
Vers. 19, 20.
discourse, and styles the Corinthians fipovipoi, who willingly tolerated
to this is appended a description of the corruption of
the dfaovec
the false apostles drawn in the strongest colours. Desire of dominion
:

and covetousness are the prominent

vices which the apostle exposes
the particular party to which these false teachers be
longed, the passage furnishes no clue ; the faults reproved are of a
purely moral nature, and such as might exist among persons of any

To

in them.

(In ver. 20, according to xii. 16, vudg is to be supplied to
if one take entire possession of you/
)
This endurance of unworthy treatment from the
Ver. 21.

party.

&quot;

\aiifidvei

:

blamed by Paul, who shews that it sanctions
had proved himself weak (i. e., not pos
sessed of such prerogatives as those in which they prided themselves),
heterodox teachers

is

the insinuation that he

whilst he nevertheless could exhibit as well-founded a claim as any
The Kara driuiav Aeyw K. r. A. has doubtless
other could pretend to.
Billroth.
It is usually understood of Paul
I confess to my shame that I have proved
himself in the sense of
myself too weak towards such usurpations.&quot; But then npog dripiav

been well explained by

&quot;

would have been employed, and besides under

this view the &g ap
pears entirely pleonastic. The reference is rather to the Corinthians,
The &g then represents that which
I say this to your shame.&quot;
&quot;

The
succeeds as the opinion of the Corinthians concerning Paul.
enumeration of all his privileges which follows is employed as a
and this he styles a rokudv, being bold, in
the
to
above-mentioned
opposition
daOevelVj being weak.
Yer. 22. The principal prerogative claimed by Paul, and of

refutation of this opinion,

his adversaries, was that he
to
God
s
not
that
he was a worshipper of the
belonged
people ;
only
true God (for the proselytes in this respect were equal), but that
he was included in
being bom an Israelite, of the seed of

which he was enabled to boast as well as

Abraham,

VOL. IV.
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Billroth erroneously makes
the blessings promised to that people.
no distinction between the three synonyms ; but the expression i(3paioi

and the latter again by the
evidently farther defined by lopariXirai,
inheritor of the promise
anKppa Afipadp, in which the idea of being an
here
is especially manifested.
Impartiality
compels us to admit that
is

We

have no
hypothesis appears supported by this passage.
of
here
attacks
the
followers
that
Paul
intimation
Peter, as
solely
seemed to us the case in iii. 4, seq.; he seems rather to include

Baur

s

at least also the sect of Christ, and yet he permits his oppo
nents to appeal generally to their Jewish extraction, which accord
not be
ing to our own hypothesis concerning that party would
more
far
Nevertheless
the
Introd.
to
them.
(See
1.)
applicable
is presented by Baur s view, that the contents
difficulty

important

of the entire

first epistle

ter of this sect.

do not harmonize with the Jewish charac

For should we even suppose that the

reference to

Gnosis may apply to such Judaizing false teachers as (like those
with
opposed in the Epistle to the Colossians) concerned themselves
attri
not
is
expressly
theosophist speculations (this characteristic

false

buted

to

them by Baur),

there nevertheless does not occur in history
had been seduced into that

a single trace of the fact, that Judaists

which the apostle reproves throughout the greater por
Epistle to the Corinthians, and which we may take
And
for granted could be found only among the Gentile Christians.
as x. 7 does not indicate the sect of Christ alone, but rebukes all his

false liberty

tion of the

first

in Corinth
antagonists generally, as, further, the individual parties
not distinguished throughout the entire discussion iii chs. x.

.are

am

persuaded that Paul for this reason here gave prominence
which the followers of Peter particularly
the
because
party of Christ nothing was to be found
among
appealed,
which could be regarded as an external hereditary prerogative. The
sect of Christ and of Peter had pursued the controversy against Paul
in concert
consequently the apostle might defend himself against

xii., I

to that Jewish descent to

;

them both at once, and yet give prominence
had relation only to one party.

to a single point

which

In a long series of descriptions such as occur in vi.
the apostle then enumerates the sufferings and necessities en

Vers. 23-27.
4, seq.,

which by their number and variety
It is not without an
Paul
the
treatment he had
in
and
that
v.
24
exposes
26,
object
intended to im
the
from
for
he
doubtless
thereby
Jews,
experienced
be of Jewish
to
that
in
of
the
Christ
them,
kingdom
press upon
This passage
descent was not so especial a subject of glorying.
dured in his apostolic

calling,

bear witness to the magnitude of his labours.

proves, finally, how little we really know of the life of the apostle,
for the Acts of the Apostles conveys almost no information concern

ing

all

these perils.

See concerning this subject Clemens

Eomanus
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ad Cor. i. 5) where a similar recapitulation may be found.
23 -napafypov&v AaAw is doubtless stronger than ?v dtypoavvq
of ver. 21.
I cannot however attribute to the expression the

(Epist.

(In ver.
Aeyo)

who

thinks

I speak foolishly,
for I glory in the sufferings which it is
duty to take upon
self
it rather appears to me that the irapa^pov&v AaAw refers en
Ye will regard
tirely to the views of his antagonists,
boasting

meaning Billroth

does,

&quot;

it

signifies

:

my

my

;&quot;

&quot;

The

my

not intrinsically objection
Trrep
able, yet, as the more difficult form, vnep eyw is to be preferred.
is here employed adverbially, and is the only
example of the sort
as foolish/

2].

xxv.

3.

is

New

Testament. [See Winer s Gr.
50, 7, Anin.
in
24
mentioned
are
ver.
forty stripes
according to Deut.
relates
were
that
accustomed
to remit one
Josephus
they

occurring in the

The

conjecture of vnepe^G)

Of the beating

with rods and stoning, examples are
Hitherto absolutely no in
22, xiv. 19.
stance of shipwreck occurs. In ver. 25 the vv^dTJfiepov iv rw
TrenoLTjKa doubtless implies the buffeting on the waves after the

[Arch iv. 8.]
be found

to

iji

Acts

xvi.

j3v0o&amp;gt;

wreck of the vessel.
Acts of the Apostles.

applied to time, frequently occurs in the
[See Acts xv. 33, xviii. 23, xx. 3.]
Vers. 28-33.
To these extraordinary perils, Paul still adds
the continued cares and labours of his charge, so that if he de
Tloieiv

would undoubtedly glory in his weak
which
leads
ness,
him, in explanation of his efficient
necessarily
to
the
of
which
must be mighty in him. (See
God,
agency,
power
sired to boast himself, he

xii.

9.)

The

apostle, in conclusion, appeals to

of his account,
first

ra

and mentions,
&quot;

TTapetirb^j

Lachmann

scil.

But

yevopeva,

has erased the

emavaraai^ pov,
ject.

finally,

danger he encountered in

this

&quot;

his

the

comma

by way

God

for the truth

of supplement, the

apostolic course.

(In ver. 28

things occurring yet
after napeic-og,

the daily assaults of

men upon

besides.&quot;

making the
me,&quot;

?/

the sub

connexion must yield to that which, with Gries-

bach, retains the

comma

after napeKrog.

The

things

still

besides

occurring, must evidently be regarded as different from those hith
erto described, and he only mentions two, the tmavoraais, assault,
and the (.lEpi^va, care, out of many other sources of discomfort.
Who
Billroth gives an entirely mistaken explanation of ver. 29
&quot;

:

weak, that I do not condescend to his weakness [viz., in order to
who suffers an offence, that I do not
thereby feel myself offended, and burn to free him from the offence,
The whole
and to reprove him who occasions the displeasure

is

avoid giving him offence] ?

?&quot;

context decidedly contains nothing which can be construed to refer
to condescending to the weakness of others.
Emmerling takes a
correct view of this passnge, when he makes dadevelv, oftavdaM&adai, 7tvpovo6ai refer to the before-mentioned sufferings.
slight

more

A

difficulty is

alone created

by aKavdaXi&aQat, but every endurance

is,
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1.

moral sense, a temptation, and may as such give offence. The
Who suffers, if I do not suffer ? who is tempt
is then this
in the fire of temptation ? i. e. } I suffer more
burn
not
do
I
if
ed,
than all others ; but of this I am so little ashamed, that I glory in
In ver. 31 the adjuration is best referred
as I must needs glory.&quot;
it,
to all that precedes ; the circumstance which occurred at Damascus

in a

&quot;

sense

:

only mentioned by way of supplement, as the first persecution
which Paul had to endure [see Acts ix. 24]. Billroth has admira
is

bly explained the tautology in ver. 32, KV Aa/ma/cw efaovpei rr]v AanaoKrjv&v
by regarding the iv AafiaaKti as elliptical ; so that
7rd/Ui&amp;gt;

the meaning

is,

likewise in

Damascus

I suffered

the like

;

the

Ethnarch guarded the city of the Damascenes, etc. Still it is a
question if kv bapac icG may not signify the territory of Damascus.
Concerning the occurrence

What
is

itself,

see

at Acts ix. 24.

particulars

here attributed to the Ethnarch himself [maotu pe 6iXuv\
there said of the Jews whom he desired to please. Josephus re
is

King Aretas [Ant. xviii. 7], during which it is
the
occupation of the city of Damascus by his troops oc
probable
The title tOvdpxn^ probably implied here a military com
curred.
Elsewhere it likewise
mander, the commandant of Damascus.
See 1 Mace. xiv. 47, xv. 1. In ver. 33
indicates civil authorities.

lates the wars of

be considered adversative,
through a window, by the wall.&quot;)
nai

is

to

11.

But

I

was

let

down

in a basket

THE TRANCE.

(xii.

The outward

&quot;

1-21.)

sufferings hitherto relatad could

only be indi

rectly a subject of boasting to the apostle, that is to say, so far as
they are a powerful witness for the magnitude of his labours. But

Paul now adduces as direct proof of the grace of God which was
with him, the mighty visions and revelations which he had received
In order, however, that he may not exalt himself from this cause, he
there
declares that God had appointed him particular sufferings
fore he loves rather to glory in his weakness, for in the weak God is
mighty. The apostle then concludes by declaring himself to be no
God had accredited
less an apostle than those arrogant usurpers
him as a true apostle in Corinth, and the sincerest love towards the
church there filled his heart, which led him. to wish that upon his
.

;

;

approaching arrival among them he should find them in a suitable
frame of mind.
Yer. 1. Commencing with an admonition against boasting, the
apostle passes to that witness which a man can never bear to him-
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2-4.

but by which the Lord rather extols and commends those who
own (x. 18), viz., to visions and revelations. The two expres-in the onraaia, vision, the com
sions are to be thus distinguished
munication from on high may be considered principally, if not entirely,
self,

are his

:

addressed to the sight, so that something
in

Acts

x.

The dnoKd^v^,

revelation,

is
imparted by images, as
on the contrary, is an unfig-

urative communication of the Divine Spirit to the human.
The
two forms may be united, nay, are usually found together, yet always

manner that one or
The circumstance which the

in such a

other of these conditions predominates.

apostle proceeds immediately to detail,
4
from
to
bear
rather
the form of an dnofcd/ivipig. (Al
ver.
appears
Fritzsche
and
Billroth
decide
in favour of navxaoQai 6e, it
though
be
cannot
because
it
has only the Codex D. in its
commended,
yet
de and del, whilst Kav%da6ai
even
this
hesitates
between
and
favour,
del is authorized by B.E.F.Gr.
Meanwhile the following ou cv^fiepov
per, ekevaopai, 6e KOI elg, n. r. A., is so evidently a correction to relieve
a difficulty, that I feel compelled to prefer the usual reading nav-

The glorying in himself is brought into antithesis with
d?/.
the glorying that proceeds from God.)
That Paul s not explicitly naming himself as the per
Vers. 2-4.
XaaQai

son to

whom

the following gracious disclosures were imparted, belongs
form of representation, is universally admitted, and

merely to the
is

It likewise requires no argu
incontestibly proved by ver. 7, seq.
to prove that this event is not identical with the appearance

ment

vouchsafed to the apostle

when journeying towards Damascus. In the

appearing was for the purpose of humbling the apos
and convincing him of his sin, whilst the former was intended
The fourteen, years
to reward his fidelity and strengthen his faith.
likewise which the apostle states to have elapsed since the occur
rence, would not chronologically adjust themselves to it.*
(See the
latter, Christ s
tle,

Chronological Table at the conclusion of the Introcl. to the Acts.)
can, therefore, only examine more closely the incident itself,
without being in a position to elicit anything further concerning

We

We

the place or circumstances in which it took place.
must first
observe the remarkable fact, that Paul twice circumstantially asserts,
that whether he was in the body or out of the body he knew not.
With this stands connected the dpTcd&adat, snatched, seized, which
he affirms of himself, and by which is customarily understood his

being transported by a sudden, violent power, to another sphere of
1 Thess. iv. 17 ; Kev. xii. 5.) These
existence.
(See Acts viii. 39
information
of
characterize
the event as an KK
clearly
points
;

* The
Had he had
event, however, occurred soon after the conversion of Paul.
But for other
recently any similar experiences, he would doubtless have referred to them.
reasons, also, it does not appear probable to me (see the following observations) that in
later life

Paul was visited by similar revelations.
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trance, on which compare the observations at Acts x. 9. The apostle s
human consciousness was depressed, and his Divine consciousness

powerfully enhanced through the operation of the Spirit.* It may
happened in this occurrence that a temporary aban
donment of the body by the soul took place, which, as with witches,f
so also it would seem, We must assume with somnambulists.
But
in these the condition is evil and dangerous ; with the apostle, on the
other hand, the experience, wrought through the Divine Spirit, was
also have really

accompanied by a large endowment of grace, such as may be im
parted to the blessed in death. Next, Paul states the place to which
he was snatched away. That we are to assume a distinction be
tween the third heaven and Paradise (as Ireneeus, Clemens Alex.,
Origen, Jerome, and also Bengel, maintain), is incapable of proof;
both expressions indicate presumably the same thing, that is to say,
the most exalted region of light, the immediate presence of God.
For although the Omnipresent is equally near to all beings, yet, on
the other hand, all beings cannot be said to be equally near to him.
have, hence, likewise, no ground for supposing that the repre
sentation of several heavens is to be attributed to popular Jewish

We

superstition, for the

same allusion occurs

also elsewhere in the

New

Testament

(see Eph. iv. 10). .The rabbinical view of seven heavens
Testament (see Eiscertainly derives no confirmation from the
s Entd. Judenth., vol. i., p. 4GO), but the distinction of an
enmenger

New

upper and a lower Paradise (same work, vol. ii., p. 296. seq., 318
see also the remarks on Luke xvi. 24) is not unsupported, but rather
The latter represents
entirely corresponds with biblical doctrine.
;

that blissful

ham

s

bosom

portio^p,
;

of Sheol which, in

the rorrner

is

Luke

xvi., is called

Abra

synonymous with the heavenly temple
12, vi. 9), or the throne, the right hand

Kev. iii.
(Heb. vi. 19, ix. 11
In
of God. Lastly, Paul indicates his experiences in Paradise.
that paradisiacal sea of light he received wondrous impressions,
;

* Such a
proceeding with reference to the Apostle Paul was all the more striking, as,
according to 1 Cor. xiv self-consciousness was very strongly developed in him, so that
he could exercise specially the gift of Trpo^revstv. Probably in the later period of his
,

the apostle was less subject to such trances. According to the principle that the
prophet should have dominion over the spirit, it is certain that a condition which bor
dered on the loss of consciousness, could but rarely occur among those far advanced.

life

so remarkable, have yet to be
\ The proceedings against witches, psychologically
fundamentally examined. The Count von Lamberg has recently (Niirnberg, 1835) pub
From
lished a very interesting communication concerning the proceedings in Bamberg.

the perfect agreement of all the witnesses in these proceedings we have no choice left us
but to regard such exhibitions as epidemic creations of the imagination (the great number
of which presents a difficulty, there being in Bamberg alone, between 1G24 and 1630, 785
or to consider that the defendants believed themselves to have
processes against witches),

committed the offences in spirit under the influence of the spirit (i. e., in an ecstacy). The
unholy ever seeks to assume the form of that which is sacred the phenomena of the
their differences, may be employed as analogy for the
former, therefore, notwithstanding
;

latter.
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5, 6.

which he describes as perceptions through the medium of hearing.
nothing further concerning them, because, as a
human being, he feels himself incapable of it. The harmonious in
teraction of purely spiritual intuitions can never receive expression
through the language of man, which conceives but superficially and in

He communicates

We

are not to suppose any prohibition to communicate
haMjaai forbids the sup
received, for the ova tt-bv dvBp&
These words are not to be translated it may not be ut
position.
tered to a man,&quot; for Paul was a man, and it was nevertheless said

fragments.

what he

&quot;

to

him

;

but

a

&quot;

man

has not the power to express

It has

it.&quot;

been

already signified in the Introduction ( 1) in what manner Baur em
ploys these communications in favour of his hypothesis concerning the

(See work quoted, p. 105.) His opinion is, that Paul
intended thereby to confute the disparaging view of his antagonists,
who attributed an unseemly value to the fact of having personally
sect of Christ.

known

he desires to make it evident
even
in the way of a purely in
be
may
propagated
ward experience. Now the learned man referred to, by no means holds
that the occurrence here narrated is identical with that which is
Christ

;

in opposition to this

that the gospel

the subject of Acts

ix., whereby the apostle gained access to Christ
and nevertheless he asserts his conviction, that by
this account of a transporting into the invisible world Paul intended
to oppose a more spiritual view to the Jewish materialist opinions.
In addition to the arguments to the contrary, which we have already

and

his church,

brought under the notice of the reader (Introd.
1), this opinion
me
an end in
to
with
such
appears
especially untenable, because,
view it. would have proved greatly to the interest of the apostle to
relate an occasion on which he had seen the Lord himself, or, in re
spect to this, to call attention to the fact that he had beheld Christ
in his glory.
But this is not done, neither is there the slightest
allusion to the reference of the event to his adversaries, but the

question rather merely regards boasting ; so that, according to the
context, it is solely to be supposed that the apostle narrates the
present circumstance in order to afford a proof that the grace of God
is with him, and also to legitimate his claim to be a true
apostle by
the extraordinary gifts of grace conferred upon him.

Proceeding as if speaking of a stranger, and yet
perfectly identifying himself with the individual who experienced
what is stated, the apostle continues with reference to ver. 1, he
Yers. 5,

6.

&quot;

would only glory in his infirmities (as enumerated in chap, xi.),
and not of himself, i. e., his privileges he would only boast of
them in others. Were he, however, desirous of doing it, he had
well-founded pretensions, for he stated what was true but he for
bore, because he did not desire that any should esteem him more
The turn which Billhighly than he should be proved to merit.&quot;
;

;
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roth gives to ver. 5
self in so far as I

As

to

is

am

ee

entirely incorrect :
not myself, not this

any distinction between

his old

7.

I will only glory in my
live in Christ.&quot;
;

Paul but

and new man,

it is

absolutely

not brought here under discussion the vnep rov TOLOVTOV Kav^TJaofiai,
on behalf of such an one will I glory, applies solely to the fact that
Paul had described the vision as occurring to another. The OVK &oouai

d(f&amp;gt;pb)v,

I

diction to
rectly

shall not be

xi. I,

21, 23,

a fool, of
xii.

11.

shewn that the glorying

described as

d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;poavvr} 9

viz.,

in the

appears to form a contra

ver. 6,

But Emmerling has already
is,

in

these

passages, ironically

judgment of his adversaries

on the contrary, the boasting of his opponents

cor

;

here,

&quot;

reproved
They
I could boast myself in a

glory in externals in a foolish manner ;
right manner of essential things if I were so

is

:

minded.&quot;

(In the

?}

aKovet ~L tf KJIOV of ver. 6, a twofold construction seems blended to
gether ; that is to say, the apostle apparently intended, besides the
el
?) duo-vet, to write
CLKOVEL, but united the two in a single clause.

n

punctuation of these verses is entirely peculiar. From
&
tyov he includes all within brackets, and the KOL
r&v
ry vnsp(3oAy
drconaXvipeuv is connected with doOeveiaig \JJLOV be
Whether
he may have been impelled to the choice
ing omitted].
of this construction by critical reasons I am ignorant ; but it deci

Lachmann

s

iav yap OeMjVd)

dedly does not facilitate the understanding of the passage.)
The apostle now drops the form of description hitherto
Ver. 7.

employed, by which he had represented the revelation as being

made

to another, and continues to say that the God who had so
highly exalted him by this extraordinary grace had also deeply hum
bled him, for the purpose of preventing his exalting himself too
must decline any statement as to wherein the onoXoif)
highly.

We

-% aapKi consisted.

We

can only say that

it

is

impossible that the

sufferings connected with his apostolic labours* in general can be
solely alluded to, for these were detailed fully in chap, xi., while the

thorn in the flesh has special reference to the revelations related.

We

are also as little justified in supposing it implies some spiritual
temptation ; for ~^ oapni is employed in describing it. It is most

it indicates some kind of
heavy, depressing, bodily suf
which
have
exhibited
itself in violent parox
fering,
may
specially
as
in
the
As in the Old
expressed
ysms,
Kohafa&jOai, lufftted.
Testament Job s corporeal sufferings were occasioned by Satan, so
Paul likewise attributes his thorn in the flesh to the author of all
evil, although the Lord God is able in the case of his own people to

likely that

turn the enemy s assaults to the advantage of their soul. It must
however be admitted, that we nowhere else discover a trace of the
* Tbis
view, which Fritzsche again defends, derives considerable plausibility from ver.
with the assertion 6-uvafj.ig pov iv d-adevela TE^eirai in ver. 9 but the distinct refer
ence of the GKuZoij) to the revelations, appears still to render it untenable.
10,

;
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and even when
apostle s having suffered from sickness of any kind
Paul recounts all his sufferings and trials, sickness is not enumerated
with them. We might hence be inclined to suppose that the ex
pression signifies a temptation to sin, but which the Ty aapKi marks
expressly as assuming a carnal form.
(S/eoAoi/j, a stake, a thorn,
;

oKohomfa, to impale. See the LXX. in Num. xxxiii. 55 ; Ezek.
Hos. ii. 6. In ayyeAo? oarav Fritzsche is undoubtedly
;
perfectly right in the understanding aardv as genitive ; it is in ap
xxviii. 24:

position to ottoXo^, the suffering itself is styled figuratively an angel
of Satan, because it is sent to him from Satan, through one of his

demons. If Satan himself had been intended, the article would not
have been wanting. KoAa^^w
vTromd^G), 1 Cor. ix. 27, a figura

=

&quot;

to treat rudely, outrageously.&quot;
It is possible
that the suffering which Paul alludes to, had the effect of entirely
incapacitating him for a time from his work, and this condition
tive expression for

(with which was probably united a sense of inward abandonment),
the apostle styles a Koha&amp;lt;bi&o6ai. The second Iva p? virepaipupai, is
certainly wanting in the best critical authorities ; but the omission
of the words is as easy to be accounted for as the addition of them
is inexplicable, if they were not genuine.
visable to retain them in the text.)

Vers. 8-10.

It therefore appears

ad

human

His

freed from this affliction

;

feeling led the apostle to entreat to be
but the answer to this was, that precisely

was necessary to his perfecting ; that the strength of selfdependence must be destroyed, in order that God may be able to
work in man he may therefore without undue feeling rest satisfied

this

;

in the conscious possession of grace. For this cause, continues Paul,
he glories most willingly in his weakness, for experience has corro
fact, that when he is weak in himself he is strong in the
In close analogy it is said even in the Old Testament, that
God dwells with those who are broken and humble of heart ; but is
The passage is by no means to be under
far from the haughty.
stood to apply to the apostle alone, nor are we to refer to him exclu

borated the
Lord.

dodeveia re^elrai }
my strength is
rather a general truth, specially
applied to the apostle, that it may enter into his living experi
The natural power of man cannot exist beside the Divine
ence.
sively the clause

i] dvvapig pov
it
in
weakness;
perfect

made

&quot;

the inward

h&amp;gt;

is

to flourish, self-dependence, the natural
the passive element must prevail, that God s
power may be actively exercised therein. See at Matth. x. 39. (In
ver. 8 there is no ground for understanding TQ K; of an indefinite

power
life,

;

if

must be broken

life is

;

number. Calvin s explanation of the dpnel ooi r] xdpi? \LOV in ver.
which Billroth has adopted, is wholly erroneous. Both regard
* I
prefer with Lachmann the reading T&tlrai to the more usual reheiovrai

mer

is

sanctioned by A.B.D.F.G-.

:

9,

the for
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as signifying not the grace of God, but metonymically the help of
But this is precisely what Paul entreated for, and which was

God.

refused him.

The

sense

is

rather as follows

&quot;

:

Be

steadfast in the

knowledge of my gracious intention, even if thou perceivest no con
scious action of grace ; for my strength in its efficacy perfects the
weakening of the natural life.&quot; The ^i&amp;lt;3K,r\v6(^ is very expressive ;
an allusion to the Shechinah is evident in it [see on John i. 14],
because every believer should be a copy of his Lord, Christ, so that
Father, Son, and Spirit, make their abode in him, inhabit him as a
temple [see the Comm: on John xiv. 23.])
Vers. 11, 12.

marks

on

(see

Returning to his former strain of irony, Paul re
that he had permitted himself to be misled

xii. 6),

like the false teachers, to- boast himself foolishly ; that it should
not have been necessary, for they themselves (the Corinthians) ought

have undertaken his commendation, being well aware that he was
God had sufficiently
no degree less than the haughty apostles
accredited him as an apostle among them.
(In ver. 12 fiev is to be
as Billroth cor
explained by a suppressed following clause with
can
but
even
otherwise
relate
ye
rectly remarks,
nothing else of
me/ Afield is first employed in an extended sense, comprehending
then more specially, of
in it all and every means of authentication
the
observations
on Matth. viii.
a single species of the same.
[See
&v Tidari vTropovq is not altogether easy.
The
It
cannot indeed
1.]
be doubted that it is to be connected with KareipydaOTj, and not with
but for what cause does Paul state precisely
that which follows
It appears
here that his signs have been wrought in all patience ?

to
in

;

&amp;lt;5e,

&quot;

;

;

to

me

probable that this involves a reproach to the Corinthians,

who, notwithstanding such signs, have, nevertheless, shewn them
In this aspect of
selves undecided as to his apostolic authority.
affairs Paul intends to say, that he had with patient waiting let his
light shine

among them,

secure of the final victory.

Finally, this

passage clearly enables us to perceive that the apostle considered the
gift of working miracles as indispensable a requisite of an apostle, as

had been

prophets of the Old Testament.)
Paul demands of the Corinthians, with reproving
irony, in what respect they were inferior to any other church ? Only
in this, that he had not proved burdensome to them, but had en
this wrong they must
tirely maintained himself without their aid
indeed forgive him. Indeed he intended to conduct himself in the
same manner on his next approaching visit to them, for he sought
not their goods and possessions, but themselves he would rather

it

to the

Vers. 13-15.

;

;

lay
his

up

life,

them

as his beloved children, nay offer all for them, even
although he be in turn less beloved. It is very evident

for

throughout this masterly passage, whose spirited turn displays at the
same time the deepest feeling, for what cause the apostle deemed it
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important to reject decidedly all offers of support. His adversa
sought tlieir own advantage, and at least improved their posi
Paul s own practice
tion by means of the gifts which they received
was entirely the reverse of this, whereby he naturally aroused the
so

ries

;

hatred of those worldly-minded persons, because his life tacitly re
proved their proceedings. (In ver. 13 Billroth correctly assigns to

=

e:
the meaning of beyond in a downward direction&quot;
infra.
In ver. 14 rpirov was formerly connected with iroifi^g %(*), and not
with ekdelv. But it has been already observed in the Introduction

vTiKp

and likewise in xiii. 1, it is an actual
which
is
signified, and not alone a third decision on
coming
For it would evidently be very inapposite to state how
the subject.
frequently the determination had been arrived at, whilst the rpirov
[

2], that in this passage,

third

can with great propriety bear a reference to the presence itself. It
consists perfectly with the whole train of argumentation that Paul
should declare, that what he had already twice done, he was pre
pared to repeat upon his third appearance among them. In ver. 15
the transition to another idea in the danavdv is only apparent. The
Orjoavpifav implies indeed to collect treasure, danavdv to give up the

But yielding up his powers for the advantage
same time a spiritual acquiring for them. Paul
proceeds yet further in the KndanavrjO/joofiai, in which is signified the
It is by no means to be regarded as parallel
sacrifice of life itself.

possession, to spend.
of believers, is at the

with Kom. ix. 3.)
Paul draws attention again to the abominable ac
Vers. 16-18.
cusations disseminated by the shameless antagonists, among which
he alludes especially to the charge of catching the Corinthians with
guile, i. e., according to the connexion, of having appropriated to
himself money received from them, in putting the question, by whom
had he perchance made a gain of them ? How Titus and the
brother who accompanied him had conducted themselves, was well
known to themselves
(The 16th verse is to be understood as an
observation of the Corinthians
Ye confess that I have not burthened you, nevertheless ye say [i. e., the opponents, and all who
allowed themselves to be persuaded by them] I have caught you
!

&quot;

:

with guile.&quot; In ver. 17 is to be supplied,
I have myself certainly
never received money from you ; have I, perchance defrauded you by
means of a messenger ? The [trj riva &v 61 avrov stands for p? dia
&quot;

At ver. 18, Billroth correctly observes that the
allusion here cannot be to the journey of Titus, which is mentioned

rivbg tttdvuv, ovg.

viii. 16, as this had not yet taken place
[probably Titus himself
delivered this epistle] but is rather to the earlier residence of this

in

apostolic assistant in Corinth, which is adverted to in viii. 6. Upon
this occasion Titus had only prepared the way for a collection, re

ceiving no

money himself

;

the

\ri\n eTrheoveKrijaev

vpdg

is

accordingly
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can he perchance have overreached you ?
he not animated by the same spirit of disinterestedness as
not walked together in the same steps [as fol
myself ? Have
to be understood as,

&quot;

Was

we&quot;

lowers of

Christ]?&quot;)

In conclusion, Paul again remarks that he speaks
own commendation, bat entirely to their edifica
tion. For he feared that upon his approaching coming among them,
he might not find them in a frame of mind such as he could desire,
and might hence appear severe and not tender towards them. (Seeon 1 Cor. iv. 21.) This possibility he desired effectually to remove ;
he was unwilling to be again humbled by the aspect of affairs
Yers. 19-21.

not

all this to his

among them,

or

by his coming again

to occasion sorrow to the

Co

who were

conscious of guilt were to repent!
In this passage also the nd^iv (ver. 21), as already remarked in the
Introduction,
2, refers to a visit of Paul in Corinth aside from that
rinthians

;

all therefore

residence there, when he laid the foundation of the church ; for
this first occasion he had experienced no cause for humiliation ;

first

on

had been attended with even unusual success. (In
seems to me more forcible to consider the ndkiv doKsire
a question than as explanatory.
The usual text punc
tuates after hahov^ev, but it is better united with rdde Tidvra K. r. A.
in one clause.
It cannot perhaps be alleged against the reading
for that can
rdde, that ode never occurs elsewhere in Paul s writings
only be considered accidental. A recapitulation similar to that in
ver. 20 is also found in Gal. v. 20, in which epe^, tfjhoi, Ovpoi, ipiGtiai
succeed each other. See also Bom. i. 29, seq. Such a series of terms is
the accumulation of synonyms
not to be too closely scrutinized
from
In
Rom. i. 30 KarahaXia and ^iOvrhetorical
fulness.
springs
are
found
in
but
reversed
order.
$vai(*)GL$ is found
pLOjjiog
together,
in
here
the
New
Ver.
21
is
not
to
be understood
Testament.
only
as if the apostle considered that all the sins named had been ac

his preaching
ver. 19, it
K. r. X. as

;

;

tually perpetrated by the Corinthian Christians, for all who could
have been thus guilty, would have been immediately excluded by
Paul from fellowship with the church ; the emphasis is rather to be

upon the Trpo^aprTjicoTeg. He had observed that many of the
Corinthian Christians did not deeply enough abhor their earlier
heathen abominations, retaining an indifference and laxity of prin
ciple in matters relative to the sexes, which even led them to take a
part in the festivals held in the idol temples ; on these points he
laid

to find in

them

sincere repentance.
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1-5.

THE CONCLUSION.
(xiii.

1-13.)

Paul concludes his epistle with a very impressive admonition to
the Corinthians not to compel him to exercise his apostolic power,
but to examine themselves strictly relative to their spiritual condi
tion, and to give due heed to his warnings, whilst, in the belief and
hope that none will neglect these, he bestows the Christian blessing
upon all without exception.
Yers. 1,

2.

Without adding ero^wf t%w, as in
he came to them for the

xii.

14,

Paul as

third time, from
which we cannot deny, without violence to the text, that he had al
ready been twice among the Corinthians. Keferring to Deut. xvii.
serts here, directly, that

6, xix. 15,

he adduces

a witness to

them

his

being present several times

for his truth,

and an argument

among them

as

for obedience as a

duty on their part. For that purpose he repeats, being absent (and
in writing), that which, when present (and orally), he had declared
to those who had sinned, and to all others, viz., that upon his next
appearance among them he would not spare. It is thus evident
that upon his second residence in Corinth he had acted with indul
gence towards them, and this by his adversaries had been attrib

uted to weakness. See at x. 1. (In ver. 1 the aradrjaerai pr^ia, is
copied from the Hebrew isn b^. If we assume that Paul had al
ready been twice in Corinth when he wrote this epistle, the words
of ver. 2, which Griesbach has placed in parenthesis, d) rrapuv TO
devTepov nal CLTCUV vvv are easy of comprehension ; the uapuv TO dev
Tepov refers to TTpoeiprjKa, the d-rr&v vvv to Trpo/Uyw.
Concerning the
The others were, it is true, not so guilty,
npo^apTTjuoTeg, see xii. 21.

nevertheless they also needed repentance for having yielded a species
of consent to evil influences.)
As they required a proof that Christ was in him,
Vers. 3-5.

they were also to examine themselves, and thereby discover whether
they stood in the faith. If they were not entirely reprobate, they
would find Christ to be in them, and as such they would be enabled
to acknowledge the power of God in the weakness of the apostle ;

had undoubtedly received their faith from him. This idea
decidedly lies in the words of the apostle, although not perceptible
at the first view.
The leading clause commencing with inei, to

for they

which the tavTovg neipdfrTe of ver. 5 forms the answering clause, is
to be understood, as,
since ye desire to prove, prove
for this does not agree with the declar
yourselves rather than me
ation of Paul in ver. 5, that Christ is also in them except they be
entirely reprobate ; he consequently hopes they may find Christ in

by no means

&quot;

;&quot;
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6, 7.

themselves.
Accordingly the meaning of these words can alone be,
that they should argue from that which they found in themselves,
to that which was in the apostle, and of course in such a manner as

acknowledged the apostle to be the source of their own life. The
latter is implied by the added clause og dg viiag OVK daOevel, dAAa
dvvartl KV vfuv, ivlio is not iveak towards you, but is
mighty in you,
in ver. 3, which brings forward the powerful spiritual influence of the
These
apostle in Corinth, and attributed by Paul to Christ in him.
are
better
omitted
from
the
and
words, therefore,
parenthesis,
only
The same may likewise be observed of the
ver. 4 included therein.
words in ver. 5, ?/ OVK eanv, which are not to compose a parenth
esis, but to be connected with the d \n]~i ddoKifioi ears in such a
manner as to form an appeal on the part of Paul to the Christian
consciousness of the Corinthians as follows
Ye will, it is to be
&quot;

:

hoped, acknowledge that Christ is in you, except ye be entirely
With regard to the intermediate sentence, Paul
reprobates
there compares himself, as in Rom. vi. 4, 5, with Christ, both in his
?&quot;

weakness and in his strength, to
nature weakness (dadeveia)

human

whom
is

also in conformity to his
It is unnecessary to

ascribed.

explain that this includes nothing sinful, but only the susceptibility
This is also the only passage in which an
of his nature to suffering.
doOeveia

is expressly attributed to Christ
The greatest advantage was hoped for by the apostle
Vers. 6, 7.
from the examination recommended, viz., the perfect recognition of

himself

;

he therefore entreats the Lord to direct aright the hearts
he (Paul) desired only their welfare and not
;

of the Corinthians

own honour ; he would willingly rather appear incapable, if
they would only do that which was honest. In this somewhat diffi
cult passage it must be borne in mind that naXov and KCLKOV -otfjaai

his

do not relate to moral or immoral conduct in general, for this is not
involved in the context
they refer to the proper relation to him,
the apostle, and the word of truth which he had preached to the
In so far, indeed, as the moral life is conditional
Corinthians.
it
is
also
included in the reference, but merely as the con
thereon,
;

sequence of fcdth or unbelief. Again, a difficulty lies in the apos
statement in ver. 6, that he hopes the Corinthians may not find

tle s

him
and

ddoiupog, i. c., they would find apostolic power in his severity ;
again, in ver. 7, he proceeds to state that he -desires that God

permit them to do that which is right, in order that he may
appear as ddoKtfiog. It might be supposed that we should read Iva
ov% for ov% Iva, but then the i^elg dt- &g ddoia^ot w^ev, and we be as

may

Billroth explains
reprobate, which succeeds, would be tautological.
the passage by again supplying ev^o^ai to the ov%, making the
I desire not that we approve ourselves capable, i. e., severe/
sense,
But in this construction some scruple is occasioned by the fact that
&quot;
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thus closely repeated would stand in a twofold construction,
with the infinitive, and then with iva, which latter construction
does not elsewhere occur.
The ov% Iva can only be understood, I
desire this, not with the view that
but.&quot;
The difficulty is more
first,

&quot;

by supposing that Paul would have his prayer itself
This might easily be, inas
is the same as the
following
rb KaXov -noi7](jai, is precisely what Paul requires of the Corinthians
and therefore if the prayer that God would work this in them were
easily solved

regarded as a proof of his doKiprj.
much as the IIT) KCLKOV iroifiaai, which

;

might be regarded as the effect of his powerful interces
Such inference, says Paul, he did not in the least design he
desired their advantage only
himself, he was willing, should be
thrown wholly into the shade.
That which follows agrees exceedingly well with the
Vers. 8, 9.
fulfilled, it

sion.

;

;

view just mentioned, for the apostle represents his power as bene
if they prove
ficial, and not of a malevolent or injurious nature
in
the
to
be
content
he
is
for
that
was
even the
strong
truth,
weak,
;

object

7/juetf

with

allel

own exaltation. In
Paul evidently bore in mind a par

of his prayer, their perfecting, not his

the oTav

ver.

dodevtipev

4

;

K. r.

as Christ

A.,

s

weakness, the breathing out of the

abundance of his life, conferred a higher power upon the world,
so likewise Paul would be content to be weak, and breathe out
his life, if his children in the Spirit are only strong.

on

iv.

(See

Comm.

12.)

Ver. 10.

As

the aim of this communication, Paul, in conclusion

states his hope, that upon his approaching appearance in Corinth,
he may be called upon to employ his apostolic authority solely to
edification, and not to destruction (x. 4, 8).
( ATroTo/zwf is found in
Tit.

i.

13

In Wisd.

;

Wiscl. v. 23, in the signification of &quot;violently,
Kpiaig airo-o^iog means a severe sentence.)

severely.&quot;

vi. 5,

In the concluding words the apostle repeats the
Vers. 11, 12.
exhortations rendered especially necessary by the splitting of the
Corinthian church into parties, employing for this reason the appel

God. The fact of recommending them all to greet one
another with a holy kiss proves that he continued to hope for the
re-establishment of unity among them.
Ver. 13. The apostle concludes his epistle with a peculiar invo
lations of

cation of blessing.
Love is ascribed to the Father as the source
from whence the grace of Christ pours itself forth as a stream,

producing brotherly communion

That the Son obtains

among

mention

believers in the

Holy

Spirit.

explained by the fact that di
vinity reveals itself to man immediately in Christ ; the Son first
guides him to the Father, and his life is finally perfected in the
communion of the Holy Ghost.
first

is

EXPOSITION
OF THE

EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

INTRODUCTION.
1.

IN

OF THE PROVINCE OF GALATIA, AND OF THE TIME AND PLACE
WHICH THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS WAS COMPOSED.

or Gallograecia,* was a province of Asia Minor, border
on Paphlagonia, in the west on Phrygia, in the
in
the
north
ing
south on Lycaonia, and in the east on Pontus ; its most considerable

GALATIA,

were Pessinus, Tabium, Ancyra, and Gordium.
had received its name from the Gallic tribes of the Trocmi,
Tolistoboii, and Tectosages (Caesar Bell. Gall. vi. 22), who had first
of all migrated to Greece, then were called in by Nicomedes of Bicities

It

thynia to help him against his brother, and had the district named
after them assigned them by Attains for their residence.
The

whom they migrated are said to have been Leonorius
and Lutarius (Lothar, Luther). (See Memnon, in PhotiHribl. cod.
224
Livy xxxviii. 16 ; Pliny s Nat. IJist. v.
Polybius ii. 13

leaders under

;

;

32, 42.)

Living among tribes speaking Greek only, these Gauls soon
adopted the Greek language, yet Jerome found still that they had
retained their German tongue along with the former, to his time.
They spoke a dialect,&quot; says that Father, in his Commentary on
like that spoken in the vicinity of
the Epistle to the Galatians,
In
Manlius conquered Galatia (Livy
the
188
B.C.
Treves.&quot;f
year
xxxviii. 12), and Augustus made it a Koman province, B. c. 26,
(Dio Cassius liii. 26.) As early as in the time of Augustus many Jews
&quot;

&quot;

resided in Galatia, to

whom

that emperor granted a letter of pro

tection, which has been preserved, under the name of &quot;monumentum
Ancyrarum,&quot; in a brazen inscription which was let into the wall of

the temple of Augustus at Ancyra.
*

Now,

in this province of Asia

Geography and History of Galatia, the treatises of Hoffmann de Ga
Wernsdorf de Republic^ Galatarum. Norimb. 1734, Schulze
de Galatis. Francof. 1756. As to the Geography alone, see further, Sickler s Ancient
Geography, vol. ii. p. 375, seq., and Bottger s Beitrage, pt. 1st.
f It may therefore be said that the Epistle to the Galatians is addressed to Germans,
and it was the German Luther, who in this Apostolical Epistle again recognized and
See, as to the
1

latia

antiqua Lips. 1726.
,

brought to light the substance of the gospel
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Minor, in which no doubt the Jews had early made many proselytes,
the gospel was disseminated by the Apostle Paul in his second mis
(Acts xvi. 6.)
But, very lately, the hypothesis has
sion-journey.
been proposed, that we are not to understand by the Galatians to

whom
er,

Paul s epistle was addressed the inhabitants of Galatia prop
but the citizens of Derbe and Lystra. That opinion was first

maintained by Bishop Mynster of Copenhagen
logical writings.

(in his smaller

Copenhagen, 1825, p. 58, E. seq.), by C.

W.

theo

Nie-

meyer, de tempore quo epistola ad Galatas conscripta sit, Halaa,
1827, and by Dr. Paul us of Heidelberg, in his exposition of the
Epistle to the Galatians, and afterwards, within these few years,
learnedly and acutely defended, particularly by Ulrich, in Stud, und
Krit. for the year 1836, part 2,

and Bottger (Beitrage zur Einlei-

The hypothesis
Briefe, 1st and 3d parts).
is not unimportant, so far as it affects the question of the date of
the composition of the Epistle to the Galatians, as Paul visited Lytung in die Paulinischen

caonia with the cities of Derbe and Lystra, before he arrived in GaAccordingly, if the assumption be correct that this

latia proper.

was designed especially for Lycaonia, for the inhabitants of
Derbe and Lystra, the composition of it may be referred to a date
prior to the council of the apostles (Acts xv.), which is not without
weight for the explanation of the transactions between Paul and
epistle

Peter, Gal. ii. But Riickert, partly in his commentary on the Epistle
to the Galatians, partly in an essay in his Magazine for the Exegesis
and Theology of the New Testament, has so strikingly shewn the unsatisfactoriness of that hypothesis, that we may regard it as com
pletely refuted. The reason s for the hypothesis that by the term &quot;the
churches of Galatia&quot; (Gal. i. 2 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 1), the churches of Lyca
onia, and especially those in Derbe and Lystra, are to be understood,
are, first,

inces, all

the following. According to the Roman division of prov
Asia Minor was divided into seven provinces Asia, in the
;

more

restricted sense, Phrygia, Bithynia, Galatia, Cappadocia,
By this division the Roman province of
phylia, and Pontus.

PamGala

tia accordingly comprised Lycaonia with Derbe and Lystra ; but,
according to Pliny at least (Hist. Nat. v. 27), only a part of Lyca
onia, since another part of it seems to have belonged to Cilicia. (See

Riickert, ubi supra, Magazine for Exegesis, p. 103, seq.) Consequently
in itself indeed no doubt possible that Paul used the word Ga
latia in a sense corresponding to the Roman division into provinces,

it is

which case a part of Lycaonia must be included but this as
sumption is not probable, for the reason, that such originally arbi
trary divisions into provinces, which, besides, very often changed
among the Romans, do not usually pass over so quickly into the
the
language of common life. Riickert justly remarks that even at

in

;

their
present day districts otherwise divided by their rulers, retain
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But in the
old names for centuries, e. g., Alsace and the Breisgau.
Acts Lycaonia is always particularly specified (see Acts xiv. 6),
which would not have been the case if the Roman distribution
of provinces had been followed, under which no province of Ly
caonia existed.*

If

we

consider, besides,

how

the names

of the

provinces are placed in the passage Acts xvi. 6, in the report of
Paul s journey from Cilicia to Macedon through Asia Minor, since

the language

&quot;

is,

having

passed through Phrygia and the regions of

clear that Galatia proper, and not Lycaonia must be
meant there. For, in going from Cilicia to Phrygia, one was forced
to pass through Lycaonia ; the words ought, therefore, to have been
it is
Galatia,&quot;

placed in an inverted order, thus
through Galatia and Phrygia/
It may be added that Derbe and Lystra had already been par
&quot;

:

In Acts xviii. 23 we read, it is true,
going through the country of Galatia and Phrygia,&quot; but those
words admit of being so explained as to mean that Paul, starting
from Antioch, journeyed through Cilicia and Lycaonia (which are
not named), first northwards, to Galatia, then westwards to
Phrygia.
The other circumstance which might seem to favour the exten
In the Acts
sion of the meaning of the word Galatia is this.
churches
of
the
establishment
of
in Lyca
details
are
given
copious
On the other hand, nothing is said of the labours of Paul in
onia,
ticularly mentioned, xvi. 1.
&quot;

Galatia ; it is merely said, xvi. 6, xviii. 23, that Paul had passed
through Galatia. It may therefore seem more natural to grant that
the Epistle to the Galatians was addressed to the well-known
churches in Derbe and Lystra, rather than to churches of whose
origin and situation we have no definite knowledge. But this argument
is of no weight, for the Acts did not undertake to state with accuracy
in what part of the Koman empire the apostle founded churches.
Of his journey to Crete also we have nowhere any account, much
Hence no con
less of the establishment of churches in that island.
clusion can be drawn merely from the silence of the Acts as to the

founding of the Galatian churches. But, beyond that, there is, in
Acts xvi. 6, an indirect allusion to Paul s labours as teaching in
Galatia.
For, as it is only said of Asia that it was forbidden the
apostle by the Holy Ghost to preach the word there, Luke seems to

have meant that Paul did labour in Phrygia and Galatia. We
agree, therefore, with Riickert in finding no satisfactory reason for
giving up Galatia proper, and consequently conjecture the churches
* The passage 2 Tim. iv. 10, is also against the assumption that in the New Testa
ment Galatia is used in the sense of the Roman division of their provinces, for in it Gala
But this latter was likewise not a Roman
tia and Dalmatia are placed side by side.
province, but merely a district in the province of the
Sickler s Anc. Geography, part i. p. 461.)

Roman

or barbarian Illyria.

(See
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which Paul wrote to have been most probably in the above-named

chief towns of Galatia, as the apostles were always in the habit of
choosing those as the scenes of their labours.

Passing from this subject to the enquiry as to the time and place
of the composition of this epistle, we find the greatest variety in
the views of the learned on this point.
True, several of them are
of a character so extreme that
investigation.

To

we may

discard

them

at once without

that class belongs the opinion of

Kohler and

Schrader (of which we have already spoken in our general Introduc
tion to Paul s Epistles,
3), which transfers the date of the Epistle
to the Galatians to the very latest period of Paul s life, his second

imprisonment at Rome. The grounds for this supposition (as, e. g.,
that in Gal. vi. 17 sufferings are mentioned which caused Paul to
expect death when he wrote to the Galatians) are so weak that they
require no further refutation than they have received above (ubi
supra).

The postscript &quot;written from Rome&quot; also refers the Epistle to
the Galatians to the later part of Paul s life, but still not exactly to
his second imprisonment at Rome. Besides, it is generally admitted
that the subscriptions are the work of later, often of grossly igno
rant, transcribers.
Equally to be rejected with this view, which re
fers

date.

our epistle to too late, is another attributing it to too early a
Marcion assumed that it was the earliest of ah Paul s epistles.
1

In later times Koppe and Keil, and, last of all, Bottger (ubi supra),
and Ulrich (Stud. 1836, part 2), favour the theory that Paul wrote

To make that pro
the Epistle to the Galatians the earliest of all.
bable, the above refuted hypothesis was used, viz., that the name
Galatia as used by Paul includes a part of Lycaonia ; according to
that the date of the establishment of the Galatian churches

might

be fixed as early as the time alluded to in Acts xiv. 6, where stress
is laid on the expression uepi^wpo^, region round about, which,
however, cannot refer to Lycaonia, but only to the cities of Derbe
and Lystra. Or it was quite arbitrarily assumed that at the time
mentioned in Acts xi. 23, Paul made a journey from Tarsus in Cili-

Lycaonia and Galatia. This arbitrary pro
could
be
excused if there were in the epistle itself
only
ceeding
evident proofs of a composition so early as 51, A.D., to which year
the latest defenders of that view refer it.
But none such are found,
cia into the regions of

and what are brought forward as such are quite untenable, as
Riickert (in Mag., p. 110, seq.) has well proved. For if it be said the
passage Gal. ii. 13 presupposes that the Galatians knew Barnabas,
and, as he, Barnabas, did not accompany the apostle on his second
mission, there must have been an earlier journey, in which Barnabas
did accompany him into Galatia it is clear that the acquaintance

with Barnabas need not have been a personal one, and, even

if

we
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it was so, it is still supposable that Barnabas
have
into
Galatia
himself at a time to us unknown.
may
gone
it
is
inferred
from
Acts
xv. 36, where the confirming the
Further,
brethren is given as the object of the second journey, that Paul must
have been in Galatia before, otherwise it could not be said he would

chose to assume that

&quot;by

confirm the brethren there.

But the confirming the brethren

in the

faith did not exclude the further spread of the gospel in regions
where it had not yet been preached. Indeed, on this very journey

Paul came

for

the

first

time to Macedonia, where, however,

it is

cer

tain there were as yet no churches which he could confirm.
It is
therefore most probable, as most modern critics admit, that Paul

wrote our epistle about A.D. 57 or 58, and, it may be presumed, from
Ephesus, while on his third missionary journey, shortly after his

during which he had al
errors which he reproves.
Earlier the composition of the epistle cannot be fixed ; for Gal. iv.
13 presupposes that Paul had been twice with the Galatians (see
the exposition of that passage, whence it is evident that it can be
understood in no other way) ; we cannot place it later, for the epistle
gives the impression of having been written under the influence of
a very near and immediate inspection of the condition of the Galatian churches.
That impression prevents me from agreeing with
Stein s view, that (Kohr s Magazin fur Prediger, B. x., St. 1) the
epistle was not written from Ephesus, but later from Corinth, or
even not until after his departure from Corinth through Macedonia
to Jerusalem, so that the date of its composition would fall in the
year 58 or the beginning of 59, A.D. Kiickert (on Gal. i. 9, iv. 12, seq.
v. 3-21) has clearly shewn that the apostle, when he was in Galatia
for the second time, found the germs of the corruptions there even
It is therefore improbable that he let much time
then in existence.
elapse before writing the epistle, and we may confidently assume
that the composition took place during the apostle s residence of
more than two years at Ephesus (Acts xix. 10). The only ground of
doubt as to this view, otherwise perfectly satisfactory, is that which
has been urged by Ulrich (ubi supra), viz., that no mention at all is
second

visit to

Galatia (Gal.

i.

6, iv. 13),

ready found existing the germs of those

made

of the council of apostles and of

where one would expect

it

its

resolutions (Acts xv.),
rise to the wish to

This gives

(Gal. ii.)
place the composition of the epistle, if possible, before the council,
whereby we should at the same time be enabled more easily to in

But difficulties and the removal of them
s conduct.
can be no arguments, per se, for giving currency, in purely historical
enquiries, to any other opinions than those which the arguments be
fore us safely warrant ; least of all, when those opinions can be es
tablished only by such violent means as the change of the number
For
in Gal. ii. 1, which becomes requisite in the present question.
terpret Peter
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the fourteen years mentioned there bring us necessarily to a time
them as you will ; and the

after the meeting of the apostles, count

number

itself is too firmly established on grounds of sound criticism
admit of any well-founded suspicion. However, what may be
said, if not to the complete solution, at least to the relief of these
difficulties, will be given in the exposition of chap. ii.

to

2.

OF THE OCCASION OF THE EPISTLE.

We have

already, in the exposition of the Acts of the Apostles
the
remarks
on x. 1, seq., xv. 1, seq., xxi. 17, seq.), considered
(see
the relation of the Mosaic law to the power of the gospel, which was

continually making itself more and more felt, and we especially
drew attention to the fact, that with respect to it various opinions
*
The most rigid
developed themselves in the apostolical church.
view was that represented by the previously strict Pharisees they
demanded that the observance of the Law by the Jewish Christians
:

should not merely be optional as a pious custom, but obligatory,
saying that the Law was intended by God as an eternal ordinance,
to its outward fulfilment.
The apostles
view at their meeting (Acts xv.), and re
quired of the Gentiles entering the church only the observance
of the commandments given to Noah ; and even that not as means
of salvation, but merely out of forbearance towards the Jewish con
verts, who could with difficulty free themselves from certain obser
vances, e. g. 7 the prohibition of the use of blood, or of any animal
All the Jewish Christians, who stood upon
killed by strangling.

and salvation was annexed
collectively rejected this

the stricter requirements in regard to the observance of the Law
even after those resolutions of the apostles, now entered more and
more into opposition to the truth, and saw themselves at length forced
milder view of the
to assume an entirely sectarian attitude.
Law was propounded by those who maintained that, with respect
to those born Gentiles, the resolutions of the apostles ought to meet
with attention, but that those born Jews would do well to continue to

A

observe the Law, as the pious custom of their fathers, though not re
garding that observance as a necessary means of salvation. This

view was defended by James, Bishop of Jerusalem in particular, and
probably most of the apostles professed it. Perhaps the advocates of
this view possessed a vague idea that the Jewish Christians were called
to

form a peculiar, and rather more elevated,

circle in

the church

it-

* The view of
Baur, that there was a faction which would have entirely forbidden
the reception of Gentiles into the Christian church, even if, with circumcision, they
undertook the complete fulfilment of the law, entirely contradicts the testimony of his
tory.
(See the details on that point in my Essay in the Stud, for 1838, pt. 4, p. 933 )
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a circle surrounded by the wider one of the Gentile Christians,
standing at a greater distance from the centre, who might be com
pared to the proselytes of the Gate. The most liberal view, lastly,
was that vindicated by Paul.
He very rightly recognized in the
the
to
tendency
Gospel
abrogate the Law entirety in its outward
self,

forms, so that not only was the burden of the Law not to be imposed
on the Gentile Christians, but even Jewish Christians must be freed

With

Paul in his wisdom kept
he by no means tried to
and
the
Law
from the Jewish Chris|7rest violently
instantaneously
ians, as if it were a sin to observe it as a pious custom of their
Ethers, but left the work of liberation from it to the natural course

from

it.

iloof

from the extreme of the Marcionites

this conviction, however,

:

But with regard to his own conduct he
Christian development.
When he lived among Gentiles he
proceeded in the following way.
Abstained from the observance of the Law, and lived freely, as they
jf

wont to do ; among the
tat he might not give them

4ere

Jeivs,

on the contrary, he kept the Law,

(See 1 Cor. ix. 20, 21.) Now,
that this free posture of mind in the apostle himself
wts absolutely the right one, yet it is easily understood how this
conduct of his might be misinterpreted by the one-sided factions
cjrtain as

offence.

it is

As the Jewish Christians who followed
arjong whom he moved.
a
also
similar
course, the Judaizing Christians mainhia,
pursued
taied that he taught apostacy from the Law, and made the Jews
thinselves apostates ; which was however in nowise the fact, as

would directly operate to the
the
Jews.
On the other hand, Paul
Law
of
the
among
abrgation
proGeded too moderately for those Gentile Christians who were dis
pose to revolutionary measures, and who afterwards were repre

Pal

carefully avoided everything that

sent^

by the Marcionites.

They would gladly have seen the

Law

forbidden as a sin, as indeed the church of
Bomiin later times touched upon a similar extreme, when it for
Paul therefore held with adbade
observance of the Sabbath.

observance of the

ye

mirabl wisdom the middle course between Gentile license and Jew
ish entity, and Jewish obstinacy and Gentile enmity, and thus
presen^l the church in the

her oufof her

own

first

great danger which grew up against

principles.

the Epistle to the Galatians which affords us the opof
seeing how Paul defends his principles against one
portunii
That party had sent out its emissaries
party, tt\rigid Judaizers.*
*
it
Gal.
vi.
to
12, 13,
certainly seems as if the Judaists, who were so active
AccoAg
in Galatia, v?e proselytes, who did not even keep the Law themselves, but only wished

Ncmt

is

their legaWl to incline the chiefs of the Judaists in their favour.
However, that
passage is mo correctly understood, if we assume that Paul here rebukes the hypocrisy
with which thr e wish Christians laid on others what they themselves did not touch with
one of their firW (Matth. xxiii. 4.) But at all events the passage shews that the Ju

by

daists in

Galaty ere

\

dependents.
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to the churches of Galatia, and had not only led the believers in
that country into uncertainty as to the way of salvation preached to

requiring of them circumcision and the complete
the
of
observance
-Law, as necessary to salvation ; but had also ex
cited suspicion as to the real apostolical character of Paul.
(See

them by Paul, by

i.

The more plausible these men
17, v. 10, vi. 12, 13.)
their assertions, the more dangerous was their influence.

1, 6, 7, iv.

could

As

make

the Old Testament was received as an inspired volume by the
it could not but be easy for them to shew by a

Christian church also,
literal interpretation,

that the

Law must be kept

to the

end of the

The

practice of James and of other apostles, as also that
of the church in Jerusalem, apparently coincided with that view,

world.

and the scarce-converted Galatians were naturally unable to perceive
at once the more subtle difference between the apostolical doctrine
and that of the bigoted Jewish Christians. Against Paul himself
they could bring the plausible charge that he did not rightly kno
what Christ had really taught for he had never lived in his com
pany, and had only at a later period received the gospel from others
;

Paul, therefore, could not avoid declaring himself openly agains
these Judaists, and putting the Christians of Galatia in possession (f
the right point of view for judging of their intrigues.
And tb
apostle executes this design in a masterly manner, in this our episti.
It is therefore self-evident this this epistle must have been writtn

primarily to born Gentiles who only could at most be consideredis
merely proselytes of the Gate. Proselytes of righteousness (see Jahi s
Antiquities), or even native Jews,

may only be reckoned among he
they had entirely abandoned the observatee
of the Law (which, however, was certainly the case with but
few), or at least laid no stress upon it for the attainment of sta

first readers, in so far as

&quot;ery

The

subject of the Epistle to the Galatians is, thercore,
with that of the Epistle to the Romans, bu the
works
differ
in the essence of their contents, viz., the siting
two

tion.

closely connected

forth the relation between the

Law and the

Gospel, in this

way The

Epistle to the Romans exhibits it altogether objectively,* withot any
regard to the Judaizing false teachers ; the Epistle to the Galtians,

on the contrary, altogether polemically with reference to that lingerous party. The two epistles are, therefore, complements tone an
other, and in combination give the only complete picture o Paul s
system of doctrine. But, as has already been remarked of thEpistle
to the

Romans

(Introd.

5), the Epistle to the Galatians-lso has

permanent significance since, even at thislay, the
obsti
very same things, which Paul in this epistle says against
nate adherence to the Jewish law, apply to the Catholic &amp;lt;remonia],
to the
and the Rationalistic system of morality in their rela
naturally

its

;

^

v

&amp;gt;n

* Details on this
point are found in the above-cited Dissertation, Stud.

38, part 4.
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conceivable forms 3 the grosser and the more

subtle, continually addresses

its

demands

to

man, and

his

own un

unable to satisfy them it must
make
of
honest
sinners
ever, therefore,
men, but never saints; of

assisted power,

whose weakness

is

;

Hind ones, it will make either hypocrites or presump
The operation of the gospel is specifically different, for
this demands nothing, but only gives, and beseeches us to accept in
faith the gift of forgiveness of sins and of the new birth.
Those two
spheres of existence, viz., of the Law and of Faith, the church must
never allow to be mingled, and all attempts to confound them will
dishonest or

tuous

fools.

ever shatter themselves on the Epistles to the Kornans and the
Galatians, as on indestructible bulwarks.

THE COURSE OF THOUGHT

3.

IN

THE EPISTLE.

The authenticity of the Epistle to the Galatians has never been
and
doubted, so thoroughly is it impressed with the spirit of Paul
its original composition in Greek has only been impugned by the
well-known, but quite untenable, hypothesis of Bolten and Bertholdt, that all the writings of the New Testament were originally
;

written in the
parts.

The

Aramaic

first

It naturally divides itself into three
the relation of the
ii.) contains

tongue.

part (chaps,

and

i.

The second part (chap. iii. 1 to chap. v. 12) com
an
prises
exposition of his doctrine ; and the third and final one
embraces practical observations (chap. v. 13 to chap. vi. 18). The
first part again may be subdivided into four paragraphs, of which the
history of Paul.

contains the greeting (chap. i. 1-5) ; the second reproves the in
constancy of the Galatians, and informs them how the apostle,
without any teaching or vocation of men, had been installed by the
first

Lord himself in the apostolical office ; and from a persecutor of the
church had become her servant it also touches upon his first
travels, which shew that he, in the first years after his conversion,
was very little in company with the apostles (chap. i. 6-24). In the
third paragraph, the apostle next relates his important journey to
:

Jerusalem, to the Council of the Apostles, and shews how he there
had occasion to maintain his principles in controversy with the Jew
ish Christians, and how he and the chief apostles came to a friendly

arrangement, to the purport that he should labour among the Gen
and they among the Jews only that he should not forget the
poor in Jerusalem (chap. ii. 1-10).
Here follows, in the fourth paragraph, the remarkable account
of what took place between him, Peter, and Barnabas, in Antioch ;

tiles,

:

by which Paul calls attention to the fact, that he had dared, freely
and openly, to avow his principles nay, even to reprehend Peter
;
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himself, for his wavering with regard to the connexion of the Law
with the Gospel ; and that he therefore stood on a perfect equality with

the Twelve in apostolical dignity.

At

the same time Paul announces

the theme of his epistle, viz., that in the gospel man is -not justified
by the works of the law, but by faith in Christ ; that therefore the
Law could not under the dominion of grace be re-established without
destroying the spirit of the Gospel ; and that the Christian was
through the Law, dead to the Law, and should therefore live by faith
in the

Son of God (chap.

ii.

11-21).

In the second part Paul

appeals, first, in the fifth paragraph, to the experience of the Galatians, and calls upon them to confess how they had received the

Holy

Spirit, not

through the Law, but purely through the preaching

of the Gospel.
They should not, therefore, on any account, forget,
that the Scripture already imputed righteousness to all who through
faith are

Abraham s

children.

The Law,

as such, could only

work a

curse, because it required absolute fulfilment, but Christ has re
deemed us from the curse of the Law, to the end that we might re

through faith ; the promise of the Holy Spirit (chap. iii. 1-14).
In the sixth paragraph Paul further illustrates the relation between
the Law and the Gospel by the figure of a testament. As a human
testament cannot be annulled, much less can the promise of God,
which was given to Abraham and his seed. The law coming in be
tween the promise and the fulfilment, cannot therefore destroy the
latter, but was only intended to prepare for it. It is a schoolmaster
unto Christ, in w hom that antagonism between the Divine and the
human, which is still revealed by the Law, appears adjusted by the
union of both in him. Therefore all that were separate, the Jew
and the heathen, are in Christ wrought into a higher unity, in which
state also true sonship, and, with it, the freedom of the mature
man, is alone given. (Chap. iii. 15 to chap. .v. 7.)
ceive,

T

;

Next follows, in the seventh paragraph, the warning not to sink
down again from the higher grade of life, to the lower one and its
inadequate ordinances. Paul begs the Galatians to remember the
time of their first love, in which they had so entirely yielded them
selves to him.
Now, he must, as it were, bring them forth for the
second time, in order that Christ might be formed in them. If they
would but rightly understand that Law, to which they had devoted
themselves, they would find his doctrine in it.
Sarah, Abraham s
lawful wife, represents, witli her son Isaac, the church of the New

Testament, which

is the
free one; Hagar, on the other hand, with
son Ishmael, the Law now the latter must be thrust out in order
that the former may reign alone. Accordingly, they should not let
themselves be deprived of the freedom with which Christ had made

licr

;

them free. (Chap. iv. 8 to chap. v. 1.) Finally, in the eighth para
graph, Paul warns his readers not to submit to circumcision, as
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they would by that means return to the Old Testament footing.
In Christ neither circumcision nor uncircumcision availeth any
thing, nor anything else external ; but faith, which worketh by love
v.

(chap.

2-12).

In the third part, Paul adds to the exhortation, to maintain
their freedom, the further admonition, not to abuse this freedom.
He begs his Galatians, in the 9th paragraph, to walk in the Spirit,
and not to fulfil the lusts of the flesh. The walking, however, in
the Spirit, must bring forth the fruits of the Spirit,
flesh with its appetites.
This principle the

circumstances which then

special

(chap.

v. 13,

to

chap

and crucify the
apostle applies to the
existed among the Galatians

vi. 10).

Finally, in the 10th paragraph, Paul repeats, in short sen
tences, the lessons given in his epistle, and then concludes with
the entreaty not to prepare fresh troubles for him, the much-tried

servant of God, and with his Christian benediction.

(Chap.

vi.

11-18.)
4.

LITERATURE.

the Fathers, Chrysostom, Theodoret, (Ecumenius, and
Theophylact, have written on the Epistle to the Galatians, though

Among

the genius of the Orientals was far less adapted rightly to explain
this epistle than that of the Occidentals.
Among t he latter, Pelagius

is still

controlled

by the genius of Orientalism. Jerome

less so;

but above all, Augustine has left .us in his Expositio Epistolae ad
Galatas a work which, by the side of Calvin s and Luther s explan
ations of that epistle, is still, with regard to the principal contents,
namely, its communications as to the connexion between the law and
the gospel, uncommonly instructive and suggestive.
have of Luther two works on our epistle, a shorter one (Wit
In him the
tenberg, 1519) and a longer one (Wittenberg, 1535).

We

polemical spirit against the church of Eome is, as we might expect,
decidedly paramount, as likewise in the works of Bullinger (Zurich,
1549), Beza (Cambridge, 1642), Brenz (Tubingen, 1588), upon our
epistle.

was commentated on by Sebastian
D. Michaelis (Gottingen, 1769), Zacharias
(Gottingen, 1T70), Koppe in his Commentary on the New -Testa
ment (1st ed. Gottingen, 1778, 3d ed., edited by Tychsen, Gottin
Semler Periphrasis epist. ad Gal. (Halle, 1779), Morus
gen, 1823).
Krause
(acroases in epist. ad Galatas edid. Eichstiidt, Lips., 1795),
In

later times, this epistle

Schmid

(Kiel, 1690), J.

(Frankfort, 1788), Schilling (Lips., 1792), J. B. Carpzovius
stadt, 1794),

Hensler (Leipzig, 1805), Borger (interpretatio

Galatas, Lugd. Bat., 1807),

Winer

(1st ed.,

1821, 3d

ed.,

(Helm-

epist.

ad

1829), Flatt
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(Tubingen, 1828), Paulus (Heidelberg, 1831), Kiickert (Leipzig,
1833), Usteri (Zuricb, 1833), Matthies (Greifswald, 1833), Schott
(Leipzig, 1834), Zschocke, illustrative

Further, compare

Hermann s Essay on

paraphrase (Halle, 1834).
first three chapters of our

the

in connexion with Liicke s Review (in Ullmann s and TJmepistle,
breit s Stud., for 1833, part 2), and the observations on it by Riickert

and Usteri, in their commentaries on our epistle. Also Fritzsche s
Comment, de nonnullis Pauli ad Galatas epistolas locis. Rostochii,
1834, 4., which are included in the opuscula Fritzschiorum, page
143, seq.

EXPOSITION
OP THE

EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS.

PART FIRST.
(I. 1
1.

II. 21.)

THE GREETING.
(i.

1-5.)

THE

very beginning of the Epistle to the Galatians introduces
us to the peculiar state of things which prevailed in their churches,
and which, as we saw in our introduction, caused the apostle to
false teachers had impugned Paul s
and
represented him as subordinate to the
apostolical authority,
Twelve. This might really be done with a show of justice, as Paul
had not lived in the society of the Lord during his sojourn on earth,
and stood alone aside from the strictly defined body of the Twelve.
Therefore it was the more necessary to attempt completely to re
fute this assertion of his opponents which crippled his ministry.

compose

He

The Judaizing

it.

calls himself, therefore, here, at the

very beginning of the epistle,

dnooTokog OVK an avdp&Truv ovde & dvOp&Trov, d/l/La did iTjvov Xpiorov,
but by Jesus Christ,
K. T.
A.,* an apostle, not from men, nor by man,
in detail, in the first chapter, how he was just as
called
by the Lord as the Tioelve were, only for another
independently
the preaching among the Gentiles, while to
for
purpose, namely,
etc.,

and shews,

the former the Jews were commended.
(Chap. i. 15, 16, ii. 9, 10.)
The name apostle was, in the apostolical age, used not only of the
Twelve, but also of such teachers as were sent out by the churches,
or by single persons, as messengers ; it only forms an antithesis

with those teachers who did not
*

itinerate,

who were permanently

where Paul, under the influence of the painful feeling of his former
I am not worthy to be called an apostle, because I
estrangement from God, writes
by the grace of God I am what I am,&quot;
persecuted the church of God,&quot; but also adds
1

Cor. xv.

9,

&quot;

:

&quot;

:

forms a remarkable parallel to this. In the Epistle to the Corinthians, Paul is only at
not prevent God from
tributing to himself personal unworthiness, which, however, did

choosing him for the

office

of apostle.
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attached to a church, and so

Eom.

1 3 2.

approximates the name evangelist.

far,

7

1 Cor. iv. 6-9, xii. 28,
;
;
29.) Such
authorization of his apostolical call, Paul emphatically de
he says he received his office neither from men, nor through

Acts

(Of.

a

4-14

I.

xiv.

xvi.

human

nies

;

By men the false apostles, the
specially distinguished man.
blind teachers, are called ; every genuine call to the office of teacher
in the church proceeds even yet from the Lord, but in most cases

any

Divine will takes place through the medium of a man, as,
Timothy, Titus, and other excellent teachers, were called by the
Lord through Paul. But this too Paul denies of himself; as the
Twelve were, so he too was called both by and through the Lord,
A-no denotes the
without any human intervention.
(
source, the
did
of
the
intermediate
the
which
it is
agent, through
origin
call,
bestowed on the person chosen. Ilapa might also have stood instead
of d~u [cf. i. 12], or vno rcapd and v~6 are even used of persons, in
preference to diro, and that, too, where they are conceived as imme

by

far this

e. g.,

;

s Syntax,
p. 255
This difference, however, be
tween ttTro and Trapa is not always observed in the New Testament,
as is immediately shewn in verse 3 by the formula of greeting, xdpic;

diately acting of themselves.

Winer

s

Gr.,

[Cf.

Bernhardy

;

47, b, pp. 326, 331.]

which, however, God and Christ are undoubtedly
be considered as immediately and directly active. In the followr ing words Paul apparently pictured to himself the relation in such
a way that he meant to write did Xpio-ov, through Christ, and dno
Oeov,from God, and put did alone, for the sake of brevity ; for we
Kal elprjvr] d~6, in
LO

find that the prepositions are usually so distinguished in reference
to the Father and the Son. [Cf. the remarks on Horn. xi. 36.]

Now

Christ, as the Son of God, in conjunction with the Father, is put in
opposition to everything human, which involves an indirect proof of
the Divine nature of Christ. But, as the name of the Lord was in

Jesus the Christ, and that of the Father, Qebg
Father, the omission of the article (cf. ver. 3) is to
be explained by the blending of two ideas into one. Qsbg Uarijp,
without article or genitive, is found also Phil. i. 3, ii. 10 ; 1 Peter i.
2 Tim. i. 2
Titus i. 14. Winer
Thess. i. 1
2
Ephes. vi. 23
(Gr.
119, p. 110) has not discriminated from the above passages

full I7]aovc 6 Xptarog,
6 ILarrjQ,

God

;

the

j&quot;l

;

;

.

The New Testament does
those in which the genitive is added.
not contain the formulas God the Son, God the Spirit (Oebg vlogi
The reference to the resur
Qebg Trvevfia), which came later into use.
rection of Christ is meant to exalt God s almighty power, of which
Paul s conversion is a shining proof. Matthias would refer this
addition to the exalted position of Christ, but less appropriately,
because there was no particular occasion to make that prominent.

(On

eyeipeiv KK veicp&v, see at

Ver.

2.

That Paul does

Matth.

xxii. 29, 30.)
not, as often happens elsewhere,

men-
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tion particular names with Ms own, but adds the phrase ol avv Spot
ndvreg ddetyot, all the brethren ivho are with me, is certainly for
the reason already pointed out by Jerome, Luther, and others, viz.,

that Paul wishes to give the Galatians the impression that he had
a large community on his side.
need not, therefore, take dde/U

We

brethren, to mean merely apostolical fellow-labourers, though
The plural, churches,
they are of course primarily intended.
shews that Paul s epistle is to be viewed as- an encyclical mis
&amp;lt;poi,

addressed to the different churches in G-alatia, which had prob
ably sprung up in those larger cities of the province named in the
Introduction. The omission of all laudatory epithets is to be ascribed
sive,

Paul felt with the Galatian church.
In the well-known salutation (see Kom. i. 7) Paul
then wishes his readers grace and peace, whereof they who were in
danger of falling back under the law, and into the disquiet which
Those gifts
the law brings with it, were, above all things, in need.
proceed from God as the source of all good, and are through Christ
bestowed on man. As in verse 1 d-rro was wanting before God, so
here did is left out before Son, merely for the sake of brevity. Paul
designates the work of the Eedeerner as just that which was the
urgent need of the Galatians. Their new sin of wavering and un
belief must be forgiven them through Christ, and they completely
separated from the wicked world through whose influence they had
just been led astray.
(Cf. an the vicarious satisfaction of Christ
the remarks on Kom. iii. 25. Ilept is to be preferred to the tifrep of
the text. rec. A.D.E.F.G., and other inferior critical authorities have
it ; Lachmann has also received it into the text.
T-rrep was probably
to the dissatisfaction that

Vers. 3-5.

substituted as the more usual word.

It besides points out the vi

more

carious
clearly than the more general word rap/, which,
also
is
found
Kom. viii. 3, and often elsewhere. [Cf. Comm.
finally,
on Matth. xx. 28.] The Son of God s giving himself up to death
office

Titus ii. 14] was, finally, not extorted or commanded
[Eph. v. 2
the
will
of
the Father, but was a voluntary act of bis own [John
by
accord
x. 18], yet one answering to the will of God, and therefore
;

&quot;

God is here called
ing to the will of God&quot; (Kara TO de/tr^a rov Qeov).
himself as the
inasmuch
as
he
revealed
our
Father,&quot;
expressly
&quot;

Father of mankind in the mission of Christ, creating them anew in
Therefore also to him belongs ultimately all the glory
regeneration.
of the creation as of the redemption. (Cf. on the doxology Kom. i.

25

;

2 Cor.

world&quot;

The phrase

xi. 31.]

(e^aipelaOai,

etc

&quot;

to deliver

rov eveartirog altivog

from

this present evil

Trovrjpov), for

denoting the
New Testa

object of Christ s work, is not found elsewhere in the
ment.
EMpfit(j0ai* [Acts vii. 10, xii. 11, xxiii. 27]

= aw&iv, to

* The active form Ifrtpelv is found Matth. v.
The middle form means
29, xviii. 9.
New Testament the same as &cAeyv, Acts xxvi. 17.

also in the

VOL. IV.

33*
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withdraw from the influence of a destructive element. The mean
ing of the formula is therefore precisely = ow&iv EK rov Koapov rovEvea-ug answers to ovro^ [Rom. viii. 38 ; 1 Ccr. iii. 22, vii. 26],
is to be taken
epexegetically.
[Of. on aluv ovrog

rov.

whilst novTjpog

Matth.

Whilst, therefore, dovvai

xii. 32.]

KCLVTOV,

fers to reconciliation, egaipelaQai, deliver, refers to

gave himself,

re

the redemption of

those reconciled.)

2.

THE CALLING OF PAUL,
(i.

6-24.)

Without the least expression of love or sympathy, Paul lets his
excited feelings burst forth at once, and expresses his indignant
wonder at the falling away of the Galatians. No doubt Riickert is
completely right when he concludes from this that Paul during his
last visit must have spoken to them of backsliding, for, had nothing
of the sort taken place, he would certainly, as in the first epistle to
the Corinthians, before rebuking them, have told them how he had

The

received information concerning them.

OVTG)

however, need by no means be referred to Paul

ra^ wf,

s last visit

so soon,
;

it

may

rather very appropriately refer to their conversion, which ought to
win over the man to the Christian element permanently. He there

very soon&quot; who falls away even after
to change in opinion
the lapse of several years. (MerarideaOai
and tendency of mind,&quot; the direction of the change being pointed
out by els.
The present tense represents the action as still con
The hope is thus
tinuing, as it were just arriving at completion.

fore

may

be said to change

&quot;

&quot;

awakened, that the as yet incornpleted action may be arrested.
The comparison of the word with HA, and an assumption of an allu
sion to the name TdXarai, which Jerome thinks is to be found here,
The one who calls (KaXioag) is, of
is to be rejected as trifling.
not
Paul
the
God
course,
only,
apostle certainly wished to convert
no one to himself. The medium of the call is the grace of Christ,*
;

=

did, or stands for the dative only, without, however,
tv being strictly taken as the sign of the dative.
[Cf. Winer s Gr. ;

therefore KV

31, 8.]

Yer.
&amp;lt;UAo,

el

The

7.

p)

K. r.

&quot;

A.),

which
is

is no other thing than,&quot; etc. (5 OVK &OTLV
not without difficulty. The reference of o to
which,
clearly quite unsuitable, as the idea
&quot;

*repov evayythiav is

* The omission of Xptarov,
would not be advisable.

Fathers,

ever, clearly forbidden
refers the

/cA//&amp;lt;7^

in accordance

with

and several, especially Latin,
genitive with KaXiaavro^ is. how
as also by the fact that Paul never

F.G-.,

The coupling of this

by the intervening

kv

;^pm,

to Christ, but always to the Father.
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8.

however, is no other,&quot; would represent the guilt of the opponents as
whereas Paul intends to depict it as very gross. The reference
of o to
in the sense
which can and must be no
gospel&quot; alone,
less,

&quot;

other than

&quot;

it

is,&quot;

i. e.

7

which must not be changed

arbitrarily,

would

instead of aAAo, not to mention that it seems harsh to
separate evayyekiov from &quot;repov, and that then the following el \IT\
is inappropriate, for it is inadmissible to take it as
sed or aliarequire

&quot;repov

=

men

;

it

only means

Partikellehre, vol.

ii.,

(Of. Winer s Gr.,
55, 2, Hartung s
The
118, seq.)
connecting d pj, however,

nisi.

p.

with davpa^G), which Schott has proposed, would be totally unallow
I
able, because of the indicative, which cannot possibly mean,
should wonder at your early apostacy, if I had not known that you
were led astray.&quot; Besides, with this interpretation, the difficulty
&quot;

of the o OVK Kffnv a /Uo, which, according to it, must be enclosed in
Therefore the interpretation defended by Gro-

brackets, remains.

tius, Winer, Kiickert, alone recommends itself to us, which refers o
to all that precedes, and the words 6 OVK Zanv aAAo, d //?) K. r. A., are
which (your apostacy) is nothing
closely connected in the sense :
&quot;

else, or consists in nothing else than that you have allowed your
selves to be led astray.&quot;
By this addition, then, it is Paul s inten

tion to soften the guilt of the Galatians, and to point to their false
teachers as the real culprits.
(The article stands before the parti
ciple entirely regularly [as in the phrase dolv ol Aeyoy-e^], since the
action is considered as one which belongs only to definite persons,

or

by which the persons themselves

are specified.

[Of.

Matthias

s

Winer s

interpretation, as if the meaning
were dot rapdaaovreg vpd^ not ovroi doiv oXiyoi, introduces a thought
not contained in the words. Tapdooeiv, trouble,
oakeveiv, shake,
Gr., vol.

ii.,

2 Thess.

ii.

p. 552.]

=

faith,

2.

&quot;

To

a change

in

one

s

As

details at v. 10-12,

to the antagonists here pointed out, see further

and

B^ovreg

iv. 9.

principles of
secret and artful

settled

and that by open, violent attacks, not by

insinuations.&quot;

James

effect

vi.

is

12, 13.

On

(leraoTpfyeiv, cf.

Acts

ii.

20

;

emphatic, as it stands in contrast with the

unpremeditated peTaaTptyai, the act of the Galatians, who knew not
what they did when they followed those deceivers.)
Ver. 8. Paul describes the gospel as so absolutely above all
can change its Divine nature ;
subjectivity, that no created being
In the case of
not even Paul (KCLL iav ?jjueV), not even an angel.
the case of a
in
not
but
Paul, apostacy was certainly imaginable,
hence we might suppose evil angels meant, if &quot;from
not against it. It is most simple therefore to say,
were
heaven&quot;
in
Horn. ix. 3, adduces an impossibility in order to ex
as
that Paul,

good angel

;

the inadmissibility of changing arbitra
press in the highest degree
is clearly the
of
God.
the
against&quot;
(In trap o the idea of
gift
rily
most natural ; those Judaists quite destroyed the nature of the
&quot;
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gospel, they

made a new law out

9, 10.

I.

of

AvdOepa, originally

it.

=

dvd*

%/a, something devoted to the gods, hung up in the temple. The
latter form only retained this idea [Luke xxi. 5], and dvdOe^a ac
something laden with a curse,&quot; which all an
quired the meaning
&quot;

cient nations considered
also as

ttritft,

sacer.

and treated as devoted

The formula dvdOe^a

to the infernal gods,
be accursed,
eara, let

Mm

refers, therefore, not to ecclesiastical excommunication simply ; that
Accord
is included only so far as it presupposes Divine reprobation.

=

Of. on Horn. ix. 3 ; 1 Cor. xii. 3, xvi. 22.)
o^n.
ingly dvdOeim
Ver. 9. As a mere repetition of what has just been said, rrpoei-

we have said before, and ap, noiv, is clearly too strong ;
the words can only be explained on the assumption of a previous ex
pression of Paul s opinion on this subject during his first visit to
the Galatians. While, therefore, in ver. 8 the nai dv, even though,

prjita[j.ev y

represented the matter quite hypothetically,
mark to the actual case.

el }

if,

applies the re

The connexion

of ver. 10 with the preceding is not
should have expected, after verses 8 and 9, and the
strong asseverations that whoever preached otherwise than he did was
for what I teach is un
accursed, something like the following
Ver. 10.

We

quite clear.

&quot;

:

I am assured that this alone is the
God s word,&quot; or,
Instead of that, Paul states that he seeks to please God
and not man but, if we grasp the fundamental thought we recog
nize that it contains exactly those ideas which the context leads us
&quot;

doubtedly

truth.&quot;

:

to expect.
For the very fact, that he wishes to please God entirely,
and not man, that he is entirely the servant of Christ, who is more
than all men are, is the assurance of his living union with God, and
of that illumination from above which exalts his doctrines far
above a mere subjective opinion. He gains, at the same time, by this

turn of thought, the advantage of warding off a reproach cast upon
it on them.
They upbraided
spirit, that he became to the
Gentiles a Gentile, and to the Jews a Jew, as if grasping at hit

him by the Judaists, and of retorting
him on account of his accommodating

man

The fact was exactly the
approbation was the cause of it.
this no doubt was the case with those Judaistic false
;

reverse

who sought by the great number of their conversions to
gain fame, without caring about the means by which they effected
them, (Cf. Gal. vi. 13.) The dpn, now, like the following K-I, yet,

teachers

can be referred only to the time since Paul s conversion ; with that
event the old man, which in him too was impelled by the desire
of pleasing men, was in him forthwith so thrust back, that the holy
fire from the Divine altar alone glowed in him, and dissipated all
(Yields dvdp&novq, QKOV cannot,

other love.
* Huckert

with

my

&quot;

s

Divine

supplement,
call,

say

wonder not

otherwise,&quot; is

with Luther and Michaelis

at this harsh speech.

clearly too harsh.

I cannot, in accordance
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11, 12.

humanas, res divinas, suadeo, nor can Kara be sup
here rather equal to placare, tranquillum reddere, as it
certainly means at 1 John iii. 9 ; Homer II. a. 100 ; Eurip. Hipp.
It is
1060.
dpKGKeiv, which follows.)
plied

;

res

:

it is

=

Paul now endeavours, from here to chap. ii. 10, to
Vers. 11, 12.
trace historically this his immediate relation to God through Christ.
He needed not to make any mention here of the great fact of the
manifestation of the Lord, through which his conversion was ef
fected, because he knew that this was sufficiently known to the
Galatians ; though he alludes in verses 15, 16, to that event.

His only concern was to make

it

clear that he

had

in nowise

been

instructed by the apostles, and thus become spiritually dependent
upon them, so that their authority was above his own. It might be

Paul was assuredly baptized by the Christians in Damas
by Ananias (Acts ix. 18); indeed, according to the
parallel passage (Acts xxii. 10), the Lord commanded him to go to
Damascus, there to learn what he was commissioned to do. He
seems therefore not to have received the Holy Ghost immediately on
Christ s manifestation, but only at the imposition of hands by
when there fell from his eyes as it were scales&quot; (both
Ananias,
But that very point,
and
bodily
spiritual), and at his baptism.
that Paul did not receive the Holy Ghost from an apostle through
the laying on of hands, but independently of them, whereas in other
cases (according to Acts viii.) the apostles alone could impart the
Holy Ghost sets him free from them and their authority, and on
said that

cus, probably

&quot;

a par with the body of the apostles. Add to this, Paul, besides the
appearance at Damascus, saw the Lord repeatedly (cf. on Acts

first

xxii. 17, xxiii. 11), and remained, as it were, in continued intercourse
with him, and received direct instructions from him, 1 Cor. xi. 23.
Paul therefore could with perfect justice boast of the gospel which
he preached, as entrusted to him immediately by God, without any

human

(Ver. 11, yvupifa is used by profane writers as
to shew, make known&quot; [cf. Prov.
as
the
LXX.
yivwGKd), by
xxii. 19 ; Ezek. xliv. 23, with 1 Cor. xii. 3, xv. 1.]
Pap is certainly
6e
to be preferred to 6e, according to D.F.G., and other authorities

=

intervention.

=

&quot;

:

was probably substituted, merely because yap stands five times in
but with Paul the same conjunction frequently occurs
succession
five times, and even oftener, in succession.
[Cf. e. g., Bom. iv. 13,
Ka~ dvOpwrrov, after man, can only be taken, as in
seq., v. 6, seq.]
1 Cor. ix. 8, as
Mfytimivov, human, as to origin, essence, and ob
;

=

the
ject, in contrast to

Divine character of the gospel.

Riickert

s

remark, that no one said that the gospel was of human origin, and
that therefore, so taken, the apostle s assertion has no antithesis
against which it could be directed, is of no weight ; for, even if the
Judaists,

whom Paul

contends with, did not say that explicitly,

still
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it

was implied

in their

conduct

;

I.

for

13-15.

they made of

it

what they

Yer. 12, ovde yap eyw is to be taken neque enim ego, i. e.,
nam ne ego quidem, which
as the other apostles,&quot; not
little
as
I,
Be
would have been expressed by ovd
yap, or KOL yap ov& t-yw.
wished.

:

&quot;

:

eyo&amp;gt;

especially A.D.F.G., read ovde for
Griesbach preferred, as also Winer (ad h. 1. and Gr.,
Lachmann and Biickert, on the other hand, read ovdt\
55, 6.)
decision
The
depends on the distinction assumed between irapekapov
fore

ovre,

and

many good MSS.,

iSL6dx6rp&amp;gt;

which

last

edtdd%0r]v

;

Winer takes

it

as not specific,

and cannot therefore

But it is more correct to
favour the strongly disjunctive particle.
a
and
with
Lachmann
assume,
Eiickert,
specific distinction, in which
case ovde must be read. It is also especially in favour of that reading,
that one cannot join napd dvOp&nov with ediddxOrjv also, with which

usually put, and again dtddaitsoQai forms an antithesis with
the former denotes the gradual appropriation of a
and exercise of the intellect ; the latter
reflection
thing, through
means intuitive perception, instantaaeous illumination of the reason.
~po$

is

&

-In the
dTroKaXvi/jEvg Irjcrov Xpiorov scil.
(Cf. Matth. xi. 25, seq.)
napehafiov, by the revelation of Jesus Christy Christ is to be under
stood as the author , not as the object, of the revelation ; the latter
is

The

the gospel.

by Christ stands here in opposition to
the other view which exhibits Christ

revelation

communication through man

;

as also the revealed, is presented in ver. 15.)
In order to place the striking circumstances of
Yers. 13, 14.
his conversion in a clear light, Paul reminds the Galatians first
of his earlier position, when he persecuted the church as a zeal
ous Pharisee.
(He sets in opposition to the vvv, now, of his con

time past&quot; (-n-ore), of his life under the law ; the
Galatians might have heard by report, or even through Paul him
know on that point. The
self, what was necessary for them to
the

version

&quot;

form lovdaivuos is often found in the Apocrypha. Cf. 2 Mace. ii.
4 Mace. iv. 26. Ka0 vrrepfiofajv
ofyodoa or -nspiaao21, xiv. 38
1 Cor. xii. 31
2 Cor. iv. 17. Hoodiu =: Tro/Uoptfew,
T|06i), ver. 14
Acts ix. 21. Yer. 14, TTpoiwirreLv is generally used intransitively ;
with vTTsp it is to surpass.&quot; [Luke ii. 52 ; 2 Tim. ii. 16, iii. 9.]
aequalis, is not found elsewhere in the New Testament.
Acts xxi. 20. The form TTa-ptnoq is found only here, narThe traditions&quot;
often occurs, e. g., Acts xxii. 3, xxiv. 14.
the
of
books
Moses,
genuine
along with the
(7rapad6aet,$)j comprise
;

;

;

&quot;

,

&quot;

traditional Pharisaic

Yer. 15.

As

dogmas

;

neither the one nor the other alone.)
its period, in which the Di

the entire economy has

vine promises are fulfilled (Gal. iv. 4), so also has each individual.
When that sacred moment arrived for Paul (on his journey to

God

caused his eternal decree of election to reach
him in time, by means of a call, in order to use him as an instru-

Damascus),
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16.

xnent for the propagation of the gospel.
(The evdoK^aev 6
answers to
cf.
Ps.
Cf. on
xl.
14.
A^op^eiv = zn\(-yeiv.
nst^,
i&quot;t

Kom.

ix.

1

Eph.

;

i.

4.

E/c

KoiXiaq

^rpog

\ivu

I*D

^to.

Tlris

from my mother s womb/ is in meaning exactly parallel
phrase,
to npb Karaj3okfjg noopov [Eph. i. 4], i. e.,
from eternity.&quot; The
election by grace is thereby described as one in nowise conditioned by
&quot;

&quot;

works.

[Cf. on Kom. ix. 11.] The grace therefore refers alike to dfopiHere then the revelation of Christ appears as the
Katelv.

&iv and to

and

effect of grace ; therefore by &quot;revealing his Son in me&quot;
(drrorbv
vlbv avrov iv ipoi) is to be understood not Christ s appear
Ka^v^ai
ance as such, but this in connexion with the collective work of grace,

result

was thereby made manifest to Paul inwardly in his
Son of God. In the revelation which Paul re
ceived near Damascus, we must regard the chief influence as internal
and spiritual mere physical seeing could not have produced such
in so far as Christ

heart, as the eternal

;

effects.)*

Ver. 16. The aim of this manifestation was certainly for Paul a
subjective one also, viz., his salvation, though this vanishes in his
eyes in comparison with the immense objective end necessarily com
bined with it. With him salvation was given to the whole believing

But it is Christ himself, not some
(cf. Acts ix. 15).
from
nor
the
doctrine
him,
merely
thing
concerning him, which is
hence
the object of genuine preaching
that I might preach him&quot;
To connect evflt wf, immediately, with the
(Iva evayyeXifaiJiai avrov).
foregoing, for which Kiickert and Neander decide, against all the
MSS., in order to obtain the meaning that Paul had already preached
in Arabia, is entirely inadmissible ; for Paul cannot, consistently
with the course of thought, mean to say that he was called in order
to preach immediately; but only that he was called in general for
the object of preaching, and that when he was aware of this he had
immediately devoted himself to that work, without permitting men
But it does not follow from that, that he
to control his decisions.
fulfilled in the very first years the Divine intention in calling him
he must rather have experienced the need of first familiarizing him
self with the new element into which he had entered. The assump
tion of an inversion, so that
immediately not&quot; (evOcug ov) should
be taken for &quot;not immediately&quot; (OVK evdeas), is still more unsuitable,
for then it would follow that Paul had afterwards asked counsel of
men, whereas he means to deny that absolutely. But Schott thinks
Grentile world

&quot;

;

;

&quot;

*

It

might appear striking that Paul does not mention Ananias, who certainly bap

him (Acts ix. 18), and who, therefore, we might suppose instructed him. But, aa
Christ and the apostles were baptized by John ^the Baptist, without having received any
instruction from him, which did not then take place at baptism, Paul might naturally omit
mentioning his baptism too, and the rather, that baptism never establishes a dependence
tized

of the baptized on the baptizer.
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I.

17, 18.

that evOeus cannot be joined with what follows without an ellipsis,
It
Because the nature of the word requires a positive proposition.
is best to supply npoo%(*)v vovv, or the positive idea, which is imme
diately expressed negatively in

what

and blood/ which must be

flesh

follows

&quot;

;

I treated not with

restricted neither to

Paul himself,

to the consultation of his natural inclination, nor to the apos
Obe
tles, nor any other class of men, but is to be taken generally.
i.

e.j

&quot;

I excluded all human
dient to God alone,&quot; Paul means to say,
deliberation, as being subject to error.&quot;
(UpooavariO^i properly
In the phrase -rpoaavarito lay on in addition,&quot; as in Gal. ii. 6.
&quot;

&quot;

to lay be
6eq6ai rtvi TI, or, as in Gal. ii. 2, avarideadai, it means
fore one, propose to one, something for deliberation or decision.&quot; So,
Some inferior MSS. only read here
often, in Diodorus and Lucian.
&quot;

:

Ver. 17. -But Paul was especially concerned to shew that he
had always been without connexion with the older apostles, because
his Judaistic adversaries represented him as dependent upon them
;

he therefore lays stress upon the fact that he had, after his conver
sion, gone first to Arabia, and had thence returned to Damascus,
and had thus no connexion with the apostles at Jerusalem. (In
stead of dvTiXdov B.D.E.F.G. and other critical authorities read
dmfidov, which is no doubt to be preferred, and indeed Lachmann
has received it into the text
dvffidov was doubtless substituted be
cause drnj^dov immediately succeeds, and in ver. 18 dvffidov is used
;

=

of the journey to Jerusalem, like the more usual dvafiaivuv
nVy.
The phrase those who were apostles before me (ol -rrpb tyov d-xo&quot;

(TroAoi),

sets

an

points

Paul

apostle.

ment

is.

first to

the earlier call of the twelve, but, second,

the proper sense of the word, by their side as
Ovde is to be taken as strictly negative, as the state

also, in

emphatically

made

that he saw no apostle at

all.

In the

parallel passages (Acts ix. 22, xxvi. 22, xi. 17) the subject is not a
journey into Arabia ; it is more likely that the first and second
The
sojourns of Paul in Damascus are there conjointly referred to.

words of our passage do not, however, permit us, with Usteri,
to assume that Damascus was reckoned in Arabia ;* on the con
The event, which is related
trary, the two are plainly distinguished.
2 Cor. xi. 32, is, no doubt, to be referred to the time of the second
sojourn at Damascus, for it assumes that Paul had already preached
the gospel.
Ver. 18. How the three years are to be apportioned cannot be
affirmed with any approach to certainty, f
To me it appears most
* As Damascus had not been named
before,

&quot;

returned again to

Damascus&quot;

points unmistakably to the fact that Paul assumed it as known
that his call took place on a journey to Damascus.
\ Kohler s and Schrader s assumption that Paul was but a few days in Arabia, is
e/c Aa/uaaKov),

ai&amp;gt;
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19, 20.

probable that Paul passed the longest time in Arabia, for there his
purpose was not teaching, but his own inward development. (See
1 of the General Introduction to Paul s Epistles, and on Acts
ix. 20, seq.)

&quot;Afterwards&quot;

(emird) dates from the principal event,

The most important point in this
that Paul declares that the object of his first
journey to Jerusalem was to become acquainted with Peter. This
declaration does not contradict the accounts in Acts ix. 26, seq.,

i.

e.,

from Paul

conversion.

s

passage, however,

is,

The

is, what had Paul in view in
probably wished to come to some
understanding with Peter as to their future labours, which, accord
ing to ii. 6, seq., was at a later period more completely effected.

xxii. 17, seq.

making

only question

this acquaintance ?

He

Acts ix. 26, seq.), met with so great oppo
he limited his stay to a few days, which fact he
here adduces as a proof that he could not have been instructed by
the apostles.
laropelv properly, &quot;to become acquainted with by
one s own perception,&quot; though, indeed, usually applied to things,
For, as he, at

first (see

sition in Jerusalem,

But Josephus too, B. J. vi. 1. 8, uses it of per
rarely to persons.
It is not found again in the New Testament.For Xlerpov
sons.
A.B., and other MSS., read Krj^dv, as ii. 9. Lachmann receives it
but the reading has doubtless no other foundation
than the desire to turn aside the derogatory description which fol
lows from Peter, and to substitute some one else. Whether enfyeiva
7rp6$ points to a dwelling with Peter, or not, must be left undecided.
The phrase fyepai deKanerre, answers to the French quinze jours, a
into the text

;

fortnight.

Here it seems, in the first place, striking that
Yers. 19, 20.
only Peter and James are named as the apostles whom Paul saw in
Jerusalem while it is said (Acts ix. 27) of Barnabas he brought
him to the apostles&quot; (r/yaye avrbv 7Tpb$ rovg aTToarokovg) , as though
&quot;

:

But nothing precludes
all the apostles were present at that time.
in a more
us from supposing that Luke takes the word
apostle
extended sense, comprising also other distinguished teachers. Be
is so strictly general, that he
sides, the whole description of Luke
was manifestly not accurately informed of the circumstances under
&quot;

&quot;

which Paul

s

first

journey to Jerusalem took place

therefore, in any case use the more exact accounts of
closer determining of the statements in the Acts.

;

we must,

Paul

for the

But

again,

James, our Lord s brother, appears to be reckoned among the
Twelve, since it is certain that here, under the term apostles, they
alone are to be understood ; but we saw at Matth. xiii. 55 that
&quot;

certain
bitrary (Acts ix. 19),
Paul first passed in Damascus.
to

a longer sojourn, but

Luke,

is,

we may

still

days&quot;

(rjfifpa^

nvuf), rather refers to the short time that

It is true (Acts ix. 23), rjfiepai Uava, many days, points
not to years. The longer stay of Paul in Arabia, omitted

suppose, that passed between the times thus alluded

by

to.
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21-24.

brothers (on account of John vii. 5) could be
which reason, too, besides other grounds, the

the Twelve, for

with James, the son of Alpheus,
identifying of our Lord s brother
the
further
is inadmissible.
development of this point in
(See
the Introduction to the Epistle of James.) The resource of tak
except, indeed, that I saw the non-apostle James,&quot;
ing d firj as
is not only ungrammatical (see on i. 7), but useless, because our
Lord s brother is, in the following chapter, especially ver. 9, con
&quot;

numbered with the chief
assume that James, our Lord s

apostles.

stantly

It is best, doubtless, to

brother, the Bishop of Jerusalem
death
of
James, the son of Zebedee, was, if not
(Acts xv.), after the
of his extraordinary consideration
on
account
still
tacitly,
formally,

and high personal dignity, treated as an apostle, so that he, as it
The fact that Paul was not in Jeru
were, filled up the gap again.
salem for three years, and even then only for a fortnight, and saw
but two apostles, was important to him for his readers sake. He,
in ordei
therefore, confirms this communication of his with an oath,
to remove any possible doubts.
(The passage serves, along with
of Matth.
others, as Bolu. i. 9, ix. 1 ; 1 Tim. ii. 7, for the elucidation
before God&quot; (fau-iov rov Qsov)
It remains to be said, that
v. 34.
&quot;

.

^

^

also occurs not of
not to be taken as & formal oath, just as
in
in
the
not
the
The swearing lies
oaths.
thought,
phrase. Final
a
it
is
and
be
ypdfyu refers,
true, to the whole
supplied,
ly? Aeyw must
is

account, but especially to the last remark.)
Paul further relates that he afterwards left Pales
Yers. 21-24.
tine altogether, and isolated himself so entirely from the believers
it had merely
there, that they did not even know him by sight
become known by report that he had been changed from a persecu
tor into a confessor of the faith.
(Caesarea Philippi, at which Paul
The rea
touched, according to Acts ix. 30, was out of Palestine.)
son why Paul adds this remark, can, as (Ecumenius has already
observed, be no other than to shew the Galatians, who bad been
prejudiced against him by his Judaistic adversaries, that he could
have received no instruction from other Christians in Palestine, and
that, therefore, his knowledge of the gospel was a purely immediate
one.
K/u/za we have
(See on Paul s journey to Cilicia, Acts ix. 30.
The
at
2
23
found
Cor.
10.
Rom.
xi.
xv.
im/ir]aiai fa
already
;

;

rti;
.

Winer

churches in Christ, are opposed to the purely Jewish &KKA.T]On the enallage generis, duovovrec; fjoav for dicovovaaij see

Atwtfwv need not be taken for 6ia&amp;gt;jag y the past
45, 5.
in
the TTOTE.
The participle is here used as a
expressed
Yer. 24. Paul does not claim
substantive, see Winers Gr.
18, 3.

time

s

Gr.

is

for God in him ; fa efioi
praise for himself, but
in me as the object of Divine glorification.&quot;)
&quot;

=

^s,

Luke

x. 20,
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II.

PAUL AT THE COUNCIL OF THE APOSTLES.

3.

(ii.

1-10.)

Paul now places fourteen years of free, self-dependent labour in
contrast with the fourteen days of his intercourse with Peter (i. 18).
It was only after the lapse of so long a time that Paul revisited
Jerusalem, the centre of the Jewish Christian views, whilst in Antioch a centre of Gentile Christian life was provisionally forming
But he gives a detailed account of this important visit,
itself.
it, his peculiar relation to the kingdom of God was
the
Twelve themselves. But here, in the first place,
recognized by
the questions arise, how are the fourteen years to be reckoned, and
which journey to Jerusalem does Paul mean ? The opinions of

because, during

Kohler and Schrader, the former of whom supposes that the journey
meant is the one to Jerusalem alluded to Acts xviii. 22, the
latter even assumes a journey thither, to be supplied in Acts xix.,
supposed to be undertaken from Corinth, have been already suffi
ciently refuted by Schott, and may be here passed over as intrinsic
here

ally untenable.*
They are meant merely to support the hypothesis
already refuted in the Introduction to this epistle, but they only render
this

and other passages more

any

assistance.

as to whether

Acts

The

difficult to explain, without affording
the other hand, however, we may well hesitate
should here understand the journey alluded to at

On

we

30, or that described in Acts xv., to the council of apostles.
great majority of critics, however, decide for the latter view,

xi.

Siisskind, and Paulus defend the former,
Grotius, Bertholdt, Kuinoel, Keil, Ulrich, Bottger, do the same, even
with the modification of reading reaadpuv, fotir, for, 8ena~eaadpuv,

though Calvin, Eichhorn,

Ingeniously as they have striven to defend this conjecture
from the original designation of the number by the letter A,
which, it is said, was read at one time for ten, at another for four, and
thus finally to have brought about the blending of the two numbers)
still it must be rejected as in no way supported, either by MSS. or
fourteen.
(viz.,

any other critical authorities.f But, if we consider the reasons for
the supposition of the second, and against the supposition of the
1. It is Paul s inten
third journey, they are chiefly the following
:

tion, according to the context of the whole passage, to
all his journeys to
;
now, as he in i. 20 uses

Jerusalem

confirmation of his veracity, and in
* See, besides Scliott

ii.

1 uses irdXiv,

enumerate
an oath in
in speaking of a

the Prolegomena to
| It is true that

work (Elucidation of some important points in Paul s life), also
his Comm. on the Epistle to the Galatians, sec. 4.
an appeal has been made to Eusebius s Chronicle, but here, too, the

MSS. are altogether

doubtful.

s

See Schott in the Comm.,

p. 314,

note

6.
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new journey,

it is

II. 1-10.

to be inferred that he has not omitted the one re

2. If the journey narrated ii. 1 is to be under
stood as the one undertaken to the council of apostles, described in

ferred to in Acts xi.

mention would have been made of the decisions of that
Peter himself, too, must, in that case, after the negotia
tions there as to the Gentile Christians, have again relapsed, which
cannot be rendered probable. 3. Paul would seem, after the council
Acts

xv.,

council

;

of apostles, to have grown lax in his anti- Jewish views ; for, accord
ing to Acts xvi. 3, he circumcised Timothy himself, which would
contradict his earlier conduct, Gal. v. 2.
To begin with this last point. It is of no importance ; for that
Paul at one time declares that whoever submits to circumcision

and afterwards causes Timothy himself to be circum
no inconsistency at all, since the former statement
simply means that he loses Christ who causes himself to be circum
cised, in order thereby to win salvation. But that was not the object
of Timothy s circumcision it was rather that he might thereby be
come better fitted to preach the gospel among Jews and proselytes.
On the other hand the first two reasons are certainly of very great
importance for it really seems, from the great stress which Paul

loses Christ,

cised, implies

;

;

(according to i. 20) lays on the journeys to Jerusalem, inconceivable
that he should have omitted one of those journeys. As, then, the
journey mentioned Acts xi. 30 is the next one, in order of time, and

Barnabas, too, accompanies him on

it,

as

is

mentioned here

also

further, as, according to Gal. ii. 2, a revelation incited him to that
journey, which might be referred to the narrative of Agabus (Acts

28) ; the reference to the second journey seems highly probable.
But, first, the collateral arguments have no force, for the revela
tion which Paul he,re mentions, relates to a revelation which he

xi.

himself had, not others.

And the remark here made that Barnabas ac

companied him, suits still better the description of the third journey
in Acts (xv. 3), according to which others besides Barnabas journeyed
with Paul, among whom Titus is here named.
If we
(Gal. ii. 1.)
further consider that the whole description of the proceedings at
this visit entirely accords with Luke s account (Acts xv.) of the
council of apostles for the objection, that no mention is here made
of the resolutions of the council, is easily avoided by assuming that

Paul had already imparted them to the Christians in Galatia, on
and could therefore suppose them to be known
further, that fourteen years reckoned from the conversion of Paul
(not from the already-mentioned journey to Jerusalem), which mode
of reckoning is the only probable one, would be too long a time if
we here understood the journey touched on at Acts xi. 30, since
Paul, at the epoch of the latter, was below Barnabas in dignity,
and was therefore in the very first years after his conversion, as

his last visit thither,
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Hemsen* has pertinently remarked ; finally, that the omission of
the very important journey to the council of the apostles is far less
supposable than that of the earlier ones ; everything speaks so
manifestly in favour of the third journey (Acts xv.) that we would
gladly be enabled to remove this single objection how Paul could
omit a journey to Jerusalem, since the stress lies on the very fact
that he mentions all of them. For we must not here be influenced

conduct in Peter after the coun
cil,
argument would thus be improperly mixed
with
a
historical
And how this conduct of
up
purely
question.
Peter can be explained without derogation to his apostolical char
In this inquiry then,
acter, we shall specially discuss further on.
whether the difficulty of Paul s omitting a journey can be set
aside, and in what way, we must first of all mention Schott s view,
after fourteen years&quot; (did 6eKa~eoadaccording to which the words
can
be
so
to designate the second and third
understood
as
puv feTwv)
For
in the course of
he
journeys together.
proposes to translate
fourteen years,&quot; and to understand ndXiv of the repetition of the

by the

difficulty of explaining such

because, a dogmatical

&quot;

&quot;

journey more than once.
(See his Prolegomena, p. 308.) But we
cannot consent to this mode of removing the difficulty ; for though
undeniably did with numerals can mean during, within,&quot; yet the
context here absolutely forbids that meaning, and still more the
&quot;

forced meaning given to rra/Uv, as Paul cannot intend to relate what
occurred within so long a space of time, but only in general terms,
when the journeys took place.

Were

the meaning of those words as Schott gives

it,

the Gala-

Who

knows how long you were with the
might
in
the
fourteen
and
how much you learnt of them
years,
apostles
The sinews of the whole course of argument would thus have been
tians

say to Paul,

&quot;

?&quot;

The did here is no doubt to be taken in the sense of after, to
which conclusion t-n-etra, too, decidedly leads. How it can have that
See Winer
sense Matthiae shews in his Gram., vol. ii., pp. 13, 52.
on this passage in the Comm. and in the Gr., 47, i., p. 340, note.
Here therefore, we have no other resource than to regard Paul
cut.

as the first witness as to his

own

life

;

any purposed deception

of course unsupposable ; we might rather suppose
an oversight on the part of Luke. But we need not necessarily as
sume even that ; Luke relates the journey, Acts xi. 30, so briefly,
or even error,

is

that we are at liberty to suppose that Paul was sent indeed with
Barnabas to Jerusalem, but was prevented by illness, or some other

True, Acts xii. 25 speaks
cause, from entering the city himself.
again of the departure of Paul from Jerusalem, which does not favour
this assumption ; we must imagine that Luke in that case might
* Hemsen

The putting Barnabas first in Acts
of Paul, p. 68.
the fact that on that mission he was the chief person.

s Life

all probability, to

xi.

30 points, in
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not have been properly informed of this minor circumstance, that
Paul had not completely fulfilled this mission with Barnabas. At
all events the state of the case requires that we, under all circum
stances, here understand

the journey to the

apostolical

council,

though how the accounts in the Acts can be reconciled with it must
remain an open question.
Ver. 2. In order now to make the Galatian Christians observe
that his movements were not arbitrary, but guided by a higher will,
Paul adds, I went up by revelation&quot; (dvej3rjv $K Kara ajtoKdhvipiv).
In Acts xv. 2, Luke, it is true, says nothing of a revelation, but, of
course, of his own inward experience Paul himself could alone be
&quot;

accurately informed. Hermann (in the above-cited essay, Leipz.,
1832, p. 6) has erroneously proposed to interpret this expression,
explicationis causa, i. e., for the sake of discussion and explanation

of the doctrine of the gospels ; he thinks, if it had been meant to
relate to a Divine revelation, nvd could not have been left out ; but,
first chapter, mention had been made of the manifestations
he had received, Paul might, without harshness, write Kara d~oKdkvipiv only.
Besides, dTTOKa^v^ig has, in the dialect of the New Tes
the
fixed signification, Divine communication, revelation.
tament,
Paul names, as his peculiar motive in this journey, the wish to lay

as in the

before the apostles his method of preaching among the Gentiles, in
order to obtain their approval of it.
But the question of how the
gospel was to be spread among the Gentiles was the very one to be

decided at the council (Acts xv.) ; our epistle, therefore agrees en
tirely with the report that Lake gives.
(On av^E\ir\v^ see at i. 16.

The submitting

of his opinion to the council involves here, according

to the context, the examination of those opinions.

It

is

clear

from

the foregoing that avrolg can only designate the apostles, not all the
The phrase that gospel which I preach&quot;
Christians in Jerusalem.
o
[svayyefaov
Kipvaou], designates, however, here, the method of pro
&quot;

his doctrines, and the whole system of proceeding which
the apostle had used, and still continued to use in the Gentile
But the last words of the verse are difficult. True, to
world.)
connect doiwvoi [njrrug in the sense,
but especially, to those who

pounding

&quot;

might perchance think that I ran in vain,&quot; will scarcely now be ap
proved by any one, for, apart from everything else, ver. 6 makes it
the phrase is
clear that ol doKovvreg has here another meaning
to
no
most
doubt,
distinguished among the
meant,
single out the
restrict
and
to
to
them
apostles,
peculiarly the examination of the
Kar
Idiav
need not be understood of any
question propounded.
;

answers perfectly to our phrase
especially, prefer
connexion of pJTrwf K. r. A., is not without difficulty.
But
the
ably.&quot;
For we are perplexed by the forms rp^c*) and edpapov, and expect the

thing local

&quot;

;

it

optative after p/7rwr.

Fritzsche proposed, therefore, to take this
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and as a question num frustra operam meam in
insumo
aut insumsi ? But this interpretation is utterly
evangelium
void of plausibility, and was afterwards retracted even by its author.
Tpe%G) is rather to be taken as the conjunctive present, which is con
clause

by

itself,

:

fjtrjnus in the New Testament, while edpafiov is accounted
on the assumption that he subjoins his earlier labours in direct
discourse.
The
(So Winer, correctly, in the Gr.,
56, 2, p. 447.)
opinions of Usteri and Schott, that, edpapov requires rpe^w to be
indicative too, is erroneous
Paul often combines different moods
with the same particle, according to the shade of thought. Thus,

strued with

for

;

particularly, 1 Thess. iii. 5.
(The full phrase doKovvrsg elvai n is
found ii. 6, vi. 3.
Plato also (Apol. Socr. c. 33) uses it. It is
not to be denied that it has a subordinate idea of blame, as Gal. vi.
3 clearly proves ; but it is not here to be referred to the apostles
themselves, but to the Judaistic false teachers only, who abused the
apostolical dignity for their own ends, inasmuch as they unjustifiably
and without the apostles permission, sheltered themselves under

their authority.
The case is the same with the phrase ol vn^p Xiav
See the Comm. on that
dnoaTokoi, the chiefest apostles, 2 Cor. xi. 5.

passage.)

Ver. 3. As a proof that the apostles approved of his more liberal
conduct towards the Gentiles, Paul remarks that Titus, who accom
panied him, was not forced to submit to circumcision, though of

Greek descent. Paul of his own accord had Timothy circumcised
(Acts xvi. 3), but he would in no case have yielded to force in the
to be explained

by the intervening thought
the apostles also acknowledged my
Divine mission so fully? that not even Titus, who yet appeared before
them uncircumcised, was forced to submit to circumcision.&quot;)
(The a/U, ovds
Paul s mind

matter.

resting in

Vers. 4,

5.

What

is

&quot;

:

And

follows

is difficult,

in its

connexion with the

and the construction of the whole sentence. The first
is true, would admit of being aptly joined with tfvayrcdaOr],

foregoing,

words,

it

This particle is in all the critical authori
opposing
but
Jerome, Theodoret, Theophylact, conjecture that it might
;
well be struck out. In the same way, the construction would be
5 were wanting ; the sense would then
simple, if the ol$ ovde in ver.
Titus was not indeed forced to be circumcised, but I yielded
be
on account of the false brethren.&quot; Now it is true that D. has this
in some of the Latin fathers ;
omission, and the words are wanting
Tertullian even derives the reading with the negative from a corrup
These authorities induce Mill, Semtion of the text by Marcion.

but

for the

&amp;lt;5e.

ties

&quot;

:

Koppe, Griesbach, to strike out the olg ovdL But it is clear
that the change is made merely to avoid the difficulty in the con

ler,

struction.

Paul would, in

fact,

have been utterly faithless to his principles
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if lie had yielded to the false brethren ; it would have been totally
we gave place for an hour&quot; (Trpd^wpav
improper then to say,
e
for he would, according to that interpretation, have alto
it;ap,ev) }
We must, therefore, in
gether given way to the false teachers.
here
an
of
construction, and the
any case, suppose
irregularity
more readily from its frequent occurrence in Paul. The question
then arises, how are we to account for the origin of the inaccurate
In ver. 3 it is not said expressly that Titus was
construction ?
not circumcised at all, but only that he was not forced to it.
might therefore say, with Biickert, that Paul proceeds thus
that for the sake of the false brethren he had indeed circum
cised him, but voluntarily, without yielding to them/
But here all
depended on the matter of fact if Paul circumcised Titus in the
We must by
presence of these men, he was obedient to their will.
all means suppose that Titus was not circumcised at all.
But
&quot;

We
:

&quot;

;

what, then, led Paul to the beginning did de TOV$ } K. r. X. ? I
The statement in ver. 3 is entirely subordinate,
explain it thus.
and may be separated parenthetically from vers. 2 and 4. The tie
:

therefore to be brought into connexion with ver. 2, and the fol
(C
I
lowing seems to have been the course of ideas in Paul s mind :
is,

went,

my

it

is

true, to Jerusalem, in order

doctrine for examination

sary for

me

to

do

;

but

so for their sake

it
;

was

lay before the apostles
really by no means neces

to

Titus was not even so

much

as

obliged to submit to circumcision ; but I saw myself moved to the
But in the heat of compo
step on account of the false brethren.&quot;

Paul allows himself to be led away from the construction
he began with, and in its stead describes the character of the
false teaehers.
With this view, vers. 6, seq,*, agree, in which Paul
avers
his
relation to the apostles to be one of equality.
again
This hypothesis seems preferable to the mere supplying dvi^v
sition

or dvedtpiiv, for which Zachariaa, Storr, Kosenmiiller, Borger, de
As to the description of the &quot;false brethren&quot;

cide.

(2 Cor. xi. 26),

Paul

calls

them

&quot;

unawares brought

in&quot;

they had stolen (napeiaflkOov) into the church with
impure intention, i. e., without the self-denial to give up, as was
necessary, their old Pharisaic bias.
They wanted to burthen and
domineer over the Christians in the church, with the yoke of

rovf), because

their ordinances, just as they had previously done with the Jews ;
and thus to render suspected the Christian freedom from the law,

which belonged to all believers as in Christ.&quot; (Karaotwrrclv, to get
information with a bad design, as a spy, in order to betray it.) Paul
&quot;

speaks in a similar

way of these false teachers in other passages
To these pretensions, says Paul, he had never
a moment given way (npb$ &pav, John v. 35
1 Thess. ii. 17

especially 2 Cor.
for

;

xi.

;

Phil. ver. 15), in order to preserve for his disciples^ for

;

whose right
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guidance he was responsible, the truth of the gospel, i. e., the gos
pel in its undisturbed purity.
(Yer. 4. The form irapdoaKro^ is not
found elsewhere, the verb occurs 2 Pet. ii. 1, For Karadov/t&aGyvTai
the active form is to be preferred, with Lachmann, according to

A.B. and other important authorities ; probably the copyists put
the to them more familiar middle form in the text. The dt-afjiev
&quot;fratribus falsis ne boras
ry vrrorayq Hermann has thus explained
:

quidem spatium Jesu obsequio segnior

fui
;&quot;

but Paul never uses

viTorayri of the relation to Christ.
Eigafiev, as Winer has already
rather
a
justly observed,
designates
single occurrence of the act ; rg
on
the
other
is
an
virorayy,
hand,
expression for the state of mind

from which the action proceeds

I did not give way to them, as
one obedient, or in obedience to them/ )
Ver. 6. Here, too, we find an endless number of interpretations,
of which the large majority are such as would not repay our giving
&quot;

:

them in detail. Particularly all those which here suppose aposioI have heard,
peses or ellipses with drrb 6e r&v doKovvruv, such as
learned, obtained nothing,&quot; are quite inadmissible, inasmuch as
&quot;

here, in the 2d chap., Paul s design is no longer to prove that he had
learned nothing from the apostles, but to shew that they acknowl
edged his labours as agreeing with the spirit of Christianity, which
the words from tyol yap to ver. 10 do emphatically shew.
The yap,

accordingly, by no means allows rs to introduce a totally foreign
thought into ver. 6. Besides, the 6i in the beginning of ver. 6 in
duces us to suppose some how an antithesis to ver. 5. Accord

no doubt simplest, with Riickert, to join the ovdev pot
maketh no matter to me, without any parenthesis,
with dnb rtiv doKovvruv, and to construe the whole passage thus
I have not yielded for one moment to the false brethren, in
and I do not
order to preserve to you the gospel undisturbed
trouble myself about the distinguished apostles in the matter ;
for they have laid no new burdens on me, but have, on the
On this point it can raise no
contrary, approved of my labours.&quot;
it maketh no
the
Paul
uses
that
contemptuous phrase
scruples,
matter to me,&quot; of the chief apostles, for the invective in it aims not
at them, but the false teachers, who abused the authority of the
But the construction of ovdev diafyepei with
apostles (see on ver. 2).
d-no
might excite doubts at least it is without precedent. As,
however, the proposed interpretation of the passage is the only one
that suits the whole context of the section, that obstacle cannot de
ter us from it.
The apostle, probably, when he began with duo, had
another phrase in his mind, and then added somewhat loosely ovdev
fioi, dia^psi.
Finally, dnotoi TTOTS rjaav admits of no other interpreta
tion than that which finds an allusion to the near connexion and
intercourse of the apostles with the Lord himself.
So ; correctly,
ingly, it is
diaQepei,

it

:

&quot;

:

&quot;

;
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Luther, Beza, Winer, Flatt, and others. Finally, the words God
does not accept the person of man&quot; (jrpoauTcov Qebg dvOpunov ov Aaftpdvei), are used to express the nothingness of all external distinc
tions in the sight of God, and therefore even of the outward inter
&quot;

course with Christ (which we must recollect Judas had also enjoyed),
in comparison with the inward witness of the Spirit, which Paul
&quot;

possessed.

John

The

Spirit witnesseth that the

Spirit

is

truth.&quot;

(1

v. 6.)

After this Paul subjoins the communication as to
Vers. 7-10.
his relation to the apostles, as settled at the council, by which the

The
report of the Acts of the Apostles, chap, xv., is completed.
three chief apostles, James, Peter, and John, here represented as
pillars of the church (the foundation of which expression is the figure
which compares the church to a temple, 1 Cor. iii. 16 Ephes. ii.
21 ; Kev. iii. 12), not only laid no burden on Paul (as the Judaists
wished and hoped), that is, did not require him to circumcise his
converts (Paul looks in charity on their burden as his) but they
even concluded among themselves a sort of convention as to the
The apostles were moved to
limits of their respective labours.
that by their conviction of the great and blessed efficiency of Paul
in the Gentile world, a report of which he and Barnabas had given
them (Acts xv. 12), a success impossible without the assistance of
Divine grace. They saw clearly that Paul was entrusted by the
Lord with a commission among the Gentiles, like that of Peter
;

(Peter, as the first, stands for all the apostles, as
Barnabas, and all those working with him.) For the avoid

among the Jews.
Paul

for

ance of all dispute and jealousy they now share the departments, with
the condition that they (Paul and the Gentile apostles in general)
should remember the poor. How carefully Paul strove to maintain
this condition, all his epistles shew ; see especially 1 Cor. xvi. 1 ; 2 Cor.

and ix. where, as well as at 1 Cor. xvi. 1, we have treated of the
probable causes of this striking clause. It serves best to explain
the circumstance, that the sending of alms was imposed as a duty
on the Gentile Christians, that it seems to have been regarded as a

viii.

substitute for the Jewish

Temple

tax,

and

as the expression of their

We

dependence on the mother church at Jerusalem.
may add that
from the very nature of this agreement it is not to be considered as
however scrupulously Paul conformed to it (see on Horn.
absolute
2 Cor. x. 13), still he had no hesitation in his journeys
xv. 20
;

;

through Palestine to Jerusalem in preaching before Jews also. Nay,
even in the Gentile world, Paul, according to the Acts, always
a circumstance in which no
offered the gospel to the Jews first
one, before Baur with his false criticism, was able to find a violation
;

of this agreement, and a proof of the spuriousness of the Acts. In
later times, as they became more and more convinced that the Jews
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mass rejected the gospel, while the Gentiles embraced it, the
agreement seems to have fallen tacitly into oblivion at least we
find that the apostles allotted to the Jews, namely Peter and John,
leave Palestine towards the end of their lives, and devote their la
bours also entirely to the Gentiles.
(On fQoaavarifcoBai, which is
to lay upon in addition,&quot;
here to be taken in its original meaning,
see at i. 16.
Ver. 7, On the well-known construction, nemarevfmt
TO evayyekiov, see Winer s Gr.,
Ver. 8. Paul often uses
40, 4.
in the

j

&quot;

tvepyelv of the

Phil.

ii.

15.

power of Divine

Ver.

grace, 1 Cor. xii. 6

The comparison

9.

parallels in the rabbinical
C

V SJ7;

;

Eph.

i.

11

;

of the apostles to pillars, has
thus Abraham is called ninaa

language ;
On Cephas, see at John i. 42. On the
see 1 Mace. xi. 50, 62, xiii. 50.
To iva fyelc;, sup

pillar of the world.

phrase

6ei-ia$ didovai,

ply evayyekiatifieda. Ver. 10.
see Winer s Gr.
22, 4.)

4.

PAUL

S

On

the repetition of avrb TOVTO after

o,

DISPUTE WITH PETER.
(ii.

11-21.)

Vers. 11-13.
Thus far extends the history of the proceed
There is subjoined to it, begin
ings at the apostolic council.
ning at ver. 11, a remarkable report on a later occurrence, on
which we have no information at all from other sources. Paul re

(when remains uncertain) came to Antioch,

lates here that Peter

and

communion with the Gentile

at first held

Christians. Swrjadiev,
ate with, stands by synecdoche for
lived together with, cultivated
intercourse generally with.&quot;
(See on Luke xv. 2 ; 1 Cor. v. 11 ;
&quot;

But when certain persons came from
11, iii. 15, 29.)
withdrew
himself
Peter
out of fear of the strict Jewish
James,
The other Jews (i. e., Jewish Christians) of the church
Christians.
at Antioch, who probably had also at first mingled with the Gen
Acts

tile

x. 10,

now

Christians,

also

joined

Peter, and even Barnabas

was

Paul characterizes
seduced from Paul, through their influence.
dissimulation&quot; (vTrotcptais)
this conduct by the harsh expression
by which he means, that their actions were not in harmony with
their knowledge
they also allowed themselves, through fear of hos
&quot;

}

;

and accusations of heresy from the Judaists, to be driven to
act against their better convictions, Now this communication makes
a painful impression, and one which excites all kinds of doubts.*
In the first infancy of Christ s church, we are inclined to imagine
tility

* Cf.
Weismann,

&quot;usus

et

abusus censurse Petri

de dispari formula, qua Paulus et Jacobus usi sunt
adumbratio qusestionis de controversia inter Pauluin

Paulinse,&quot;

&quot;

1817

in his
;&quot;

et

&quot;

Tubingen, 1745.
Script, varii

arg.&quot;

Pet rum Antiochiaj oborta.

Knapp,
Bockel
Lips.,
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without dispute or quarrel ; but according to
assuredly (Acts xv. 13, seq.) was friendly to
to have worked against him.
seems
picture the apostles
Paul,
to ourselves as holy infallible men, on whose testimony the church
rests ; here the rock Peter, and Barnabas, Paul s faithful companion,
appear quite wavering, and that too in a point so highly important,
and after a solemn decision of the council. What then remains of
the doctrine of the inspiration of the apostles, and of their being
can understand therefore why
filled with the Holy Ghost ?
endeavours were made to put the time of the composition of this
all in blessed peace,

this report,

James who

We

We

in order to soften down the startling part
epistle before the council,
but we saw in the Introduction that the
of Peter s
;

proceedings
do not admit of

historical facts

in

any case Peter

s

it, and, after all, the gain is but small;
conduct certainly occurred after the pouring out

of the Holy Ghost, which was to lead him into all truth.
the one astounding point,

ful interpretation, however,

James seems

to have

worked against Paul, may be

By
viz.,

relieved.

care

that
For,

though those Judaistic emissaries are called, in ver. 12, certain from
James/ it is not asserted in those words that James himself had
sent them for the purpose of working against Paul,* but only that
they came from James s church in Jerusalem, and appealed, though
For, if the personal co-operation and de
falsely, to his authority.
were
the preposition would not have been
of
James
meant,
sign
&quot;

But the wavering
dno } but vno or napd (see Winer s Gr.,
47, b).
of Peter and Barnabas is still unexplained ; for, even if
Cephas&quot;
still the assertion, to which
read
of
be
instead
Peter,&quot;
might
some of the Fathersf had recourse, viz., that mention is here made
&quot;

&quot;

not of the apostle of that name, but another Cephas,

We

inadmissible.

is

totally

must therefore examine this relation from in
The communication of the Holy Ghost to the

trinsic grounds.
apostles was not for the purpose of making them morally perfect, but
only to make them in doctrine infallible organs of the truth. J Error
is no less supposable than in the prophets of the Old
himself confesses that the old man was still alive
Paul
;
in him, that he must die daily, and needed a thorn in the flesh.
Examples of conduct not entirely perfect are also found see e. g.
Acts xv. 36, seq., xxiii. 3, seq., and the remarks on those passages
But the difficulty in this case seems increased by
in the Comm.

in the apostles

Testament

;

*

On

this point, see the

remarks in the Comm. on Acts xv.

1,

}

where the kindred words

it is shewn
(TLV^ tf W/wv, xv. 24), are compared with this phrase, and
that the apostles in their epistle yet disavow those very rive c.
of Eusebius, Church
f Particularly Clemens Alexandrinus, according to the evidence
&quot;

from

certain

History,

i.

us&quot;

12.

the infallibility of the apos
\ See Steudel s exceUent development of the idea, that
tles in doctrine is to be viewed as quite independent of the degree of their personal per
fection.

Tubingen

Zeitschrift for 1832, part 2.
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the fact that the error of Peter and Barnabas occurred in so
impor
tant a point, which is intimately connected with Christian doctrine ;
and indeed Paul in his rebuke of Peter ii. 14, seq., opposes that sys
tem to him, and developes the doctrine of faith in opposition to
But the circumstance that Paul designates the conduct of*
works.

Peter and Barnabas as dissimulation, removes this difficulty, and
this expression, with all its harshness, facilitates the
interpretation of
the passage as a whole.
Peter taught with entire correctness, and
error in the resolutions of the council ; he
only

had committed no

acted weakly in suffering himself to be intimidated.
His error
was therefore a purely personal one, by which his official character
as an apostle is not in the least compromised.
But with regard to
his personal character, it is remarkable that
he, the rock, could
here, as formerly in the denial of his Lord, be overcome by fear.
(See on this point the remarks in the Comm. on John xviii.
15-18.)
Finally, Antioch, where this event took place, is not
that in Pisidia (Acts xiii. 14, xiv. 19), but the famous one in CoeleSyria,

on the Orontes, which in the beginning (until

Home

be

came more so) was the central point of the Gentile- Christian life.
(Ver. 11. Winer pertinently translates Kara -rrpoaGmov preesens prsesenti, face to face/
KaTayiv6aKcj to judge one, and that too, gener
The passive form has
ally unfavourably, hence to blame, rebuke.
}

here often been taken as
reprehensione dignus, reprehendendus,
which sense however is not couched in it. It is simpler to translate
it
for blame or a complaint had fallen upon him,&quot; no doubt on
the part of the Gentile-Christians, whose society he had shunned.
Ver. 12. TTTocn-e/l/U), clam se subducere (to withdraw one s-self
the open consequence of which was dfyopifav.
Ver.
secretly)
13. IiVvandyeaQai, alicujus exemplo abripi, is found again 2 Pet.
:

&quot;

:

;

iii.

17.)

Ver. 14.
Now, after this, Paul relates what he had said to Peter,
rebuking him in the face of the church (fyrrpoodev ndvruv}. It is
needless to say that we have here not the precise words of this
speech to Peter (for which reason the question where the direct
address ends is an idle one, as we shall immediately see); on the con
trary, Paul so modified them, as at the same time to give a les
son to the Galatians as to the nature of the gospel in relation to
the law. But that Peter yielded to Paul s representations, the mu
tual relations of the two great teachers in after times, and especially
the expressions in 2 Pet. iii. 15, seq., amply prove.

to walk uprightly,&quot; =
pedibus incedere, thence
7raTElv } Eph. v. 15.
The phrase ffivusw; %, live after the manner of
Gentiles, denotes living without strictly observing the law of Moses.
&quot;

rectis

The

text. rec. reads rit

but

authority of A.B.C.D.E.

TTCJ^-

is

decidedly to be preferred, on the
is only a moral
forcing

Amy/ea^v, compel,
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by the power of example. Finally, the reasoning has the force
of proof, only on the presumption that Peter still held fast his
For other
conviction of the freedom of Christians from the law.
have
been
able
to
I
have
would
wise he
changed my views
answer,
on that point.&quot;
Whilst Calvin, Beza, Semler, Koppe, regard ver.
Vers. 15, 16.
14 alone as the question addressed to Peter, others extend it down
It is surely most correct to con
to ver. 16, others again to ver. 17.
sider the connexion as continued down to ver. 21, but without re
No doubt,
garding the words as spoken strictly in that form.
&quot;

however, in the beginning the special reference to Peter stands out
more prominently, and loses itself only by degrees in generalities.
Thus we who are Jews by nature,&quot; could not possibly have been
said of the Galatians in general, since the majority of them were of
&quot;

Gentile origin.
In these first words, besides, Paul informs the JuBut it
daists that the Jews had some advantage over the Gentiles.

has been thought singular that Paul concedes that the Jews are not
for he in Kom. iii. 1, proves that they too are under sin.
sinners,&quot;
&quot;

been proposed to assume in these words an accommodation to
the Jewish conception of the Gentiles, but not to mention the in
trinsic untruth, Paul would by that course have acted against his
own interest, for he would have conceded them their principle.
It has

We

must rather say that &quot;not sinners&quot; (ovu a/zaprwAot), is not meant to
represent the Jews as without sin, but only as favoured above the
Gentiles by the Divine revelation which had been made them, and
The sinfulness of
therefore, certainly, fallen into sin less grossly.
the Jews also is, certainly, set in a clear enough light by what fol
lows, according to which faith in Christ can alone justify them also.
A wrong interpretation was therefore altogether impossible. In the
knowing&quot; (eldoreg 6e) Paul appeals to the Christian conviction of
the works of the law,&quot; but only
Peter, and all believers, that not
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

the faith of Jesus

r6v }

Rom.

iii.

Christ,&quot;

22, can justify

=

&quot;

man

in Jesus
;

of the Judaists to win salvation

whence

by

it

=

el? Iqaovv Xpiafollows that the scheme

Christ&quot;

their observance

of the law

even after conversion appears in all its perverseness. For, continues
Paul, we received faith in Christ for the very purpose of being jus
tified through him, and not by the works of the law, because by
them none can be justified. Now, this representation corresponds

both in substance and in form to the passage Kom. iii. 21, seq., to
the explanation of which we refer, as an aid in understanding both
the general and special import of this and the following verses.
It is self-evident here, as in Romans, that the law is to be under
stood not merely of the Jewish ceremonial law, to which it cer
tainly, according to the historical connexion, immediately refers, but
the same holds good of the law in every form ; of the Roman Cath-
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the categorical imperative. The sinfulness
him incapable of complete fulfilment of the
law ; but only a perfect fulfilment is of any value in the sight of the
Christ the representative of the race has fulfilled it for
holy God.
all by his life and death. His work through faith becomes our work.
olic sanctification as of

of man

s

nature renders

Ver. 16. The
denotes fleshly descent, as Rom. ii. 27.
text, rec., and thus ver. 15 can be joined with
ver. 16 in one sentence ; but B.C. D. E.G.I, have it, and the omission
is clearly more easily explained than the addition of it ; so ver. 15
(Ver. 15,

de is

fyvoei

wanting in the

must be taken

as a sentence

by

The

itself.

&quot;

KOI

?}/zeZf,

we

too,&quot;

is

We

to be explained
Jews also, who, though we have the law,
have believed in Christ, thus confess that the law, as such, cannot
The concluding words, which are found in Rom. iii. 20,
justify.&quot;
&quot;

:

&quot;

for

by the works of the law,&quot; etc., seem to be formed on the model
cxliii. 2, to which supposition their strong Hebrew colour

of Psalm

ing also leads.)
Yer. 17. To this idea, that the Jews also need faith in Christ,
the reproval of the conduct of Peter and of the Jewish Christians,
is

now annexed. That

ver. 18,

with

its

this is involved in ver.

following yap.

contained in ver. 17

for it

;

But

might

at

17

is

clearly

shewn by

it is

not quite clear liow

first

seem necessary

it is

to inter

pret the words as a warning against sinning after the experience
to
of grace in Christ, which is the usual meaning of the words,
make Christ the minister of sin,&quot; i. e., a promoter of sin by abusing
&quot;

But how would this
the doctrine of grace and forgiveness of sins.
reference to sinning after experience of grace agree with the context
This interpretation is decidedly to be rejected, the rather as
here ?
the Kai avroij which answers to the

KCLL rjpelg

in ver. 17,

and

to the

meaningless in it. The fyrelv duuuudqvai kv
G5
is rather to be taken as an intimation of being sinful ;
3 itself,
Paul, that is to say, setting that down as the conclusion he draws
from the conduct of Peter and the Judaists. According to this view
If you on the one hand
the sentence might be paraphrased thus
fyvou lovdaloi,

is

&quot;

:

and teach others to believe in him, but then, on the
other hand, act as if we too, who desire nothing but to be justified
in Christ, should be found sinners if we observe not the law you

believe in Christ

down what you have your
certainly act contradictorily ; you pull
In order to bring the absurdity of this conduct
selves built up.&quot;
still more plainly home to the conscience of the Galatian Christians,
he puts the question dpa Xpiarbg d^apria^ didttovog &quot;Is, perad ven
For Christ, if the
That cannot be
ture, Christ a promoter of sin ?
assertion of the Judaists were true, would be so far a promoter of
:

;

!&quot;

he permitted the preaching of faith as a means of justifica
be sought for in
tion, whereas, in fact, justification must properly
the law; and Christ would thus point out a false way to salvation.
sin, as
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not actual

signifies,

striving to

be and continue

II.

18-20.

labouring* and working, but only
in the faith.
In the evpiaKeoOai

=

the being in a certain state, together with the
N^tes is included
being recognized in that state. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 8 ; Mai. ii. 6.

dpa is found again only at Luke xviii. 8 ; we
be
hence
tempted to read dpa without interrogation ; but
might
no critical authorities read so, and besides in Paul p) yevoiro =
nVVh is always found after a question. [Bom. iii. 6, 31, vi. 1, 15,

The

interrogative

xvii. 7, 13, xi. 1,

the context dpa

11

is

;

1 Cor.

vi.

15

;

Gal.

iii.

here not num, but nonne.

But according to

21.]

See

Hermann ad

Viger,

page 823.)

Paul proceeds in his argument, if I act so contradicto
myself to build up again what I have destroyed, viz., the out
&quot;

Ver. 18.
rily as

ward observance of the law, it is not Christ who has the blame, but
But here it is surprising that Paul
1 make myself a transgressor.&quot;
the law, whereas in Matth. v. 17 Christ says
destroying&quot;
speaks of
he is not come to abolish the law but to fulfil it. But this contra
&quot;

diction lies in the letter only, not in the thought, for the &quot;fulfilling&quot;
the de
(ntypwaai), which Christ asserts of himself, is precisely
the law
who
does
of
not
to
have
wish
Paul,
stroying&quot; (na-ahveiv)
&quot;

but it is only
dissolved, destroyed inwardly, typically, and spiritually
to be abrogated in the church in its mere external form.
(The text.
reads owiarrjiM^ for which, however, the best critics have substi
tuted, after A.B.C.D.F.G., the more unusual collateral form awia-

rec.

rdvc,),

2 Cor.

which occurs
vi. 4, vii.

in the

same meaning

:

I shew, declare myself, in

11.)

The following idea Paul again connects by means
an attempt to restore
of ydp with what precedes, in this sense
the destroyed law, is very blarneable ; for the believer is, in fact,
Vers. 19, 20.

&quot;

:

through the law dead to the law, and live.3 now with Christ ; if,
therefore, he restores the law again that he might win salvation by
in the new man in order to live in the
it, that is in fact dying again
For doubtless indeed the e-yw de
man.&quot;
old
(See Gal. v. 4.)
notes Paul himself, yet not in his individuality, but only as the

The
representative of believers generally, as in Kom. vii. 9, seq.
crucified
with
ideas of living and dying (for which
Christ&quot;
being
&quot;

but a stronger phrase,* in order to point to the painful and shame
ful character of that death) are easily explained, and are very fre
is

quent
words
which

(See particularly on Rom. vi. 2, viii. 7, 9, seq.) In these
described the process of being born again, the course of
that the old sinful man dies, and the new one, which is

in Paul.
is

is

created after God, becomes alive.
types of this inner life and death.
* In Kom.
Christ&quot;

vi.

4

;

Col.

ii.

12, stands the

Christ

s

death and

The man who

&quot;

still

life

are the

begins to live

stronger phrase,

anew

to be buried with
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Kom. vii. 9, seq.), but
(cf. on
born again still lives in the
flesh&quot; in human weakness and
to
unseemliness, yet it is no longer
the flesh&quot; as in the old man, but
and
Divine
for
ends.
0o5,
God,
But this is obscure, how Paul could say he was dead to the law
through the law (dm v6p,ov) whereas it would seem that he should
have said, that he died to sin through Christ or through faith. But
Paul so understands the relation of the law to sin as that it has the
power, by commanding and forbidding, of provoking a sinful dis
The law makes sin become more sinful,
position to actual sins.
t. e. } makes it burst out in its whole nature and
fearfulness, which
were before hidden from the man himself. (See on Korn. v. 20,
Therefore Paul could well say,
vii. 9, seq.)
through the law I
am dead&quot; (vo^y dnedavov), since he here understands the law as some
thing outward only as the inner will of God as the law written in
the heart it naturally continues to all eternity the normal law of
man, but so that his will is in perfect concord with it. Under
this acceptation we may also explain how Paul can even say:
through the law I am dead to the law&quot; (did vo^ov vopu dmdavov),
in the

birth

is

not of the old I

Though he

Christ in us.

that

&quot;

is

&quot;

ro&amp;gt;

y

&quot;

:

&quot;

for this only expresses the negative side of the positive statement,
dead to the law.&quot; For, as the
through faith, through grace, I

am

&quot;

law makes sin more and more sinful, it arouses in man the yearning
after deliverance from it ; sin becomes a burden to him, the feeling
wretched man that I am who shall
of sin excites the prayer
deliver me
Kom. vii. 24, and with it enters the experience of de
&quot;

:

!

?&quot;

liverance

moment

itself.

The

further sin extends, the nearer approaches the
;
through the law, by which it is height

of its destruction

ened, it is also destroyed.
Aia vo^iov v6fj,G) d^eQavov admits, then, of being paraphrased
In consequence of the experience of the inadequateness of
thus
&quot;

:

the law to lead to true righteousness, as

it rather gives complete
in
I
sin,
Christ) have given up con
development
(believing
nexion with the law.&quot; The view of others, as Luther, Erasmus,

to

Calovius, Bengel,
called,

Kom.

iii.

who understand
27, vo^og mareu^,

vopog

of faith, because
as a

must be designated

it

is

com

The word law&quot; (vopog), alone can never de
plete misconception.
note faith. Theocloret and others have understood by law&quot; the
&quot;

&quot;

prophecies concerning Christ, which stood for Christ himself.
that too

is

forced.

The discussion, Kom.

But

leaves no possible
next as regards the

vii. 9, seq.,

doubt as to the meaning of the words. But
of Christ in us, on which this is a leading passage in Paul s
oriental figure,
epistles, the rationalist view, that it is merely an
no longer requires refutation.; Paul beyond all doubt as the

life

parallel expressions of Christ s abiding in believers, of his making
means to
his abode in their hearts (John xiv. 23) clearly shews
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assert a real indwelling of Christ in the soul through the com
munication of his being. This too is now generally confessed ;
but, under the Pantheistic tendency of the age, another extreme

threatens us, viz., the opinion that Paul teaches a loss of personality,
an absorption, into the universal ocean of deity, for which it is no
an expression, how
(OVKKTL eyw), might seem to vouch
longer
That Paul is
ever, which is only meant to designate the old man.
far enough removed from such Pantheism, is shewn by the exegetiI live by faith on the Son of God.&quot;
cal addition
But, besides
this, he expressly designates Christ the Son of God, as the historical
Christ (not as the mere idea, Christ), that is to say, as him,
&quot;

I&quot;

;

&quot;

:

who loved mankind (the aorist denotes the actualized decree
of redemption), and, under the influence of that love, gave him
self up unto death as a sacrifice for the sin of the world.
This
^
personality does not cease through Christ in us, nor even the life of
faith (sight belongs to the other world, 2 Cor. v. 7), but it is in that
very abiding faith we receive Christ ; if faith ceases, the indwelling

of the Son of God ceases also.
Faith, therefore, is here again taken
as the spiritual receptivity for God and the Divine workings of grace,
not as the mere accepting certain doctrines as true, which is merely

a consequence of living faith.
Ver. 21.- Finally, Paul closes this communication with the as
I do not do away the grace of God,&quot; a clause, which must
surance,
&quot;

be taken as a

:

eousness can be attained through the law

Christ would have died

I am, whilst expres
litotes in the following sense
far
from
from
these
so
grace, that I rather es
ideas,
derogating
sing
that right
tablish it ; for, were the fact as my opponents claim
&quot;

in vain, and then there would have been no need of any other path
tisn elitrj, without aim, fruit
of salvation than the law. (Awpeav
Cf.

lessly.
* It

Rev.
the

iii.

is

xv. 25

said not only,

20.)

faithful,

sonality,

John

&quot;I

in

;

Psa. xxxv. 7

them,&quot;

Since, therefore, Christ

and unites them

but receive

it

but

&quot;

also,

;

Gal.

they in

and God, and the

iii.

me.&quot;

4.)

(John xiv. 23, xvii. 18
and with him, dvrells in
;

Spirit in

in the unity of his Temple, they not only preserve their per*
again in a higher form.

II.

*;;

:

PART SECOND,
(in. i
5.

y.

12.)

Or THE CURSE OF THE LAW.
(iii.

1-14.)

Though the discourse from ch. ii. 14-21 is to be considered
not merely as addressed to the Apostle Peter, but as so modified
by
Paul, as to be at the same time intended for the instruction of the
Galatians (see the note on ii. 15), yet the epistle is not till now
again
definitely directed to its readers. Paul represents the rapid change of
the Galatian Christians, considering the
deep impression which they
had

received through his preaching of Christ, as an effect of en
i. e.
as an inexplicable and destructive influence of
}

chantment,

(Baonaivu is the usual word for
bewitch, enchant,
especially by the evil eye.&quot;
[JBlian anim. i. 35 ; Pliny H. N. vii.
2 ; Gellii Noct. Att. ix. 4.] It is commonly construed with a dat.,
hostile powers.

&quot;

seldom with the accus., e. g. } Sirach xiv. 6. For j3daicavs there is
found the form e/Sacr/c^e, which is also pure Greek. [See Mat-

also

The words rTf d/i^deia p) tidOeodai are wanting
i.
328.]
in A.B.D.F.G., and are doubtless to be struck out as inserted in the
text from v. 7.
The /car 6&amp;lt;j)0atyovg npoeypdtyrj seems to denote the
thia3 Gr.,

and graphic setting forth of Christ and his work in Paul s
It is without reason that Beza, Grotius, and others, lay
preaching.
a stress on the preposition, and translate^ prius, antehac depictus est.
Jesus is described as the crucified one, because his death on the

lively

was the consummation of his work of redemption. It always,
however, presupposes the resurrection which followed, as does dvdaEv v\Civ is not without obscurity
raai^ the preceding death.
cross

:

Ambrose, Luther, Brenz, Storr, take it as = tv ralg Kap6iai, fyuDv,
in a bad sense, q. d.
Christ, whom you have crucified in you, who,
no more in you.&quot; Clearly very inaptly. The
lives
is
dead,
therefore,
&quot;

&v vfuv is rather meant to represent the crucifixion of the Lord as
having taken place among them. The omission of w is to be accounted
We may add that iv vfuv is want
for by the glow of composition.
critical
such
important
authorities, viz., A. B.C., that Laching in
rnann has ejected it from the text. However, the obscurity of the
words renders their interpolation improbable.)
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Vers. 2,

Paul now seeks

3.

into the right way
the time of their

III. 2-4.

to lead the Galatian Christians

recalling to their

minds their

back

by
experiences,
awakening and first love. But, instead of the
subjective state of their minds, he mentions the objective cause of it,
viz., the Holy Ghost, which came unto them through the preaching
of faith, not through the anxious observance of the law. That being
so, continues Paul, it was a proof of folly to abandon the Spirit in
whom they had begun new life in Christ, and now to end in the
flesh again, i. e. in the external observance of the law.
The Judaists thought they could in and by the observance of the law retain
first

}

the Holy Spirit

;

if

by that observance

is understood
merely a pious
but the Judaists required it as a ne

it is

custom,
certainly possible ;
cessary condition for salvation, and, taken thus, it excludes the spirit
of grace. No man can serve two masters
Man cannot live at the
!

same time under the law and under grace
the specifically Christian

made

(Ver. 2. To irvevpa is
the nveviia ayiov, which Christ

spirit,

!

That
(See on John vii. 39.)
the word TTVEvpa, has reference also to the Charismata which he
wrought in the ancient church, is plainly shewn by ver. 5. ?AKOT}
the hearing of faith,&quot; but
TTiarewg is not to be taken passively:
first

mankind.

accessible to

&quot;

&quot;

actively:

the

it

making

analogy of the Heb.
Kom. x. 17, with Isa.

heard,

=

h3
liii.

1.]

i.

e., preaching,&quot;

icrjpvyfjta.

Ver.

3.

according

to-

the

[Comp. on John xii. 38
Evap#e00at and KmreXeladai
;

are also thus contrasted with each other at Phil.

i.

6.

Beza, Sem-

and Paulus find in imretelaBat the meaning,
to perfect one sto
attain
moral
but
the
with evdpxeoOat,
to
antithesis
self,
perfection
does not favour that view.
and
are
here
united in the
2p
irvevpa
same way as ypdpfia and -rrvsvpa in Kom. ii. 29, as designations of the
outward and the inward, the form and the essence.)
Ver. 4. Like all newly-founded churches, the Galatians had been
forced to endure much, both from Gentiles and Jews, in the way of
Paul reminds them of it, with the ques
insult and persecution
tion whether they intend to endure all this without aim and result ?
For, if they fell away altogether from the faith and lost Christ, then
it was all in vain.
Homberg s interpretation, to which Koppe,
Flatt, and Winer adhere, and which takes -ndoxeiv, as vox media, to
&quot;

ler,

;

;

mean

&quot;

to receive

good,&quot;

is

inadmissible, for this reason, if for no

other, that this use of the word is totally wanting in the New Tes
tament. But Paul adds further d ye not dn7]. This is taken by
:

Chrysostorn and

others,
provided only it is in vain, and you do not
but in that case efaep would be expected (see Her
mann ad Viger, p. 834), and Kai is then without meaning. Wi
ner takes d ye as
quandoquidem, siquidem (see on 2 Cor. v. 2),
so that the former question would be replied to
siquidem frustra,
i. e.
y puto
equidem ista omnia vobis frustra contigisse.&quot; But even

yet amend

&quot;

;&quot;

=

:
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does not receive

its full force, and it is clearly significant,
established.
It seems best, with Riickert, to take
critically
d ye in the sense
that is to say,
as Eph. iii. 2, iv. 21 ; Col. i.
23 ; and KCLI for yet,&quot; and to oppose the merely negative loss to a

and

is

&quot;

:

if,&quot;

&quot;

positive greater damage,

viz.,

to the loss of salvation^ in the sense

:

namely, you have merely suffered in vain, and nothing worse
befalls you
Vers. 5, 6.
Hereupon Paul renews the question in ver. 2, but
marks specially, in regard to the communication of the Holy Spirit,
its most striking phenomenon, the
&wd(ji$, the charismata which in
the ancient church were conjoined with it.
(See on 1 Cor. xii.)
The natural answer is through faith
and Paul then proves this
by Abraham s example, with an allusion to Genesis xv. 6. For the
&quot;

if,

!&quot;

&quot;

;&quot;

Xoyi&oOai elg diKaiocrvvrjv, counting for righteousness, and the employ
ing Abraham s antechristian life of faith for the illustration of Chris
tian faith and its healing power, see the remarks at Rom. iv. 8-9.
(Ver. 5. Paul uses %oprjyelv once only (2 Cor. ix. 10), but em;\;op??yeii;,
largiter suppeditare, repeatedly, as 2 Cor. ix. 10 [where both forms
occur, side by side], Col. ii. 19.
stands, by synecdoche,

hwa^g

for all

charismata

of charismata.
&quot;

among

you,&quot;

:

elsewhere

denotes, in a special sense, a class
The ivvplv is not to be taken
10.

it

See on 1 Cor. xii.
iv Kapdlais vp&v, the spiritual
but as
working being

=

contemplated as internal.)
Vers. 7-9.
The allusion to

Abraham s

moves Paul
from Abra
ham. The Judaists took it in a merely carnal and outward sense
Paul shews that it is to be taken spiritually. True believers were
the only true children of Abraham, and partakers of the blessing
with him, the father of the faithful. The same ideas have al
ready been discussed at Rom. ii. 29, iv. 12 ; the idea in ver. 8 is
peculiar to that passage.
By it Paul wishes to shew how Abra
ham and his life, though it was before Christ and his work, can be
faith then

to elucidate to the Galatians the true idea of descent

;

used for the illustration of the nature of the life of faith, as com
manded to the Gentiles also. This can be done, inasmuch as to
the eye of the Omnipresent

prophecy (Gen.

xii. 3, xviii.

God the future is as
18) God announced

the present. The
beforehand as his

gracious decree, in the foresight (and fore-resolve) that through faith
in Christ the Gentiles also should be justified.
(Ver. 7, ytv^anere
can be imperative or indicative ; the former is probable, for Paul
clearly did not as yet presuppose that the Galatians already ac
knowledged it ; he is now but endeavouring to convince them of it.

Ver. 8

TJ

yp0?j stands for the author of the Scriptures,

viz.,

God,

who wrought by human writers.
not found again in
Tai,

but

The compound TrpoevayyvM&otott is
the New Testament. The text. rec. reads evAo-

evevhoyrjOrjaovrai is to

be preferred, on the authority
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III. 10-12.

=

^a, is explained by the following ovv.
marevav. John xx. 27 ;
Tlioros, here, according to the context,

of A.B.C.D.E.
Col.

i.

Zv ooi

=

2.)

From the blessing of faith Paul is carried by contrast
to the curse of the law, to which all are subject who stand on the
ground of the law, and accordingly seek to obtain righteousness by
Yer. 10.

The requirement of the law is this that all the command
works.
ments, without exception, be completely fulfilled, according to Deut.
he that transgresses but one is guilty of the whole law.&quot;
xxvii. 26
:

&quot;

:

Hence blindness
really fulfilled the

more earnestly he

or hypocrisy alone can persuade itself that it has

law

;

man only perceives the more, the
how far he remains from the goal. This con

the penitent

strives,

sciousness, without the grace of the forgiveness of sins, produces the

The
feeling of the curse, of rejection by the holy and righteous God.
law therefore is holy, and the commandment holy, just, and good (Rom.
12); but on account of the existence of sin, even the good works
curse and death.
The Epistle to the Romans also contains the
vii.

same thoughts, but the expression
liar to this passage.

(Kardpa =

Kardpa, used of the law,

VV?,,

Gen.

xlvii.

12

;

is

pecu

Mai.

fi^tt,

ii.

be read after yeypaTrrai yap according A.B.O.D.E.F.G.
The quotation is, on the whole, according to the LXX., except
that the latter read 7rd$ 6 dvOpunog OOTI$, and for yeypap^evo^ have
is in like manner found Heb.
The phrase OVK ty[teveiv
To this it might be objected, but there were assuredly
viii. 9.)
2.

&quot;On

is

to

h

hoyoi&amp;lt;;.

These, according to
pious and just men under the old covenant
In regard to
Paul s doctrine, must have all been under the curse
the law they were so, but they also knew of Christ and his ad
vent.
The sacrifices of the Old Testament prefigured faith in
him they found their peace, therefore, by faith in the future work
their
of Christ, as we find ours in the same already completed
of
the
could
them
alone
no
fulfilment
and
relative
law,
give
fidelity
!

!

;

;

peace.
Vers. 11, 12.

The regularly progressive train of argument drawn
from the Old Testament, is, of course, pursued with a view to the
He shews these defenders of the letter how they totally
Judaists.
misapprehended the spirit of the Old Testament. Even in Hab.

On
4, eternal life is adjudged to the just man through faith.
that passage we have already said what was necessary at Rom. i. 17.
But the construction on de drfiov on is not to be taken, with Homsince now no one is justified through
berg and Flatt as meaning,

ii.

&quot;

for a fresh argument is meant to fol
it is plain that,
but
the
words
are
to be connected in this way
and
therefore
low,
that no one is justified by the law is plain from this, that,
But with faith, Paul shews, in ver. 12, the law has nothing to do ;
from the legal standing-point works are everything, for which Lev.

the law,

etc.&quot;

&quot;

:

etc.&quot;
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5 is cited.
Of course, Paul in this contemplates the law
(not merely the ceremonial, but also the moral law) in its ex
ternal character ; under its spiritual character it retains, as noticed
xviii.

The
above, its importance equally for the state offaith. (Ver. 12.
clause 6 vopog OVK eanv K mareug is a striking expression for 6 en
rov vopov OVK eonv e/c moreug instead of the individual, the insti
:

:

The av-d refers,
put, to which the individual belongs.
to
the
context
in
to
the
Lev.
xviii.
according
5,
separate command
tution

is

ments of the law. After avrd some MSS. have dvdpu-og, but it is
omitted by A.B.C.D.F.Q.)
Christ freed us from the curse of the law by taking
Ver. 13.
him
-what
upon
belonged to us in this is couched the admonition
that if we wish to have a part in the blessing of Christ we must
not return to the state under the law, and consequently under the
But what is here called e|ayocurse which the law brings with it.
;

pdfav, which occurs again only at Gal. iv. 5, is elsewhere expressed
by kvrpou, Xvroov didovai. It is founded on the figure of the slavery

of sin, from which Christ delivers.
the remarks on Bom. iii. 25.)

(See on the import of
The words yevo^evog vncp
denote
the vicarious element in
a
curse
becoming
for us,
the work of Christ, which is treated of at Bom. v. 12, seq.; 2 Cor.
The vrrep, therefore, is here to be taken, not as on behalf
v. 21.
,

&quot;

of,&quot;

but

&quot;

in our

stead,&quot;

as dvri Matth. xx. 28.

Nearest in form

to this passage is 2 Cor. v. 21, where it is said rov p) yvovra dpaoriav vnKp r\\L&v d^apriav tTro/^tfe, made him who knew no sin, sin
As Christ in these words is called d^apria, so he is here
for us.
:

called Kardpa,

bearer of the

&quot;

i. e.,

sin,

of the curse
;&quot;

he was treated

Considered in and
as if he were the guilty one, the accursed one.
for himself as the pure and holy One, Christ could be no object of
consequent, punishment ; but, as a member
into
which he had entered by his incarnation,
of sinful humanity,
and as its representative, its suffering was his suffering, and con
As evidence of the
versely, his victory was the victory of humanity.

the curse and of

its

fact that the curse, i. e., the punishment of sin, lay on Christ, Paul
appeals to our Lord s death on the cross, with an application of

This passage involves in its connexion prima
Deut. xxi. 23.
it only commands that those hanged
no
allusion
to
Christ
rily
cross was not practised among the
of
the
the
(for
punishment
Jews) should not remain hanging on the tree all night but, as
a like shameful punishment fell upon our Lord, Paul might justly
;

;

are freely
apply those words to him typically. The words, finally,
follows
as
the
are
in
LXX.
cited from memory
nenarr^athey
im %vkov. (As to grammatical con
fiKvog VTTO Qeov nag Kpefidpevog
nexion, ver. 13, which stands entirely without any conjunction,
:

;

forms the antithesis to ver. 10.

The uw

there,

and the

Je
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III. 14/15.

however, left out, as in Col. iii. 4. The Kpe^dadai im
answers to the Hebrew y?.n V? r^n, Deut. v. 21, 22 ; Esther
are,

vii.

v. 14,

10.)

Finally, Paul designates as the object of Christ

Ver. 14.

s sacri

the blessing of Abraham, of which mention was made
in ver. 8, might come upon all nations, and that they might receive
through faith in him, the promise of the Holy Ghost, which could
fice

that by

it

not be attained through the law. The e0vr/, nations, are, of course,
not merely the Gentiles without the Jews, but both.
E-n-ayyeAm
TTvevna-og, denotes the Spirit as the promised one, so that in using the

phrase passages like Joel iii. 1 were in the apostle s mind. The Holy
He
Spirit, however, includes within himself everything desirable.
is the author of the new birth, the creator of the new obedience,

through which the believer can serve God in spirit and in truth, and
which is impossible without faith. (See
on Kom. viii. 3.)

essentially fulfil the law,

6.

ON THE KELATION
(iii.

LAW

OF THE
15

iv.

TO THE GOSPEL.

7.)

Hitherto this epistle has contained no ideas but such as we had
already become acquainted with in the Epistle to the Komans ; but
in this section the richly stored and profound apostle developes new
and very remarkable views on the relation of the law to the gospel,
which give this epistle its peculiar significance. Paul starts with

the conception touched on above, of God s promise to Abraham, and
He compares this Direpresents it as a bequest, as a testament.
vine testament with a human one, and infers from the comparison
that the attribute of the latter,

viz., its

irrevocable

and unchange

What
surely necessarily belong to the former.
is bequeathed in the testament must be delivered to the person to
whom it is bequeathed, and to no other. Thus, too, the promise of
able character,

must

God

to Abraham and his seed cannot be cancelled by the law, which
was promulgated later it remains the inalienable right of the seed
of Abraham, i. e., Christ.
This is the train of thought in vers. 15 to
Let us now consider it in its details.
18.
Ver. 15. Paul was perfectly aware that the comparison of the
Divine promise with a human testament was not in all points
;

he speaks only Kara dvdpunov. He gives prominence
;
to
this
only
point, that a formally executed and confirmed will can
be by no power cancelled or altered. (As to the phrase Kara avOpuapplicable

TTOV,

its

see

on Korn.

iii.

5

;

1 Cor. ix.

8.

proper meaning, tamen, certe, and

&quot;O/^wf

is

is

to be maintained in

best referred with Etickert
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to Kara dvdpunov, which precedes, in this sense
I speak only
as a man ; if they certainly cannot
abrogate even a man s testa
&quot;

:

much

ment, how

less

can the Divine will he altered

supposes an hyperhaton, making
ovdei?,

anticipate

a man, can

still

disposition,

by

6&amp;gt;o^,

a will, though only that of

&quot;

its

proper position
not be abrogated.&quot;

will
;&quot;

most decided, thence

&quot;

Winer

!&quot;

which should stand hefore

:

LiaQr\nr\ is

&quot;

every settlement,
that of a dying person is considered the
a testament/
That Paul meant a will in

the proper sense we are led to suppose, first, by KeKvpupevr], which
would seem to denote the confirmation, the formal judicial sanction
of the will [Hesychius and Phavorinus explain Kvpou by /3e/3cw6&/] ;

and

also by the idea of an inheritance, which pervades the whole
of the following argument, and which, Gal. v. 21, is designated
as the kingdom of God.
(Matth. v. 5.) biaOrjicTi is used in just
the same way Heb. ix. 16, 17, with reference to the Gospel ; but

there the death of the testator

as not touched on here.
Ocu,

insuper disponere, to

the

will.

On

is

also

made a prominent

ddereu see 1 Cor.

make an

Frequent in Josephus.

i.

19.

imdiadrJKT], to
&quot;

Here,

feature,

Emdiardaaea-

annex

codicils to

to transform, change/ in

general.

Yer. 16.

given to

Now

him and

this is applied to Abraham.
The promises were
therefore they can be fulfilled in him
;

to his seed

and that, too, through the grace of him who had promised
not
through the merits of any one. But Paul uses, in his
them,
own way, the mention of Abraham s seed in the promises of the Old
Testament. He lays stress on the singular, saying that it is not
rolg oTreppaai, as if the prophecy related to many,, but rw &amp;lt;77r%/ar,
alone,

and that one is, Christ. It is easily under
passage has given much trouble to the interpreters,
as is well-known, used as a collective only. (On
as GiTKpiia (==
is,
the various interpretations of the passage, see especially Flatt s ex
as in relation to one,

stood

how

this

&amp;gt;&quot;?t*)

for 1834, No. 32, seq.)
cursus, p. 248, seq., and Thol uck s Anzeiger
to
in
Kiickert declares his opinion,
brief,
be, that Paul has falsely

interpreted the passage of the Old Testament, and has drawn infer
ences from it which are not and cannot be contained in it. In like
manner, with regard to the arbitrary interpretation of the Old Tes

tament on the part of the Jewish Eabbis, Winer, Usteri, and Matthies.
Jerome, too, considered the argument very weak, but thought
it was good enough for the stupid Galatians (iii. 1).
The less we can accede to such an assertion, the more carefully

must we weigh the difficulties. If we first of all consider the pas
which relate to the subject, we shall find
sages of the Old Testament
them as follows ivevtoyrflfjaovrtu iv TOJ ansp^ari oov Trdvra rd 0iij
:

* It

is

true the plural tpanj occurs 1 Sam. viiL 15, but in the

wheat&quot;

VOL. IV.
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&quot;

meaning

grains of
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III. 16.

in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed,
Kal duow rw onepftati oov Kaoav rrjv yfjv
KOL
;
Tavr?]v,

OijoovTat KV TGJ (JTtepudfl oov frdvra ra tOvr\ r?}g yfo, xxvi.
Kal Evev^oyrjOijffovrai tv Ool fractal at (pvXal r^g yrj^ Kal KV
9

Grefl.

evXoyrj-

4
rw

;

finally

:

cmtpfiari
oov, xxviii. 14.
Immediately before (xxviii. 13), however, we read
also : (Wffw ffol T?)v yjjv Kal
ofrepaari ffov. But, as the last passages
refer to Isaac and Jacob, we have primarily to do
only with xxii. 18,
TO&amp;gt;

though the latter prophecies are at bottom but a resumption of those
Abraham, and therefore could be taken by Paul in con
that one without any impropriety. The passage, Kom.
with
junction
iv. 13, shews, besides, that Paul does not take the reference to those

relating to

promises in a manner scrupulously

literal

there

it

is

said

?/ faayA/3paafi rj
yehia
Now, according to the words
of our passage, TGJ Appaa/j, tppTJOqoav al enayyehiai Kal
o-tpimri
avrov, the promises would seem to be represented as subservient to
But in the passages cited
the advantage of Abraham and his seed.

rw

TO&amp;gt;

;

:

onKpfiart avrov.

ro&amp;gt;

from Genesis the other side stands out prominently, viz., that in and
through Abraham s seed all nations shall be blessed. Now this
seems to suit the reference to Christ better than the former one,
which points rather to the mass of the descendants of Abraham.
However, if we reflect that the blessing, which came through Christ,
must also be understood as his own blessing, we find no great diffi
Paul refers to the Old Testament
culty in this interpretation.
But the stress that
literal accuracy.
freely, without citing with
involves much obscurity.
True, it is
that
a
few
Xpio-og is referred merely to Jesus
interpreters
only by
Had this been intended Irjoovs would be put. In gen

Paul

lays on the singular

personally.
eral Xptarot;

body

is

rather understood of the faithful

of Christ, as the true children of

(1 Cor. xii. 12),

Abraham (Rom.

iv.

11),

the

and

only left undecided, whether the term denotes the faithful
But of
alone, or in conjunction with the person of the Saviour.
for
the
can
be
the
latter
;
supposed
only
community of be
course,
it is

lievers is called Christ, so far only as

and

its

of XpifTToc,

In

he lives in

it,

as its fulness

28 decidedly favours this acceptation
for there the faithful are described as one in Christ,

head.

fact, ver.

Vers. 17-19 are only apparently
therefore as Abraham s seed.
against it ; for there Christ can also be properly understood of Jesus
as the founder of the church of the faithful, and therefore as inclu

and

ding them in himself. But, harmonious as this explanation may seem
with the context, and Paul s usual train of ideas, the emphasis
which he lays on the singular is not explained by it ; on the con
to it, Christ cer
trary, the difficulty is heightened, for, according
in him.
This
all
believers
Jesus
with
tainly signifies plurality, viz.,

resolved only by assuming that Paul means to set Abra
in opposition to that posterity,
posterity, in a certain sense,

difficulty

ham s

is
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in another sense, so that he speaks not of individuals, hut of classes
of individuals.
As not all the children of Abraham s body were

heirs of his blessing, but Isaac only, as is further developed (Gal. iv.
22, seq.), so also tile merely bodily descendants of Abraham are not
heirs of his promises, but only the Christ among them is that heir,

whom the

OTOi%ovvres rolg i%veai TTJ? mareco^ AfiQadfi, (Rom. iv. 12) con
It is this difference between the seed of Abraham according

stitute.

and according

to the spirit with respect to their relation
gracious promises, which the stress laid on the singular is
Now that this idea is purposely included in the sin
to point out.

to the flesh
to

God

s

gular onepfia by the author of Genesis we certainly cannot affirm.
But Paul had, like all the writers of the New Testament, by the
illumination of the Holy Ghost, full power to transcend the stand
ing point from which the writer consciously viewed the subject, and
to unveil the innermost truth of the idea according to the meaning

him who promised and prophesied.
Though, therefore, Jewish literati employed in a similar way
passages in the Old Testament, the difference between the mode of
proceeding in the apostles and that of the Rabbis is always this, that
the learned Jews treated them merely with human caprice, so that
their acumen often degenerated into puerile conceits while the apos
of

;

guided by the Holy Ghost, always infallibly revealed the true
meaning of the prophesying Spirit (2 Pet. i. 20, 21).
From the metaphor of the testament Paul now
Vers. 17, 18.
deduces the following train of argument ; the promise of inheritance
made to any one by a testament, by a solemn declaration of one s
tles,

belongs to him merely through the gracious will of the testa
not
tor,
through works proceeding from the heir. Accordingly, the
promise made to Abraham also can be fulfilled only through the
grace of God ; the law, coming in between the promise and its ful
will,

filment, and requiring the active obedience of those to whom the
fulfilmentis given, can effect nothing towards the fulfilment, nor

can

it

grace.

the promise invalid.
What it can do, as is developed
the
to
this,
recipients for the reception of
merely
prepare

make

later, is

The only difficulty which appears in these verses is in the
The law seems erroneously dated four hundred and thirty
after Abraham, since according to Exod. xii. 40, that number

numeral.

years
denotes the years which the Israelites passed in Egypt. (See as to
a similar difficulty with regard to this number the observations
on Acts vii.
But in our passage mention is plainly made of
6.)

quite cursorily ; Paul, therefore, names the num
ber of 430 years, which was well-known from the Scriptures, which
he could do the more easily as he does not give accurately the ter
minus a quo. The epoch from which he reckons is not so much

the

number only

Abraham

himself, as the promise

;

but the

latter was, as

we

ob-
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and Jacob also, just as it was to
Paul
could, therefore, properly count from Jacob also and
;
I mean by this, I
into
Egypt. Ver. 17. Tovro de At-yw,
entry

served, given to the patriarchs Isaac

Abraham
his

&quot;

See Horn. xv. 8 The -npoKEKvpc^nevrj refers to the relation of
the promise of the law, the confirmation of the promise preceded the
An event so much later
law, and that too by many a long year.
The el$ Xptor6v is to
could not, therefore, invalidate the earlier one.
as the terminus ad quern.
be taken
&quot;To
KaTapyelv
Christ,&quot;

mean

50.&quot;

:

d6erelv 3 ver. 15.

The

t-TrayyeAia is

considered as the inheritance set

apart in the testament for the seed of Abraham, which cannot be
demanded in reliance on works of the law, but is a pure gift of
grace, n^cLpiaTca 6

taken transitively,
as 2 Cor.

ii.

7-10.

0o&amp;lt;;
&quot;

OVK

A(3paa[j, 6t

ro&amp;gt;

shew one

to

18

KTI in ver.

Xapi&adcu

inayyeMag.

s-self gracious
is

not

=

it
;&quot;

OVK,

often

but

is

=

is

to

be

o^tevat,

to be taken

non amplius.)
Ver. 19. According to this exposition the opinion might force
itself on the Jewish conscience, that the law seemed superfluous,
if everything depended on the promise and its fulfilment merely
but the Jew was wont to view the law as God s most glorious
Paul feels, therefore, the need of developing the sig
institution.
nificance of the law more fully in what follows, and in such a way,
too, that though he does full justice to the institution of the law
of Moses, he yet, at the same time, points out how it always bore
the character of a transitory institution, the object of which was

as

;

He pre
to prepare for the fulfilment of the promise in Christ.
of
the
that
it was
feature
it
as
the
characteristic
sents
law,
first
given on account of transgressions (r&v Trapafidaewv %dptv). The
words might certainly mean, according to Paul s mode of think
in order to call forth transgressions, to
ing and representation,
nature of sin might make itself
the
hidden
it
about
that
bring
&quot;

in transgressions.&quot;
(See on Horn. v. 20, vii. 10.) But this
Paul aims to ap
idea does not suit the context of our passage.
the
to resolve a
nearer
to
the
Jews,
by
occupied
ground
proach

known

;
yet this interpretation of
greater difficulty to the previous

difficulty in his previous exposition

the words would add a

new and

The law is to repress gross
in
outward transgressions, through the fear which it excites
New
at
with
the
the
time
a
contrast
same
which is couched
Testament, viz., that it was quite incapable of effecting an inward
one.

They here no doubt

&quot;

signify

:

;&quot;

transformation in

man

(ver.

21).

The reading

of the text,

we

rec.,

with
Lachmann. The Trp6$ very suitably expresses that the law was sub
sequently added to the promise, and thus indicates its accessory na
ture.
Similarly Horn. v. 20, uses of the law TrapeiaiiWe. The second
is touched on in the words
d%pi$ ov Wq K. r. /l. ; which need
point
npoaereOr],

is

so satisfactorily

vouched

:

for

that

prefer

it
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by no means be put in brackets, but are immediately connected with
the train of thought. For in them is expressed the transitoriness of
the dispensation of the law, which has significance only until Christ.
To anepfia
enrjyye^ra^ the seed to which, etc., is, of course, Christ,
bat not, as was remarked on verse 17, the person of Jesus mere
ly, but together with him the community of believers, which
forms his body the meaning, therefore, is until the newer and
o&amp;gt;

:

;

higher order of things introduced by Christ.
(The reading 6
for GJ has too slight authority to authorize its
Thirdly,
reception.)
Paul calls the law diarayEig 61 dyyekuv, ministered by angels. That
this phrase we are to understand angels in the
proper sense of
the word, and not, e. g., men like Moses, Aaron, and the prophets,
need not be argued. But the Old Testament says nothing of the

by

presence and co-operation of the angels at the promulgation of the
But in the passage, Deut. xxxiii. 2, the LXX. have already

law.

translated

ings the

:

etc

Josephus, too,

ment

avrov dyyekoi per avrov. In Rabbinical writ
often found.
(See Jalkut Rubeni, p. 107, 3.)
familiar with it (Ant. xv. 15, 3), and the New Testa

det-i&v

same idea
is

is

it here, and Acts vii. 53 ; Heb. ii. 2, as correct.
Of
course, however, the appearance of the angels does not exclude the ap
pearance of Jehovah ; the former only accompanies the latter as its

recognizes

The reading

ayytAov, which C. gives, proclaims itself at
as
a
mere
correction ; probably the singular is meant
glance
to refer to the angel of the Covenant, of whom the Old Testament

medium.

the

first

But what makes the apostle here refer to that
speaks, Mai. ii. 8.
tradition of the ministry of the angels at the establishment of the
dispensation of the old covenant ? He means by it, on the one hand,
to set forth the glory of the law ; but also, on the other hand, the
infinite pre-eminence of the New Testament, which was promulgated

not by angels, but by the Son of

God

himself.

Fourthly and
-,

finally,

the law was diarayelg KV %eipl fj,eairov } ministered in the hand of a me
diator, i. e., of Moses, as indeed some inconsiderable MSS. read.
Elsewhere, Christ is also called so (see 1 Tim. ii. 5 ; Heb. is. 15, xii.

whom, however, no future interpreter will refer the present
The name ^eairrj^ was bestowed on Moses in consequence
passage.

24), to

of the events related in Exod. xix. 16

;

Deut.

v.

5

;

for the people,

under a sense of their unworthiness, besought Moses to approach to
thou near, ive are afraid
the Divine appearance, in these words,
He therefore stood between God and the pedple, and became in his
to man.
The
person the means of conveying the law from God
Rabbinical name for psairrjg is ^e-e. (See Buxtorf Lex. Talmud et
&quot;go

Rabb., page 1555.

The

!&quot;

passages relating to this point are collected

by Schottgen on this passage.) The object of this remark of Paul s
is now again to shew how far the law stands below the New Testa
ment ; in the Old Testament, God and the people appear quite
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must act the mediator in the New Testament
are united in an inseparable unity in Christand
humanity
deity
We can neither, therefore, looking at the entire scope of the
passage, here understand the Metatron by the fjieairrig, which view
Schmieder recommends in his learned essay. (Nauinburg, 1826,
For what is true in this idea of the Metatron (see on
quarto.)
separated, Moses

John

i.

1,

vol.

;

ii.,

p.

303),

is

referable

to

doctrine

the

of the

/Idyot; ; but we cannot suppose any allusion to that here, as the
mention of his manifestation would set the promulgation of the law
on an equality with the gospel whilst the contrary was to the
E^ x,etpi answers to -rx See
(
purpose of the apostle s argument.
Acts v. 12,vii. 35.)
At this celebrated passage it cannot of course be our
Ver. 20.
task to reckon up all the different interpretations which, includ
for, first of all, most
ing all their shades, amount to hundreds
of them are of such a sort, that they proclaim themselves at the
;

;

very

first

glance as arbitrary and forced

that of

(as, e. #.,

to be cited below, who for &vu$
sense animus, so that the meaning would be

in the

work

would read

Weigand

tvog in the

the yearly mediator
no more/ whereas KVO$ is not annuus, yearly, i. e., recurring every
this year s
and, secondly,
year, but only annotinus, hornotifius,
not merely in separate excursus to the Commentaries of Flatt,
Winer, and others, is information given on the various inter
pretations,* but they are also collected and criticised in separate
&quot;

:

is

&quot;

;&quot;)

dissertations.

We

therefore confine ourselves to

first

communica

ting our view of the passage ; and, secondly, pointing out some
leading kindred or adverse interpretations. First however, it is to

be observed that (what is a rarity in the case of important and diffi
cult passages) not one various reading occurs in this verse in all the
manuscripts and critical authorities ; that is a proof that the tran
scribers were very careful in copying the passage, and, on account of

unimportant doctrinal contents, had not the slightest interest on
any thing in it. Lucke s view, that ver. 20 is a
mere gloss, appears, after this result of the critical apparatus, en
As to its connexion with the preceding and
tirely inadmissible.
it
succeeding verses,
plainly forms a collateral remark (caused by the
words KV xeipl fieairov), which, as such, if one pleases, may be en

its

either side to alter

closed in brackets.

For the following question 6 ovv v6;.iog Kara
takes up the question of ver. 19 ri ovv 6

tTrayye/Uwv rov Qeov
*

Among them

are Bonitius plurimorum de loco, Gal. iii. 20, sententias examinatse
Keilii programmata de variis interpreLips. 1800.
Lips. 1800-1813. 7 Dissertations reprinted in Keilii

interpretatio tentata.
de loco, Gal. iii. 20, sententiis.

novaque ejus

tum

:

;

Opusculis edid. Goldhorn, vol. 1. Weigand ho? in nobilissimo Pauli effato (Gal. iii. 20),
genitivo, sed nominative, casu esse positum, examinatis aliorum 243 interpretum

baud

explicationibus, docere studuit.
rage,

page 186,

seq.

Erfordiae, 1821.

Ullmann s Studien

See further, Schneckenburger

for 1833, part

i.

page 121,

seq.

s Beit-
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with a new turn, and carries further the argument alreadybegun. The meaning of the words, however, in ver. 20 itself cannot
per se be difficult ; indeed, the later interpreters Winer, Hermann,
;

Schleiermacher, Usteri, Matthies, Eiickert, are quite unanimous in
acceptation of the separate words ; they only vary in as
signing their connexion with the course of the argument. For 6
fisairrjc: denotes the idea of the Mediator, every mediator as such ;
their

the evbg OVK sari expresses that a mediator necessarily presupposes
cannot be represented by a mediator. There is no suffi
cient reason to supply pspovg with ivog, it can be taken as masculine,
tiuo; one

which is to be preferred on account of the following elg. The second
6 de Oeb$ elg
half of the verse
eoriv, now explains further that God
is only one
and
therefore the idea of a mediator presupposes
party,
:

there is yet a second party there, namely the people ; or, taken
in a wider sense, mankind.
According to this interpretation, the
article needed not to be repeated before el$ ; it certainly could have
th,at

it was not necessary.
It is wanting in Luke xvii.
34, just as here, in a connexion completely parallel, although there
an 6 &quot;repog follows. (Of. Winer s Gr., 18, 8, note.) But we can
not translate :
God is the one party,&quot; but
God is one, or a

stood there, but

&quot;

&quot;

The only real
single one,&quot; and consequently also only one party.
difficulty in this passage is then the question, what object Paul
has in making this remark. On account of the brevity of the
words, and their merely incidental position, we
with regard to the answer of that question.
it

may

be doubtful

To me, however,

most probable that the idea

is

Paul

s

mind with

meant,
so, that

it is

his

in ver. 20 connects itself in
main chain of argument thus. Ver. 19 was

true, to set forth the relative excellence of the law, but
the gospel was also apparent.
To make

its inferiority to

observable is exactly Paul s object in giving this
Mediation presupposes
elucidation of the idea of the mediator.
this inferiority

the being separate, one cannot be mediated for ; since God is the
one part, there must also have been a second too, mankind who were
in Christ, the
separated from God. In the gospel it is otherwise
;

representative of the church, all are one, all divisions and differ
ences are in him annihilated, as is developed in ver. 28. Against
be adduced with any plausi
this, only the one argument can
that Paul does certainly, 1 Tim. ii. 5, call Christ himself
bility,

him in other passages also a mediato
here he merely chooses a different
But
Eph.
mode of contemplation and representation, without our being
&quot;

Mediator,&quot;

rial

and

work, as

ascribes to
ii.

14.

idea of Christ.
required to suppose any change in his fundamental
Redeemer
the
he
is
to
that
merely in his
contemplates
say,
Here,
and thus all
person, as uniting in himself deity and humanity
other places
in
On the other hand,
mediators
superfluous.
;

appear
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Ms work; and, in regard to
mediator^ because he, through
gradually communicates by degrees to believers also the union

he considers not Christ himself, but
that, Christ himself could be
it,

named

with God already accomplished in himself.
If we, after this, consider some other explanations of the pas
we must, first, reject all those which, as Steudel, Flatt, and

sage,

others, in vers. 19 and 20, whether in the whole or only a part
of the verses, find the words of a Judaizing opponent.
The ar
gument is so compactly conducted, that the slightest trace of for

eign matter

is

nowhere to be discovered.

are naturally arranged with reference to the

The

questions, indeed,

ground taken by Paul

s

Judaizing opponents. In the same manner we reject, at the outset,
all explanations in which the simple meaning of the words is dis
turbed, as, besides the already-cited exposition of Weigand, in
case of Bertholdt, who understands tvos of Abraham (!), because he
this mediator (Moses)
is called in Isa. li. 2, 1***, in the sense,

&quot;the

&quot;

however, not Abraham s Mediator&quot; (which would at all events
But God is the same who gave the law
have required rov ivo^).
and the promise.&quot; A closer consideration, however, is required by
Schleiermacher s and Usteri s interpretation, which the latter (Comm.
The law was given on account of trans
p. 121) gives as follows

is,

&quot;

&quot;

:

But a
gressions, with the help of angels, through a mediator.
diator relates not to one party merely, but always presupposes
parties.

(The contract

is

binding on both parties

;

me
two

since, then, the

Jewish people have transgressed the Law, God cannot, in his relation
to the law, fulfil his promises, but only his threatening s.)
But God
is one ; where he has acted without a mediator, alone for himself, as
in his

announcement

to

Abraham,

there too the fulfilment

is

inde

pendent of another party (and therefore, for example, of the cir
cumstance, whether the Jews should fulfil the law) promise and
Is, then, the law at variance
fulfilment are both his free gift.
But I must assent to Winer s
with the promises ? God forbid
remarks against this acceptation of the passage. In it the radical
idea of vers. 15-18 is carried over to the discussion of vers. 19 and
but that is inadmissible for this reason, that here, from ver. 19
seq.
the
on,
peculiar glory of the law, as an independent Divine institu
;

!&quot;

;

tion, is considered.

different

Further, the idea implied in

fieairrj^ is

from that of the maker of a contract, of a

diaOrJKr],

totally
or of a

Winer very judiciously remarks. Usteri s defence against
Just as
(ubi supra, p. 122) seems but little satisfactory.
however, can I assent to the independent explanation of

ovvdrjKTij as

W iner
T

little,

Wi

For he expresses himself
Deus est una
sit unius partis
Israelitica.
Gens
altera
?
est
mosaicam pertinere etiam ad

ner.

;

non potest ILKO LT^ cogitari qui
tantummodo pars itaque quaBnam

thus

:

;

Jam

hoc sponte
Jud^os hosque legi
si

efficitur,
isti

legem

observandse
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But this remark seems quite idle, since neither
adstrictos fuisse.
Jews nor Christians doubted that the Jews were bound to the

We

observance of the law.

can, therefore, acquiesce only in the
first-proposed interpretation, which allows their full force alike
to the separate words, and to the context, by which we must here
be especially guided. For Hermann s exposition interventor non
:

est unius
tet),

(i. e.,

ubi interventor

Deus autem unus

est, ibi

duos

minimum

ergo apud Deum

est

esse oporin

non potest

cogitari
terventor, can scarcely recommend itself to any one, as the con
clusion is clearly wholly illogical, and the thought altogether unscriptural.
Yer. 21.

Paul now resumes again the question from ver. 19
with the therein-mention_ed
attributes of the law
to what has just
is, then, according
been said, the law against the promises of God, which were given to
Abraham (ver. 16)
By no means ; that would be the case only
if it were designed to communicate a new life to man
but that be
the
which
is
God
for
a time, in
not
to
law,
longs
merely given by
order to restrain gross transgressions, and to prepare for Christ. (Cf.
on the article before dvvdpevog, the passage i. 7, elolv ol rapdaaovreg.
The &o-noi7]oai presupposes that the natural man is dead, and

and that

;

so as to connect his discourse
&quot;

;

?&quot;

;

For 6VCf. Kom. viii. 3.
therefore incapable of fulfilling the law.
rug F.G. read dkrjdeia, doubtless only as a gloss. The position of the
words dv K v6\Lov f]v differs greatly in the manuscripts. The collo
cation EK v6\iov dv

TJV

has A.B. C. for vouchers, and

is

justly preferred

by Lachmann.)
Ver. 22. In bold words Paul so represents the matter, as that
God had purposely left all under sin, and had not removed it through
the law in order to manifest his grace the more gloriously. We have
the same idea in Bom. xi. 32, ovventeLoe 6 Qebg rovg rrdvrag elg dnei-

We

can lay
God concluded all} etc.
with Calvin and others, on the neuter rd -rrdvra in this pas
sage of Galatians, since in the second half mention is expressly
made of the morevovreg the expression would seem merely to de
note the human race collectively, Gentiles as well as Jews. (Kom.
But the Scripture&quot; stands again here, as iii. 8, for God, the
i.
Oeiav, Iva rove; Trdvrag tAe??^,

no

stress,

;

&quot;

5.)

author of it, and of the law in it. The metaphor of a prison lies at
the root of the phrase ovyK^eieiv vno } shut up under ; God has left
man in the power of his master ; the law could not free him from
could only work in him the feeling of bondage ; God s
it, but
In this passage the only source
grace alone could release him.
of hesitation is the circumstance that oweKteiae seems to express
But the
a Divine agency in relation to the sinfulness of man.
maintained
is
it
is
here
man
only
sinful state of
presupposed ;
that

it

pleased

God

not at once to destroy again that state, but to
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man for a time in
This abandonment of

leave

sin,

III. 23-25.

and send deliverance only through Christ.
to sin, however, had in view the object

man

of suffering the consciousness of the frightfulness of sin first to dcfor actual deliverance can
velope itself in mankind in all its force ;
free from it.
the
to
to
itself
attach
(The dAAa
yearning
only
but it was not so, that righteous
connects itself thus with ver. 21,
&quot;be

&quot;

ness

might come through the law

under sin/

:

God

has rather concluded

all

)

The being concluded under sin is thus represented as
a being kept and reserved until the time of the revealing of the dis
But, instead of the above VTTO duapriav, VTTO vopov
pensation of faith.
This change is explained by the circumstance, that
stands now.
Yer. 23.

Paul represents the law as the power which brings hidden sin to
and thereby home to the conscience. Sin and law are, there
But it is remarkable that in ver. 22
fore, in his view correlatives.
of
all mankind, even Gentiles, while the laiv was
the discourse was
Jews
only ; for that vofiog means here primarily the in
given to the
law is clear from vers. 19 and 21. Cer
Mosaic
of
the
stitution
light,

also tends primarily
tainly the apostle s entire chain of argument
to represent the relation of the two dispensations of the old and new

covenants

still, all

yet

;

that holds good of the law of Moses cer
law of the

of the natural
tainly holds, although in a less degree,

ii. 14, 15), and must, according to the con
to this general law of humanity.
also
referred
be
(As the
text,
HiaTLg is here described as one ^KX/iOvaa arro/ca/lv-i/jO/ymi, it must be

Gentile world (Rom.

understood of the faith revealed as a system, not of the subjective
state of faith ; for the latter was from all time in individuals, even
before Christ, as

words

see

Rom.

iii.

viii.

6 shews.

On

the collocation of the concluding

18.)

Paul concludes, then, after this, with the thought
Vers. 24, 25.
that the destination of the law was to lead to Christ ; that, there
with the coming in of Christ, and the dispensation of faith, its
which is only another representation of ver. 19. Right
eousness can never be attained by the law, it comes only by faith.
As Paul here represents the law as educating for Christ (rraidayuybg
fore,

office ceased,

elg

XPLOTOV) so did the Fathers represent philosophy for the Gentiles,
maybe called a natural law ; and, in fact, genuine philosophy

which

exercised a similar educating influence on mankind as did the law
But in
of Moses, though of course in a much narrower circle.
Traidayvyog

is

couched the conception not merely of supervision,

and restraining from what is injurious, but that of bringing up
and moulding.
Humanity while under the law, is afterwards
a minor, who requires educa
iv.
1, seq.) compared with
(chap.
with the coming in of Christ, it is considered grown up,
tion
mature and independent.
And, as in the. race, so also in the
;
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individual, regeneration, the entry of Christ into the inner world,
brings necessarily development unto consciousness ; without regen
eration man ever remains in a state of childhood.

Vers. 26, 27.
Believers, therefore, can no longer be under the
law, because they are sons of God, and they are such, because all
those baptized have put on Christ.
Baptism unto Christ, is, there
fore, here conceived in its profoundest idea, as the act of regeneration
vi.
itself, in which the old man dies, the new man is born

(Rom.

3).

The putting on Christ (Xpiorbv ivdvoaodai) is a description of what
happens in the new birth. This expression, borrowed from passages
in the

Old Testament

(Isa. Ixi. 10), denotes the most intimate ap
propriation of Christ, so that in Eph. iv. 24 ; Col. in. 10, to put on
the new man is used as
dvaitaivovoOai, being renewed ; and in 1

=

on immortality, incorruption (dOavaoiav,
the change of the mortal body into the
denotes
ivdvoaaOai)
immortal nature of corporeity. But with whomsoever Christ joins
Cor. xv. 53, 54, putting

d&amp;lt;})0apoiav

himself, to him he, the
of a child of God. But

by the
istic

Son of God, also communicates the nature
Paul names, in Rom. viii. 14, the being led

of God (nvevpaTi Qeov dyeadai) as the character
of the Son of God.
Whilst, therefore, the slavishly-

Spirit

sign

disposed man under the law strives to keep God s commands
through fear alone, but in his heart loves sin, the child of God
performs God s will through inward pleasure and joy, out of love
In the conception viol Geoi), sons of God (a name
to holiness.
substantially equivalent to TKKVO, 0., only that the former expresses
beyond the latter the idea of one conscious, grown up), two ex
tremes are to be avoided.
First, that which deprives the idea
of everything distinctive, and lowers it to a merely figurative ex
pression, as if every one were by nature a child of God, and re

through Christ only the consciousness of it. Secondly,
men become, through the new birth, sons of God in the
The truth lies in the middle.
sense in which Christ himself is so.
Christ really communicates his very nature to man in the new
ceived

that

all

changes them into himself, imparts to them somewhat of his
Divine nature ; but just because man receives this higher life by

birth,

communication
pendently,
Christ^
i.

man

only, whilst Christ possesses it originally and inde
is never called son of God in the same sense as

who is and remains

6 |uovoyei%.

(See in the Comin. on

Luke

35.)

Vers. 28, 29. With this elevation into children of God all the
distinctions also which, while out of Christ, have religious or po
levelled to
litical
significance are, in their religious relations,
believers ; they form a great living unity in Christ, i. e., one

and life. Participation in this
fills with his Spirit
one holy, living fellowship, the true seed Abraham, to whom the

which Christ
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promises are given (vers. 15, 16), is also the only condition of par
Thus the end is strictly
ticipation in the Divine inheritance.

connected with the beginning (ver. 15). But in this passage it
first of all, surprising that we have Trdvreg d$ tare, as we expect
which is found, it is true, in E.G., but merely as a correction.

is,

ev,

We

v elvai always (John x. 30, xvii. 11, 21).
doubtless chosen here with reference to ver. 16

in fact find in the gospels

The masculine

is

where the one seed

is

called Christ, as 1 Cor.

xii.

12

;

but

it is

not essentially different from v, for the masculine is by no means
intended to express a distinction of personality. But, in the second
place, it seems erroneous to say that all distinctions are abolished
True, the contrast of Jews and Gentiles is abol
Christianity.
ished as a religious distinction (and yet even that not absolutely ;
see the remarks on the parallel passage, Col. iii. 11), but not the
general human one of man and wife (i. e., of course, not in the phy

by

but in the ethical relation, in which the wife appears subor
dinate to the husband, after as before), nor the political one of
freedom and slavery.
revolutionary lust of liberty might think it

sical

A

had found

in these words of the apostle a support of its frenzied

But the way in which Paul himself in other places speaks
on the subordination of the wife to the husband, of the servant to
the master (1 Cor. xi. 7, seq. ; Eph. v. 22, seq. ; Col. iii. 18 ; Eph.
vi. 5, seq.
Col. iii. 22, seq.), leaves not the slightest doubt but
that Paul regards these contrasts exclusively in their ethico-reprojects.

;

It is only in the kingdom of God that all will
ligious aspects.
become one in Christ in every relation-. (On vi, Col. iii. 11 ; Jam.
17, which the elder grammarians, arid even Fritzsche, regard
as contracted from wean, but Winer, with Buttman, takes for the

i.

apostrophized

ev, evi,

see

Winer

s

Gr.

14, 2,

Anm.)

In what follows, down to ver. 7, Paul carries out
Chap.
another subordinate idea, to which the preceding mention of sonship
and inheritance leads- him. For in a certain point of view it may be
said that men, even before Christ, are children of God, not merely as
created by God the Father, but also as being called to regeneration,
and consequently furnished with the capacity for it.
But as, in outward life, the heir, while a minor, is on a par with
the servant, though he is the lord of all (of the whole inheritance),
iv. 1, 2.

so also in the spiritual ; it
become ripe in spirit, before

while a minor,
age, are under

was requisite
Christ could

for

mankind

come.

As

first

to

the heir,

subject to tutors, so mankind, while of immature
the law as a Ttaidayuyoc;.
This idea is very re

is

markable, as plainly intimating that man, even without and before
Christ, therefore while yet in sin, was still always lord of all.
True, he is in a state of humiliation, but for all that his nobility still
In the nvpios Trdvruv, lord of all, namely, there
shines through.
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lies a reference to the dominion over the earth bestowed on
(Gen. i. 26 ; Ps. viii. 5), which in Christ was fully to be consum
mated, and in the kingdom of God will be exercised by all believers
(Ver. 2, emrporcog is a guardian [Xen. Mem. i. 2, 40 ; Julian V.
iii.
26, xiii. 44], who supplies the place of the dead or absent father
OiKovofiog, on the other hand, is the steward who has the manage
ment of the estate. The two expressions form here the collective
idea of conducting or leading by a
power standing between God
and man, namely, of a naidayuybs elg Xpiarov. To refer these teach
ers of minors specially to
prophets or priests, is unsuitable ; they
merely represent the law in general ; we must not insist on the dif
ference between the two expressions, nor on the use of the
plural.
The only meaning which might be claimed for the latter would
be that of denoting the law of Moses and the natural law.

probably

man

H

tempus

npoeeopia,

constitutum, a legal

term

frequent

in

the

orators.)

Vers. 3,
rily in his

4.
Undoubtedly the apostle has now the Jews prima
mind in this comparison, so that rd aroi^ela rov KOO^OV,

the elements of the world, mean the institution of the law of Moses ;
but, in a more extended sense, the statement holds good also of the

Gentile world, which shewed itself even better prepared than the
not because it had as good preparative means, but because it
;

Jews

used the inferior ones more faithfully. The fulness of time&quot; (an
swering to the TTpoOecpia rov narpo^ in the metaphor, and therefore
to be taken as an attainment of one s full age) is an historical event
&quot;

of universal importance for the human race, nay, the turning-point
new time ; so that Christ forms the centre of the

of the old and

which all the radii meet, to which all points
and
/row which all proceeds after him. The choice of
before him,
this time is certainly an act of the Divine decree, but no arbitrary

world

s

history, in

one, rather one determined

by the course of the development of

The

expression Tr^ijo^pa, fulness, is to be explained
by picturing to ourselves that a space of time is, as it were,
filled up by the flowing in of time until the terminus ad quern; but

humanity.

same time, intimates that all the conditions necessary
coming in of the event of Christ s mission, were brought to
2
(See on the phrase n^p^a rov %povov, Ezek. v.
completion.
Dan. x. 3 Eph. i. 9. It can by no means be referred, as owreteia
rov altivos, to the latter days, to the end of the world
for, though
the writers of the New Testament look on the latter days as having
commenced with Christ s advent (see 1 Cor. x. 11), there is no refer

it also,

at the

for the

;

;

;

ence to this in the TT^rjpu^a rov %povov or r&v naip&v. If this were
the case, it would stand as in Tobit. xiv. 5 ;
irXripuO&ai tcaipol rov
answers in the
rov
which
rd
a I (j v o
But the vrrb
noafwv,
oroi^eta
&&amp;gt;$

.)

not oinovopovg, is peculiar.
figure to the VTTO imrporrovs

For
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means elementum,
and

in the twofold

first

3, 4.

meaning of
y. 12).

original matter (2 Pet.
to

The Fathers adhered

principles (Heb.
we&quot; to the
Gentiles, thus re
meaning, and referred the
the elements.
and
of
discourse
to
their
nature
the
worship
ferring
We served under the elements of the world&quot; would mean we
were subject to the powers of nature, which were embodied in idols.&quot;
iii.

the

10),

&quot;

first

&quot;

&quot;

But Gentiles are not here immediately referred to the VTTO VOJLOV in
ver. 5, and the cn-o^em, to which, according to ver. 9, the converted
;

back, rather point plainly to the law of Moses, to which
also the phrase a~oi%ela rov Koa^ov in Col. ii. 8, 20, refers.
Now, how
be
called
can
in
to
the
relation
the Old Testament,
oroi^eta,
gospel
elementa, the first steps of religious life, is easily comprehended ;
Gentiles

fall

but the addition KOG^OV, of the tvorld, is puzzling. For the phrase
has the collateral idea of that which has fallen a prey to sin, corrupt.
But how can that be said of the Old Testament,
(1 John ii. 16.)
as it surely is a Divine institution, Although a subordinate one ?
The genitive might be supposed to designate, not the character of
the aToi%eia, but their destination for the education of the world
but in that case the dative, or dg, must necessarily have been used.
Or, again, it might be supposed allowable to assume, that Paul by
that name does not mean to designate the Old Testament per se,
;

but only the rabbinical variously- perverted mode of interpreting it,
the so-called Sevrepuaeis of the Scribes, which went beyond the insti
But, according to iv. 10, that is not the case. He
designates the purely Mosaical institutions as aoOevi] not Tirana OTOL%eld, weak and beggarly elements (ver. 9), just as in Heb. vii. 18
tutions of Moses.

mention

is

made

of something daOeveg

ever, these epithets

For

still

daOevijg designates

ttal

dvufakeg in the law.

seem milder than the addition rov

How
Koapov.

merely the character of the law, as unable

to impart a higher power, and Trrw^df its restricted nature, compared
with the riches of the gospel. Both are so ordered by God. But
This mode of
the addition rov KOO^OV points to something sinful.

expression can be explained only by distinguishing two modes of
interpreting the Old Testament, the outward and the inward, the
literal

and the spiritual. The inward and only true one, recognizes
and ordinances the outward and visible signs of more

in its rites

e.
;
g., in circumcision it sees the inward cleansing
of the soul, the circumcision of the heart, etc.
if, therefore, it does
not neglect the outward, yet it always takes it in connexion with the

profound ideas

;

underlying idea. The outward mode, on the contrary, stops short
at actions as such, without taking into consideration the idea which
Thus the Judaizers ; and in this form the Old
lies in them.

Testament appeared not merely as the beginning of the Divine life,
but as subject to the world, as poor and spiritless, incapable of
amending and changing the heart. But we cannot consider it as
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5-7.
itself,

in its essential idea,

it

that
is

it

contains the

eternal, imperish

and complete, as a work of the living God. (Matth. v. 17, 18.)
Finding such expressions, we comprehend how so many could take
offence at Paul s labours
able,

!

From

yoke Christ has redeemed men (iii. 13), that
they through him might receive the adoption of sons (iii. 26), i. e.
But in the
forgiveness of sins, and strength unto a new life, iii. 14.
Yer.

5.

this

7

description of Christ, his earthly humility is (in the words yevofievov
IK yvvaiKog
[nate T,^, Job xiv. 1], yevopevov VTTO vopov) contrasted
with the majesty which is denoted in the name
the Son of God.&quot;
&quot;

The former phrase denotes the

reality of Christ s incarnation, per

haps with a thus early reference to Docetic heresies as the Son
of God, he was begotten of God, as man, he was born of
Mary. The
latter represents him as a true member of the Jewish
nation, as also
destined to fulfil the law, as all Israelites were obliged to do,
bearing
;

his yoke also (Acts xv. 10

Gal. v. 1) like his fellow-men.
Bat
;
wherefore this addition ? For the mere designation of his low
liness, the first clause would have sufficed
besides, the Iva rovg
v-b vouov ifeyopdvo, that lie may ransom those under the
is
;

laiv,

what

so intimately connected with
VTTO

vofiov

cannot possibly

follows, that the repetition of
be accidental and unmeaning.
It is

it Paul means to
point to the complete,
passive fulfilment of the law by Christ, the culminating
point of which was his death.
By his perfect righteousness in life
and death he redeemed the slaves of the law, since by faith his

highly probable that by
active

and

righteousness becomes their righteousness, his being their being ;
the Son of God by communicating himself makes others sons of God.

(The reading yevv&iievov has but

slight authorities in its favour, and
doubtless
in
a
wish
to
originated
escape the double yevopevov. On
vloOeaia see at Horn. viii.
15.)

Vers. 6,

7.

Since, then, believers are children of God, God has
v. 5, poured out the Spirit of his Son

sent, or, as it is called at Rom.
into their hearts. Usteri writes

the converse,

&quot;

viz.,

because

on

God

we expect rather
has sent us the Spirit, we are

this passage, that

God s

No doubt the Spirit effects also regeneration it
children.&quot;
but the question here is of a higher form of the operation of
the Spirit which connects itself only with the new birth, just as the
communication of the Spirit at Pentecost supposes earlier and more
Ac
general influences of the Spirit on the hearts of the apostles.
self

;

it
appears altogether inappropriate to take on in the mean
ing that, and to consider as the sense of the verse the suggestion to
the readers of a proof of their adoption by God, proceeding from
their own experience, as if it were written
Bat, that ye are chil

cordingly

&quot;

dren of

God

proceeds from the circumstance that

.&quot;

This view
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Riickert- has again defended, after Chrysostom, Ambrose, Koppe,
Morus, and Flatt. But the entire absence of any grounds for this

nothing else, renders it unworthy of approval.
is here designated as the Spirit of the
Son, be
cause it is to be described as especially belonging to the viol? Qeov.
H//wv, here quite unexpected, is preferable, being vouched for
by A.C.D.F.G., to the vp&v of the text, rec., which is only put for
The Kpdfrv Aj3/3a, 6 narrip, would seem
?///wv on account of tare.

supplement,

if

(The Holy Ghost
f

only to characterize the Spirit as a truly child-like Spirit of love,
On the reasons for the

which teaches to adore God as Father.
application of the

Hebrew form,

see at

Rom.

viii. 15.

With

the

assumption that the child-like lisp in the word was thought signifi
cant may be combined Winer s opinion, that the well-known prayers
Who
began with Abba, so that it might be paraphrased thus
teaches us to pray in child-like mind and child-like form.&quot; Ver.
7. The transition of the discourse into the second person singu
each single
lar is meant to individualize the representation, i. e.
one of my readers, of whom what has been said holds good/
K/U?&quot;

:

&quot;

}

us back again to iii. 15, to the metaphor of the will.
In the concluding words the readings differ very much. The usual
reading is Qeov did Xpiorov, A.B. read merely did Qeov, F.G. did Qeov
Xoiorov.
Laclimann has, in accordance with his critical principles,

povofiog refers

Since Semler, however, most critics
preferred the reading did Qeov.
are justly of opinion that the difference in the readings is best

explained by the assumption that originally teal K^rjpovonog only
stood ; and that then the copyists, for the explanation of this some
what bold-looking conclusion, added now one word, now another.)

7.

HAGAR AND SAKAH TYPES
(iv.

8

or THE

LAW AND

OF THE GOSPEL.

v. 1.)

Paul might have here closed his doctrinal discussion, the rela
and the gospel being completely developed. But
he addresses himself anew to the Galazeal is yet unsatisfied

tion of the law
his

;

tians, just as he did iii. 1, seq., reminds them of their former con
dition and their former experiences, and finally, iv. 21, seq., proceeds

to yet another consideration of the great question from a com
He reminds them first (vers. 8, 9)
pletely different point of view.
of their former Gentile life, whence iu appears that at least the

greater

number by

far of the

Galatian Christians were formerly

Gentiles, who, however, might perhaps, as proselytes of righteousness
or of the Gate, have become acquainted with the Old Testament.
The knowledge of the one true God, which came to them by Chris-
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Now, Paul proves from
and present converted

how

contradictory, how unnatural it would be, if they, who
were delivered by Christ, should betake themselves to another form of
state,

1

under the yoke of the law, the weak and beg
life.
That thus the a-oixeia have no
is quite clear, for ver. 10 describes un
mistakably the Jewish economy, to which the Galatians had turned
back. (See at iv. 3.) Finally, eldoreg, yvovreg, and yvuoOtvTec; form a
climax ; the first denotes the more merely outward knowledge, that
God is ; the second internal essential knowledge in activity and
the third passive knowledge in love, in which God is the acting
power.
(See, on the relation of the active and passive in knowledge,
the remarks at the entirely similar passage 1 Cor. viii. 3, where also
slavery, namely, that

garly rudiments of religious
reference to Gentile idolatry

;

all three expressions stand, as here, side

The knowing, without having
i. e.j

penetrated,

filled,

by him,

is

by

side.)

previously been known of God,
ever unsatisfactory, because it is,

as such, without love ; we know God and Divine things so far only
as we love them.
The interpretations agniti a Deo, or even cognoscerefacti, i. e., a Deo ad cognitionem sui adducti, are quite inadmis

See the remarks on the above-cited passage. (Yer. 8.
wanting inconsiderable in MSS. only, but the text. rec. puts
the negative before Qvaei. A.B.C.D.E.F. however, sustain the later
The meaning too
position, which is, therefore, no doubt preferable.
is better ; for Paul does not deny in every sense, that they are God s
sible.

3&amp;gt;vaei

is

[see

on 1 Cor.

viii. 5],

their true nature.

but only that they are so in their

Yer.

9.

The

TTOJ^

Kmarptyere

irdhiv,

rivaic, i. e.,

how do

ye

to be explained by the supposition that the Galatian
Christians had already as proselytes, become acquainted with the

turn back,

is

Old Testament. The following -ndMv dvudev surprises us ; it is
pleonastic, but explicable from the desire to make the relapse as
prominent as possible. For there is nowhere found any hint of an
earlier relapse, so that this

would be the second. Similar pleonastic

passages with rcdXtv and avuOev or & dsvrtpov are found, Wisdom
xix. 6 ; Matth. xxvi. 42 ; Aristoph. Plut. v. 121
Xcn. Anab. i.
On
10.
this
see
at i. 7 ; the
on
See
Winer
tfe/Ure,
10,
passage.
word marks the voluntary nature of the act.)
In what follows Paul mentions particular Jewish
Yers. 10, 11.
customs, to the observance of which the Galatians had returned.
It is striking that circumcision, on which assuredly the Judaists
This is not to be explained, with
laid most stress, is wanting.
Kiickert, by the assumption that Paul intended to mention such
customs only as were common to Jews and Gentiles for certainly
no relapse into -heathenism was apprehended ; nor by the assumption
that the Galatians, as proselytes, were already circumcised, and conseYOL. IY.~ 36
;

;
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quently could not relapse into that error ver. 2 is against that.
Kather, the customs mentioned stand, by synecdoche, for all the
The r/jueptw, are, it, may be supposed, the Sabbaths, fwyvef,
customs.
the new moons, ttaipoi, longer festival seasons, Easter, Pentecost, the
feast of the Tabernacles, which were celebrated for eight days suc
;

The first three sea
cessively, t-viavroi, in fine, the years of jubilee.
the
solemnization in
sons are also adduced at Col. ii. 16.
Finally,
the early church had its festivals) ; but
itself is not blamed (even
This is
the superstitious belief, that it was necessary to salvation.
also intimated by irapaTrjpeloOai, superstitiose observare, a word that

New

elsewhere in the
forms,

means

&quot;

Testament, both in the active and middle

to lie in

ambush/

7

See

Mark

2

iii.

;

Luke

vi. 7,

Paul represented the
of
the
as
vain
Galatians
and here his
the
faith and
sufferings
In ver. 19 he declares that the labour must
labours with them.
xiv. 1 ; xx. 20.

(Ver. 11.

In the passage

iii.

3,

;

be begun anew. The construction piJTruc; KeKomaKa expresses that
what he fears, has already happened, has not yet to happen. In
00j3ov/^at vfidg we have an attraction, tyzaf being received from
the following clause.
66, 5, and in the Comm.
[See Winer s Gr.,
on this passage.] Still there is the harshness, that the word thus
received

is

not the subject of the subordinate clause, as

in similar cases,

and

as in the

is

usual

examples adduced by Winer, ubi

But this interpretation, in spite of its harshness, is yet to
I am
be preferred to Kiickert s opinion, who takes 0o/3o/mi tyta?
alarmed for you,&quot; which is quite inadmissible, and greatly increases
supra.

&quot;

:

The
the difficulty of interpreting the following ppo^ K. r. A.
I fear for you,&quot; would have required the mention of the
thought,
loss which the Galatians themselves suffered, not Paul.
&quot;

To give force to his exhortation, Paul beseeches the
Ver. 12.
Galatians to become as he was, since he had become as they were.
To refer those words merely to the love between Paul and the Gala
and Beza, Grotius too, Moras, and
the
Love
me as I love you&quot; is plainly
sense,
others, do, making
as
the
&g
yivevQai
expresses a more special idea, in
inadmissible,
which we can only imagine love acting as a motive. The words in
tians, as, besides Luther, Brenz,
&quot;

this passage

are paralleled 1 Cor.

iv.

16, xi. 1,

The

where

it

is

said

:

e^u can
be taken only as calling upon the Galatians to place themselves in
But how can Paul say, tfayw c&f
that freedom in which Paul stood.
As on precedes,
to be supplied, or the future ?
vfiel^ ? is eyevoftTjv

{unqTaf.

IJLOV

yiveaOe,

become followers of me.

yiveaOe

tig

the apostle grounds on his own con
the former only is allowable
to
the
But what
to act thus also.
Galatians
duct his exhortation
a
neither
become
Paul
had
consist
in?
conduct
that
did,
surely
;

nor a
Gentile, according to the earlier position of the Galatians,
it is more probable that
To
me
one.
their
to
present
Jew, according
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he had in view his whole mode of proceeding in his preaching of the
gospel among the Gentiles, in which he ever sought to place himself
in the existing position of his hearers.
He now makes a somewhat similar claim

on

his hearers in re

as / always accommodated mysell
spect to their relation to him
to your level, so do ye now accommodate yourselves to mine.&quot;
The
&quot;

:

words ddeX^oi, dzopat, VLI&V, are best taken by themselves, without
joining ddeXfyoi to v[iel$ } as some manuscripts do. But the concluding
words, ovdev ^e fjdiKrjnare, are still obscure through their brevity.
True, the clause awakens no difficulty on the ground that the infi
delity of the Galatians had offended Paul ; for in that infidelity he
saw no personal injury, but only an offence against the Lord. But
the connexion

not clear.

We may supply with

&quot;

I have,
Winer,
be
with
no
to
but
I
reason
and
do
all out
therefore,
angry
you,
say
Riickert thinks the declaration of Paul that they
of love to you.&quot;
had not injured him 5 would but serve to call upon them not to draw
back from him in fear. The simplest way of taking the words seems
You have in other cases done everything after my will,
to be this
you certainly will do it in this case also.&quot; The decision remains in
deed uncertain ; but the following verses favour our assuming such
is

&quot;

:

a litotes in the words.

As

1, seq., Paul again reminds the Gala
which they had received him earlier,
namely, as an angel of God, yea, as Christ himself, i. e., with the
and yet his ap
greatest veneration and love (see 2 Cor. v. 20)
a
with the glory
contrast
formed
them
striking
pearance among
of his preaching. Paul appeared in Galatia in infirmity, and under

Vers. 13, 14.

tians

in

of the manner

iii.

in

:

temptations ; but they did not despise the apostle on those ac
counts
they well knew how to recognize the precious kernel in the
;

mean husk.
The chief question
of the

To

here is what is the ddB&vetarffc aapttog, infirmity
and the Treipaafibg h ry aapm, temptation in the flesh?
them to persecutions alone we are forbidden not merely by

flesh,

refer

but also by the circumstance, that surely
flesh,&quot;*
have occurred immediately on his ap
well
not
could
persecutions
in
Galatia
;
they usually began only when the gospel
pearance
with
To
Riickert, it seems alone correct to refer the lan
me,
spread.
so that this
to
bodily infirmity and trials arising therefrom,
guage
not figure to
must
xii. 7, seq.
2
Cor.
with
is
parallel
passage
ourselves Paul as of giant colossal frame, but rather as weakly. See
Tholuck s remarks on this point in the Stud, for 1835, part ii. p.
Next, the expression TO nporepov from which it may be
364, seq.
when he wrote these words, had
reasonably concluded that Paul,

the reiteration of

&quot;

We

* See the
parallel passage
exclusive reference

is

1 Thess.

ii.

2,

where, however, cap!;

certainly to persecutions.

is

wanting, and the
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been twice in Galatia is here to be noticed. See on this point
Kiickert s remarks in the Magazine, p. 116, against Bottger s arbi
See his Beitrage, 3d part, p. 9.
(Ver. 13. Am is
trary expositions.
in
this
sense
taken
to be
during, under the circumstances,&quot; as in
Ver. 14. For rreipaofiov pov, A.B.D.F.G. read
did vvtcra, did %eifi&va.
which
Lachrnann
has received, but the
vfji&Vj
rq trap/a pov follow
us
does
not
to
receive
this
which
rests probably
permit
ing
reading,
on the error of a copyist. Semler, Winer, and Rtickert also strike
out pov, and regard both pronouns as spurious additions.)
Ver. 15. Here the reading
rig ovv ty K. r. A., gives no very good
be
taken
in
the
unless
sense of Trooog.
But A.B.C.F.G.
rig
sense,
read KOV for rig, and in A.C.. ?jv is also wanting, whilst F.G. have $
The latter reading is to be preferred with the later critics, so that
the meaning is
where is then the blessedness in which ye then
were
(MaKopiapos is found also in Eorn. iv. 6.)
Only the i]v ex
cites some doubt, as, on the assumption that TTOV was the original
reading, it is difficult to explain how 3\v or $ could have come in.
Now Paul describes his grief hyperbolically (el dvvarov) when he
says, that they would willingly have sacrificed to him what was
&quot;

:

&

:

&quot;

:

?&quot;

dearest to them.

(See Hor. Sat.

ii.

5, 35.

Terent. Adelph.

iv. 5,

67.)

In order to represent to the Galatians their change
Vers. 16, 17.
of mind as deserving of entire reprobation. Paul further compares
his conduct with that of the Judaists, to whom they had given them
In Paul there was a sincere, pure, zeal ; he sought to
selves up.
souls of men for God ; the Judaists too were zealous, but
to win the souls of men for themselves, in order to in
sought
they
crease their party and acquire consideration.
Could I, therefore,
have become your enemy (that is, hateful to you), because I work
in truth, and (we must supply) can those be you? friends V
Zeal
Paul certainly concedes to them, not a pure one, however (^Xovaiv
ov tfa/Ud^), but a selfish one. (ZrjXovv nvd cannot here mean
to envy

win the

&quot;

&quot;

one,&quot;

him

but

&quot;

over,&quot;

busy one s-self about one, to seek zealously to win
2 Cor. xi. 2 ; Ps. xxxvii. 1.) But what follows is not
to

aA/la (imo potius) KKKXeioai vftdg Oehovmv, for that vptig
to be read instead of the jjpag of the text, rec., all the later critics
But to what does the act of exclusion refer ?
From
agree.

quite clear

:

is

&quot;

the

&quot;

church,&quot;

be supplied.

from Christian

But these

fellowship,&quot;

or

&quot;

from

all substantially coincide, for

me,&quot;

might

true Chris

tian fellowship is only with the true apostles and their genuine
But that separation from Paul personally is the most
doctrine.

immediate reference

is shewn
by the conclusion: Iva av-ovg fykovre,
of me, you are to join yourselves to them, make them
the goal of your endeavours.&quot; But here the indicative after Iva,
which is also found 1 Cor. iv. 6, raises a difficulty. Fritzsche (on
&quot;instead

Matthew

p.

837) proposed, therefore, to take Iva in these pas-
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18, 19.

statu,

i.

ubi a

e.,

But Winer

me

estis abali-

justly rejects this as

and explains the unusual construction by the waning genius
of the language, under the influence of which Paul wrote, and which
makes itself especially remarkable in a laxer use of the particles.
forced,

(See Winer
Ver. 18.

s

Gr.

41, b, 1, p. 259.)

Now

Paul, in order to shew that he thinks the zeal of
the Galatians in itself very praiseworthy, and certainly would not
is good, when it arises in a good cause,
not
merely in his presence, but also in his ab
persevering,
sence. (It maybe doubted whether fyhovadai should be taken as pas

damp
and

it,

remarks that zeal

is

u to
decidedly as passive, thus
be the object of ^Ao^, to be pursued with zeal.&quot; But the context
does not favor that view if the tfthovaiv vpas immediately preceded,
sive or middle.

Riickert takes

it

;

we might suppose Paul

to continue thus

&quot;

:

It

is

good to be pur

but, as fyhovre precedes, the discourse must, in what
also
refer exclusively to the zeal of the Galatians them
follows,
to be reciprocally
Winer
claims for fyhovaBai the meaning
selves.

sued with

zeal,&quot;

&quot;

zealous

;&quot;

but this too

is

at variance with

what

the activity of the Galatians can alone be referred
seems to be put as perfectly
fykovv.)

=

follows, in
to.

which

Therefore

it

Ver. 19. Hereupon Paul, in the overflow of his feeling, addresses
the Galatians as his children, whom he has begotten as father
through the word of truth (James i. 18), and whom he (by giving
another turn to the figure) bears on his heart as a mother, and brings
to the birth with travail anew, until they entirely answer to their
Christian character, i. e., until Christ has acquired a form in their
It is self-evident that here the reference to the new man,
hearts.

Christ in us (Gal. ii. 20), is to be maintained, not the mere com
munication of doctrine, the completion of instruction. The only
question is, how, under this conception-of regeneration, dxpig ov, is to
seems to be an act, which either is or is
be taken. For regeneration
O
not but here a continuous activity of travail is represented, which
but gradually attains its end
XQIOTOV). We may suppose that
this state appeared in such a light to Paul, that the new life in man
(the conception) begins, it is true, suddenly but does not, except by
a truly personal and conscious
degrees, form and fashion itself to
;

(pop&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;rj

,

man by

his power ; but there
the man
form
of
personality
proceeds from this energy a higher
as
to the
the
directs
here
Paul
lives also in Christ.
Galatians,
life

;

at first Christ works only in

;

aim
life,

of his labour in the Spirit, to this completion of the Christian
which would secure them from such relapses as threatened

them.
Ver. 20.
possible,

In order to express to them his love as cordially as
to be with them, and to be

Paul further utters the wish
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able, by changes of the voice, to lay before them more immediately
than writing admits of, the feelings of his heart, for he was in un
(The i]0&ov
certainty and doubt on their account.
Tjvxourjv,
Horn. ix. 3, or t/3o?;A,6pp, Acts xxv. 22.
dXXd^ai is commonly
explained only of the form of instruction and censure, but that might
surely have been by writing adjusted according to the circum
It is to be referred altogether and specially to the voice,
stances.
the nature and modulations of which are so entirely dependent
on the tone of mind.
I
ATropo^ai is to be taken as passive.
am brought into embarrassment in regard to you.&quot; I cannot at

=

$on&amp;gt;?)i&amp;gt;

&quot;

this distance

communicate myself

to

you

so

entirely as I

could

wish.)
Vers. 21-23.

After this more personal and affectionate addresses
Paul
returns to the form of demonstration, with a re
(vers. 12-20)
of
Ye who, as I said above, wish to be
vers.
sumption
9, 10.
under
the
do
not
understand the law ? why, it speakagain
law,
ye
eth against you and/or me
And now Paul argues from the his
of
Abraham
and
of
his
Ishmael was the son of Hagar, who
sons.
tory
was a slave ; Isaac was the son of Sarah, the free, legitimate wife of
Abraham Ishmael was begotten according to natural inclination
alone and in the usual way (icara capita, Gen. xxi. 9, xvii. 19); Isaac,
on the contrary, was born of the barren Sarah when she was ninety,
Abraham one hundred years old, in consequence of a Divine promise
(Gen. xv. 4, xvii. 16, xviii. 10) and by Divine power (Rom. iv. 19,
seq.)
(Ver. 21. B.D.E.F.G. read dvayivuaKere in lieu of aKovere.
But that seems to be merely a correction by such copyists as trans
and applied, we may suppose, the hear
lated drovers &quot;hear ye not
to
the
But Paul supposes the
in
the
ing
congregation.
reading
dttovere
do ye not then under
means
to
be
here
known
;
history
after the analogy of *fc
stand what the Old Testament relates
Deut. xxviii. 49 ; Jer. v. 15.).
Paul now applies this history to the relation of
Vers. 24-26.
the law and the gospel, and thence developes their character.
But before we investigate more closely Paul s* mode of dealing
with this passage of the Old Testament itself, let us first con
sider the details of the interpretation which is given of the his
First, it is said a -ivd tonv cU/b/yopot jumi,
tory of Abraham.
means
i. e., this history
something beyond the mere literal import
&quot;

!&quot;

;

?&quot;

&quot;

?&quot;

of the words

Suidas inter
they contain a deeper meaning.
aAAo
TO vorj[j,a.
not
TO
a
AAo
XEJOV
ypdpfta
prets dX^yopid i] nerafiopd,
a/l/to TL napd TO dKovo^evov vnodeitivvovaa. In the Fathers
Hesychius
the words irponokoyla, Qeuoia, dvayuyla, are also used in the same or
:

:

a nearly-related sense
* See Tholuck

s first

;*

but the result of the allegorical interpreta-

Supp. to the

Comm. on

the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 22, seq.
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called vnovoia, the
underlying meaning. The two women,
are two covenants which God has

Hagar and Sarah, continues Paul,
established with man.

(Amfl/J/c?/ cannot here retain the meaning of
testament, promise of an inheritance/ because the latter is not
applicable to the law of Hoses, it is here merely
m-a.*) Hagar,
the slave, means the one of these covenants, the law, which was
pro
&quot;

=

mulgated on Mount Sinai, and proceeded thence as from its centre.
This law is now, by this comparison with Hagar, represented as
a mother who communicates her status to her children
the slave
;

can bear only slaves.
This is denoted by the addition &quot;gen
dering to bondage&quot; (elg dovheiav yewwcraf), viz., the covenant, and
ver. 25 the dovfavei iiera rtiv T&K.VUV av-rifc, is in
bondage with her
children. Sarah, on the other hand, the free woman, who therefore

The New Testa
hence called PFW ^wv, sc. marevovTuv all believers thus
bear likewise the character of the institution to which they be
bears free children, represents the other covenant.

ment

is

;

But, besides this parallel, Paul further uses for denoting the
vvv and rj dvw lepovaakrjfi.
are not
rj
to understand by this expression an antithesis between the lowlying part of the city of Jerusalem and the higher citadel of Zion, or
between the old Salem in the time of Melchisedec (Gen. xiv. 18)
long.

We

two covenants the names

and the later Jerusalem, as all later interpreters acknowledge it
opposes the earthly Jerusalem, as type of the institution of the
law of Moses, which had its centre in that city and the temple in
it, to the heavenly Jerusalem, as type of the institution of the
:

=

Testament. The expressions vvv and aw
therefore yrjivoc
which
latter
name
occurs
22
Kev. xxi. 2.
Heb.
xii.
KTTovpdviog,
;
How far we are to understand this new Jerusalem as something
real cannot be considered until we come to explain the Kevelatiqn,
which gives a detailed description of the new or heavenly Jerusa
lem ; it is here sufficient to regard it in general only as a type of

New

and

the city of the Faithful, as the noMrevfia
ovpavol^ (Phil. iii. 20),
thus of the kingdom of God, i. e., of the church of Christ and of
Had Paul understood nothing real by
the Spirit working in it.
the New Testament constitution and
between
it, no comparison
The Rabbis,
the heavenly Jerusalem could have been drawn.
no
doubt
in
this
often
use
who
consequence of
representation,
too,
b&amp;gt;

6,
passages in the Old Testament like Isaiah liv. 11, 12, Ix. 18,
Ezek. xlviii., understood something real by the term heavenly Jeru
of Schottgen,
salem.
(See the passages in the well-known writings
The
in the Comm. page 113.
and
Winer,
Bertholdt,
Lightfoot,
closer consideration of the Rabbinical ideas we also defer to the
Ixii.

* See on
28

;

2 Cor.

f

On

diadr/Krj,

iii.

6,

14

;

with the epithets TruAata, Trpurrj, Katvq, devrepa, via, Matth. xxvi.
Heb. viii. 7, 8, ix. 15, xii. 24.

yevvuv, applied to

women,

see

Luke

i.

13, 57.
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Thus, then, we have remaining

exposition of the Apocalypse.)

in the interpretation of the details only the words (in verse 25) TO
yap &quot;Ayap 2ivd opog tarlv iv T Apa/3m, avaroi^el 6e } K. r. A., which

on the face of them the nature of a subordinate remark,
Could we indeed adopt the read
of a merely parenthetical clause.
TO
Siva
which
opof ^riv,
yap
ing
Lachmann, on the authority of
C.F.G. has put in the text, every difficulty would vanish ; but the
clearly bear

context will by no means permit its reception, not to mention that
A.D.E. vouch for the common reading, and the supposition is but
too probable that it was adopted only to avoid the difficulty in the
common one. For the yap imperatively requires something which
but the mere remark
lays a foundation in some way for verse 24
that Sinai is a mountain of Arabia can prove nothing. According
to the common reading, however, a sort of proof is couched in the
words
the word Hagar (TO not ?/), namely, means in Arabia the
mountain Sinai.&quot; Now the word means in Arabic u a rock&quot;
;

&quot;

:

(see
this passage) ; Sinai might therefore, well be so called by
the natives, though definite proofs of it are wanting.
But, at all

Winer on

-

we must not

events,
tions, since all

is

to

refer it to

any kindred names of

be referred to Mount Sinai.

cities or

na

The proper

ety
well-known, totally different;
flee.&quot;
(See Gesenius in the Lex. on
said of Hagar, in the sense pointed out,

mology of the name nan is, however,
to
it is derived from the root

it is

&quot;

this word.)
Finally, it is
avaroL^el T f/ vvv lepovaaArjjj,, she coincides with the

Jerusalem that now

not found again in the New Testament
it means
to coin
to go together with one another, to go in a row,&quot; then
The Old Testa
cide with, to be in concord with, to answer

is.

Svaroixelv

is

;

&quot;

&quot;

to.&quot;

ment, therefore, is brought into comparison with, first, Sinai, and
then Jerusalem the two correspond with one another, since both
(The
places may be considered as centres of the Old Testament life.
grammatical construction is, finally, not quite regular, for after \da.
but Paul
\iiv in verse 24, erepa 6e should have followed in verse 26
;

;

the figure drop, as being self-evident, and

lets

names

directly the

thing compared.)

We

may now,

after this, consider

more

closely

Paul

s

conduct in

the allegorical treatment of this passage of the Old Testament.
The general observations on the mode of treating the Old Testa
ment in the New, as already remarked on 1 Cor. x. 1, we defer until
the exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews, referring, by the way,
to the already-cited first appendix of Tholuck to this epistle.
if this passage involved merely a common typical applica
as we have often already found occasion to mention, it
such
tion,
would require no further consideration ; but it has peculiarities

For,

* The famous chief
city of Idumea, Petra,

&quot;

The Rock

1

City,

is,

in Arabic, Elhhagar.
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New Testament.

True, the

Sinai, as well as the city of Jerusa

The places where the law was pro
mulgated, and where it found its ahiding centre in the Temple, could
be most fitly put for the institution of the law itself. But the in
lem, has nothing extraordinary.

troduction of Sarah, and especially of Hagar, for such a purpose,
seems surprising ; it would seem that every free woman and every

bond woman, who had descendants by one man, might with equal
justice be referred to in the same manner.
But this seeming difficulty vanishes if we consider that it is not
the women per se who are here used as types, but Abraham s wives.
According to the Scriptures, the typical character seems confined to
some few chief persons, who are, as it were, central characters to
;

these

Abraham

What happens

especially belongs, as ancestor of the people of God.
to him and about him admits of a pre-figurative ac

ceptation, and so do his wives and children ; but by no means every
wife and every child.
The sacred writers in the illumination of the
Divine Spirit understood history, as it were, in its deepest root, in

authorized import. They looked into the heart of things, and
thus beheld already formed, when as yet in the earliest germ, like
fruit in the blossom, what was later to be developed.
Without this
its

mode of proceeding, employed by the Rabbis
and enthusiasts of all descriptions at all times, is only a means of
imparting an apparently biblical sanction to the wildest creations
spiritual glance, a similar

of frenzy.
Our time, therefore, as not being favoured with so in
tense an operation of the Spirit, cannot proceed independently in the

adoption of types, but must adhere to those expressed and sanc
tioned in the Scriptures.

The most
tainly

still

difficult point, however, in the present passage is cer
the mention of the Arabic name of Sinai. Can it be

assumed that

this point too

name

has real internal truth

of Sinai, and

that between

;

law of the
maid-servant of Abraham, bearing the same name, there exists a
connexion of cause and effect ? Impartiality requires us to confess
that this is not only not demonstrable, but is even improbable.
the Arabic

True, the language
is

called

is

in

the relation to the

not to be explained,

&quot;

because

Abraham

Arabic, therefore
Hagar
must be a type of the law,&quot; but only thus
maid-servant Hagar is a type of the law, it
:

ered as providential that an identity of the

&quot;

s

Mount

because

is also

name

Sinai

maid-servant

Abraham

s

to be consid

of Sinai, where

the law was promulgated, with that of Hagar, exists ; and that
too precisely in the language of the descendants of Hagar s son.&quot;
But, even with this milder turn, we can still see in the remark
of Paul (which is, in fact, but cursorily introduced in a subordin
ate clause), merely

an ingenious application of an accidental

cir-
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cumstance, which stands in no intimate connexion with that main
line of argument which is based on profounder and intrinsic truth.
Paul might during his long sojourn in Arabia (see on i. 17), have be
come acquainted with the Arabic name of Sinai, and feels himself
induced to impart this information here by the way, in order to offer
to the reader a certain connexion, though a very slight one, between
the maid-servant Ilagar and Mount Sinai.
Paul in what follows connects with the history of
Ver. 27.

Abraham and
mention

his wife a prophetic passage, Is.

not expressly
of the faithful, the true Israel,
true,

made
is

In

liv. 1.

of Sarah, but the

this, it is

community

addressed, and a joyful prosperity

But Sarah might be as appropriately taken as the type
community as Abraham and Israel. In fact, the barrenness

promised
of this

is

it.

of Sarah with the subsequent birth- of Isaac could fitly be used in

order to compare with them the long spiritual unfruitfulness of the
people of Israel, and the subsequent fulness of spiritual blessing in
Christ.

In sense, Ps.

implicitly follows the

Finally Paul here
explained by the phrase

ex. 3 is exactly similar.

LXX.

(The pfgov

is

which also occurs in profane writers [Aristoph. Nub.
v. 963], rumpere vocem.
The rro/l/la [i&Mov ?/
[Virg. JLn. ii. 129.]
answers to ,. d^an.
pTJyvviu

(jxjv /iVj

The birth of Isaac, in consequence of the Divine
now compared, in the following verses, with the spiritual

Vers. 28, 29.
is

promise,
birth of the faithful
allel

;

man

after the flesh, on the contrary, stands par
flesh and spirit, are contrary to each

The two,

with Ishmael.

was shewn even at that time, and now
Ishmael appears typical in this point of
view also. The Scriptures give but slight intimations of these con
tests between the brothers (Gen. xvi. 4, 12, xxi. 9), but the tradi
&LWKEIV refers here
tions of the Jews relate more about them.
to
contrasts
in
the
not
primarily
mass,
merely between believers
and unbelievers, but also between the pure and impure among the
Thus the Judaists shewed themselves as carnal, whilst they
former.
so vehemently persecuted Paul, the true spiritual man.
But the
term also verifies itself in the heart of the individual the old and
the new man must be contrary to one another, and the former be
thrust out unsparingly with might and main.
Paul s mode of view
ing the relation of man from one central point is strikingly displayed
in the many sides which the above reflection presents to us
the
sacred writer stands at the inmost centre of life, and bears in his
This
(Gal. v. 17.)
too the history of Isaac and
other.

;

;

spirit all the radii united.

In

overcome hence
bond woman and her son according
to Gen. xxi. 10.
The apparent harshness and injustice of Abra
ham s conduct towards Hagar and Ishmael find their justification
Vers. 30, 31.

the

command

this contest the spirit is to

to drive out the

;
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1, 2.

in this spiritual conception of the occurrence.
brings again before us the inheritance, and

Here, too, Paul

adjuges

of the free

woman

alone.

There

it

to the children

naturally couched in the infer
the exhortation at the same time to conduct
is

ence, ver. 31, dpa
&o[iKv 9
in accordance with this

position, and manfully to withstand the
(In ver. 31 the manuscripts greatly vary as to dpa ; some add
ovv, others 6e ; others again, instead of it, read rj^lg
de, others 6c6.
Lachmann, on the authority of B.D.E. prefers &o.)
flesh.

Chap. v. 1. The discussion then closes with the exhortation to
maintain this liberty which had become theirs
through Christ ; the
chapter therefore should have closed with this verse. Bat, however
simple the idea of the verse in general is, it is difficult to estab
lish the text in detail with any
certainty, on account of the many
variations in the MSS. Lachmann has, on the
authority of the
MSS. A.B.C.D.E.F.G., omitted ovv and $ after MevOeoia, and, on
that of A.B.C.D., inserted ovv after oTTJKe-e, so that the text runs
:

ry t-^evQeoia ^fiag Xpicrbg fjtevOepWJev OT^Kere ovv, teal prj irdkiv vy&
But Eiickert justly remarks in opposition, that
dovAeiag Kve^eode.
the article ry seems here out of place ; arrjiceTe, too, would stand

without any object. Since, now, the y might so easily be merged
in r^dg, the latter, it seems, must, though on slighter evidence, be
retained in the text ; on the other hand, the ovv ought, no doubt,
to follow orriKere.
(On 170$- dovteia? cf. Acts xv. 10. Instead of
The proper meaning of evK%ea6at is
it, Acts xv. 28, has (3dpog.
to be fettered, bound,&quot; then
to be laden, oppressed,&quot; so that the
&quot;

&quot;

sense

&quot;

is

:

let

not yourselves be again [see at

yoke of bondage

iv.

9] laden with the

!&quot;)

8.

WARNING AGAINST APOSTACY.
(v.

2-12.)

the preceding exhortation there is now pertinently annexed
an earnest warning, as Paul points out whither falling back to the

To

he declares this with his whole apostolical authority, and
If you submit to circumcis
himself, therefore, by name.
Here
will
Christ
again it is self-evident
ion,
profit you nothing.&quot;
that this does not apply to the outward act of circumcision, but of

law leads

;

names

&quot;

circumcision with the idea of through it winning salvation ; else
Paul would not himself have caused Timothy to be circumcised.

(Acts xvi.
rection, as
tfofc

Ide

3.)

we

The view of the Judaists had
find it

expressed Acts xv. 1

:

a totally different di
edv p) neptTepvrpfo

ro&amp;gt;

Mwvcrewf, ov dvvaaOe ouOtjvai, unless ye be circumcised, etc. (The
run is accented by Fritzsche as paroxytone, by Griesbach as

=
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This latter is the Attic pronunciation according to the
grammarians, but the former is, with Fritzsche, for this very reason
to he preferred, because in the later Greek much that is not Attic
oxytone.

which the copyists were tempted to alter.)
Paul represents circumcision with great emphasis as
3.
the bond of connexion with the law therefore whoever becomes
circumcised becomes a debtor for the whole law (as baptism, joins
to Christ); and, as man cannot at the same time serve two masters,
he thereby rends himself from the gospel. But still all this has
force only on the supposition that through circumcision salvation is
sought if that is not the case, but circumcision is only performed
as a pious custom, or out of accommodation to Jewish ideas, as in
the case of Timothy, it has of course no such consequences. (Koppe
prevails,

Ver.

;

,

erroneously takes ndXiv in the sense of contra;

Paul

decisions of

nothing of the

it

relates to the oral

in Galatia, for as yet in his epistle he

had

said

sort.)

Paul takes the causing one s-self to be circumcised as
Yer. 4.
exactly identical with being justified by the law ; but to seek justi
fication in the law is to be separated from Christ, to be fallen from
(At Korn. vii. 6 it is said in the same way Kar^p^rjdTjre
dnb vopov. Theophylact aptly interprets
iv
^de^iav KOIVUVICLV
lerd -$pv XpioTov.
The second clause is annexed rhetorically as an

grace.

:

^

:

asyndeton.

which grace
justification

form

EKmnreiv involves an allusion to a firm, secure position,
affords, and which those are fallen from who seek their
in the law.
See 2 Pet. iii. 17
Sir. xxxiv. 7.
On the
;

fcfeTreaare

yers. 5,

Winer s Gr. 13, 1.)
The following verses contrast the

see

6.

right

way

(viz.,

to

wait for righteousness from faith) with that erroneous way. But if
only a hope of righteousness and a waiting for it (dneKd^eodaL) are
here spoken of, whereas it is elsewhere represented as a present bless
ing immediately annexed to faith, it is explained by the consideration
that Paul conceives of righteousness as it is realized in man ; right
eousness regarded objectively in Christ, is complete subjectively in
man, it remains an object of hope, because it does not appear com

Matthies justly disap
(See on Rom. iii. 21.)
Winer
s
in
the
finding
proves
phrase direK6e%eo6ai tvbmSa a pleonastic
But Matthies errs in attributing to the word drreKd^soBaL
character.
to make one s own, to lay hold of
the meaning,
that meaning
pleted here below.

&quot;

&quot;

does not in general belong to drre/cd., and least of
the New Testament, in which it always means
since

ikmq

is

more

closely defined as

e^mg

all
&quot;

in the dialect of

to wait

diKaioovvrjs,

for.&quot;

But

the connexion

with dnEKd. can take place without any pleonasm. Certainly we
to wait for a hope,&quot; but we may well say
cannot say efarida d-nettS.,
we wait for the hope of righteousness in the Spirit by faith, i. e., we
cherish the expectation that faith will at some time (viz., at the Di&quot;

&quot;
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vine judgment-seat) be acknowledged as our righteousness.&quot; But
the expectation is present, the hope -of righteousness is future.
But
this passage still remains peculiar, especially in Paul, who commonly
represents faith as the possession of righteousness.
Further, as re
lates to TTvev^an, it forms here the antithesis to aaptii, the merely
exterior nature, on which the hope of the Judaists was grounded.
All other distinctions (iii. 28), Jew or Greek, circumcision or uncircumcision, have no force in Christ (and the sphere of life which par
takes of his fulness, viz., the church); there the whole question is of

But

faith.

in order to preclude one s understanding by faith a mere
used to do, di? dydm]g ivepyov^vri,

historical assent, as the Judaists

working by love, is added. Love is here represented as most inti
mately united with faith,* so that faith can through love express its
workings, yet without ever identifying itself with it. That the two can
appear separate also, and how, see at 1 Cor. xiii. 2. The operations
of faith united with love then are the zpya /ca/la or dyaOd, which must
necessarily grow out of the believing heart as fruits of a good tree.
Paul always points to the foundation, and therefore attributes no
importance to good works, per se; but James (chap, ii.) looks con
versely to the effects, and rather presupposes their cause.
at h%uei we may supply el$ ourrjpiav .)

(Yer. 6,

Paul cannot, as yet, find any comfort as regards the
and his hopes of them thereby destroyed he
Ye ran so stoutly,
again apostrophizes them directly and says
developed yourselves so well in Christianity, who has held you back
from obedience to the truth
(The text. rec. reads dv^Ko^s, but
the MSS. are in favour of eveKoipe in an overwhelming majority. See
Vers. 7,

8.

errors of the Galatians,

;

&quot;

:

?&quot;

Rom.

xv. 22

hindering

tween

1 Thess.

;

\ir\

ii.

[It is well

18.

follows with the infinitive.

and 8 the words

vers. 7

known that after verbs of
The MSS. F.G. have be

prjdevl ireideoOe,

to be considered as a spurious addition.)

suaded (which you evinced towards those
the truth) came not of God, who hath called
the father of

which, however, are

The readiness to be per
who kept you back from

&quot;

you,&quot;

but rather from

lies.

7reio[iov7J is only found a few times in Eustathius, and
might wish to refer the word in an active
passage.
sense to the persuasive arts of Paul s antagonists ; but the allusion

(The form

in this

We

to irelOeoOai preceding, justly

makes the

later interpreters prefer the

passive meaning.)

The discourse proceeds from ver. 7 onwards without
connexion
any
by particles ; hence the se-parate sentences have in
The metaphor of
their connexion a degree of indeterminateness.
the leaven is of course to be taken here in a bad sense, for a prin
It is used otherwise, as is well known, Matth.
ciple of corruption.
Yers. 9, 10.

*

Cf.

on both these and hope, the remarks on

1 Cor. xiii. 13,

and on Rom.

iii.

21.
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xiii.

33

Luke

;

xiii.

11.

But whether the leaven

21.

is

the doctrine

persons of Paul s adversaries, and the dough (pvpapa) the
whole community or the disposition of the individuals, may seem
If one considers, however, that the doctrine is closely
questionable.
or

th&amp;gt;e

connected with the persons who preach

it, and that the community
whose state of feeling determines that of the
body, it seems best to leave the statement in the vague terms in
which the apostle gives it, and to permit its application in every
way that has been pointed out. But the antithesis of great and
small is to be adhered to.
One idea can poison the whole inner
man one misleader can disturb a whole community. (For frfiol
D.E. read do/lot, which Valkenaer would prefer. Zvfiol might, in fact,
have been taken from 1 Cor. v. 6. Still doXol may certainly rather be
an interpretation of typol, which gradually crept into the text.) Ver.

consists of individuals

;

ft

I have confidence in you in
10, too, follows, without any particle
the Lord (i. e. } so far as you are in Christ, and rejoice in his help),
This thought might, in
that ye will be none otherwise minded.&quot;
:

be just as well referred to something individual as general.
of the judgment upon Paul s
adversaries, renders it more natural to take it as general, in this
itself,

The subsequent mention, however,

wise

&quot;

I

:

am

certain ye will not give yourselves

and thus the punishment of apostacy

up

to

any

errors of

on you
connexion
with
the
oa-i? dv
but,
singular
of
false
in
us
some
one
the
teachers
as
to
Galatia
%, obliges
imagine
to
iv.
there
i.
were
v.
7,
12,
17,
especially dangerous, for, according
= pun
several of them.
(Kp^ta is put as the cause for the effect
as
often
Acts
xxiv.
it
is.
See
25
ii. 2,
Kom.
ishment/
3, iii. 8,
doctrine,

etc.&quot;

The

6

will not fall

;

rapdoauv, in

&quot;

;

xiii. 2.)

But now the

Ver. 11.

adversaries to his

own

transition

from the punishment of

his

preaching, and that too of circumcision, seems

Why do I yet suffer persecution if I
very obscure and arbitrary.
True, the first KTI before uripvoou is want
yet preach circumcision
ing in D.F.Gr., but it has certainly been omitted only because it
&quot;

?&quot;

Had, then, Paul ever preached cir
taught that circumcision must be undergone) that
if I yet preach circumcision
cannot refer it to
his labours before his conversion, for uripvaau, preach, can never be
used for them ; and that Paul should have required circumcision in
the earlier time of his Christian labours is not to be supposed, be
cause he appears firmly fixed in the same general views from the
The passage can therefore be only understood thus the
beginning.
TrepLToprjv Krjpvaao) refers to a change on the part of his opponents,
seemed

so difficult to explain.

cumcision (i.
he could say

e.j
&quot;

?&quot;

We

:

and the

KTI refers to

so that the

the inferiority of these views as to circumcision,
if I still stand on such a
is this
footing that
&quot;

meaning

I require circumcision, as

:

some of my adversaries maintain, why, then,
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12.

am I persecuted

In that case every cause for it is surely wanting
?
So already Chrysostom and most of the better interpreters. But the
Judaists might find plausible motives for such charges in Paul s con
duct, as he sometimes accommodated himself to the Jewish views,
e. g.j by the circumcision of Timothy.
But what connexion has that
with what preceded ? The train of ideas I suppose to be this the
mention of the Divine judgment (ver. 10) leads him to the human
judgment that is passed on him. He shews up that human judg
ment in its falsehood, and at the same time intimates how easily
he might evade it if he would sacrifice aught of Divine truth ; for
it is only in that Divine truth, in the offence, which the doctrine of
!&quot;

:

the cross of Christ gives (arcdvdakov aravpov,) i. e., the doctrine of
salvation through faith alone in the atoning death of Christ, that
the reason of the persecution of him consists. (Cf. on cudvdakov

23 Phil. iii. 18, with Gal. vi. 12, 14. The
then
dpa KarrjpyrjTai,
ceased/ supposes the el irepLrop]v Krjpvoou to
be taken as true. The sentence dpa, K. r. /L, is not to be understood
with Knapp as a question, but with Griesbach, Lachmann, Riickert,
aravpov 1 Cor.

i.

17, seq.,

;

&quot;

is

as a conclusion.)

Ver. 12. An imprecation of punishment against his opponents
then concludes this part of the epistle. These adversaries are here
called dvaorarovvreg (Acts xvii. 6, xxi. 38) vpdg, as. before, rapdaaovinasmuch as they made the Galatian Christians waver in their

res,

driven
&quot;Oe/W

derived from the form dvdorarog,
frightened,
But the o&amp;lt;peXov itai aTTOKoipovrai, is hard to explain.

(The verb

faith.

away.&quot;)

is

&quot;

is

certainly, in the

New

Testament, treated as a particle,
indicative, with the future, it

and construed regularly with the

But
41, 5, Anm. 2.)
(See Winer s Gr,
dnoKonreoOai to signify here ?
Many interpreters have,
after the analogy of rns, thought of exclusion from communion with
is

true, only here.

what

is

the church, so that the church would be considered as a body from
which the individual as a limb might be cut off by excommunication.
But the KCLL does not suit that view, and besides the word is never

The

parallel passage of Phil. iii. 2, leads to another cer
to be
idea.
Anoiconreadai, namely, means

found

so.

tainly

somewhat curious

&quot;

.

The word is put in juxtaposition with
castrated, to be a eunuch.&quot;
were so zealous, by way of re
the
Judaists
TrepirfyveaOai, for which
friends
of the nepiTopj who so trouble
those
in this sense
may
&quot;

buke,
you be not only circumcised, but even
:

castrated.&quot;

Thus the Fathers

and subsequently
interpreted ever since Chrysostom and Augustine,
the best modern interpreters, following Grotius and Koppe.
Paul was excited
recognize in this bitter sarcasm how exceedingly
those
literal interpreters who everywhere
of
endeavours
the
against
him his most faithful
clandestinely followed him, and estranged from

We

churches.

III.

PART THIRD,
(V. 13

VI. 18.)

WARNING AGAINST THE ABUSE

9.

(v.

13

vi.

OF LIBERTY.

10.)

Paul having DOW, in so detailed and impressive a way, maintained
the freedom of believers from the law in every sense of it, feels him
of the human heart, impelled again to bring
self, by his knowledge
forward the other side of the subject. For, since the old man is
still living in the believer, the danger of gradually growing lukewarm
The
in the faith and negligent in respect of morals, is imminent.
originally living faith then sinks down to a mere historical assent,

which is powerless to restrain the lusts of the flesh ; true spirit
ual freedom degenerates into an antinomian liberty of the flesh.
Paul, therefore, in what follows, warns his readers with most partic
ular earnestness against this temptation, to which his doctrines were
peculiarly exposed.

Paul starts from the most general view, tV

Ver. 13.
Ot]Te,i. e. }

&quot;ye

possession of
[tovov

[t7]

(See on

SC.

were called to
it

1 Thess.

(cf.

iv. 7),

rpK7T~e, or rpe^7/re,

a$opju?7,

Kom.

vii. 8,

iXevOepia KK^TJ-

namely, in order to be in the
are not to abuse it/
&quot;only you

freedom,&quot;

11

T?)i&amp;gt;

;

XevOepiav

2 Cor.

v.

12

0opp)v rf; oapKi.
&quot;An
1 Tim. v. 14.

etc;
;

to become active in its na
is to say, to exhibit itself
Paul names as antithesis to the flesh, the serving by love.
The latter is self-denial, which promotes the happiness of others, as
kovkeveiv dAA.rfi.oig relates natu
the former seeks its own pleasure.
rally, not only to assistance in temporal matters, but also and espe
(D.E.F.Gr. read T ayd~y
cially to spiritual furtherance and help.
rov TTvevijLaTog, but 7Tvev[ia seems to have been added only for the sake

occasion, that
ture.&quot;)

of the antithesis to

ffa

p)

Paul now establishes the absolute perfection of love
by representing it as the power which fulfils the law, which idea
Rom. xiii. 9. The verse
was previously discussed Matth. xix. 19
Ver. 14.

;

the whole law is ful
connected with the preceding one thus
if you, therefore,
filled in the one word, Love thy neighbour
in
of
this
love
according
walk,
neighbour,
general,
your
you
practise
The love of one s neighbour is here named only in
to God s will.&quot;
&quot;

is

:

;
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consequence of the context ; the same, of course, holds good of the
love of God, for love, in all its
forms, is the same in its nature. (On
6
6
for
Acts
-rrdg
v6\ioq
ndg
putting
vopos, see Winer s Gr., p. 111.
xx. 18, xxvii. 37

1 Tim. i. 16, the same collocation is found.
For
and D.F.G., in what follows, also
Adyw D.E.F.G. read KV
omit KV rw. However, it is scarcely imaginable that Paul should
have called love 6Myov } no critic, therefore, has ventured to receive
;

KV ivi

&amp;lt;Uty^,

=

that reading into the text. Aoyo?
For n^rj-n*, commandment.
povrat Marcion already read TreTrA^pwrat, as do also A.B.C., and Lachmann ; in fact, the change into nkrjpovTai is much more conceivable.

For they took n^povaOai in the sense
here

=

dvaKefiakcuovaQat,

Bom.

xiii. 9.

&quot;

to fulfil, to

The

keep,&quot;

but

text. rec. reads

it is

tm&amp;gt;rov,

not osav-ov, but the manuscripts are decidedly for aeavrov. How
ever, in case no misunderstanding is to be apprehended, the pronoun
of the third person can also stand where, strictly that of the second
would be required. See Winer s Gr., 22, 5.)

Yer. 15. Whilst prosperity is to be considered as the result of
mutual love, want of it leads to destruction. The figure by which
Paul expresses this idea is taken from wild beasts, and therefore
We
ddttveiv, KareoOieiv, and avahuOTivaL are to be taken as a climax.
must here think neither of Divine nor human punishments alone,
but comprehensively of all the injuries which can befal one human
being through another.

The exhortations to practise love, receive, in what
their
follows,
psychological foundation ; the discourse makes a tran
sition from the outer conflict to the inner one, and here shews the
Paul describes,
root of the former, and the way to victory in it.
Vers. 16, 17.

Rom.

vii. 14, seq., the inward struggle between flesh
This fight takes place not only in the awakened man
also in the regenerate one (see the remarks on the above pas
sage), only that the latter is victorious, whilst the former continu

just as in

and
but

spirit.

This contrast between flesh and spirit is so strong
The Holy Scriptures know no
that it admits of no compromise.
on
the
of
the
flesh
contrary, the old man is to be
emancipation
ally succumbs.

;

crucified, v. 24,

and

die, the

new man

of the Spirit

is

to live

and

Now it is

singular that Paul, in this passage speaks not merely
of a lusting (imQvu&v) of the flesh against the spirit, but also, vice
The soul arrives
versa, of a lusting of the spirit against the flesh.
at the
of those holy aspirations of the spirit, of the blessed
rule.

enjoyment

joy of serving God even in the strictest self-denial, only when jft has
served God a considerable time, and, as it were, proved its fidelity.
At first it only feels the bitterness of the fight. (In ver. 16 there is

couched in the emdvpiav oapubg ov p) reAecr^re, ye will not accomplish
the desire of the flesh, the withholding the surrender of the will.
The existence of the desire man cannot destroy, but he can turn
VOL. IV.

37
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away from

in the will not to fulfil it

it is only the acquiescence
;
the actual sin which bringeth forth
death [James i. 15]. Finally, the spirit in which the Christian is
to walk is here not the human spirit alone, but that spirit in its
it

of the will with the lust that

is

unity with the Divine Spirit, which is poured out into the heart of
the believer.
^, K. r. A., expresses the conception teleologieally ;
the ultimate object of God, in this conflict, is to withdraw man from
&quot;Ira

own will, and subject him to the requirements of the
Divine Spirit.)
Yer. 18.
But this struggle is not by any means a legal work, as
if the believer made his salvation dependent on his success in it, and
fancied he could attain salvation himself by it ; man receives the
slavery to his

Spirit only if he is not under the law, if he, through faith, is be
child of God.
In
(See on Trvev^arL ayeoOai at Eom. viii. 14.

come a
2 Tim.

iii.

the discourse

6,

is

of dyeoOai eTnOvptaig, which

is its

an

tithesis.)

In a long series, to which afterwards (ver. 22) the
Vers. 19-21.
series of the fruits of the Spirit answers, the fruits of the flesh, which
declare themselves as such unmistakably, not merely outwardly but
also inwardly, through the voice of conscience (even the universal

conscience of heathens), are now enumerated.
(Of. on this point the
2
xii. 20, seq. ;
Cor.
i.
Kora.
;
29,
seq.
Eph. v.
analogous passages,
into
the
mem
too
Without
minutely
particular
enquiring
3, seq.)
bers of the series, we can still distinguish three classes of works of
the flesh ; first, sins of lust ; then, evil works proceeding from envy

and hatred

;

lastly,

forms of

riot.

Modern

is

wanting

in

A. B.C., and

a later addition. EMw/toAarpem is here to be reckoned
is, certainly,
sins
of lust, inasmuch as idolatry was often connected
the
among

with immoral

In the same way (fjapfiaKeia cannot be taken as
murder, as, further on, murders are also enurner-

rites.

for

poison-mixing
rated especially.

The expression is rather to be understood in a
To take it, with Winer and
of
love-incantations.
sense
special
me inadmissible, because in
to
seems
of
a
form
as
idolatry,
others,
The ex
the whole catalogue carnal transgressions only are named.
hortation, it should be remembered, is addressed to Christians, as to

whom
feared.

a relapse into idolatry and its magical rites was not to be
The rest of the words occur also in the passages quoted, at

which compare their special distinctions. On epidela, see at Rom. ii.
and Qovoi stand together in Eom. i. 29, as here here the
&
The con
word
is wanting only in B., and several Minuscules.
latter
$&amp;gt;06voi

cluding words, a Trpo/Uyw v^lv, K.
threat of punishment for those

;

r. A.,

who

comprise, in conclusion, the
give themselves up to such

works of the flesh. What is expressed negatively only, viz., that
they do not inherit the kingdom of God, is to be taken positively,
become heirs of
also, viz., that they fall into everlasting destruction,
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=

is not
ravra, but the relative
kingdom of Satan. (Yer. 21.
derived by attraction out of the accusative of the object to rrpdaoovreg.
ITpoAeyw is found also 2 Cor. xiii. 2 ; 1 Thess. iii. 4.

tlie

&quot;A

is

We

must supply

&quot;

before

it

comes to

that.&quot;

npoefrrov refers to the

past, that is to say, to the personal presence of Paul in Galatia.
Here we see now that the object of the inheritance, of which mention

was made

so often in the preceding chapters, is the kingdom of God.
is here to be restricted neither to the outward
king

This expression

dom

God

of

alone, nor to the inner one alone, but

is

to be taken in

the widest sense, as that order of things in which God s vail shall
(See the development of the idea at Matth. iii. 2.)
reign.
Vers. 22, 23.- Hereupon, to the works of the flesh Paul opposes

The word tfapthe outward signs of love as the fruit of the Spirit.
-rrog points to the organic character of the development, which nat
and necessarily occasions these virtues to germinate from their
Against these the law is not, that is, it rather re
them
whoever, therefore, can exhibit them is a righteous
quires
man. Whether we take Kara r&v TOIOVTUV as masculine or neuter
makes but little difference but, as mention was not expressly made
of persons in the foregoing, and the article is used, it seems fitter to
take it as neuter. In any case, 66 at the beginning of verse 24 is
urally

root, the Spirit.
;

;

not to be taken as adversative, but as continuative.
&quot;

rig is

truth,

fidelity.&quot;

Matth.

xxiii.

23

;

Lachmann, after A.B.C., writes irpavr^g.
add dyveia, but it is, doubtless, added only

(Ver. 22. Tiia-

Kom. iii. 3 Tit. ii. 10.)
At the end, D.E.F.G.
;

in order to oppose the

corresponding virtue to the above-enumerated sins of lust.)
Where the Spirit, and, with it, the virtues cited
Yers. 24, 25.
reign, there the flesh

with

its

just

now enumerated works

is

cruci

he, therefore, that lives in this Spirit, must also allow its in
fluence on his whole life ; that is involved in the nvevnan KOL o-oixfi-

fied

:

us also walk in the Spirit. It is only remarkable here, that the
act of crucifying (an expression founded on a typical conception of
Christ and his work, see on Bom. vi. 3) is designated as past, whilst
it is, certainly, involved in the exhortations of Paul that i t is to be
fiev, let

explained by the fact that Paul here presents
the idea of a true Christian quite objectively, and therefore in its
completeness ; as such, the believer has entirely crucified the flesh.
still

continued.

This

is

In the concrete actuality, on the contrary, the complete idea, and
therefore too the crucifying of the old man, never appear completely

(The naOtjpara are, as Kom. vii. 5, sinful inclinations/
but the more passive ones, as envy, anger, whilst imQviiiai denote the
more active ones.)
Here should have commenced the sixth chapter (which Riickert
erroneously denies), for v. 26 stands in strict connexion with what
follows down to vi. 5, and is separated from the foregoing by the ex&quot;

realized.
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G-ALATIANS VI.

1.

hortation making a transition from its entirely general character to
In the verses v. 26 down to vi. 5 the apostle had in
the special.

view rather the teachers, in chap. vi. 6-10 rather the lay persons, in
the Galatian churches. But the whole section, from v. 26 to vi. 10,
is addressed to those among the Galatians who had remained true
to Paul, and his form of doctrine.
The exhortations to a milder
judgment of the erring, the warnings against exalting themselves
above others, attain their full meaning only on this supposition.
It was also in the very nature of the case that Paul specially ap

proached the well-disposed, without distinguishing them, however,
In the second Epistle to the
formally and openly from the others.
Corinthians (see the Introd.
a
4),
perfectly similar relation of its
It was in the nature of the case that
separate parts is found.
those who had remained faithful to him might easily be tempted to

exalt themselves above those

who had succumbed

to the temptation.

Paul, therefore, as a faithful shepherd of their souls, directs the at
tention of his disciples to this point, and calls upon them, as true
rather to help up the fallen, and to be careful themselves
It is self-evident that Paul could not
temptations.

-nvEVftariKoi,

not to

fall into

possibly write thus to the mass of the churches, which he had at the
outset treated (see on iii. 1) as apostate.
desirous of
(Kevodogog,
vain glory/ alludes here to the glory of having remained faithful in
&quot;

&quot;

temptation.

UpoicakeiaOai, laccsscre,

to stir

up

to the fight, or to

strife/ here, we may suppose, by setting forth in a triumphing way
how the others should have acted. QOovelv is not merely to envy/
&quot;

but also
to deny, or withhold from one out of envy.&quot; But towards
the fallen envy usually shews itself in wishing that they may not
be able to rise again from their fall. Instead of this, the apos
tle exhorts them to exert themselves to raise, in the spirit of meek
&quot;

who had been

In Trpo^a^dveaOat
surprised by a fall.
have
to
the
the
ascribed
rrpo
many interpreters
meaning of unex
besides Erasmus, Calovius, and Schott, Riickert also
pectedness
considers it as not impossible
but, at all events, authentic ex
amples for this acceptation are wanting. It seems most natural to
ness, those

;

;

leave to the preposition its usual meaning, antea, and to find its force
in the intimation that the Xa^dveaQat precedes the KarapTi&iv. The h

explained most pertinently by supplying wi as the
not to be represented as a deed done but once, but as a last
If a man has been detected in such an error before,
ing state.
and remains in it continuously/ as was exactly the case with the
rivi Traparrrw/mTt is

error

,

is

&quot;

who had been made

then do ye, spiritually
one
to
such
a
the
in
the
disposed, help
spirit of meekness/
right path
In the concluding words the second person singular again renders
Galatians,

Paul

s

discourse

more

to waver,

personal, as in

&quot;

iv. 7.

But the

first

person
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a v. 26] is used in a
spirit of forbearance ; Paul includes
himself in the exhortation.)
Paul further exhorts them, exactly as at v. 1, 14, muVer. 2.
bear
one another s necessities and burdens, so that each
to
tually
?

should consider himself as a member of the whole ; and in this he
sees the fulfilling of the law of Christ.
He calls it the law of
Christ/ because the Redeemer especially recommends to them this
&quot;

The burdens here meant, are the infirmities of the
indulgent love.
brethren (Rom. xv. 1), as Riickert correctly remarks on this passage.
(The reading di anhrjpuaere, which Lachmann has received into the
and Riickert recommends, is perhaps only a correction of the
copyists, to whom it seemed fit to represent the fulfilment of so diffi
text,

cult a task as yet future.)
The best motive to indulgence towards others is the
Vers. 3-5.
sense of our own weakness ; he that thinks he is something, i. e.,
as regards himself, from all burden, deceives himself. Hence
the exhortation to self-examination, which teaches humility, while
it shews that each has enough to bear in his own burden.
Thus,
is free,

while all bear the burden of all, the whole body is held together by
the bond of love. (Ver. 3. QpevanardG) is not found again in the New
Testament ; it denotes an dnarrj ev typed, self-deception. The sub
Ver. 4. &quot;Epyov Zavrov here
stantive, however, is found Titus i. 10.
denotes the entire striving and working in the widest extent. KavIn e!$ tav-ov povov
of boasting, as Rom. iv. 2.
xflpa is the
OVK

KOI

elg

object
TOV Zrepov,

el$

can only be taken as

&quot;in

relation to,

He will have occa
in comparison with,&quot; so that the sense is
sion to boast only in looking at himself, he will restrain himself
from looking at others.&quot; The Kav^pa K%ELV is, however, to be taken
&quot;

:

A

radical self-examination discloses so
ironically, as ver. 5 shews.
much in our own hearts, that boasting anywhere is out of the ques
tion ; seeing that we have also our own burden to bear, we judge

more indulgently the

errors of others.)

Hitherto Paul seems to have thought especially of
with lay-persons he now ad
teachers, or at least of these along
Ver.

6.

;

dresses his discourse to the lay-persons alone, and calls upon them
not to let the teachers starve, but to impart to them of all their

This exhortation has, no doubt, its foundation in
earthly goods.
known to us. On the duty of the lay-brethren
not
causes
special
Paul speaks
to
temporally the dispensers of spiritual things
support

in detail at 1 Cor. ix.,

The

on which compare the remarks in the

reference of dyaOd to

spiritual treasures

we must

Comm.

reject as

totally erroneous.

very seriously rebuked, and threat
ened with Divine judgment. He that despiseth Grod s servants cle16 ; John xii. 48), and then the
episeth God himself (Luke x.
Vers. 7,

8.

Such avarice

is
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9, 10.

punishment fails not. The labour of man in this life is compared
with the owing of seed, the judgment with the harvest. He that
soweth to avarice and withholds their own from God s servants, sows
to the flesh, and can only reap from it what it is able to produce,
the contrast with

w^ a/wwo^), spiritual death.
Finally,
sowing&quot; implies activity directed to a purpose, and con
sidered as to its result, which activity decides his fate according as
corruption,

i.

e.,

(in

&quot;

it

has for

its

object the corruptible or the incorruptible.

For

spirit

taken in opposition to flesh, merely to denote the incor
it is not meant here to be denied, that the spirit itself
ruptible
also can become evil, and sin be found in spiritual activity.
(Ver.
7. Paul often uses the phrase p) nkavaade, see 1 Cor. vi. 9, xv. 33,
is

to be

;

also

James

dere.

It

is

16.
WLvKTrjpi&tv is properly
suspensis naribus illunot often found in the LXX., in the New Testamen t

i.

:

We

here only.
find the same metaphor of sowing in Prov. xxii. 8.)
In conclusion Paul further reminds them, for en
Vers. 9, 10,

couragement to persist in a life of self-denial, of the certainty of a
future reward at the Divine judgment-seat.
The point of view is
here extended beyond their teachers, to the love of the human race
generally; but since

in the limitations of his condition finds

man,

necessary to restrict himself in the actual exercise of love, be
cause his means do not suffice to help all, Paul points especially to
them who are of the household of faith. Thus the expression in
it

in its exer
itself, but only a limitation
on account of insufficient means. (For tKKatc&amp;gt;i.iev A.B.D. read
Tes
t-yicaK&fiEv, and as the latter, in the other passages of the New

volves no restriction of love
cise

tament, in which the word occurs,

is the best supported reading, it
EnXvEoOat is in sense
tyKanelv
perhaps deserves the preference.
but the participle here expresses the condition on which the reward
is bestowed.
Kaipbg Uiog here denotes the time appointed by God
for the reward.
-Ver. 10. tig Kaipbv fyopev is &quot;as long as we have

=

;

= dum,

quoad, as Luke xii. 58. For e^ya^djfieOa Lachon
the
reads,
authority of Codex A., cpyaaopeOa, and takes the
whole verse as a question
Now, shall we, accordingly, do good
Winer also is inclined to prefer this reading. But that one MS.
It lies finally in the nature
surely affords it no sufficient authority.
of the case that TO dyaOov, in conjunction with tyyd&aOai, conveys
the idea of usefulness. It is found exactly thus Eph. iv. 28. The

time/ &g

mann

&quot;

?&quot;

:

phrase

otiteiog -niore^g

=

sidered as one family.)

olnEtos

Qeov Eph.

ii.

19

;

believers are con
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CONCLUSION.

(vi.

11-18.)

The words

I6ers, TrrjMxots f^v ypdpftaaiv jfypaipO) admit of a double
with how great, i. e., shapeless, letters/ and
how long
a letter.&quot; The former explanation seems more natural as preserving
the original meaning of 7T7jMKo$ y while in the other the accusative
Also Paul uses imoTofa
TTj/Awta ypdpfJMTa would be more suitable.
for
not
occurs
ypa/^ara.
Tpdfifiara
letter/
only Acts xxviii. 21 in
&quot;

meaning

&quot;

:

j

&quot;

the sense of

Hence, in early times, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylac-t, Jerome, in later days, Semler, Winer, Kiickert,
&quot;

letter.&quot;

declared themselves for the former acceptation of the words.
The
tdere also is then more accurately
applied.
But, on the other side,
it is not to be
disputed, that it is somewhat surprising to see Paul
all

at once drawing attention to such a mere outward

as the

trifle

shapelessness of his Greek letters, especially as directly after, in ver.
12, the same topics, which occupied him throughout the epistle, are

again brought forward.

This argument inclines

my

decision to the

other interpretation, which, though less favoured by the words,
For Trrj^inog is used in later Greek as
entirely admissible.

=

(see

Tholuck

with eypa^a

s

is

is

yet

nolog

for 1834, No. 32, p. 250, note); the dative
explained like el-rre Adyw Matth. viii. 8 ; Luke vii. 7,

Anz.

and ypd^iiara in the sense of

letter&quot;
was, of course, knoivn to
The
if
even
not
to
familiar
him.
Paul,
object of the whole remark,
however, is, according to 2 Thess. ii. 2, compared with iii. 17, no
to which is
other than to certify the genuineness of the epistle
here further added, that the circumstance is meant to make known
to the Galatians the especial affection of Paul towards them, that
&quot;

:

he has written the whole letter himself, not dictated

it,

as at other

times.

Ver. 12.

Yet

the contents of the letter
briefly recapitulating
his

Paul contrasts the falseness of his Judaistic adversaries with

pure endeavours. They preach circumcision out of fear of persecu
who based their salvation only
tion, which was the lot of all those
on Christ s death on the cross, and seek to ingratiate themselves
external compliances.
with their enemies
(See on ii. 12, v. 11.)

by

more than the hypo
course, this did not hold good of all, any
these Judaists were certainly also
crisy rebuked in ver. 13 ; many of

Of

honest fanatics.

We are here not to think of

proselytes,

who

feared

the Introd.,
2), but of
persecutions by the Jewish Christians (see
the
same
at
time prebut
the
for
Jews who held Christ
Messiah,
tended to observe the law after the manner of the Pharisees. Still
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doubtful whom we have to consider as the persecutors,
those Judaists feared, who sought to seduce the Galatians to
7
circumcision as a means of salvation.
The} might be supposed to
be the Jews in general ; but the Jews, as such, were also adversaries
it

may be

whom

of the Judaizing Christians

;

whoever held Jesus

for the

Messiah

We

them an

apostate, whatever he might think of the law.
must here keep our point of view loitliin the church. The heads of
the Judaistic party are to be looked upon as those whose persecu

was

to

It follows, then, from tliat
tion the Galatian false teachers feared.
that the active persons in G-alatia were not the heads of the party
themselves, but only dependent persons. (EvTrpoauneiv seems to be
coined by the apostle himself ; it is found nowhere else.
However,

Aristophanes has oenvo-poaw-elv [Nab. v. 363] and Cicero (fraivo-pooG)7iKlv
Our word means, first of all,
to be of
[ad Attic, vii. 20].
handsome countenance/ then, to recommend one s-self by beauty,&quot;
But those things by which the Judaists
to insinuate one s-self.&quot;
recommended themselves are mere externals, iv aapid. The dative
rw oravpC) is to be taken as the dat. instrument!
the cross, i. e.,
the doctrine of salvation through Christ s death on the cross alone,
See on v. 11.)
is the cause of persecution.&quot;
fresh rebuke relates to the hypocrisy of those men
Ver. 13.
,

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

A

;

they are not really concerned to maintain the observance of the law,
they only want to make a show with a great number of proselytes.
The picture of the Pharisees, Matth. xxiii. 4, seq., is entirely simi
lar, but neither that nor the one here can be extended to all the in
dividuals of the sect.
(The adp^ of which they boast, is here to
be understood physically of the circumcised flesh. The thought
t

contains a bitter irony ; instead of seeking the souls of men, these
boast of the flesh of those whom they have per

literal interpreters

suaded to be circumcised.)
Paul then opposes his pure endeavours to these dis
Ver. 14.
honest proceedings
I seek not glory in the sight of men, but find
it only in the cross of Christ, i. e., the dying Saviour is the only ob
ject of my boasting, him alone do / make of any account, men are
of no account with me.&quot;
Paul can say this, because he knows that
he (as to his sinful old man) is dead, that Christ, the pure, perfect
&quot;

:

man lives in him (ii. 20). Where this living event of regene
ration has not taken place, Paul means to say, there this impurity is
unavoidable. The dying of the old man, which at the same time

neiu

always supposes the birth of the new one, is here again, according to
the typical acceptation of the death of Christ (ii. 21), called a being
crucified, and the dt ov, sc. oravpov, intimates that the possibility of

The twofold
regeneration is given by the death of Christ alone.
turn of the idea iaravpwrai tyol KOO^O^
KOO^G), merely expresses
ayo&amp;gt;

the complete dissolution of the ties between the believer and the world

:
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as good as dead to me, it no longer contains any
of
attraction for me ; and, vice versa, I also am dead
living power
to
(The KfjLol p) yevoiro answers to the V 3 ^ nV^&amp;gt; Gen. xliv.
&quot;

is

it.&quot;

7

;

-

.

Jos. xxiv. 16.)
In Christ, that
Ver. 15.

is, in his body, the church, the old sep
arating distinctions are no longer in force (see on iii. 28, v. 6) there
all depends on the Kaivij K-trng, i. e., that the true
regeneration follow,
;

that Christ, the new man, be fully born in the heart.
(See the de
2 Cor. v. 17, and at Eph. ii. 10.)
Paul then concludes the epistle with invoking the
Ver. 16.
of
blessings
peace and mercy (grace follows in ver. 18); this wish is,
confined
to those who follow the above rule (that circum
however,
tails at

cision

is

no longer of any

force in Christ,

but only the new

birth), as

they alone are the true people of God, the spiritual Israel, which
the nation of the Israelites only prefigured.
This restriction of the
wish is, however, not to be taken as an invidious exclusion of others.

The affectionate apostle would gladly bless the whole world ; but
these others are by their moral state incapable of receiving the bless
Even if he had blessed
ing ; the organ for it is wanting in them.
them,

still

him that

to

the blessing and the peace would have returned again
blessed (Matth. x. 13 ; John xvii. 9), because they would

find no place in them.
(Kavuv is here, as at Phil. iii. 16, a rule of
faith ; it is found in another sense, 2 Cor. x. 13.
The KOL im, K. r. A.,

only to be taken as an explanation of the CTT avrovg, for those that
walk according to the true rule are themselves the spiritual Israel of
God, an antithesis to the mere Israel according to the flesh, Rom. ii.
For they strive and contend, as Jacob did formerly, when
29, ix. 6.

is

name

he received the

of Israel.

(Gen. xxxii. 24, seq.) It is striking
whereas it elsewhere (1 Tim. i.
2) follows, which also lies in the nature

here, that d^r\vr\ stands before

2

;

2 Tim.

i.

2

;

Jude

ver.

tfAeof,

of the case, since peace can only be the fruit of mercy.
Yet a de
Paul
collocation
is
in
this
to
be
;
meant, I
sign
scarcely
sought
t
first, to write elprjvrj only, and then brought in the Aeoc,
which was hard by and familiar to him, to which is joined finally, in
ver. 18, %apt?, which elsewhere is wont to be named first.
Ver. IT. Finally, after his blessing on believers, there follows
another hard parting blow for his audacious adversaries Paul re
curs in just pride to his apostolical authority and his arduous labours

suppose, at

;

in the service of the Lord,

and demands that

his labours be not in

hence
creased by still further burdens.
(Tov konrov sc. %povov,
2
xiii.
TO
Cor.
the
for
from
different
Xonrov,
rest,&quot;
forth,&quot; posthac,
&quot;

&quot;

11.

^riyiiara are

marks which were burnt into the

know them when they

ran away

;

slaves, in order to
also into such as devoted them

selves to the gods as their slaves.
[See the passages which relate to
The words
this point in Winer in the Cornrn. on this passage.]

GALATIANS VI.
might therefore mean,
and have therefore only
aupari

fiov,

in

my

18.

I have entirely devoted myself to Christ,&quot;
to execute his will.
But the addition ev rw

&quot;

body, obliges us to understand the a-typa-a of the
in his calling as apostle.
See on

wounds which Paul had received
2 Cor.

These are actual vouchers for all that the apostle
23, seq.
to endure in his apostolical service.
They are called o~iy-

xi.

had had

branding-marks of Jesus, because they were received in
his service, and in consequence of his labours for him.
What was
meant to bring shame he bears as honourable scars.)
liara I^erov,

Ver. 18.

The

usual formula of wishing them grace at length

closes the Epistle to the Galatians ; for, along with the %dpi^ every
thing else is given. But Paul wishes %dpi$ perd rov Trvevparog vp&v,

grace with your

spirit, not merely /^e# vn&v, witli you, in order, as
Kiickert correctly remarks, once more to draw their attention to the
necessity of the victory of the spirit over the flesh, however the latter

may shew

itself, which victory is only possible through grace.
(But
Tim. iv. 22, where rcvsv^a stands also, without the possibility
of such a reference.)

see 2
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